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Starting at under two thousand dollars.
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COPY RITES
ilie idea that intellectual property in aNetbased economy can lose its value horrifies most
owners and creators. They'd better get over it."
—Esther Dyson, "Intellectual Value"
Wired, July 1995, p.136

wanted headphones in order to listen to
"Whole Lotta Love" pan through the
center of my head, Iopened up my
stereo to see how to add aheadphone
jack. Iknew nothing about electronics,
and was stunned to find that it made
sense! Here endeth act two.
ne of the condusions Esther Dyson drew in her recent article in
In order to pay for college, Iworked in
Wired was that the one commodarecord store. Then another one. And
ity in scarce supply in cyberspace is content.
another. Before Iknew it, it had become
Iagree, having found the Noise/Signal
my career. After marriage, my wife and I
Ratio to be just too high for effective, easy
lived in Peru, where she studied Queelectronic communication. As magazines
chua and Itaught English and studied
and newspapers are the longest-lasting traAndean wind instruments. Returning to
ditional "content providers," the subject of
the States, Ifell into ajob managing an
how to transfer their content-providing o
audiophile record press in the glory days
skills into the new electronic era occupies
just prior to the introduction of Compact
alot of publishers' thoughts these days.
Disc. Iknow how buggy-whip manufacAs asidebar to this debate, Iincluded
turers felt upon sighting their first autoan e-mail exchange in this month's "Letmobiles; we bought afirst-generation CD
ters" that you might find illuminating. A
player and tons of software and, after lisnew reader, Bill Rothwell, needed Stereotening, breathed asigh of relief: "This will
philes most recent "Recommended Comnever catch on!"
ponents" listing, so Imailed aback issue to
Iwas also production manager at aclashim. Bill responded that, as he had found
sical record label—getting out just as we
someone making "Recommended Combegan to convert our production to CD.
ponents" available on the Internet, he did(The two events were not related.)
n't need the paper magazine after all.
Let's see, that doesn't include working
There are two points to note from this.
Oh, and the story Istarted with ended
in New York's most comprehensive el2ssiFirst, and most important, the contents of happily in that the pirated list Bill Rothwell
cal-record department, four years on the
every issue of Stereophile are registered
found on the Internet was just that—a list.
sales floors of two of New York's highwith the Register of Copyrights in WashThe printed "Recommended Compoend hi-fi shops, or my writing tenures at
ington, DC. Anyone who reproduces or
nents" was so much more informative that
The Audiophile Voice and The Absolute Sound.
reprints anything from this magazine in
Bill decided to keep the back issue.
Iam arecovering Audiophiliac. Itry
any form without our permission is inTo change the subject rather abruptly,
very hard to keep my reviews rooted in
fringing our copyright and can incur a I'm pleased to announce that Stereophile
reality—at least as Iexperience it. This
hefty statutory penalty.
contributor Wes Phillips joins the magameans that Isometimes hear things that I
Second, the Wired article implied that
zine's full-time staff here in Santa Fe this
cannot explain or at times even comthe days of magazines printed on paper
month as Equipment Reports Editor. Wes
prehend. But if Ihear them, Imust reand underwritten by paid advertisements
has full responsibility for doing for Stereoport them. Itry to keep my threshold of
were almost over, meaning that it be- phile's Equipment Reports section what
gullibility high, and to separate correhooves magazines both to go online and
Music Editor Richard Lehnert has done so
lation from causation whenever possible. I
to find new ways of generating income.
successfully for our Record Reviews
feel fortunate to be able to do what Ienjoy:
to write and think about music and music
We've thought about launching a Stesection. I'll leave it to Wes to introduce
reophile Home Page on the World-Wide
himself
—John Atkinson
reproduction.
And now I've come to Santa Fe—to an
Web. We've thought about starting aStereophile computer bulletin board or aSteHAPPY TO BE HERE
audiophile, the equivalent of awarrior's
reophile forum on one of the online serIwas 21
/
2years old and Istared with fasciascent into Valhalla. Humbled, Istride
nation as ared vinyl disc spun 'round and
down the corridor of heroes: "Hail,
NI
vices. We've thought about making StereoiHóla, JGHI Accolades to the high-fathers
philès writers and editors available for on'round, playing the "Davy Crockett
line discussions. We've investigated makTheme." "Play 'nother one!" Idemanded.
LA & JA! Who ordered the pepperoni
ing Stereophil
es editorial contents available
Thus are obsessions born.
with extra cheese?"
online, but we cannot yet see how it could
When, in high school, Idecided that I
Happy to be here.
—Wes Phillips
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be done on an economically viable basis.
So, let me ask you. What do you, our
readers, want from us in terms of an online
Stereophile? Do you want aduplicate of the
printed magazine? Do you want to talk to
our writers and editors? Do you want system and component advice on an individual basis? Let me know what you
think—my e-mail address is on p.7—and
maybe we'll give birth to a healthy,
bouncing baby of an online Stereophile.
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Two years in the movie
we're making acceptance
The B&W THX
Home Cinema System.
Any music lover familiar with B&W's legendary loudspeakers probably isn't
surprised by our THX Home Cinema System's award-winning ways.
What may surprise you is how successfully — and quickly — B&W has made
the transition from the top of the music world to the pinnacle of home
theater sound.
Working together with Lucasfilm, B&W has created what critics are
calling the most advanced THX system available — for movies or music.
"...THX is aviable, if not the only, approach to Home Theater sound.
Not to mention fine sound period. B&W's realization of that concept
is superb," wrote Thomas J. Norton in Stereophile [Vol. 17 No. 10,
Oct. 1994].
Call 1-800-370-3740 for the name of aB&W dealer near
you. And experience the astonishing realism, the embracing
ambience, the heartfelt emotion of the B&W THX Home
Cinema System.
This is one performance you simply don't want
to miss.

With B&W's THX-approved surround
sound system, every seat in the house is
the best seat in the house.

WorldRadioHistory

business and already
speeches.

Our commitment to flawless music reproduction is evident in
every loudspeaker we make. B& W's advanced engineering is
conducted at its famous Steyning Research Laboratory in
Sussex, England, where scientists and acoustic engineers pursue
the quest for perfection begun by founder John Bowers over
25 years ago. The B&W THX Home Cinema System is aproduct of this relentless effort.

THE 1994-1995 HOME
THEATER SPEAKERS

T H

E

OF THE YEAR
EUROPEAN AUDIO PRODUCTS
AWARD
THE 1994 CRITICS
CHOICE AWARD

B&W's optional THX-

SOUND AND VISION MAGAZINE

approved 800ASW

THE 1994 BEST HOME
THEATER SPEAKERS

Powered Subwoofer

(OVER $2500)

with a discrete

VIDEO MAGAZINE

200-watt MOSFET

THE 1994 THX SYSTEM

amplifier delivers

OF THE YEAR AWARD
AUDIO/ VIDEO INTERNATIONAL

wall-shaking

THE 1993 THX SYSTEM

bass.

OF THE YEAR AWARD

IW O/ VIDEO INTERNATIONAL
sed in the B&W
astray bullet,
gwaves to minimize
re listening to music

B&W Loudspeakers of America. 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864

tel 1-800-370-3740 fax 508-664-4109

Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont
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Barry Willis asks audio industry luminaries where they—and we—are going.
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T
John Atkinson discusses Internet issues and welcomes
Wes Phillips to the magazine'sfull-time staff
LETTERS
Topics this month: goofs, happy readers, the high-end
police, unnecessary vulgarities, CES excitement, HDCD®
releases, cable comments, cyberspace questions, Web confusion, ethics and the Internet, the PBS debate, kudos for
Harmonia Mundi, "horribly stupid" reviews, rants and raves
for Michael Fremer, and sounding-off on the Cello system.

QUARTER NOTES
Wes Phillips checks out new audiophile releases on vinyl
and CD.
RECORD REVIEWS
Recording of the Month: Reger's seldom-recorded solo
violin sonatas. Old & new discs ofBluebeard's Castle,
new Figarosfrom Mehta and Harnoncourt, piano music
of Prokofiev, Strauss and Wagner lieder, and Yo-Yo Ma in
New York.Jazz legends play Sondheim,Jarrett plays
Standards, and new label Fat Possum records vital blues.
Plus new albumsfrom Laurie Anderson, Belly, Throwing
Muses, Chris Isaak, MichaelJackson, Van Morrison,
Aaron Neville, Pink Floyd, Primus, and Wilco.
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ANALOG CORNER
Michael Fremer ponders why the EIA ignored turntables
in its 1994 report, and surveys the analog playback
equipment hefound at the 1995 CES Specialty Audio &
Home Theater in Chicago.
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INDUSTRY UPDATE
High-end news, including the dealer-promoted manufacturer seminars taking place in September, plus: AC-3
and DTS showdown, future THX processors, test discsfor
Dolby Surround processors, in-linefflters for subwoofers,
Audio Control's The Rialto, and progress reports on seven
proposed digital radio systems.
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11 Watt/Channel Pure Class A Single-Ended Stereo
Integrated Amplifier
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CAD-300SE
weintioemilhannel Pure

Class A Single-Ended Mono Blocks

A timeless classic that revolutionized high-end
audio starting in 1990. From the black anodized
face plate to the brilliant chrome chassis, from
the parts selection to the circuit topologies...
Our attention to detail ensures your
maximum listening enjoyment.

Evolutionary... Revolutionary. Experience
the perfect blend of art and technology that
brings a new level of excitement, passion and
intimacy to the listening experience.
Please audition a Cary ampWier at your favorite
authorized Cary Audio dealer.

CARY
diudioesigin
Cary Audio Design Inc.
"A Worldwide Statement in Audio Amplification"

111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel: 919.481.4494 Fax: 919.460.3828
WorldRadioHistory

PARADIGM BIPOLARS CAN
BE EXPERIENCED AT THESE
FINE DEALERS:
AL:

BIRMINGHAM

BEDDINGFIELD

LIKIS

AN

AUDIO

• MOBILE

• HUNTSVILLE:

CUSTOM

AUDIO

•

MONTGOMERY COHENS •AR: FAYETTEVILLE: STEREO
ONE • FORT SMITH: STEREO ONE •AZ: MESA: HI FI

MD THE HINER IL

SALES • TUSCON: WILSON AUDIO • CA: AUBURN:
WOODEN SHIP STEREO • BAKERSFIELD: URNERS •
BERKELEY: MUSIC LOVERS •CHICO: SOUNDS BY DAVE •
COSTA MESA ATIAM1C STEREO • EUREKA. SOUND
ADVICE

• FRESNO

FUTUREHOME

• HOLLISTER

FORTINOS •LOS ANGELES AHEAD STEREO •LA AN •
MENLO PARK .SOUND PERFECTION •REDDING: CLYDES
•REDONDO BEACH SYSTEMS DESIGN

•RIVERSIDE:

SPEAKERCRAFT • SACRAMENTO PARADYNE • SAN
DIEGO . SOUND

COMPANY

• SAN

FRANCISCO,

PERFORMANCE AUDIO. SAN JOSE CENTURY STEREO.
SAN LUIS OBISPO

AUDIO ECSTASY • SAN MARCOS .

SOUND COMPANY • SANTA BARBARA, MISSION AUDIO.
SANTA CRUZ . WATER

STREET

STEREO • SANTA

MONICA SHELLEYS •SANTA ROSA: CALIFORNIA AN •
HOMETECH • SAUSALITO PACIFIC RIM • STOCKTON
GLUSKINS •VAU-EJO: STEREO SHOWCASE •VISALIA:
LEES STEREO •WALNUT CREEK SOUND DISTINCTION •
WOODLAND

HILLS

SHELLYS

• CO:

Product of

COLORADO

SPRINGS: SOUND SHOP •DENVER SOUND HOUNDS •

the Year Awards

FORT COLLINS: OVATION MUSIC •GRAND JUNCTION.
SOUND CO. •CT: NESS HAVEN . TAKE 5•NEWINGTON:
AUDIO

STORE

• NORWICH:

SOUND

ONE

• DE:

in the past year

WILMINGTON: HI FI HOUSE •FL: BRADENTON: AUDIO
WORKSHOP

• CLEARWATER:

RISING

SOUNDS

•

PENSACOLA: SOUTHERN HI FI •WEST PALM BEACH:
AUDIO ADVISORS • GA: ALBANY CUSTOM INC. •
ATHENS: CUSTOM INC. • AUGUSTA, CUSTOM INC. •
BOGART: CUSTOM INC. • DUNWODDY, AUDIO FOREST •
AUDIO SOLUTIONS •

HONOLULU CLASSIC AN •LA:

BETTENDORF . REFERENCE

NV

• DES

MOINES:

Critic's Choice

AUDIOLABS • IDAGROVE - BRENNER'S • IOWA CITY.
HAWKETE • SIOUX CITY . FRANZ • IL: CHAMPAIGN:

Awards in the

CHAMPAGNE AUDIO •CHRYSTAL LAKE SOUND FORUM •
CLARENDON

HILLS . SOUNDS DELUXE • FAIRVIEW

HEIGHTS HI FI FO FUM •HOFFMAN ESTATES SIMPLY
STEREO

•

ROCKFORD.

ABSOLUTE

AUDIO

past year

•

SPRINGFIELD: TEMA ELEC. •ST CHARLES: ST CHARLES
AN •VILLA PARK SIMPLY STEREO* IN: BLOOMINGTON:
CAMPUS AUDIO •CARMEL. SOUND PRO •FT. WAYNE:
LEHMAN'S • WABASH

WORLD SCAN • KS: WICHITA,

CUSTOM SOUND •LA: BATON ROUGE ART COLLEYS •
LAFAYETTE. THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT •NEW ORLEANS:

Awards

WILSON AUDIO • NA: ARLINGTON STEREO SHOP •
CAMBRIDGE .0 AUDIO •NORTHAMPTON: TRIPOD AUDIO
•SUDBURY . ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE •WORCESTER:

craws •MI:

since 1990

BEMIDJI: OVERBEEN ELECTRONICS •

DETROIT PECAR'S •FLINT STEREO CENTER •GFUND
HAVEN:

BEKINS

SHOWCASE

MR

• GRAND

• IRON

RAPIDS

MOUNTAIN.

STEREO

SOUNDNORTH

•

KALAMAZOO STEREO SHOWCASE •PETOSKEY: PUFFS •
TROY PECANS • MN: ALEXANDRLA: SOUND SHOP •
MINNEAPOLIS

STEREOLAND

•

ROCHESTER:

AMALGAMATED AN •YO: COLUMBIA. D &/A SOUND •ST.
LOUIS

HI

FI

FO-PUM

• MS:

STARKVILLE:

IDEAL

ACOUSTICS • MT: BILLINGS US. TECH • MISSOULA .
STEREO PLUS •NC: DURHAM: KERRS AN •WINSTON
SALEM:

PLATINUM

AUDIO

• ND:

FARGO:

TODAY

ELECTRONICS •MANKATO . TEAM ELECTRONICS •NE:
GRAND ISLAND VIDEO KINGDOM • • AuAIA VIDEO

Paradigm is the
number one choice
for critical listeners!

KINGDOM • OMAHA: STEREO WEST • NIL NASHUA:
ENSEMBLE • NJ: CHERRY HILL HI FI SALES • E.
BRUNSWICK
STEREO

ATLANTIC

STEREO

• MIDDLETOWN.

DYNAMICS • PARAMUS:

RABSONS AN

•

POMPTON PLAINS SOUND CITY •SOMERVILLE .SOUND
EXCHANGE •MIT ALBUQUERQUE ABSOLUTE AUDIO •
LAS CRUCES: DESERT SOUND •NV: RENO. WILD WEST •
NY:

ALBANY: ALTAIR AUDIO • COMMACK:

APPROACH • ELMIRA:

CHEMUNG

SOUND

ELECTRONICS •

HAMBURG SOUTIMOWN AN •JOHNSON CITY: OLUMS •
LANE GROVE. AUDIO DEN •MT KISCO -AUDIO OUTLET •
NEW YORK

AUDIO SALON • kV CENTER •

PARK

"Superb!"
-Mere(' Rel It'll

the Evort BP

AVENUE •PARK PLACE •SOUND CITY •PLEASANTVILLE:
AUDIO

EXCELLENCE

SYRACUSE:

• ROCHESTER.

GORDON

BROTHERS

ROWE AN •

• WATERTOWN,

HAPPY EAR •WEST BABYLON - AUDIO VISIONS •OH:
AKRON: OHIO SOUND • CINCINNATI. OHIO VALLEY •
DAYTON .AUDIO ETC •DUBLIN: AUDIO ENCOUNTERS •
TOLEDO: JAMIESON'S STEREO • OK: BARTLESVILLE,
SOUND STATION •MIDWEST CITY: AUDIO MIDWEST •
STILLWATER: AUDIO SN • OR: EUGENE ADVANCED
AUDIO •PORTLAND FRED'S MEN •ROOM SERVICE •

"Stunning!"
.
0

-The Inner Ear Report on the E.spritIBP

SALEM: ADVANCED AUDIO • HEAR NO EVIL • PA:
BROOMALL .HIGH FIDELITY •CAMP HILL. HI Fl HOUSE •
CHAMBERSBURG: LINCOLN LECTRONICS • EPHRATA:
STEREO BARN • GREENSBURG.
HARRISBURG
OUTLET

STEREO SHOP •

HI FI HOUSE • JENKINTOWN

• JOHNSTOWN.

CONNECTING

STEREO
POINT

•

LANCASTER ONT STEREO* MCMURRAY: GOOSEBUMPS
• MONTGOMERYVILLE.

WORLD

WIDE

STEREO

•

PITTSBURGH. AUDIO GALLERY •WORLD WIDE •STATE
COLLEGE PAUL &TONI'S •WHITEHALL, PALMER AUDIO
• RI:

PROVIDENCE.

STEREO

NV

CENTER

"Awesome!"
-Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/B?

• SC:

COLUMBIA SOUND ADVICE •GREENVILLE, AMERICAN
AUDIO •HILTON HEAD ISLAND: AN ARCHITECTS •MT.
PLEASANT PEACHTREE • SD: BROOKINGS: ZEPHYR
AUDIO. IN: •JOHNSON CITY .MR. TOADS •KINGSPORT:
AMERICAN VIDEO • KNOXVILLE: STATEMENT AA, •
MEMPHIS: MODERN AN •TX: AMARILLO: AUDIO VISIONS
•AUSTIN, AUDIO BY DESIGN •BRYAN SOUND WAVES •
CORPUS CHRISTI: ABSOLUTE AN •DALLAS, HILLCREST
HI Fl •HOUSTON: ALL STAR •GROOVE AN •LUBBOCK:
SOUND WAVE • MIDLAND: MIDLAND SOUND • SAN
ANTONIO:

AUDIO

CONCEPTS

• SAN

MARCOS:

DISCOVERY AUDIO •SHERMAN: WORLD WIDE •TYLER:
SAG CENTER •UT: PROVO: AUTO SPECIALTIES •RN
DAYTON

MUSICSCOPE • VT: WILLISTON: CREATIVE

SOUND •WA: BELLEVUE DEFINITIVE AUDIO. EVERETT:
AUDIO WAVES •KENNEWICK: °Luck SILVER •PULLMAN:
OPTIMUM SOUND • SEATTLE: DEFINITIVE AUDIO •
SPOKANE. SKI INTERIORS • WI: APPLETON: DRESS

p

aradigm's spectacular bipolar speakers are an engineering aid sonic marvel! With years of
design expertise and our highly advanced R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set

out to build the world's finest bipolar speakers, regcncliess of cost!

pe.
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A GREAT POEM?
Editor:

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Stereophile goofed
in their ratings review.'
Reviewers are human
and could err, too.
It's good to see JA
own up to it, too.2
Bravo to LA, Stereophile,
and its crew.
ALLEN S. DIZON
New York, NY

A GREAT PLEASURE?

Editor:
My copy of Stereophilds Robert Silverman Concert CD arrived in the morning
mail. Ilistened to it almost at once. The
musical experience was first-rate (espedally the Schumann Sonata), and the
recording was superlative—every bit as
good as the ad in Stereophile had led me
to hope it would be. You and your colleagues are splendid technicians and
clearly have musical ears. A great pleasure!
PROFESSOR G.R. CREEGER
Wesleyan University, Middletown, CT
Glad you enjoyed Concert Professor Creeger.
Robert Silverman's next CDfor Stereophile
will be of the Liszt B-minor Piano Sonata,
which we recorded with 20-bit resolution
using the Magra D recorder and the Schoeps
"Sphere" and B&K omnidirectional microphones. Release is scheduledfor the end of the
year. 71re two-CD Concert set-featuring
piano works by Bach, Schubert, and Chopin
as well as Schumann—is availablefor $15.95
plus $3 S&H. Phone (800) 358-6274 for
credit-card orders.

A GREAT MAGAZINE?

Editor:
Imust congratulate you for putting out
1The "Recommended Components" rating of Nitty
Gritty models 2.511 and 1.5Fi should have been the
2JA admitted goofing in response to the "LPs Can Be
Cleaned" letter in the July '95 issue [Vol.18 No.7,
p.17).
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agreat magazine. The thing that is most
impressive to me is that, besides being
large, informative, entertaining, and generally fini to read, it's always there. Every
month, Stereophile always arrives on time.
Idon't know how you do it, but I'm sure
glad you do.
STAN D AVI S
Buena Park, CA
Its down to alot of hard work from atalented bunch ofpeople

COMPRESSION?

Editor:
Each month, disgruntled readers demand
an end of their subscription to your fine
journal.
Allow me to broach atopic that may
have you guys cancel my subscription.
The only time some of my former
favorite, now dusty records sound good
in my high-end system is when Ihear
one over the radio, compressed!
Isuspect that adefeatable outboard
compressor will let me enjoy the classics (Southside Johnny, Robin Trower,
Little Steven) again.
Would that be okay with the highend police?
Where would Ishop for one of these?
H ITCH PAPROCKI
Tucson, AZ
dbx used to have arange of outboard compressors and expanders available Isurest
you prowl the classifieds, Mr. Paprocki. —JA

We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment
purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, a significant service
charge would have to be assessed—and we
don't have time to do it anyway! Although all
letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.
Please note, however, that published letters
are subject to editing, particularly if they are
very long or address more than one topic. All
correspondents should include their name,
address, and adaytime telephone number.
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HOT TOPICS?

Editor:
Well, here Iam, actually writing aletter to Stereophile It seems abig deal to
me, as Ihave read extraordinary epistles many times in the several years I
have been asubscriber. Ialways figured
it would be some hot topic of debate
(cable sound, sexism in the High End,
et al) about which Icould no longer
restrain myself from voicing an opinion that would hurl me over the edge
and into Microsoft Word to write to
you. But alas, it is not so.
No, unfortunately I write to you
today because Pm bored. United's flight
1041 from Washington to Dallas—two
nice cities, neither of which Ilive in—is
sitting on the ground. And because reading Stereophile has helped keep me from
getting sucked into the vortex of the
time-sucking abyss known as "weatherrelated ground delays," Idecided Iwould
write to you.
Ithink Stereophile is awonderful magazine. But as Iwork in marketing, Ifeel
compelled to tell you why. Getting input
from readers that says your publication
rocks is great; better still is having them
tell you specifically why it rocks, so you
can do more of it. So here goes.
First, the writing. When Iget done
with Stereophile, Ifeel almost the same
way Ido when Ilisten to good music—
because Iread something that the writer
cared about writing. Your reviewers can,
by and large, flat out write. This is apleasure. That said, Ihave to admit that Pm
saddened by the departure of Corey
Greenberg and Sam Tellig. And Fm saddened by their departure not only
because Iwon't be reading about them
in Stereophile anymore but because (at
least in the case of Mr. Greenberg) their
new publications have emasculated
them. They are clearly not as free to
write in their own styles as they were in
Stereophile
Which brings me to awarning: Do
not listen to the people who write to you and
ask you to censor the style of such writing.
11
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Stereophiles writers are so good at what
they do, Iwager, partly because they
are not subject to such scrutiny. So what
if awriter wants to throw afew emphatic expletives in the narration? It
can make articles more fun to read
when they're colorful. We're all big
boys and girls and have heard it before.
(Anyone who claims they haven't is
lying, needs psychotherapy, or both.) I
laughed so hard I almost imploded
while reading Corey Greenberg's riotous
review of the Grado SR6Os [June 1994,
Vol.17 No.6, p.92]. It's just plain crap for
some readers to expect you to censor
such wit to protect afew people's sensibilities. A pox on them—continue to
ignore them vehemently. ROB HUGHES
Evanston, IL

THE READERS ARE
TO BLAME?

Editor:
The character of society seems to be spiraling downward at aquick rate. (Just
look at TV programming, gangs, and
violence.) Ithought that amagazine of
your caliber would choose to be above
that level. But it seems that many of the
letters that Stereophile publishes (and promotes) contain unnecessary vulgarities.
Therefore, Ichoose not to support
your magazine any longer. Please cancel
my subscription and refund the balance.
DANIEL PIEKARSKI
Calumet City, IL

the system was running on pure DC
(yes—batteries!) didn't hurt, either.
What was really gladdening is that
the entire system costs less than what
some rooms were using for their front
end alone. Hats off to the new wave of
manufacturers who are bringing in highend audio at real-world prices.
ANTHONY ANDERSON
San Diego, CA

NEIL YOUNG &HDCD

Editor:
Ijust purchased the new Neil Young
CD, Mirror Ball (Reprise 45934-2). It
has atiny little HDCD® symbol on the
back of the cheesy packaging. Sure, the
cardboard box it's in is awful and
potentially harmful to the disc, but it's
the first popular HDCD release. Right?
Let's hope all the rabid Pearl Jam fans
buy this and an HDCD will go gold.
Why hasn't Stereophile reported on
this prior to its release? A list of upcoming HDCD releases would be much
appreciated. Ihaven't even listened to
my new CD yet, but Iassume my
Audio Alchemy D/A will decode the
HDCD and send me to Audio Nirvana.
W OODY COM1PTON
Tallahassee, FL

Ilistened to Mirror Ball, and while Ihave
always appreciated Neil Young's music—and
even have an affectionfor his collaborators on
this disc Pearl Jam—it struck me as an odd
marketing strategyfor thefirst non—Reference
RESPECTABLE SOUND
Recordings HDCD release to be of heavily
Editor:
distorted guitar grunge, no matter how realisIhave never written to Stereophile before
tic-sounding. However, for those Boomers
but felt compelled to after attending the
among us, the great news is that the Jimi
CES Home Theater & Specialty Audio
Hendrix catalog as well as the first three
show in Chicago. There seems to be a Buffalo Springfield albums and aNeil Young
new guard of manufacturers entering
retrospective, are to be remastered using the
the high-end audio scene, and the excitHDCD encoder. We'll keep you informed of
ing news is that prices are finally coming
new HDCD releases as we hear about them.
down.
-J
A
Iheard very respectable sound from
the JoLida room from a ICT88-based
SINGLE-ENDED SUGGESTIONS
integrated amplifier that costs less than Editor:
$1000. Howeve4 what really floored me
How about areview on tube integrated
was the sound coming from the N.E.W/ amplifiers, such as the Sonic Frontiers
Diapason room. The Diapason loudand. the Cary CAD-300SEI? Also, how
speakers, playing in aroom the space of a about more reviews on single-ended
large doset, were arevelation sonically
amps in general?
FRANK COONEY
and probably the most stunning speakers
Cranford, NJ
I've ever laid eyes on. What Iheard was
uncolored sound with transparency the
See Robert Harley's review of the Cary in
likes of which Ihaven't heard from the
this month's Equipment Reports.
71A
best electrostatics. Most surprising was
the bass they were getting from these
W IRED
diminutive speakers—they weren't Editor:
much more than 15" high. It sounded
Ihave some comments onJohn Atkinson's
more like the power end I'd expected
Wired!!!" editorial in June [VoL18 No.6,
from apair of B&W 801s. The fact that p3]. He used the example of silver vs copSTBREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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per speaker wire as exhibiting an
improvement "so large that it might almost
be audible in a blind test." (emphasis
added) This is faint praise indeed, and
since silver has up to 8% better conductivity than copper, the R may still be
lower with the silver wire if it is the same
gauge. His example of changing the conductivity of copper bus bar with amallet
is indicative of the effect of hard drawing,
which will increase the R about 3% over
an annealed wire, assuming no change in
diameten In order to decrease the resistance, one would have to use the mallet to
cleverly increase the diameter of the bar!
The discussion of grounds and balanced connections, while important, is
not related to wire per se, but to circuit
topology The RFI and EMI shielding
qualities of different cables is very dependent on construction methods: for example, the double twisted-pair StarQuad
cable by Canare is very good at rejecting
magnetic fields.
The flaw in JA's argument about
cables that are terminated in a high
impedance at the far end is that they
are terminated in alow impedance at
the near end, so this low Z dominates
the equation.
His comment on cable microphonics is right on, however. Ihave noticed
these piezoelectric and triboelectric
effects very strongly in cheap microphone cable, and this could well be the
reason why some cables sound different when used in low-level or even in
line-level duty. JA's further comments
on the other possible effects of different dielectric materials are also worth
following up. MARSHALL BUCK, PH.D.
Los Angeles, CA

CYBERSPACE CURMUDGEON?

Editor:
Since Iwas cast as abit of acurmudgeon
(and demoted to instructor) by Jason
Chervokas in July ['Sound Bytes,"
Vol.18 No.Z p.61], Iwould like to clarify
a few issues regarding audio-related
bulletin boards and Internet discussion
groups. Mr. Chenrokas quoted me correctly but conflated separate issues: the
validity of information posted and the
value of the many exchanges.
First, the problem Ireferred to in
answering questions on bulletin boards
is due to the effectively transient nature
of posted information—certainly as
compared with traditionally published
material. Quite often anew reader will
post aquestion that has been dealt with
extensively in the very recent past
These readers have no knowledge of
such exchanges and rarely consult the
13
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FAQ (Frequently Asked Question) files
that are available from many discussion
groups. Consequently, through no real
fault of the new questioner, Ifind Ihave
already exhausted my patience and willingness to help.
Second, with few exceptions, there is
no way for the questioner to qualify the
validity of the answers. Ihave participated in efforts to answer questions and, at
times, had my responses buried among
nonsensical ones. Lest you think that I
am being arrogant about this, Iadmit
that Ihave been, in at least one case,
among those who conveyed the wrong
information. Still, how does the one
seeking the information decide among
the offered answers? Related to this,
why would anyone rely on the opinions
of strangers whose experience, knowledge, and biases are unknown? "Has
anyone out there ever heard amplifier
XYZ? What do you think?" Judging
from the responses elicited by queries
about devices well-known to me, I
would never rely on any group of subjective opinions from Internet discussion groups. The only exception, of
course, is in the situation where you
actually know the responden
Now, Imust balance this tirade of
criticism with some indication of why I
still participate in bulletin boards and
discussion groups. They are fun, and
they can be informative. After wading
through the puerile and the trivial, there
is much else to be enjoyed, and some of
that has not been given adequate attention by Mr. Chervokas.
The Audiophile Network: My enthusiasm for this group continues after
three years. The general tenor of exchange
here is intense, informed, and still friendly.
The range of interests and temperaments
on TAN is wide. In my experience, few
requests go unanswered, and few statements go unchallenged. We engage in
stimulated debate. Mr. Chervokas says
that new members might be "put off”
by the seeming clubbiness, but, in fact,
new members are welcomed, often ceremonially. It is these newbies (although
we don't use that term on TAN) who
stimulate reexamination of the issues
that we care about. If aTANner from
one part of the country visits another
part, aTAN meeting with discussions,
demonstrations, food, and drink is
often held by the locals. At the recent
Stereophile Show in Los Angeles, Imet
many West Coast TANners in person
for the first time, and the sense of
camaraderie was palpable. One can judge
from Doug Sclmeider's photos of our
"scotch-and-cigars" evening that we are,

indeed, amixed bunch, but the common interests and appreciations continue to bind us online and in person.
One should emphasize, also, that the
use of an offline mail reader brings the
cost of dialing in to TAN, even from the
other coast, down to pennies. Iam rarely
connected for more than aminute to
upload my posts and download those I
wish to read.
rec.audio.tec.h: This group suffers
from many of the same ailments of
other rec.audio groups but steps further
into science and engineering. The discussions here are, appropriately, more
technical than elsewhere, and it is frequented by knowledgeable people
such as Dick Pierce, Chris Hicks, Gabe
Weiner, and others, from whom Ihave
learned quite abit. Ihave also exchanged
schematics, technical literature, and even
parts with people Ihave contacted via
this group.
sci.electronics: Here's where you
get to ask questions about anything related to electronics and where you can reasonably expect acornucopia of information in return. There are trivial inquiries ("What's the 800 number for DigiKey?"), but you can also learn from the
experts ("I built the following circuit, but
it is unstable under conditions A, B,
C... Can you help me?").
KALMAN RUBINSON
New York, NY

CAUGHT ON THE WEB?

Editor:
Iam an audiophile enthusiast looking
for Stereophile on the World Wide Web.
Where are you? You guys have not
secured the domain name stereophile.com
with the Intemic. Does Stereophile plan to
set the trend in audio publishing or follow?
SCOTT GOOD
goods@psi.com
PS: Jason Chervokas overlooked the
location http://www.audio-web.com
in his July 1995 [Vol.18 No.7] review of
WWW sites that deal with audio.

W EB SITES...

Editor:
Iwas not able to contact asingle one of
the Web sites listed in the July Stereophile;
they all said the server or the files requested were unknown. Are you sure
these addresses are correct? Everything
else Itried tonight worked!
S
TEPHEN KRUFT
skruft@exit109.com

NOT FOUND

Editor:
In your July issue you gave some infor-
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mation on High End in Cyberspace.
Great article, but the mailing list
(request@maths.ex.ac.uk) comes back
not found. Is this the correct address for
the mailing list?
BRYAN S
TEWART
bstewart@nando.net
A typesetting gremlin arranged for the tilde
symbol (-) to be omitted from some of the
addresses. Here are the correct versions:
•Audio Page (http://bundy.hibo.no:80
rpd/audio.html)
• The Speaker Building Page (http:/
/bundy.hibo.no:80/ rpd/Speaker)
•A "Do-It-Yourself' Speaker Project (http:/
/www.qnx.corn/-danh)
•Mobile Fidelity (http://www.ora.com:
80/gnn/bus/mfsl/index.html)
•HiFi Pages (http://hydra/unik.no:
80/%7Erobert/hifi)
There seems to be a_primary addressfor the
HiFi Pages that is differentfrom the one that
comes up when you actually html to the site
That address is http://www.unik.no:
80/ robert/hifi.
Other sites that have appeared since the
article was written are:
•Mark Levinson (http://www.mother.com:80/ audiofillevinson.htm)
• Goldmund (http://nexus.thenet.ch:
80/ goldmund)
•Chesky Records (http://world-web.net:
80/www/market/C HES KY/1C HES
ICY.HTM)
•Mike's Favorite Links (http://emporium.turnp ike.ne t/ S/sumo/mikefays.htm)
•Sumo (http://emporium.turn-pike.
net/S/sumo/audio.htm)
—Jason Chervokas

BACK ISSUES?

Editor:
I am getting ready to plunk down
$3000-$6000 on astereo system, and I
would very much appreciate acopy of
the "Recommended Components" list.
Ifigured that was asimple matter of
going to our local library, but no such
luck! None of the libraries in our Harris County system carries Stereophile!
Thanks very much; I'm looking forward
to being along-term subscriber to your
fine magazine.
BILL ROTHWELL
Katy, TX
wpr@msn.com
I'll put acopy of our April '95 issue in the
mail to you. Please send Stereophile acheck
for $7 for the magazine plus $3 S&H when
you receive it.
—J
A

No THANK YOU!

Editor:
Thanks for your reply. I appreciate
15

your intent on sending me acopy of
the April issue. However, it is no longer
needed, [as] Iwas able to find acompiled
list of Stereophiles "Recommended Components" on the Internet.. Thanks for your
efforts, and sorry if you misunderstood my
original request
BILL ROTHWELL
Katy, TX
wpr@msn.com

er and more musical but also, counterintuitively, more accurate. Reviewers as
experienced and trustworthy as English,
Harley, and Holt are surely aware of this
conundrum, and their subjective evaluations are more than likely spot-on; but
in light of measurements that directly
contradict the inference drawn from
their listening experiences, and in light
of alternate explanations that would
suggest that these products are quite
Too late to get the issue back. Please give it to accurate in the treble, Iwould tend to
afriend who doesn't read Stereophile, and doubt their conclusions.
we'll call it square But please read this issue's
Further, Iobject to JGH once again
"As We See It" on p.3.
trotting out his amateur recordings as
proof of his special insight into accuraDOWN WITH FLAT?
cy. The "Audio Uncertainty Principle"
Editor:
holds that one can never know with
Inoticed an interesting pattern in sevabsolute certainty what arecording or
eral of the reviews in the June issue of a microphone feed really sounds like.
Stereophile: Products whose measured JGH's vast experience in these matters
responses were remarkably clean, flat,
notwithstanding, even the recording
and free of distortion were described as
engineer himself can't know. Therefore,
having a downward-tilted tonal balone can never assume that arecording is
ance—pleasantly sweet and musical but an accurate portrayal of the live event.
inaccurate. I'm referring to Jack EngPerhaps ifJGH had the Meridian speaklish's Joseph Audio RM2Oti Followers on hand during the recording sesUp, Robert Harley's Sumo CD transsions, he might have moved the microport/DAC review, and J. Gordon phones alittle closer to the performers
Holes Meridian DSP6000 speaker in order to capture more bite and detail
Follow-Up (part of his Meridian Di(the detail that he heard when standing
gital Theatre examination) [all in Vol.
in front of the orchestra at his own
18 No.6]. This lack of correlation be"ideal" seating location). The fact is, he
tween the reviewers' conclusions of chose the microphones and their positreble rolloff and Stereophile's measuretions based on the inevitably flawed
ments was commented upon by Mimonitoring equipment he preferred at
chael Custer of Sumo in his Manuthe time. If the Meridian stuff had been
facturer's Comment.
his reference, Isuspect that speakers he
Iknow what you're thinking: That's
now finds accurate might seem merciexactly why we publish both subjective
lessly bright.
evaluations and test-bench measure1have no doubt that the compoments; measurements don't tell the
nents reviewed by English, Harley, and
whole story. Agreed.
Holt sounded sweet, musical, and tiltBut if frequency response is not the
ed down in the treble—in spite of their
issue here, we must ask what can cause
flat frequency responses. I'll also allow
some speakers and electronics to sound that each of your reviewers has agood
less bright than others. A few things
deal more experience than Iin evaluatpop readily to mind: lack of odd-order ing hi-fi systems—that's why Iread and
harmonics; freedom from narrow- respect Stereophile. However, as the test
band resonances, whether mechanical measurements showed almost ideal
or electrical; and, in the case of speakfrequency and distortion plots, Ineed
ers, asmoothly rolled-off rather than further convincing that your reviewers
peaky off-axis response. (The issue of came to the right conclusions about
"correct" tweeter dispersion is athorny
supposed high-frequency inaccuracies.
one, as room treatment and speaker
MARK M. BLOCK
placement will determine whether a
The Audiophile Voice
wide-dispersion tweeter sounds bright
72733.1467@compuserve.com
or not at the listening position. We
shouldn't blame a speaker for being
POLITICS
"colored" if changes in room treatment Editor:
remove the coloration.)
Yep! Here they come, letters complainOf course, dozens of other factors
ing about John Atldnson's "Politics,
play roles, but the problem for areInformation, & Tweaks" column in
viewer is that all of the things listed July. [Vol.18 No.7]
above make asystem not merely sweetAs you said, we don't buy Stereophile
16
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to be lectured on political matters. Do
not assume that you (or I) represent an
opinion on these matters that's going
to sit well with the majority of your
readers—politics is the last thing they
want to hear about in apublication of
this type. So somehow forget the lecturing on this matter; you're dabbling
with egos here, in a way not fully
understood. Why insert agrating, irritating element into an otherwise semipeaceful
scene? Back
to
the
music. .please!
So, having said that, I'm going to
give my opinion on the PBS issue. In
doing so, Iwill upset the portion of
readers you haven't
There are alot of interesting shows
on PBS. Iwatch them quite often and
contribute. However, Iam of the opinion that, since we live in acapitalistic
system, if one cannot survive, then to
the trash heap. Harsh, maybe even
crude, but that is the way our system
works.
It is patently unfair to outstanding
channels such as The Learning Channel
and Discovery to have PBS on another
channel with taxpayers' support! This
smacks of a mild form of "creeping
socialism."
My recommendation is that we get
our "taxes" out of PBS and put it on an
even keel with the many other great
channels that abound out there. If it
survives, great. If not—so be it. Many of
the great shows on PBS could easily
move to the aforementioned Discovery
Channel, The Learning Channel, or the
upcoming History Channel. Other
channels with these thought-provoking
shows are in the works.. PBS is no
longer alone. If one views all the variety
on a DSS Satellite System, the once
unique qualities of PBS are diminished
greatly. 'The times, they are a-changin'"
never applied more than now.
No, Idon't think that any "sacred
cows" will survive this Congress. It's
time we had afiscal review across the
board. The drift and float of the past 40
years is history—now we have to get
this "monster debt" under control before
it diminishes all of our lifestyles, not to
mention our children's.
No, Idon't think PBS will immediately fold up and go away. With good
talent and management, PBS might
become one of the premier channels of
provocative thought, all within this dynamo that is our Capitalistic System. Now,
let's all get back to this fascinating hobby
of ours—did Itell you about this tweak?
LEONARD W ELDON
Douglasville, GA
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

SUBSIDIES

Editor:
Why should akid flipping burgers for
minimum wage trying to agglomerate
enough revenue to take his sweetie out
to aHootie and the Blowfish concert
on Friday night be bullyragged into
contributing to my Mass in B-Minor
on Sunday-morning public radio?
J
EPP CANAVAN
Branford, CT
71754.3504@compuserve.com

SOAPBOXES

Editor:
Your "As We See It" on the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting [July '95, p.31
was silly. Idoubt that you have spent
much time reading Adam Smith; even
acursory look at his philosophy in atextbook would indicate that he is hardly an
appropriate name to drop when making
acase for agovernment-sponsored, taxsupported bureaucracy such as CPB.
To say that the CPB "makes sure
that all voices could and would be heard"
makes me wonder if you watch and listen to the same broadcasts as the rest of
us. Clearly, this is not what they do.
And why call people who disagree
with you names like "so-called conserv-

atives" or position them as threats to the
First Amendment? Did you overdose on
politically correct pills that day, or
what? To say that cutting tax dollars to
the CPB is "the beginning of aprocess
that might one day prevent this magazine or any other being able to say what
needs to be said" is inane and bombastic.
You are correct about one thing,
however: Idon't read your magazine to
get apolitical lecture. Hey, JA—you are a
hi-fi magazine. Stick to what you know.
Leave that sophomoric soapbox shit outside the pages of Stereophile
JACK BRADY
San Francisco, CA

BOUNDARIES

Editor:
By delving into the world of political
discussion, you have crossed aboundary that, if not currently defined by
your product, should be. You ask me to
accept the premise that, because you
are a magazine, Imust put up with
whatever ideas you wish to publish or
I am responsible for narrowing the
scope of the First Amendment of our
Constitution as it pertains to the open
flow of information. Ifind that an unacceptable viewpoint on your part.

You have aConstitutional right to
publish and disseminate whatever information and ideas you choose. Ihave a
Constitutional right to decide which
forums Ichoose to receive my information from. Iam sure there is agreement that you, or anyone, lack the
right to require me to purchase aparticular publication. So while you attempt to minimize any complaints on
your political editorials by rationalizing
afreedom to disseminate any information, you do so by effectively ignoring
my rights under the First Amendment.
Isubscribe to and listen to and view
avariety of politically oriented products.
Ichoose to urchase your product for an
entirely •erent need. If you want to
represent your product as a political
publication, then do so, and don't be
surprised if Ichoose to no longer purchase your product because I don't
need another subscription to apolitical/current-affairs publication.
As to the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting itself my children do not
depend on television for anything other
than entertainment. The mores and values that they receive come from my
wife and me. Indeed, the CPB is one
of the last places Iwould consider
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entrusting my children's well-being,
and Ishudder to think that you feel
comfortable elevating television to that
level of trust in our children's development. Yes, television is acentral fixture
in family life. The debate, however, is
about who is responsible for raising
our children, and television can never be
given that responsibility.
My priorities for my family do not
include the CPB. If afamily chooses to
incorporate the CPB into their lives,
then they can donate money, as can you,
to keep it on the ait Nightline, This Week
With David Brinkley, and even Rush
Limbaugh are free-market exercises in
nonviolent, informational programming. So are the Discovery Channel,
A&E, C-Span, etc. What makes the
CPB superior to these examples of freemarket programming? If you want my
taxes to go to the CPB, then Ifeel it is
only fair that taxes cover my purchases
of laserdiscs, CD-ROMs, and, yes,
Stereophile magazine. DAVID M. BuGG
E. Wenatchee, WA

CHOICES

Editor:
I've been aStereophile reader for over
five years now, and Ilook forward to

the magazine's arrival every month.
However, it is your first (as far as Ican
remember) "political" editorial that has
stimulated me to write my first letter
to the editor. I'm referring, of course,
to your CPB editorial in the July issue.
As even a "part-time libertarian,"
John, you should know that the government guarantee of alevel playing field
ought to mean that the government
should protect you from criminal interference with your noncriminal activities. 3 The idea that government should
provide alevel playing field by forcibly
taking the resources of some citizens
and giving them to others merely to
"provide equal opportunity" is completely alien to any kind of libertarian philosophy. Such an idea was also alien to our
country's founders. The First Amendment does not guarantee you the right to
publish the truth. It guarantees you the
right to not be interfered with should
you decide to use your resources, legitimately acquired through the marketplace, to do so.
The problem, of course, is where
PBS/CPB get their resources. In his let-

ter in the July issue, Mt Donald Bisbee
of Columbus, Ohio makes the point
that "A program that through taxes
costs less than adollar ayear, yet by private donation costs us +$50 ayear."
And there's the rub. Public support for
that program saves Mr. Bisbee $49 a
year, but that $49 is coming from the
pockets of people who don't give afig
for PBS/CPB. Iwatch public television. Ilisten to public radio when Ican't
find an independent classical station. I'd
miss them both if they were gone. But
if public broadcasting can only survive
through involuntary contributions in
the form of tax dollars, it deserves to die.
Your footnote states that, of the
CPB's total budget of about $1 billion,
only $319 million came from tax
money. Surely it would not be difficult
for those who are convinced of the need
for public broadcasting to dig deeper
and up the contributions by 50%. Then
they wouldn't have to carry around the
guilt of stealing 98% (by Mr. Bisbee's
reckoning) of that $319 million from
their fellow citizens! Or (horrors!) the
PBS stations could sell advertising!! No
matter how much Imay hate some of
the commercials on my current favorite
classical station, my irritation is always

3Just what should constitute acriminal activity is also
amajor concern of libertarians, but it's way beyond the
scope of this letter.
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lessened by the satisfaction that that
station is not sticking its nose in the
public trough. If public broadcasting
got off the public dole, I'd probably
start contributing again myself.
Keep up the good work, but let's let
the free choices of free people determine
what is on the air—just as the free choices of free people determine whether
Stereophile keeps on publishing.
JOHN C.ROSSMANN
Coral Springs
joluesynersys.com

recorded materials to keep their communities on their ears for countless hours.
Let's do all we can to uphold the second
condition of Adam Smith's free-market
philosophy: a"total and free dissemination of all relevant information."
GLENN H. M ARTIN
San Francisco, CA
74110.1712@compuserve.com

POLITICS, SCHMOLITICS!!!

Editor:
Who cares if afew of your readers write
to complain that your support for PBS
COMMUNICATIONS
is politics and cancel their subscriptions!
Editor:
They will continue to buy Stereophile anyThank you, Mr. Atkinson, for "Politics,
way, anonymously, at the newsstand.
Information, & Tweaks" [July, p3]. And And what is political about Stereophile, an
thank you, Donald Bisbee, for writing
equipment and music magazine, supthe first letter to Stereophile concerning porting the only broadcasting system to
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting bring you great music in great sound—
(CPB) cuts [July, p.13].
jazz, pop, symphony, opera? Is someIfeel it would be good to say what one out there just waiting to bring us
public- and listener-sponsored broadbetter music and better sound in our
casting has meant to me. Like most of homes and cars and Walkmans? And if
us, Ilistened to commercial radio and
so, why have they not done it yet?
watched TV as akid. All audio circuits
Is instrumental music all that politihad vacuum tubes at that time. The FM
cal? Throughout our century, someone
band was still very secondary to AM. I has found an A-sharp more political
somehow ended up with atable radio in
than aB-flat, Wagner to be aNazi, and
my bedroom that included FM. Ispent
Shostakovich aCommunist.. .1 rememmy late-night hours listening to this fasber aMcCarthy-era Civics text that piccinating-sounding new broadcast band.
tured a Columbia LP with American
Since FM was astruggling medium
musicians performing aProkofiev String
at that time, even the commercial broadQuartet (composed in New York City)
casters were practicing decent audio. As
in an American hall with the caption
we progressed through the '60s, some
reading that Americans could even listen
very interesting things happened on
to Communist music if they wanted to!
the FM dial. But as FM became the
Do we really need a"conservative"
dominant band, the quality of programcockatrice of a Congress to give its
ming and the audio both went down
deadly glance to our only source of dethe tubes. Ifound myself more and
cent, shouting-commercial—free promore dependent on noncommercial
gramming, all for some politically expebroadcasts for things that were intellecdient hysteria and apretense of cutting
tually, musically, and audibly pleasing.
the budget and our taxes? The PeaJumping to the present, Iquit the
Green Freshmen of this Congress seem
nasty-sounding TV in 1981 and have
only to have read the Nobel Prize—winfound myself not listening to any corning celebrity Milton Friedman, who
porate radio—or anything that sounds
claims that, "if the end doesn't justify
like it. Ilive in an area where Ican walk
the means, what does?"
to live musical events—daily. Ikeep up
Wanting to hear music and having
with the music and events of the world
music equipment is not political, period!
and my neighborhood via CPB-funded,
DONALD BISBEE
listener-sponsored, and micropowered
Columbus, OH
rádio. As the first two are coming under
threat, Isee myself and others more
OFF-CENTER?
dependent on the last.
Editor:
For more info on the micropower The July Stereophile issue had as its
approach, including inexpensive broad"Recording of the Month" Medeski
cast hardware kits, contact: Free ComMartin & Wood's friday afternoon in the
munications Coalition, 1442-A Walnut
universe (Gramavision GCD 79503).
St., Berkeley, CA 94709. Voice mail: (510)
Thanks for attention to such off-cen464-3041. E-mail: frbspd@crl.com.
ter releases. This note is mainly to strongIknow the readers of Stereophile have
ly recommend Lunar Crush, the 1994
the equipment and collections of preGramavision release of Medeski with
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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David Fiuczinski (GCD 79498). Given
your enthusiasm forfiiday afternoon..., it's
likely you've already found it.
KEITH FREZON
Santa Barbara, CA

BLOOMING

Editor:
The Harmonia Mundi recording of
Mahler's Symphony 1by James Judd
and the Florida Philharmonic is all that
Kevin Conklin in his glowing review
[September 1994, p.161] and John Atkinson, in picking it as a"Record To Die
For" [February 1995, p.55], said it was: a
gem in both performance and sound. I
also found Stephen Francis Vasta's comment on Judd's "exceptionally cogent finale" (January 1995, p.189) right on the
mark—it's the most exciting Mahler 1
finale I've heard—though I'm not qualified to pass judgment on his technical
reservations on certain of Judd's tempo
adjustments "elsewhere" in the performance.
What pleases me most of all in this
recording, however, is to hear the longlost "Blumine" movement, not heard
for 73 years between 1894 and 1967, finally given aperformance on CD that
does it justice—a point on which all
three reviewers are in agreement.
I'd like to call attention to an error in
the reviews concerning the history of
this movement. Mahler did not excise
it exactly "early on" (Conklin) and definitely not prior to his second performance of the symphony (Vasta, p.183).
Following his ill-received first performance in Budapest on November 20,
1889, Mahler conducted it in Hamburg
on October 27, 1893 and again in
Weimar on June 29, 1894—the score
somewhat revised but with "Blumine"
intact as the second movement. The
first performance as afour-movement
symphony without "Blumine" (and
with further revisions) was in Berlin on
March 16, 1896, Mahler again conducting.4 Thus, "Blumine" was not dropped
in public performance until well over
six years after its debut. By the time the
work was finally published with yet
more revisions in 1899, "Blumine" was
only amemory of the select few who
had attended one or more of the first
three performances.
Ido take some issue with KC's comment that placing "Blumine" as the last
track of the CD is "the only correct
arrangement" in that "the casual listener
will hear in sequence the four-move4Michael Kennedy, Mahler, rev. ed. 1990, pp.183-4,
193. See also Egon Gartenberg, Mahler, the Man and His
Music, 1978.
21

ment work the composer intended."
Malilees original intent, from presumably when he started composing it in
1884 until 1894-96, was afive-movement work with "Blumine" in second
position. The casual listener who doesn't program the CD player will hear
"Blumine" at the end, which Mahler
never intended. A good case can be made
against sandwiching it with the later
revisions of the other four movements,
but this I'll cheerfully do until abetter
version with comparably good sound
and performances comes along, which
may take awhile. The correct version incorporating "Blumine" would be one
using Mahler's 1893 orchestration
throughout (to acasual listener differing
only in minor ways). The only such recording produced to date is afine 1970
performance on an out-of-print LP by
Wyn Morris/New Philharmonia on the
PRT label—not easy to find. So far I've
waited in vain for its reissue on CD, my
treasured LP being flawed. Perhaps Judd
or some other distinguished Mahlerian
will consider recording that version anew.
In his biography of Mahler, Michael
Kennedy expresses his opinion that the
composer's abandonment of"Blumine,"
for whatever reason, 5 seems to him to
be "a mistake both for itself—it is beautiful—and for its place in the structure"
(p.116), and cites Mahlees quoting from
it in the finale. Iagree. The musical
cross-reference is, of course, pointless if
its source is not there in the first place.
"Blumine" 's lyricism also provides a
needed balance to the movements flanking it In any case, this great symphony
will never again be complete for me
without "Blumine" as an integral part
of it as the second of five movements.
To me, none of the handful of other
recordings that one or another of Stereophile's reviewers consider as somewhat better performed than Judd's fills
the bill, since they do not (and prior to
1967, when the 1893 score came to
light, could not) include "Blumine" at all.
Anyway, athousand thanks to James
Judd for including it with atop performance of the symphony—and to Harmonia Mundi for atop recording, beside which the reservations noted are
pale nitpicks by comparison.
LEE G. MADLAND
Anchorage, AK

AGHAST!

Editor:
Iwas aghast at Richard Leluieres horn5One theory is that Mahler deleted it because it reminded him too much of apainful early love affair,
though Gartenberg reports that while trashing it he told
Bruno Walter he found it "insufficiently symphonic."
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bly stupid review of Bob Dylan's MTV
Unplu ed CD in July [Vol.18 No.7,
p.207]. Ifear this is acase of "reviewer
who is more audiophile than musiclover." Apparently Mr. Lehnert thinks
that Dylan is so stupid he just don't
know how to rock. And the band is
"polite"? Bob will be surprised to hear
this—after all, he is known for being
careless when he records and performs.
Iguess Bob Dylan just doesn't know how
to pick bands or sidemen, like Robbie
Robertson and Michael Bloomfield.
Sure, the old Dylan stuff is great—
does Mr. Lehnert think he would do it
the same way? Is he not aware of the
ever-changing nature of great blues and
jazz interpreters? Get an ear! The tempos and emphases are different, sure,
but too bad Mr. Lehnert is so used to
what he is familiar with that abrilliant
alternate version becomes a"tenth-generation fax."
Obviously what bothers Mr. Lehnert
about this record is exactly the thing
that makes it great. Too bad he will be
deprived of the pleasure of great blues
because his mind is paralyzed. Get out
of the way if you can't lend your hand,
for the times, they are a-changin'.
JOE DEL PRIORE
Stockton, NJ
Delpriorej@dbisna.com
Ineither expect nor want Bob Dylan (or anyone) to continue to perform his most important
songs in carbon copies oftheir original versions.
Isimply want these updates to be, in their
own new and unique ways, at least as good
as those earlier versions. My disappointment
with MTV Unplugged was that Dylan's
performances sound, for the most part, lackluster, phoned-in, and gutless. Idon't mind
change at all; it's dedine that disappoints.
Nor is Dylan's choice ofsidefolk invariably
inspired. Remember Self Portrait? Dylan?
The punctoty-at-best horn and rhythm sections of Street Legal? The appalling emptiness of Live at Budokan? Mr. del Priore
describes MTV Unplugged as "great" and
"brilliant," but declines to say how or why that
might k I'd be interested in his explanations.
No, Bob Dylan is not astupid man; but
he does sound tired and resigned on this album, and in his statements to the press as
quoted in my review. If Dylan is "surprised"
to hear all of this, all to the good—it means he
still might have something to learn, even from
such a"horribly stupid" reviewer as I. —RI,

TRANSFER OF THE CENTURY?

Editor:
My heart skipped abeat today while
scanning the July Stereophile: Michael Fremer, arguably the best music reviewer in
WorldRadioHistory

high-end audio, is there, on p.45, in
black and white!
Ihave been areader of MF's record
reviews in The Abso!ute Sound for awhile.
His is a rare breed, indeed: a terrific
music reviewer with truly golden ears.
(When MF recommends a "buy," I
respond "how many copies?"!) Iam glad
Stereophile has not let Mr. Fremees, uh,
provocative writing in TAS in the past
get in the way of his becoming aStereophile contributor. It is the readers who
really benefit here. His debut at Stereophile shows you have been true to your
words: the readers come first.
Perhaps MFs only weakness is his antiRepublican way. But thaes okay. In time,
he too will see the light Congratulations
on the transfer of the century
CAN Q. PHAN, MD
Torrance, CA
can.quang.phan@tanet.com

HEARTFELT!

Editor:
Ihave just read with the greatest pleasure Michael Fremees articulate and
well-argued article concerning analog
in the July Stereophile. Ijust wish that I
had read the thing before Ileft Chicago.
Iwould have shaken his hand. What he
wrote was one of the most lucid, heartfelt observations Ihave ever had the
good fortune to read. Iwould also like
to thank MF for the coverage that we
received on the '95 Winter CES in The
Tracking Angle.
It will be interesting to see just how
many people will be using turntables
to demonstrate their products at the
Ramada show in London this year. The
vociferous and material actions of people who refuse to accept what big companies try to have us believe appears to
be succeeding.
CRAIG MILNES
Wilson Benesch, Sheffield, England

GIDDY!

Editor:
It's noon, and Ican hardly see to type
this letten My fingers are numb. My
brain is dead. Iam elated, almost giddy,
but not from the lack of sleep or strong
drink. True, I've been awake for 30
hours straight. Ihad to stay awake. It's all
your fault. Ijust finished Michael Fremees compelling installment of "Analog
Corner" in the July Stereophile
To say it is the best "apologia" for
analog would be agross disservice. Unlike many articles that, once read, are
mused upon briefly (then on to the
next), Mr. Fremees article moved me to
action. Led by thoughts truly provoked,
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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Ilaid down Stereophile and ran down to
the basement to unearth analog treasures long forgotten. Three hours later,
heart pounding with anticipation, I
began to set up to listen to analog. CD
player set aside, Ibegan to patch in my
faithful Harman/Kardon Citation Eleven preamp. Next came my 1987-vintage Rega Planar III with the Linn K9
cartridge Igot for it in 1993. First up:
12, 45rpm Tafelmusik on Reference Recordings.
Rapture! Mr. Fremer had understated
the musicality of LPs, especially when
compared to CDs. (Sorry, Reference
Recordings—your CD issue of the same
album is, well, lifeless, sterile, dead).
Many more albums followed by Crystal
Clear, Mobile Fidelity, Telarc, and others. Man, compare the LP of Telarc's
recording of Malcom Frager playing
Chopin on a huge Biisendorfer—alive
and breathing right in my listening
room. Then the CD, which yielded
shadows of Malcolm Frager playing a
blurrily focused big piano that was making noise at one end of my room.
Back to the basement. More treasure:
my Nakarnidn 610 preamp (remember
those, with the mixer-like design and
the wedge shape to match the 600 cassette deck?) and aDual 1249 (less the
stacking spindle, Iassure you) with an
Ortofon VMS-30. Still rapturous. True,
alive, more musical, more...just more
than the same CD.
Back to the basement. Still more
treasure: my tweaked-to-the-max Dynaco PAT-5 and agenuine '60s-vintage
AR turntable complete with Shure M44! Now is when Igot my real surprise.
The AR/Shure still had that "something" CDs lack! Amazed? Yes!
'Thrilled? Yes!
So then Igot to mixing and matching
preamps and turntables, and although I
found combinations Iliked better than
others, I liked every combination.
Twelve hours had elapsed, and Icouldn't
get enough. Ihadn't enjoyed stereo this
much since my first setup, which was
the Dual 1249 with aShure M-95ED,
Pioneer 636 receiver, and apair of used
JBL 4311 monitors (okay, okay, stop
laughing—we all start out somewhere!).
Well, this really got me to thinking
about analog sound, so off to the basement again. This time my faithful old
Revox A77 and some tapes Imade live
using AKG D-190E mikes (an overlooked bargain—these guys can be
made to sound like condensers if
loaded right) in an ORTF-like arrangement. Comparison of these recordings
to "better" recordings made on aFostex
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

DAT using AKG C-461 condensers in
asimilar ORTF-like setup was shocking. True, the A77 has hiss, but it has a
musicality, openness, and ambience I've
never gotten from DAT. Well, I'm on a
roll now. Comparison of dbx-encoded
tapes made on my newer Revox B77
had no hiss, and the same "something"
the DAT lacked.
Now for the real test. Ididn't care
about the fatigue—I had to know. There
it was, consuming acorner of the room,
my Scully 284B-4 four-track 15/30ips
machine that eats 1
/"analog tape like an
2
anteater at aspaghetti dinnet Ithreaded
up atape, switched the Dolby-A noisereduction on, and waited. Would it have
an edge over "better" recordings made
on an Alexis ADAT? Guess.
Wrong! The ADAT sounded thin,
with atentative, sterile, can't-put-thefinger-on-it-but-it's-not-quite-there
feel to the tracks. Strange—your mind
tells you the noiseless, full-bandwidth,
low-distortion tracks of the ADAT are
"perfect," but your soul says there's no
music there. That's okay, you'll fix it in
the mix, you tell yourself. But you
never do. Oh, but that old analog Scully!
A little hiss (surprisingly little), some
bloom to the bass, alittle bit less brightness on tracks one and fout But there's
music there! Just mix, add pan, and living, breathing musicians flow forth into
my room, transported there through my
speakers. Let Scotty beam someone else
up, Ihave analog to transport me!
Ihave Stereophile to thank for reawakening both my love of stereo and
my understanding of just how much
we have lost by rushing headlong into
ahighly limited digital format, namely
compact discs. I'm selling the ADAT
and the R-DAT, then using the money
to refurbish the Scully and the two
Revoxes and upgrade the turntable.
Mr. Fremer, thank you! I'm convinced.
I'm getting back into vinyl. Okay, I'll
still listen to CDs, but never again
exclusively. (By the way, shouldn't
"Analog Corner" be placed on p.33?
Oh well, p.45 is okay, too.)
Now for the real point of the letter:
Ineed help now. Ineed to know some
good tweaks and upgrades for my Rega
Planar III to keep me happy until Ican
step up to ayet better turntable, cartridge, and preamp combination.
Again, thank you, Michael Fremer and
Stereophile.
KERMIT GRAY
Raytown, MO

No HOPE FOR NEW VINYL?

Editor:
Iread all of Michael Fremees inaugurWorldRadioHistory

al article in July with great interest and
sympathy. My musical interests may
not be as catholic as his, but he offers
me, a collector of classical music, no
hope of getting any new vinyl. Yes, I
have bought some of those wonderfulsounding reissues he speaks of: the
repertoire is predictable and unstirnulating. And, yes, Ialready own acouple
thousand LPs from the era when it was
the lingua _franca of reproduction: new
releases and reissues of serious classical
music have burgeoned, but only on CD.
But what about new music and new
performances on vinyl? Simply, there
are none!
"Can't find records at the mall." Iagree
that is not agood excuse, but Ican't find
vinyl anywhere—except for old recordings that Ieither already own or never
wanted.
"Today enough new software is available
that you can listen to vinylfor weeks without
playing the same thing." Really? Ihaven't
seen any new classical vinyl for years,
with the exception of the few "audiophile" releases (and you know what
Holes First Law predicts about these).
The wonderful variety of music being
offered as new releases on CD just
doesn't exist on LP.
So while Iagree with MFs basic thesis, and Iwon't give up my turntable (for
now), Isee the musical value of my vinyl
collection progressively shrinking as my
CD collection grows. Someday the
turntable and the LPs will be displaced
to storage (or worse) because they won't
justify the space they occupy.
KALMAN RUBINSON
New York, NY

I
RRATIONAL ANTI-DIGITAL
RANTING?

Editor:
At atime when CDs are finally starting
to sound good, we get an irrational antidigital rant ("Analog Corner," July 1995,
p.45). Ihope this is not indicative of a
new editorial direction. Hopefully Mr.
Fremer can instead contribute music reviews that address sonics and music
equally critically. This has been an ongoing weakness in Stereophile
The same issue contains anigh-perfect equipment review: Shannon Dickson's review of the Muse Model Two
has exactly the right mix of design background, technical detail, and sonics. I
hope it is indicative of things to come.
One more comment re digiphobia; I'm
not sure how vinyl's alleged "infinite resolution" slipped several times past your
otherwise sharp editorial eye. Never
mind what physics, math, information
25

A Tough Act To Follow.
Accolades keep pouring in for the Proceed line of products. The PAV
audio-video preamplifier, the PRE stereo preamplifier, and the AMP 2 and
AMP 3 multi-monaural power amplifiers have all won critical acclaim the
world over. The question on everyone's minds: what's next?

The Best of Two Worlds
Accuracy knows no difference between music and movies: it benefits both
equally. Yet even experienced audiophiles are amazed by the improvement
offered in surround sound performance when using the DAP digital audio
processor with laserdiscs. And when coupled with the CDD compact disc
drive's unique Closed-Loop Jitter Reduction' system, compact disc performance reaches levels normally reserved only for components costing thousands of dollars more.

Quality Counts
Attention to detail shines from every facet of these outstanding additions to

PROCEED

the Proceed family, right down to the slim, elegant, machined aluminum
drawer used for loading compact discs into the CDD. Discover the difference outstanding design and advanced engineering makes at your local
Proceed dealer. (If you would like to add your name to our mailing list,
please write or fax us at the address at right.*)
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*A donation to support AIDS research will be
made for every name added to our mailing list.
Mark Levinson® and Proceed® products are
designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL
AUDIO LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781,
Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203) 346-1540
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theory, and engineering have to say.

velocity, for example, audible signals can be
heard well below the noise The LP's floor
isn't an absolute limit, as it is in an
chan@shell.portal.com
undithered digital system. But theoretical
questions aside, please note that Iconsidered
SERIOUS MISINFORMATION?
Editor:
MFs use of the word "infinite" to be justifiIam writing in response to Michael
able hyperbole given that LPs do sound betFremer's "Analog Corner." While I ter than their CD equivalents. In listening
enjoy listening to vinyl and appreciate its
comparisons Ihave performed, for example,
merits, Ibelieve there is some serious
both formal and informal, trained and
misinformation in this article.
untrained listeners have expressed apreferThe main offenders are the assertions
ence for the "accessible" sound of LP comwith respect to resolution. First of all, pared with the "less involving" sound of CD.
Mr. Fremer does not specify whether he
Such admittedly anecdotal evidence sugrefers to dynamic or time resolution. gests that, unless the spuriae and distortions
Either way, the statement that an analog—
added to the music by LP playback are things
and, more specifically, aphonograph—
that human beings inherently prefer—as has
system has "infinite resolution" or even
been hypothesized by Bob Ludwig—there are
"effectively infinite resolution" is emother factors to be considered other than the
theoretical product of system bandwidth and
phatically wrong.
Dynamic resolution is dependent on signal/noise ratio. Isuspect that the clear subthe noise floor, which is most definite- jective superiority of 20-bit over 16-bit digily nonzero in the particular analog systal despite any measurable 4,fference being
tem in question. It is often higher than
below the —96dBFS level indicates that the
the CD (16-bit, 44.1kHz-sampling)
subjective resolution of CD-standard digital
digital system; thus, the CD usually has
is being masked, perhaps, by the highish lowmore dynamic resolution.
level distortion andjitter-related spuriae —JA
Time resolution, as shown by
CELLO PAEAN?
Fourier, is dependent on the bandwidth of the system. There is no ques- Editor:
tion that, on the low end of the specIread with amusement Lewis Lipnick's
trum, digital has more bandwidth, as its paean to the Cello system, writing "For
response extends to DC, or 0Hz. The
me, it's the end of the road." (Vol.18
phonograph, on the other hand, is limNo.Z pp.9l —96.) This reminded me
ited: in the cartridge exists asecondvery much of aprevious ode to the
order high-pass filter caused by the
B&W Matrix 800, in which our critic
mass and compliance of the compowrote: "Shortcomings: There are none."
nents therein (the stylus suspension,
(Vol.14 No.6, pp.151-163.) Perhaps the
etc). This rolloff usually occurs around
margin between reality and appearance
15Hz, if Iam not mistaken.
can be thinned, but here we have a
The upper-frequency limit of this syscomplete loss.
tem, through RIAA equalization and the
As another (albeit amateur) musielectromechanical properties of the syscian, let me note that Mr. Lipnick's
tem, is often less than 20kHz, while that mandatory references to his profession
of aproperly designed and implemented
yield little credibility over and above
CD system can be above 20kHz.
the substance of his reviews. Sitting in
Thus, we see that the vast majority
the middle of an orchestra with "...the
of phono systems cannot have greater
sheer impact of afull brass section playresolution (of any kind) than aproperingfortissimo 5' behind me..." (July, p.91)
ly designed CD system—much less infi- has little to do with listening to apernite resolution, which requires zero
formance as amember of an audience.
noise and infinite bandwidth. Though
In fact, such exposure could permanentIam avinyl enthusiast, Isuggest that ly alter one's hearing and one's preferred
Mr. Fremer get his basic facts straight
listening balance for the worse.
before making such assertions.
Indeed, Iseem to remember learnJOHN BUSENITZ
ing that double-reed players do tend to
West Lafayette
go abit over the deep end on occasion.
Busenitz@ecn.purdue.edu
It has something to do with sympathetic vibrations of the sinuses entrapThe question of the LP's resolution is some- ping the brain pan and blowing out the
what vague, as, like asking where the atmolimbic system. Perhaps acouple of tunsphere ends and space begins, it all depends ing dots on your forehead, Mr.
on your initial assumptions. Though the Lipnick?
LP's noisefloor lies around the —50dB level
Thanks for the journal. And, seriwith respect to astandard 5cm/s recorded ously, thanks for the review. This is
JEFF CHAN
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how we see the future.
DOUGLAS W .AXELROD, MD, PH.D.

Milford, OH

M ORE COMPARISONS

Editor:
Ifind the compare-and-contrast-component style that most Stereophile writers
are using to be very helpful. It's much
easier for readers to "hear" the components that way, in my opinion.
In contrast, Ihave reread Lewis Lipnick's July review of the Cello system
(p.91), yet Iam not sure Ican imagine
what that system sounds like (tonal
balance, imaging, soundstage, etc.). It
would have been so interesting if LL
had compared the Cello speakers with
the B&W 800—"Shortcomings: there
were none." Please ask your writers to
do more comparison, as you always
have done yourself
Cr Q. PHAN, MD
Torrance, CA
can.quang.phan@tanetcom

M ORE QUESTIONS THAN
ANSWERS

Editor:
Ihave great respect for Lewis Lipnick's
opinions (probably because I agree
with him most of the time). In fact, my
system (Krell 300S—driven B&W 800s)
is very similar to his previous system.
Although Ifound his Cello review
intriguing, it created more questions
than it answered. As most of us out
here in Stereoland cannot afford to
plop down $100,000 to buy the system
he describes, it would be more feasible
to purchase one piece at a time.
Therefore, how do the individual pieces
of Cello sound in an otherwise nonCello system? How do the individual
pieces of Cello compare to individual
pieces of other brands? Also, what is
the sonic difference between using the
Palette MIV vs the Palette MW/Encore
as prearnps? How would the Cello system sound substituting the B&W 800s?
Why do the Stradivari speakers move a
lot more air than the 800s, seeing as
how both have very similar overall driver surface area?
Ilook forward to many Follow-Ups
to Mt Lipnick's review.
RICHARD D. DIAMOND, DDS
San Francisco, CA

FINALLY!

Editor:
Finally. The entire Cello System was
reviewed by an accomplished musician.
In my distant past Iwas apianist, and
in the recent past (five years) Ihave
27

YOU COULD
TO ACHIEVE r

OUR E
-CT BALA

W ORK INC
Ak D EARMON Y.

ORYOU CAN SIMPLY BUY I
T.
We're all looking for alittle bit of heaven on earth. And we believe we've found it in
our latest audio and home theater creation. Just listen to the testament of .Stereophide Editor,
John Atkinson. "Every audio reviewer lives for the moment when he or she hears true
high-end sound quality emanating from affordable components. Which is why Igot excited
by the Spica TC-60...the TC-60 produces abig, enveloping sound with more bass and
space than you'd believe possible at the price. Recommended." Of course, there are
many paths to enlightenment. But none so smooth as the one to your Spica dealer.

DI
Œ
Division of Parasound Products, Inc. •950 Battery
Street, San Fr:incise°, CA 94111 •4E5-397-7100 Fax 415-397-0144
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owned and listened to acomplete Cello
System (including Grand Masters and
Cello Suite). A few comments:
•LL is absolutely correct that, as is true
with most great products or services,
this is aresult of the vision of afocused,
passionate individual: Mark Levinson.
•Once the system is yours, the only
trade-ins are upgrades to Cello products.
•The system will play superbly in any
reasonable environmenr, mine has been
[auditioned in] three locations.
•The system is as close to reality as I
have ever heard—I get goosebumps every
time Ilisten.
•Mark Levinson is available and will
talk in anon-hurried fashion on any
audio issue.
•Support from Cello (I am particularly thinking of Nic Lucci) is unequivocal and complete.
•Their focus is on the music—not on
selling equipment.
In aworld of voice-mail, nameless
bureaucrats, lack of accountability, and
passionless human beings, what atreat
to have something like this alive and
well.
JOEL W. KOVNEA, PH.D.
Santa Monica, CA

GREAT STUFF

Editor:
In days gone past Ifound my taste in
music listening was, well, bright and
boomy. Turn the treble and bass all the
way up and crank the volume, speakers
on the floor against the wall, black light
and Hendrix posters aglow...Was
there any other way to listen to
Rock'n'Roll?
Listen in the kitchen, listen in the
bedroom under my bed (mom said I
was astrange child in between screaming to me to turn it down...). But now,
now Ifind my speakers in the middle of
my living room. Yes, Ido live alone!
Also, it really bugs me if Ifind myself
not sitting in that magical sweet spot.
This all started when Ihad the chance
to listen to asystem that cost as much
as some two-bedroom homes up here!
Wow, Wow, Wow! My ears were doing
tricks on me. What were those strangelooking speakers called Quads? No
sound coming directly out of them,
sound was where it wasn't supposed to
be, everywhere else.
The man just smiled as he watched
me sit there in his leather couch with a
dumbfounded look on my face. Now I
find that Ispend time trying to "tweak"
the most out of my meager system. I
am now a man with hi-fi taste and
mid-fi pockets.
Yes, the point of this letter. Ihave
S
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been reading and thoroughly enjoying
Stereophile for about 3-4 years. Irecently finished Lewis Lipnick's article on
the Cello system. Moments later, Ifound
myself in my car planning out my trip
to New York to listen to this most
incredibly described sound—great stuff!
But Ilive in Maine and have work in
the morning!
But, Ido have vacation in July, and
New York it will be...
DONMcCoy
Bangor, ME

1

YZelk
... if you judge quality
on real sonic virtues
rather than by size and
eight!

CAN'T SAY ANYTHING NICE?

Editor:
My mama always told me: "If you can't
say somediin' nice about someone...just
go ahead and make fun of 'em." Well,
the way Isee it, Lewis Lipnick is just
plain asking for it. Ihave always found
his reviews to be the most unintentionally hilarious events in Stereophile He's
actually much funnier than Corey ever
was, and Corey was very, very funny!
First, of course, was his infamous
.the very best
YBA INTEGRE
June '91 review of the "flawless" B&W
integrated amp. I've
S1850
800 loudspeaker. Now, Ireally like
heard.
B&W products, but we all know that
the flawless loudspeaker exists only in IlpHiFi News 92
the fertile imagination of its designer.
The best part of that whole mess, however, was the picture of Lew standing
in his listening room [Vol.14 No.6,
p.156] with the B&W behemoths
nearly hitting the ceiling, the side
walls, and Lew simultaneously. Putting
speakers the size of refrigerators in a
Class Arecommended
YEA 2HC
room no larger than a good-sized
component.
walk-in closet seemed, at best, slightly
S3750
Stereophile
goofy. But Igave Lew the benefit of
the doubt because, hell, he's aprofessional musician, so he must know what
he's doing, right?
Ididn't think Lew could top that little episode, but was Iever selling his
sense of humor short. Now comes his
July '95 review of the Cello Music and
Film System. Well, Lew has simply outdone himself First, he has set arecord
... The best solid
that even he may be unable to break by
state
amp. I've heard
telling us in the very first sentence of
S6000
the review that he is, without adoubt,
so far.
aprofessional musician. Until his byAudio 89
line reads "Lewis Lipnick—Professional
Musician," Ibelieve he has reached the
zenith of blowing his own horn. (Oh
my God, now I'm even doing it!) He
.:Audi('
sServices
then goes on to describe what it's like
el.: 1-800 3-9352
to sit right smack in front of the full
Fax: (514) 49 1547
brass section of asymphony orchestra
(composed of 103 other professional
Canada: Pli
musicians), and I'm thinking to myself:
Tel.: (514)
3-935-2
"Can this guy actually hear anything
Fax: (514) 4 '1547
anymore? No wonder he liked the
B&W 800s in asmall room. His idea

F
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We Get Letters...
634-34th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121
May 17, 1995
XL0 Electric Company
9480 Utica Avenue, Ste. 612
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

To Whom It May Concern;
Irecently purchased a4-meter run of your Reference Series Type 2interconnect
cable. Without even breaking them in, they have to be the finest cables that Ihave
never heard. (Sounds like anew slogan- "The finest cable you have never heard".)
It seems as though every other cable that Ihave tried invariably shines in one or
two areas as one runs down the usual audiophile checklist (i.e. sound staging, tonal
balance, focus, etc....), but somehow always leaves one thinking that something is
missing or that there is too much of something. Ialways thought that Ihad
assembled areasonably good system, but it wasn't until Iinserted the Type 2that
Irealized Ihave never heard it the way it should sound. At times, Ican actually sit
back and listen to real musicians playing in real space.
Ithink my next move is to slowly replace all of the cable and wire in my system
with XL0. The wire tangle presently includes Monster Cable, Straightwire, MIT, and
OCOS.Anywr, kudos, hosannas, yippee, and thanks for making "The Best In The World?'
Sincerely,

Mike Kanai

P.S .Present system, F.Y.I.
Versa Dynamics 1.2
Immedia RPM 1
Graham 1.5t
Clavis
Genesis 2000
Vendetta Phono Section
Audio Research LS-2
Mark Levinson 23
Apogee Duetta Signatures

XLO Electric Company, Inc. •9480 Utica Avenue, Suite 612, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone (909) 466-0382 •Fax (909) 466-3662
WorldRadioHistory
Distributed hCanada by May Audio Marketing (514) 651-5707
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of 'realistic' listening levels is probably
about 115dB."
Then came the punch line. After
reading the technical descriptions of the
various Cello components and anxiously looking forward to Lew's listening evaluation to see if he could find
any flaws in this extraordinary system,
Iread Lew's description of "The Bear
Cave." Iwas laughing so hard Ihad to
put down the magazine and go towel
off. The Cello system, which was obviously designed for large-to-immense
listening rooms, was going to be auditioned and reviewed in aroom of less
than 1400fe of space (not including the
space between Lew's ears). When he
said that Mark Levinson was "rather
concerned" about the size of his listening room, Ithought Iwas gonna die.
could just picture poor Mr. Levinson,
whose typical Cello customer must have
adedicated listening room about the size
of, well, abigger cave than Lew's, almost
certainly, wondering how anyone could
do aproper evaluation of his magnificent products under these conditions.
To say that this system was designed for
adifferent application would be an understatement.
With a loudspeaker sensitivity of
96dB/W and 400W of amplification,
I'm sure Mt Levinson wasn't concerned
about whether or not the system would
play loud enough. When Lew said
"these speakers can move a lot more
air," my response was: "Yeah, Ibet they
can. The internal volume of the speaker cabinets is about the same as that of
your room, you goofball." Made the
upstairs floor flex, did they, Lew? It's a
miracle they didn't blow the friggin'
roof right off The Bear Cave the first
time Lew played one of his National
Symphony Orchestra recordings (which
he, of course, actually played on and
was, of course, actually in the same
room when they recorded the damn
thing, you know) at "realistic" levels.
Next time his orchestra has arecording session, ask Lew if he thinks they
should do it in somebody's living room.
He is apparently amaster of space utilization. If he thinks the Cello system
sounds good, wait 'til he hears one of
those 5000W, 18-speaker, 15"-woofer,
megabass, vibrator-seat car "audio" systems shoehorned into aToyota Tercel
with the back seat removed to make
room for the bass-box, which is all the
rage with high school kids these days.
Man, can they move some air, dude! If
only Lew had supplied us with aphoto
of the complete Cello system set up in
The Bear Cave, the joke would have
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

been complete. But, alas, try as he might,
poor Lew probably couldn't fit himself,
the Cello system, and acamera into The
Bear Cave all at once! LON THOMPSON
Tequesta, FL

CLEARLY...

M AGIC?

Editor:
Having read Lewis Lipnick's review of
aCello system, Ithought you might be
interested in aCello customer's view
of his system. To that end, Iam reproducing anote Isent to Mark Levinson
awhile back that expresses my joy at
owning aCello system. Perhaps he will
not mind that Iam repeating to others
my private comments to him:
"Several years ago, in despair at the
apparently planned obsolescence of my
'high end' audio gear and its exponentially declining value—which did not
resemble an 'investment in good sound'
but merely asink for money, and which
perpetually disappointed my search for
music—I began, as you know, to build a
system of Cello components. First, I
acquired an Audio Suite, next an Encore
amp. Then, to my great amazement
and undying gratitude, you built apair
of speakers for me that subsequently
were christened `Stradivari Masters,'
serial Nos.001 and 002. Most recently,
Iadded aCello D/A convertor to the
system. The result is alevel of musical
enjoyment that has made me forget
completely about audio equipment. In
fact, Ionly think of the equipment when
Ithink with pleasure of my acquaintance with you.
"As you know—and anyone who plays
music knows—one derives immense
musical pleasure from acertain quality
of sound that one coaxes from one's
own instrument. Hours of work and
study are devoted to shaping phrases,
to discovering how to extract the music
from the mute notes on the page. Fine
artists consistently achieve this level of
performance (alas, Ihardly ever do),
and almost no hi-fi system can recover
this magic. Cello does. Like my piano,
it enhances my life."
J. DAVID RAWN
Towson, MD

...J. Gordon Holt ofStereophile
is sold on Sound Lab speakers.
He states: "Never in my life
have Ilived with aspeaker that
has brought,
and continues
to bring, as
much pleasure,
excitement, and
tisfaction."

Ultimate I

..YOUR
NATURAL
CHOICE!
SOUND L
AB
801 266-6999
•Stereophile Vol. 9No. 6, Septemk.er. 1986.
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CRUNCHING.

The Sonic Frontiers digital line the SFO-2 MKII and SFD-1 MKII
digital processors. the SFT-1 transport.
the UltraJitterbug digital interface and
the TransDAC digital processor.

Available at these and other fine dealers.
Hi Vi Audio
Monterey Park, California
(818) 282-4692

Carston Stereo
Danbury, Connecticut
(203) 744-6421

Front Row Center
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
WorldRadioHistory
Boca Raton,
Florida
Great Falls, Montana
(407) 241-1767
(406) 761-8683

The Sound Station
Bartelsville, Oklahoma
(918) 336-2240

Circuit City Electronics
Victoria, British Columbia
(604) 388-5779

Numbers.
with them.

CDs

are

loaded

A great bunch of

ones and zeros just waiting
to

be

transformed

music.

Sonic

effectively

Frontiers
tackled

transformation
into

music

into

with
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of numbers
their
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plete line of digital products.
The critical press, the world
over,
the

has been raving about

remarkable
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fact,

of these
the

mance
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level

Sonic
is

price/perforproducts.
of

Frontiers
only

in units in much higher price
categories.

This all adds up

to incredible sound value for
the discerning listener.

ULTRAJITTERBUO
Utilizing

market with HDarcapabilities, the Sonic

ultra-low jitter input receiver, the Ultra-

Frontiers SFD-2 MKII has set anew bench-

Jitterbug reduces the jitter from adigital

UltraAnalog'sAES21AES/EBU

mark by which other units must be mea-

source such as aCD transport or DAT. The

sured. It is atrue, fully balanced design

UltraJitterbug (housed in asmall-sized chas-

with two of every component -from the

sis), when linked between the digital source

DAC modules to the tube output stage -

and processor, decodes and attenuates the

all packaged onto modular boards for

jitter that is present in adigital datastream

easy upgradeabilay.

to afigure of 40 picoseconds or less (begin-

SFO-1 MK!! !DIGITAL PROCESSOR

This means improved performance for many

Ascaled down version of the SFD-2 MKII,

transports, without acostly upgrade.

ning at 1kHz at arate of 6dB per octave).

the Sonic Frontiers SFD-1MKII also boasts
the HDCD filter/decoder chip and a

TRANSOAC

virtually identical tube analog stage to

The TransDAC, Sonic Frontiers' first product

the SFD-2 MKII. The SFD-1 MKII Digital
Processor offers some serious competition

to implement op-amps in the analog output

to processors many times its price.

is awelcome addition for audiophiles without akilobuck budget for aDAC. The deal

stage, offers outstanding performance and

In

perfor-

usually found

EIF13-2 MKII !DIGITAL PROCESSOR

One of the first digital processors on the

gets even sweeter when the TransDAC is

SPT-1 TRANSPORT -NEW!

The Sonic Frontiers SFT-1 Transport is the

packaged with the UltraJitterbug. Known

newest addition to the Sonic Frontiers line

as the "Dynamic Duo", these two units offer

of digital products. This unit offers excep-

remarkable performance at anever-before-

tional performance and accuracy in read-

seen price -agreat way to improve any CD

ing information off CDs. It is unmatched in

player with adigital output.

the area of jitter, leading the field with the
extremely low measurement of 10 picosec-

Call, write or fax for brochures and reviews

onds, from 100 Hz to 40 kHz (as indepen-

on these digital products, or for information

dently verified using UltraAnalog's latest

on Sonic Frontiers' complete line of tube

Jitter Analyzer).

amplifiers and preamplifiers.
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.

2790 Brighton

Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H

ST4

Telephone
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19051 829-3838

-

Facsimile 1905) 829-3033

D
OUJ there's an 11HT loudspeaker in everghodg's range.
There is no single perfect loudspeaker for every use

These two products represent merely the extremes of

— there are several. We know, because we make them.

NHT's innovative new product family. We now have the ideal

From NHT's highly acclaimed SuperZero two-way speaker,

speakers for every space, and every budget. Each is based

to the revolutionary new Model 3.3, the ultimate

on our philosophy of making something great, or not making

expression of our Focused Image Geometry technology.

it at all. And isn't that something everybody wants to hear?
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Now Hear This. Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia. CA 94510
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For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993; (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., (514) 631-6448
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US: Kristen Weitz

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer seminars should fax me (don't call) the
when, where,and who at (505) 983-6327
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event—ie, if you're putting on something in
December 1995, you should get the information to me by October I, 1995. Mark thefax
coversheet "For the attention of Kristen
Weitz—Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of
hi-fi shows and audio societies promoting
manufacturer visits should also fax me the
details as soon as possible.
Arizona: On Tuesday September 26,
The Arizona Audiophile Society will
present an evening with Balanced Audio Technology's Stephen Bednarski, who
will musically demonstrate their VK-5
preamplifier and VIC-60 power amplifier. This event will be held at 7pm at the
Paradise Valley Community Center,
17402 N. 40th St., #D-1, Phoenix. For
more information call Lew Halman,
President, at (602) 246-9368.
David Davenport and Tom Rothermel announce their new business,
Hume Record Works, Ltd., which specializes in the mail-order sale of new and
used vinyl of outstanding musical merit.
They also distribute new vinyl to other
record retailers. Hume Record Works,
Ltd. have recently been chosen by
Classic Records to be the exclusive distributor for the Alto EMI reissue series.
Hume Record Works, Ltd. is located at
509 W. 15th St, Tempe 85281. Tel:
(602) 331-0756. Fax: (602) 968-8382.

U PDATE
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Kantor. Call Michael Breiter at (305)
752-9877 or Max Maxirnov at (305)
973-3283 for location and more information.
Georgia: On Sunday September 17, Bill
Dudleston of Legacy Audio will conduct aloudspeaker and electronics seminar for members and guests of the Atlanta Audio Society. Products featured
will be Legacy's Whisper and ACT II
loudspeakers and their line of preamps
and power amps. This event will be
held at 2pm at the Hellenic Center,
2124 Cheshire Bridge Rd. NE, Atlanta.
For more information call (404) 8765659, or access them via the Internet at
kelso@uga.cc.uga.edu.
Hi Notes announces the grand opening of a new store at 919 Carroll
Street in Perry. Hi Notes will offer
products from Acurus, Aragon, ConradJohnson, Forsell, Highwire, Kimber
Kable, LA Audio, Quantum Sound,
Spectron, and many others. Acoustic
treatments from ASC, Systems Development Group, and SigTech will also be
featured. Call (912) 987-9491 for more
information.

Illinois: On Tuesday August 22, from
7pm to 9pm, Audio Consultants' Hinsdale store will host aseminar featuring
Proton Corporation's Bill Tovatt, who
will examine a number of televisionrelated issues, including: the TV of the
future; what we will watch on it;
HDTV; when it will be available; and
whether it will be compatible with curCalifornia: On Saturday August 26,
rent formats. Seating will be limited, so
from 11 am to 1pm, Richard Vandercall (708) 789-1990 for areservation.
steen of Vandersteen Audio will hold a
Tovatt will present the same seminar
seminar at Performance Audio (2847
the next evening—Wednesday August
California St., San Francisco). Call 23, from 7pm to 9pm—at Audio
(415) 441-0287 for more information.
Consultants' Libertyville store (757 N.
Milwaukee Ave.). Again, seating will
Florida: The South Florida Audio Sobe limited, so call (708) 362-5594 for
ciety's August meeting will be held reservations and more information.
Friday August 25 at 7:30pm. The special
On Tuesday September 12, from 7pm
guest at this meeting will be NHT's Ken to 9pm, Audio Consultants' Evanston
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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store (1014 Davis St) will host aseminar
featuring Be:4V Loudspeakers ofAmerica's John McIntosh, who will demonstrate the Nautilus loudspeaker. We are
told the Nautilus is B&W's highest
achievement so fat Seating will be limited, so call (708) 864-9565 for areservation.
Indiana: Concentric Speaker Technology, Inc.'s Halogram, Compact Bass Reference Subwoofer, and Compact Reference loudspeakers will be distributed
in the US by The Elusive Disc, 1022
Rolling Barrel Rd., Pendleton. Tel:
(800) 782-3472. Fax: (317) 778-2669.
New Jersey: On Friday September 15
at 730pm, The Audiophile Society will
hold its monthly meeting at the home of
Ralph Glasgal in Rockleigh. Glasgal will
present apreview of the paper he will
be giving at the 99th convention of the
Audio Engineering Society at the Javits
Center in early October. His subject:
"Ambiophonics, the Synthesis of Concert-Hall Sound Fields in the Home."
Glasgal's talk will be illustrated with
overheads and slides. One of the topics
to be addressed will be why so many
audiophiles and reviewers are sensitive
to differences in amplifiers, cables,
DACs, etc. At the end of the meeting, all
attendees will be invited to audition the
latest version of the Glasgal Ambiophonic listening room. For more information, contact the Audiophile Society at
(201) 748-7230.
On Saturday September 30, from
11
am to 4pm, Legacy Audio will host
aseminar featuring engineer/designer
Bill Dudleston, who will discuss acoustical theory and demonstrate the new
Whisper and Focus II loudspeakers
using Legacy's electronics line. Guests
will be invited to attend an evening piano performance following the meeting in New York at Carnegie Recital
Hall. For meeting information, call Tony
Titone at (800) 2834644.
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New York: Sound Advice, Altair Audio's (1980 Central Ave., Albany) callin radio show, is broadcast Thursdays
on WQBX AM 1300 at 8pm. The
September 7show will feature Acoustic Research's Ken Linde. The September 14 show will feature Martin-Logan's Brent Hefley, who will be at the
store from 5:30pm to 7pm. And the
September 21 show will feature California Audio Labs, direct from the
West Coast. Call (518) 452-3525 for
more information.
On Friday September 8, The Musical Audiophile Society will host aChinese banquet/presentation featuring
Gallo Acoustics' Anthonys Chiarella
and Gallo, who will demonstrate the
Nudeusn' loudspeaker system and Bassballs Auxiliary Woofer Module. Particular attention will be devoted to the
new driver, enclosure, and materials
concepts developed for use in the company's products. The meeting will be
held at 7pm at Triple Eight Palace, 88 E.
Broadway, New York City. Call (718)
237-1094 or (718) 237-1000 for more information.
Long Island dealer Select Sound will
celebrate their 10-year anniversary in
October with Long Island's first HighEnd Audio & Home Theater Show.
B&W, Krell, Meridian, Naim, Pioneer
Elite, Rotel, Totem, Rock Solid, and
Wire World will show off their components and systems. Guest speakers will
talk about their products and the future
of the High End. Call Select Sound at (516)
624-2124 for the exact date and time.
The 99th Audio Engineering Society
Convention, "Audio in an Interactive
World," will take place at the Jacob K.
Javits Convention Center October 6-9.
Call the AES at (212) 661-8528 for
more information.

Theater Exhibition/Seminar (HEX 5)
will take place September 1-3 at the
Orchard Parade Hotel in Singapore.
The show will be amix of local audio
retailers and international manufacturers demonstrating their products, and
will include aseries of seminars for the
public on various aspects of high-end
audio and Home Theater.
The show is organized by AudioCraft Publishers, 49 Jalan Pintau, Singapore 2057. Tel: (65) 553-4710. Fax:
(65) 553-4712.

US: John Atkinson
The "Ask the Editors" sessions at Stereophile's High-End Hi-Fi Shows—commonly nicknamed "reviewer roasts"—are
perennially popular. So popular in fact,
that we are often asked why we don't sell
recordings of them to readers who
couldn't make it to the Show. So, we
recorded all eight hour-long sessions at
Hi-Fi '95 and will release them on analog cassette in the very near future.
Watch this space for details on how to
order the tapes.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In the April issue, TJN and Ireported
on acomparison between two multichannel formats for surround-sound:
Dolby's AC-3 and DTS's Coherent
Acoustics (formerly Zeta) systems.
AC-3 is already astandard for the 5.1channel sound in new laserdiscs of
movies, while DTS coding has been
shown to deliver excellent discrete surround-sound in CDs of music.
But as TJN predicted in April, the
most important competition between
these formats may be in the Digital VidWashington: On Saturday September
eo Disc (DVD), which will be launched
23, Nuts About Hi-Fi (10100 Silvernext year. When proposals for the DVD
dale Way, Silverdale) will host Stereo- were first unveiled last winter (by Sony/
phile's Robert Harley, who will give a Philips and by Toshiba/Warner), each
free seminar on getting the best sound version reserved ablock of 384kb/s for
audio in the bitstream—the same block
from your system. Bob will also answer
that is reserved for the multichannel
questions about your system and room
and sign copies of his book, The Com- sound of HDTV.
That led to awidespread assumption
plete Guide to High-End Audio. The seminars will be at 4:00pm, 5:30pm, and that AC-3 is likely to become the pri7:00pm. Seating is limited, so call (206)
mary standard for audio in NTSC television markets (North America and
698-1348 for areservation.
Japan), while the Musicam/Surround
system from Philips would become the
primary standard in PAL markets (much
of Europe). During the June CES (the
Specialty Audio & Home Theater
Singapore: Robert Harley Show), Dolby proudly announced that it
The fifth High-End Audio and Home
was indeed selected as the primary audio
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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standard for the Toshiba/Warner DVD,
which also is known as the SD (Super
Disc) format.
The version of DTS coding that we
know to sound good (see the report by
TJN and JA in the March issue) has a
total data rate of 1.44Mb/s for its six
channels—nearly the same total as that
for the stereo CD. DTS vowed to design
alower-rate coder for DVD. To meet
Toshiba's requirement that the data must
be formatted as a fixed-rate 384kb/s
code, DTS developed a variable-rate
coder that operates within a384kb/s
frame. It works at ahigh data rate for a
fraction of asecond to handle loud highfrequency transients, uses alow rate for
bass and quiet moments, and yields a
384kb/s average rate. During the spring,
DTS insisted to Toshiba and MCA/
Universal that its system would sound
better than AC-3, so the Toshiba/
Warner DVD Alliance agreed to ashowdown between AC-3 and DTS. (People
who prefer less combative language have
been calling it abake-off or acomparative demonstration. But make no mistake: this is high-stakes competition, so
everything about it—including its meaning—is being contested by partisans for
the warring camps.)
Dolby partisans insisted that AC-3
had already been selected as the standard and that the showdown was
merely frosting on the cake. DTS partisans anticipated that the DVD Alliance
would select the best-sounding system
and that the superiority of DTS coding
would become evident during the
showdown.
In late June it seemed that the
showdown might not occur at all; aletter from MCA to Warner withdrew
MCA's bid for DTS to become the primary audio format for SD-DVD. Then,
another letter from MCA retracted the
withdrawal, and the showdown was on
again. It was planned to occur in two
stages. First, in Japan during the week
ofJuly 3, Dolby and DTS would demonstrate their coders in "real time,"
allowing Japanese judges to c9mpare
encoded/decoded sounds against each
other and against unprocessed source
Then the real showdown would
occur aweek later in Los Angeles, under
guidelines that would ensure afair and
balanced but revealing comparison.
The showdown became apopular
topic of rumors and advance speculation, leading to aflood of fax and email traffic (much of it containing conflicting claims and more speculation)
during the days and weeks after the sessions in Japan. Apparently there were no
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independent observers at the sessions, so
I've tried to distill aclear story from the
reports of the partisans by boiling off
obvious "spin" and discarding intriguing rumors that Iknow to be false.
The following seems to be true: Dolby
AC-3 coding was successfully demonstrated in real time, but the 384kb/s
DTS real-time coder wasn't ready. The
DTS coding algorithm was said to be
complete, but the hardware couldn't be
made to work reliably. Since 384kb/s
DTS coding could not be demonstrated in real time for the DVD group at
Matsushita, sample recordings were
played that had been made earlier in
L.A. The source tape for those recordings was encoded in real time by AC-3
for comparison.
Depending on whose version you
believe, either AC-3 clearly sounded
better than the 384kb/s version of
DTS, or both 384kb/s signals sounded
inferior to the unprocessed source. In a
second demonstration two days later at
Pioneer, DTS played the excellent bigband surround-sound CD that Tom
Jung recorded for the DMP label
(using 1.4Mb/s DTS code), and also
played acopy of the same recording in
384kb/s DTS code for comparison.
Reports differed about whether the latter was obviously inferior.
Dolby partisans could claim acomfortable victory in the Japanese sessions, since the AC-3 coder operated
consistently in the real-time demonstrations and it sounded reasonably
good. Since the prerecorded DTS
material did not unambiguously prove
the promised superiority of DTh over
AC-3, Dolby's position seems secure
for now. In order to unseat the presumed choice of AC-3 as the primary
standard for the Toshiba/Warner DVD,
DTS would have to demonstrate an
advantage in sound quality or coding
efficiency.
DTS partisans could only promise
that their system will prove itself in the
second (and final) stage of the showdown. Initially this was planned to take
place on July 12 at Snell's technology
center in Los Angeles, where Kevin
Voecks fine-tunes the sound of Snell
speakers. But in order to give DTS
time to get the bugs out of its malfunctioning coder, the L.A. session was
postponed until mid-August. So this
story appears to have an anticlimax
instead of aconclusion. As Iwrite this
in mid-July, I was hoping that the
showdown would have produced a
definitive result already, but that will
have to wait amonth.
S
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eral channels of 20-bit PCM with
96kHz sampling. The usual assumption
is that these would be straight linear
PCM channels with no data compression. This may be theoretically ideal,
but it also may be overkill; 20-bit coding at 96kHz yields a data rate of
1.9Mb/s/ch, or 10Mb/s for 5.1 channels. Having adisc with alarge data capacity doesn't mean that we have to
use it wastefully. Data compression has
earned abad reputation because it led
to obvious sonic compromises (early
AC-3 and MiniDisc, for example). But
there may be room for amiddle ground,
a"subjectively lossless" compression system that would reduce data rates with
absolutely no audible compromise.
When '13N and JA evaluated the
1.44Mb/s DTS "Zeta" coder (now called
Coherent Acoustics Coding, or CAC) in
the March '95 Industry Update (VoL18
No3), they found it to be "phenomenally good" but perhaps not perfect,
with aslight loss of ait Recently, whenever Mike Smyth (chief design engineer
for DTS) has discussed the variable-rate
grams in different languages, or it version of CAC, he has consistently emcould be atwo-channel AC-3 signal phasized the point that, in addition to
intended for surround decoding via being able to operate at very low data
rates in order to achieve a384kb/s comDolby Pro Logic.
bined rate for 5.1 channels, it also can
At the producer's option, a DVD
operate at maximum rates of up to
disc could carry both an AC-3 signal
and astereo PCM track (or AC-3 and 3Mb/s—k 500kb/s/ch. And it can handle data coded with high resolution
14MbIs DTS) by sacrificing some play(20-bit or better), or high sampling
ing time or picture quality. Only the
rates (96kHz or higher). We know that
primary audio code (presumably AC-3)
six-channel CAC is nearly transparent
would be decoded by the DVD playet
Any secondary audio signal (eg, PCM or at 1.44MbIs (240kb/s/ch), so it might
be subjectively flawless at double that
DTS) would be fed through an S/PDIF
rate while delivering six 96kHz chanconnection to an outboard decodet Normally the primary audio signal would nels of 20-bit audio at a4:1 data-combe a384kb/s code, but the standard pression ratio.
The folks at DTS insist that their plan
permits 448kb/s instead. And if DTS
(and, indeed, their expectation) is that,
puts its 1.4Mb/s Coherent Acoustics sigin the showdown between competing
nal on the secondary audio track, Dolby
384kb/s coders in August, they will
could use the same capacity for ahighpull agiant rabbit out of the hat in the
performance 640kb/s version of AC-3.
Most of the rumors and speculation form of asurprise victory over AC-3.
about the summer showdown between But to an outside observer—even one
DTS and AC-3 focused on whether who has been impressed by the excellence of CAC at 1.44Mb/s—that outDTS could replace AC-3 as the primacome seems very unlikely. It's easy to
ry audio standard in DVD. If that were
regard DTS as the valiant underdog in
to occur, the payoff for DTS could be
this battle, and rooting for the underdog
huge. But DTS could have asecond goal
is as American as baseball. (Perhaps that's
in mind: planting the seeds to make
not agood analogy, since baseball was
DTS coding the standard for the SDAudio disc—the mainly audio version of destroyed last year by individual and
corporate greed.)
the high-density DVD.
But it's difficult to imagine how DTS,
Most people who have discussed the
prospects for a high-density Super with only ahandful of engineers, could
succeed at atask that Dolby's large staff
CD—for example, the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio group in England (see
of very smart engineers has not accomStereophile, August 1995, pp.53-66)— plished in years of trying: flawless 5.1have emphasized that it could carry sev- channel sound at 384kb/s. If DTS does

Even if DTS doesn't replace AC-3 as
the primary audio code in DVD, Errs
may yet have a future in the new
medium. The Toshiba/Warner "Super
Disc" is aflexible medium in which
data may be formatted in avariety of
ways. "SD-ROM" discs would carry
computer data, similar to CD-ROM.
"SD-Audio" discs would contain mainly audio with optional video, perhaps
carrying two to six channels of 20-bit
PCM with a96kHz sampling rate. The
standard SD system, called "SDDVD," normally would contain up to
135 minutes of MPEG-2 compressed
digital video plus an audio code. The
audio may include one to three
384kb/s 5.1-channel digital audio pro-

THE TOSHIBA/WARNER
DVD ALLIANCE AGREED
TO A
SHOWDOWN
BETWEEN AC-3AND DTS.
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succeed, I'll be extremely surprised but
cheering enthusiastically. So Ithink it
would be asmart move for DTS to
have asecond option up its corporate
sleeve—a demonstration along the lines
of the preceding paragraph that would
show the DVD Alliance how, by using
the high-rate version of CAC in the
SD-Audio disc, they can provide flawless digital sound for the next generation.
Fd like to take credit for this idea, but
in the spirit of giving credit where credit is due, Ihave to confess that this speculation about alternative DTS plans
came from acorrespondence with Roger Dressler at Dolby. Confident that DTS
cannot outperform AC-3 at 384kb/s.
Dressler suggested that focusing on the
purist audiophile segment of the market
might be the best way for DTS to build
on its strengths. An interesting battle
might develop as advocates of perfectly
lossless (but wasteful) coding compete
with proponents of lossy (but efficient
and subjectively flawless) coding.
Incidentally, while gathering information for this report, Iwas surprised
to learn that all of the coding systems
that have been proposed by DTS for
consumer use (including Zeta, CAC,
and the current proposal for DVD) have
been based on a32-band digital filter
that is part of aperceptual audio coding
system. This was surprising, because
since last winter, DTS coding has been
apopular topic of discussion in audio
and Home Theater magazines, yet the
fundamental fact of 32-band coding
has generally gone unmentioned. Most
audio writers seem to have been unaware of the essential role that 32-band
perceptual coding has played in all
DTS coders for consumer use. (In perceptual coders, portions of the audio signal are deliberately not coded; they're
discarded because they are thought to be
below aperceptual threshold.) In this
respect, DTS coders are similar to Dolby AC-3 and the Philips PASC coder
in DCC recorders.
Since the sound of AC-3 in movie
theaters (a 320kb/s bitstream) has been
widely and justly criticized for metallic
sound, Ishould point out that the version of AC-3 proposed for use in DVD
is the same 3£34kb/s signal as the AC-3
code in new laserdiscs. As Imentioned
in April, while the decoding logic for
AC-3 was frozen last year and is being
mass-produced as aZoran IC, the design of the AC-3 encoder is still being
fine-tuned for improved performance.
So instead of being apiece of massproduced hardware, the AC-3 encoder
still is asoftware engine (written in C)
S
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sion of current TI-DC Timbre Matching.
Bass Management will provide various
options for routing the bass signals from
the full-range channels and the low-frequency effects (LFE) channel. It will also
include alow-frequency overload control—not all subwoofers will be able to
handle the full output of the LFE. The
remaining added feature, Position Time
Alignment, provides compensation for
loudspeaker location.
Re-Eqn21i7ation'—correction for excessive brightness in film soundtracks
when played back in the home—will reOLBY PARTISANS
main as afeature in the new processors.
Needless to say, all of this manipulation will require the use of DSP. The
VICTORY IN
THX code is available now for the Motorola DSP56000 family of processors.
THE JAPANESE SESSIONS.
While most of these additions are unlikely to be controversial, the Dynamic
De-Correlation feature may cause a
ferred to the 320kb/s cinema version.
As of midsummer, this hasn't hapmild ripple. It will require an instant-bypened yet. Perhaps it will occur during instant analysis of the signal by the
the autumn or winter.
DSP, turning the decorrelation on instantly when needed and off when not
When Isaw Batman Forever at the Chirequired. With DSP, it should be possinese theater in Hollywood this summer,
ble to do this seamlessly, but only when
Iwas disappointed to note that its AC-3
soundtrack exhibited all of the worst we can get our hands on asuitable profaults that Iheard in Under Siege (1993)
cessor (none are yet available as Iwrite
this) and asufficiently broad selection
and The Fugitive (1994)—with aggressive
of 5.1-channel material will we know
treble and ahard-edged metallic coloration in many voices. These faults for certain.
were exaggerated by the characteristicalThe philosophical implications—now
ly bright acoustic reverb in the Chinese
that we have discrete surrounds, isn't the
theaten Some other recent AC-3 sound- mono or stereo use of those surrounds
tracks, such as Crimson Tide, had a the director's decision to make?—won't be
resolved as easily.
smoother-sounding mix when Iheard
them in theaters that have warmer tonal
US: Peter W Mitchell
balances. Some film-sound engineers
may be monitoring through an AC-3
Over 15 million Dolby Surround proencoder and equalizing their final mixes
cessors—including basic Dolby Surto compensate for the brightness in the
round units, Pro Logic decoders, and
unimproved cinema version of AC-3.
Home THX equipment—are in use
around the world. Discrete digital forUS: Thomas J Norton
mats (laserdiscs with AC-3 and CDs
With the coming o 5.1-channel sur- with DTS Coherent Acoustics coding)
round-sound for Home Theater in the
may deliver the clearest ambience and
form of Dolby's AC-3 and, perhaps, most precise localization, but for the
DTS's Coherent Acoustics (see above), foreseeable future, most surround reTHX has updated their specifications
cordings and broadcasts will be proso that friture TI-DC processors can produced only with matrixed Dolby Survide new capabilities.
round encoding. So there is adefinite
THX's 5.1-channel processing will
need for test discs that will help installers
incorporate Dynamic De-Correlation,'
and consumers to judge decoder perforstereo 20kHz Timbre Matching," Mulmance and fine-tune surround systems
ti-Channel Bass Management,
and for best results. A new two-disc set from
loudspeaker Position Time Alignment
Delos meets that need.
Dynamic De-Correlation will perSurround Spectacular (Delos DE 3179)
form much as current THX De-Corcontains two discs in a"slirnline" case no
relation, but only when there's no disthicker than anormal one-CD jewelcrete information in the surround chan- box. Disc one contains 21 excerpts of
nels—ie, when the surround signal is
c12ssical music (66 minutes) drawn from
monophonic. Stereo 20kHz Timbre
the Delos catalog. Half are orchestral
Matching is afrequency-extended ver- while the remainder feature solo instiu-

operating in aPC that is stuffed with
Ariel DSP cards. One of these PCs was
used for the real-time AC-3 coding
demonstrations in Japan, while the
simultaneous decoding was handled by a
Zoran IC. In April '95 Ialso mentioned
that AC-3 decoders in movie theaters
are equipped with a"dynamic downloader" function, through which many
of the improvements in the 384kb/s
consumer version of AC-3 will be trans-

D
COULD CLAIM A
COMFORTABLE
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ments, voices, pipe organ, and small ensembles. All of the recordings were engineered by John Eargle, who in recent
years has been archiving the individual
microphone feeds for all of his recordings on aTascam DA88 discrete eightchannel digital recordez While Delos
recordings are now being issued with
matrixed Dolby Surround encoding, in
the future Delos also will be able to issue
the same recordings in all-digital 5.1channel discrete surround using either
Dolby AC-3 or DTS coding.
Ideally, disc one should be played
only after you've finished using disc
two to help you select agood surround
processor and fine-tune your system's
operation. With afirst-rate Pro Logic
system, these tracks dramatically illustrate the different character of the ambience in avariety of environments—concert halls, churches large and small, and
recital rooms with warm or lively acoustics. The booklet includes John Eargle's
notes on what to listen for in each excerpt. There are things that you should
hear on any , system—for example, in
Handel's Water Music, the differing way
aconcert hall's ambience responds to
trumpets (aimed directly at the audience) and French horns (whose bells
face backward, producing mainly re-
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flected and ambient sound). There also
are things that you may not hear if your
speaker setup or decoder separation is
non-optimum (such as the placement of
the offstage horns at the back of the
hall in Respighi's Roman Festivals). Incidentally, if you read the notes while listening to the disc, you may find that the
Dvorák and Vivaldi tracks are discussed
in reverse order. (Perhaps this will be
fixed in arevised printing.)
Disc two begins with seven tracks of
on-location sound recorded outdoors by
Brad Miller of Mobile Fidelity in Nevada (not to be confused with MFSL,
Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs) using acoincident four-mike array. These include
aircraft, trains, fire engines, rain, and surf:
Tracks 8-49, produced by Stereo
Review's Technical Editor, David Ranada,
include some specialized tests that
Ranada created for his own use in
reviewing surround processors. (Ranada
majored in both music and digital electronics at Harvard.) The test signals were
created on a computer whose sound
card had an S/PDIF output, so the digital signals were transferred directly from
the computer to DAT and thence to the
CD master without going through the
analog domain. Ranada's very comprehensive notes in the 20-page booklet
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provide detailed guidance on what to
listen for and how to fine-tune your
system for better performance—in twochannel stereo as well as in surround
setups.
For example, track 12 is aparticularly challenging test of how well the two
speakers in astereo pair are matched,
not only broadband but at individual
frequencies from 100Hz to 13kHz. The
track contains aseries of 22 narrow, %octave bands of mono pink noise, each
of which should form anarrow phantom image in mid-air on the centerline
between the speakers. If the image pulls
to one side (or becomes non-localizable)
at certain frequencies, this may indicate a
mismatch in aspecific driver, in acrossover, in atweeter-level control, or in the
reflective acoustical environment around
either speaker. Track 13 repeats this test
with tracks that should image at the halfleft and half-right phantom locations
between the center and either speaker.
Even if you do not have asurround processor or aHome Theater system, these
very useful tests of the matching of stereo speakers may be valuable enough to
justify purchase of this set.
There are several tracks to evaluate
the performance and location of asubwoofer and to check the phasing of its
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crossover relative to your main speakers.
The remaining 20 tracks are for surround-system testing, phasing, and
adjustment, including tracks to test the
phasing of the center speaker and clicks
to evaluate the behavior of the electronic reverberation circuits in the non-Dolby modes of some surround processors.
Track 34 repeats the half-left and halfright test from track 13 with Dolby
Surround encoding, so it may reveal
either amisbehavior in your decoder's
center-channel output or imperfect
matching of your center speaker relative
to your left and right speakers. Since
your center speaker probably contains
different drivers and crossover circuits
than your left/right speakers, a mismatch at some frequency is particularly
likely.
In summary, this disc is avaluable
tool for installers and users of all-Dolby
surround systems, and you might also
want to take it to the store when you go
shopping for acenter speaker, surround
speakers, or acomplete surround system. Most CD stores should have the
Delos Surround Spectacular, if you can't
find it, phone Delos at (800) 364-0645.

do-it-yourself audio projects but who
need asimple high-pass filter to use in
conjunction with asubwoofer will want
to know about the in-line filters marketed by Audio Concepts of La Crosse,
'Wisconsin. There are two versions—
brown and purple—which have slightly
different 3dB-down points. These are
simple in-line filters: one end plugs-in
to your power amplifier, and afemale
RCA jack on the other end of the filter
accepts the signal from the output of
your preamp.
Like all such simple filters, the
Audio Concepts crossover frequency
will depend on the input impedance of
the amplifier it's used with. You should
check with Audio Concepts for more
specific details. While the filters are
marketed primarily for use with Audio
Concepts' Titan powered subwoofer,
which does not have abuilt-in highpass filter of its own, they may be purchased separately from Audio Concepts
for $29/pair. Audio Concepts is located
at 901 S. Fourth St., La Crosse, WI
54601. Tel: (608) 784-4579. Fax: (608)
784-6367.

US: Thomas J. Norton
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sound is to buy amatched system of five
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surround speakers and add asubwoofer
or two. But if you have aspecial fondness for the sound of your stereo speakers, then you face the challenge of adding acenter-channel speaker and apair
of surrounds that match the timbre of
the speakers you already own. That can
be difficult—especially if your speakers
are unusual in any way.
Even if you do succeed in selecting
well-matched speakers, their sound is
likely to be affected by the disparate
acoustic environments. Your main L/R
speakers are probably freestanding, away
from walls, but your surround speakers
are likely to be mounted on or near the
walls and perhaps near awall-ceiling
junction, and the proximity of those
boundary surfaces is likely to reinforce
the upper bass and color the midrange.
And the placement of the center
speaker, on or under aTV cabinet, may
affect its response.
The Rialto, a new product from
Audio Control, may help you obtain a
better sonic match among the channels. Basically it's four equalizers in
one box: astereo equali7er (11 bands,
each %-octave wide) for your left/right
speakers, an identical eqiuli7er channel
(11 bands, each %-octave) for the center speaker, a stereo equalizer (five
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DENON

The First Name in Digital Home Theater
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bands, each two octaves wide) for the
surround speakers, and anarrow-band
stereo subwoofer equalizer (seven bands
from 25Hz to 100Hz, each only 'A-octave wide) to smooth out standing waves.
The Rialto also includes some other
useful functions: asubwoofer crossover
(with either 18 or 24dB/octave slope
and your choice of turnover frequency), adjustable infrasonic filters to prevent bass-reflex woofers from being
overdriven with unwanted lows, input
and output level-matching controls
(since you may be using power amplifiers of different sensitivities in your various channels).
More product news: When Ipraised
the Snell RCS-1000 six-channel digital
room-correction system in my 1995
WCES Report in April (Vol.18 No.4),
its price was projected to be $12,000.
Now that it's actually in production, with
improvements that correct each channel's amplitude and phase response from
5Hz to 20kHz, its price is $8900. [Snell
announced at the CES Specialty Show in
Chicago in June that, although aproduct's
price usualbr rdlects aproportion of R&D
costs, they had decided to write off that wellinto-six-figures sum in order to maximize the
potential marketfor the technology—Ed.]
Snell is also introducing afull system
of in-wall speakers for unobtrusive
Home Theater systems. The main drawback of most in-wall speakers—whether
mounted directly on the wallboard or
mounted to the framing members that
the wallboard is mounted on—is that
vibrations from the speakers tend to set
up severe upper-bass resonances in the
wallboard, coloring the sound. To minimize this, the Snell speakers are self-enclosed cabinet systems narrow enough
to fit between the framing members.
The series includes LCR (front) speakers, dipole surrounds, arear speaker, and
asubwoofer—all in cabinets designed
for flush-mounting within the wall.
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After many years located at what was
once the site of Music By The Sea in
Leucaclia, a few miles north of San
Diego, McCormack Audio has moved
to anew 8000ft2 facility in Carlsbad.
Their new address is McCormack
Audio Corporation, 5421 Avenida
Encinas, Suite J, Carlsbad, CA 92008.
Tel: (619) 930-9550. Fax: (619) 9309555.
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As Ireported here in July 1994 (Vol.17
No.7), transmitters and receivers for
seven proposed digital radio systems
S
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were delivered to atest center in Cleveland during January 1994 for evaluation
by EIA engineers. The plan was to complete the tests last fall, evaluate the data
last winter, and publish areport in time
for the National Association of Broadcasters convention in Las Vegas during
March. But the project is several months
behind schedule. At the NAB convention, with no final report to discuss, engineers debated the testing and the merits
of the various systems.
USA Digital Radio, developer of an
"in-band" simulcast system that appeals
to broadcasters because it would run
on existing FM and AM stations, conducted public demonstrations of its
system via receivers in shuttle vans that
drove around Las Vegas during the
convention. Listeners in the van wore
headphones and could switch between
conventional FM stereo and the digital
signal transmitted by the same FM station. The coding and decoding of the
digital signal produced acouple seconds
of delay, so listeners could hear the analog FM signal and then switch to hear
the digital broadcast of the same musical
phrase. But careful A/B comparisons
weren't needed; when the van drove
along the street in front of the Convention Center, muhipath interference
virtually destroyed the stereo FM reception while the digital signal remained
clear and noise-free.
British and Canadian boosters of the
European Eureka DAB system (which
is about to commence routine broadcasting in London (UK), Montréal, and
Toronto) complained that the USA
Digital demonstrations in Las Vegas
were not as problem-free as many observers thought. One of the designers of
the USA Digital system responded that,
while the demo was not flawless, the
observed problems were mainly due to
technical inadequacies at the FM station
and could easily be cured. There also
were arguments about whether the EIA
testing program was equally fair to all of
the candidate systems; these arguments
will continue when test results are
published in August. Meanwhile, USA
Digital is sufficiently confident about
its design that it signed acontract with
National Semiconductor to develop
the decoder chips that would be used
in digital receivers if this system is
approved next year by the FCC.
The in-band systems had to be modified during the test period and had to
be retested, which was scheduled to
occur during June. The final report on
all of the lab tests and on comparative
listening tests in Ottawa will be pubWorldRadioHistory

fished at the end of August. "Field" tests,
to confirm how well each system operates under real-world conditions (including traffic, bridges, tunnels, reception in
moving vehides, and mukipath interference) will begin in August and will
run through the fall in the San Francisco area.
The field test is supposed to include
the Eureka DAB system, in order to provide ameaningful performance comparison between the in-band systems and
the Eureka proposal. But since the latter
is intended to use L-band frequencies,
approval from a Commerce Department agency was needed for the test.
Tins was expected to be amere formality; but the agency refused to permit the
testing, because the Pentagon won't allow commercial use of L-band frequencies anyway.
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In July (p37) we reported that English
engineer Chris Evans, one of the founders of Arcam and for the last few years
the designer of anumber of well-regarded NM) amplifiers, had left NAD.
NAD has informed us that this is not
true. Although Chris Evans is no longer
an NAD employee, he is working for
the company as aconsultant. We apologize for the wrong impression we gave
of Mr. Evans' status.

Switzerland:
Igor Kipnis

Pianist Arturo Bendetti Michelangeli
died June 12 in Lugano, Switzerland, at
the age of 75. "A legend to his colleagues, who put him in the Horowitz
class as asuper-virtuoso," Harold Schonberg wrote of him, describing him in
1963 in The Great Pianists as "the most
important Italian pianist after Busoni."
In the 32 remaining years of Michelangeli's life, there has been little, if any,
reason for changing the opinions of the
pianist's peers, the comments—not
always uncritical—of Schonberg, or the
adulation of the pianist's many admirers.
Michelangeli was born in Brescia,
Italy, in 1920. He studied with his father,
and, after appearing in public as aprodigy, studied with Giuseppe Anfossi at the
Milan Conservatory between 1930 and
1933. By 1939, when he became aprofessor at the Martini Conservatory in
Bologne, he had that same year won first
prize at an important Geneva competition. During the Second World War, he
45
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served as alieutenant in the Italian Air
Force and subsequently began his
international career in the mid-'40s,
making his debut in England in 1946
and his American one just two years
later. Although he had already recorded,
it was the eight His Master's Voice
78rpm discs that brought him worldwide recognition. I greatly admired
these performances of the Busoni
arrangement of the Bach Chaconne and
the Brahms Paganini Variations upon first
hearing them as apiano student Ialso
recall being puzzled by what seemed to
me at the time arather willful mixing of
the sequences of both books of the
Brahms set—an individual interpretive
approach that in many ways was typical
of the Italian pianist throughout his
entire career.
His choice of repertoire—in concert
and for recording—was strangely circumscribed: a number of standard
works by Chopin, Beethoven, Scarlatti,
Liszt, Debussy, Ravel, Mozart, Schumann, and Rachmaninoff, plus ahandful of relatively obscure shorter works
by such earlier Italian composers as
Galuppi or Tomeoni. If Horowitz was
apt to play Chopin's Ballade 1in Gminor as frequently as possible (every
one different, almost as though he were
desperately looking for his ideal performance), Michelangeli did the same
with such Chopin pieces as the Second
Scherzo. In general, he tended in his
invariably sold-out concerts to repeat the
same brief list of compositions, but the
overriding question to the ticket purchaser was always whether he would in
fact appear as scheduled. The joke bandied about was that, as aconcert performer, Michelangeli was available for a
certain number of cancellations.
In 1966 Iwas fortunate enough to
hear him at New York's Carnegie Hall;
this was part of his second tour of the
United States (he canceled midway
through his first tour because, it was
said, he felt he was being promoted in
the manner of acircus performer). As
he stepped out at the concert's start—
from stage left, Irecollect, rather than
from the usual stage-right door—one
saw afairly tall, handsome figure, quite
pale in visage but firm in step, with a
trim mustache. He paid almost no attention to the audience, sat down, and
played with scarcely discernible emotion—including, eventually, the ever-present second Scherzo of Chopin. The
refined tonal palette he produced was
full of light and shade, always most beautifully modulated but decidedly cool,
though his effortlessly technical accomSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

plishments just had to dazzle the ear His
playing, in essence, belonged—as it does
in his many recordings—to the romantic style for its rhythmic freedom, such
as the Stokowski ritards that he invested in the cadences of his earlier repertoire selections. Dynamics, color, and
effect held his interest, but, though I
always found his playing of more than
just great interest, the almost frigid
undercoating of his interpretations invariably left me with afeeling of dissatisfaction.
His life throughout remained amost
private affair; he was married, and his
recreational interests included such dangerous activities (particularly for apianist) as auto racing, mountain climbing,
and skiing.
Yes, he was difficult personally, and he
was reclusive. He could be incredibly
demanding, and his willfulness sometimes caused projects to be canceled.
One example was aset of the complete
Beethoven concertos to be made in live
performances with the Berlin Radio Symphony; when he proceeded to instruct
the string players on how to bow their
parts, the conductor walked out Iknow,
because Iwas recording for the Berlin
Radio on the afternoon that Michelangeli was scheduled to pick out an
instrument from ahost of pianos prior to
his first rehearsal. Iwas informed that I
must finish my program before five, the
time he was to arrive, and the recording
personnel were very apprehensive
about the time. As it turned out, he
never did arrive that day. A few days
later, presumably after he had chosen
his instrument, he had the ill-fated
rehearsal, the outcome of which Iwas
told later.
He made many recordings, for EMI
(his Rachmaninoff Fourth and Ravel
G-Major Concertos of 1957 are legends) and, more recently, for DG, with
various Debussy sets being particularly
attractive. Asked for my favorite of his
recorded performances, however, I
would have no hesitation in naming Ravel's Gaspard de la Nuit. He never recorded the work commercially, but there are
at least four separate live broadcast performances (1957, 1960, 1962, 1969)
available on such labels as Multisonic,
Hunt, Memories, and Arkadia. Labeling by these small semi-pirate labels
being what it is, Icannot be certain that
their dates are accurate, only that another live performance—originally made
for the BBC in 1959, and which Ihave
only on tape—is the most vividly frightening interpretation of Gaspard that I
could ever imagine.
WorldRadioHistory
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allow you to suspend disbelief.
"I'm convinced that, no matter the stature
of your front end, the Ztreatment will
open your ears to its sonic potential.
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Unlock the Potential of Your Multi-Wire Speaker System.
MIT's engineers looked at the opportunities and challenges created by hi-wiring, and the
limitations imposed by ordinary wire, and started with afresh approach: Separate, optimized signal
paths for the high and low frequency inputs. Using MIT's patented Terminator networks allows the
speaker to deliver deeper, tighter bass, more focused midrange and smoother highs.
Multi-Bandwidth" Terminator technology at arange of prices from the affordable to the exotic.
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AFTER MORE THAN 30 YEARS
OF SOUND ADVICE,
STEREOPHILE USHERS YOU
INTO A NEW ERA.
Listening to music and watching movies at
home is better than ever. In fact, in most cases
your local theater can't come close to delivering
the sound and picture quality of alaserdisc movie
and surround sound from home equipment.
The S'TEREOPHILE GUIDE TO HOME
THEATER covers everything you need to know
about home theater, including:
• How to put together ahome theater package
using your existing components.

•Why it pays to "think big" when shopping for
anew video monitor—but not too big.
•Where to put the subwoofer —it does matter!
• How to have agreat system whether your budget is $5,000 or $25,000.
•When you should have aprofessional install
your system—and when you shouldn't.
Plus many product reviews, answers to frequently asked questions, new product info, and
more!

Special introductory offer for Stereophile readers. ..

BECOME A CHARTER SUBSCRIBER AND SAVE $14.801
Only $19.95 for one year, plus one FREE bonus issue
(a total of 5information-packed, directory-sized issues).

SAVE A FULL 42% OFF THE NEWSSTAND PRICE.
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hy, there are more trees in
the United States today
then when the Pilgrims
landed!" Rush Limbaugh proclaimed on
his radio show awhile back, launching
an attack on the "environmental wackos"
trying to scale back the clear-cutting of
the last stands of virgin old-growth forest in the United States.
Limbaugh wasn't lying. There are
more trees in the United States today
than when the Pilgrims landed—if you
count the tall, skinny timber growing
crop-like on commercially managed tree
farms: all the same species, all in arow.'
But tree farms aren't forests, and Limbaugh's statistical abuse should be obvious to all but terminal dittoheads.
Perhaps there are legitimate arguments
for cutting down every last one of those
magnificent old trees and for destroying
what nature took millions of years to
create. Perhaps quick cash in pocket and
an ugly scar make more sense than creating an enduring tourist attraction that
could generate revenue for hundreds
of years. But Limbaugh didn't make
the case.

AUDIO/VIDEO EXTERIORS

found—and, more importantly, what I
didn't find.
How many tintes have you heard the
word "laserdisc" uttered over the past
few months? How many times have you
seen it written about in the mainstream
press, in the audiophile and videophile
presses? I'll bet plenty. It seems to be the
only source that gets written about, and
it's certainly the only one taken seriously
in the videophile press.
Yet, do you know what the "household penetration" of laserdisc players
in the United States was as ofJanuary
1995, according to the EIA? Ten percent?
Twenty percent? Five percent? Try about
1%. One percent penetration; 50% or
more of the ink spilled on video sources
in the major video magazines.

M INIDISC AND DCC

ARE THE TWO BIGGEST
BONEHEAD MUSICCARRIER FLOPS IN
THE HISTORY OF AUDIO
SINCE THE ELCASET.

What does all this have to do with audio?
And, more specifically, analog? Well I
just
finished reading the Electronic Industries Association's CES press kit and
"Oh, but with the increasing poputhe organization's yearly report, The US
larity of Home Theater, that number will
Consumer Electronics Industry In Review '95
be changing soon," Ihear you saying.
Edition? and Iwas amazed by what I You're right. According to the EIA, dollar volume factory sales of laserdisc
players went down from $123 million in
1While !deplore the clear-cutting of old-growth timber. Ifind it heartening to witness the return of trees in
1993 to $122 million in 1994—that in
New England as land is made available from abandoned
the midst of the Home Theater buying
farms. But if people need wood, MF—and need it they
frenzy.
do when you consider that this magazine is printed on
amajor wood product—then tree farming is the only
By comparison, dollar volume sales
sensible way this environmentalist wacko sees that it
of VCRs in 1994 were almost $3 billion!
can be provided.
—JA
Yet the industry caters to every whim
2Single copies of The US Consumer Electronics Industry
of the tiny laserdisc market segment.
In Review 95 Edition, printed on recycled paper with soybased inks, are available free of charge. Please send a
Caters? It just about kisses its collective
$1.70-stamped, self-addressed, 6" by 9" envelope to
rear end.
the Electronic Industries Association, 2500 Wilson
Blvd., Arlington, VA 22201-3834.
—JA
Oh, and of all that gelt dropped on
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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VCRs in the age of Home Theater, what
percentage of video recorders sold do
you suppose were stereo Hi-Fi—necessary to set up afive-channel Dolby Pro
Logic or AC-3 or DTS system? Sixty
percent? Fifty percent? Forty percent?
Try just 29%. Less than V3 of all VCRs
sold last year had FM stereo soundtracks
—up apiddling 3% from the year before

THE

ANALOG SHOE DROPS
Okay, you're waiting for the analog shoe
to drop in this discussion. Well, keep
waiting. Nary astatistic on turntable sales
is to be found in the EIA report—not
numbers sold, not dollar volume, not
market penetration. LP playback isn't
even acategory.
We know turntable sales are up, both
in the high-end and in the mid-fi marketplaces. We know LP sales are way up
and that interest in analog is growing, but
such information isn't here. You'll be
happy to know, though, that market
penetration of caller-ID units is at about
5%, and that the ever-critical multiline
phone has stuck its nose into more than
10% of American homes.
Idon't like picking afight with the
EIA. It's avery powerful organization,
and Ilike the people there, many of
whom Ihave worked with in planning
and running seminars at Consumer
Electronics Shows. But what is and is not
in this report is infuriating.
Home CD-player penetration stats are
in—what do you think? Eighty percent
of American households? Seventy percent? Sixty percent? Try about 43%.
What do you think the market penetration
of turntables would be if they bothered
to ask? I'll let you answer that one.
Mentions of MiniDisc and DCC—
the two biggest bonehead music-carrier
flops in the history of audio since the
Elcaset—pop up all over this report
like jack-in-the-box clowns. There are
probably more references to MiniDisc
and DCC—and their bright futures—
51
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than there were units sold?
Most disappointing is that the audio
section of the report was written by
Thiel's Kathy Gomik, who describes the
". ..
jump from the first scratchy analog
phonograph recordings to near-perfect
digital recordings on compact discs!'
Gag me with acrossover network.
Worse, Gornik spills the ink on DCC
and MiniDisc three times in her report—as
if once wasn't one time too many. "In little more than 30 years," she writes, "the
audio components market has evolved
from asmall hobbyist segment dominated by vacuum tube and do-it-yourself
kits to anearly $1.7 billion microprocessor-based industry that includes CD
players, analog tape decks, digital audio
recorders, receivers, separate tuners and
power amplifiers, loudspeakers, and analog turntables!'
At least she acknowledges the lowly
turntable's existence—but catch the
placement: not with the other source
components but last, after the amps and
speakers. An afterthought? And two
paragraphs later comes "Compact disc
players have replaced analog turntables. .!' Is that so?
You wouldn't know from this report
that there are more manufacturers of tube
electronics in the United States today
than there were in the 1950s—or that,
since the inception of solid-state electronics, interest in tube gear among
audiophiles seems to be at an all-time
high.
Ihave to write "seems" because the
EIA hasn't published any statistics on the
subject. In fact, all "high-end" audio gear
is lumped into one category: "separate
components!' That includes amps, preamps, tuners, turntables, loudspeakers,
etc. Hardly ahelpful statistic for members of our manufacturing community
trying to catch atrend. In fact, atotally
meaningless non-statistic.
Yet in the video section of the report,
you'll find not just television-sales statistics but acomplete breakdown: sales
of color televisions (by size), blackand-white televisions, color and blackand-white LCD (liquid crystal display)
televisions, projection-television sales,
sales of stereo televisions, videocassette
players, videocassette recorders, and TV/
VCR combos.
Understand the importance of this
publication: it is areference work that
will be used by journalists throughout
the country (and probably the world)
3Aclue to the success, or lack thereof, of MD and DCC
is the appearance of the hardware at sell-'em-cheap-toclear-the-warehouse prices in discount stores and mailorder catalogs. And I, for one, shan't mourn their disappearance.
—JA
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over the next 12 months. It marginalizes
high-quality audio, making it appear
even smaller and less significant than it
already is in the marketplace.

LET'S PUT ON
ASPECIALTY SHOW!
To coincide with this past June's Specialty
Audio & Home Theater CES in Chicago,
the EIA conducted more specialized
research the month before. Hopefully
next year's "In Review" book will do a
better job of highlighting trends in
"high-end" audio by opening up the
"separate audio components" category
into something meaningful.

THE INDUSTRY PRESSES
VINYL TO SERVICE
THE DEMAND, BUT IT
DOESN'T WANT
TO ENCOURAGE
ITS EXPANSION.
Meanwhile, among the press releases
in the EIA's June Show packet were two
you'll find interesting: one, asurvey of
high-end audio dealers, found that 55%
predicted an increase in sales of CD
transports, and 26% predicted an increase in sales of turntables. Wait. Didn't
Ijust read that turntables had been
replaced by CD players?
A survey of 1200 households done by
the EIA/CEG (Consumer Electronics
Group) found that, when asked what
specialty audio product they intended to
purchase in the coming months, the
largest number said power amplifiers.
That was followed by audio CD players,
then turntables.
I've saved the best statistic and the best
EIA spin for last: part of the survey
involved asking baby boomers 36-55
years old what their primary music
sources were when they were 18 and
what they are now. When the boomers
were 18, 43% said radio was the primary
source, 27% said records, and 26% said
tapes.
Now let me quote the next paragraph,
for it's too delicious to not serve up
whole: "Today, the most popular medium
has moved from records to compact discs
and cassettes, but the most frequent
form of listening is still from the radio.
Records, however, have moved from second to last. Among all respondents, 89%
listen to the radio, 72% to compact discs,
70% to tapes and only 23% to records!'
HELLO?????? What's the news here?
That records have moved to last place?
WorldRadioHistory

No. The news is that 23% still listen to
records ,ill Twenty-three percent. Let me
repeat that: 23% of respondents still listen
to records"'"' I'm surprised the EIA didn't
follow that with, "But they'll soon be
switching to MiniDisc." So, have "CD
players replaced turntables"? No. Too
bad none of this information appears in
the current EIA reference book.

THE

23% SOLUTION
So people are still playing records—
probably more people than are playing
laserdiscs. Can that 23% find recordcleaning accessories at Tower Records or
the other big chains? Rarely. Does Allsop
still make its excellent and cheap Orbitrac
record-cleaning system? Apparently not.
Can that 23% still find records at the
stores? For the most part, no.
With 23% still playing records, why
can't they find them anymore—even
when they're still being pressed? Because
there's no demand? No. Because the
industry wants to kill records? Despite the constant denials, the answer is
clearly yes.
The industry would rather sell CDs
because they're smaller, much more
profitable, less fragile, and less likely to
be returned as defective. But, it's still
pressing vinyl because it knows the
demand exists—it knows there's money
to be made The dissonance caused by the
competing goals of making money and
killing records has lead to abizarre situation: the industry presses records to
service the demand, but it doesn't want
to encourage its expansion.
How else to explain advertisements for
new releases that list catalog numbers for
CD and cassette but not LP—even when
there is one? Even the publicists at the
major labels are kept in the dark about
the availability of vinyl.
Consumers who want avinyl issue of
anew release have to first track down its
availability, then find asource. It's like
buying drugs: they're plentiful and available if you know where to look. No, I
take that back: it's easier to score illegal
drugs than new records. Aside from a
piss-poor selection at my local Tower, if
Iwant to buy vinyl Ihave to drive to
Hoboken or order it by mail and pay an
extra three bucks for shipping.
What do you think would happen if,
as an experiment, my local Tower—
which is in an area populated, Iguarantee, by many affluent audiophiles—
opened aserious record section? One that
stocked all available new vinyl in one
place: classical, pop, jazz, rock, dance?
Imagine awall of Living Stereo RCAs,
Deccas, EMIs, Mobile Fidelitys, DCCs,
References, Analogue Productions, the
53

new Impulse GRP vinyl, the Blue Note
Connoisseur series, the Mosaic box sets,
the new rock vinyl from Classic, MCA,
Warner Bros., Sony, Atlantic, and indie
labels like Sub Pop and the others.
It would fill awall—like the old days.
It would make astatement: it's still here,
it's cool, come and get it. And what if
that Tower took the gold CDs from
MoFi, MCA, Sony, Digital Compact
Classics, and the others and put them on
the same wall with an explanation of
what all this high quality was about? And
what if (gasp!) that Tower's ads dared
mention the full selection of vinyl?
What do you think would happen? I'll
tell you what Ithink. The store would
become amecca for vinyl-lovers—affluent and otherwise—for miles around.
And while they were there, they'd pick
up some CDs of music unavailable on
vinyl. And the curious would be
attracted to the wall. Some might pick
up arecord or two and get into it.
And finally, average consumers would
understand why there were two versions
of Tommy in the Who section and why
one cost three times as much as the other,
and maybe they'd then be willing to
spend the difference on the gold version.
And what if that Tower put awellstocked LP-accessory section next to the
wall, with rice-paper sleeves, styluspressure and -alignment gauges, and
LAST products and other vinyl cleaners?
Ithink Tower would make agreat deal
of money.
What are the odds that Tower president Russ Solomon, who professes to be
avinyl-lover, would go for such an
experiment? Not good, Iimagine. Nor
are the odds good that the folks running
HMV or the Virgin Superstores or the
other "record store" chains would give
it aserious shot. With all of them so busy
trying to figure out ways to distinguish
their stores from the other guy's, how

VAC Model 21.1 phono amplifier

would any of them find the time?

ANALOG AT THE
CES SPECIALTY AUDIO &
HOME THEATER SHOW

Having just dissed the EIA and Kathy
Gornik, I'd be remiss if Ididn't say that,
without Kathy's hard work and prodding, there wouldn't have been aSummer CES—nor would there have been
one if making aprofit on the Chicago
Show was part oftheEIA's agenda. The
EIA took ahit, but it scored one at the
same time. [See thefull report elsewhere in
this issue.—&11
Ididn't expect to find much new at the
CES Specialty Audio & Home Theater
show, coming as it did less than two
months after Stereophile's, but there were
afew interesting new electronics products for record-lovers.
At the entry level, Parasound introduced the P/PH Phono Preamp ($119.95),
which uses Analog Devices op-amps
and audiophile-grade capacitors.
At more than 10 times the price
($1490), VAC introduced its Model 21.1
six-tube phono amplifier, which offers
high gain (65dB), low noise, class-A triode circuitry, and front-panel adjustment

Conrad-Johnson EF-I phono equalization preamplifier with the PF-R remote-control line stage
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of load impedance, capacitance, and gain.
Conrad-Johnson also introduced new
tube phono amplification with its Premier
Fifteen phono equalization preamplifier
($3995). It's azero-feedback design that
uses adifferential amplifier as alow-noise
input gain stage, apassive RIAA network,
another gain stage, and finally adirectcoupled cathode-follower output. It offers
adjustable gain of 40d13, 46dB, and 52dB
and can be used with cartridges varying
in output from 0.2mV to 5mV.
C-J also introduced anew solid-state
phono section at aless lofty price: the
EF-1 phono equalization preamplifier
offers the same gain capabilities as the
Premier Fifteen but at amore affordable $1795.
AudioPrism demoed aprototype alltube phono section, the Mantissa, which
uses 6DJ8 and 12AU7 tubes and offers
60dB of gain. "Target price" is $3700.
N.E.W. announced anew DC-powered, six-tube phono preamp, the DCLP
5 ($2298), which will be shipping in
the fall. The last DC-powered phono
section Iauditioned was the Marcoff
PPA-1. Anyone out there remember that
THUMP! battery-powered headamp?
FM Acoustics was at the Show with
its model 122 phono preamplifier
($5000), which is an unbalanced version
of the 222.
Turntable brands on display: Kuzma,
Rolcsan, Basis, Townshend, NAD
(parts sourced from Rega), WilsonBenesch, Denon, and Rega Planar.
Conspicuous by its absence was SOTA,
which is located in the Chicago area.
Also missing were Immedia, Forsell,
Rockport, Linn, Well Tempered, Rotel,
and Oracle.
Arms on display included the new VPI
unipivot, the Graham 1.5t, the AudioQuest and Rega series, Wilson-Benesch,
Townshend Audio, and Nairn. Missing
were Soudier, ET, Linn, Morch, SME,
Wheaton Triplanar, and Airtangent.
The only new cartridge Iheard about
was from AudioQuest—a replacement
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NORDOST
fintline
Introduces

Interconnects

AudioPrism Mantissa line-level preamplifier

for its highly regarded AQ 700Onsx. The
new model, the 7000 Fe5—like the unit
it replaces—was designed in conjunction
with Scan-Tech. A fill review coming up.

QUOTE OF THE YEAR

Writing show reports is like announcing ball scores on television: you try to
come up with new ways of stringing lists
together, and it never escapes the mundane. So rather than leaving you this
month on ayawn, let me quote Joe Gastwirt, president of Ocean View Digital
Mastering in Los Angeles.

Since Gastwirt's name has appeared
on many, many fine-sounding CD issues
and reissues (the recent Hendrix MCA
releases, for example), his name should
be familiar to all of you. In an artide on
HDCD® that appeared in the business
section of the New York Times on June
26th, 1995, Gastwirt is quoted: "With
HDCD, for the first time, I've heard an
advantage to using digital audio."
Need Isay more about the last ten
years? Take your turntable for aspin
and have agood trip! That's what I'm
about to do.

Of III 14i

WHY WE ARE UNIQUE
Every cable we make is manufactured to the highest standards and
tolerances. The degree of accuracy
and concentricity in the spacing of
conductors is unmatched in the cable
industry. By utilizing flat extrusion
technology we are able to make
interconnects which have very low
capacitance, inductance and signal
loss. These are characteristics that
are very desirable if you want to hear
the music and not the cable. Each
cable is individually tested and
inspected before it leaves our factory.
Every Nordost Flatline Cable carries a
Lifetime Warranty.

Colindrical Oiaphragrn Timer
Spherical Bass Enclosure
True Cfossoverless [lesion
The nucleus bo Gallo Acoustics

FLATIINE I
NTERCONNECTS
by Nordost represent the state of the
art in connecting hi-fi equipment.
Using aunique patented Teflon®
extrusion technology, Nordost has
been able to make Flatline interconnects that are satisfying, transparent
and extremely accurate.

S USTICS,
37 Woodhull Stree:
Orooldon. NY 11231
[7]8)237-1000
Fax [718]59G-4402
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Nordost Corporation
TEL: (508) 879-1242
FAX: (508) 879-8197

We couldn't have
said it better o elves.
— excerpts from Audio Magazine, by Anthony H. Cotdesman
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In short, the
Adcom GFA-5800

••
"Thu is the kind of
"...this is aproduct that
deserves attention.

yy

stands out even in a

product that shows
the best of the high

world where almost
all amplifiers now

end can be made
truly affordable.

sound good. yy

yy

„

surprised to find
out how good
your speakers are
when you first try
an amplifier of
this quality. yy

It is also alittle difficult to ,
believe that this amplifier is in
the $1500 price range. yy

"It does everything
exceptionally well for
its price, and its upper
midrange and treble and
overall musicality are
hard to find in any amplifier not costing at least
twice its price range. yy

• soundstage,
"The imaging,
dynamics, and transparency of
the Adcom GFA-5800 had the
kind of realism and integration •
Ionly expect to find in far more
expensive products., )

"Just as Adcom once
changed the standards of the
power amplifier market with
the 555, it has introduced a
new product that may similarly
change the market again. yy

The Adcom GFA-5800 amplifier is quite possibly the best amplifier you may ever hear.
We know it sounds better than others selling for more than twice its price. Delivering 250
watts continuous per channel into 8ohms between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its circuit design and
component specifications are in aclass by itself.
But you don't have to take our word for it. Send us your name and address and we will
send you areprint of Audio's review as well as detailed literature. Or better yet, simply ask to
listen to the GFA-5800. Your ears will tell you
r
all you need to know.
1:11 Send me Audio's review and detailed literature on the
Adcom GFA-5800.

ADCOM®

Name
Address
City

details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.

State

Zip

X Mail to: Adcom, 11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A.

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montréal, Québec (514) 344-1226
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STRY LUMINARIES
RE GOING

BARRY W [LLIS ASKS AUDIO
WHERE THEY-AND
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oone doubts that home entertainment in the early
21st century will look and feel completely clifkrent
from what we might have imagined just 10 years
ago. In 1985, the audiophile's ideal was two- channel perfection: the holy trinity of the perfectly matched cartridge/tonearmitumtable; arecord cleaner that really worked;
asweet, delicate-sounding preamplifier; adynamic and
authoritative power amplifier; mirror-imaged loudspeakers
that shook the earth and sang to the heavens; anice room
in which to enjoy them; and atolerant spouse. Digital in hi-fi
circles was commonly adirty word, surround-sound evoked
embarrassing reminders of the quadraphonic craze, and video
was something true audiophiles dismissed as little more than
an opiate for the heedless masses.
In 1995, many of us have figured out that two-channel perfection may not be attainable—or, having attained it, discovered that it fails to serve up that last convincing dose of
realism. Perfection has proved to be arelative term. Die-hard
analog fans now begrudgingly agree that not only are CDs
pretty damn good but also their potential is only beginning
to be unleashed. And even the snootiest old-school audiophiles will admit they enjoy movies at home. The marriage
of audio and video is afait accompli. Old paradigms are giving
way to new ones that change and grow in new, unpredictable
directions.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

What does the home-entertainment system of the near
finure look like? How will we use it? How are new developments affecting the direction of the industry? Is the audio
hobby as we have known it going the way of the dinosaur?
Where will we be in five years? In ten years? Hi-Fi '95, the
Stereophile High-End Show held last April in Los Angeles,
gave me the opportunity to ask such questions of industry
veterans—among them Paul Barton of PSB, Peter Tribeman
of Atlantic Technologies, Dennis Had ofCary Audio, Mark
Shifter of Audio Alchemy, Jim Croft of Carver, Bob Stuart of Meridian, Gary Shapiro of the Electronic Industries
Association, and Stereophile editor John Atkinson.
There's no disputing that Digital Signal Processing, surround-sound, and Home Theater comprise ahard-charging
troika pulling us toward the technological horizon. Meridian's
seven-channel surround system on display in the Presidential
Suite of the Doubletree Hotel was, in my opinion, astunning example of digital's musical potential. As in previous
shows, the Meridian system, although video-compatible,
was dedicated to music only. The system's designer, Bob Stuart, spared me amoment between asummit meeting with
Pacific Microsonics and aconference with THX.
Surround-sound as presented by asystem such as Meridian's confounds the audiophile's assumptions about the proper
reproduction of music. What's the most difficult challenge

WorldRadioHistory
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"RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS
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—Stereophile, Vol. 18 No. 4 April 1995

Killer $500 CD Player.
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—SAM TELLIG,
Stereophile, Vol. 17 Nc. 11, December 1994
*

maimaymomaltz

—What Hi-Fi?, March 1995
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Critics agree—the Marantz CD-63 Special
oxygen-free copper power transformer
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Edition plays to rave reviews. Marantz CD - jej
windings,
selected Cerafine and Silmic
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players have long been held in high c olio1 / 0H09 ; tI212 -- 'I ,. audiophile capacitors, chassis and power
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esteem and the CD-63SE continues the 1651 _
supply bracing for improved rigidity, and
tradition. Based on the award-winning Critical analog output stage numerous other "tweaks - to bring out the
outperforms conventional op CD-63 model (European CD Player of the amp analog output circuits.
most musicality from your favorite CD's.
Year-1994-1995). Marantz engineers applied a For fans of outboard D/A processors, the '63 series is
number of enhancements to the Special Edition version.
equipped with high quality co-axial digital output (along
Both models feature Marantz' exclusive HDAM discrete
with optical. also), and excels as atransport alone. Built
analog output stage. which provides asuperior analog
to the highest standard. the Marantz CD-63SE is. of
output signal characteristic, compared to conventional
course. backed by our three year limited parts and labor
op-amp based designs found in most other models.
warranty. Audition the Marantz CD-63 Special Edition
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A host of refinements found in the CD-63SE include

soon at your Marantz dealer.
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Marantz America, Inc.
440 Medinah Road Roselle, IL 60172-2330
Tel. 708-307-3100 •708-307-2687 Fax
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BACKWARD-COMPATIBILITY WITH THE PRESENT NTSC TELEVISION FORMAT
WILL NOT LIMIT HDTV'S POTENTIAL QUALITY,
BECAUSE HDTV WILL BE SCALEABLE AND EXTENSIBLE.
— GARY SHAPIRO

Bob Stuart faces? "Re-educating the public," he answered.
"Hearing stereo is alearned skill—something we have perfected through years of practice. Hearing surround-sound
through avery transparent processor and avery-highresolution system means we must learn to hear in anew way."
How might the development of high-density storage
devices, such as the Digital Video Disc, aid the enhancement
of musical realism? Can asystem as advanced as Meridian's
be pushed further? Stuart said: "A disc like that, if used for
audio only, could have ahuge potential. It could carry multiple channels. With ahigher-density carrier, we have the
potential to go way beyond our present limitations. .Ithink
that when more transmission channels become available, we
will evolve the kind of recording techniques that can separate information vertically as well as horizontally. More
recorded channels will mean more playback channels; but
the more speakers you put into asystem, the easier the room
becomes. More channels will enable us to re-create amore
realistic soundfield."
Gary Shapiro—Vice President of the Consumer Electronics Group of the EIA, and whose job it is to be on top
of all new developments in his field—was very enthusiastic about High Definition Television. He expects the FCC
to have settled on astandard for HDTV by the end of 1995.
Many people have wondered whether backward-compatibility with the present NTSC
television format would limit
HDTV's potential quality.
"Not at all," he asserted, "because it will be scaleable and
extensible. The NTSC standard has lasted for more than
60 years and has proven to be
very flexible. It has been improved upon in various ways,
with the addition of color, and
later stereo sound. Ithink
HDTV will also be, by definition, quite flexible."
He foresees HDTV in the
stores within two years. As
with most new technologies,
it will be quite expensive in the
beginning; but, according to
Shapiro, "for consumers who
care about quality, it will be a
godsend." When Iasked him
about the availability of software, he said: "There's atremendous lot of software available right now—the entire film
library is suitable for HDTV. It doesn't take much to transfer
films into an HDTV format. Actually, most films are better than HDTV. As to whether sitcoms and game shows will
be in HETV, Idon't think it matters." Most Stereophile readers
won't disagree with that statement. "But HDTV will be the
biggest development affecting the greatest number of consumers in the next 10 years."
What about audio technology? Testing of digital radio
should be completed in the next year or so and astandard
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

recommended to the FCC. "The broadcasters clearly want
it," he stated. "I think most consumers are familiar with CD
quality sound and have adesire for it in their cars, which is
where most radio listening is donc The question is whether
the FCC will have the backbone to also allow anational satellite service."
One useful new development is an information feature
rather than an improvement in performance: Radio Broadcast
Data Services. Shapiro explained, "RBDS is intelligent
radio—a datastream that will be converted into an alphanumeric display on your radio's tuner, giving you such information as the name of the song and performer you are hearing, or weather and traffic information." The greatest value
for the music-lover will be knowing who is performing—
something too many radio stations have forgotten about.
"DBDS will do other things, too," he continued, "like
turning on your radio if there's an emergency. By the end
of the year, more than 500 radio stations will be using RBDS.
Delco, Denon, Philips, Pioneer, and anumber of other companies will offer tuners with scrolling text!" Another exciting
development is Direct Satellite Systems
The broadcast
is received via apizza-sized dish antenna that can be placed
almost anywhere. With it one can get about 150 channels:
sports, music, and movie programming—everything except
local broadcasts. "I have one:' Shapiro told me, "and Ithink
it's terrific. Icalled my cable
company and had their service
cut off"
DSS, also called Direct Broadcast Satellite, is the first real
challenge to the cable industry—a consortium of local
monopolies. Shapiro said, "This
is only the beginning of awave
of big changes if Congress acts
as we think they will and allow
the telephone companies to
start delivering video. We may
have the phone companies delivering video and the cable
companies offering phone services before long. Another
service about to be introduced
will allow you to download a
movie over the phone directly
into your VCR. There's atremendous range in the way
consumers will receive and use the technology. The main
word is, obviously, digital."
And "digital" is the obvious lead-in to adiscussion with
Mark Schifter of Audio Alchemy, whose delightfully affordable products such as the DAC-in-the-Box put them at the
opposite pole from the cost-no-object crowd. What new
magic are they cooking up? "The final frontier is the room,"
Shifter said. "We're working on avery affordable loudspeaker-equalization and room-correction computer—
something that corrects for phase, frequency, and amplitude.
In the not-too-distant future we will be able to go into acus-
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The Definition Never Changes
The Dynaco Compact Disc Player brings audio's most proven,
high quality technology to your CD collection.
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The Dynaco Compact Disc Player combines the dynamic range and sophistication of
ekuum-tube technology with cutting-edge digital electronics. The listener's the winner.
Bring a few of your favorite CDs to your Dynaco dealer, then sit back and let your ears
convince you. Dynaco continues to define audio quality after more than four decades of
leadership.

The Definition of Quality
A DIVISION PANOR CORP,

125 Cabot Court, Hauppauge, NY 11788
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• 516 434-1200
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DIGITAL HAS ALLOWED ME TO DESIGN LOUDSPEAKERS
WITH A
MUCH LOWER BOTTOM END
THAN WOULD EVER HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE USING A
TURNTABLE AS A
SOURCE.
— PAUL BARTON

tomer's home, take our measurements, transmit that measurement data back to Audio Alchemy, where we will recreate the room, make the corrections, transmit the corrections back to acorrection computer in the customer's system,
and, on-line, fix the room. That's where we're going!'
He expects the first correction computer to sell for around
$1500. Audio Alchemy is trying to get Texas Instruments
and other suppliers of digital hardware more interested in
audio. If they succeed, then, according to Schifter, "we can
drive down the cost of the DSP and the retail cost of the box!'
Audio Alchemy's slogan is "Affordable Digital and Analog
Excellence." On the third day of the Show, Schifter summed
it up this way: "I counted nine systems that are more than
$100,000. It bothers me as Igo from one display to another
that everyone-95% of them—is showing systems that are
30, 40, and 50 thousand dollars. By comparison to the most
expensive systems, one costing $30,000 is hyped as 'affordable! That's anew car, adown payment on ahouse. It's alot
of money for the average person.
"Our best system, cables and all, is eight grand. That's a
lot of money, too, but by comparison it's cheap. I'm surprised
that other people haven't gotten hip; if alittle company can
come out of nowhere and do what we are doing, why
shouldn't they? We have grown from 17 employees 14
months ago to 41 now. In 4/
2
1
years we have lost only one
employee, who had to move
away. We pay good wages, and
everything is built onshore—
including our cheapest AC
adaptor. Our people, from the
guys on the shipping dock to
our national sales managers,
are walking around with smiles
on their faces. And it gratifies
me that we were nominated
for three awards at the Academy for the Advancement of
High-End Audio banquet."
Paul Barton, of PSB—many
of whose products have been
well-received by the audiophile press—was unequivocal
in his conviction that Home
Theater is behind the loudspeaker-maker's current growth.
"I see this sort of honeymoon—if you want to call it that—
which will last alittle while!' He wouldn't speculate about
what might come when the honeymoon's over, but did say,
"I think the equipment is improving in the process."
The digital revolution has made new demands of loudspeaker designers. "It has made us have to deal with
unprecedented dynamics!' said Barton. "Some of the low
frequencies and dynamics of CDs, as well as the capabilities of amplifiers now, have pushed loudspeaker design to
new levels. Personally, Iwould be just as happy with anaSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

log if it weren't for the fact that it tends to be frequencylimited—not only in the recording process but also in the
playback. Digital has allowed me to design loudspeakers with
amuch lower bottom end than would ever have been possible
using aturntable as asource; there is too much difficulty
mechanically isolating low-frequency energy. With analog,
you are severely limited by having apickup in the soundfield. A CD player can also be set in motion by ahuge soundpressure level, but it will mistrack. There's no halfway point;
it either works or it doesn't. It won't cause awoofer to oscillate. So digital has helped me in that way!'
PSB is based in Ontario. Has the North American Free
Trade Agreement had much effect on their business? "It's
been abenefit already:' Barton replied. "In Canada we have
federal sales taxes. We used to have to pay our taxes before
distribution. Importers would be taxed on the price they paid
for what they brought in, but manufacturers were taxed on
their selling price. So my marketing costs were taxed. It was
very anti-manufacturer for Canada. There was already afreetrade agreement between Canada and the US, but NAFTA
revamped everything to make it more favorable to sell products in the States. Previously, the US Customs Act did not
differentiate between aspeaker driver, such as atweeter, and
afinished enclosure. Their attitude was: aspeaker is aspeaker
is aspeaker. Since NAFTA,
that has changed."
Where does Paul Barton
think we are headed? "We're
going to be very well-integrated into A/V and multimedia.
The integration of multimedia
is something that appeals to
the masses of customers. I'm
not talking about the elite high
end of the audio market, who
will always maintain their
niche. But alot of audiophiles
aren't rich ..." Echoing Mark
Schifter, Barton added: "The
successful loudspeaker company of the future will be one
that delivers the most music
for the money!'
Another loudspeaker company that understands this is
five-year-old Atlantic Technology Corporation, whose $1476 Model 250 surround-sound
system is apparently selling like hot dogs at abaseball game.
ATC is headed by Peter Tribeman, whose credentials include
being one of the originators (along with Stereophile contributor
Peter W. Mitchell) of the Audio/Pulse Model One ambience
synthesizer—the first commercial digital-delay system, which
was created back in the mid-'70s. Tribeman was aco-founder
of NAD and left as Chairman after 13 years. He started Atlantic
Technology in his waning days at NAD after afriend showed
him a60W, self-powered, three-piece speaker system. Their sec-
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THE SUCCESSFUL LOUDSPEAKER COMPANY OF THE FUTURE WILL BE ONE
THAT DELIVERS THE MOST MUSIC FOR THE MONEY.
— PAUL BARTON
ond product, anticipating the Home Theater movement, was
afive-channel surround system using five of those little satellites, asubwoofer, and aminiature Pro Logic decoder, which
they designed themselves around the Sanyo LA2770 chip.
Atlantic Technology also believes that affordability is where
it's at. They're coming out with alittle brother to the 250
system, the Model 220, which will lack the center-channel
tone controls of the 250 and have asmaller subwoofer. ATC
is betting strongly on multichannel audio. Peter Tribeman
believes that, in five years, "It's going to be incredibly difficult
to find atwo-channel receiver. Basically, it's going to be five
channels: Dolby Pro Logic, THX, AC-3, or what have you.
The days of two-channel audio are rapidly coming to aclose
Eighty percent of the new audio systems sold today are
already multichannel. And new and better software is coming
along that will be multichannel itself."
Like Bob Stuart, Tribeman feels that the Digital Video Disc
has enormous potential as an audio medium. "Toshiba just
announced that their dual-layered disc will store nine gigabytes. If that medium is used for audio without pictures, we'll
be able to reproduce, with PCM, 20-bit audio sampled at
96kHz. Take the world's most advanced CD transports and
D/A converters.. .what you'll get with the DVD in acouple
of years will exceed that."
What about the fate of traditional audio, the LP-andturntable-based hobby around which many audiophiles built
their systems and many companies built their fortunes? Tribeman laughed: "The last place
I'd put my money today is into
aphono-cartridge company.
They are like the makers of
buggy whips when the first
cars came out. Records as we
know them will be of historical interest, an obscure hobbyist type of thing—like antique autos."
Not everyone embraced this
view, including Dennis Had,
of Cary Audio. Cary is enjoying great success with their
single-ended triode amplifiers.
As Had put it, "Our business
is straight up!' He doesn't plan
to produce multichannel amplifiers—at least not under the
Cary name—or to abandon
traditional high-end audio. "I
don't buy this argument that
the High End is dead, that it's populated by abunch of old
farts who are ready to drop off and take the industry with
them!' He revealed that Cary owns another company called
Audio Electronics Supply, and AES supplies kits for (what
else?) single-ended triode amplifiers. With awide smile, he
said: "It's avery high-volume business in itself. The average
age of an AES customer is about 22!'
"Students?" Iwondered.
"Yes. And they're in hot pockets: New York, Cleveland,
Seattle, Boston. There are some hotbeds around the country
for college students and even high school kids who have gone
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

bonkers over vacuum tubes. They remember their dads or
even their grandfathers having vacuum-tube amps, and they
want to find out what it's all about:'
"Among that age group there seems to be aconcurrent
interest in reviving the LP," Imentioned. "But maybe they
just think it's cool because it's retro!'
"Maybe they just think it's something they missed. Ithink
there's no question that this is aprogression up from their
boom boxes," Had replied assuredly.
Dennis Had expressed some strong opinions about highend companies venturing into Home Theater in search of
the quick buck. "Some small loudspeaker companies are selling their souls running after the surround-sound market
when their real opportunity would be to pursue high-end.
Idon't know if they'll stay in business. I'm putting my chips
on high-end audio rather than surround-sound and video.
Iwould hate to compete with the Japanese giants. I've had
some incredible successes and one spectacular failure, and
one thing I've learned is you don't stand in front of a
bulldozer!'
Had believes that the retail audio market is ripe for serious
entrepreneurs, people who are real retailers, who are fanatics
about quality and willing to educate people in their communities about audio and introduce them to high-end, with
this caveat: "The day of the hobbyist-run tweak shop—the
dealer who is in the business as ahobby—is history. But
there's agolden opportunity for the businessman who loves
audio and wants to share his
passion by elevating people's
levels of musical enjoyment!'
John Atkinson is also optimistic about the future of highend audio. "The median age of
the Stereophile reader is 39," he
said. "That's quite old when
you consider that the median
age of people who buy music
recordings is 30. On the other
hand, the median age of our
readers has remained at 3839 for the last 10 years, which
means that, as we lose older
readers, they're replaced by
younger ones in their 30s. ..
If
you're talking about people
who want to enjoy music with
the best possible quality, there
have always been such people,
and Ibelieve there always will
be; in that sense, high-end audio is astable, slightly growing
industry."
Speculating on the difference in listening habits between
generations, he said: "Wanting to enjoy high-quality audio
could be something associated with baby boomers. We all
grew up in the '60s, when music was very important—it was
the way we expressed our independence. We take our love
of music totally for granted ...
"I don't know if that's true for the Generation Xers and
younger!' he continued. "Rolling Stone had an article last year
on the differences between us baby boomers and Genera-
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THE DAY OF THE HOBBYIST-RUN TWEAK SHOP-THE DEALER WHO IS IN THE
BUSINESS AS A
HOBBY-IS HISTORY. BUT THERE'S A
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY FOR
THE BUSINESSMAN WHO LOVES AUDIO AND WANTS TO SHARE HIS PASSION BY
ELEVATING PEOPLE'S LEVELS OF MUSICAL ENJOYMENT.
— DENNIS HAD
tion X. We are serial processors. We have longer attention
spans, can read abook from beginning to end, listen to an
album all the way through, and so forth. MTV and Generation X types are much more parallel in their processing of
information. They will have amagazine open with the TV
on and acomputer running all at once, absorbing information
from several sources simultaneously. Where does the highend audio industry fit into aworld that's going to be dominated by this generation if they're like this? Idon't know. Is
quality audio of any importance when your main sources
of intellectual stimulation are your TV and your computer?
Idon't think anyone knows."
How does Atkinson envision the home-entertainment system of the future? Are we really headed for total integration
of all forms of electronic media? Drawing on himself as an
example, he said: "I actually have three separate systems. I
have my high-end audio system in my dedicated listening
room, which for amore normal person would be the den.
We have aHome Theater—if you can call it that—in the family room, where we watch movies and the children watch
videos. And Ihave ahigh-quality audio system hooked up
to my computer—for music when I'm working, for sound
effects on computer games, and for sound clips on CD-ROM
reference works. To combine them all into one system
wouldn't work, because they
serve different purposes. So is
the future going to be integrated? Idon't see why it should
be, unless you have acentralized intelligence in your house
controlling different audio
systems in different rooms.
Some people are talking about
that..."
Of course, John Atkinson is
aspecial case. Not every audiophile would need or could
justify aseparate high-end audio
system and aHome Theater.
But what about the future of
traditional two-channel stereo?
"The final definition for
high-end audio in the future is:
do you mean stereo that we've
had up to now, or do you mean
something more?" Atkinson
asked. "Bob Stuart has avery strong conviction that twochannel stereo is in fact adead end." Ireminded him that
Dennis Had and others are still very enthusiastic about twochannel stereo.
"I used to think more like Dennis?' Atkinson replied. "But
Irecently tried the Meridian 565 surround-sound processor,
which for the first time seems to give you more of an envelopment in the acoustic event of the recording without damaging
the fundamental sound quality. Previous surround-sound
processors, to me, have always sucked. They give you the
surround effect, and, in the process, the music is terminally
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

damaged. The Meridian's the first such processor I've
heard. ..
"Well, Iwas playing my own recording of Robert Silverman, from the Stereophde Concert CD, and Ichanged the 565
from straight stereo to its TriField 5-channel surround mode;
the piano stayed where it belonged: up front. Nothing
changed other than that the hall acoustic wrapped around
me. Ifound that exciting, because it didn't damage the music
but made it more like being there. More like virtual reality.
Iused to take the hard stereo line, but Bob Stuart has convinced me that, done properly, the cross-fertilization of audio
and Home Theater will result in much more satisfying music
recordings that will work better at putting you at the event."
What work remains to be done in the quest for greater
musical realism? Quite alot, according to Jim Croft of Carver
Corporation, whose recently reviewed Lightstar amplifiers
were well-received at the Show. Croft, like Peter Tribeman,
is an industry careerist, going back to the 1970s and his days
at Audionics of Oregon. He co-designed Carver's Amazing Loudspeaker and is the holder of anumber of patents
for amplifier and ribbon-loudspeaker technology.
Croft feels strongly that simple two-microphone recording
techniques can't capture the live event. "If someone's playing
aviolin in front of you, you hear one arrival at each ear. If
- - you have apair of loudspeakers
playing arecording of that
violin, you have two arrivals
at each ear—one from each
loudspeaker. That's unnatural.
What you really want is just
the right speaker going to the
right ear and the left speaker
going to the left ear. But with
speaker systems that doesn't
happen.
"There are some things that
are fundamentally wrong.
There is no standardization of
microphone technique. You
have no way of knowing which
mike technique was used on
any particular recording. Even
if you were there, just finding
what an appropriate playback
system is for aknown recording is an enormous problem in
itself—particularly if you've done anything beyond asimple
binaural approach?' Isuggested that probably the best we
can hope for in playback is an approximation of the original event.
"Yes?' he assented, "You don't necessarily have to reproduce the soundfield exactly as it was to fool the ear into thinking it is there; but if we could standardize recording techniques, it would be an enormous leap forward. I'm hoping
that, as we advance the playback components, the next focus
will be back to the recording industry to get astandardized
approach. As it is, we are working with one arm, if not both,
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DESIGNING A
LOUDSPEAKER TO IGNORE THE ROOM THROUGH THE MIDS
AND HIGHS SEEMS TO OFFER MORE POTENTIAL FOR CORRECTION
IN THAT PART OF THE RANGE THAN IN TRYING TO DO IT DIGITALLY.
H IM CROFT

tied behind our backs."
"That would make alot of sense," Isaid. "The recording
engineer could write asmall code that could be buried in the
recording to tell the playback gear which microphone technique was used."
"Which mike technique and the size of the environment,"
Croft nodded. "Just knowing those two things would be
areally huge advancement. Then we could lock on to those
and create playback systems that really do re-create the live
event—rather than afacsimile, which is always distorted.
Right now, it's almost achoice of which distortion do you
prefer?"
Would such standardization require acloser alignment of
the recording and playback industries? "That would be one
way of looking at it," he said. "Another way would be for
them to settle on some standards—just afew good ones; then
the relationship wouldn't have to be there as much. We could
just lock on to standardized cues with some corresponding
steering software"
Other problems need to be addressed, he explained. "The
room/loudspeaker interface is the next stumbling block. More
research needs to be done toward getting the loudspeaker
to ignore the room. Ihave some hope for digital roomcancellation techniques as applied to low frequencies for one
spot in the room. Another approach is to use multiple subwoofers throughout the room to get an averaging effect, a
smoother response. Designing
aloudspeaker to ignore the
room through the mids and
highs seems to offer more potential for correction in that
part of the range than in trying to do it digitally. But with
unlimited computing power,
we can try to correct some
fundamental problems in the
soundfield."
Recording techniques and
room acoustics aren't our only
remaining problems. Others
exist where obvious engineering solutions run into stiff
opposition from dealers and
customers alike—as with the
persistent problem of matching amplifiers and loudspeakers.
"The amplifier/loudspeaker
interface is another area where
more work is needed:' Croft continued. "Most engineers
would agree that powered loudspeakers are the only way to
go, but it's adifficult issue from amarketing standpoint. The
dealers can't fit them into their switching bays, or whatever
they use for demonstrating loudspeakers, and customers have
adistrust of hidden amplifiers. We have trained them to
believe amplifiers must be separate to be good."
Bob Stuart has made quite aconvincing case for powered
loudspeakers with the Meridian DSP-6000. Paul Barton
agreed in principle about this issue and implied that only market resistance keeps him from introducing a powered
66

loudspeaker. He said he may bring out acompromise design
with apowered woofer, and ahigh-efficiency midrange and
tweeter with separate inputs, so customers can use amps of
their choosing for that part of the frequency range. Powered
loudspeakers make alot of sense: crossover functions can
be done at line level rather than power level, and the amplifier
can be optimized for the driver it operates. Speaker wires can
be kept very short so that the amp is mated directly to the
driver.
Jim Croft agreed. "A lot of problems go away. You can
build the amplifier cheaper. It doesn't have to be this universal
thing that has to drive anything you hook up to it. With the
Lightstar, we've done that—we've come up with atechnology
so that we don't have to build a$30,000 Krell Standard to
achieve universal compatibility in terms ofload hookup. But
still, you shouldn't have to do that—it's overkill. A better
way to build an amplifier is to make it more intimate with
the loudspeaker. At the moment, speakers and amplifiers are
isolated from each other. ..
the loudspeaker designer of the
future will also know amplifier design, and the amplifier
designer will know loudspeakers. But, like Isaid, having been
involved with this kind of thing before, dealer resistance is
really difficult. Dealers want to sell separates and more components."
Croft was also concerned about making equipment more
user-friendly. "The industry is going through another period
of feature-itis again, putting
300 buttons on apreamp or
receiver where there should be
just four or five The computer
industry is way ahead of us in
this department. It's another
challenge, getting back to a
more intuitive user-interface"
Like everyone else, Croft
acknowledged the impact
that high-density carriers like
DVD will have; but, taking a
long look into the future, he
said eventually the industry
will have no option but to get
away from anything with
mechanical moving parts.
"Some of the least reliable
parts of the playback system
are mechanical. Because of
that, we will eventually go
to straight memory storage
and direct digital transmission."
It seems logical that, as computer memory gets bigger
and cheaper, at some point audio will break away from
mechanical forms of storage "We all thought it would happen
sooner:' he said.
How are we going to get the music? Through cables and
wires or microwave transmissions? In bubble memories or
over the phone? On this never-ending subject, Croft said:
"We're just scratching the surface of delivery systems.
Nobody knows how they're going to line up or how we're
going to consolidate them. We can define how we think it's
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AUDIO HAS ALWAYS BEEN
THE POOR STEPCHILD OF THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY.
—J
IM CROFT

going to look, but we probably won't be the guys who will
determine how it will end up. Very few of the companies in
this building are of the scale to have any effect on that kind
of decision. Audio has always been like that. We're the poor
stepchild of the electronics industry. We get the hand-medowns, the by-products of other industries. Like loudspeaker
wires—it took years before we stopped using secondary wires
from other industries. Every component you look at—the
power transistors we use, the switching power supplies—all
came from other industries. Luckily for us, technologies have
been developed by others that solved our problems. The
compact disc is unique in that it was an audio-driven development. That's quite rare."
These discussions renewed my excitement about what's
just around the comer. Icame away with more questions than
answers, but plenty to ponder. We should expect to see more
parallel developments. As Paul Barton said: "With the widespread distribution of technology and shared information,
similar developments are occurring simultaneously in various
places ...With the information highway, this will become
ever more prevalent. Patent law is going to become extremely
difficult, because you will see patents applied for the same
concept in several locations at once. You'll have ahard time
keeping your ideas to yourself. Not that these ideas are going
on the Internet, but what inspires them is being spread to
everybody almost simultaneously."
Mark Schifter's ideal of audio excellence for the common

person should be repeated like amantra by all of us. As for
the high-end system of the future, Iliked Bob Stuart's vision:
"I want to see the speakers disappearing into the walls, the
system becoming integrated with the house, and the house
with the system."
Perhaps the most telling omen for the future was an event
that took place just two weeks after Stereophile's High-End
Show. Los Angeles hosted E3, the Electronic Entertainment
Exposition—the first trade show devoted to video and computer games—at which such giants as Nintendo, Sega, and
Sony, as well as tiny unknowns such as Tao, vied for the attention of cyberpunks and investment bankers alike: over 400
manufacturers hawking their wares to approximately 35,000
enthusiasts.
The newspaper story from which Ilifted this tidbit was
accompanied by aphoto of two intense, nerdy adolescents
brandishing large toy weapons. For them, the future is aplace
where they will race cars and motorcycles at incredible speed
without the danger of crashing; slaughter hordes of monstrous enemies without spilling adrop of blood; and have
steamy encounters night after night with the babes of their
dreams without the risk of contracting alife-threatening
illness.
In the audiophile's little corner of the universe, the future
is aplace where we will enjoy the best seat in the concert hall
or movie theater whenever we want. Doesn't that sound like
the better part of the deal?
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Chicago sounds rough to the maker of stereo;
one comfort we have—Orlando sounds more so.'

0

fthe CES Specialty Audio & Home Theater show,
referred to by all and sundry as the "CES," it must
be said—paraphrasing Spencer Tracy: there wasn't
much there, but what there was, was choice. It did seem asmall
Show—especially when compared to the Winter Consumer
Electronics Show extravaganza held annually in Vegas.
But that was precisely the point. This Show was designed
to feature only specialty audio and video—no Nintendo, no
radar detectors, no mini-systems or boom boxes. It was specifically intended as adeclaration that not all electronics
manufacturers have the same goals: this year's Chicago Show
began, in fact, as aprotest over lumping specialty audio/video
in with the Interactive Electronics Show originally slated (but
later canceled) for Philadelphia this summer.
Although there was acertain sentimental attachment to
the Chicago venue, what motivated the majority of the 1995
Summer CES participants was the suspicion that bizarre

IWith apologies to Oliver Wendell Holmes, who wrote in Welcome to the Chicago
Commercial Club: "Chicago sounds rough to the maker of verse /One comfort we
have—Cincinnati sounds worse."
—WP

couplings, such as interactive computing and high-end audio,
indicated indifference—or ignorance—on the part of the
EIA/CEG (the group that sponsors these Shows).
Having been to the Vegas Show in January, and having
just come back from Stereophile's fabulously successful HighEnd Hi-Fi Show in Los Angeles, Iwas at first disoriented
by the absence of crowds clogging the halls. The map of
exhibitors revealed one reason for the sanity prevailing in
the corridors: spread over six floors of the Palmer House and
spaced widely apart, the Show rooms weren't stacked atop
one another, as they had been at the other two events. Maybe
this is only possible at amodest Show, but Imust confess
that it made for awelcome change.
Iwas also initially baffled by the reports from vendors that
the Show was busy—one of the busiest ever, reported ConradJohnson's Lew Johnson. Oh, really? Ithought, surveying the
spacious halls and calm exhibition rooms. "An interesting
Show:' Michael Zeugin of Audio Influx proclaimed, while
"The Show was asuccess," Kathy Gornik of Thiel asserted.
"Like the last Chicago Show, this one was more beneficial
than you would ever guess just looking at turnout numbers,"
was Akin's Carl Marchisotto's assessment.
And that, really, is why the exhibitors' impressions of the
Show could be at such variance with what /was seeing. Trade
shows have different priorities than do shows where con-

THIS YEAR'S SCES WAS SPECIFICALLY INTENDED AS ADECLARATIOb
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sumers participate. At aStereophile Show, for instance, the
vendors want to see as many bodies as possible—they want
to prove to the widest possible audience what they can do.
Trade shows, in contrast, present the opportunity for established manufacturers to meet with their existing dealer
networks, for fledgling companies to create distribution systems, and for everyone to introduce the press to new products.
The CES Specialty Audio & Home Theater—from now on,
referred to as just "CES"—fulfilled all those goals so, yeah,
Iguess it was asuccess.
"But not an unquaged success," Kathy Gornik allowed.
Although the calm prevailing in the halls was anice change,
everyone agreed that, ultimately, an attendance of 2833 was
low. As was atotal of 116 exhibitors. It also seemed like the
entire East Coast dealer network stayed home from this
one—a longstanding trend for the Summer Show, claim
knowledgeable observers.
But the real damper on the spirits in Chicago was the news
that next summer's Show was to take place in Orlando—
in conjunction with two other EIA shows: The Digital Destination and Habitech '96. The destination and pairing were
both points of contention, but the biggest buzz was the
scheduling: May 23-25—one week prior to Stereophiles New
York High-End Hi-Fi Show.
This subject was the simplest way to eliminate awkward

silences—everybody has an opinion. Ihave one myself, but
hesitate to mention it for fear of being accused of having my
own (Stereophile-related) axe to grind. Ah, what the hell—Ill
give it to you anyway. Ithink that specialty audio/video needs
its own Show badly: lumping the specialty market in with
interactive or habitation-oriented (read:furniture) markets
doesn't make any sense. What's the connection? That all of
them are utilized in the home? Well, then why not an alliance with the plumbing trade show?
Of course, there's the Stereophile Show, which is great
(natch!), but not—as mentioned above—the same type of
beast. The Stereophile Show is the only event that the nontrade-related public can attend, and each year more of you
elect to do so. The companies realize this, so more and more
of them participate in the High-End Hi-Fi Show. But the
High End also needs atrade event where it can forge its own
identity—an identity that is different from the mass-market
end of the electronics industry. That's what attracted most
high-end consumers in the first place.
So it really is in your, the consumer's, interest as well as the
industry's to have aforum focused on the goals of increased
value, quality of construction, and musical truth—all noble
aims, and all totally ignored in the circus mentality of the
Winter CES, where adult entertainment (porn) is seen as
equally valid. Here endeth the lesson.
—Wes Phillips

THAT NOT ALL ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS HAVE THE SAME GOALS.
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Clear, naturally detailed sound
with outstanding dynamics from
superbly styled cabinets. These
exceptional floor standing
loudspeakers continue Spendor's
adherence to neutrality -our
hallmark for 25 years.
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For further information on the range of Spendor
loudspeaker systems, contact our US distributor:

QS&D, 33 McWhirt Loop, #108
Fredericksburg V.A. 22406 USA
Phone: 800-659-3711 Fax: 703-372-3713
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Spendor Audio Systems Ltd, Hailsham,
England, BN27 2ER. Fax +44 1323 442254

DICK O LSHER
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ff to Chicago! Getting there was the hardest part.
Checking on to the plane was routine, but the
family next to me should have had hazard cones
around them—at least then Iwould have had an inkling of
things to come. Ithink that "terror at 30,000" is afair depiction of what it's like to be inches from ababy-diaper change
on abumpy flight. The infant, propped up for the procedure
by his mom and dad, never once lost his smile or his nerve.
Iwish Icould say the same for my nervous system, which
sustained another direct hit by an agonizingly slow cab ride
from O'Hare Airport to downtown Chicago. At last Iwas
ensconced in the air-conditioned splendor of the Palmer
House Hilton. That's where the fun began.
My assignment was tubes, and that pleased Toobman no
end as Iset out in search of things that glow in the dark.
Because of the small number of exhibitors, Iwas able to spend
quality time with many more manufacturers than would have
been possible within the confines of amuch larger show.
It didn't take me long to realize that amajor industry trend
is affordable tube gear. Forget $5k and $10k amps and preamps. Major players as well as newcomers were focusing their
attentions on the $1-$2k price range. Besides the obvious
motivation of reaching amuch wider cross-section of audiophile pocketbooks, this trend also unfolds the prospect of
enticing awhole new generation toward tube sound. If tubes
are to survive well into the 21st century, the young adults
(eg, college students) of today need to make tubes part of their
lives. For this to be financially feasible, tube gear ought to
be no more expensive than adecent personal computer—
around $1000-$1500.
That's exactly the price range Sonic Frontiers is targeting
with its new Anthem line of value-oriented tube products.
The first two Anthem products on display were the Integrated-1 ($1200) and the Pre-1 ($1495), the former delivering
30Wpc from aquartet of EL84 beam-power tubes—in my
experience, capable of exceedingly sweet sound—operated
in an Ultralinear output stage. The Integrated-l's line stage
provides 24dB of gain, while an optional all-tube MM phono
stage (36dB of gain) is available for $200. The unit can be

VAC Model 20 series

ON TUBES

used separately as both aline-stage preamp and apower amp
via "Pre Out" and "Amp In" RCA jacks.
The Anthem Pre-1 is atwo-chassis affair (outboard power
supply) incorporating both line and phono stages. Both MM
and high-output (0.4mV) MC cartridges are accommodated.
Idid get to hear the Pre-1 in action, coupled to aSonic Frontiers SFS-80 power amp, driving Audio Artistry Vivaldi
loudspeakers: liquid textures, inviting three-dimensional
soundstage, with plenty of delicate detail.
Valve Amplification Company's Kevin Hayes proudly
showed off his new, more affordable 20 Series products. He
directed my gaze toward astack of components, all adorned
with high-gloss black faceplates with gold-plated -accents.
These sensual, nymph-like beauties got my attention in a
big way. If you thought that inexpensive equipment had to
look industrial, take aclose look at the 20 Series: aparadigm
of how to maximize visual impact on abudget. The Model
20.1 ($1390) Line Stage, patterned after VAC's flagship CPA-1
Mk.II, uses apair of triodes in the signal path, and can be
operated in aconventional active-gain mode or in abuffered
mode using asingle class-A triode as acable driver.
For the vinylphile in all of us, VAC's Model 21.1 Phono
Amplifier ($1490), said to possess an extremely low noise
floor, affords considerable versatility. Its complement of six
triodes dishes adjustable gain of up to 65dB, which, in conjunction with the Line Stage, should suit even low-output
MC cartridges. And front-panel adjustment of both capacitive and resistive loading makes it easy to optimize the
performance of almost any cartridge.
The other members of VAC's Series 20 are the Model 22.1
($1890) and Model 22.0 ($1590) HDCD® DIA converters
and the Model 23.1 ($1650) CD Drive Also new from VAC
is the PA35/35 Triode Amplifier ($2950), abasic stereo amplifier similar in appearance to the PA80/80 and incorporating
Renaissance-style input and driver circuitry.
The Chinese are coming! If you are heartened by the
prospects of seeing tube gear in the vicinity of $1200, then
you'll positively flip over JoLida's line of stereo integrated
amps, which cost from $650 to $950. The three integrated
amps in the series are similar in appearance, are built in Korea
and/or China, and are imported by JoLida, Inc. All models
use an Ultralinear, class-AB output stage with low feedback
and good-quality output transformers that incorporate a
German grain-oriented silicon-steel core A total of four linelevel inputs are provided, selectable from the front panel,
which also contains two Alps volume pots.
The JoLida line's bandwidth, distortion, and damping factor
specifications are excellent. The Model SJ 202A (less than
$650 retail) is rated at 30Wpc into 8ohms and uses apair of
EL34 power pentodes per channel. The Model SJ 302A
($835) also uses EL34s but substitutes a6DJ8-based input
stage for the venerable 12AX7A. Its power output is rated
at 50Wpc into 8ohms. If you prefer the sound of aKT88,
the Model SJ 502A ($935) delivers 60Wpc into 8ohms from
apair of Chinese KT88s. Now that's aprice revolution from
the perspective of the common man.
A surprise awaited me in the Harmonic Precision/Audio
Machine St Design room, in which the system consisted

I
T
DIDN'T TAKE ME LONG TO REALIZE THAT A
MAJOR INDUSTRY TREND
WAS TAKING SHAPE: AFFORDABLE TUBE GEAR.
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AS
I
SEE IT, THE CALISTO/I0 COMBO FROM AESTHETIX REPRESENTS
A
DEFINITE THREAT TO THE CURRENT PREAMPLIFICATION STATUS QUO.
of Harmonic Precision's Echelon loudspeaker ($1995/pair),
AM&D's Linear Research all-tube preamp ($2595), AM&D's
Linear Research M-75 monoblock power amps ($2495/pair),
and aTimbre Technology DAC. The end result was asonic
presentation rivaling systems costing five times as much. But
what really bowled me over was the three-way Echelon's
level of harmonic precision in the upper midrange (around
2-4kHz), which was astoundingly accurate and felicitous
to soprano voice.
From the home of Mesa/Boogie guitar amps comes Mesa
Engineering's Baron stereo amplifier, which Ifinally heard
in its final production version. Ican't wait to get my hands
on this amp. The Baron, the brain child of Mesa's Randall
Smith, represents the culmination of 25 years of accumulated experience in designing and crafting vacuum-tube
equipment. Driving the Platinum Audio Reference-is, the
Baron coaxed aremarkable level of clarity and harmonic
purity from these speakers.
Igot my first glimpse of the French Audio Sculpture/
Audio Matiere amps that Markus Sauer raved about in his
report last December on the 1994 Frankfurt High-End Show
(Vol.17 No.12). These innovative designs from the mind of
Jean-Jacques van Leeuwen are now available in the US
through Mango Audio Lab. Unfortunately, Imissed my
chance to converse with Jean-Jacques; but one of his creations,
the 30W stereo integrated Majuscule ($5375) amp, should
come knocking on my door soon.
Nirvana Electronic Works, or N.E.W. for short, is putting DC back into tube circuits. N.E.W.'s Mitch Friedman
has produced aduo of DC-based tube products. The DCP33 ($2298) triode-based preamplifier in particular strikes
me as awonderful concept. Harking back to the golden age
of tubes, when batteries were used to provide both grid and
plate voltages, Mitch uses a"DC Power Docking Base" as
apower source. This unit has no AC-line problems: two Gel
Cells provide pure DC voltage. 100% DC operation, and
proud of it.
Some of the best sound at the Show was to be found in
the Musical Surroundings room—I logged more listening
time here than anywhere else—where aRowland Research
Model 2power amp was driving Harbeth Compact 7loudspeakers. The front end was sheer analog heaven: aBasis
Ovation 'table and aGraham Engineering Model 1.5t
tonearm outfitted with aBenz MC cartridge. Mr. Musical
Surroundings, Garth Leerer, was especially proud of the new
additions to his family: the Aesthetix Callisto line stage ($8k)
and Io phono stage ($5k)—both all-tube designs. The Callisto
accepts both balanced (XLR) and unbalanced (RCA) inputs
and outputs. A unique feature is its ability to internally balance
asingle-ended source. The Io combines an exceptionally low
noise floor with flexible gain and cartridge-loading provisions. Aesthetix designer Jim White apparently has an extensive background in the High End, having worked with Theta
Digital in both production and design. As Isee it, the Callisto/Io combo represents adefinite threat to the current
preamplification status quo.
Ichatted at length with Conrad-Johnson's Lew Johnson about their new tube products. Iguess I'm showing my
age when Itell you that the last C-J preamp Ilived with (and
fell in love with) was the Premier Two. (The Premier model
count is now well into the teens.) The Premier Fourteen
STEREOPHILE. SEPTEMBER 1995

remote-controlled line-stage preamp ($3995), the Premier
Ten's replacement, features remote control of all functions,
including level control. Volume control is achieved by
microprocessor-controlled selection of discrete resistors,
allowing level and balance adjustment in one-hundred 0.66dB
steps. The audio signal path consists of asingle triode gainstage direct-coupled to acathode-follower stage to buffer
the output. There's zero loop negative feedback, and separate voltage regulation is used for each channel.
The Fourteen's stable mate is the Model Fifteen phono
preamplifier ($3995), which is built tó the same exacting quality standards. The Premier Fifteen offers gain settings for
40, 46, and 52dB of gain and is designed to handle phono
cartridges ranging in output from 0.2mV to 5mV. The signal
path uses adifferential gain stage connected to apassive RIAA
network, followed by asecond gain stage and adirectcoupled cathode follower buffer stage.
Also new was the Premier Eight XS triode amplifier
($7995 each), which is aspecial version of the Premier Eight
originally designed for export markets. The XS monoblocks
pack quite awallop: 140W from four pairs of EL34s connected for triode operation. Both Premier Eights and Premier
8As can be updated to the XS model. Contact your C-J dealer
for details.
Several of VTI:s pure-tube products were on display. I
continue to be impressed with Luke Manley's commitment
to value. Arguably, the 100W MB-100 monoblocks
($2990/pair) represent one of the best deals going in high-end
audio.
My close encounter with AudioPrism's Debut stereo
power amp, which Ifirst saw at last Winter's CES, was just
as memorable. Then, as now, the Debut struck me as an
exceptional value at $1795, with the sort of value-added
design detail (eg, EMI and RFI power-line filtering with
QuietLine technology) that AudioPrism is well-known for.
Made in England and bearing aFrench name, Matisse's
monoblock power amp ($12,500/pair) is without adoubt
FINE ART. Its level of articulation (polished-silver finish with
rose-gold legend and printing) is quite remarkable in what
is, after all, acommercial product. If I'm ever lucky enough
to get apair of these artistic creations into my listening room,
Imay be satisfied just to stare at them with the power off.
However, there's good reason to fire them up. They represent
the fruit of three years of R&D effort. Two matched pairs of
6550B beam power-tubes are driven by apair of 6SN7GT
dual-triodes. An easy biasing scheme is provided, and the
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•DC COUPLED WITH
SERVO CONTROL

Model

ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS
and PROTECTION CIRCUITRY

•200 WATTS RMS PER
CHANNEL INTO 8OHMS
•SWITCH SELECTABLE,
BALANCED and SINGLEENDED INPUTS

Stereo Power Amplifier

-OVER 300,000 MICROFARADS of ENERGY
STORAGE CAPACITY

MANUAL and
AUTO MUTE

Capable of driving the most demanding loads,

The output stage is comprised of 16 matched
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thunder storm. all faithfully reproduced with the
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feedback is variable and adjustable from the front panel over
the range from 0to 15dB to allow optimization of speaker
damping. US distribution is by Brian Tucker's Pro Audio
Limited.
The prototypical "Big Mojo," as Counterpoint's Mike
Elliott has nicknamed his upcoming preamp, was spread out
in true breadboard fashion on alarge sheet of MDF. The thing
looked like aKlingon vessel torn open by aphoton torpedo.
At first Ididn't know whether to cry or laugh. But Mike's
"science project" turned out to be acost-no-object effort
to redefine the state of the art in pure-tube, balanced, linestage design. Mike says he viewed every part of the circuit
with distrust and threw away all of his preconceived notions
about whether some bit of circuitry miles away could affect
the sound.
In the process he discovered places in the associated circuitry that he would have sworn would have no effect on
the sound—yet did. In the end, every preconceived notion
he had about "tube sound" went overboard as well. The
primary signal path is fairly simple and uses asingle 6922
dual-triode as adifferential amplifier and apair of output
driver tubes connected in totem-pole fashion àla OTL power
amps. Most of this unit's tonnage resides in the power supplies. The final unit will be housed in three chassis—two of
which will be outboard power supplies, each as big as apower
amplifier. Actual product should be ready to ship in the fall
of 1995. Isuspect aprojected retail price around $10,000

(though Ibet Counterpoint won't know until actual production commences.)
The Melos room didn't have anything new, other than the
"Photentiometer"-equipped, remote-control SHA Gold preamp/headphone amplifier; but Inevertheless spent time listening and chatting (about music, of all things) with Melos's
George Bischoff. The sound here was certainly excellent.
A pair of Avalon Radian HCs plus all Melos electronics combined to produce aglowing soundstage with the sort of tonal
balance Ithrive on.
Iwas disappointed by the paucity of single-ended triode
power amps at the Show. The only SE-certified room was
that of Cary Audio Design. No surprise here, as Cary's
Dennis Had (bless his heart) has long supported this technology. The Cary 805s, driving apair of ProAc's new Model
Response 25 speakers, were holding court in impressive fashion, fleshing out afantastically palpable soundstage. This
was my vote for Best Sound at the Show.
As the Show drew to aclose, Iwas left with the warm,
tube-like conviction that the tube arena is now as commercially vibrant as I've ever seen it. The clincher for me was a
visit to LAMM Audio Lab's room, where designer Vladimir
Shushurin showed off his solid-state Model Li line-level.
Yet even here, in what was seemingly asolid-state, class-A,
MOSFET bastion, asingle vacuum-tube, high-voltage regulator stood tall amid the forest of silicon devices. Long live
the tube!
—Dick Olsher

ProAc 2.5 loudspeaker
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Surround yourself with music
instead of compromise.
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:MEDIAE DEFINITION.
MODEL SOFI
FOUR CHANNEL AMPLIFIES

"Based on our time with the SDP1,
surround sound is the essential next step in
home music reproduction...
Most importantly, the two main channels pass through to the main amplifier,
untouched. Execution is half the battle and
ARC has applied their high standards to
the SDP1. This is reflected not only in the
build quality. but in the design of the
digital delay circuitry and the circuits that
derive the ambient and center channel
information. The approach is purist...
We want to buy into the illusion that a
live music event is happening in our
homes... The ARC SDP1 helped me get
much doser to that illusion...
Adding surround sound through the
SDP1 was like switching from solid state to
tubes without sacrificing the resolution...
The SDP1 weaves its most powerful spell
on concert recordings...
With the SDP1, the listener cannot avoid
involvement and it takes much less effort
to suspend disbelief...
The SDP1 removes the wall; it restores
the continuum of sound between the
instruments and the listener. This effect
is subtle but profound. It is arevolutionary
improvement in the credibility of reproduced music."
By Tom Milner
Reprinted from
THE AUDIO ADVENTURE
April 1995, Vol.2 Issue 4

PURE. SIMPLE.
NATURAL.
The critics agree.
"The Audio Research SDP1 plays music
with superb sonic fidelity, much better
than other surround processors.
As things stand today, the Audio
Research SDP1 is clearly focused at the
listener who is unwilling to compromise
the basic sonic fidelity and spatial imaging
of the front stage space, who is unwilling
to settle for less music than he hears today
from his high end stereo system.
On music recordings. all the musical
information is up front in this front stage
space. All other surround processors
degrade this vital information. Only the
SDP1 does not.
In fact. the SDP1 can enhance this front
stage information. The SDP1 can help the
center stage space become deeper, richer,
and more realistic, enhancing the believability of the musical event on stage. It can
even improve the apparent fidelity of instruments playing center stage. The natural
musical nuances of each instrument can be
more dearly heard when each instrument
is surrounded by its own portion of believable stage space.
Congratulations to Audio Research for
having the courage to uphold their tradition

and stick to their guns. It's paid off with a
unique surround processor that redefines
the fidelity standard for music lovers interested in surround sound."
By J. Peter Moncrieff
Reprinted from
IAR HOTLINE! 68-70
December 7994

"For those of us who have succumbed
to the enticements of surround-sound for
music, Audio Research's SDP1 is.., cause
for rejoicing because someone has finally
done music surround right...
Audio Research is, to my knowledge,
the first company to offer completely distortionless stereo channels in asurround
decoder...
Iwasn't surprised to find the SDP1 the
best-sounding surround decoder I've ever
heard—or, rather, not heard...I could hear
no "sound" from the decoder whatsoever...
Iguarantee you won't find another surround decoder that has any less effect on
the front channels than this one...
If you have any misgivings about getting
into surround-sound for your music listening, the Audio Research SDP1 should dispel
them. It passes the all-important front
channels completely unscathed, it does as
good ajob as any decoder can with the
surround channels..."
By J. Gordon Holt
Reprinted from
STEREOPHILE
Vol. 18. No 8, August 1995

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITIO N®
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MICHAEL

FREMER

ON THE SOLID-STATE PROSTATE SHOOTOUT

F

,or the first time ever, the Summcr Consumer Electronics Show shared avenue with the "Chicago Prostate Shootout." Day One, no one knew exactly what
that was; but when Iyelled "Duck!" in acrowded hallway,
audiophiles dropped to the floor Sarajevo-style.
By Day Two we'd found out that the "Chicago Prostate
Shootout" was aconvention of urologists. So if you've ever
wondered whether the doctors who deal with your personal
plumbing make jokes behind your back (literally!), now you
know.
Speaking ofjokes, for those high-end manufacturers who
stayed away from this odd little Show fearing it would be
abust, the joke's on you. I've never heard so many positive
comments from participants. While the size of the crowd
wasn't overwhelming, all with whom Ispoke were impressed
with its quality. Much business was conducted—especially
with overseas buyers. Not surprising, given the weakness
of the dollar. Neiman-Marcus goods at K-Mart prices.
Ironically, dwindling interest in Summer CES had initially
caused its cancellation this year—at least the big, McCormick Convention Center-style Show. Only through the zealous intervention of some high-end manufacturers did the
EIA agree to run aShow this summer. It was small: the whole
shebang fit comfortably in the Palmer House Hilton—a
venerable, old-fashioned, and exceedingly elegant Loop
lodge.
Billed as the "CES Specialty Audio & Home Theater!' the
twin fare both soothed and exacerbated the conflict between
two-channel- and multichannel-sound enthusiasts—starting
with the seminars. Of the nine scheduled, six dealt with
Home Theater, two were about general marketing and promotion, and only one, which Imoderated, focused on the
future of two-channel audio. But most of the time at the last,
"The Future of Two-Channel Audio: Will the 'Woof' Survive?!' was spent dealing with multichannel sound.
Of the many seminars I've chaired at CES, this was the
most fascinating and worthwhile. Panelists John Atkinson,
Tony Cordesman (Audio), Frank Doris (The Absolute Sound),
Dennis Had (Cary Audio Design), and Tom Miiller (The
Audio Adventure) brought agreat deal of insight to the table,
spicing the give-and-take with ahealthy dose of contentiousness. Dry subject, lotsa laughs.
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Marantz SC-5 Reference Series preamplifier with BB-5 power supply

A well-reasoned set of future possibilities emerged, which
you can discover for yourself by ordering the $9 tape from
EIA/CES: (800) 369-5718; California residents call (805)
295-0504.
By far the most bizarre seminar was conducted by former
Stereophile Contributing Editor Corey Greenberg, who dispensed with his original panel and went solo with aprogram
that included areading of his next column in Home Theater Technology, entitled (as best as Ican recollect) "Get Into
Home Theater or Get In the Fucicin' Coffin!' "They'll probably censor 'coffin! "he quipped.
In Corey's new world, any high-end company that doesn't
embrace Home Theater is a"dinosaur" that will be out of
business within two years. Following the reading, Greenberg
indulged himself in along, rambling monologue in which
he basically begged the audience to agree with his thesis that
high-end audio not tethered to atelevision screen is basically dead.
Greenberg seemed more interested in pitting audiophiles
against videophiles than in promoting the high-end video
experience. Send for the tape of Corey's "seminar" and listen
for yourself.
Iguess Marantz doesn't believe two-channel audio will
be dead in two years: the company, which manufactures
plenty of Home Theater gear, introduced some very expensive and quite gorgeous-looking DC-powered two-channel
electronics. The SC-5 Reference Series preamplifier is fully
balanced, uses aresistive-ladder-type active volume control, and 10 HDAM (High Density Discrete Amplifier)
blocks—with no ICs in the signal path. Construction is based
on anonferrous aluminum case with copper-plated die-cast
alloy chassis.
The SC-5 is remote-powered by the BB-5 Reference Series
rechargeable DC power supply, which stores enough energy
to power the SC-5 for many hours of listening and is
rechargeable in afew hours. When the battery is almost
drained (not likely under most circumstances), the unit automatically switches to AC operation. The SC-5/BB-5 combo
will retail for $8000.
The companion high-current SM-5 amplifier, conservatively rated at 100Wpc into 8ohms (200Wpc into 4ohms),
is bridgeable at the flip of aswitch to 400W into 8ohms
(500W into 4ohms) of monoblock power. The SM-5's input
and driver stages are DC-powered by the same BB-5 DC
unit, while the output stages get their juice from the wall.
Jeff Rowland, apioneer in DC-powered amps, demonstrated his gleaming Model 6monoblocks, which can be
either AC- or DC-powered. Using aRowland preamp,
Wadia digital, and Paragon Jubilee loudspeakers sitting on
JEM subwoofers, the system managed fine sound—which
was even more impressive, given how bad most of the systems
sounded at this Show.
Components and whole systems that usually sound wonderful even under show conditions were polluting the air
with bright, edgy highs and whompy, out-of-control
bass—surprising, given the large rooms and plaster walls.
Many exhibitors blamed the Palmer House's archaic wiring
and 102V juice for their sonic problems, but Iwas surprised
to see how many stood by and said nothing while their rooms

OR THOSE HIGH-END MANUFACTURERS WHO STAYED AWAY FROM THIS ODD
LITTLE SHOW FEARING IT WOULD BE A BUST, THE JOKE'S ON YOU.
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE

AWARD WINNING DESIGN

How To Upgrade Your Audio
System to Wireless Remote

At the 1994 Summer Consumer
Electronics show in Chicago, the RLC-1
won the Design and Engineering Award
for being one of the best and most
innovative new products of1994. This
award-winning design from Chase
Technologies is abreakthrough for it's
ease of use, affordability and
outstanding performance.

Control For Just $119
The award winning Chase Technologies RLC-.1 Remote Line
Controller adds remote control to your classic, older audio
components or your powered sub-woofer.

'

..

By Bob Rapoport
THE PROBLEM

Ibought my stereo system back in the early
1980's before wireless remote control was
offered as afeature in high quality audio systems. I'd saved up for acouple of years to
buy the best sounding separate components
available, and even today, it still sounds better than most of the new equipment available
on the the market.
Over the years, Ihave always had to get up to
change the volume and input selection on my
stereo. While that quickly became frustrating, I
just didn't have the money to replace
my existing system with something
comparable, just to get remote control. Alot
of my friends own classic stereo components
from Macintosh, Marantz, Dynaco and
Adcom. Those systems still sound great, but
they do not have remote control either.
II IF SOI l'TION

From 1968 to 1985, about 40 million stereo
systems were sold in the USA. About 35 million of those systems did not come with
remote control and of those, more than 30
million are in use today. This is atrue testimonial to the quality craftsmanship of those
components built before all the gimmicky
features stared to appear in the late 1980's.

EASY FO I! \I

The RLC-1 connects into your stereo receiver
or preamp at the tape input, instantly giving
you remote control over the audio functions
such as mute, volume level, and balance.
Plus, the RLC-1 has four line-level inputs, so
you can plug in virtually any source: TV, cassette deck, Laserdisc player, CD player, computer. VCR, portable cassette player, or even
your cable box. Now you can switch between
sources without making atrip to your stereo.
You can even raise and lower bass and treble
because the RLC-1 has its own tone controls,
and can turn the whole system on and off
with the touch of abutton. The multi-function LED array tells you the volume level,
what function is on, if the balance is cenTHE CRITICS LOVE IT!
Some of the best audio critics in the
U.S.A. have raved about the new Chase
system:
"INGENIOUS AND IN-EXPENSIVE....
THE MEASUREMENTS SUGGEST THAT THE
RLC-1 IS VERY UNLIKELY TO INTRODUCE
ANY AUDIBLE ARTIFACTS INTO ANY HI El
SYSTEM....AND IT WILL EXTRACT A LOT
MORE VERSATILITY FROM YOUR OLDER
COMPONENTS"
Stereo Review, Jan '95
"ELIMINATES THE CONSTANT UP-AND-

If you are one of the millions of people who
love their older, classic systems, anew product manufactured by Chase Technologies
called the Remote Line Controller is the perfect solution. The RLC-1 lets you add the
convenience of remote control, save alot of
money and retain the high-quality sound
your existing stereo system offers.

DOWN REQUIRED IN TWEAKING YOUR
SYSTEM'S BALANCES IN EVERY DIRECTION....I'D BE CURIOUS '0 ASK THE
DESIGNER OF MY $3500 REFERENCE PREAMP HOW CHASE CAN GIVE US DECENT
TONE CONTROLS PLUS REMOTE CONTROL
FOR JUST $119 WHEN HE WASN'T ABLE
TO INCLUDE EITHER IN HIS PERFECTIONIST
COMPONENT?"
John Sunier
Audiophile Audition, June '95

tered, and if the bass and treble are up, down
or flat. You still have access to the phono and
tuner section of your existing receiver, and

RLC-1 Remote Line Controller
updates classic older stereo receivers

80

full tape monitoring and recording from any
source. The RLC-1 can even serve as astand
alone preamp with 105 dB S/N ratio and
.05% THD.
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FROM A RANG "FO A WI MPH(

We watch alot of movies at our house, so I
was really interested in the RLC-1 for controlling the volume of those movies. It seems
that when Iget the volume level just right, an
intense scene follows, and it gets too loud.
Then aquiet scene follows and Ican't hear
the voices. Ireally needed the FtLC-1 so I
could make adjustments to the volume while
the movie played, without the hassle of getting up and down to do it. Owners of powered sub-woofers take note: now you can
adjust the output of your sub-woofer from
your listening position, and turn it off at
night by remote control.
MINK

WM:1110M'. III! A IIIC

If your system does not have remote control,
it's likely that it does not have surround
sound either. The critically acclaimed Chase
HTS-1 Home Theater Decoder is afive channel passive matrix decoder which will outperform virtually every active prologic type system made.
HTS-1 Home Theater Decoder Jug le39

30 DAY HOME AUDITION.

All

Chase

products are backed by a30 day total satisfaction guarantee. Try the system, and if
your not satisfied for any reason, return them
for afull refund.
*Please refer to key code

sTP 311 when ordering.

RLC-1 Remote Line Controller
S119
$8 S&H
HTS-1 Decoder
$99, S10 S&
TO ORDER PLEASE CALL:

1-800-531-0631
=
III
"or, pay by check right over the phone"
Please allow 21 daysfor delivery.
FL residents add 7% sales tax
CA residents add 8.25% sales tax

eletno.n,

111 Second Ave., N.E. Suite 700A
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
FAX 813 896-7899
E-MAIL ChaseTeck@aol.com
OCopyrighl 1995,Chase Technologies
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OMPONENTS AND WHOLE SYSTEMS THAT USUALLY SOUND WONDERFUL
EVEN UNDER SHOW CONDITIONS WERE POLLUTING THE AIR WITH
BRIGHT, EDGY HIGHS AND WHOMPY, OUT-OF-CONTROL BASS.

belched and coughed up musical phlegm.
Clear throats prevailed in another DC-driven room, fitted
with N.E.W. electronics and Diapason loudspeakers.
N.EW, who manufactures both solid-state and tubed classA, DC-powered gear, introduced its solid-state, DCpowered, 80Wpc (into 8ohms), class-A DCA 66 amp, which
sells for $2998 including the DCB battery supply/isolation
platform.
Conrad-Johnson, Krell, and Spectral also avoided AC
woes—not with DC power, but by presenting static displays
of their products. Conrad-Johnson introduced the MF
2300A ($2995), arevised version of its low-feedback 240Wpc
MOSFET amp, which features both circuit and parts upgrades designed to extend bandwidth and make the amp
faster and more responsive. Dick Olsher reports on the new
C-J tube gear; Krell's new KRC-3 remote-controlled linestage preamp will be in production by the time you read this:
the $2950 unit features over 300 steps of attenuation using
a16-bit control system and discrete resistors, and performs
all gain functions in the current mode of operation.
Krell claims the KRC-3 is very fast—it will pass an 80kHz
squarewave without pain, according to Steve Portocarrero,
Krell's US sales manager. According to me, this unit looks
like an incredible value, built as it appears to be to Krell's usual
high standards. The ICRC-3's gain and power-supply regulation stages operate in high-bias class-A mode; all switching
is accomplished digitally, via relays outside of the signal path;
and the circuitry is fully complementary, discrete, and directcoupled—no capacitors are in the circuit anyplace.
Krell's recently introduced KAV-500 multichannel
audio/Home Theater amp was also available for fondling.
The chassis features rear slots that will accept two ($3000)
to five ($4500) 100W plug-in modules, pairs of which can
be bridged for 400W of monaural power. A lk toroid juices
the whole thing. Imention this, and Krell's outrageouslooking but still-in-the-design-stage KAV CSC Cinema
System Controller, lest you think this company is going to
follow the Greenberg Prediction and disappear in two years.
Spectral's static display included aSeries 2version of its
highly regarded DMC-20 preamp. Changes include new
choices of semiconductors, anew line section, aservooperated phono section, and level trim pots, which are now
switchable out of the circuit. All input selection is via relays,
and the neat curves in the wiring to and from the main board
are hand-done by the fastidious Rick Fryer. The new DMC20 costs $6000 stripped. Md the phono board and balanced
circuitry, and the price rises to $7500.

Okay, you're gasping for financial air here, so let's bring
things back to pocket change: how about one of the bestsounding systems at the Show for under $750? I'm talking
about NAD's new Model 310 integrated amplifier—which
the company is comparing to its legendary 3020 (and why
not?)—the new NAD 510 CD player, and apair of KEF
Coda 8loudspeakers. Total cost: $730. It sounded surprisingly robust and full-bodied, with just ahint of oak, cinnamon, and apple-like overtones. Too bad the 310 doesn't
feature preamp outs. Nonetheless, this bargain package
creams any and all "mini systems" I've heard.
Peter Bohacek, Ayre Acoustics' director of marketing,
took me up to his hotel room for asneak peak at the company's upcoming K-3 remote-control preamplifier, the inside
of which looks like no other I've ever seen. The active circuitry is based on the company's highly regarded V-3 amp.
The K-3 is atrue-balanced, no-feedback design with the
shortest signal path I've ever seen from inputs to output. All
of the active circuitry is on avertical printed circuit board
mounted flush with the back panel. Four stepped attenuators (positive and negative for each channel) mounted on
the board track together via asingle volume knob and an
ingenious belt-drive system. An optional phono section is
planned. Though the striking-looking version Isaw was a
rough prototype, it was obvious that agreat deal of original thought went into the conception and execution of the
unit, which is expected to be available sometime in the fall
and sell for around $3500.
Parasound introduced two new John Curl-designed
high-current amps: the 100W HCA-3001 pure-class-A
monoblock ($1695); and the HCA-2003 ($1595), athreechannel, THX-certified unit that boasts more than 185Wpc,
all channels driven. Curl also designed anew line-drive preamp for Parasound, the P/LD-2000 ($1495), which features
all-discrete circuitry, balanced inputs and outputs, and full
remote control—including an Alps motorized volume
control.
While there's plenty of room in most American households for large, powerful amplifiers like Polyfusion's
200Wpc, DC-coupled, MOSFET-output Model 960 ($4500),
which was introduced at the Show, smaller European homes
have tighter space requirements, which are reflected in more
compact designs from overseas. The Danish Densen DM-10
is acompact, simple- though elegant-looking 75Wpc integrated amplifier with extremely wideband (2Hz-400kHz)
performance and zero feedback. At $2500, it's not inexpensive, but alook inside revealed high-quality parts and some

Imi,ar.000 Nnp1.1. 310

NAD Model 310 integrated amplifier
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Quad Model 77 integrated amplifier

innovative engineering—including using the entire chassis
as the heatsink. The optional MC 250 phono board ($150)
is solar-powered. Listening in the dark isn't aproblem: an
internally mounted LED is sufficient to power up the board.
Densen also showed their 60Wpc B-100 integrated unit
($1249).
Quad's 85Wpc Model 77 integrated amplifier ($1295) is
another compact design that, with its rear multipin connector,
becomes part of an extremely versatile, fully remote-control
system. The 77's flexibility will allow for multiroom audio/
video applications when used in conjunction with the series
77 tuner and CD player, which connect via "Quad link"
couplers. All series 77 units are controllable via the series 77
handset.
Other British-based companies displaying compact, highperformance systems included Ftega, with the 125Wpc EXS
stereo amp ($1099) and 125W EXON monoblock (also
$1099), and the Essex remote passive preamp complete with
MC and MM phono sections ($1699). While Nairn didn't
offer anything new in two channels, they did demonstrate
Home Theater, thus ensuring that they, too, will survive
another two years (whew!).
Quebec-based Simaudio, Ltd. showed acomplete line
of nicely rendered, reasonably priced, compact solid-state
Celeste products, including the HT2 60Wpc amp ($1195)
and the P4002 preamp ($1595). McCormack showed the
new Micro Drive 4—a compact, 4x5OW multichannel amplifier that's bridgeable to three channels, offering 150W for
the center channel and 2x5OW for the surrounds.

Finally, for sheer tactile sensuality, visual excitement, and
sticker shock, few products match Sutherland Engineering's instrument-grade A-1000 200Wpd400Wpc (8 ohms/4
ohms) monoblocks ($18,000/pair), C-1001 true dual-mono
preamp ($9500), and C-1000 balanced preamp ($15,000).
No amount of ink Imight spill would do justice to the physical beauty and smooth, cool touch of these rock-solid,
machined-aluminum beauties, which look like something
NASA or Klaatu might have produced. Not even these products, however, were immune from whatever was polluting the sound at the Palmer House. Driving apair of Wilson WATTs/Puppies and subs, even the mighty Sutherlands
succumbed to the edgy top end and warm, sloppy bottom
that plagued most everyone else at the Show tethered to AC
power.
My final take on this Show: there's nothing wrong with
high-end audio that some good public relations and imagebuilding can't fix—great products in every price category
abound. When Eddie Vedder has done more to promote vinyl
than everyone else in the industry combined, something is
wrong.
People in all economic strata will continue to demand quality in their lives—in cars, watches, shoes, and music reproduction. The problem with the High End is—in mainstream
American life, at least—it's still basically an invisible
commodity. It's one thing to not be able to afford fine audio
gear; it's another thing to not aspire to it because you don't
even know it exists. Make it known and make it "cool," and
there's nowhere to go but up.
—Michael Fremer

THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH HIGH-END AUDIO THAT SOME
GOOD PUBLIC RELATIONS AND IMAGE-BUILDING
CAN'T FIX.
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THIEL

ebelieve the CS7 sets anew
standard in loudspeaker
performance. By combining new
design techniques and materials
with innovations aid refinements developed
over the last 18 years, the CS7's
exceptionally accurate reproduction of all
tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic
musical information provides an
extraordinarily realistic, involving musical
experience. We invite you to audition it with
the music you love most.
The CS 7's Coherent Source. design
incorporates several distinctive features:
•• Co-axially mounted tweeter and midrange
drivers are used to achieve correct time
alignment, regardless of listener position.
The midrange driver incorporates aunique
"waveguide" mounted to the diaphragm's
surface to eliminate typical co-axial
frequency response problems.
•T efront baffle is constructed of thick cast
concrete to provide extremely rigid
mounting of the drivers and to reduce
unwanted vibration.
All drivers are THIEL designed and use
al diaphragms to provide resonance free
ration for very uniform frequency
response.
•All

drive(

etelIEL's short coil/long gap
for extremely low distortion.

•The 12 inch woofer uses avery heavy
10 pound magnet and ashort coil/long gap
motor system with stabilizing copper rings
for exceptionally clean, high output bass
performance extending to 23Hz.

o

TFIIEL

ultimate performance
loudspeakers
o
Suggested Retail Price $8900/paffl• Call orWorldRadioHistory
write for literature and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1HIEL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, lington, Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •Fax: 606-254-0075
Agetà1

ROBERT HARLEY ON DIGITAL

T

he CES Specialty Audio & Home Theater show
provided avenue for high-end manufacturers to
show their products without the distractions of car
audio, watches, and the commodity mentality of afull Consumer Electronics Show. This Show was an unusual mix of
high-end audio and Home Theater—a pairing that accurately
reflects the direction of the marketplace. This smaller, more
specialized Show created afocus lacking from atraditional
Summer CES.
The SAHT Show saw the launch of several important new
digital technologies and products. The most important
introduction was Snell Acoustics' announcement of the
availability of their long-awaited DSP-based loudspeaker
and room-correction system. Snell has been showing the
technology for several years as awork in progress?
The Snell RCS 1000 Digital Room Correction System processes asignal in the digital domain to correct for loudspeaker
and listening-room response variations. Specifically, the RCS
1000 can flatten the loudspeaker system's in-room frequency
and phase responses. The six-channel RCS 1000 will work
with atwo-loudspeaker system or afull Home Theater setup.
Inputs and outputs are all analog, so you won't be able to use
your favorite D/A with the RCS 1000.
The suggested retail price is an amazingly low $8995. Snell
reportedly ate the vast development cost and priced the RCS
1000 according to its manufacturing cost. The unit was originally scheduled to sell for $17,999. Tom Norton is working
on afull review of this potentially revolutionary technology.
Although not officially exhibiting at the Show, Meridian
Audio gave me apreview of their 518 Digital Audio Processor. The 518 is aconsumer version of their professional
618 Mastering Processor, used primarily to convert professional 20-bit masters to 16-bit format for CD release. In a
home playback system, the 518 fits between your digital
sources and D/A converter.
Operating entirely in the digital domain, the 518 performs
three distinct functions. First, the unit is ajitter-reduction
box using adual-PLL circuit. Second, the 518's DSP volume control lets you remove your analog preamplifier from
the signal path: the volume is adjusted in the digital domain
before it is passed to your D/A converter. Third, the 518 pro2At one demonstration/press conference in Las Vegas, Snell engineers were soldering inside the box while members of the press were arriving.
—TJN

vides what Meridian calls "resolution enhancement" by
matching the source's output word length to the resolution
of your D/A converter. For example, the 16-bit word length
from aCD could be increased to 20 bits with noise-shaped
dither to get the best performance from your DACs. Eight
different dithers are provided, and the 518 will convert from
any input word length to any output word length (between
16-bit and 24-bit). The Meridian 518 will sell for $1600.
Watch for areview.
Counterpoint showed aprototype of their first CD player,
the DA-12. The unit combines many design aspects of their
popular DA-10 processor and DA-U CD transport in asingle
chassis. The DA-12 features interchangeable DACs, optional
HDCD® decoding, aPhilips CDM-12.4 mechanism, discrete
I/V stage, and amotorized remote volume control for analogdomain attenuation. The CD-12 is projected to cost about
$2995—a price that will vary with the different DAC and
HDCD options.
Following their success in distributing the acclaimed beltdrive CD transports made by C.E.C., Parasound Products
has introduced abelt-driven transport under their own name.
The Parasound C/BD-2000 transport is based on aC.E.C.
mechanism and features aScientific Conversion pulse transformer, AES/EBU and coaxial outputs, and asliding drawer
to access the top-loading mechanism. The unit should be
available in November and is projected to cost about $1500.
Pioneer dramatically reduced the price of Compact Disc
Recordable (CDR) machines with the launch at the Show
of their $2000 PDR-99 Elite CDR. Considering the success of Pioneer's $4000 first-generation CDR machines, the
company hopes to expand the market for home CD recording. The PDR-99 features anew version of Pioneer's Legato
Link conversion system, Pioneer's famous Stable Platter
mechanism, and ahost of new convenience features. For the
CDR format to have wider appeal, the price of blanks—
now about $15 for a60-minute disc—will have to drop.
Unfortunately, consumer CDR machines such as the PDR99 won't record on the less expensive and more easily available 74-minute professional CDR blanks because of legal
wrangling: consumer blanks have aroyalty built-in to their
price, which is supposed to compensate artists for the alleged
lost revenue due to home digital recording. At any rate, a
$2000 CDR machine is exciting news.

Meridian Audio 518 Digital Audio Processor
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Conrad-Johnson showed aprototype of their new CD
transport, the DR-1 ($1695), which features asophisticated
reclocking mechanism for low jitter. C-J also hinted that
they're working on an ambitious new digital processor for
release early next year.
Marantz introduced three new CD players and showed
aMk.II version of their highly acclaimed CD-63 machine.
The CD-63 Mk.II player retains the original's $399 price,
with the CD-63 Special Edition still available at $499. At
the top of the line, the $1199 CD-17 player features digital
servo control and aPhilips CDM-12.1 laser mechanism. 'The
other new entries are the CC-65 SE, aSpecial Edition version
of the company's CC-65 five-disc changer, and the entrylevel CD-46 ($249). Finally, Marantz previewed their CD-23
player—a gorgeous top-loading design with around glass
top and unusual disc-clamping mechanism.

Marantz CD-23 CD player

Iusually don't write about cables in my Show reports, but
Iwas intrigued by the new Kimber/Illuminati coaxial
digital interconnect. The S/PDIF cable has solid-silver conductors and aseven-layer Teflon dielectric. Each cable is
individually calibrated in an RF lab using aTime Domain
Reflectometer and has aflat impedance of 74.8 ohms. The
price is $225/meter plus $100 termination. Ibrought one
home from the Show, and I'm using it to good effect between
aMark Levinson No31 transport and the Spectral SDR-2000
Pro processor.

N.E.W. introduced their battery-powered DCA 5digital processor. The processor, said to be priced at "under
$3000," is housed in alarge black square (the battery)—which
makes an ideal platform for aCD transport. It features BurrBrown PCM63 DACs and acustom output stage. Iwas
impressed by the sound of the prototype DCA 5in an allbattery-powered N.E.W. system.
Valve Amplification Company (VAC) debuted two digital products: the model 22.1 HDCD-equipped digital processor ($1890) and matching 23.1 transport. The 22.1 features
five power supplies, atriode output stage, the PMD100
HDCD decoder/filter, and Analog Devices multibit DACs.
The unit is available without the triode output stage for $1590
and carries the designation 22.0. The VAC 23.1 is based on
the Pioneer Stable Platter mechanism, which is then tweaked
by VAC to make it more rigid. The mechanism is also isolated
on aVAC-designed suspension, with the suspension tuning aimed at reducing servo activity (a technique first used
in the Naim CDS). The gorgeous-looking 23.1 transport
carries alist price of $1650 and will be available in midSeptember.
Ihad achance to hear the multichannel DTS digitalencoding system under ideal circumstances at the Show.
Thiel played their CS7 loudspeakers in the front channels
and the new SCS2s in the rear fed by aDTS-encoded source
disc and decoder. Amplification was by Classé. Although
only one recording was available for audition in the DIS format, Iwas impressed by the sound. Thiel had the good sense
to keep the surrounds low in level, demonstrating that atastefully setup surround system can enhance music playback.
Picking the best-sounding room at the Show was easy this
year: the real standout was the Cary Audio/ProAc room,
which featured the Cary CAD-805 single-ended tubed
monoblocks driving the new ProAc Response 2.5 loudspeakers ($4500). The front end was Cary's CD-300 CD
player feeding aCary SLP-94 preamp. Monster Cable interconnects and cables wired the system. The sound was
stunning, with abeautiful harmonic rightness and an exceptionally well-defined soundstage. Ialso got achance to hear
Chesky's fabulous new recording of the group Oregon on
this system.
Next year's CES is planned for Orlando, but it's still up
in the air if the High End will exhibit there or have their own
show—or use the New York Stereophile Show's trade days
to conduct business.
—Robert Harley

THOMAS J. NORTON ON HOME THEATER

/

tmay have been small. It may have been quiet. But what
was probably the last Chicago Summer CES was definitely not without Home Theater things to report on.
The big story, of course, remains 5.1 discrete surroundsound, and the two contenders—Dolby's AC-3 and DTS's
Coherent Acoustics—were there in force, slugging it out.
Dolby, in particular, plans an active software-release schedule
for the rest of the year: 35 AC-3 discs are promised by the
beginning of 1996.
Dolby, being first to market, plainly had the most action
in Chicago. There were, as at past shows, several active
demonstrations of AC-3. Enlightened Audio Designs

combined with Vidikron, Faroudja, and NHT (the last with
their now-in-production VT-2 Home Theater loudspeakers)
for an effective demonstration. They leaned pretty heavily
on True Lies for demo material, but they also used Stargate
on the first of my two visits to their room. My only complaint: the sound was too bright. They didn't appear to be
using the high-frequency cinema compensation that's built-in
to the EAD TheaterMaster, and every AC-3 disc I've heard
needs top-end softening to sound its best.
The same might be said of Dolby's own demonstration.
This also made use of the TheaterMaster, along with PSB
Stratus Minis and seven (I think!) PSB subwoofers. Runco

THE BIG STORY, OF COURSE, REMAINS 5.1 DISCRETE SURROUND-SOUND.
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DANGERS LURK!

\/(i hat's behind your wall socket can kill. It can kill performance. It can kill equipment. But you can
protect your audio and video components with the MAX® 1000+ Surge Protector/Line Conditioner -from
Panamax. The MAX 1000+ filters out EMI/RFI noise, for cleaner sound &asharper picture. And it
protects from surges and spikes -even lightning strikes -so effectively Panamax backs it with alifetime,
$5 million connected equipment warranty! Don't put your equipment in danger. Call Panamax for more
information on the MAX 1000+. 1-800-472-5555 ext. 3983.

'

Features Include:
-Auto-reset
-EMVRFI filtration
-Under/over voltage protection
-Sequential start-up and shut down
-8 AC outlets (2 with 10 second dela))
-LED volt meter and outlet diagnostics

THE SURGE STOPS HERE®

PANAIWAX. 11)

®

ti USA

e

150 MITCHELL BLVD., SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903 •415-499-3900 •USA &CANADA 800-472-5555 •FAX 415-472-5540
Panamas. MAX 1000. and the Panama, logo are trademarks of Panamax, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are of their respective companies. 0 1995 Panamax, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Denon AVP-8000 surround-sound tuner preamplifier

provided the projection equipment here.
Iwas dumbfounded by the Dolby demo. They attempted
to compare the sound of Pro Logic with that ofthe AC-3
from the same disc—I suppose to show AC-3's superiority.
The AC-3 did sound better (except for that inevitable HF
emphasis—again, no cinema EQ). But the demo was so
poorly set up that the outcome was inevitable: this was perhaps the worst-sounding Pro Logic demonstration I've ever
heard, heavily center-loaded with—from my listening
position, at least—little sound evident from the left, right,
surrounds, or subs. And the AC-3 playback was several
decibels louder than the Pro Logic.
Ispeak from experience here. Two weeks before CES I
made asimilar comparison, but over an extended period, in
considerably more depth, and with considerably more attention to optimizing both AC-3 and Pro Logic and in matching
the levels as closely as possible. The results arc reported in
our second Stereophile Guide to Home Theater—on sale as you
read this or shortly thereafter.
I'll just say here that Dolby had nothing to fear from acarefully structured comparison. AC-3 does sound better than
Pro Logic, but the differences are alot more subtle than you
might expect—and more subtle than my prior exposure to
AC-3 had led me to-believe—at least on currently available
program material. As producers learn how to better use the
discrete nature of AC-3, Iexpect interesting, and Ihope
rewarding, results.
The best-sounding AC-3 demo at the Show, however, was
in the Kenwood room. What's that, you say? Kenwood.
K-E-N-W-0-0-D. They were using their new THX loudspeaker system (LS-X1F fronts, LS-X1S surrounds, and a
pair of SW-X1 unpowered subwoofers—about $3100 for
the whole loudspeaker array) driven by their new KR-X1000
THX receiver ($1200). The last was modified to accept discrete inputs from aKenwood prototype AC-3 processor. A
new Kenwood KM-X1000 THX-certified power amplifier
(130Wpc into 8ohms) drove the two subwoofcrs. At $400,
it's the cheapest THX stereo amplifier Iknow of. The room
had problems: the dialog, in particular, sounded cavernous,
but the sound as awhole was big, expansive and thoroughly
cinematic. From athoroughly unexpected source.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

In other new-product news, much of it heavily AC-3oriented, De/um announced the AVP-8000 ($3500), anew
surround-sound tuner-preamplifier with built-in AC-3 and
Pro Logic decoding. They also have two new power amplifiers, the three-channel POA-8300 ($1500) and two-channel
POA-8200 ($1000), each with 120Wpc (8 ohms). All three
new products will also be THX-certified. There will also
be anew version of Denon's LA-3500 laserdisc player with
AC-3, RF ourt, and aless expensive AC-3-capable player,
the LA-2300, at $700. All products scheduled for fall delivery.
Look for aflood of new AC-3 products from Pioneer
Elite. By the time you read this, you should sec the SP-99D
stand-alone surround-sound processor ($1530), the VSX-99
receiver ($2100), and three new Elite lascrdisc players—
including the CLD-99 ($2400), which replaces the CLD-97.
Yamaha will have both their RXV2090 receiver ($1499) and
DDP-1 outboard AC-3 adapter ($599) in the stores this
month, along with the CDV-W901 AC-3 laserdisc player
($899). And Krell's $7000 KAV CSC do-all surround-sound
processor-preamp should be out by the fall as well. Krell is
making provision for both AC-3 and DTS on-board.
Speaking otlYTS, they repeated their demonstrations from
the Stereophile Show in Los Angeles last April, but in much
larger rooms and to much better effect. Ihad reservations
about the setup of their big Home Theater demo (the center
sounded wrong and the surrounds too distant), but sonically it certainly held up to any of the AC-3 demos. Musiconly demos of DTS were also being conducted by Mobile
Fidelity International and Thiel. Ipreferred the sound in
the latter suite by aconsiderable margin, but the musical
material—big band—is not agenre Imuch care for, so judgments were difficult at best. However. there's definitely promise in the DTS music format, when it's properly used.
In contrast to audio-for-video, new things in video itself
were thin on the ground at this CES—no DVD demos in
sight. Most ofthe video accompanying the above surroundsound demos was disappointing—even from the high-end
projectors, doublers, and quadruplers on display. Ican think
of at least five video setups at the Stereaphile Show that beat
the PLUGE out of anything Isaw in Chicago, plus one Icurrently have at home (a Barcovision 701 projector and Dwin
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Heaven on Earth.
"...I'm astonished. Don't wrap it up, I'll eat it here.
-Lee Konitz -legendary jazz, alto-saxophonist.
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Mark Levinson, Director
41 East 62nd Street
New York, NY 10021
Tel: (212) 472-5016
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Parasound comes anew power amplifier: the three-channel,
185Wpc (8 ohms), John Curl-designed HCA-2003 ($1595).
Marantz has updated their LV-510 laserdisc player for AC-3
(it's now the LV-520, at $799). And Esoteric Audio has
become the latest cable manufacturer to join the THX ranks,
with aline of soon-to-be-introduced cables and interconnects.
Finally, Atlantic Technology was showing—convincingly—the final production version of their complete THX
loudspeaker system. The System 350, with two powered subwoofers, should come in at around $3200, making it less
expensive than the Kenwood array discussed above. Perhaps
of even more interest to the budget-minded—or the audiophile seeking aseparate system for Home Theater—was
Atlantic's new System 220. The whole loudspeaker system
(with asingle sub) can be had for less than $1400. It definitely
sounded like more than the sum ofits parts. Another observer
said that it sounded better than some of the big-ticket Home
Theater rigs he'd heard, and Icouldn't disagree—at least for
films.
—Thomas J. Norton

LD-2 line-doubler). The failure, I'm certain, was in the setups,
not in the equipment.
The one video surprise came from an unexpected source:
ProScan's one-piece, 80" (that's right—e(hty-inch) PS80690
rear-projection TV using 9" tubes (under $9000) knocked
me out. It wasn't the very best big-screen picture I've seen,
but it's definitely competitive with the best at similar prices.
And the same chassis (with 9" tubes) is also available in 60"
and 52" sets, if you can't handle the 650-lb (!) PS80690.
In the accessories category, Kimber Kahle introduced
Shmarkers, which are short lengths of shrink wrap in various
colors and sizes designed to label the cables in an audio/
video—or straight audio—system. Custom lettering is available (perhaps including adealer's logo), but of primary
interest to consumers will be three "kits"—assortments of
various labels—that ICimber will market for Home Theater
($24), home stereo/pre-wire ($16), and car stereo ($12).
In miscellaneous Home Theater audio news, Snell Acoustics was showing—but not demonstrating—their new inwall loudspeakers, including THX-certified models. From

THE IThe best picture at CES wasn't even
at CES, but was instead in Dallas,
where INFOCOMM was being
held. INFOCOMM, atrade show
dedicated to the video-presentation
market, is heavily data-display oriented, but every year they hold abig
video-projection shootout—dozens
of monitors showing the same images
in the same darkened room on the
same type and size screens.
Istopped off at INFOCOMM on

OMM OPTION

nation will beat out the best of the
my way to Chicago to scope out
likely candidates for future reviews
other projectors I've seen—parfor the Stereophile Guide to Home Theticularly when mated with, say, a
ater. The most exciting projector I Faroudja line-quadrupler—the Faroudja combination will cost you
saw there wasn't even entered in
the shootout. Dwin's new $12,000
$30,000-$40,000. The Dwin, at least
in prototype form, is good enough
projector mated to their LD-2 linedoubler ($3500) will definitely be
to give you second thoughts about
worth aclose look when it comes out
spending that much—assuming you
even can. It could stir up the video
late this summer or early fall. Isaw
market.
—Thomasi. Norton
them both in Dwin's own booth.
While Iwon't say that the combi-

W ES PHILLIPS ON HOT NEW STUFF

/

spent some time trend-watching and sniffing out new
products at the Show—it wasn't all backbiting and
gossip! Iwas pleased to see that vinyl continues to
flourish, as do toobs, toobs, toobs. Also high on the list of industry
priorities was convenience—ie, remote control. But the predominant trends Inoted as Iroamed the halls were: 1) major
efforts to integrate surround-sound (both video-related and
music-only) into the high-end ethos, and 2) aheartening
emphasis on value received.
To begin with the latter, Joseph Audio's RM7si loudspeakers ($1299/pair) sounded even more musical than I
remembered from the Stereophile Show—and that's saying
alot. Michael Green's tuneable Revolution series speakers,
priced from $600 to $1300, also fascinated me. In MoFi's
room, Iheard the Rev 80s ($1295) putting out some serious
riddum to aGAIN-remastered reissue of Bob Marley's
Exodus—a woofer-buster if ever there was one.
Alón also packed aquart of music into apint jar with their
Trio system ($1495), which consists of apair of their Petite
speakers mated to the new Petite Woofer—two 6.5" drivers
incorporating apassive 12dB/octave low-pass filter rolling
off the response above 55Hz. What makes the PW-1 unique
is that aseparate filter is utilized by each driver, so that each
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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FWE DON'T OFFER PEOPLE MUSICALLY ACCURATE MULTICHANNEL SOUND
SYSTEMS, WE CAN'T BLAME THEM FOR BUYING CRAPPY ONES.

reproduces aseparate channel. Designer Carl Marchisotto
explained: "This approach sounds more natural than mixing
the low-frequency information in the electrical domain—
both ambient and directional signals are better preserved."
I've been auditioning apair of the Petites and think their
refined sound is remarkably uncompromised by the addition
of the woofer. In point of fact, they sound better—so good,
indeed, that when Carl told me the price was 1500 smackers,
Iresponded that he was giving alot of subwoofer for 1.5 kilobucks. He looked puzzled for aminute and said, "The
woofer's only $500—that's the system price!" Iwant one.

Acarian Alón Petite loudspeaker system

JoLida showed two nifty integrated tube amps: the 20Wpc
101A ($550) and the 30Wpc SJ 202A ($650). How do they do
it, how do they do it, how do they do it? Volume, volume, turn up the
volume. Oh, sorry, Igot carried away—JoLida is in the commercial vacuum-tube sector, producing radar gear and the
like. Additionally, they manufacture their own transformers—
which has got to help keep prices down. You must see these
little jewels, they don't look affordable at all.
Our own Michael Fremer presided at aseminar entitled
"The Future of Two-Channel Audio: Will the 'Woof' Survive?," wherein the panelists debated whether people will
be sitting around listening to music in two channels in another
20 years. "They will as long as there are people like me,"
retorted TAS's Frank Doris. Other panelists were less sure.
Tom Miiller, editor of The Audio Adventure, stated positively

that multichannel music systems offered the listener amore
involving re-creation of the musical event—if assembled with
an eye (ear?) toward musical truth. But, he cautioned, if the
High End abandons the field to mass-market manufacturers
intent on selling boom and sizzle, it stands achance of going
the way of the dinosaurs. If we don't offer people musically
accurate multichannel sound systems, we can't blame them
for buying crappy ones.
Fortunately, high-end manufacturers are already responding to that challenge. Thiel showed their new SCS-2 video/
multichannel speaker ($925 each) to great effect, using Audio
Research's impressive SPD-1 non-Dolby processor. They
used three SCS-2s to augment apair of CS-7s in amusiconly system, and Ithought the sound was marvelously airy
and timbrally true. The one discrete five-channel CD they
were relying on did sound too "in the middle of the band"
for my taste, but Iheard avery convincing argument for
ARC's quasi-Hafler processor—as well as agreat-sounding
center/rear-channel speaker!
Arcana announced the Xeta 2($1200), an add-on processor that contains three 55Wpc amplifiers for center and rear
channels, video switching (composite only), and on-screen
setup and display graphics. It can be added to an existing
separates system between preamp and amplifier, used as a
stand-alone preamp, or installed through the processor loop
of areceiver. Ithought the Xeta 1demonstrated in Vegas
showed tremendous promise, and Arcam claims this unit has
even clearer, better sound quality, so Iconsider the Xeta 2
amust-audition.
McCormack showed the Power Drive DNA 3($1995
projected price), athree-channel amplifier (one center/two
rear, for example) that simplifies implementing multichannel
audio. Their surprisingly affordable demo used Mike Moffat's
Angstrom processor ($2995) and Vandersteen loudspeakers
—it turned out to be one of the uncontested hits of SCES.
Despite the uncrowded nature of the Show, it took me seven
tries to get into McCormack's room. It was aroach motel
for audiophiles: they went in, but they didn't come out!
Imentioned convenience as one of the current trends, and
indeed everybody is designing units with remote controllability. Conrad-Johnson showed the Premiers Fourteen and
Fifteen ($4000 each), aline-level preamp and phono section,
respectively, that Iwant more than anything else Isaw at the
Show. Mama! Of course, with serious, take-no-prisoners
audio like these babies, remote control isn't aconvenience
feature—it sounds better than regular physical controls. Yeah,
that's it! I'm not moving another step. Hey! While you're up, would
you get me another beerfrom thefridge? I
got work to do.—Wes Phillips

J
OHN ATKINSON WRAPS UP WITH SPEAKERS

I

naShow where truly excellent sound was relatively
rare—I wanted to be impressed by the Audio Artistry
Vivaldi speakers driven by Sonic Frontiers electronics
and the Totem Monitors driven by SIM Celeste electronics,
for example, but in both cases was put off by excessive airconditioning noise (a complaint that affected anumber of
displays)—a few rooms stood out in my memory. The Paragon Jubilee monitors ($1795/pair), used with JEM subSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

woofers ($2000/pair) and driven by Rowland amplification
with aWadia 20/25 digital front-end, sounded simply magnificent. Barbara Hendricks' cream-textured soprano in the
"Et incarnatus est," from Mozart's unfinished C-Minor Mass
(Peter Schreier, Dresden Staatskapelle, Philips 426 273-2),
simply soared. This Minneapolis-based speaker company
is one to watch!
And while Ifound the sound of the Wilson WATTs/Puppies
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speakers, driven by Mesa's new Baron tube amp via some
Flatline Red Dawn cable, boogied in spades! Source was a
Wadia 21.
Competing with Platinum for the "Show's Smallest Demo
Room" award was Joseph Audio, who repeated their success
at Stereophile's Los Angeles Show by coaxing very musical
sound from the RM7si minimonitors under less-than-ideal
conditions. Melos also had mediocre room acoustics to deal
with, but transfixed me with Pamela Warrick-Smith's rendition of "Amazing Grace" (Greenhays GR 70721). Avalon
Radians driven by aMelos MA333 preamp and MA200
triode amps provided the wherewithal.
My awards for "Best Soundstaging at the Show" go to
Soundwave, with their $550/pair Metronome bookshelf
speakers—which threw ahuge image despite asomewhat
"shouty" low treble—and to Gallo Acoustics, with their
Nucleus/Bassball combination in the TiffElectronics Company room powered by aMesa Baron via Esoteric cables.
A speaker that looked great but wasn't being actively
demonstrated was the Celestion Kingston. Its drive-units
are derived from those used in the British company's longestablished 700SE, but are housed in acast, mineral-filledpolymer enclosure. The Kingston will start shipping this
month and is projected to sell for $4000/pair.

Paragon Jubilee/JEM loudspeakerisubwoofer system

in the Sutherland room spoiled by amidbass hump from
the less-than-optimal room acoustics, the music still managed
to communicate—particularly when Ron Sutherland put on
mono Fred Astaire soundtrack recordings. Killer music
choice!
The Infinity demonstrations seemed to epitomize the angst
the High End is experiencing as it gets more heavily into
Home Theater. In one room, Infinity demonstrated the highsensitivity Composition Series speakers in aHome Theater
setting, using director's chairs, modern decor, and True Lies
as the source program. In the other room, featuring padded
armchairs and more traditional furnishings, they had the
Gamma stereo speakers set up with Mark Levinson electronics, playing aHaydn Trumpet concerto. The latter room
was where Ifelt most comfortable—it also sounded superb—
but most showgoers seemed to be more attracted by the
explosions in True Lies.
Ialso sat through the obligatory True Lies excerpt in the
room shared by EAD and NHT. Not abad sound, overall—
particularly when they switched to the HDCD/Lencoded
Rutter Requiem on Reference Recordings. But sitting rather
close to the surround speakers, Iwas bothered by some HF
weirdnesses emanating from them on True Lies, these presumably artifacts of the AC-3 encoding.
After several Home Theater demos that majored heavily
in explosions but less so in finesse, it was good to find the
Platinum Audio room, where Ilistened to some Austin
blues courtesy of the Chris Duarte Group. While Iagree with
Platinum's Phil Jones that this recording, Strat Magik, sounded
like it was "mixed by the guitarist"—the bass and drums were
peeking around the edges of the giant guitar image—the

A

Soundwave Fidelity Metronome loudspeaker

More high technology was to be found in the Unity
Audio room, where all-ceramic drive-units featured heavily
in the Michigan company's new speaker range. Unity was
also proclaiming the merits of their new crossover topology, claimed to "operate completely outside the signal path."
Hmm. Guess Ishould read their white paper.
Finally, ahighlight of the Show for me was not asound
at all, but the discovery of $20/pair interconnects, and speaker
cables selling for as little as $3/foot, in the Straight Wire
room. Too many audiophiles, I'm sure, are put off by the high
admission price to the High End. Anything audio companies
can do to ease the pain of entry gets my enthusiastic support.
—John Atkinson It

HIGHLIGHT OF THE SHOW FOR ME WAS NOT A SOUND, BUT THE DISCOVERY
OF $20/PAIR INTERCONNECTS, AND SPEAKER CABLES SELLING FOR
AS LITTLE AS $3/FOOT, IN THE STRAIGHT WIRE ROOM.
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A

sJohn Atkinson pointed out in "Wired," hisJune '95 "As
We See It," there must be something besides the old RLC
(resistance, inductance, capacitance) conundrum to explain
the derence in sound between cables And, ofcoutse, as acard-carrying
Subjectivist in good standing, Iconcur. Ithought I'd call XL0's Roger
Skoff to get his (copious) views on the subject to accompany my review
elsewhere in this issue ofhis Signature speaker cables and interconnects.
Herewithfind what you always wanted to know about cables but were
far too intimidated and afraid to ask. (Please remember, the views
expressed are those of The Skoffman!)

W IRES,
I
NSULATORS,
CONDUCTORS,
84
A UDIO
SIGNALS
XL 0 ELECTRIC'S ROGER SKOFF
TALKS WITH J
ONATHAN SCULL
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Jonathan Scull: So, Roger, in 25,000 words or less, tell us everything
you know about cable.
Roger Skoff: Let's start at the beginning. Before the end of
the 19th century, awhole lot of people had been playing with
electricity, but nobody actually did anything with it. Henry
played with inductance, Faraday with capacitance, Ampère
with current, Volta with voltage, and old Ben Franklin was
flying kites. But other than the telegraph, which was nothing
more than sending aspark down awire, no one actually did
anything with wire. However, in the late 19th century, we
got electric light; along with it came the power companies—
and they used wire, of course. There were two different kinds
of power companies: the Edison companies, which were
sending DC, and the Tesla or Westinghouse companies,
which sent AC down the line.
When dealing with DC, the only thing that matters is resistance. So the Edison Company wanted great big wires with
as little resistance as possible That way they could sell as much
electricity as they could generate, instead oflosing it as heat.
The Tesla and Westinghouse companies were sending AC,
but because it was single-frequency 60Hz sinewaves, capacitance and inductance have practically no effect, and for them,
too, the only thing that really mattered was resistance.
Then along came the telephone company, and did something radically different: Instead ofjust power, what they
sent out on their lines was acomplex voice signal, of the, for
that time, absolutely enormous bandwidth of 400Hz to about
4kHz (about three-and-a-half octaves).
Between their new kind of signal, and the sometimes huge
distances over which they were sending it, they started running into awhole new range of problems. Resistance was
obviously still afactor; and so became capacitance and
inductance—no big deal on ashort cable (like for audio), but
suddenly atremendous deal when acable is ten or ahundred miles long. A brand-new consideration was also added:
characteristic impedance, the classic bugaboo of high frequencies and long transmission lines.
The result of all this was that the people at the telephone
company were the first ones to study wires to sec what they
did and how they worked; in doing so, they began what's
known as electrical engineering. What they developed was
adopted by the universities, and they too called it electrical
engineering. But notice they didn't call it "telephonecompany electrical engineering." And when they taught this
new discipline, they didn't say it was what the telephone company had learned about it at the turn of the century; they presented it as an absolute, and when information was given
about wire, they overlooked entirely the fact that when
the telephone company talks about wire, they're talking
about miles of it, whereas, for hi-fi, along run of wire can
mean 30 feet!
Scull: That's amajor point of departure between the requirements
of audio and those of long-distance transmission.
Skoff: Right, and it can make ahuge difference! You've heard
of the thin-film effect? Many materials will have radically
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different physical or electrical properties in thin films than
in thicker ones. For instance, two of the more common thin
films in use today are diamond and arsenic. They behave radically different in very thin films than they do otherwise. Copper oxide is another one, but we'll come back to that. You
see, we've got something analogous here. Just as thin films
of different material will have different physical and electrical characteristics from thicker ones, the things that affect
short lengths of wire are quite different from those that affect
long ones.
That's why the engineering types have never been able to
pick up on the idea of wires, because they read in their textbooks that what matters is resistance, capacitance, and
inductance—R, C, and L—along with the associated characteristic impedance. No one pointed out to them that all this
was discovered by the telephone company regarding 10- or
100-mile-long lines, and nobody suggested to them that
what affects awire on a10-mile run might be different from
what affects amuch smaller run.
Scull: Let's dig into the basics abit and put what you've said sofar
into context.
SkofE No one denies that R, L, and C exist. If you try to run
acurrent through awire, there will be resistance. The wire's
resistance [hence the amount of the current] is determined
by the gauge of the wire. If two wires making up acable are
aparticular distance apart, you'll get acertain inductance and
capacitance. [Thefarther apart the wires, the greater the inductance
and the lower the capacitance, and vice versa.—Ed.] We always
use insulated wire for both legs ola cable, so of course the
distance between the wires is at least twice the thickness of
the insulation. You can't get the primary wires any closer;
and, if the cable has an outside jacket, you can't get them any
farther apart.
As every piece of wire has R, C, and L, every piece of wire
is both ahigh- and alow-pass filter. By knowing the R, C,
and L(all of which you can measure with ameter), you can
calculate the filter turnover frequencies for any piece of wire,
even in lengths considerably longer than we would normally
use. Even in cables that the High End would consider to have
high capacitance or high inductance, the high- and low-pass
turnover frequencies are well above and well below the audio
band and won't affect the sound. It's pretty clear, therefore,
that resistance, capacitance, and inductance aren't the only
things that influence the sound of cables.
Scull: So, Roger, what does affect the sound?
SkofE Well, for one thing, field interactions: There are two
fields formed every time acable carries asignal. The one most
people are aware of is the electromagnetic field that's currentcontrolled and forms around the wire of acable whenever
you pass current through it. The other, which most people—
even most cable designers—disregard entirely, is the electrostatic field that forms around the insulation of asignalbearing insulated wire and is controlled entirely by signal
voltage.
To get an idea of how important these fields arc, consider
this: Signal information travels at nearly the speed of light,
but, as Dick Olsher pointed out in aStereophile cable review
some while ago, the electrons that supposedly carry it move
at only asmall fraction of light speed. The anomaly involved
here has caused some people to suggest that it's thefields, and

not the electrons, that actually carry the signal.
Another thing that goes to support the idea that the fields
may be strongly involved with signal transmission is the measurable differences in propagation velocity (the speed of transmission expressed as apercentage of the speed oflight) that
result from doing nothing more than changing the insulation
material used on identical lengths of wire. If the wire is the
same, and, as is obviously the case, there's no current flow
through the insulation, then the only thing that can affect
the propagation velocity is the fields.
Scull: You know, Roger, I'm interested in anything to do with propagation!
Skoff: [in amost serious tone] Jonathan, this is not hi-fi voodoo,
it's just physics. You can find the propagation velocities of
any number of insulating materials in any engineering manual. And these figures are significant, as they range from as
little as about 85% of the speed of light to as much as about
97%, depending on the insulating material used. To me, this
clearly indicates acrucial role for signal-formed fields in the
functioning—and therefore the "sound"—of cables.
If you start examining how field interactions affect the signal, you begin to see why our cable is made the way it is—we
take great care to optimize these field relationships. All cables
in the XL0 Electric lineup—Standard, Reference, and Signature—are topologically identical in terms of their field relationships, even though they look radically different from each
other. The reason is this: remember that the electromagnetic
field is determined by current, and the electrostatic field by
voltage.
If you look at different cable applications, you see that each
has adifferent current-to-voltage ratio, and therefore adifferent ratio of electromagnetic-to-electrostatic field intensity.
For example, aphono cable carries asignal that's exceedingly
low current at exceedingly low voltage—really low, low stuff.
Line-level cables have adifferent problem entirely. When
you use Ohm's Law to calculate how much current is
involved in carrying a 1V signal from, say, a 150 ohm
source—a CD player, for example—into a47k load like apreamp, you discover that it's practically zero. So in aline-level
cable, you have relatively high voltage to relatively very low
current, and in speaker cables it's just the opposite: relatively
low voltage to relatively very high current.
For each of these applications, there's only one optimum
field relationship, so the design of the cables was set up to
optimize these relationships given different voltage-tocurrent scenarios. That's why our cables look different, even
though functionally they're the same.
Another overlooked aspect of cable design is the capacitive
discharge effect. A capacitor is any two conductors separated
by anonconductor or insulator. The two conductors are
called "platee and the nonconductor is called the "dielectric."
The nature of acapacitor is that it will store or release energy
under appropriate circumstances. As long as the two plates
are at different levels or conditions of electrical "charger the
dielectric will take on and store energy, up to amaximum
determined by its "dielectric constant:' and that energy will
stay stored until something happens to release or dissipate it.
Look at aclassic sinewave. It starts at the zero line, rises
up to its positive peak, and then falls back to the zero line.
Then it goes down to its negative peak, then back up to zero.

BEFORE THE END OF THE I
9
TH CENTURY, A
WHOLE LOT OF PEOPLE HAD BEEN
PLAYING WITH ELECTRICITY, BUT NOBODY ACTUALLY DID ANYTHING WITH IT.
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When that signal runs through acable or any other capacitor,
as the signal starts up from the zero line, the dielectric is charging, receiving its maximum charge at positive peak. As the
signal turns down toward the zero line, the dielectric will stay
charged at the same level it was at the positive peak. As soon
as the sinewave crosses the zero-crossing point it turns negative, and that first instant of negative energy acts like a
switch—it shorts the dielectric and results in all stored energy
being dumped into the signal path out ofphase!
Once again, Jonathan, let me remind you that this isn't
voodoo, it's just simple physics. There is no question that
when dumping positive energy during the negative phase of
the signal, you get either cancellation or out-of-phase artifacts
in the signal. The nature of this cancellation or the generated artifacts depends on two things: how much energy was
stored, and how quickly it was dumped. If it's released
quickly, there's only asmall effect right at the zero line or
just past it. If there's aslow dump, there will be more of an
effect. Understand that the dump speed of any dielectric
material is part of the nature of that material. The frequency
of the signal or the amplitude means nothing—it's strictly
the function of what the dielectric is made of.
Scull: So what dielectric do you use at XLO?
Skoff: On all of our XLO Electric' cables, the only dielectric
material we use for primary insulation on the major wires,
the legs (the wire groups), the cores the wires are formed
around, the outer jackets, or the dielectric in the connectors
—because even the connectors act like capacitors—is Teflon.

speed at the same time that it lowers the amount of energy
that's stored, so we have very little capacitive-discharge effect
in the interconnects. In our speaker cable, we get the same
effect by using multiple cores so that we wind up with alarge
percentage of air inside the core, which again lowers the effective dielectric constant—or the amount of energy stored,
that is.
So Ican say that the two major things the cables are
designed to do is to get the field relationships right—which
is why we use the crisscross arrangement, or the 90° cross
on the speaker cable—and to minimize capacitive discharge
effects.
Scull: Do you use any other special tweaks at XLO?
Slcoff: Yes, there are other things that we do that I'm not about
to tell you about—a couple of special, proprietary treatments
that we apply to the wire before we insulate it. These treatments signyicantly improve the sound of the cable.
Scull: C'mon, Roger.. .
Skoff: You know wire always has agrain to it, whether it's
cast or out of arolling mill. We have found that our proprietary treatments interact with the grain of the material. Even
on our non-shielded cables our wire is very strongly directional, which is the result of these treatments. The proof of
this is really very simple. Take any of our cables and run them
backwards, and you'll discover that they sound in-your-face,
lose depth, and exhibit ahardness that you don't get when
it's in the right direction. Ordinary cables just aren't like that.
Scull: What's your wire made of?

THE PROBLEM WITH OXYGEN-FREE HIGH-CONDUCTIVITY COPPER IS THAT
IT STARTS OXIDIZING THE INSTANT AFTER BEING FORMED.
The reason is simply that it has the lowest dielectric constant
and fastest dump speed of any material available, so it causes
the least possible effect.
With our Signature line we carry this to the ultimate.
Instead of Teflon tube cores for the interconnect, as we use
in the Reference and Standard, we use Teflonfoamed core. It's
foamed with an inert gas—it's asort of nitrogen meringue.
Using this method, we achieve adielectric constant of 1.6.
To put that in perspective, the best dielectric constant is that
of ahard vacuum, defined as avalue of 1. If adielectric will
store five times as much energy as avacuum, all other things
being constant, we say it has adielectric constant of 5. PVC
is what most manufacturers use for their cables, and that has
adielectric constant ranging from 4to 8.5, depending on what
softeners are used. As solid Teflon has adielectric constant
o12, PVC stores around three times as much energy. Plus,
Teflon dumps energy something on the order of 20 times
faster than PVC, so it obviously has less effect.
Some major cable manufacturers use thermoplastic rubbers
for the outer jackets—Alc-ryn is one of the more popular ones,
and that's got adielectric constant of 15! These people are
simply not aware of capacitive discharge effect as it relates
to the sound of the product. I'd conjecture that one of the
reasons for this is that these effects are very small and occur
right near the zero line; and when you look at an oscilloscope
trace, you don't normally look at the zero line—you look
at the peaks or slopes. .Trust me, Jonathan, even very tiny
effects like capacitive dumping into the signal path in acable
are very clearly audible.
So, for all these reasons we use alow dielectric-constant
material. Using the foam in the cores increases the dump
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Skoff: In our Signature line we use what's called Lab Grade
copper, which we buy from Nippon Mining Company—the
only firm that produces it in quantity. There's only avery
small market for stuff that pure. It was originally developed
in the 1920s for physics experimentation in the US, and they'd
make it only acouple of grams at atime, by amultistep process called "zone refining!' To give you aprice comparison,
ordinary copper—the stuff pennies arc made from—is called
ETP, or Tough Pitch. You can buy ETP wire for about adollar apound. The next step up is oxygen-free copper, which
is more pure. You can buy the least expensive grade of
oxygen-free copper wire for about three bucks apound, and
the more expensive grades range up to as high as about 10
dollars.
Scull: Why is one more expensive?
Skoff: The problem with oxygen-free copper is that it starts
oxidizing the instant after being formed. That's why virtually
every manufacturer takes the wire right out of the rolling
mill into asilver or tinning bath—to keep it from oxidizing.
This plating treatment is very common and, in fact, is not
such abig deal—we're only talking about one of the cheaper
versions of OFC. Silvered or tinned is how most of this wire
is normally made.
Getting the wire oxygen-free without it being tinned or
silvered is much more difficult and very much more expensive, because so little of it is made that way. The oxygen-free
copper that we at XLO buy for even our least expensive cables
that use it is rolled in anitrogen atmosphere and packed airtight with no plating on it at all. That's the most expensive
oxygen-free there is.
The Lab Grade copper we use in the Signature cables costs
99
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Switchable gold plated RCA

$73 apound! It's made in acontinuous casting process, multiply re-refined for highest purity, then packed airtight in
spools for delivery to us. We don't pop the spool until we're
ready to run it through our special treatments and into the
extruders, which seal it airtight again.
Scull: But isn't all wire subject to afew seconds of contact with
the air?
Skoff: Yes. The fact of the matter is that there are acouple
of seconds where even XL0 wire is exposed to the air—it
has to be—which brings up an interesting point regarding
the thin-film effects Imentioned earlier. When you see wires
that are dark green with acoating of copper oxide, that in
fact doesn't affect the sound at all! All that's happened is that
the wire has grown itself another insulator, because athick
film of copper oxide is anonconductor. But athin film of copper
oxide, on the other hand, is asemiconductor. And there simply isn't any copper in existence that doesn't have some copper
oxide on it if it's ever been exposed to the air for any period
of time. So very thin films of copper oxide will conduct current in one direction, but not the other.
Scull: What?

at the engineering handbooks, you'll find that the conductivity of silver is shown as being greater than the conductivity of copper by about 9%. That's DC conductivity.
Scull: Emphasis on DC?
Skoff Exactly. If you take alook at AC resistivity, you'll find
that copper is actually better than silver.
Scull: Interesting. Iknow you're about to explain why. ..
Skoff: The reason for this revolves around self-inductance,
as expressed in the AC-resistivity gradient of the wire. This
is where the skin effect comes from. The resistances at the
center of awire and at the outside differ, and it's not an on/off
function—it's agradient function. Silver has amuch sharper
AC-resistivity gradient between the center and the outside
of the wire than copper does. The result is that if you take
any length of any gauge of silver wire and compare it to the
same length of the same gauge of copper wire, you discover
that, for an AC signal of any frequency, silver wire will always
have more phase shift because of the sharper AC-resistivity
gradient.
Scull: You're gonna be very popular with the Silver Council!
SkofE Sorry, Jonathan, but that's the fact of the matter. Phase

STRANDED WIRE IS ELECTRICALLY IDENTICAL TO ONE THICKER WIRE.
Skoff Yes, Virginia, the films act exactly like diodes. Remember several years ago when solid-core wire became popular? People said it had so much more resolution than stranded
wire. Well, here's why: First, let's talk about the difference
between stranded and Litz-type wire. Stranded refers to a
bunch of wire in contact with each other, not separately insulated. Litz-wire (multiple-strand solid-core) is made up of
abunch of strands that are in contact with each other but
insulated one from the other. If this type of wire is properly
designed, it will deal with the skin effect—which we'll come
to presently. But for wires not insulated from each other, electrically they're identical to one thicker wire equal to the sum
of area of all of the wires in the group, and they will have
exactly the same skin-effect characteristic as that one thicker
wire. Electrically, that's what they are: one thicker wire.
But the stranded wire is much more flexible than solidcore on agauge-for-gauge basis. The thing that's important
about solid-core vs stranded is this: electrons don't like to travel
in wires, they like to travel in straight lines. If you've got a
bunch of wires twisted together, the electrons—instead of
staying in the same wire and following the twist of the wire
group—will just jump from wire to wire in the bundle as
they move forward.
With every copper wire in existence having alayer of copper oxide on it—which acts like adiode—every time the electrons jump wire-to-wire they're passing through two diode
layers and suffering what's known as contact rectification.
This effect will actually filter out awhole lot of unnecessary
low-level detail, like harmonics, the fifth bounce off the wall
of the concert hall, ambience—you know, little unimportant stuff like that.
Scull: You're ariot, Alice!
Skoff Yeah, it is pretty funny! Anyway, with solid-core wire
you have this layer of copper oxide around the outside of the
wire, and the electrons don't have to jump through it—no
diode effect. That's why XL0 always uses multiple-strand
solid-core instead of stranded wire, even though multistrand
solid-core is the expensive way of doing it.
Scull: What about silver wire?
Skoffi That's an interesting question. If you take alook again
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shift will be greater using silver wire. You can get around it
very simply, however.
Scull: How's that?
Skoff: Just make the wire thinner. Another thing you can
find in engineering handbooks is the ride depth, or depth
of penetration, for asignal of any frequency. Low frequencies
will have atendency to ride toward the center of the wire,
high frequencies will tend to ride toward the outside. The
depth of the wire to which the signal penetrates depends on
the frequency. The way you get around this problem is simple.
To eliminate phase-shift entirely, all you do is use awire that's
less than twice the ride depth of the highest frequency you
wish to pass in thickness.
Scull: Can you explain that in greater detail?
Skoff Sure, but let's use kindergarten-type numbers for the
example. They won't be anything like right, but they'll be
alot easier to deal with. Let's suppose that you have a1
/ "2
thick wire, and you want to pass abroadband music signal
through it. If your signal has ahighest included frequency
of 20kHz and the depth of penetration for that frequency
in that kind of wire is 1/
8", you're going to have some phase
shift between your lowest and your highest frequencies. The
reason for this is that your 20k signal component is going
to penetrate only partway into the wire, and all of the lower
frequencies will ride deeper in. Because signals traveling at
different depths in the wire travel at different speeds, phase
shift will be the inevitable result. Now let's suppose that,
instead of a1/
2"-thick wire, you were to use only 3/
16". At Vs",
the depth of penetration of your 20kHz signal would be more
than half the diameter of the wire, and the result would be
that it would penetrate the wire completely. And, if your
highest frequency rides all the way through the wire, so will
all of your lower frequencies. Everything will travel at the
same speed and there will be no phase shift.
This is no big secret. And, to tie it back to the subject of
silver, just about all of the more knowledgeable cable
designers know that you can eliminate silver's extra phase
shift by just making your wires thinner than you would if
you were using copper.
Scull: Why do I
feel there's acaveat just around the corner?
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Skoff: Right! Guess what? When you make your silver wire
thinner, its resistance goes up, and you lose any conductivity
advantage the silver might have had to offer. That's why we've
never used silver in any of our better cables.
You know, Jonathan, where the whole issue of thickness
vs phase shift becomes critical is in the area of speaker cables.
Speaker cables need to be thick, both because they need to
be able to carry lots of current, and because the higher resistance of thin cables blows your amplifier's damping factor
and you lose control of your drivers. Making them tick,
though, unless you do it properly, opens the door to problems
with phase shift.
The ideal solution would be acable that was both thick
and thin at the same time, and anumber of people have tried
to accomplish that by building thick wires out of groups of
individually insulated thin ones. The problem with doing
that is that if you put several thin wires together in agroup,
the magnetic fields for all of those wires will merge, becoming
asingle magnetic field; the group of individual wires will
act once again exactly as if it were athick wire of the same
overall thickness in terms of phase shift. In fact, if you make
athick wire out of abunch of thin wires, it doesn't buy you
anything at all.
Scull: So how do you handle it?
Skoffi On our lower-cost cables we trickery our way out
of it. If you do what's called a"concentric lay"—one wire
in the center surrounded by six wires, surrounded by 12
wires, by 18, by 24, and so on—the wire at the center will
always be at the center and will always have the amount of
phase shift that it has as aresult of being in the center. The
wire on the outside will stay at the outside, and will always
have the amount of phase shift it has as aresult of being on
the outside.

Scull: What's the purpose of having 19 separate Teflon cores?
Skoff: When you get achance, array 19 identical coins—
pennies will do—with one in the center, six around the one,
12 around the six; that's called anatural concentric lay. There
are alot of spaces between the coins, and for the purposes
of this example, you should consider the coins hollow so
they're mostly air. The air reduces the effective dielectric constant of the core. If you lay astring around the outside circle,
you'll find that there are 19 triangular areas that are not touching the wire that's laid around them, so that air is right next
to the wires. With alot of small cores we get more air right
next to the wires. So we have 30 wires wrapped around these
19 cores, each one insulated, and each of the 19 cores is hollow
so that there's more air in there, too. The more air we can get
in there, the lower the effective dielectric constant of the whole
core, and the faster the dump rate. The result of all this is that
you wind up with very little energy absorption and avery
quick dump rate.
Scull: XL0 line-level is unshielded, so let's get the story on that.
Skoff: Remember, acapacitor is any two conductors separated by any nonconductor. Let's suppose you have the two
signal leads surrounded by ashield, then that shield is aconductor, and the insulation on the signal leads becomes the
dielectric between each signal lead and the shield. In essence,
you've thrown another capacitor into the mix, which means
you not only have additional capacitive effects, but also additional capacitive discharge effects. The result of it is that the
shield will affect the sound of the cable, and an unshielded
cable is best if you can get away with it.
Scull: Yes, if you can get away with it. But New York, for example, is avery noisy environment, RF-wise.
Skoff: Even in amoderately noisy RF environment, if the
cable is designed properly, each of the leads will act as ashield

THERE IS NO INSIDE OR OUTSIDE TO THE WIRE GROUP.
THAT'S WHY EVERYONE LIKES THE SOUND OF OUR LOW-COST WIRES.
What we do with our low-cost speaker cables is we've
developed avery peculiar cabling technique. You've seen how
lumpy these cables look? That's because we've developed a
controlled random-cable-lay procedure that results in no
individual wire ever having afixed position within the group.
Each wire is constantly moving between the center and the
surface of the cable. When it's at the outside, the signal it's
carrying gets phase-shifted one way; then, when the wire
moves back to the inside, the signal is phase-shifted the other
way. The result is that all the phase shifts cancel. There is no
inside or outside to the wire group, and that's why everyone likes the sound of even our least expensive cables.
Scull: What about the more expensive speaker cables, like the Signature 5.1s that I'm familiar with?
Skoff: For that we use alarge core made out of 19 separate
Teflon tubes, and we wind asingle layer of copper around
that large-diameter core. The wire is 23-gauge—quite
thin—and there arc 30 wires per leg, each set at a45° angle
around the core. There isn't any phase shift, because 23-gauge
is the right thickness for all frequencies to ride together all
the way through the wire. So we use awire group that's 30
times as thick as a23-gauge wire, except it's effectively only
23-gauge thick. That's why the Signature does what it does.
It's very expensive because of the way we build it; 38 customfabricated Teflon cores, 19 per leg, and 60 Teflon insulators30 per leg—around the individual wires.
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for the other lead, and you have what's known as ahumbucking design. This has been known of since the '20s—that
doing something as simple as twisting the leads causes each
one to act as ashield for the other. It's obviously only apartial
shield, but the way our cables are laid out, the hum-bucking
characteristic is quite high, and so they tend not to need hard
shielding as much. We do offer shielded versions of our wire;
they're very much thicker than the unshielded variety, because
we use alarge Teflon-and-air spacer to keep the shield asfar
away from the actual conductors as possible. Also, where we
do use ashield we use separate shield leads going to chassis ground rather than tying it to the RCA connector and
dumping noise into the signal path.
Scull: Huh? Are you saying that tying the shield to the negative
lead is injurious to the signal?
Skoff: Most designers parallel the negative leg with the shield
lead at the RCA jack. And guess what that does? You wind
up with more metal on the negative side than the positive
side, so the cable becomes asymmetrical even if it wasn't
designed that way. If you check the capacitance of both positive and negative conductors against each other, then check
the capacitance between each of those conductors and the
shield, it'll be adifferent value! So, with "normal" shielding you've potentially made the cable asymmetrical, and
you're dumping shield signal right into your signal path.
Scull: Roger, it simply can't be that evil! If it's so bad to tie the shield
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to ground at the RCA jack, why does almost everyone do it that way?
Skoff': Remember how agenerator works—take awire and
pass it through the poles of amagnet cutting the lines of force,
and it will produce acurrent in that wire. If, instead of using
apermanent magnet, you take two wires and run AC current
through one wire, that'll create an electromagnetic field
around it. When that field collapses, it'll induce acurrent in
the other wire, and that's called mutual inductance. If you're
running signal through both wires, each will induce acurrent
in the other every time the electromagnetic field collapses
around it.
RF is ahuge electromagnetic field that's forming and collapsing at the RF frequency. When you put an unshielded
audio cable in ahum field, forming and collapsing 60 times
asecond, it's gonna induce a60-cycle hum in the wire. You
put ashield around it, and the collapse of the field induces
current in the shield, which carries it to ground. The only
effect you have on the wires inside the shield is that, when
current is induced in the shield, avery tiny magnetic field
forms around the shield; and when it collapses, it induces
current flow into the wires. That's what the shield is doing—
it's really draining off that field-collapse energy before it gets
to the conductors in the wire.
Because of the nature of the shield, there's current flow
in it. We can say it's at astate of charge, which means that
it acts like one plate ola capacitor. Then there's the outer
jacket, then there's the air around the outer jacket, and that
air has moisture content and will pass current. You've seen
lightning. Air is arotten conductor, but it's still aconductor. Therefore, the outer jacket will act like adielectric for
the capacitor consisting of the shield and the air.
Scull: Uhh, Roger, Iimagine alot ofpeople are gonna start thinking
you're talking through your hat here. ..

Skoff: Do Icare? There's also alot of people who say that
all cables and all amplifiers—and probably even all speakers,
for that matter—sound alike. The fact of it is that normally
humid air, while abad conductor, is still aconductor. And
it doesn't have to be agood conductor to be aplate, it just has
to be at astate of charge different from that of the shield.
Don't forget: zero can be astate of charge as well.
Scull: Have you away to prove or illustrate this?
Skoff: Actually, the proof of this whole thing is quite easy
to demonstrate.
Scull: That's good...
Skoff: Go to Radio Shack and buy the cheapest, nastiest
interconnect you can find—something real, real cheap. Take
an X-Acto knife and remove the outer jacket. Make along
slit connector-to-connector and around the jacket at the connectors so you can peel the jacket off in one piece.
Scull: I'm not about to jump down to my nearest Rat Shack!
Skoff: Do it! Trust me—it'll really amaze you.
Scull: I'm already amazed. Pray continue.
Skoff: After confirming that the jackets will come off, put
them back on and listen to the cables. Then pull the two
jackets off and listen again. Ipromise you'll be amazed at how
much better they sound without the outer jackets. Everybody thinks that just because the jacket is outside the shield
it doesn't affect the sound. Au contraire! The jackets very definitely affect the sound, and that's why, on our better cables,
we use Teflon outer-jacketing, which nobody else does. And
even on our cheapest cables we use Dupont Elvax or Surlyn because of these same considerations.
Scull: Whew! Well, thanks abunch, Roger. You really said amouthful! Iknow our readers will enjoy hearing about the basics of cables
explained in "lay" terms.
Skoff: badaBOOM!
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tthe tail end of atribute-album boom that steppedjust short
of Afternoon Delight: A Salute to the Starland Vocal
Band, it's easy toforget that this trend began with aseries
of albums imbued with taste, intelligence, and agood dose of daring.
What else tvould you call Garth Hudson, Betty Carter, Aaron Neville,
and the Replacements doing amedley of Disney songs?
The common thread behind these pre-trend tributes is producer
Hal Willner (who may be better known as the musical director of
Saturday Night Live). Willner was the auteur behind such albums
as Amarcord Nino Rota, whichfeatures Deborah Harry, Carla
Bley, Wynton Manes, and David Amram; That's the Way IFeel
Now: A Tribute to Thelonius Monk, with NRBQ Donald
Fagen, Peter Frampton, Gil Evans, and Arto Lindsay; Lost in the
Stars: The Music of Kurt Weill, with Lou Reed, Tom Waits, Sting,
Aaron Neville, and Van Dyke Parks; Stay Awake: Various
Interpretations of Music from Vintage Disney Films, with
Bonnie Raitt, Los Lobos, Sun Ra, Michael Stipe, and Branford Marsalis; and Weird Nightmare: Meditations on Mingus, with Elvis
Costello, Charlie Watts, Keith Richards, and Henry Rollins. He
assembled these albums the old-fashioned way: one-on-one with the
artists, and not through aclose encounter with afax machine.
Willner is currently producing Lou Reed's next album andfinishing
up aspoken-word discfeaturing the stories of Edgar Allen Poe as read
by the likes ofReed, Marianne Faithfull, and Gabriel Byrne. (He's
also produced two volumes of Warner Bros.' The Carl Stalling
Project—a musical history of the man who scored hundreds of classic
Looney Tunes cartoons.) How is Willner able to turn out tribute records
that sound like music and not like product? And what does he think
of the trend that he started? That's what Iwanted to find out.

HAL W ILLNER, PIONEER OF THE TRIBUTE ALBUM, TALKS WITH ALLEN ST. JOHN
Allen St. John: How did you get started doing tribute records?
Hal Willner: With the first two—the Rota and the Thelonius
Monk record—I didn't mean to really do aseries. They were
sort of natural projects. It wasn't an entirely new thing. At
the Newport Jazz Festivals, for years George Wein used to
do Evenings of Duke Ellington music with different artists.
And remember those Woody Guthrie Carnegie Hall concerts
that came out in the '70s? Initially Ijust wanted to do an
album of Nino Rota music—a Sketches of Rota with one
artist—but somehow that didn't pan out. And when Rota
passed away, Ihad this fantasy of Carla Bley doing 81
/,
2
Jackie
Barr doing Amarcord, David Amram doing Satyricon, and William Fisher arranging amedley of IVitelloni and Nights of
Cabina. The music was perfect for that sort of approach, but
that was an extension of my original idea.
St. John: So it was initially going to be alow-profile project?
Willner: Initially. Then, while Iwas working on it—I have
this office at NBC Saturday Night Live—Deborah Harry and
Chris Stein came in, saw this Nino Rota paraphernalia, and
told me how much they loved Rota. Iwas thinking about
who would do La Dolce Vita, so it was anatural to ask them.
It was originally ajazz-based record, but it changed with their
presence on it. This was during the "Tide is High" period,
so they were huge. And that got the album in all the rock
press—attention that normally wouldn't have happened.
St. John: But you stayed awayfrom the temptation ofgoingfor an
all-star team.
Willner: Ithought it was important to me to have amixture of really established people and people you haven't heard
of. It's aphilosophy Icontinued with, which Idon't think
many other people are doing. On that Nino Rota album, it
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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The Polygraph Test
The WireWorld Comparator
nce every generation
or so, science
amazes us
all by revealin
anew method for
determining the truth.
And so it is with the
WireWorld Interconnect
Comparator,* the truth serum
for audio cables.
Finally, all the old
nagging controversies can be
put to rest. "Which
interconnect tells more of the musical
truth?" Settled. "Is there any difference at
all between interconnect cables?"
Obviously. "Can the value of cables be
proven under double-blind test conditions?"
Certainly!
The WireWorld Interconnect
Comparatortm is an audiophile-grade
switching device which facilitates
double-blind comparisons between
two pairs of interconnect cables or
.
).
!,
f
a
ingt
between one pair of cables and a
reference bypass. It provides the shortest,

cleanest signal path possible, maximizing
your ability to hear even the most subtle
cable differences. The design is so elegant
and direct that even the bypass utilizes
less than asingle inch of ultra-pure
copper wire. You'll prove as never
before that all interconnects degrade
music signals, and
that the better acable,
the closer it sounds to
the incomparable purity of
adirect connection.
The WireWorld
Comparator"" is ascientific tool, essential to
clear assessments of interconnect performance
which lead to the advancement of music
reproduction. We're confident that our
Comparators will lead to better decisions,
including many in favor of our own
critically-acclaimed WireWorld cables.
Audition the Interconnect Comparatoe and our other new device,
the Powercord Comparator*, at your GycalWireWorld Dealer.
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Reference Standard Audio •Digital •Powercord •Video, S-Video and RGB Video Cables
International Distributor of PROGOLD advanced contact conditioning treatment
3230 Griffin Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33312 305-962-2650 •Fax 305-962-2603
Canada: Pro-Acoustics, 145 Barr # 11, Montreal, Quebec H4T 1W6 •514-344-1226 •Fax 514-344-4760
Mexico: Sismex S.A. de C.V., Universidad 613, Col. Del Valle 03100 •525-605-8200 •Fax 525-688-7922
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Produced by Hal Willner

I

CAME TO MUSIC IN THE LATE '605 AND EARLY '70S, WHEN A

COMMERCIAL FM STATION WOULD PLAY DYLAN IN THE AFTERNOON,
LED ZEPPELIN IN THE EARLY EVENING, THEN HENDRIX OR BEEFHEART,
ORSON WELLES RADIO SHOWS AT MIDNIGHT, AND ORNETTE COLEMAN
AND COLTRANE AT TWO. THAT TOTALLY MADE SENSE TO ME.

was Bill Frisell's first recorded appearance. It was one of Wynton and Branford Marsalis's first sessions. Then there were
veterans like Carla Bley, David Amram, and Steve Lacy.
St. John: Where did that Rota album lead?
Winner: That was my very first album—I was 24, 25—and
Ithought Iwas going to be getting more work as aproducer.
And when Iwould go to meetings and people would ask me
what ideas Ihad, Ihad no intention of continuing with that
type of record. In 1984, Iattended afew tribute concerts for
Thelonius Monk, who had just passed away, and Igot really
upset at the way his music was being treated.
St. John: Really parochial?
Willner: It was people like Oscar Peterson—people who
didn't belong there. Inever considered Monk ajazz artist
per se. If you look at his compositions, they're structured like
pop tunes. Some of the biggest Monk fans are not jazz musicians. Iwondered, Why isn't Donald Fagen here? Why isn't
NRBQ here? Ihad this idea of doing my kind of tribute to
Monk. It's the only album in the series that Iwould say is
an absolute, true tribute record. The intention of the other
ones was to try and make agreat record. But Ireally wanted
to do aproper tribute to Monk.
St. John: Was it easy to recruit people?
Willner: At that particular time, no one else was doing
records like this. The record labels saw it as afeather in the
artist's cap, and for the artists it was achance to do something new. Iraised some money myself for the Monk, and
Irecorded four tracks on my own—one with Donald Fagen
and Steve Kahn, one with NRBQ, one with Joe Jackson, and
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

asession with Chris Spedding and Peter Frampton. A&M
picked it up, and that album was pretty successful, especially
in Europe, so people kept asking me, "Who's next?" So it
seemed like Ihad aseries going.
St. John: Why did you choose Kurt Weill?
Willner: Iwanted to learn about his music, which Iwasn't
an expert on. And Ithought his music would work with this
kind of approach.
St. John: How would you describe your approach?
Winner: Iproduce all the sessions myself, work with all the
artists closely, and end up with arecord like the Weill record where you have Sting and Charlie Haden and Carla Bley
and Marianne Faithfull and John Zorn and Lou Reed and
Aaron Neville and Todd Rundgren and Van Dyke Parks—a
mixture like that all playing asimilar body of work.
St. John: A pretty eclectic group of artists. ..
Willner: To me it wasn't that eclectic. When Istarted listening
to records, it was the period of the Beatles' White Album.
And that went from hardcoie to avant-garde to schmaltz—
kind of its own little vaudeville. Like an Ed Sullivan show.
St. John: Do you see your records as being educational?
Willner: It can work on alot of levels. A Sun Ra fan can pick
up the album and hear the Replacements. And somebody
can pick up an album to hear aparticular artist and learn about
the composer's work. Classicaljazz, rock—I think all that
stuff can exist in the same place. That's where Icame to music.
Iwas lucky enough to catch late-'60s and early-'70s FM
radio, where acommercial station would play Dylan in the
afternoon, Led Zeppelin in the early evening, then Hendrix
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Dances with Wolves
(without Arcam sound)
Ssssssccccccchhhh! What was that? The rumble of abuffalo
stampede? Or your Indian takeout getting friendly with your

(With aproperly implemented Dolby Pro Logic system, you'll
feel like the stampede is in your living room).

lunch?

Second, nobody (but nobody) knows more about sound than

If you're not absolutely sure, don't hit rewind.

It's time to be

brave. Forget your reservations and join the rest of civilisation.

Arcam. Ask any music buff. Our no-nonsense approach to sonic
excellence is legendary.

It's time to discover Home Cinema.

Third, the Xeta One integrated amplifier is not only the first

If the thought of getting into concepts like Near Instantaneous
Companded Audio Multiplex makes your scalp tingle, relax.

step to asuperb (and remarkably future-proof) Home Cinema
System. It is also the kiss of life for any music system you happen

Forget the jargon. You don't need to

to own. Because the Xeta One happens

know what Dolby Pro Logic does to

to be one of the best hi-fi amplifiers

enjoy it. There are just four things

money can buy.

you need to remember.

Finally, you can hunt high and low,

First, sound is the most important
factor in your Home Cinema System.

but you won't find abetter way to
The New Xeta One Home Cinema Amplifier

spend $1,900*.

'Suggested US retail price $1,900.

ARCAM
-

--Audial4influx-Corporation—
IMPORTERS OF AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS

For more information about the Arrant Xeta One CD player and the name of your nearest dealer, please complete and return this coupon lo us.
In addition, if you would like independent reviews of any of our hi-fi equipment, please state which products and we'll be happy to send you the relevant material.
Audio Influx Corporation PO Box 381, Highland Lakes, New Jersey 07422. Or telephone (201)764-8958 Fax: (201) 764-8479
1am interested in reviews on (please state product(s)):
First Name(s)

Last Name

Address

Zip Code

In United Kingdom and the rest of the world: Amain, Pembroke Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS 9PB, England. Tel: (44) 01223 440964 (24 hours) Fax :(44) 01223 863384.
In Canada:

,,./9111r1MO

Audio Ltd, 101 Hanlan Rd., Woodbridge, Onurio L4L 3P5 Tel: (905) 850 7511
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"Arcane and "Xeta" are registered trade marks of Audi Cambridge Ltd. "Dolby" and "Dolby Pro Logic" arc registered trade marks of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

St. John: What about the Mingus record?
Willner: Icame up with the idea ola house band. As far as
compositional things, there were only two: Elvis Costello's
"Weird Nightmare" and Keith Richards doing "Lord, Don't
1)rop that Atomic Bomb On Me."
St. John: Did you have the same kind of cornerstonesfor the Rota
record?
Willner: That was probably the most innocent. Iwas just
starting out—I didn't really know what Iwas doing. The
album sort of sequenced itself. It was kind of alow-budget,
simplistic album, and in aweird way it's probably the
best one.
St. John: How has the tribute craze affected you?

or Beefheart or Velvet Underground; then they'd play Orson
Welles radio shows at midnight, then Omette Coleman and
Coltrane at two. That totally made sense to me.
The ultimate thing is, I'm trying to make areally great
listening experience—something that has aflow and ajourney
and takes you from here to there. Like the records that
attracted me to record making—Sketches of Spain, A Love
Supreme, the White Album.
St. John: Do you map out the records in advance?
Willner: Iususally go into one of these records with five
strong ideas, and Isee where it goes. Then other ideas would
come. People would get in touch with me on the right day,
and just on instinct Iwould bring them into the project.

M

OST TRIBUTE ALBUMS SEEM PHONED-IN.

St. John: What were the five strong ideas on Stay Awake?
Willner: Ringo. The first idea Ihad was for "When You Wish
Upon aStar," based on "Goodnight" on the White Album.
Sun Ra doing "Pink Elephants on Parade" was adefinite.
Harry Nilsson, "Zip aDee Do Dail." Yma Sumac doing "I
Wonder"—that's more than five—and Aaron Neville doing
"Mickey Mouse!'
St. John: On Monk?
Willner: NRBQ doing "Little Rootie Tootie," Carla Bley
doing "Mysterioso," Donald Fagen doing "Reflections," Dr.
John doing "Blue Monk!'
St. John: On Kurt Weill?
Willner: Sting's "Mac the Knife!' Van Dyke Parks doing
"Johnny Johnson"; Marianne Faithfull's "Ballad of the Soldiers Wife" was adefinite.

Willner: I've been pulling back abit. One of the reasons is
that, when Istarted, no one was doing it. On the last album,
we had trouble getting clearances, which was anew experience for me. You call the label and say, "I want Aaron
Neville," and they say, "He was on the Leonard Cohen one,
and ..." That's alittle odd.
St. John: What do you think about the other tribute albums you've
heard?
Willner. Most of the [tribute] albums I've heard don't interest
me They seem to be phoned-in. They get people to do something, and then they hire their own production people Some
of them are all-indie. Some of them are all-superstar. Ican
understand that some of these records are made for charity,
and that's why they want to sell millions of records. But that's
not where mine are coming from at all.
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The art of mechanics has become arare expertise in this digital age.
Pierre Lurie knows that mechanical integrity is the very heart of a
source. Introducing the MEPHISTO, the KREATURA and
the DAMNATION CD transports from AUDIOMECA.
The perfect relationship between design and physics.

MEPHISTO
CD DRIVE $3095

KREATURA
CD DRIVE $1795
Also mailable
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U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services Tel.: 1-800-663-9352 Fax: (514) 493-454
Canada: Plurison Tel.: (511) 493-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547
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UDIOPHILES C
AN
Over the past seven years, more than 100,000 audiophiles from over 160 countries
got hi-end audio 8, video gear at low, mail-order-direct prices from Audio Advisor. We offer
ahuge selection of highly recommended gear and accessories, and everything is backed by our
exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call us Toll-Free at 1-800-942-0220 for
low prices and friendly, expert audio advice.
"Dial-In" Your Home Theater System
With The Reference Video Stcricla-cl Disc
3roockusters and video technicians
from Hollywood to Hong
Kong use Referenre
Recording's Video Standard
loser disc to optimize frontand dirett-view video projection systems Easy to use, with
clear instructions. Reference
Recordings Video Standard
byes disc only 569 95

Stop Coble Distortion With Digital
Noise Blockers

System Enhancer by Audio Purist Design
The world's first total system burn-in treatment,
System Enhancer wos designed as a
cable burn-in (D—until experts
discovered is improves the whole
system. "Everyone I
know who's tried the
disc has heard obig difference," reports Sam
Tellig. PAD System
Enhancer (DR 5149.95

Tune Up Your Ears With Chesky's Ultimate
Demo Disc, Only $14.95!

Improve Digital Systems 8 Reduce System
Background Noise With Elfin Polarity Tester

Cheeky Retords Ultimate
Demo Disc will dramatically
improve your listening
skills. Cued by the
announcer, you'll discover
what reviewers mean by
sronsparency, depth, resolu
lion, midrange purity, and
more. Chesky Ultimate
Demo CD $14.95

The Ellie electronirolly senses correct electronic grounding,
so you con easily fine-tune your system's
grounding for less noise 8cleaner
sound. Revert-mended by
Stereophile's J. Gordon
Holt! Elfix
polarity
tester 529.95

"Way Recommended" Grado Headphone

Best Selling Grado SR80 Headphone

"Class B" Rated Sennheiser HD580s

Reduce drool noise ond RF
hterfererre with Blockers
noise absorbers. For audio
interconnects, digital
cables, 8power cords.
Makers: 514.95/K
31 12.95/pr

"The clarity and power of
dime budget Grades is just
totally unheard
of in this price ronge,"
reports Stereophile's Corey
Greenberg. "Way recommended!" Grado SR-60 Heves headphones
with 6h cord and mini-plug adopter, only 569.00

Grado's SR80 sounds
feasures alarger, mare
comfortable ear piece,
than SR-60 for better
boss and smoother
overall sound Great for
both porsobles or honre stereo applirotions.
Grado SR-80 headphones with 6h cord, only 595.00

"Ultra-smooth, ultrodetailed
open-back dynomir headphones
with full, extended low frequencies, reports Stereophile,
"they're John Atkinson's refererne" Sennheiser HD580
headphones, reg 5349, now
only 5299.95"

Monster X-terminator Locking Bananas

Michael Green AudioPoint Cone Isolators

AuchoQuest Energy Absorbing CD Feet.

Best Value AudioQuest Big Feet Isolators.

Tighten loose speaker
rable connections wish
Monster Cable's R-termipica expanding/ locking
speaker cable banana
(minute. Monster Xterminators: One pair: 529.95;
Two pairs 555.00; row pairs: 599.90

Solid milled brass with geometry to
maximize energy transfer characternth, Poims come with special disc to
protert wood or tile surfacesAudio

The perfect upgrade for (D players, and 0/A converters,
AudioCluest sorboshane, 2" by 5/8"
CD Feet improve loser focus,
and 'Nome better imaging
and bass by keeping harmful
vibrations out of she component rhossis. AudioCluest CD
Feet 539.00/set of four.

Isolate digital, peony, power omp, and laser disc players
from image-distorting vibrations with Audio0uesEs Big
Feet. These large, 15" by 7/8" fee
have terse the energy-absorbing sorbothane os CO Feet
yes cost only 50% more!
AudioCuest Big
Feet, 559.95/set
of four.

Sumiko Reference CD Stabilizer Bands

CD Stoplight Green Paint Pen

Mode of energy-absorbing
Hamm, Sumiko's Reference
bonds stabilize CDs while
they spin improving readability and sound quality.
Ref emote Bonds
12-pack 517 95,
50-park 175.00

An easy-to-apply, vast effective way
to improve CD sound by reducing loser light leakage
Simply apply Stoplight to the edge of all your CDs.
Rerommended by leading audiophile moos.
CD Stoplight Pen 514.95 ea, 3, SI 195 ea

Save With Premium "No-Nome" Rice'
Paper Record Sleeves
.1111111111h.
Last year we discovered these
high quality 3-ply anti-statir rice
paper LP/loser disc record
sleeves which look like copies
of the famous Dismrsher V.R.P
sleeves. Knock-offs? We're not
sure. No-name rice paper
sleeves 50 per SI 9.95

Our "Big Problem" Electronic
Connection Cleaner/Enhancer.
PmGoid cleans 8enhances metal conduoivity
of RCAs Gspeaker cables, and is used in highsped computers, oero-spoce gear, even by
NASA. Our problem? It's not expensive
enough fa ,oudiophiles to take seriously—
'slough it's probably the best clean-enhancer
in the world! ProGold G5 spray 514.95
Blu-Tock Speaker-toSpeaker Stand Coupling
Compound

-

AudioPoints for Electronics:
549.95/set of 3; Two sets: 590.00
AudioPoints for Loudspeakers:
579.95/set of 4; Two sets: 5149.90

Point
,
-

Protest
Disc

Demagnetize CDs With Bedini CD
Clarifier—And Save $40!

larky Blu-lork is are-usable adhesi. compomd found to do an metiers job of coupling speakers to
strmds. One 125" by 4.5" slob treats
one pair of speakers. Blu-Tack, one
slab 59.95, two slabs 517.00
EVERYTHING you need to know about buying 8
enjoying high end audio gear—for beginner,
8experienced listeners alike!
Robert Harley, Editor of
SleFeophile, tells you what you
need to know to berome abetter
listener and beset-buyer of quality
high-fidelity gear Discover how to
gel the best sound for your money;
idernity weak links in your system,
and upgrade where it will do you the
most good; and how so get maximum
performance from equipment you
already no's. The Complete Guide
To High-End Audio, by Robert Harley,
pap lbark, 480 pages, 529.95; hordcover 39 05

(D Clarifier removes the eleorastasic rhorge
that builds up between the (D's metal foil
8plastic loyers. "Does it work?" In a
word, yes," reports Mike McCall in
Positive Feed bad, 1find the results
quite appealing." Bedini CD
Clarifier was 575, now 34.95
Good Sound by Laura Dearborn. An easy-lo-read
non-technirol introduclion to high-end audio with valuable
informalion on choosing the right equipment, system setup, maintenance instruction, exlensive section on analog
gear, and mush more 412 pages, paperback, 512.95
The Audio Glossary by J.
Gordon Holt. In this dictionary/glossary, Stereophile's
founder and rhief editor,
Gordon Holt, explains more
1900 technical audio
Paperback, 152 pages,
Limited edition hardco.,. I
52 poges, 529.95

Exorcise Your System's
Magnetic Demons With
Gryphon Exorcist
Gryphon Exorcist system enhancer sends a
34-second pulse through the system remesing degroding residual magnetism 'When
you listen afterword, you'll be shocked' says
Stereophile's Johnathan Scull. Gryphon
Exorcist system enhanrer 5149.95
The Master Handbook of Acoustics. Everything you
wonted to know about acoustics—but didn't know who so
osk. This classic source book rovers everything from the basics of
sound to the lest in room
treatments Paperback, 366
pages, 521.95
Handbook For Sound
Engineers. Everything you
ever wanted so know about
audio—and more! Acomplete
encyclopedia on the technology
of sound for the designer,
reviewer, engineer or audiophile
who want asingle reference
book. Hardcover, 1,506 pages, 599.95

German-Made Locking Bananas Now Cost
Less Than X-Terminators!
These premium Germon -made WET
0645 gold-plated exponding, locking
angled banana plugs now cost less than
Monster Coble's Lterminalors!
Arcepts speaker sables up to 10 go.
WET 0645 angled banana plug, ses
of four, was 570, now 549.95/set
New "Build Your Own Home Theater" Book. The
do-it-yourselfer's guide to the ultimase audio/video experience with everything you need to know Paul building
your own home healer system including
designing the syssem,
fining your room,
Brie
Dolby vs THX--rovering systems from 51,500
to 515,000. Find out
where so put ahome theater system w/o buying a
new house. Learn tips,
techniques, and buying
strategies for turning ordiwer
nary systems into something
extraordinary. Paperback,
200 poem SI 695

No Other Source Offers So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories
In the US—or Canada—Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100.
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New Low Price Seismic "CD" Sink, Only $149.95

Save $30 On New Mission lsoPlat Isolation Platform

Bright Star Audio Big Rock 3Isolation Platform

Reviewers reporto Seismic Sink is
equivalent to the "full upgrade
of ocomponent." New low
priced (D Sink, features the
silicone-fluid 8air-filled isolation bladders isolation as the more expensive Sinks-for (D players, transports, D/As, en. New Seismic "CD" Sink, for gear under 25 lb, 5149 95"

Abest-selling isolation platform in England, leaf has a17" wide by 115"
deep vinyl-covered platform mode of non-resonont MDF material, 84energy.
absorbing Sorbaihane feet.
Holds up lo 30 lbs.
Imported horn England.
Mission IsoPlot leg
SIN, now only 69.95"

Bright Star Big Rock 3is acompact isolation platform
designed to fit inside most Target, Stondesign,
and other metal audio rocks-only 18.5"
by 15" by 2" toll. The most highly recommended component isolation shell on the
morket! Bright Star Big Rock 3dork
granite finish, only 125 00'

IIIMILBestqelling Digital Converters 8. Digital Filters From Audio Alchemy
NEW DT1•Plus Digital Filter, Only $249.95
New

Hein
anti-liner
filter is
designed
for audiophiles who want advanced hitter reduction for
CD players, but don't need fancy AES/EBU or AT&T ins or
outs. Some sped os the new DTIv10-at 1/2 the price!
Audio Alchemy DTI•Plus digital mender filter, for CD
players only, regular 5295, now 249.95

NEW DTI v2.0 Digital Filter Only $4991
-'-vorlUchemy

Experience the remarkable anti-jitter performance of
the DTI•Pro--at aInaction of the price! New DTI 02.0
similar anti-liner circuit, but with/out OTI•Pro's DSP chip.
3inputs-coax, ASS/ERA, and optical, and 4outputs.
Alchemy DTI u2.0 jitter filter, reg 5599, now 499"

SAVE On DTI•Pro 32 Anti-Jitter Filter
.
9.2/1.1ch erns y

NEW DAC•Man D/A $30
Off, Only $129!

NEW HDCD D/A Converter Only 5699!

The worlds lowest
price outboard
D/A-with
TARA Labs cableshas specs 8performanre
better than S400 0/As of three
years ago. Features odvanced new Crystal Semiconductor
44330 D/A chip. Alchemy DAC•Man D/A converter,
regular 5159, now 129 00

DAC-in-the-Box D/A Still Only $1991
Alchemy's
Dein.
henry
Ihe-box
(DIM has
18-bit lad dei-OSO processor with both coaxial and optical digital
inputs, 8outboard power supply. Recommended for (D
player, video laser disc, 8cable DMX upgrades. Audio
Alchemy DITB D/A converter, reg. 5259, now 5199.00"

Save $60 On Advanced DDEvl.1
`u°,'"Alchemy

Next generation jitter correction oath DTI•Pro 32% incredible hvo-sloge digital filler F. 32-bit OSP data enhancer.
(social, ADS/SEA, Toslink 8glass inputs; coax, AES/EBU,
AT&T outputs. DTI•Pro 32, reg. SI,595, now S1,49995"

The DDEvl .1 has built-in DTI-type anti-jitter stage, world's
find Passive DE/Integrator stage, hybrid op-amps/Class A
diurete output stage, 2digital inputs &outboard power supply. Alchemy DDIv1.1 0/A, reg 5459, now 5399.00"

Unbeatable 'Alchemy D/A+DTI Combo Deals
#1. Audio Alchemy NW .1 D/A processor with Audio
Alchemy OTI•Plus digital anti-liner filter, regular 5790,
now 59995"

New DDEv3.0 lakes digital technology one step further,
with the Pacific Microsonics HDCD digital filter for HOOD
discs! Anew dual-mono output offers unmatched clarity 8
focus. Coax &optical inputs, digital 8analog outputs 8
more! Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A, reg 5799, now 5699"

92. Audio Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A processor with Audio
Alchemy DTIv2.0 digital onti-jiner filter regular 51,398,
now 51,098'
113. Audio Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A processor with Audio
Alchemy Diem 32 digital onti.jilter filler 032-bit DSP
enhancer, reg. 52,394, now S1,995.00'

$99 Off New DDSIII CD Transport

Unbeatable 'Alchemy Drive Package Deals

Ihn outstanding
new (D
transport
horn Audio
Alchemy
features a
highly intelligent Sony loser drcrwer assembly and low jitter output stage shock-mounted in osteel chassis. Audio
Alchemy DDSIII CO transport, reg. 5699, now 59995"

Audio Alchemy Digital Drive III CD transport with
Audio Alchemy DDEv1.1 D/A processor, regular
51,194 DO, now 949.95»

#3. Audio Alchemy Digital Drhe Ill
tronsport with
Audio Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A processor, and DTIv2.0 digital anti-jitter filter, reg. 52,197, now 51,695.00'

Upgrade DT1•Pro, DDEv1.1 IL v3.0 With
Power Station 3

Upgrade Your DDEv1.0, DDE+, or DUB
D/A With 'Alchemy PS-1 Power Supply

Improve the clarity,
focus, 8imaging of the
Diner°, DDEv1.1 an
DDEv3.0 with the new
Power Station 3(PS31 high current power supply PS3 has
many times the current of the regulor power supply &
extra filters to remove RE 8digital line noise PS3 reg
5259, now 169.95

Improve the bass and imaging of the
DDE-series or DITE D/As with
Alchemy's PS-I high current
upgrade power supply. Sam Tellig
says "the separate power supply
makes the 10011 sound more
dynamic "Audio Alchemy PS1high current upgrade power supply, regular 579, now 59.95

42. Audio Alchemy Digital Drive III CD transport vrith
Audio Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A processor, regular 51,498,
now S1,195 M0'

Save On Best-Selling Audio, Video, And Digital Cables/Connectors
SAVE On New TARA Prism 22 Audio Interconnects. Excellent choice for
budget systems, or wherever you need along, low-price cable. Phose-coherent
with natural harmonics. Gold R(As. Pairs: 0.6M S24.95; IMM 2995; 1.5M
37.95; 10M 45.00; 10M 62.50; 4.0M 79.00; SOM 95.00
SAVE $49 On New TARA Quantum 66 Interconnects! Outstanding new
unshielded solid core audio interconnect ideal for CD p'oyers, amp-io-preamp
connections, tube equipment-and more. Delivers precise detail and natural
harmonics. Gold R(As. Pairs: 0.616 reg 589, now 45.00; 1.0M reg 598, now
49.95; I.5M reg S109, now 59.95; 10M reg 5119, now 69.95
Straightwire flexconnect DAudio Interconnects. Unique coaxial design
with Teflon insulation over an OF( copper inner braided shield for extremely
quiet background with outstanding depth. Gold phono plugs installed with silver
solder. Pairs: 0.5M 529.95; IMM 33.95; I.5M 38.95; 2.061 4395; 3.0M 53.95
Straightwire Laser-link II Audio Interconnects. Based on Maestro technology, laser Link has asymmetrical coaxial design with coated ON( copper,
and Teflon foam insulation for aworm, engoging, musical sound. Pains: M5M
S49.95; 1.0M 59.95; I.5M 74.95; 2.0M 88.95; 10M 11195; 5.0M 16195
Cordes Audio 300B Micro Twin Interconnects Sale. The sweetest &
smoothest cable near the price; highly recommended for CD players 8amps or
rumps from Japan or Adcom. Pairs: M5M reg 5100. now 79.95; 1.0M reg
5116, now 99.95; 1.5M reg 5146, now 129.95; 3OM reg 5336, now 29995
TARA Quantum IV audio interconnect-the sonic replacement for the
legendary 8highly recommended TARA Pandora "S"-vdth solid core Space 8
Time conductors, now at low, low closeout prices! Pairs: M6M was 5155, now
89.95; 1.0M was $175, now 99.95; 1.5M was $232, now 119.95
Stroightwire Rhopsody II Audio Interconnects. Unique helically'
entwined twin-coaxial design for both balanced 8unbalanced usage--Teflon
insulation, polymer-coaled OFHC copper, and more. Robust, ID sound. Pairs,
0.5M 5107.95; IMM 12995; I.5M 159.95; 2.0M 188.95; 3MM 24195
TARA Quantum Studio audio interconnect-the sonic upgrade for the
legendary 8highly rerommended TARA Pandora 'S"-with solid core Space 8
Time conductors. Abestsellers the For Easl, now at low closeout prices! Pairs,
OMM was 5275, now 149.95; ION was 5295, now 169.95; 1
.5M now 229.95
Highly Recommended Cordon Quadlink-5 Interconnects. New, improved
edition of aclassic cable offering outslonding smoothness 8harmony balance,
plus exceptional bass. Terminated with world's finest Cardin gold Ms. Pairs:
0.5M S159.95; 1.0M 19995; 1.5M 249.95; 2MM 299.95; 10M 39995
Stroightwire Maestro II Audio Interconnects. Top.rated Maestro is one
of the finest coaxial cables. Each copper strand is polymer insulated to control
signal flow and deliver details 8music subtleties that are normally missed.
Pairs, 0.5M 5195.00; I
MM 275.00; ISM 355.00; 2.0M 435MO: 3.0f6 595.00
We ship to all 50
totes and around
the world by air
parcel post ond
oir freight.
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The Latest Deals In High End Speaker Cables

Monster Cable Premium TV Splitters

New TARA RS( Prime 500 Speaker Cable. New law price highly trans.
parenl 8neutral sounding cable with RS( conductors. Excellent for both biwired and ran-hi-wired applirotions. 'Pikes indiraled, Regular price/Our price.
Length Single-Wired
Iii.Wired
length Single-Wired
Bilered
6h
5118/9500 $236/16995
8h
5144/115.00 S288/199.95
10h 5170/135.00 5340/24995
12h 5196/155.00 5392/299.95

The weakest link in home theater systems is the
spline, that dindes video signal from cable or sold lites. Monster's new premium splitters measurably
lower video loss for superior video performance.

New TARA MC Prime1000 Speaker Cable. Remarkable new RS( table
rleverly engineered for single-roble bi-wired terminations. Extremely transomens, neutral,
F. superb bass.

--darismar
'Prices indicaled Regular price/Our pr -ce.
length Single-Wired
Single-Bi-Viired length Singlellfired
6ft
10h

5147/127.50
5219/19995

5167/149.95
5239/219.95

811
12h

Single-ellfired

S184/167.50 5204/185.00
5245/219.95 5265/249.95

TARA Phase II/TFA Speaker Cable Closeout. The only cable that's been
continuously on Stereophile's"Recomn•ended Components' list since 1988.
"(lass Asound for obudget prise," say Skreophilis Dick Okher. -This has to
be the greatest bargain in cable Iknow of."Pairs: 6ft was $130, now 59.95;
Eft was 5160, now 69.95; 12h was $225, now 79.95; 15h now 99.95

'Prices ore for stereo pairs with spode or pin terminations. For bananas add 520
per sel of four Ai rabies covered by our exclusive 30.day satisfaction guarantee.

High Performance Video Cables.
Condos High Speed Video (able. Aunique design featuring multi-stranded
Golden-Section conductors, Teflon insulation, 100% braided shield, 8solid
milled Crudes gold/rhodium R(As. D5M reg 558, now 49.95; I
DM reg S78,
now 569.95; I.5M reg 598, now 89.95; 3.0M reg 5158, 149.95
Monster Cable Silver Video Cables. Fealuring polished center silver rondudor, l47 election polyethylene insu (lion, double-layer shield, 8premium
Monster Coble 241( gold Turbine or SANS ronnectors.
Monster Coble MI 000V Silver Video-with Monster Turbine REAs. D5M
529.95; I
M39.95; I.5M 49.95; 2M 64.95; 4M 99.95; 6M 139.95;13M 169.95
Monster Cable MI 0005V SVHS Video--with Manner SUS DIN. M5M
539.95; I
M54.95; 1.5M 69.95; 2M 84.95; 4M 149.95; 6M 199.95

Monster Coble S52RF one-to-two way cable TV
splitter, 511.95
Monster Coble SS3RF one-to-three way
cable TV spliner, 513.95
Monster Coble 554RF one.to-four way
MC 5540C
cable TV spliner, $14.95

WorldRadioHistory
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Recommended Digital Data Cables
al/Mee

Low Price Toslink Fiber Optir Coble, From Audio Alchemy, 1.0M, $19.95
Monster Cable Lightspeed 100 Toslink Fiber Optic Cable. Dui favorite
Toslink fiber opti«able with premium gloss fiber, excellent shielding, and goldplated Monster Cable ends, 1.0M 39.95; 2.0M 49.95, 20h 74.95
Cordes High Speed Connie' Digit.' Data Cable. Exceptionally smooth
sounding digital coax, with gold/rhodium Cordes RCAs, 1.0M only 69.95
New, Improved TARA Prism Coaxial Digital Cable. Stereophile roved
"Excellent resolution of soundstage depth. Smooth treble odds to pleasing analog-like warmth," about on early edition of this cable. New improved-it's
more flexible 8sounds better! I
DM, originally was 5195, now only 09500
Alts Audio AT&T Gloss Fiber Optic Cable. "Four slats,' raved
Stereophile, "Wide, deep soundstage and asmoothly liquid midrange."
Designer Howard Mandell says "the secret's using pure fiber "1MM 5149.95
New, TARA RSC Digital 75 Coaxial Digital Coble. New single ronduclor
ROC design with AERO-PE insulation and tinned copper braided shield, RSC
Digital 75 is highly flexible &works great in longer runs. Very smooth 8analog-like sounding! 1.0M $19500, I
.5M 255.00; 2.0M 299.95; 10M 399.95
Cordes Cross Lightning High Speed Digital Cable. Feoturing new Cordes
Golden Section 5-C conductors in aunique configuration, Cross Digital offers a
remarkably onolog-like digitol performance. 1.0M 5229.95; I.5M 245.00
TARA RSC Digital Generation 1Coaxial Digital Cable. The best al
everything from TARA, including two patented RS( ultra.Mde bandwidth conductors, Teflon insulation, superior shielding, etc. 1DM 5295.00; 1.5M 39100
Audio Alchemy Powered DST Digital Transmission Cable. Uses computer P( network technology to actively tronsmit digital signals between oudio
components. DST system includes Transmitter, Receiver, 1.0M cable, 8outboard
power supply. Accepts Toslink,
AES/EBU 8RCA digital inputs. Outputs to
RCA, BNC, or AES/E8U. Audio Alchemy DST system, reg 5259. now 169.95

Call 1-800-942-0220
1995
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Save On Hard-To-Find Audio/Video Racks 8. Amp Stands
New Justarack "Junior"
Rack As Low As $1351
New Junior rocks hove nfinilety
adjustable 24 wide, 16" deep,
3/4" thick block shelves rigidly
held by 1/2" diameter steel
rads/nuts. Useable spore between
rods O19.5'. Cone point feet ore
included. Some assembly required.
JUSTARACK Junior 30-4,
30lIall ye 4shelves, reg 5160, now 135.001
JUSTARACK Junior 36-5, 5shelves, 36" tall, reg S200,
now only 169 951

Ultra-Rigid TT Racks, As Low As $229.95

Standesign Audio 8. Video Racks Sale

Strong, one•piece welded steel frame
for maximum rigidity.

Target TT2SA: 2e tall with 15
between the 2shelves, regular
5170, now 149.95'

Target TT3: 37 toll with 118"
between the 3shelves, regular
5260, now 229.95'

Target TT3SAr 37 toll with
118 -between the 3shelves,
regular 5230, now 199.95t
Target TT5TSA: 39 -tall with
8.1 1between the 5shelves,
regular 5335, now 299.95t

Target T75: 32" tall with 6.1 between the 5shelves, regular
5350, now 299.95t

SAVE $69-$79 On
Stondesign big screen TV
racks with 20' tall onepiece welded steel
frames, compoele wood
shelves and raster feet
7.5" hgt between shelves.

nsr

-xleineler

JUSTARACK 30-30-toll with 4
shelves, reg 5349, now ..199.95t
JUSTARACK 36, 5shelves, 36' toll, reg 5399, now 349.951
JUSTARACK 42, 6shelves, 42" tall, reg 5449, now 39A951
JUSTARACK 48, 7shelves 48' toll, reg 5499. now 449.009

We're excited to offer these elegant Italian-made metal and
glass audio/video home theater rocks Rocks have polished
steel frames, tempered glass, metal or MDF shelves to hold
large 15s, audio, &video gear beautifully.
$6200 Off Alto Arco Audio Rock:
Beautiful 60' toll rock, five 23" wide by
20" deep gloss shelves with 14" between
the shelves. Reg. $800, now 599.95t
$100 Off Arco TV Rock: 215" toll Arco
holds 3/35" Pis on top
and A/V gear on the
two lower 28" Wby
19.5' Dglass shelves.
Reg S480 now 379 951
Arm IV

All0 dare

Standesign DTV32, ton 28'81' IVs; three 32" W
20" 0shelves, 7.5" reg f299, raw 229.95t

5100 Off Dovide A/V Rack. Cleverly
designed rock with 4perforated metal
shelves holds turntables or up lo 30" Pis on
the 30" Wby 19.5' Dtop shelf. Lower
shelves are 19' Wby 15'0 with 7"
between shelves. New 'cable management"system hides audio cables. Reg.
Deride

ev.k

DIV12, 17' rork

Standesign DTV28, For 25"18' Pis, 3shelves, 28"W
200, reg 5299, now 229.951

Target
39 -toll with 8.1'
between the 5shelves, regular
5395, now 345.00t

Bell'Oggetti Italian Audio/Video Racks

RoomTunes' Racks by
Michael Green Designs
Sturdy racks with 3/C support
rods 8ochustable 23.75" wide by
15.75' deep by 3/4"-thick con
posite wood shelves. Standard finish is chorcoal black. Cone point
feet ore supplied.

Target USA Racks As Low As $149.95
Special km priced audio rocks
improve audio gear performance.

Standesign DTV35, For 35" TVs; three 35" wide by
22" deep shelves, regulor 5349, new 269.95t
Ultra-modem Standesign
Audio Rocks feature oonepiece tilled-bock' welded steel
frame with 14" x18" shelves,
and spiked cone point feet. A
super-strong 2" x3' beam supports all +helves.

5400 '
no* 299 '
951

Matte° A/V Cart Only
$199.95L Mobilize A/V gear with the
Mattes rock. Top MDF shelf holds up to
o20" TV, mid-shelf is 18" Wby 12.5" D,
low shelf is 13" Wby 14.5' D.
Shipped assembled with costars.
Reg. 5300, now 199.951

Design 5Rock. 5shelves, 34"
toll with 6.5" between shelves.
Regulo' 5399, now 349.95t
Design 4Rack. 4shelves, 34"
all vdth 9.5' between the
shelves Reg 5349, now 299.95t

Oman 5Aveiro Relt

Low Price Audiophile Speaker Stands
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New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands

Low Price/High Performance Target Stands

New Target "XL" Stands As Low As $79.95

Target "T" Stands As Low As $99.95

New Siondesign 8E speaker stands feature rigid, one piece
welded steel construction soth urethane pods on top and
spikes on bottorn.

New low price Target SP stands deliver good sound ot obargain ,basement price. SP stands feature one-piere welded
steel frames with two support tubes,
steel top plate stable-IT wide by 9
deep- 'T-shaped base and cone
point feet. Regular price: 580/pair.

New Target Si. Series stands feature one center support leg
bolted to awide and stable 10 wide by 17' deep "H"
shaped base and olot steel top plate.
Spikes 8cone point feet ore standard.

New Target TSeries stands feature 3support legs welded to
an estro wide and stable 14.35" wide by 12" deep "r.
shaped base with oSat steel top
plate. Both top spikes ond bottom
cone point feet included.

Stondesign 111150:
65' by 6.5 -lop plate;
choose IT, 16 -,se 20"
heights, 549 95/pr"

Siandesign
8875

Target SP40 stonds: 16" tall, 7.5'
x7.V top plate, 569.95/pr"

Standesign 8875:
75" by 7.5 -top
plate, choose from
17, 16", 20" or
24 -heights
S69.95/n

I

Target T-40: 16 -toll with 7.5' by
7.5 -top plate, reg 5130, now 115er

Target XL-40: 16" toll with 7.V x
1.5 top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95*

Target SP50 stands: 20 -tall, 6.5 x6.5' top plate, 569.95/pr -

Target T-50: 2E7 toll with 7.5 -by
7.V top plate, reg S130, now 115.00 1*

Target XL-50: 20 1tall with 7.5" o
7.5' top plate, reg S100, now 79.95'

Target SP60 stands: 24 -toll, 6
by 6
-top plate. 569.95/pr"

Target T-60: 24' toll with 7.5-by
7.V top plate, reg SI40, now 11995'

Target XL-60: 24 -tall with 73" x
7.V top plate, reg 5100, now 7985'

6.r

Target T-70: 28 -tall with
by
6.8 top plate, reg S140, now 119.95'
115.00**

World's Largest Selection Of Premium Vacuum Tubes, &Tube Life Extenders

Save On Golden Dragon

Tube Coolers Increase Tube Life!

Precision Audio Tubes

Spetiolly treated copper fins remove excess heat to double
or triple tube Net Cooler tubes last longer, 8sound better.

Developed by Brnsh audiophiles and
engineers formerly w/tube greats MO
Volve, Mullord, etc, all models hove special features to make them sound great.
Now available with gold pins for improved performance "LN" =ultro•low
noise tube for phono [replications.
"M/P" =matched pair
raba
5
,
undard 41/P Gold% Coif

Power Amp Tube Coolers:
Specify diameter with order:
1-9 $11.25 each, 10+ 9.95ea
Preamp Tube Coolers:
For 6018, 12007, etc tubes.
I955.50 each; 10, 4.99 each
M/P

121117A/12,117/12AUI 16.00 39.95 19.95 49.95
1.11.1207/12.117/12A11725.00 59.95 29.95 75.00
6018
1995 59.95 29.00 69.95
60.1131.N
34 95 8995 39.95 99.95
Other Golden Dragon Audio Tubes: 12867 $19.95/ea;
99 95/MP; 5AR4 513 00 651761519.95/ea; 65117GT
519 15/no, 549.95/10; 11.34 S55.00/MP; 6188 S119.95/117
S239.95/610; 5881 S49.95/MP; 5109.95/M0; 3008
5349.95/MP, S699.95/60.

I
I
I

Ensemble Tubeson kevlar tube
coolers: S58/pr; 5110/quad

Pearl Cooler,

Dynaclear Tube Socket Cleaning Brushes. Socket
Savers nylon-bristled wire brushes ore specially designed for
safe 8easy cleaning of tube sockets. Includes 2brushes
-one far preamp-size and another for amp-size sockets.
Socket Savers tube socket cleaning brushes, 514.95/set

ç.

_

Rugged US-, Tesla-, And
Russian-Made Power Tubes
While supplies last, gel these highest
grade US GE-, Russian Sovtek-, and
Czech-mode power amp tubes. All tubes
ore precision tested in the US. Pairs and
pods ore closely matched. Rumian tubes
ore copies of early British designs-many
no longer available in the West.
rube
Manufgreure,
Singles Re
65508
Sodom,
29.95 59.90
6550
GE
39.95 99.95
EL34
Tesla
14.95 39.95
8134
Soviek
21.95 69.95
5AR4/G234
lttl/61.65546( Seek
12.95 2995

-

Torgef T.60

Precision-Tested RAM Tubes
Far mony years abehind-the-scene sunpher to
the industry's tube manufacturer, RAM Labs
offers the most complete line of high quality,
precision-test audio tubes on the market.
Tubes ore computer tested then graded for
performance, reliability, 8sound.
hear% Standard
low
Vita use
rube
lobe
Noise
Noise
Ovals
119.95
199.95
59.95
125.00
-

6912
See RAM Labs Tubes, Next Column Over...
7199
Sovtek
2985 49.95 79 95
12AX7WXT
Savtek
14.95 29.95 49.95

Sotkel lover, Sel

69226
..25.00
12.117A
9.95
16.95
12076
9.95
19.95
126076
9.95
19.95
5751A
19.95 29.95
klisc: 128117 17.95; 5604 25.00;

re- "nr.

45.00
42.00
45.00
45.011
55.011
6f0/114 27.00; 59658 19.95

P
OW', Amp tubes

Singles

Poirs

Cods

8417
1134 Chinese
8134 Siemens
6160

35.00
25.00
3985
19 95

7/.50
49.95
79.95
77 50

159.95
99,5
149.95
955,00

Hard-To-Find Analog LP Accessories

The Hunt For A Great Record Brush Is Over

HA
ee,CLt„,..,

Target XL-30: 17' tall with 9.5 -x
95 -top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

Hunt FDA MK6
brush from Englund
has hvo types of
clearing bristles
-long and short-to
clean records twice with lust one poss. The finest record
brush we can findl Hunt IDA MX6. reg 525, now 19.95
qe
eau

Save On Discwasher
V.R.P. Record Sleeves
Save on she most recognized nome
in LP B. loser disc protection. V.R.P
sleeves are 3-ply, onthstatic rice
paper deeves. Set of 20 $1485;
Sel of 60: 534.95; Set of 100:
S55.00; Set of 200 S99.90

Align Cartridges Like A Pro
w/ DB Protrac

Be Sure Of Stylus Force With The Shure
Stylus Force Gauge

DB Systems Prone( lets any amateur
do professional phono cortridge alignments. Highly a«urate vdth any
standard cortridges and radial tonearms.
DB Protroc, reg 535, now 29.95

Shure SFG-2 stylus force gouge occurotel
measures the stylus force for optunum
sound and increased stylus life
Ile last stylus force gouge on
the market! Hurry!
Shure gouge, f5495
New Alchemy MM/MC Phono Stage $1991
Great
`
..›Ich,erny
sounding
compact
outboard
phono stage with adjustable impedance, reostome &actin
for matching with MM or MC phono corl,idges. S/N: >90
dB. THD: <0.1%. RISA' ±0.1 dB. Output: 210 Audio
Alchemy VAC-in-the -loe reg 5259, new 5199.00"

New, Improved QR/DNM Ringmat

New AudioQuest Record Mat

New Creek Phono Stage, only $199!

Imported from England, the
new Ringmai 330 Mk11 is top
rated for improving Iron
sients and boss-says Robert
Deutsch in Stereophile.
OR/DNM Ringmot Mk 11
turntable mat, S74 95

Quiet record noise, and reduce
record warpage with the
AudioCluest Record Mot made
from tacky, energy-absorbing
sorbothane. AO Record
Mat 559.95

New from England is ogoad
sounding comport MM phono
stage, model 0811•13, featuring
high grade discrete comp°.
senti, 8outboard power sup ,
ply. Gaio 37 dB S/N: 85 c18
Creek Audio 0811-8 MM
phono stage, reg 5229 now 199.99

==1/

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor has over 100,000 satisfied customers in 160 countries around the world!

In US or Canada Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 61615-6100
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Unbeatable Analog Bargains!

11111.1mit
Best VPI Turntable Deal EVER?

Half Price Sale On Audio-Technica Professional Tone Arm.

Save $370 On Rega/Blue Point Special Combo

Harry at VPi has done il again! This time Harry teamed up with Gold Aero and
Clear Audio to put together oturntable package including the highly rated VPI
MW-191r turntable, new API TA-2 tonearm, Clear Audio Aurum marina magnet
phono cartridge, and-now here's the surprise-0 built-in Gold Aero d845-series
phono stoge! This package includes everything an audiophile
needs for great sounding LPs, al a
froction of the normal price.
Purchased seperaiely these
items sell for 51,875-you
save 5375! VPI HW-I9 Jr
turntable with arm, cartridge, ved
phono stage, now $1,499.95"

Don't miss this fantasti«loseout from Audio-Tedynica. Model ATP-12T professional
stereo lone arre features infinitely adjustable lonearm height, sealed horizontal
vertical boll bearing pivots, decoupled counterweight shah far arm resonance control, arm lift &arm rest supplied, detachable universal headshell, easy to adjust
stylus force, P. more! Audio-Technica ATP-I 21 arm, was $260. now 129.95"

You've probably heard about Rego's highly recommended Planar 3turntable.
Planar 3includes the excellent R8300
arm which offers 'very goad
detail, depth, midrange
neutrality, ambience,
precision imaging' Stereophile. We odd the
superb Blue Point Special phono cartridge,
which Corey Greenberg says "comes within shouting
distance of the very best". This deal that can't be beat-by anyone-for the pricel
Rego Planar 3turntable complete vrith R8300 arm end Blue Point Special
high output MC phono cartridge, was 51,070, now only $699.95'

M

ATP-121 Specifications: Length, 14.06". Max tracking error: 1
55'. Tracking farce range: 0-5 g. Cartridge weight: 3-23
g. Mounting board thickness:. 01"-I ". Detachable cable 46". Mounting hardware P. template supplied.

r Save Now On The World's Best Record Cleaning Machines And Stip1*
pte1s.1.
-

Save $100 On VPI "Professional" Cleaner.

Save On The "Recommr-nded" Record
Doctor II, Now Only Sli-69.95!

DPI HVV•17 fully automatic cleaning machine is the world's
most thorough LP cleaner with automatic fluid application, and
bi-directional UP cleaning -to insure every bit of dust P. dirt is
removed! 6W-17 is fully enclosed-no splashing and no mess.
All parts are extra-heavy duty, professional grode. The model
11W.1 7"F" includes ocoding fon for continuous cleaning of
hundreds ghundred of LPs-ii LP collector's dream machine!
VPI HW-17F cleaning machine, reg $900, now 79995'
Save $90 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine.

VPI Will
-sham anima corer

Save now on the world's best selling record cleaning
machine, the VPI Del 6.5. Critics praise KW-16.5's rugged
build and superb cleaning power. Apowerful motor spins
LPs while the self-leveling suction tube deep-cleans the
record grooves-your records never sounded so sweet!
The VP! 11W-16.5, reg $450, but order now and we'll
Include 50 high quality anti-static 3-ply rice paper record
deeyes--in all o5490 value-yours for only 5399.95!

Record cleaning is faster geasier with the semi-automatic
Nifty Gritty 1.5 machine. The unique Capstan Record Drive
outomatically rotates nod scrubs the record during fluid
application and vacuum suction-for less mess and dearer
records! tic includes 20 oz cleaning fluid, applicator brush,
and record cleaning marhine.

VPI MW-16,5 w/bonus sleeves, only 5399.951:

Nitty Gritty 1.5 (leaving Kit, reg 5431, now 359.95'

Replacement Cleaning Ports

VPI 'Table Parts/Upgrades

Turntable Drive Belts

NG First applicator brush ......11.95
NG Vacuum-sudion strips 14111.95
VPI 16.5 17 suction tubes .19.95
VPI 16.5 fluid applkolor brush 25.00
VPI 17 fluid croaked« brush 10.00
VPI 16.5 45-RPM adapter kit 59 95

MXIV Upgrade Kit
749.95
HW-I 9acrylic ormboard ....49.95
MW-19 Super ormboord ....99.95
One-piece Delrin clomp
59 95
Regular destroyer
"99.95
MKIV Plotter
'399 95

AR ES-1 belt ...
Rego Planar 2P. 3
VPIHWl9belc
SOTA Belts
VPI TNT drive belts
SOTA Comet Bell

1495
3100
1995
1995
29.95
14 95

Save $70 On Nitty Gritty 1.5 Machine.

Make Records R. Styli
Last & Last With LAST
(lear& prated valuable Ils
and phono cartridge styli with
these highly recommended
fluid treatments. Kits indude
fluid end caulk*, bru,he,

Record Doctor II
cleans like the
expensive
machines vdth fluid applcsalionS vacuum sudionbut cosh less
because you turn
records by hand.
Reoard Donor It
And the new,
improved Record Donor II ir rncommended by leading
audio review magazines-indudieg Stereophiliq
Record Doctor II Cleaning Package: Record Doctor II
vacuum-powered LP cleaning inochine, 4oz cleaning fluid,
fluid applicator brush, SI extra replacement deaning
drips-in all a$205 value-now only $169.95'

LAST #1. New extrastrength record cleaning
solution, 0.5 oz, $29.95
LAST #2. Vinyl-preserving
record treatment formula,
20az 324 95

LAST #3. Regular every day record
cleaning fldid, 2.0 oz, $17.95
LAST 14. Stylus cleaning system w/
1cleaning brushes, .25 oz, $14.95
LAST t5. SPLAST stylus preservative/enhancer, 0.25 oz, 524.95

Clean Power &Protect Gear With Audio &Video Power Line ConditionWr1111.
Power Wedge I16 with 10 outlets los
Power Wedge 114 vdth 8outlets for audio...........'499.00
Power Wedge 113 w/7 outlets for big 1Vs/video .139.00
Power Wedge 112 with 6outlets for oudio...........'389.00
Power Wedge 110 with six hi-current amp outlets '279.00
Power Wedge 122 6outlets for 20-omp devices.. .179.00
Power Wedge RE-1 power enhancer w/AC meter ..'279.00
Power Wedge 1118 new 18 outlet model offering power
conditioning far complete home theater systems'1,279ff 0

Power Wedge Power Conditioners
Power Wedges feature three complimentary technologies
to condition power for enhanced performance in high end
audio
home thecrier systems.

Low Price Power Pack Filters
New low prise Power Pack filters from the makers of
Power Wedges have rugged high-grade industrial.
strength fibers Xfast acting MOO spike suppressors.
Power
Pook II

Audio Power Power Pack II, 6outlet power filler
with 4analog P. 2digital outlets, lost acting MOO spike
protedion, reg. $229, now 19995"
New Audio Power Power Pack V, 12 outlets for
audio &video systems featuring witched &unmatched
groups, heavy duty steelicase, UL approved, 19" rack
mount face, AC power metvr, &more. Regular 5529,
intro price '499.95

Hard-To-Find Acoustic Room Treatment Products
Save On RoomTunes Acoustic Treatments
ConierTunes. Place Corn aunes in ceiling corners to improves highs Osoundstoge Reg $79, now 569.95/sel of 4
SAVE 510 On EchoTun s.
Put on the side walls to create
amore coherent soundsto e.
Regular $45, now 34.95/ r
Saw $39 Ore RoomTun s.
Acoustic panels on awood
buse designed to chapear cd
reflected off speakers Sw Ils
Improves imaging, bass, et
Reg $239, now '199 95/pair

Deluxe RoomTunes

SAVE $30 On
TuneStrip "Early
Reflection" Room
Treatment. Noce
Tunesuips on the side
walls or in the corner
behind the speaker to
improve imoging, focus,
cod detail. 12' Wx48"
Hx3" D Regular $199,
now SI 69.95 "set

Save $30-560 On Easy-To-Install
ASC Flat Traps
New Flat Traps from AS( are 14'
by 36" by 1.5" thick, homemounted, quartz-fabrictovered
acoustic wall panels designed for
home listening rooms. Flat Trops
improve image clarity, definition
overall musicality.
The handy rear bracket
makes installing Flot Traps as
easy as hanging apicture!
AS( Flat Traps Reg $200, now
only $169.95/set of 4, or
5339.90/set of 8

New RPG Acoustic Treatments

RPG RIZ Abflector. Below. New upholstered, fiberglass
insulated pa el which absorbs and
deflects first rden reflections. The
19' W, 47.5 11, 6" thick panel
mounts mil on side walls. RIZ
Abflector is only Sly 00''
RPG Skyli e2D Diffusor.
Shown at rig tThis 74" VI, 14" H,
by 6" thick oriel has ocomplex,
uneven surface to diffuse sound in
any direction Easy to attach with fasteners or adhesives.
Skyline $9900"

/15( Plot Trap

1

RPG GIRD Diffusor.

koom
Treated Wits,
8Plot Trap,

Call Toll Free To Order:

Software For Acoustics
Scientifically determine the 01111
mum room placement for you
speakers with this highly me
rote-no progroming experience
required! Listening Prog-am
for DOS $4900 New Mormosli
version $55.50

At left. Handsome while birch
3RD Diffusors distributes both
direct and reflected sound uni•
formly throughout the room to
brood the listener's sweet spot
23.7" W, 47' H, rD. ORD
Diffusor, 5315.001

Shipping Charges Ground UPS
Arcessaries .1st ilem...495 Extra liemst1.50
'Turntobles/Stonds
12.9514.95
"Electronicsomp rocks, etc
.895
tRocks/Lg stands/Turntables..........16.95.29.95

Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!
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In non-iechricol language, this (lassie
source licak on acoustics movers every
thing banns the basics of sound to the
latest in room treatmenti.
Pope-bark, 452 pgs, $21.95

Sotellite/Subwooler System Set-Up
Program. Discover optimum room placement for 3-piece satellite.subwoofer systems with this easy to use program.
--,
You'll love the improvement!
Woofer-Satellite Program
l'in DOS, 53495

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore ... More"

1-800-942-0220 1
0M

fl

Master Handbook of
Acousics-3rd Edition

Aworld lead rin aroustic treatments for concert halls,
music and re ording studios, RPG now offers new products
specifically dsigned fur home listening rooms.

Hours: Mon•Fri 9:00-7:00 EST, Sal 10:00-3:00
©1995 Audio Advisor, Inc Prices and specifications ore subject to change without notice.

DCPRESS
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Established in
Audio Adyisx Inc. nthe
world's largess seller of high end audio components and orces-caries by direct mad We sell to
all 50 stales, Canada, Mexico, and over 130
foreign count-ion .
Member of the Grand Rapids
Better Budines Sureau sirte 1981. New street
address: 4649 Danvers Si, Kentwood, MI, 49511.
Sales phone line 616-975-6100. Administration
phone: 616-975-6103. FAX line: 616-975-6111.
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The Best High-End Show
in the World is coming to
New York!
The Best High-End Show in the World will have

2count 'ern 2Trade Days!!!
Trade Days

Consumer Days

(Trade Only)

(Consumer er Trade)

May 29-30, 1996

May 31-June 2, 1996

Ves, it's true. The greatest high-end and home theater market in the world will once again have The
1 Greatest High-End Show in the World, sponsored by Stereophile magazine. And high-end audio
and home theater will finally have the home in New York City that they've always deserved.
The Waldorf=Astoria has sturdy walls, high ceilings, wide corridors, magnificent decor, faulous ballrooms, and alocation in New York City—one whole block between Park Avenue and Lexington—that
can't be beat.

You Can't Stand To Miss It!
The best high-end designers will be there, at seminars and in their exhibit rooms. Stereophile editors
will be there to answer your every question. Great music will be there—world-renowned artists whose
concerts are included with the price of admission. Every product you've ever dreamed of auditioning
will be set up for your delectation.

HI
FI
'96

Be there!
Mark the dates now on
your calendar,
and we'll fill in all the
details later.
Be with audiophiles
from around the world!

For exhibitor information contact:
Ken Nelson
Nelson & Associates, Inc.
62 Wendover Road
Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone: (914) 476-3157
Fax:
(914) 969-2746

THE
HOME THEATER &
SPECIALTY AUDIO
SHOW

To register as amember of the
Trade,
contact: Maura Rieland
Phone: (505) 982-2366
Fax:
(505) 989-8791

The Best High-End Show in the World will be at the Waldorf=-Astoria.
WorldRadioHistory
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I
NFINITY
COMPOSITION PRELUDE P-FR LOUDSPEAKER
Robert Harley
Four-way dynamic loudspeaker with integral woofer amplifier. Driver complement:
12" woofer, four 5.25" lower-midrange units, two 4" upper-midrange drivers, 1" softdome tweeter: Crossover frequencies: II0Hz, 350Hz, and 3kHz. Frequency response:
25Hz-20kHz (-6dB at 25Hz); 35Hz-20kHz ±2da Sensitivity: 96dB12.83V/Im (anechoic).
Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Amplifier requirements: 10-150W. Dimensions: 7.5"

/

can't think of two products at further ends of the audio spectrum
than asingle-ended triode tubed
amplifier and amass-market Home Theater loudspeaker. Single-ended tubed
amplifiers are about reproducing subtlety,
delicacy, nuance, and communicating the
music's inner essence. Conversely, a
Home Theater loudspeaker system—
particularly one made by amass-market
manufacturer—would appear to put the
emphasis on booming bass and reproducing shotgun blasts, with little regard
for musical refinement.
What abizarre marriage it was, then,
to pair the new Infinity Composition
Prelude P-FR loudspeakers with the
Cary Audio Design CAD-300SEI 11W
single-ended triode amplifier (reviewed
elsewhere in this issue). This combination didn't happen by accident; as you'll
see, these apparently disparate products
are amatch made in heaven.
Idiscovered the Infinity Preludes
while surveying Home Theater loudspeaker systems for the upcoming second issue of the Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater (published this month). In addition to evaluating the loudspeaker systems under review with video soundtracks, Iassessed their musical qualities—
or lack thereof. The Preludes were such
amusical standout that Irescued them
from the Home Theater room (where
they had been powered by mass-market
receivers and fed with alaserdisc source)
and gave them anew lease on life in the
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

W by 19.5" Dby 54.75" H. Weight: 78 lbs each. Serial numbers of units reviewed:
01082UR. Price: $3000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer: Infinity
Systems, Inc., 20630 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. Tel: (818) 407-0228. Fax:
(818) 709-9486.

larger music room, with reference-quality source and amplification components.
The Preludes' extraordinary musical performance and unique design compelled
me to tell you about how they performed
in an audiophile-quality two-channel
playback system.
Moreover, the Preludes, with their
astounding 96dB sensitivity (2.83V/1m)
and integral powered woofer, seemed an
ideal load for asingle-ended amplifier
such as the Cary CAD-300SEI integrated amplifier. At $3395, the CAD300SEI is also agood price match for the
$3000/pair Composition Prelude P-FR.
So that's the story of how my listening
room ended up home to the two most
disparate products imaginable.

DESCRIPTION

The Infinity Prelude represents abold

new approach to loudspeaker design.
Created by Laurie Fincham (formerly of
ICEF) and his protégé Andrew Jones (also
once with ICEF), the Prelude is the culmination of an 18-month-long, groundup development effort. Every driver and
component in the Prelude was designed
from scratch specifically for this product,
with some design aspects pushing the
envelope of what is possible in loudspeaker technology.
The Prelude was designed to combine
simplicity of use, elegance, and good
video soundtrack reproduction in a
Home Theater loudspeaker system.
Infinity has more than met those goals
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(see my review in the Stereophik Guide to
Home Theater); but, perhaps more importantly, they created aloudspeaker that
provided audiophile-quality musical
performance at an affordable price.
The entire Composition Home Theater package consists of left and right
loudspeakers with integral powered
woofers (the Prelude Full Range, or PFR), acenter-channel speaker (the Prelude Center Channel, or P-CC),' and a
pair of surrounds (the Prelude Quadrapole Surrounds, or P-QPS). These components are available separately or as a
$4448 package. I'll just consider the
$3000/pair P-FR left and right loudspeakers in this review.
The P-FR looks unusual, to say the
least. The narrow but deep lower enclosure holds aside-loaded 12" woofer. A
tall column containing the midrange and
treble drivers rises from the woofer
enclosure, making the column look alittle like astovepipe. A grille wraps partially around the column, covering the
drivers without adding adiffractionproducing obstruction. With awidth of
only 7.5" at its widest point, the Prelude
presents alow profile in the listening
room. Nonetheless, the Prelude's sleek,
rounded contours and charcoal-gray
IThe P-CC basically consists of the center, sealed-box
section of the P-FR turned on its side. As might be
expected, other than lacking the low-frequency extension of the P-FR's active woofer and having dispersion
patterns rotated through 90°, we found its performance
to be identical.
—JA
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color make abold aesthetic statement.
It's difficult to overstate the Prelude's elegant and beautiful visual design—
"wow" is often the response of visitors
upon seeing it.
The enclosure is supported by feet that
protrude from the woofer-cabinet edges.
You can thread four smooth, flat glides
into the feet to make the Prelude moveable, or insert spikes (supplied) for more
permanent installations. Switches on the
enclosure's bottom rear panel adjust bass
level in three increments, change the
grounding scheme, and set the Prelude
into automatic shutoff mode when no
input signal is detected within 10 minutes.
A built-in amplifier drives the system's
12" woofer; you simply connect apair
of loudspeaker cables to the single pair
of five-way binding posts. Because of
this design, whatever amplifier is driving
the Prelude needs power only the midrange and tweeter column. The amplifier
is thus relieved of the burden of driving
alarge amount of current through the
woofer's voice-coil. This is one reason
why the Prelude is such an appealing
load for low-powered tubed amplifiers.

HIGH SENSITIVITY

The main reason Iacquired an 11Wpc
single-ended tubed amplifier to drive the
Prelude was, however, the speaker's
extraordinarily high sensitivity. With its
96dB rating, the Prelude will play as
loudly with the 11W Cary 300SEI as an
87dB-sensitive loudspeaker will play
with 88W (see the sidebar).
This high sensitivity was achieved
with several techniques. First, by using
so many drivers (eight per enclosure), the
overall radiating area was increased.
Moreover, the four-way design allows
each driver to be operated over anarrow
passband, one where the driver is most
sensitive. Second, the drivers represent
agroundbreaking, one-year research
effort into making amore efficient motor
structure. According to Laurie Fincham,
only about 25% of aconventional driver's
magnetic energy gets into the voice-coil
gap. The motor structure developed for
the Prelude focuses the magnetic field so
that 75% of the magnetic flux gets into
the gap. When the voice-coil sits in a
stronger magnetic field, it takes less current flow through the voice-coil to pull
the voice-coil back and forth, and with
it, the cone. Consequently, more of the
amplifier power goes to producing
sound, and less power is wasted heating
the voice-coil.
Surprisingly, the Prelude's singledome tweeter can keep up with six
highly sensitive midrange drivers and a
powered woofer. In fact, the tweeter is
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actually more sensitive than are the other
drivers; it's padded down to match the
other drivers' output levels. The tweeter
uses ashielded Neodymium Iron Boron
magnet structure, and is horn-loaded by
an "elliptical waveguide" molded into
the front baffle. The waveguide increases
the tweeter's sensitivity, allows alower
crossover point, and controls the dispersion.

I
NSIDE THE PRELUDE

Each midrange column contains seven
drivers in aline array: four 5.25" lowermidrange units, two 4" upper-midrange
drivers, and one 1" soft-dome tweeter
in the middle of the column. The Prelude
is thus afour-way loudspeaker (including the single 12" woofer). The lowermidrange units use stiffened paper cones
(plastic was too heavy to achieve the sensitivity goal), and the upper-midrange
diaphragms are made from polypropylene. Crossover frequencies are 110Hz,
350Hz, and 3kHz, with varying slopes.
The 20-liter column is high-pass-filtered
at 110Hz with afourth-order slope, and
the woofer is high-pass-filtered at 15Hz
with afirst-order slope. Two small ports
at each end of the column provide reflexloading of the midrange drivers.
Although the column contains seven
drivers, it's barely wider than the 5.25"
lower-midrange units. This narrow profile
confers the advantages of low diffraction,
wide dispersion, and excellent imaging;
it's no coincidence that minimonitors and
other narrow-baffle designs disappear
more easily into the soundstage than do
large boxes.
The column is made from 3/16" extruded
aluminum with asteel baffle. The unusual rounded back discourages the formation of standing waves and makes the
enclosure less resonant. A charcoal-gray
paint finishes the column.
An 18-liter sealed woofer enclosure
houses the Prelude's side-firing 12"
drive-unit. The woofer features amassive, 70-oz magnet in adiecast frame that
uses the same focused field structure as
that used in the midrange drivers and
tweeter. The cone material is Infinity's
IMG (Injection Molded Graphite), a
blend of damped polypropylene and
graphite fibers. IMG, used in Infinity's
Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR loudspeaker
IRS Beta and Epsilon woofers, reportedly provides high rigidity, low mass,
fier power isn't specified, but the Preand high output without distortion.
ludes each draw amaximum of 300W
Loading a12" woofer in such asmall
from the AC outlet [meaning the woofer ampeer probably produces around 100W—Ed.].
enclosure puts the resonant frequency
very high—in this case, 85Hz. To extend
The Prelude is abold effort that rethe bass response, the woofer's integral
thinks some of the accepted wisdom of
power amplifier is equalized to provide
loudspeaker design and aesthetics. This
flat response (the system is down 2dB at
was clearly apioneering design effort
35Hz, -6dB at 25Hz). The woofer ampli- that attempted to break free from the
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traditional loudspeaker paradigms. Moreover, the execution was first-rate—the
build quality and finish detail are superb.

SYSTEM
Iauditioned the Composition system as
an entire Home Theater package (with
the matching center-channel and surround loudspeakers) with three A/V
receivers and one A/V amplifier: the
Onkyo TX-SV919THX, Yamaha RXV590, Pioneer VSX-D704S, and the
Arcam Xeta One, respectively. For pure
music-listening, Idrove the Preludes in
my music room with Audio Research
VT150 tubed monoblock power amplifiers and an Audio Research LS5 Mk.11
preamp. The digital front-end was a
Mark Levinson No.31 Reference CD
transport feeding the Spectral SDR-2000
Pro processor (HDCD•-equipped) via
the excellent new Kimber/Illuminati
coaxial interconnect. LPs were played on
ahighly modified Well Tempered Turn-

table and WTA, fitted with an AudioQuest AQ700Onsx cartridge. The WTA
has undergone atotal rebuild by Lary
Pederson, which dramatically improved
the musical performance of this already
excellent arm? A Marigo Well-Damped
Arm Clamp, Mango Suspension System, Mango Mat, and other tweaks further improved the sound of the analog
front-end. The turntable sits on a350-lb,
lead-shot-filled Merrill Stable Table. The
phono preamp was the unsurpassed
Vendetta Research SCP-2B connected
with Monster Sigma and Magnan Type
V interconnect. Other interconnects
were AudioQuest Lapis and Diamond
x3, and loudspeaker cables were AudioQuest Dragon II.
Most of my listening time was, however, with the Cary CAD-300SEI
single-ended tubed amplifier with the
same source components and interconnects.
2 Lary Pederson of LP Lab can be reached at (510)
799-3858.

HOW I
NSENSITIVE
Many consumers shopping for hi-fi
equipment focus on the amount of
amplifier power they get for their
dollar. The number of watts per channel agiven amplifier can deliver to a
loudspeaker is often considered an
indicator of how loudly the system
will play without distortion.
Although amplifier power is important, there's another crucial—and
often overlooked—factor that determines your system's ability to provide
satisfying volume and dynamics:
loudspeaker sensitivity.
A loudspeaker's sensitivity (sometimes erroneously called "efficiency")
is ameasure of how much acoustic
output the loudspeaker provides for
agiven input voltage. A typical loudspeaker specification may read "86dB
spl 2.83V/1m." This means that the
loudspeaker produces asound-pressure
level (spi) of 86dB measured 1
m away
with an input voltage of 2.83V.'
Every time we double amplifier
power we get an increase in soundpressure level of 3dB from agiven
loudspeaker. Similarly, every 3dB
increase in loudspeaker sensitivity
produces 3dB more sound for the
same amplifier power. Consequently,
a3dB increase in loudspeaker sensitivity is equivalent to doubling the
amplifier power driving it.
This relationship has real-world
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consequences. Compare the amplifier
power required to reach acertain volume of sound with an 84dB-sensitive
loudspeaker and aloudspeaker with
asensitivity of 96dB, such as the Prelude. The high-sensitivity loudspeaker driven by 10W could produce the same sound-pressure level
as the low-sensitivity loudspeaker
driven by 160W, all other factors
being equal.
The importance of loudspeaker
sensitivity was highlighted by an
interesting demonstration conducted
in 1948 by loudspeaker pioneer Paul
Klipsch. He compared the sound of
asymphony orchestra with that of his
whopping 105dB-sensitive Klipschom
loudspeaker—at full concert levels.
His amplifier power? A whole 5W!
When you're shopping for loudspeakers, take acloser look at loudspeaker sensitivity—you could save
yourself the expense of a highpowered amplifier. —Robert Harley
1Sensitivity specifications can also refer to adrive
signal of "1W," 2.83V being equal to 1W power
being fed to an 8ohm loudspeaker. Note that 2.83V
across a4ohm loudspeaker means the loudspeaker
is being driven by 2W, making the loudspeaker
appear to be 3d13 more sensitive than it actually is.
If the drive voltage is kept constant at 2.83V and
the impedance is halved, the current flow doubles
and, by Ohm's law, the power consumption is doubled. You should thus look closely at sensitivity ratings rather than rely on the single sensitivity
number.
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LISTENING

In the following description of the Prelude's sound, you won't find any qualifications such as "The Preludes were
superb for aHome Theater loudspeaker"
Once the Preludes were moved to my
music room, Ijudged them by the
highest audiophile standards.
First, the Prelude had an exceptionally smooth, uncolored sound. Its lack
of bass bloat and refined—even polite—
treble produced asophisticated, understated sound. This wasn't aloudspeaker
that called attention to itself; instead, the
Prelude got out of the music's way and
reproduced the signal with very little
editorial interjection. The Prelude made
the music rather than the loudspeakers
the center of attention.
The Prelude's treble was clean and
detailed, yet not aggressive or etched. It
struck aperfect balance between treble
resolution and smoothness. The result
was an ability to hear lots of fine musical
detail without listening fatigue or feeling
that my ears wanted to close. The treble
refinement and lack of etch seemed to
invite me into the music rather than keep
me at arm's length. In addition to being
well-balanced with the rest of the spectrum, the Prelude's treble lacked grain
or metallic brittleness. Cymbals had just
the right degree of sheen and air, and
weren't overlaid with the "spray can"
white-noise-like sound produced by
some tweeters. Similarly, vocal sibilance
was less spitty and intrusive than I've
heard from many loudspeakers. In this
regard, the Prelude's treble balance and
cleanliness approached the performance
of ribbon drivers.
Some listeners may, however, find the
Prelude's treble too polite, particularly
when driving them with smooth-sounding tubed amplifiers. Fortunately, you
can simply toe-in the Prelude slightly for
abrighter presentation and increased
sense of immediacy. Idid all my auditioning either with no toe-in (with the
ARC VT150s) or just alittle toe-in (with
the Cary CAD-300SEI), which ameliorated the Cary amplifier's lack of topoctave air. That's another reason why the
Prelude is ideal for single-ended tubed
amplifiers: you can dial-in nearly any treble balance you want to compensate for
tubed amplifiers' sometimes rolled-off
trebles.
This smooth and refined treble was
matched to aremarkably uncolored midband. Vocals had an open and unfettered
quality that made them seem to exist
completely outside the loudspeakers.
There was no trace of nasality, congestion, honk, or ahooty quality. In addition to the lack of midband coloration,
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the Prelude had awonderful transparency that allowed me to hear deep into
the soundstage. The speaker was highly
resolving of midrange detail, easily
revealing the differences between digital interconnects, for example.
Although the Prelude was highly
resolving of the signal fed it, they were
never etched, analytical, or "ruthlessly
revealing." Instead, the detail was presented in anatural, gentle way that produced atremendous sense of musical ease
and refinement.
When auditioning the Prelude as a
Home Theater loudspeaker, Iwas struck
by how smooth the bass sounded. Most
Home Theater loudspeakers have asluggish boom in the lower bass and alack
of articulation in the midbass. Not the
Prelude: it had an extraordinarily welldefined and detailed bass, with no hint
of boom or bloat.
Acoustic bass was particularly wellserved by the Prelude; Icould hear detail
and nuance often smeared by lesser loudspeakers. Consequently, Ifound myself
greatly enjoying virtuoso bass performances—such as Eddie Gomez's playing
on Chick Corea's Friends (Polydor 849
071-2), or his work on Steps Ahead's
eponymous debut record (Elektra Musician 60168-2). The Prelude's superb
pitch definition and bass articulation
were significant factors in my enjoyment
of music through it.
Moreover, the bass was seamlessly
integrated with the lower midrange.
Descending or ascending piano lines that
crossed the transition showed no discontinuity or change in character.
The bass was also deep and extended
but didn't stretch into the lowermost
octaves with the authority I'm used to
from the mighty Genesis IL5s. The organpedal tones on Timothy Seelig's and the
Turtle Creek Chorale and Women's
Chorus of Dallas's performance of Rutter's Requiem (Reference RR-57CD) were
audible, but the lowermost tones (16Hz)
were rolled-off. Nonetheless, the bass
extension was deeper than you get from
most $3000/pair loudspeakers.
Although the bass was highly articulate, it was on the lean side. Rather than
sounding weighty, full, and authoritative,
the bass was tight, polite, and refined. I
much prefer bass quality to bass quantity, but Iwould have liked alittle more
visceral impact and weight from the Prelude. Note, however, that Ihad the Prelude in a21' by 18' room, well away from
the rear and side walls (and with the
woofer-level switch in the "high" position). When placed closer to room
boundaries (as Iused them in the Home
Theater room), the Prelude had greater
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authority and bass power. Nonetheless,
you wouldn't think the Prelude's bass
was produced by abig woofer in areflex
enclosure with an underdamped alignment.
The Prelude had atremendously "quick"
bass, with no overhang or smearing.
Kickdrum had a"sudden" quality that
made it jump out from the presentation
and stop as quickly as it started. This
quality, coupled with the articulate midbass, combined for atight, quick, and
punchy bottom end.
The rest of the spectrum had similarly
impressive dynamics. The snare drum on
Michael Ruff's Speaking in Melodies (Sheffield CD-35), for example, had ahuge
sense of snap and impact—particularly
with the ARC VT150s driving the Prelude. The overall dynamic contrast was
exceptionally wide: the Prelude could
play loudly without congestion and
resolve fine detail during quiet passages.
Moreover, transients were reproduced
with razor-sharp leading edges, with no
smearing or dulling of transient detail.
Microdynamics were also impressive:
listen to drummer Steve Gadd's gentle
rim work at the beginning of the aforementioned Friends record, or Ralph
Humphry's brushes on Mike Garson's
The Oxnard Sessions, Volume Two (Reference RR-53CD).
The icing on the cake was the Prelude's
spectacular soundstaging. These loudspeakers threw aprecisely defined space
before me, with aspatial coherence that
was among the best I've heard from any
loudspeaker. Icould hear precisely where
each instrument or voice was in the
soundstage, and images were highly
focused, tight, and compact, making the
presentation sound like acollection of
individual instruments in three-dimensional space. There was also aremarkable stability and tangibility to the
images, further heightening the impression of instruments before me. Moreover, the Prelude completely disappeared
into the soundstage, giving no clue that
the sound was being reproduced by two
spaced sources. Soundstage depth was
also impressive, with both asense of distance and gradations of layering. The
Genesis II.5s had, however, alarger overall soundstage size (width and depth) and
presented more bloom and envelopment
in the acoustic surrounding the instruments. The Preludes tended to sound
smaller and more intimate, with less air
at the soundstage edges.
As aresult of these specific sonic attributes, Igreatly enjoyed music through
the Preludes—particularly with the Cary
300SEI. Even with my standards set by
the $37,000 combination of the Genesis II.5s and Audio Research electronics,
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the $6395 Prelude/Cary pair was
intensely involving musically.
Although some of the credit goes to
the Cary single-ended amplifier, the Preludes were able to communicate the
quality of the recordings and source
components—and, consequently, communicate the music. In addition, Iheard
many of the qualities described when
auditioning the Prelude with massmarket audio/video receivers for the Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. Although
the AN receivers didn't provide the treble purity and soundstaging Iexperienced with the tubed electronics, Istill
heard the Prelude's uncolored tonal balance, excellent bass articulation, and wide
dynamics.
With the Cary CAD-300SEI, the Prelude produced completely satisfying
playback levels. It's amazing what 11W
will do with a96dB-sensitive loudspeaker (and apowered woofer). This
combination was absolutely magical,
bringing the purity of single-ended triode amplification to an uncolored, audiophile-quality loudspeaker and providing bass performance that wasn't
dependent on the tubed amplifier. The
Preludes are the load for low-powered
tubed amplifiers.
My only reservation is that you may
not be able to audition the Preludes
under ideal conditions—they're sold primarily by mass-market stores rather than
by specialty-audio retailers. Although
they sounded good in the Home Theater system, they didn't really sing until
they were optimally set up in the larger
music room and driven by topnotch
source and amplification components.
Once the word gets out about how the
Preludes sound with single-ended tubed
amplifiers, Isuspect more high-end
dealers will carry the Preludes. Then you
can audition them in their full glory.

M EASUREMENTS

JA performed the measurements, supplying me with the results after Ihad finished my auditioning. The Prelude's Bweighted sensitivity measured 95.5dB—
slightly lower than the claimed 96dB figure. Still, 95.5dB is an amazingly high
sensitivity, particularly for aloudspeaker
as flat in response as the Prelude (as we'll
see later). Looking at the impedancemagnitude and phase-angle plots (fig.1),
we can see that the Prelude's impedance
is closer to 5ohms nominal than the
specified 6ohms nominal. The impedance dips to 4ohms (at 1.2kHz) and is
less than 6ohms across most of the band.
The rapidly rising impedance below
100Hz, accompanied by the negative
(capacitive) phase angle, is caused by the
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series capacitor that forms the high-pass
filter on the midrange/tweeter column
(the woofer is self-powered). The impedance peak at 150Hz is the midrange/
tweeter column's tuning. A slight wrinkle in the impedance-magnitude plot just
above 500Hz could be caused by acabinet resonance. JA, who performed the
measurements on the Prelude, noted
cabinet resonances at 120Hz, 155Hz,
200Hz, and strong vibrations at 305Hz
and 530Hz. Ididn't find any of these resonances to produce audible coloration,
however.
Although the 5ohm nominal impedance suggests that the Prelude is amore
difficult load for an amplifier than Ihad
guessed from the auditioning, the benign
phase angle makes the speaker look more
resistive than reactive through most of
the band—a benefit for single-ended
tubed amplifiers. Moreover, the impedance is fairly constant with frequency,
which reduces impedance interactions
when driving the Prelude with ahighoutput-impedance amplifier such as the
Cary CAD-300SEI. Amplifiers with
low output impedances won't exhibit
these frequency-response deviations.
Overall, the Prelude is, on paper, alittle more difficult to drive than Iwould
have guessed from my experience with
the 11W 3005E1. Its extraordinarily high
sensitivity and powered woofer no doubt
make up for the lowish impedance.
Fig.2 is the Prelude's frequency response measured on the tweeter axis and
averaged over a30° window. The most
striking aspect of this curve is the
astonishingly flat response through the
midband and treble. Loudspeakers don't
come any flatter than this. The apparent
peak between 100Hz and 300Hz may be
ameasurement artifact. When JA made
the measurements, he calculated the
overall nearfield LF response by combining the outputs of the four drive-units
and eight ports reproducing much the
same signal. He doesn't swear, therefore,
that the upper-bass peak in the measurement is real. Isuspect this is the case, both
from my auditioning (if anything, the
.110111
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speaker sounded lean between 100Hz
and 300Hz) and from Infinity's specification of 35Hz-20kHz +2dB.
The woofer response in fig.2 confirms
the specified -6dB point of 25Hz. We
can see the woofer breakup modes (the
peaks at 250Hz and 350Hz), but this
occurs well beyond the woofer's passband. Finally, the woofer rolls off very
rapidly (30dB/octave), probably to get
it well-attenuated before the breakup
modes.
The other interesting feature of fig.2
is the top-octave rolloff of nearly 5dB at
20k Hz. Inoted in the auditioning that
the Prelude tended to have asmaller,
more tightly defined soundstage rather
than ahuge, billowy presentation. A topoctave rolloff tends to reduce aloudspeaker's sense of "air" and extension
rather than affect the tonal balance. The
"brightness" region is not in the top
octave but in the two lower octaves
(2.5kHz-5k1z and 5kHz-10kHz). Note,
however, that this measurement was
made by averaging the response over a
30° horizontal window. The measured
on-axis response was flatter above 10kHz.
The Prelude's measured response correlated closely with the listening impressions—particularly the even octave-tooctave balance, extraordinarily flat mid1 111111

band and treble, and slightly rolled-off
top octave.
For comparison, fig3 is the measured
response across a30° lateral window of
the P-CC center-channel speaker derived from the P-FR. Very similar to the
response of the P-FR, the P-CC lacks a
little bit of energy in the presence region
due to the off-axis contribution to this
curve. On the tweeter axis, the P-CC
measured as flat as the P-FR.
Fig.4 is the Prelude's horizontal response family, which shows how the
loudspeaker's response changes off-axis.
The straight line is the normalized onaxis response—it does not represent the
P-FR's actual response [though it comes
close—Ed.]. The other curves in fig.4
show just the deviation from the on-axis
response. The Prelude's narrow baffle
naturally confers excellent dispersion, as
seen in the flatness of the off-axis curves.
Past 10° or so off-axis, however, the
response drops rapidly above 10kHz,
largely due to the "elliptical waveguide"
molded into the baffle around the
tweeter. (This limited top-octave dispersion made its presence known in fig.2,
which was an average of the Prelude's
response over a30° window, by contributing to the apparent rolloff above
10kHz.) Again, this behavior corresponds

I 1 111111

Fig.2 Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR,
anechoic response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with complex sum of nearfield woofer and
port responses plotted below 300Hz, and
nearfield active woofer response plotted
below 400Hz (top at 50Hz).

Fig.3 Infinity Composition Prelude P-CC,
anechoic response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with complex sum of nearfield woofer and
midrange responses plotted below 300Hz.
The nearfield responses of the midrange
units and woofers are also shown.
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Fig.1 Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR,
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response
on tweeter axis, from back to front: differences in response 90 0-5° off-axis; reference
response; differences in response 50-90° off-axis.
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to my impression of apolite treble and
lack of air, particularly when the Prelude
was driven by the 300SEI (which has its
own treble rolloff).
The vertical response family (not shown)
shows virtually no change in tonal balance as afunction of listening height
between the P-FR's two midrange units.
You can sit in any normal-height listen-
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ing seat and the sound will be the same.
[Sit too high or too low, however, and suckouts
appear, due to the use ofspaced drive-units handling the samefrequency ranges.—Ed.
Turning next to the time domain, fig.5
is the Prelude's impulse response measured on the tweeter axis. The system is
obviously not time-coherent, although
the midrange and tweeter are connected
with the same polarity. The more illustrative step response (fig.6) shows the
tweeter (the first negative-going spike)
followed by the upper-midrange drivers
(the second negative-going spike), and
finally the woofer and lower-midrange
drivers (the large, positive-going hump).
Fig.7 shows the Prelude's cumulative
spectral-decay, or waterfall, plot, uncorrected for the measurement microphone's 15kHz peak. The decay is fast
and clean, which correlates with good
resolution of detail and transient response
There is some delayed resonant energy
present at 3550Hz, but this is vety minor.
Overall, the Prelude's waterfall plot is
superb. The P-CC speaker's waterfall
behavior was similarly excellent.
In addition to sounding great, the Prelude had excellent measured performance
—particularly its flat on-axis response
and outstandingly clean waterfall plot.

CONCLUSION
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The Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR
loudspeaker is astunning musical, technical, and aesthetic achievement. Even
without its high sensitivity, the Prelude's

smooth and uncolored tonal balance,
wide dynamic contrast, articulate bass,
and wonderful soundstaging would
make it astandout. But with its ability
to be driven to satisfying levels using an
11W single-ended triode amplifier, the
Prelude becomes the loudspeaker for
such amplifiers. Indeed, the $6395 Cary
CAD-300SEI/Prelude combination was
one of the most musical-sounding systems I've heard—regardless of price.
It is difficult to criticize the Prelude at
its bargain price of $3000/pair. I've heard
high-end loudspeakers costing more
than twice the Prelude's price that didn't
provide anywhere near this level of
musical performance.' Nonetheless, I
found the bass balance alittle on the lean
side in my large room—a little more
weight and authority would have been
welcome. In addition, the polite treble
contributed to less sense of air, which
made the soundstage less expansive than
that heard from many loudspeakers.
My descriptions of specific aspects of
the Prelude's performance throughout
this review don't tell the whole story.
What Iwant to leave you with is how
greatly Ienjoyed music through the Prelude, particularly with the Cary 300SEI.
Iexperienced many transcendental musical moments with this moderately priced
combination.
The Infinity Prelude is worthy of my
highest recommendation. In fact, Igave
them the ultimate vote of confidence: I
bought the review samples.
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"the closest thing
to virtual reality
and time travel
known to me ..."

1100t.

Fig.5 Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR, impulse
response on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).

Fig.6 Infinity Composition Prelude P-FR, step
response on tweeter axis at 50" (Sms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).

'94 Summer CES

Martin DeWulf,
Bound for Sound

415-962-1078
Fig.7 Infinity Composition P-FR, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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I
NTHE CONSTELLATION OF
GREAT LOUDSPEAKERS?
Michael Fremer auditions the Audio Physic Virgo
Three-way, floorstanding, moving-coil loudspeaker: Drive-units: y," aluminum-dome
tweeter, 4" treated paper-cone midrange unit, two 6" treated paper-cone, reflexloaded woofers. Measured impedance: 4ohms nominal. Measured sensitivity:
88.5dB/2.83V/m (B-weighted). Dimensions: 6
1
4' .W by 16" Dby 41" H. Serial

T

he Sears guy came to our basement the other day to check out
the water heater. Staring at the
walls of LPs and tiptoeing through the
piles of CDs strewn on the floor, he
exclaimed, "What the heck are you? A
disc jockey?" So Itold him.
"Yeah, Ifinally broke down and
bought aCD player acoupla weeks ago!'
he continued, completely forgetting
about the water heater. "But Ithink
something's wrong with it." "Why?" I
asked. "Well, I'm abig Roy Orbison fan,
and so the first thing Ibought was aRoy
CD and it don't sound like Roy. Iknow
Roy's voice. Iseen him amillion times—
and it don't sound like him."
By this time he'd plopped himself
down in the E-ticket listening seat and
was so mesmerized by the scene that, if
the water heater had blown right then,
he'd probably have looked up and said,
"Hey, you better call somebody in to
look at that!' "There's nothing wrong
with your CD player!' Iassured him.
"You're just adiscerning listener. Let me
play you some Roy on an old-fashioned
record and you tell me what you think:'
So Iplayed him "Only the Lonely!'
from agreen-and-gold-label second
pressing of Roy Orbison's Greatest Hits
(Monument SLP 18000). Now, if you
want to talk about records worth expiring for, how about acopper/swirl-label
first pressing? I've never even seen one.
Anyway, Iplayed him the track. He
turned around with alook on his face like
he'd just seen aghost—which pretty
much sums it up—his jaw came up off
the floor, and he said, "Unbcf***inglievable!" Twice. "I've never heard anything like that. That's a regular old
record?"
Iwas expecting that reaction, but not
what happened next. He got up and
walked right past the Audio Physic
Virgos, which were about 6' away from
where he was sitting, and headed to the
back wall, where I'd parked my 7'-tall
Eminent Technology Vls. "These things
are unbelievable! I've never heard loudS
TEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

numbers of units reviewed: 800 MB. Price: $4995/pair. Approximate number
of dealers: 13. Manufacturer: Audio Physic, Gallbergweg 50, D-59929 Brilon,
Germany. Tel: (49) 296-151-211. Fax: (49) 296-151-640. US distributor: Immedia,
2629 Mabel St., Berkeley, CA 94702. Tel: (510) 654-9035. Fax: (510) 654-9039.

speakers that sound like that. They don't
even look like loudspeakers!'
The Virgos do look like loudspeakers.
They have no grillecloths, so apair of
very conventional-looking tweeters and
midrange drivers, music spewing from
them, were staring this guy right in the
punim, and he thought the sound was
coming from the big black room dividers
against the wall. Amazing. "Those
weren't playing!' Iexplained. "The ones
staring you in the face were!'
"Unbef***inglievable."
The Virgos flat-out disappeared. Better than other speakers that disappear?
Better than the ProAc Response 2s I
reviewed afew years ago, which also pull
avanishing act? Idon't know. Different
room, different equipment, different
time. Better than other speakers reviewed
on these pages for which disappearance
is claimed? Ican't say. No reviewer gets
to hear it all.
Clearly, the Virgos disappeared, leaving one of the most credible three-dimensional soundstages I've ever experienced
in any of my listening rooms over the
years.

VIRGO

At just under $5000/pair, the Virgos will
also make ahealthy chunk of your bank
account disappear. At first glance this
German-made speaker doesn't look like
it could be worth that kind of money. It's
askinny runt, narrow and tall—like a
minimonitor with apituitary problem.
In fact, the Avanti ($7500/pair), the next
speaker up in the Audio Physic line, is a
minimonitor, inserted into asquare hole
in atall skinny box—a box with two
small, side-mounted, floor-level woofers
built in.
The Virgo is of one piece: while the
two sets of binding posts on the Avantis
are separated by acouple of feet, the
Virgo's are more conventionally spaced
1" apart. The Virgo stands about 41" tall,
61
/ "wide, and 16" deep. The width:
2
height ratio makes them appear taller
than they really are.
WorldRadioHistory

Audio Physic Virgo loudspeaker
As with Ken Kantor's NHT designs,
the objective with the Virgo was to
reduce diffraction with anarrow frontal
area, preserved throughout the frequency
band by side-mounting the bass drivers.
While the NHT 3.3s sport asingle, 12"
acoustic-suspension woofer mounted at
the back side of the very deep cabinet,
the Virgo design utilizes apair of frontported (near the floor), 6", doped-paper
Vifa woofers—one on each side of the
cabinet mounted about 11
/!off the floor
2
and close to the front of the box, and
custom-built to Audio Physic's specs.
Designer Joachim Gerhard introduced
this basic configuration six years ago
with the original Virgo. The version
under review here, introduced at the
January '95 Winter Consumer Electronics Show, features new drivers, a
reworked crossover, and woofers placed
closer to the floor.
As with the 3.3s, the Virgo's tall, narrow design would be unstable without
help down below; it comes standard
with athick, heavy MDF base fitted with
spikes. Iauditioned the speakers with the
optional metal outrigger spiked feet,
which, like those on the 33s, screw into
121

the bottom of the cabinet at a90° angle,
thus widening the footprint and raising
the cabinet afew inches off the floor.
Gerhard crosses the woofers over at
350Hz to a4" treated-paper Vifa midrange driver—a standard design with a
modified voice-coil—which in turn
is crossed over at 3.5kHz to a 3/4"
aluminum-dome tweeter. The dome is
anodized on both sides to give avery thin
layer of aluminum oxide. According to
Gerhard, the tweeter is unique—fabricated from acombination of technologies bought from different companies and
decoupled from the baffle via three
elastomer plugs instead of screws or bolts.
The mid- and high-frequency drivers
are stacked close together near the top
of the thick, matte-black, radiused MDF
baffle. The baffle format is duplicated on
the rear of the cabinet, forming aneatlooking sandwich filled, in the case of the
review sample, with a nourishinglooking bird's-eye maple veneer on all
four sides. The importer informs me that
this subtle finish will be available in
limited quantities at apremium.
German loudspeakers are renowned
for their accomplished cabinet construction, and the Virgo is no exception: the
quality of the woodwork, the fien'finish,
and the integrity of the box are firstrate—as it had better be in aluxurypriced compact design such as this. The
Virgo is sleek and attractive (though no
match for Italian cabinetry) from every
angle—though ironically, least so from
the listening position, where it's all
blackfaced and businesslike.
The twin-circuit-board crossover is
mounted directly behind the double
set of binding posts on the inside of a
removable panel cut out of the back
baffle Iremoved the six hex-head screws
to take alook at the guts but didn't get
far because of the short lengths of wire
between the drivers and the boards.
What Icould see was asimple, circuit-board-mounted, three-element bass
crossover—a 22µF electrolytic cap; a3.3
ohm, 5W power resistor; and asmall
copper-coiled inductor—wired to the
lower set of binding posts. Above was
alarger, 12-element mid-/HF crossover
board with three large 100µF electrolytic
caps, three small copper inductors, three
smaller caps, and apair of power resistors. Both boards were screwed to the
panel via nylon standoffs; the space between was filled with damping material.
Many of the components, and two
lengths of wire running from the binding
posts to the board, were damped with
globs of epoxy. Those wires, and the
ones connecting the drivers to the crossover boards, were laughably thin122

22-gauge or thinner. Laughable, as in
imagining audiophiles hooking up their
garden-hose cables to the binding posts,
not knowing that lurking on the other
side was anorexia cableosa. When Iasked
Gerhard about the wire, he told me it was
aproprietary, extremely stiff solid-core
cable that he chose on the basis of sound,
not looks. That was obvious from looking at it—no "politically correct" designer would choose that capellini on the
basis of looks!
Also noticeable in the box was acopious amount of damping material. Not
visible were the five tuned chambers
through which the woofers' back wave
has to travel to get to the port. Each
chamber in the Virgo has aunique higherpitched resonant frequency. The port
scheme was designed to both break up
the cabinet's natural one-frequency freeair resonance and add bracing.
In addition, the midrange and tweeter
are isolated in their own specially damped
triangular chamber via awooden member
angled from right below the midrange
unit to the rear upper corner of the
cabinet.
If the massive, gleaming, black NHT 3.3
is a V-8-equipped American muscle-car
speaker, the Virgo is aPorsche 911,1 thought
to myself as Isecured the chromed feet
to the bottoms of the cabinets. As Iwrote
in my review of the 3.3 ayear ago,' for
this kind of money the holes should be
fitted with threaded inserts (NHT now
includes them).

Idrove the Virgos with avariety of
amplifiers, including my reference VTL
300s, the outstanding Belles OCM 500,
the latest version of the Muse 100, the
Aragon 4004 and, just for fin, avintage,
30Wpc Pilot 264 tube amp.
Cabling consisted of XLO phono,
Yamamura Systems Millennium 5000
interconnect between amps and preamp,
A.RT. and XLO Signature speaker cable,
and A.RT. interconnect between the
EAD 9000 and either preamp. Iused
AT&T glass and either Yamamura 5000
or WireWorld Gold Starlight digital cable
between the transport and the processor. AC cords included WireWorld,
A.RT., TARA Labs, and Transparent
Audio.
Accessories included Shakti electromagnetic stabilizers on top of electronics
and both Harmonix feet and A.R:T.
Q-Dampers under them. And, just to
destroy my credibility with some of you,
Ikept the Coherent Technology clock
(the original and still the greatest)
plugged-in to the hospital-grade jacks
of the dedicated AC line Iuse for the
"front-end" components. Digital components were plugged-in to aPower
Wedge line conditioner. Amplifier AC
was from another dedicated line with
hospital-grade jacks.
Room treatments included Harmonix
RFA-78 Room Tuning Devices, ASC
Tube Traps, and aJapanese violin-maker
who, after about an hour of walking
around and scratching an aluminum disc,
poked aseries of holes in my ceiling with
ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
an ice pick. This had aprofound effect
For most of my listening the analog
on the sound of my room—a positive
front-end consisted of aVP! TNT turnone—which Ihope to report to you
table with all the latest updates, including
in greater detail soon. A vintage-violin
the Flywheel? fitted with either aRockdealer's audition room in the Carnegie
port Capella air-bearing linear tracking
Hall office building was also so treated,
arm or the Graham 1.5t with ceramic
and musicians who were unaware of it
armtube. The cartridge was either a and couldn't see anything different comClavis DC or aDynavector XX-1L. The
mented on how the room sounded so
'table sat on aBright Star Audio Big
much better for some reason.
Rock TNT isolation platform, which
The Modulus 3is awonderful piece
rested on aTNT stand filled with lead
of gear—I own it, and I'll review it here
shot and sand. Ialso listened on the Rotel
soon; but it doesn't do an outstanding
job controlling the bottom end, and so
RP-900 turntable/Sumiko Blue Point
combo.
is not of reference quality in that area.
The digital source was an EAD TIthus found it impossible to use the
7000 transport/DSP 9000 Mk.III (with
Modulus 3to assess the bass control of
HDCD 4e) combo. Preamps included an
the Virgos. The Audio Research SP-11
Audible Illusions Modulus 3tweaked
does abetter job there, so Iwas confident
with Mango dots and an Audio Research
that Iwas hearing the Virgo's bottom
SP-11 Mk.II—an oldie but agoodie. The
end and not that of the electronics.
Rotel/Blue Point fed either the Creek
CINERAMA SETUP
OBH-8 or an Audio Alchemy VAC-inWhen was the last time you heard somethe-Box.
one tell you to set your speakers up along
1The Abso!ute Sound, Issue 97, August 1994, p.98.
the long wall of your listening room? In
2A real flywheel, with genuine inertia—not adentalJoachim Gerhard's view of things, the
floss-driven one that can be stopped with the pinch of
achild's finger. Does this mean war, J-10?
long wall is the way to go. What's more,
WorldRadioHistory
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he wants his speakers set up in the middle
of the room and your listening position
dead against the back wall. "What about
room-boundary bass reinforcement?
What about slapback echo?" Ihear you
cry.
According to Gerhard, while American hearing research is keyed on amplitude recognition and frequency response,
European research has focused on
another aspect of hearing—one pretty
much overlooked in the US. As we all
know, aging takes its toll on our ability
to hear high frequencies, because, as with
the rest of us (well, with one exception
for guys), our parts stiffen over time.
This other property of hearing is
involved in "event" identification and
image localization. A direct nerve-link
between the anvil, stirrup, oval window
—the drum-like membrane that pushes
fluid against the cochlea—and brain
tells us that an event has occurred. This
"event" information reaches the brain in
14-20 microseconds. By comparison, it
takes some 80 milliseconds for us to
identify asinewave pitch. According to
Gerhard, this "something's happened"
aspect of hearing is basic to, and far more
crucial in determining, evolutionary survival than is pitch identification, which
is almost aluxury by comparison.
By comparing new sounds to aural
memories, the brain establishes whether
the event is glass breaking or atwig
snapping; then, based on differences in
arrival time at each ear, it determines the
event's location. Thus, the brain plays a
much greater role in our hearing, and in
the "believability" factor in sound reproduction, than we previously understood.
Good news, old-timers: this ability
does not deteriorate with age. In fact,
over time we become more accomplished listeners as the brain sets up more
patterns of texture recognition. For
example, as children, we may learn to
distinguish the sound of breaking glass
from breaking plastic. Later we may
learn to distinguish alightbulb breaking from apane of glass breaking.
This form of pattern-recognition hearing is said to extend far beyond 20kHz
and helps explain why we can sometimes
"sense" the absence of ultrahigh frequencies. Is that why our quiet listening
rooms grow even quieter when we shut
down our systems—particularly our
digital components?
Our ability to localize events is thought
to be good to within inches throughout
about a6' radius. Is it any wonder moving one speaker an inch relative to the
other causes us to hear profound spatial
differences?
This research profoundly affects GerSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

hard's speaker designs, cone material
choices, and placement strategies. With
the concept of "event identity" fixed in
his mind, Gerhard went about choosing
materials for his cones. His use of paper
for the woofers and midrange drivers and
his crossing over to the tweeter at 3.5kHz
are choices predicated on this research.
The "event" of paper generating musical soundwaves is more natural than
moving plastic or some other synthetic,
he contends. Gerhard literally sat around
listening to various cone materials by
dropping them from adistance onto
a table and listening to the "event!'
Gerhard told me that paper is very efficient and offers higher resolution than
plastic.
The problem with paper is one of
control—of shaping and damping it to
behave properly. The paper-cone midrange driver used in the Virgo has aspecial S-shaped surround that helps it to
perform flat out to 10kHz. The 3.5kHz
crossover was chosen because it's near
the highest note produced by the violin.
The metal-dome tweeter therefore handles overtones and not fundamentals.

UPAGAINST IT
So, why does Gerhard want you to sit
with your back against the wall? The
wall is anode—where pressure is highest
and velocity lowest—where you'll feel
maximum bass pressurization. That's
basic, and that's why putting speakers
against awall generates maximum bass.
Unfortunately, putting speakers against
awall is not ideal for other reasons—
like for generating athree-dimensional
soundstage. So, better to put your head
against awall.
Those who suggest that the reflection
off the rear wall will confuse imaging are
incorrect, according to the Haas primacy
effect, which demonstrates that the ear
prefers the direct wave over the reflected
and can only process the time delay
between the direct and reflected sound
when the distance is greater than the
circumference of your head, which is
about 2!
If that seems like only watermelon
heads are involved, get out your tape
measure—we're all abunch of fatheads.
So as long as you sit closer than 2' from
the back wall, the ear/brain will not process the reflection, giving preference to
the direct sound from the speaker;
though, of course, if your back wall is
glass, it will for other reasons affect what
you hear. Clearly some treatment of the
back wall will be of some value.
With you sitting against awall, where
is the best location for maximum bass
pressurization? According to Gerhard,
WorldRadioHistory

at the room's exact halfway point, with
the speakers against either side wall.
That's the second node. The next best
position is at the quarter point in the
room in both axes.
In fine-tuning the room for both frequency response and imaging, Gerhard
first divides the room into two grids.
One is even divisions—halves, quarters,
sixteenths, which represent reinforcement nodes; the other is odd—thirds,
sixths, ninths, which represent cancellation nodes. These measurements should
be done to the inch with atape measure
and not be guesstimates. Ideally, you'd
draw out each grid in adifferent color
and overlay the two.
If your room is such that you can put
your speakers at the halfway point in the
room with the speakers against the side
walls, the next move would be to move
them laterally closer together to the
quarter point on each side. That would
be your ideal starting point for maximizing bass pressurization and creating a
credible soundstage.
Now begins the battle of optimizing
imaging and frequency response. If bass
is too strong, you could go to an antinode that could either be forward or
back or side to side to one of the "third"
points. While the trend is toward more
bass as you move the speaker closer to
the back or side walls, there are cancellation points as you go toward the walls.
Unfortunately, Ican't sit against awall
in my room. Ican't even set the room up
with the speakers and listening position
on the long wall. The solution, according
to Gerhard, is to locate the listening position in the exact middle of the room and
put the speakers at the exact quarter
points: aquarter into the room and a
quarter from the side walls.
That, my friends, in a16 1/
2'
room like
mine, is aCinerama-width, nearfield
listening experience—and that's another
Gerhard/Audio Physic listening preference. And if you think about doing that
on the long wall, you have an even wider
stage. Gerhard's ideal setup is you against
the long wall (room permitting), speakers
8' apart and 6' from the listener. This way
the speaker is closer to you than it is
to any wall: the first thing you hear is
the speaker, not the room—thus, the
room is effectively taken out of the equation. The only wall in play is behind you
and closer than 2', so it's effectively out
of play.

STUCK IN THE MIDDLE
So I'm sitting around with these Virgos
6' (on the diagonal) from my ears, 4' and
change into the room, and I'm stuck
in the middle. To me, this looks odd—
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almost uncomfortably in my face.
I'm going to go through the rest of the
setup procedure before Itell you what
Iheard with these speakers, because
when you're through reading, you might
want to try it yourself with your speakers
in your room—although be forewarned:
Gerhard claims it works best with firstorder crossover designs using tightly
matched drivers.
With the speakers toed-in, tweeter
pointing directly at your ears, play a
mono record—jazz or vocals—and listen
for the center image. Move the speakers
apart symmetrically until the center
image begins to break up (assuming your
mom is wide enough). Move the speakers
together until it solidifies again.
This ideal center-fill placement may
put the speakers in additive or subtractive
nodes. Whether you leave them there
or move them will depend on the bass
response you hear. Using the even/odd
grids, move the speakers slightly to add
bass (into the nodes) or subtract bass (out
of the nodes). Inch changes will have surprisingly great effects on the balance
from your exact starting point. Front-toback changes have amore profound
effect on bass, side-to-side on "warmth."
Once you're comfortable with the
bass response/frequency balance and
you've got afirmly focused center image
using amono record, toe both speakers
out until the tweeter axes cross about a
foot behind your head.
You're pretty close now. Moving only
one speaker on one axis (le, the forward
inside edge of the four), point the speaker
inward and outward, listening for the
smallest, tightest, most focused image
using (ideally) amono recording of ajazz
combo. At one point in your trials and
errors, the images will "stack up" in the
center—that is, you'll hear the drums,
cymbals, bass, vocals, and other instruments locked in the center. That's the
ideal position, and it doesn't matter if the
two speakers are not symmetrical relative
to toe-in. If at that point you notice the
center image isn't precisely centered,
move the same speaker you've been
rotating, forward or backward, to center
the image.
How hard was it to get this setup to
"gel"? Very. As with any high-performance product—I don't care if it's
acamera, acar, or aloudspeaker—the
greater the precision, the more of apain
in the butt it is to get it to work right.
You notice tiny imperfections in what it's
doing—or not doing. Ifound myself
making ridiculously small placement
adjustments as Ilistened, moving my
head side to side, shifting my body front
to back as Iworked to get the center
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or acoustic—fingers plucking strings,
and the resultant fundamental and harmonic envelope rendered with convincing ease.
On the title track of Davey Spillane's
Atlantic Bridge (Cooking Vinyl 009/Tara
3019) is tremendous, almost overwhelming deep-bass energy. Through the Virgos
Icould hear, more distinctly than ever
before, fingers tapping and damping
strings to both create and restrict bass
W HERE'D THEY GO?
Yeah, yeah—you guys want me to hear this energy. Such adjectives as "lithesome,"
big, wide, totally unreal stage, and I'll be really "nimble," "graceful," and the question,
impressed and I'll love your speakers, I "Where'd those fingers come from?,"
thought as Ilooked at the open space in passed through my mind.
Bass pitch definition and transient
front of me, the speakers barely in my
speed, especially in the lower midbass,
peripheral vision. Iwas skeptical.
After about three weeks' worth of were outstanding—again, outdoing any
late-night listening sessions, Iremoved speaker I've auditioned at home. With
the Virgos from my system and replaced the Virgos Ialways knew what was
them with my ET VIs. Because Ididn't creating the low-frequency energy—I
like what Iwas hearing? No. Because never heard unidentifiable thumps and
through the Virgos Iwas hearing things bumps.
The Virgo's nimble bass performance,
in my listening room I'd never heard
before. Not from the ETs, not from the its outstanding control—especially its
NHT 3.3s. Was it the speakers? The ability to resolve low-level bass information as notes fade into black—is probsetup? Both?
It was both. With the ETs precisely ably the result of using two smaller and
located where the Virgos previously easier-to-move and -control drivers
sat—a place I'd never thought to put instead of one larger unit. Side mounting
them—I got some of the same stuff the restricts unwanted high-frequency inforVirgos had given me: aspacious but mation emanating from the woofers
well-proportioned soundstage with from reaching the listener, and having
more of the natural acoustic of the four woofers firing across the soundstage
recording and much less of my room. helps load the room more efficiently.
Despite the wide spread, center fill was Then there's the cabinet integrity and the
actually more solidly rendered, with the multiple chambers, all of which damp
position of the speakers more effectively the port more effectively than any vented
speaker I've auditioned. No "chuffing,"
removed from the equation.
But much of what was keeping me up as they say around here.
But what the Virgos could not do, at
late at night was the particular attributes
of the Virgos. Once you've got them least in my room, was give me the
precisely located, aside from pulling a visceral sock-to-the-stomach bass the
vanishing act, what they do better than NFITs provide—either in terms of lowany other speaker I've auditioned at frequency extension or dynamic punch.
home is resolve low-level detail: spatial On MoFi's outstanding vinyl transfer of
and ambient information, and especially Little Feat's Waitingfor Columbus (MFSL
texture and touch in the lower midbass 2-013), when Richie Hayward sits down
and upper bass. There was simply more in front of his kit at the beginning of the
information to be had in these areas record and gives the set aquick shakethrough the Virgos than through either down, with the NHTs it hits you in the
gut like it would if you were in the front
the ETs or the 3.3s.
This revealing of information was not row. Via the Virgos, instead of "bomp!
achieved through "etchiness"—exag- bomp!" you get "thonk, thonk."
Not surprising: the Virgos are specigerating leading edges of transients
fied as being down 3dB at 30Hz; the
(analogous to turning up the "sharpness"
NHTs go down into the low 20s. And
control on your television)—or because
of arising high end in the frequency because the 3.3s put the woofer adjacent
response. Rather, Isensed alowering of to the back wall, you get greater bass
the noise floor—as if the drivers and/or reinforcement. My room requires Godthe cabinet simply made less noise—or zilla-like bass response from aloudvery low harmonic distortion, or perhaps speaker to give me the low-frequency
goods: it's a"lossy" room with an unforall of the above.
Itook note on record after record tunate hollow back wall,3which soaks
of hearing not "bass," but acredible up bass like abiscuit in gravy.
Hearing the Virgos in two other locarepresentation of an instrument—electric

image correct from my seated "comfort
zone." Using my usual reference recordings—I can't say Iplay them for pleasure
—I had agreat deal of difficulty getting
things where Iwanted them, though I
could tell the trouble would be worth it
when things finally settled in. Eventually,
they did. Only then did Iput the spikes
on the feet.
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tions convinced me that, despite my
room's problem, Iwas getting an accurate
picture of the speaker's low-frequency
capabilities. In abigger room you'll get
better extension and amore visceral presentation, but if you're into "red meat"
bass, you won't get it here any more than
that four-banger Porsche will satisfy you
when you're into the thrill of aquadthroated-carb V-8 Chevelle. Just don't
try taking that curve too fast.
Ialso heard aparticular character to the
bass—one Iheard immediately at the
other two locations, where different
associated equipment was used. It was
aslight midbass warmth—maybe just
too much of agood thing. This quality
fit so neatly into the sweet musical web
this speaker spun that it was easy to
ignore—even to like. But if you could
just turn the woofers down anotch but
leave everything else unchanged, you'd
be on the money.
Even while Iacknowledge hearing
that sonic signature—the sound of the
stand-up bass, electric bass, kickdrum,
timpani, and all of the other instruments
in that region sounded so musically right,
so convincing—I still wasn't quite certain
what was going on. Perhaps measurements will help explain.

sometimes get. Ialso heard an acoustic
guitar with strings attached to ahollow
wooden body.
The Virgos got right the balance
between the fingers plucking the strings,
the resulting warm though clearly metallic sound, and the guitar body resonating. If you play acoustic guitar, you'll
recognize the completeness of the Virgo's
rendering of it here—and on other great
guitar recordings, such as Michael Newman's Classical Guitarist (Sheffield Lab
Direct-to-Disc Lab10), John Renboum's
SirJohn Alot Of (Transatlantic TRA 167),
or 13ertJansch's LA. Turnaround (Charisma
CAS 1090). Imention the last two
because they're totally obscure—and
probably unavailable.
The Virgo was by no means apolite
speaker. On truly awful recordings—
those bright, hard ice-jams we all know
and hate—the Virgos took my head off
like any other designed-to-be-flat speaker.
It's just that some others—like the NHTs,
which sound subjectively brighter—
lopped it off faster and more painfully;
all the better to listen to White Zombie's
new Astro-Creep 2000 (Geffen 48062)
CD on—and Imean that as acompliment.
The mid- to upper-frequency transition was skillfully accomplished, as was
DETAILS, DETAILS. ..
the speaker's octave-to-octave highfrequency balance. Listen to the Virgo's
Like every other speaker in the world,
rendering of the difficult-to-reproduce
the Virgo has colorations—an audiophile
clarinet on such recordings as Clarinet
stranger could come in to your house
and hear them in your speakers in asecSummit (India Navigation IN 1062,
ond. You get used to them, overlook
LP/CD); Reference's excellent Ebony Conthem, and enjoy them—or you move on.
certo (RR-55, LP/CD); or even the record
The character we're willing to accept,
Isuspect inspired the Reference, Meeting
or can't help but reject, is why there are
at the Summit (Columbia MS 6805, LP),
so many speaker brands, so many differwith Benny Goodman playing music by
ent sounds, and so many satisfied cusStravinsky, Bernstein, Copland, and
tomers. When Iread aspeaker review
Morton Gould. You'll hear and see that
that doesn't or can't reveal the fundasweet licorice stick pretty much as you
mental character of aspeaker—"characwould if it was playing some distance in
ter" as in it's making music of its own
front of you in the concert hall. So sea
instead ofjust passing what it's fed—I
my cousin Becky, the veteran clarinet
figure the reviewer is either hopelessly
teacher; even though she was blown
smitten or incompetent.
away by the realism, she didn't exclaim
"unbef***inglievable"—though she's
The overall sound of the Virgo was on
the warm, smooth side, which made its
been known to say that, and worse, on
outstanding resolution and portrayal of
other occasions.
inner detail all the more impressive. WellOther acoustic instruments—reeds,
recorded voices—male and female—
brass, strings, everything in the upper
came with noses, heads, and chests intact.
octaves—held together with the authority you would expect from this artfully
When Ilistened to Doug MacLeod's
constructed design. Strings sang with
outstanding AudioQuest release Come
To Find (AQ 1027, LP) on the Virgos, I just the right mixture of bow and body.
The saxophone was also skillfully renheard agenuine human being sitting in
dered, with the right balance of reed,
front of me—not adecapitated head or
brass, and air coming from the bell.
salivating, sibilant lips in space like you
James Carter's The Rea/ Firestorm CD
3Space between the cement foundation and framing
(Atlantic 82742-2)—a dry, close-miked,
made wider than the other walls to accommodate the
analog recording—sounded skin-shivermain sewer line and its trap access. Aren't you sorry you
axed?
ing convincing.
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Ialso wouldn't be surprised if other
measurements demonstrate aspeaker
that gets everything to your ears at the
same time. That's because the Virgo's
soundstaging and imaging were exceptionally good—totally stable and undeterred by changes in frequency. Images
never slid from the middle of the stage
onto the front baffles.
Images were rendered with threedimensional authority at the front of the
stage and layered through to the back and
into the corners with equal believability. The center image offered outstanding
focus and palpability, and it stayed put.
When Imoved my head off axis Icould
still hear it centered, but Iheard the event
from off to the side.
The Virgo, although less than 4' tall,
generated agigantic soundstage, with
particularly impressive image height all
the way across it. Rather than generating
their own stage, into which arecording
must be made to fit either by stretching
or compression, the Virgos created apicture commensurate with the recording.
Musicfor Bang Baaroom and Harp (RCA
LSP 1866), Belafonte at Carnegie Hall
(RCA LSO 6006), and The Weavers Reunion at Carnegie Hall (Analogue Productions APF005)—all of which have really
big stages (and none of which Iever play
for musical enjoyment)—were reproduced as large and as spacious as they are
through the 7'-tall ETs, with even better focus and rear-corner instrument
placement. The Virgos rendered reverberation bouncing off stage walls more
cleanly and better timed than any other
speaker I've auditioned.
If you've never heard "Buck Dance"—
from Bang Baaroom and Harp, which
was recorded in Chicago's Orchestra
Hall in 1958—you've never heard two
geezer tap-dancers clicking their way out
the backstage door and seemingly into
Michigan Avenue traffic. "Why the hell
would Iwant to hear that?" Ihear you
asking. You'll get your answer soon:
Classic Records is reissuing it on vinyl.
If your system renders depth like the
Virgos did, you'll hear those guys go way
back to the left-hand comer behind the
tubular bells just before they disappear—
and, despite your better judgment, you'll
enjoy listening. Every other aspect
of spatial presentation—image focus,
dimensionality, and size—was exceptionally well-depicted.
The Virgo was able to play loud without strain and without changing its fundamental character, and it was able to
play at very low levels and still provide
ultrahigh resolution—which is the design's forté. Iderived equal satisfac(Continued on p.130)
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W HO THE HECK IS AUDIO PHYSIC? M ARKUS SAUER OFFERS AN ANSWER.
Audio Physic President Joachim Gerhard is 38 years old and has been an
audiophile for about 20 years. His
hi-fi passion started out as afriendly
competition with some friends about
who had the best system. At the time,
Gerhard had abig Tannoy horn, one
friend had the Koss Model IV electrostat, and the another friend had the
Ohm F.
Even then, Gerhard was struck by
the basic dilemma that he's been
working on ever since: how to overcome the seemingly insurmountable
conflict between achieving musicality, pace, rhythm, and drive on the
one hand, and soundstaging, detail,
and transparency on the other. Gerhard didn't want to sacrifice one for
the other. But even though he certainly didn't skimp on the hardware
he used (big Levinsons and the like),
hi-fi technology just wasn't advanced
enough at that time to fulfill his
yearnings.
Gerhard went to university to
study electronics and design, in
an attempt to balance the scienceoriented and creative sides of his personality. At the same time, he had a
hi-fi shop in which he sold mainly
high-end stuff. He recalls this as the
time when he learned that sound is
not the only thing that matters in hi-fi
products; customers also have to like
the look and feel of products before
they're willing to pay for expensive
gear. Gerhard also did development
work for a speaker-kit company,
where he learned alot about drivers
and crossovers.
After leaving the university, Gerhard sold the shop, moved to Frankfurt, and worked for acompany that
made industrial plasma generators for
etching and sputtering. In his spare
time he collected material for abook
he intended to write about loudspeakers. In 1985, Gerhard went on
awalk with the two friends mentioned above, Willi Hegencr and
Hartmut Janssen, in the rural surroundings of his home in the Sauerland region (which is located smack
in the middle of Germany and which
produces atype of people famous for
their single-mindedness—or blockheadedness, if you prefer). This walk
generated the impulse to turn their
theoretical knowledge about loudspeakers into aproduct. Hence the
birth of Audio Physic.
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Joachim Gerhard

"Small is beautiful" was his basic
idea: asmall enclosure doesn't much
get in the way of the frequencies you
need to reproduce music; asmall
woofer is easier to match to atweeter;
placing the two drive-units close to
each other will minimize phase
difficulties and maximize homogeneity. The first version of the Audio
Physic Tempo was very much an
audiophile minimonitpr in the classic
vein.
The speaker was not acomplete
success. It was basically afine speaker,
but the tonal balance was way too
bright. Final voicing had been donc
on Gerhard's home system, the
source of which was aGoldmund
Studio turntable, Fidelity Research
arm, and van den Hul-tuned EMT
cartridge—a combination that had
prodigious bass output. With more
normal sources, the speaker sounded
undernourished. (Lesson: Never rely
on just one system when designing
loudspeakers—unless you want your
speaker to work only in just such a
system. Audio Physic now has a
listening panel of about 10 people
who arc consulted before a new
model is put into production. Joachim
Gerhard reserves the right to veto any
decision by this panel, however—he
wants to be able to personally stand
behind the sound of any product
Audio Physic makes.)
Th Tempo was revised repeatedly
in subsequent years and slowly
started to sell in more reasonable
numbers. Gerhard still had his job at
the plasma-equipment company and
was running both Audio Physic and
the hi-fi shop on the side. If you get
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the impression that this man has more
energy than most, you're right.
Gerhard can party late into the night
and still work efficiently in the
morning.
In 1988, Audio Physic brought out
the floorstanding, full-range, threeway Avanti loudspeaker, which had
avery small frontal area (the first
"minimonitor with integrated subwoofer," to my knowledge; it started
atrend that continues to grow). The
woofers were located at the bottom
of the cabinet on the left and right
side walls, so the energies that are put
into the cabinet will cancel out to a
large extent. The Avanti speaker was
very successful right from the start,
really putting the company on the
map. It established what has been the
Audio Physic "house style" ever
since: speakers with living-roomfriendly dimensions,impeccable finishes, and true audiophile sound
quality.
In 1989, Gerhard quit his job in
Frankfurt, returned to his Saucrland
home, and ran Audio Physic fulltime. In 1992, Gerhard amicably
bought out his partner, Willi Hegener
(who was called to work for his
family business), and now runs the
company alone.
About the same time, Audio Physic
started to move sideways abit and
import electronics and source components into Germany—most prominently the Lyra range of cartridges
and the Forsell products. An unfortunate side effect was that Gerhard
was spreading himself alittle thin,
with distribution, customer service,
and research and development each
demanding full attention. As aresult,
he now has decided to concentrate
more on his own products.
Audio Physic has also hired anew
development engineer, Bernd Theiss.1
Theiss's first project was the Terra
subwoofer, which is intended to be
auniversal product for the entire
Audio Physic range. The Terra is an
active design (featuring two 10'
woofers with 300W of on-board
amplification) carefully calculated for
optimal operation in or near room
corners (this location alone adds
about 9dB efficiency at 20Hz).
1Under the auspices of Professor Malcolm Omar
Hawksford, Theiss will be doing an external
Ph.D. thesis at Essex University, UK, on threenal audio.
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Iwas lucky to hear ademonstration of the Terra. It added an enormous amount of realism to music
reproduction—there was simply
more "there" there. On the other
hand, it sometimes cruelly revealed
studio trickery. The Sonny Clarke
Memorial Quartet's Voodoo (Black
Saint BSR 0109), one of my February
1992 "Records To Die For" selections, was revealed—in a system
composed of the Forsell Air Bearing
turntable with arm and Flywheel? a
Lyra cartridge, Adyton electronics,
some prototype speakers, and just
one Terra subwoofer—to have been
the object of rather more equalization than Ihad suspected. On my
speakers, which are flat to about
55Hz, the bass had shown apleasingly natural weight; with the Terra,
the recording was revealed to have
been heavily boosted in the lowest
two octaves—an estimated 4-6dB
at 40-60Hz. While the music still
sounded superb, sonically Imust
modify my earlier recommendation:
on full-range systems, this record
sounds less than natural.
Future Audio Physic developments
include anew model that is expected
to be slotted above the current topof-the-line Medea. Probably to be
called the Midas, this will differ from
the Medea in that it will have even
lower bass extension, and asupertweeter to cover the top octave
and beyond. Like the Medea, the
Midas will employ the Manger driver
—a unique planar concentric driver.
Gerhard likes to talk shop with
dealers and customers. His enthusiasm for loudspeakers and music
seems endless, and he doesn't hide his
opinions. Regarding loudspeaker
chassis, Gerhard sees atrend toward
stiffer diaphragms. There's the eternal
tradeoff between internal damping
and stiffness—the former important
for smoothness of frequency response
and natural tonal balance, the latter
for sensitivity and for aliveness of
sound.
Gerhard's very excited about
Audax's new HDA (High Definition
Aerogel) membranes, and will surely
incorporate them in Audio Physic
2The Forsell is acombo worthy of its Class A
accolade in Stereophile's "Recommended Components" listing. Sans Flywheel, it's alittle too bland
in the pace and rhythm department for my taste,
however.
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speakers once Audax gets manufacturing consistency right. But he also
sees interesting possibilities with
paper cones—especially when they're
oil-impregnated. The latest version
of the Virgo, the company's middle
floorstander reviewed this month by
Michael Fremer, employs paper cones
for everything bar the tweeter. Since
Audio Physic does alot of business
with countries of high humidity,
non-treated paper cones are ano-no.
Gerhard also believes that suspensions and cone surrounds need alot
of work. A stiff surround means a
cleaner transient response, but also
introduces dynamic nonlinearities—
the so-called hysteresis distortion: the
driver doesn't behave identically
regarding forward and backward
motion of the cone.
As to crossover components, Gerhard thinks that the fuss about the
choice of the capacitor dielectric,
which has its place in the highimpedance world inside an amplifier,
is out of place with regard to capacitors in passive crossover networks.
For alow-impedance loudspeaker
environment, Gerhard thinks inductance, physical smallness, and mechanical stability are much more important.
For inductor coils, too, mechanical
stability is more important than slight
variations in electrical properties. On
the whole, however, the best crossover is no crossover. The crossover
of Audio Physic's smallest speaker,
the Step, for example, consists ofjust
one series capacitor for the tweeter.
It's impossible to build atotally
rigid, non-resonating enclosure for
areasonably priced speaker. Once
you accept that, you have to decide
where and how you want to distribute the unavoidable resonances. All
Audio Physic speaker cabinets arc
tuned to A as 344Hz. You must also
consider the tradeoff between additional stiffening of an enclosure by
internal partitions and the time-delay
effect of adding mass to the cabinet.
This is an element of the designer's
art, but it's based in science. Audio
Physic sponsored auniversity paper
that determined optimum placing of
stiffening braces and optimum physical shape of the brace itself.
Gerhard thinks that DSP (digital
signal processing) equalization for
loudspeakers is the only really novel
development to come along in loud-
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speaker design in many adecade. The
advent of fast and affordable computing power enables speaker designers
to do in the digital domain what has
been frustratingly difficult, if not
impossible, to achieve via electrical
and mechanical means: clean impulse
response coupled with flat frequency
and phase responses. The mechanical
means to achieve those goals have
often been in conflict with each other,
which is one of the reasons why
speakers have tended to sound so
different, every designer judging the
compromise alittle differently.
An early fruit of Audio Physic's
efforts in this area was the DSP equalizer for the Tempo,3 the result ola
close collaboration with Norwegian
amplifier manufacturer Adyton and
the UK's University ofEssex, where
Gerhard is aVisiting Fellow.
Gerhard laments the fact that many
hi-fi companies, absurd as it may
seem, don't have proper listening
rooms Audio Physic has apurposebuilt listening room at the factory
(heavily treated with Michael Green
RoornTune devices), so they can show
employees why it might be important to do something just the way
they were told and not in another way
that might be alittle more convenient
or economical.
In Gerhard's opinion, the widespread use of DRA Labs' MLSSA
measurement system has been a
mixed blessing for the loudspeaker
industry. On the one hand, it's encouraged designers to look at the
time-domain behavior of their products; on the other hand, the MLSSA
algorithm assumes adistortion-free
test speaker. Since many designers use
this tool exclusively, the distortion
aspect of speaker design has been
slipping alittle overall.
Audio Physic has alot to contribute
to the High End's common cause: the
art of reproducing music at home. I
don't believe novel solutions to old
problems or high aesthetic appeal will
fail to woo the customer's heart.
—Markus Sauer
3Reviewed by Robert Deutsch in the November
'94 Stereophile (Vol.17 No.11, p.169).
4Itoo have spoken to and visited with more than
one designer who revealed to me that they don't
really listen to their stuff anymore. "We used to do
that when we were still in the learning phase, but
now Iknow what sounds good and can concentrate on the lab," is the usual line. Typically, the
companies in question are on the decline.
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(Continuedfrom p.127)
tion at either volume—performance few
speakers can deliver.
With the exception of the lower bass,
the Virgo handled both large and small
dynamic swings the way a911 takes a
hairpin turn: surefooted and without
hesitation. And, with the exception of
the lower bass, the Virgo got out of the
way and allowed the essential character
of both reference recordings and reference associated equipment to shine
through. In that sense, the Virgo is a
reference-quality loudspeaker.

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A
The Audio Physic Virgo is areasonably
hard load for an amplifier to drive, as
shown by its plots of impedance magnitude and phase against frequency
(fig.1). Not only does the impedance
drop below 4ohms for pretty much the
entire midrange, but the phase angle is
also moderately high in the upper bass
and low treble. The changes in impedance with frequency, however, are small.
The "saddle" in the magnitude trace at
27Hz indicates alow tuning frequency
for the large port. The wrinkle at 230Hz
is probably due to acabinet resonance
of some kind.
Fig.2 reveals the side-mounted woofers
crossing over to the front midrange unit
around 370Hz, with amild rolloffabove
that frequency. The port output covers
quite awide bandpass. Both port and
woofer responses feature amild blip at
230Hz, the frequency of the wrinkle in

the impedance plot. The enclosure walls
seemed relatively dead acoustically, with
only mild modes noticeable at 120Hz
and 300Hz on the side walls and at
660Hz on the front baffle, so it's probable that this peakiness between 200Hz
and 300Hz is due to some kind of internal standing-wave phenomenon.
The response of the midrange unit and
tweeter, shown to the right of fig.2, is
astonishingly flat, with just avery slight
rising trend noticeable. The sharp suckout just below 30kHz is an interference
phenomenon due to the tweeter's "phase
plate."
Averaged across a30° horizontal window at the same distance, 50", on the
tweeter axis, the speaker's response (fig3)
has aslight lack of energy in the upper
midrange but again is very smooth and
flat. There seems to be abroad hump in
the lower midrange and upper bass in
this curve, which was calculated by
taking the complex sum—magnitude
modified by phase—of the midrange
unit, woofers, and port. While this correlates with MF finding the speaker to have
alittle extra midbass warmth—"maybe
just too much of a good thing," he
said—it does result in the Virgo having
impressive low-frequency extension: this
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Fig.3 Audio Physic Virgo, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield midrange, woofer, and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.

curve is down 6dB from the lkHz reference level at 23Hz, despite the speaker
fundamentally having an overdamped
character.
Regarding the Virgo's horizontal dispersion (fig.4, which shows just the
changes in response off-axis), there's a
peculiar step around lkHz, which is perhaps due to the side-firing woofers.
Other than that and aslight flare at the
bottom of the tweeter's passband, the
dispersion is even, with progressive HF
rolloff as the listener moves to the
speaker's sides. This always correlates
with excellent imaging ability, and the
Virgo is no exception, to judge from
MF's auditioning comments and my
own listening. The apparent peak at
27kHz in this graph is due to the on-axis
interference notch in figs.2 and 3fillingin, as expected, to the speaker's sides.
Vertically (fig.5), the Virgo's balance
doesn't change significantly as long as
the listener's ears are between 34" and
37" from the ground, which Tom Norton has found to be atypical listening
height in normal domestic chairs and
sofas. (Director's chairs tend to place a
listener's ears between 40" and 43" from
the floor.) Above or below that range,
however, asuckout appears in the upper
crossover region.
To examine how these quasi-anechoic
responses sum, fig.6 shows aspatially
averaged response trace taken for the pair
of Virgos in my own listening room after
Ihad experimented for awhile to get the
optimal integration with the room
acoustics. There's aslight energy excess
in the upper bass, which is only partly
due to the room; note, though, the excellent low-bass extension, the Virgo being
flat to below the 31.5Hz, 1
/-octave band.
2
This gave both rock and orchestral
recordings asecure musical foundation,
Ifound. Though the midrange and treble
in-room meet superb ±1.5dB limits

Fig.1 Aud o Physic Virgo, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.2 Audio Physic Virgo, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
midrange, woofer, and port responses
plotted below 500Hz, 300Hz and I
kHz,
respectively.
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Fig.4 Audio Physic Virgo, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90*-5" off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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between 200Hz and 4kHz—about the
best Ihave ever measured in my room—
there's aslight in-room peak in the midtreble, the bottom of the tweeter's passband where it will have its widest dispersion. Ididn't hear this as brightness
as such, nor did it add any sense of grain;
but it did make the Virgo's balance sound
alittle vivid. But oh, the detail and depth
to be heard!
In the time domain, the step response
(fig.'7) reveals the upper-frequency driveunits to be connected with the same
positive-going polarity. The woofers,
however, are connected with inverted
polarity. The associated cumulative
spectral-decay, or waterfall, plot (fig.8)
is superbly clean throughout the upper

midrange and treble. There's your freedom from treble grain!
Iagree with MF: this asuperbly engineered loudspeaker that happens also to
sound quite wonderfully musical!
—John Atkinson

M FCONCLUDES

I'm fortunate to have three very different
pairs of speakers in my home right now,
each with differing strengths and weaknesses. Ihave owned the Eminent Technology Vls ($3700/pair) for anumber of
years now, and Ifind them exciting and
seductive despite their inability to portray wide dynamic swings. Their midrange performance is superb, and bass is
surprisingly robust, fast, and satis-

Fig.5 Audio Physic Virgo, vertical response family at SO", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 10°-5° above tweeter axis, reference response;
differences in response 50-15° below tweeter axis.
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HSU Research HRSWI2V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:

171

Fig.6 Audio Physic Virgo, spatially averaged y
3
octave response in JA's listening room.

TRUE SUBWOOFER.
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.

II

J"

J-

fying. Too bad it takes afew hundred
watts minimum to drive them. Nonetheless, after having them out of the system
for extended lengths of time, Ialways get
acharge firing them up.
The NHT 3.3s, at $4000 and change
for apair, are agenuine bargain of a
"muscle car" speaker. You get G-force
low bass, outstanding frequency response,
pinpoint imaging, superb dynamics, and
more. What you don't get is the low-level
resolution or the suave rendering of
acoustic instruments you get from either
the ETs or the Virgos. But if rock and
pop or organ music are your bag, the
NHTs are an outstanding design and
bargain-priced for what they offer.
The Virgos, at agrand more than the
NHTs, didn't give me the bottom-end
authority or the dynamic slam of the
3.3s, but they did offer acombination of
musical sophistication, ultrahigh resolution, and holographic imaging and
soundstaging. They also have livingroom-ready good looks—an outstanding design for the '90s, and most certainly worth alisten if you've got the
scratch.
—Michael Fremer $

neonene

Fig.7 Audio Physic Virgo, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

'Prodigious bass that shakes the walls"..."one heck

of athunder buster."
John E. Johnson, Jr., Secrets of Home Theater
and Hip), Fidelity, May 1995

this woofer achieves acombination of extremely
quick speed and gut massaging bass impact that 1
have seldom experienced from any subwoofer."
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 18 No, 1, January 1995

"has developed an enviable reputation in its few

short years of existence"

Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile Guide to Home
TheaterVol. 1No. 1, 1995

'Hsu's HRSW12V is awonderful subwoofer. Its good

looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price'
Tom Nousaine, Sound &Image, February/March 1995

"...all of the non-boomy, stomach-massaging bass
energy was coming from asingle 12-inch powered
subwoofer..."
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 17 No. 4, April 1994

Send for complete information on the HRSW12V.
Write

or call:

HSU RESEARCH

Fig.8 Audio Physic Virgo, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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14946 Shoemaker Ave. Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory di ect with a30 day trial -money back
arantee. 5year manufacturer's detect warranty.
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Introducing the Newest Member
of the Wilson Audio Family

X-1/
Grand SLAMM

WILSON

INTEGRATED TRANSDUCER

TECHNOLOGY

WITT
WATT V/
Puppy V

The Most Affordable Wilson Yet!
1
.
08N
SPECIALTIES INC.
2233 MOUNTAIN VISTA LANE
PROVO, UT 84606 U.S.A.

EXPERIENCE IT AT YOUR NEAREST DEALER:
TELEPHONE (801)377-2233
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AR 303

LOUDSPEAKER

John Atkinson
Three-way, stand- or bookshelf-mounted, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 12"
paper-cone woofer, 15" soft-dome midrange unit, 0.75" soft-dome nivizeter. Crossover
frequencies: 650Hz, 5.5kHz. Frequency response: 32Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity:
85dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance: 6.5 ohms (3.6 ohms minimum). Amplifier requirements: 50W-250W recommended minimum/maximum. Dimensions: 15" (381mm)

54 lbs (24.5kg) each. Serial numbers of units revienied: B303001209AIB, manufactured
in January 1995. Finish: black high-pressure laminate. Price: $1200/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 200. Manufacturer Acoustic Research, 1)1 Specialty Audio Group,
535 Getty Court, Suite A, Benicia, CA 94510. Tel: (800) 969-AR4U (2748). Fax: (707)
747-0169.

W by II" (280mm) Dby 25" (635mm) H. Recommended stand height: 8-12". Weight:

I

t's acommon audiophile failing to
remember the past as being much
better than it actually was. (Though,
of course, some things were better.) I
remember the first time Iheard apair of
Acoustic Research LST loudspeakers, in
1974 or thereabouts. Compared with the
Wharfedalcs Iused in my own system
and the various Goodmans, Celcstions,
and home-brews Iheard at friends'
homes, the sound of classical orchestral
recordings on the ARs was about as close
to the real thing as Icould imagine. And
the AR ads reinforced my experience,
telling me that musicians such as Herbert
von Karajan also used LSTs. Inever heard
those speakers again, but occasionally I
wonder how they would hold up today.'
The trapezoidal LST was AR's top
model back then, featuring quadruple
/ "dome tweeters and 1.5" dome mid4
3
range units with asingle 12" woofer in
asealed enclosure. The more conventional AR-3a, designed by Roy Allison
and introduced in 1967, was amore conventional three-way design, using the
same woofer with just one each of the
dome midrange and HF units. Its mellow balance pioneered the cerebral "East
Coast" sound in the '60s. Inever heard
the AR-3a, but I've heard audiophiles
proclaiming it still to be one of the best
speakers of all time. It was also, by all
accounts, an amplifier-killer, its impedance featuring apunishing combination
of low magnitude and high phase angle!
Acoustic Research—or AR, as it nowadays prefers to be known—has been
through some turbulent times since the
early '70s. Sold by its founders to the Teledyne conglomerate, the company never
quite seemed to know who its customers
were. Perhaps reflecting the schizophrenic
nature of its name, some Acoustic Research
models, such as the Tim Holl-designed
AR 9 of 1979 and the Ken Kantor1The various Cello loudspeakers are direct descendants
of the LST; designer Mark Levinson used the old AR
model as his paradigm from which to go forward. In
fact, the Cello Amati looked like astacked pair of LSTs
and used AR drive-units.
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designed MGC-1 of 1984, were aimed
fairly and squarely at high-end customers. Yet much of the AR line seemed
intended to compete head-on with the
value-for-money offerings from Polk
and Boston Acoustics.
The company's fortunes slipped
through the '80s. In 1990, it was sold to
International Jensen, who formed anew
"Specialty Audio Group" in late 1993 to
manage the Acoustic Research, Now
Hear This, Day-Sequerra, and Audio Innovations brand names. After nearly 40
years in Massachusetts, Acoustic Research's
marketing and engineering offices'
design efforts were relocated to the NHT
headquarters in Benicia, California, with
design efforts coordinated by NHT's
founding engineer, Ken Kantor, and
management in the hands of NHT's
other founder, Chris Byrne.
Given this history, when AR offered
their new top-of-the-line loudspeaker,
the 303, for review, Ididn't need to be
asked asecond time.

AR 303 loudspeaker

WorldRadioHistory

DESIGN
The $1200/pair 303 is Ken Kantor's reengineering of the 3a. Similarly sized and
similarly heavy but more expensive—at
least in 1995 dollars—it uses what superficially appear to be the same drive-units:
the hefty, long-throw, 12" woofer, the
3/4" cloth-dome tweeter, and the 1.5"
dome midrange driver with its distinctive metal-mesh protective cover. Rather
than the 3a's rather haphazard placement,
however, the 303 mounts these drivers
in avertical array, with the tweeter and
midrange offset to one side of the baffle.
he speakers are supplied as amirrorimaged pair.)
But the drive-units are not the same,
having been redesigned in light of the
development in technology in the 30odd years since the originals were produced. The crossover frequencies are also
slightly different, at 650Hz and 5.5kHz
compared with 600Hz and 5kHz. The
crossover is carried on asmall printed
circuit board attached to the inside of the
terminal panel, and uses non-polarized
electrolytic capacitors and low-distortion, iron-laminate-cored inductors as
well as abunch of power resistors. The
woofer and midrange low-pass crossover slopes are second-order, 12dB/
octave; the tweeter high-pass is thirdorder, 18dB/octave; and the midrange
unit rolls in with a6dB/octave electrical
slope. Internal wiring appears to be 18gauge and is attached to the drive-unit
terminals with push-on clips.
Ken Kantor is the farthest thing from
atweak like me, so there's no provision
for biwiring, nor are the speakers supplied with spikes or the bushings into
which to screw them. The enclosure is
made oft" MDF covered with ablack
laminate material and completely stuffed
with bonded acrylic fiber. At 54 lbs, the
303 is asolid chunk of speaker!

SYSTEM iSc SETUP
The ARs were auditioned in my dedicated listening room driven by apair of
Mark Levinson No.20.6 monoblocks, a
133

Pure, Sweet and Precise
The Benz Glider
Pure Alpine air, rich chocolate and accurate timepieces.
The Benz Glider moving coil cartridge embodies the best of
Switzerland at an affordable price.
The open, free floating design eliminates body resonances for sonic
purity. The Glider's lmV medium output, solid boron cantilever and
Microedge stylus all contribute to its harmonic sweetness.
Precision manufacture and hand assembly at our Swiss factory
ensure alifetime of musical enjoyment.

r

Benz Micro 15 Switzerland

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS
Representing Benz Micro, Graham tonearms, Basis turntables, Harbeth speakers and Aesthetix preamplifiers
5856 College Avenue, Suite 146, Oakland, California 94618 510 420-0379 Fax 510 420-0392
Benz Micro is available in Canada from Tri-Cell Enterprises 416 748-8300

Koetsu owners: contact us regarding re-tipping your cartridge in Switzerland

Much more than
just protection.
Now, our critically acclaimed Power Wedge technology is available in two versatile
new AC power management systems. As with all Power Wedge and Power Pack systems, the improvement in picture
and sound quality is dramatic. To
see and hear the difference for
yourself, visit your PowerWedge
dealer.

AUDIO PO WET
INDUSTRIES
2624 South Rousselle St. Santa Ana, CA 92707
Telephone 714-545-9495
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Krell KSA-50S, aConrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A, and aCary Audio Design
CAD-300SEI integrated amplifier (see
RH's review of the Cary elsewhere in
this issue). The preamplifier in my room
was the remote-controlled Mark Levinson No.38S, with aMod Squad Phono
Drive EPS used to amplify LP signals
from aLinn Sondek/Cirkus/Trampolin/
Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv setup sitting on an
ArchiDee 'table.
Digital sources were Mark Levinson
No30.5 HDCD® and Parts Connection
Assemblage D/A processors driven by
aMark Levinson No.31 transport via
Madrigal and Illuminati AES/EBU
cables, and an Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro
or aSonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug.
Interconnects used were AudioQuest's
AudioTruth Lapis x3 alternating with
XL0 1.1 Signature; speaker cable was
adoubled run of AudioTruth Sterling. All
source components and prcamps used
in my listening room were pluggedin to aPower Wedge 116 Mk.II, itself
plugged-in to adedicated AC circuit and
fitted with the Power Enhancer option.
The amplifiers were plugged-in to a
Power Wedge 100, again fitted with the
Power Enhancer.
The speakers sat on 11"-high sandfilled bases, which in turn sat on Mod
Squad Tiptoes. This combination placed
the 303s' tweeters 35" from the floor—a
sideburn below my seated car level.

SOUND
One of the advantages of asealed-box
woofer loading compared with reflex is
the slower rate of rolloffbelow the system resonance: 12dB/octave compared
with 24dB/octave. With the response in
asmall room typically rising at 4dB or
so per octave in the bottom two octaves
due to boundary effects, asealed-box
speaker can have impressive bass extension for its size. The big-bottomed 303
does low bass better than any other
$1200/pair loudspeaker I've heard. Whether it was classical pipe organ or the
synth bass on Annie Lennox's new
Medusa CD (Arista 25717-2)—check out
the awesomely deep sub-bass sounds on
her version of Neil Young's "Don't Let
It Bring You Down"—there was aweight
to the sound of bass lines that underpinned the music in amost satisfying
manner. The combination ola relatively
large enclosure—"bookshelf"? Yeah,
right; maybe for André the Giant!—and
agood 12" woofer is hard to beat. The
warble tones on Stereophile's Test CD 32
descended to 32Hz at what seemed like
2$9.95 plus $330 S&H. Credit-card orders: (800)
358-6274.
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full level, though with rather an exaggerated character through the mid- and
upper bass.
And this was after quite alot of experimentation with room placement to find
the optimal balance between low-bass
extension and upper-bass clarity. AR
recommends putting the 303s near room
boundaries, but Ifound that to exaggerate the already full bass balance to the
point of unacceptability. Either AR
expects its customers to be bass-heads
or designer Ken Kantor is one. Iended
up with the speakers about 1.5m from
the wall behind them and well away from
the side walls.
Inoticed alack of articulation in the
303's lower mids, however. In Blue Nile's
"Downtown Lights:' from the Annie
Lennox album, is anice harmonic twist
in the verse after the first bridge: the bass
drops to the relative minor at acadence
instead of the expected tonic. This song
depends heavily on the bass line to define
its harmonic progression, as the accompanying chords arc based almost entirely
on suspensions. Though this bass note's
fundamental was reproduced at full level,
the harmonics that help the car determine
pitch seemed obscured via the 303s compared, for example, with B&W Silver
Signatures. This meant that, anticipating
the usual tonic note, Ididn't notice anything different about this verse from the
others on the first couple of playings.
Only when Iwent back to the B&Ws did
Iget this little harmonic nicety.
Higher in frequency, the AR 303 offered asmooth but mellow tonal balance
—reflecting its "East-Coast" heritage,
Iguess. While not quite sounding too
dull, the speaker's top octaves definitely
sounded reticent. Although this usefully
tamed the rather aggressive highs on the
Annie Lennox CD, the already-rolledoff cymbals on Neil Young's new
HDCD-encoded Minor Ball CD (Reprise
45934-2) lost too much of their sparkle.
The 303's rich, warm balance was a
definite plus with much classical orchestral music, however, anewly acquired
1974 quadraphonic LP of Copland conducting his own Appalachian Spring
(Columbia Masterworks MQ 32736—
just love those garage sales) benefiting
greatly.
With the Conrad-Johnson tube amp,
the highs were further plateau'd down,
while with the single-ended Cary with
its 4ohm output impedance, there wasn't
quite enough treble left to preserve the
music's sense of life, as sweet, musical,
and expansive as the midrange undoubtedly sounded. This suggests that the ARs
arc intended to be used with inexpensive
solid-state electronics, which arc gencrWorldRadioHistory

allyfar from reticent in the treble!
Other than the mellow balance and
thickened upper bass and lower mids, the
303 seemed relatively uncolored. Iwasn't
made aware of any specific vowel-type
colorations in the midrange, for example.
And the treble was vety clean—no noticeable grain or sibilance emphasis, and with
good presentation of recorded detail.
Regarding soundstaging, the 303s
didn't throw much image depth, even on
recordings where this aspect seems otherwise quite immune from the slings and
arrows of outrageous speaker fortune—
the twittering-birds introduction to
Andreas Vollenweider's Behind the Gardens—Behind the Wall—Under the Tim.. .
CD (CBS MK 37793), for example.
They did offer pretty tight lateral imaging precision, which was unexpected
given the wide baffle.
The AR has good dynamics, going
loud without any sense of strain. It definitely sounds alittle slow, however—
most probably aconsequence of its lowfrequency balance. The bass lines from
the electric harp on the Vollenweider disc
had anice fat purr to their sound, but
lagged alittle in the get-up-'n'-boogie
department.

M EASUREMENTS
Other than impedance (for which Iused
an Audio Precision System One) and the
in-room spectral analysis,3all measurements were performed with aMLSSA
v.8.5 system from DRA Labs, in combination with an Outline computer-controlled loudspeaker turntable and aB&K
4006 microphone calibrated to be flat
on-axis at the typical measuring distance
Iuse. To minimize reflections from the
test setup, the measuring microphone is
flush-mounted inside the end ola long
tube. Reflections of the speaker's sound
from the mike stand and its hardware
will thus be sufficiently delayed not to
affect the measurement.
While the new AR 303's impedance
does drop to 3.3 ohms in the upper bass
and 3.6 ohms in the high treble (fig.1), it's
not nearly as demanding aload as the
original AR-3a. The shape of the curve,
however, does confirm my comments
that its already mellow balance will be
accentuated if the speaker is driven by an
amplifier with ahighish source imped3For my in-room spectral analyses Iaverage six measurements at each of 10 separate microphone positions
for left and right speakers individually, giving atotal
of 120 original spectra. These are then averaged to give
acurve that, in my room, has proved to give agood
correlation with aloudspeaker's perceived balance Iuse
an Audio Control Industrial SA-3050A spectrum
analyzer with its own microphone, which acts as acheck
on the MLSSA measurements made with the B&K
mike. Ialso used the Coldline DSP-30 automated spectrum analyzer (currently under review).
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DISCOVER THE BREAKTHROUGH S
PEAKERS
THAT EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT!
"
MORE THAN I
MPRESSIVE..."
"The name Joseph Audio may not be the most well known in audio,
but if the sound they were getting at the show is an indication, then
their profile is bound to grow. Using aunique and patented crossover
pattern (something like a120 dB per octave!) the two Joseph Audio
speakers being demonstrated were more than impressive."

—The Audio Observatory

30339 Abelia Rd. Canyon Coantry,CA 91351

JosephAudio
EFFORTLESS MUSICALITY •EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY' m

2Pineridge Road White Plains New York 10603
Call 1(800) 474 HIFI for afree White Paper and adealer near you
Dealer &Export Inquiries: R&G Audio

(914) 783-6674

Produced under license from Modafferi Acoustical Labs US Patent #4771466
The RM2Oti Reference Standard $2099/pair

ABSOLUTE PURITY
IN DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Using the purest operating mode
possible to deliver the most natural
reproduction achievable: the singleended Class A Aleph 0 power amplifier
from Pass Laboratories.
21555 Limestone Way, Foresthill
California 95631
(916) 367-3690 Fax (916) 367-2193
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ance. The magnitude peak at 38.5Hz is
due to the sealed-box woofer resonance;
there are no wrinkles in either trace to
suggest the presence of cabinet resonances. Listening to the panels with a
stethoscope revealed aslight amount of
"cabinet talk" in the lower midrange
present on the front baffle and back
panel, but this was low in level.
Although the 303 is specified as having avoltage sensitivity of 85dB/2.83V/m,
my measured B-weighted figure was a
little lower, at 84dB. The difference is
inconsequential, though agoodly powerful amplifier of at least 50Wpc output is
indicated.
Looking at the quasi-anechoic response
averaged across a30° horizontal angle
on the tweeter axis (fig.2), the overall
response trend is smooth, but slopeddown alittle from the upper bass to the
high treble. There is also adistinct step
in the curve just above lkHz. This kind
of response shape would usually be associated with some audible nasality. The
303, however, seemed relatively uncolored, suggesting that the on-axis
peak'n'dip is probably compensated for
by the opposite behavior off-axis.
In the bass—measured in the nearfield
with the microphone capsule almost
touching the woofer dustcap—there's a
moderate rise in the midbass, peaking
5dB above the lkHz reference level at
63Hz, before the speaker's output drops
to -6dB at alow 27Hz. The 303's owner
gets alot of bass for the money. Though
the owner's manual recommends placing
the speakers close to room boundaries,

this will have the effect of accentuating
the 303's bass output even further.
Despite its wide baffle, the 303 offers
reasonably well-controlled treble dispersion, as can be seen in fig.3—note that
only the differences in response are shown
in this graph. The more even change in
balance is to the tweeter edge of the baffle, shown to the front of fig.3. If you
have to position these speakers close to
the side walls, this suggests that the
tweeters should be on the speakers' outside edges; otherwise, place the mirrorimaged speakers so that the tweeters are
on their inside edges. The wide baffle
does make its presence known, however:
despite the use of a small-diameter
tweeter dome, the top two octaves fall off
more rapidly with off-axis angle than
would be the case with aminimonitor.
In atypical room, this will contribute to
the speaker's rather mellow tonal balance.
Note that fig3 reveals that, in the midrange, the 303 also has rather more
limited dispersion than atypical twoway design. This is probably due both
to the crossover performance and to the
use of a12" LF driver. Despite my earlier
conjecture, the lack of off-axis energy is
alittle lower in frequency than the onaxis peak around lkHz, however.

Predicting aloudspeaker's perceived
tonal balance from its on-axis response
and how that response changes off-axis
will never be an easy task—or even,
sometimes, apossible one!
Vertically (fig.4), the 303 only offers
its optimal treble balance over avery
small listening window: on or just below
the tweeter axis. Above or below that
axis, suckouts appear in the crossover
regions and the tweeter's top octave rolls
off. This makes AR's recommended stand
height strange: stands much shorter than
12" will result in alack of mid-treble
energy with the typical listener's ear
height of35-39". My own recommendation would be for stands 12-16" high,
though the large 303 does look alarmingly top-heavy on anormal, centerpillar speaker stand.
Even with the speakers well away
from the walls, the in-room response
(fig.5) still featured an excess of energy
in the bass, as I'd noted in my auditioning. The benefit gained from this, however, is an impressive low-frequency
extension, even the 25Hz, Vs-octave band
being almost up in level with the midrange reference level. A slight excess of
low-treble energy will probably not be
heard as brightness per se. Instead, Isus-

Fig.3 AR 303, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in response
5*-90° off-axis.

Fig.1 AR 303, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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pect it gives the car areference point
against which the higher-treble balance
can be judged. And the 303's in-room
balance is somewhat rolled-off in its top
two octaves, correlating with my comments on its perceived HF quality. Note,
however, that the in-room balance is very
flat around lkHz despite the on-axis
peakiness. It looks as though the off-axis
behavior does compensate for the onaxis departure from flat in this region—at
least in my room.
In the time domain, the 303's impulse
response (not shown) is non-timecoherent but otherwise unremarkable.
Ignore the wrirddes at and after the 7ms
mark in this graph, which arc due to the
first reflections of the speaker's direct
sound from the room boundaries. The
step response (fig.6) indicates that the
tweeter and midrange units arc connected
with inverted polarity, while the woofer's
output is in positive polarity, these checked
by examining the step responses of the
individual units. The 303's cumulative
spectral-decay, or waterfall, plot (fig.7),
calculated from the impulse response
data, is impressively free from resonant
modes. While there's alittle bit of lowlevel hash between 6kHz and 8kHz, and
the response step at lkHz is also associated with some delayed energy, this is
otherwise an excellent result, implying
good resolution of recorded detail and
arelative freedom from treble grain, as
Ifound.

CONCLUSION

Ilike old things. (Heck, at 47 Isometimes
1111111

1 I 1111111

1 1 11,1,
1OX

1

feel /am an old thing.) Igenerally like
tube amps; Iwear a1939 analog watch;
Iplay a1964 Fender P-Bass; Idrive a
1971 Mercedes-Benz sedan, designed
around the same time as the AR-3a. As
much as Ilove the vehicle—my wife calls
it the "Titanic"—whenever Irent amodern car, the things my oldster lacks arc
thrown into sharp relief. Despite its
superficial resemblance to the vintage
AR-3a, however, the AR 303 is undoubtedly amodern speaker, with no subjective or objective failings that could be laid
at the feet of its heritage—other than its
dulled tonal balance.

Imust admit that the 303's balance is
not particularly to my taste, as Iwill
always sacrifice 10 or 20Hz of bass
extension to max out on low-frequency
articulation. Ialso like more image depth
and aless reticent HE But Idid enjoy my
time with the AR 303, and for those
bass-heads in love with the bottom
octaves, the AR 303, at $1200/pair, offers
the best bang for the buck. Be prepared
to experiment with room position and
stand height, however, if you want to get
the best performance balance.
So, Ken Kantor—arc you going to
resurrect the MGC-1 next?

Fig.7 AR 303, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Fig.5 AR 303, spatially averaged ¡
r octave
response in JA's listening room.

Call Nick King in London, England
Tel: (44) 81 289 1571
Fax: (44) 81 289 1572

Fig.6 AR 303. step response on tweeter axis at
50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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CARY AUDIO DESIGN CAD-300SEI
SINGLE-ENDED TRIODE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Robert Harley
Single-ended integrated amplifier. Inputs: three line-level inputs on RCA jacks. Tube
complement: 6SN7 input and driver (x3), 30013 triode output (x2). Power output:
MK into 8or 4ohms (10.4 and 7.4dBW, respectively). Frequency response: 23Hz20kHz +0, -0.75dB (at IIW output). SIN ratio: 90dB ref. rated power output. Headphone output 4-50 ohm-compatible ('" stereo jack). Finish: chrome chassis with

black front panel (24k-gold front panel and knobs, $500 additional). Dimensions:
14" W by 14" Dby 8" H. Weight: 42 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: not
available. Price: $3395. Approximate number of dealers. 40. Manufacturer Cary
Audio Design, Inc., IIIA Woodwinds Industrial Court, Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919)
481-4494. Fax: (919) 460-3828.

A

sstrongly as Ibelieve that the
listening experience is the most
reliable method ofjudging the
quality of audio equipment, I've been
biased against single-ended tube amplifiers because of their quirky measured
performances. Without having heard
single-ended under good conditions—
much less living with an SE amplifier—I
had concluded that many listeners must
like them because they're euphonically
colored by large amounts of low-order
distortion and impedance interactions
with the loudspeakers. SE amplifiers
seem to be adeparture from the goal
of making the electronics transparent.
Moreover, the range of loudspeakers
suitable for SE amplifiers is so restrictive that Iwondered why anyone would
bother with these underpowered distortion-generators. Ihad fallen into atrap
that I've repeatedly railed against: drawing conclusions without firsthand listening experience?
To find out more about the singleended experience, Iasked Cary Audio
Designs for asample of their least expensive single-ended amplifier, the $3395
CAD-300SEI integrated model. Iwas
prompted to try single-ended triode
amplification by the Infinity Composition F-PR loudspeakers on hand in my
listening room (see the review elsewhere
in this issue). The Composition has a
high sensitivity (JA measured 95.5dB/
2.83V/1m) and apowered woofer, making them appear an ideal load for the
11Wpc Cary 300SEI.
After some critical listening evaluations—and many more hours of sheer
musical magic—I've become convinced
that single-ended tube amplifiers sound
fabulous in spite of their distortion, not
because of it.

DESCRIPTION

The CAD-300SEI is essentially two of
ISee "The Listener's Manifesto" in the January 1992
Stereophile (Vol.15 No.1)—a slightly revised version of
my Audio Engineering Society paper "Ile Role of Critical Listening in Evaluating Audio Equipment Quality"
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

Cary CAD-300SEI single-ended triode integrated amplifier

Cary's CAD-3005E monoblock power
amplifiers ($3800/pair) combined in one
chassis with avolume control and a
class-A triode line stage. The compact
(14" by 14") 300SEI is avisual work of
art, with achrome chassis, shapely 300B
output triodes up front, and angled output transformers. The review sample had
the optional ($500) 24k-gold faceplate
and knobs, further heightening its
beauty.
Three line-level inputs are provided
on high-quality RCA jacks, with input
selection via afront-panel rotary knob?
A large volume control, smaller balance
adjustment, and power rocker switch
finish off the front panel. The rear panel
holds the RCA input jacks, Edison-Price
Music Posts for loudspeaker connection,
aline fuse, and an LEC AC-line jack.
The front panel is also home to a1/4"
headphone jack, which is activated by a
2Amatching phono stage, the PH-301, sells for $1495.
The unit is all-tubed anci can accommodate MM or MC
cartridges.
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small pushbutton on the top plate. This
between the headphone output
and the Music Post loudspeaker output
terminals. When listening to the 300SEI
through headphones, you're hearing
the entire amplifier right off the output
transformers—no op-amp circuits to
drive the headphones here. Switching
between loudspeakers and headphones
is accomplished by agold-plated 10A
relay.
A 1/4"'phone jack on the chassis top
provides access to the bias measurement
point; simply insert a'phone plug and
measure the current flow with aDC
ammeter. A trim pot next to the jack
adjusts the bias. Not everyone has a
two-conductor 1/4" 'phone plug lying
around; Cary should supply one with
wires already attached.
The power supply is a full-wave
center-tapped configuration filtered with
api-L network. The rectifiers are bolted
to the chassis top plate, which makes the
entire amplifier warm to the touch when
selects
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it's running. Two 1200µF and one 100µF
electrolytic filter capacitors bypassed
with polystyrene caps provide 230 joules
of energy storage. Plate voltage on the
300B output tube is 430V. A "soft start"
circuit powers the 300B output tubes'
filaments first, then the high-voltage
plate supply 60 seconds later. Warm-up
time is said to be only three minutes.
The input/line amplifier stage consists
of asingle 6SN6 dual-triode tube, with
one half of the tube used for the left
channel and the other half for the right

nearly all other tubes in which asepachannel. This class-A voltage-gain circuit
is the same as that used in the Cary SLPrate filament heats the cathode, the
90 preamplifier. This stage is followed
300B's filament and cathode are one and
by apair of 6SN6 triodes (one per chanthe same, which gives the 300B the
nel) in aconstant-current, plate-loaded
"direct-heated" designation. Seeing just
configuration, each of which drives a four pins on the 300B made me realize
300B triode output tube. No feedback— just how simple adirect-heated triode is?
local or global—is used in the 300SEI.
The pair of 300Bs and three 6SN6 tubes
That's right, this isn't alow-feedback
arc mounted in silver-contact sockets.
design—the 300SEI has zero feedback.
The output transformers, which are
custom-designed for the 300SEI, are an
The 300B output tube is aclassic
triode design, with only three elements:
E/I-laminate type wound with oxygenthe cathode, grid, and plate. Unlike
free copper wire and feature an air gap

CARY'S DENNIS HAD TALKS WITH ROBERT HARLEY
Cary Audio Design founder Dennis Had
is largely responsible for popularizing
single-ended amplyiers in America. Since
appearing on the scene in 1989, Cary
Audio Design hasfotged its own niche in
the high-end audio industry. Ispoke with
Dennis Had about how he got started
building ampltfiers, and why he's so committed to single-ended triode designs.
Dennis Had: It all started with a
science project Idid as achild, which
was asingle-ended audio amplifier.
It was based on a2M [tube] and had
all ola couple of watts. It got the blue
ribbon, and Iwas hooked forever.
After that Ibecame intrigued by
ham radio. Ibuilt some shortwave
radios, and had aham radio license
when Iwas 11. There was agroup of
us into ham radio and audio. My
buddies were building higher and
higher output-power amplifiers, and
the mentality was that the more
power the amplifier had, the better it
must sound.
Iwas going in the opposite direction, trying to replicate the sound of
my father's string quartet, which
practiced every Friday night in our
home. Iknew what real music sounded
like from hearing that string quartet
every week. My objective was to recreate that electronically. Iwould play
back the records they made and try
to replicate as closely as Icould the
sound of the string quartet in our
home.
Every time Iworked with asingleended triode instead of apush-pull
design it sounded more realistic. Running single-ended, it seemed that the
speaker was less prevalent and the
sound was fuller and more lifelike.
Iremember saving my paper-route
money and spending $9.90 for a
300B [output tube], because that was
the next step up from a2M. My
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friends were buying 6L6cs at 59e a
pop, and I'm spending nearly $10 on
a300B. They thought I'd flipped my
lid. Their amplifiers were more powerful, but mine sounded more realistic. Istill have that first 300B. It has
agazillion hours on it, and it still
functions beautifully.
Harley: Was your career in RF design an
outgrowth ofyour experience as ateenager?
Had: My formal career was as an
investment banker. A lot of what Idid
was secure investment funding for
companies. Ihad some ideas to start
acompany in the RF field, which I
knew very well from an engineering
standpoint. In 1974, Idesigned an RF
receiving and transmitting converter
and founded a company on that
design. In 1978, we were number 82
on the list of fastest-growing privately held companies in America.
We went from my basement to an
industrial park and 70 employees. It
was extremely successful.
Iwas way ahead of the leveraged
buy-out boom of the 1980s and
in 1978 did aleveraged buy-out of
another company. By 1980 Igot
killed. Isold the whole thing.
But all along the way Iwas building very sophisticated high-powered
audio amplifiers for my own enjoyment. In fact, Ihad a300W singleended amplifier. In my neighborhood,
if you wanted to listen to music, you
came over to the Had house. Ialways
had this love for audio amplifiers. I
didn't know what it was to go out
and buy something: Ibuilt everything myself.
Harley: What made you go into business
building amplifiers for other people?
Had: Istarted another successful
company in 1980 designing and
building RF products, and Isold it in
1983. Idid some RF design for other
people, all the while building audio
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amplifiers for fun. Then Iwalked into
anew high-end store right here in
Cary, North Carolina, and Isaw
tubed amplifiers—brand-new tubed
amplifiers! Iwas shocked. Iknew
about Audio Research but never
guessed at how popular tubed amplifiers were. Igot to know the store
owner and bought an amplifier to see
what made it tick. Ithought it was an
accident waiting to happen.
The store owner asked me to work
on some of the tubed amps he had in
for repair. When Itook the stuff
home, Isaw the shortcomings of each
one and knew Icould build abetter
product than what was being offered
in the marketplace. At the same time,
it would give me an opportunity
to present what Iconsidered to be
the best-sounding amplifier design:
single-ended.
Harley: Wasn't it commercially risky to
start acompany based on an older, lowpowered technology when single-ended
amplyiers were virtually unknown in the
US in 1989?
Had: You ask yourself which is the
greater risk: to build "me-too" products and come into the marketplace
against established companies, or to
have aproduct that is totally dissimilar from the run of the mill, one
that would stand out because of its
unusualness.
Of course, Itook the second option. Iwould rather be recognized for
having adifferent type of product
than acopycat product. There were
so many people using the same mundane circuit over and over again and
just repackaging it. Ithought it was
better to offer atechnology that Ipersonally believed in and was different
in the market.
Harley: How do you respond to the question ofthe poor bench performance ofsingkended amplifiers?
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to reduce the tendency of the transformer
to behave as abig electromagnet. This
is adanger with single-ended amplifiers
because the bias current flows in only
one direction through the primary
winding. The two output transformers
3The names associated with tube and solid-state electronics reveal much about their fundamental operation.
The term "transistor" was coined in acasual hallway
conversation among its inventors. If avacuum tube is
transconduciance device, they reasoned, the new solidstate amplifier was atransresistattre device, or "transistor'
Tube proponents like to point out that, in atube, electrons flow through avacuum, not through asolid semiconducting material as they do in atransistor.

Had: You can sometimes fool the
marketplace with good-looking test
results. But every time Itry to make
asingle-ended design look beautiful
on the test equipment, it takes the
beauty out of the musical presentation. It's awhole different ballgame
between specs and what it sounds
like. With single-ended, the lack of
feedback, the simplicity of design,
and not splitting the signal are more
important than test results. Forget
about the total harmonic distortion:
any of the nasties that may be there
are masked by the second harmonic,
which isn't offensive to the ear.
Harley: What are the virtues of singleended?
Had: More than anything, the virtue of single-ended is the simplicity,
and that the signal is handled in as linear afashion as possible. In apushpull amplifier you split the signal into
two halves and then recombine those
halves at the amplifier output. Ifelt
that the power amplifier should just
replicate what the CD player or turntable is outputting and maintain the
integrity of the waveform. Singleended makes the most common sense
from an engineering standpoint and
also has the least number of parts in
the signal path. You're not taking the
signal and dividing it up.
Another key factor is lack of feedback. Feedback is always acorrection
after the fact. I'll often take apart competitors' amplifiers and remove the
feedback. After doing that to many
designs, I've found that the feedback
is just abig Band-Aid trying to rectify
what should have been done right in
the first place.
My commitment to single-ended
comes from my personal beliefs and
designing and listening for the past
38 years.
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account for most of the amplifier's 42-lb
weight. Indeed, the transformers look
like they were designed to handle 100W
each, not the 300SEI's 11W.
All the components inside the 300SEI
are connected with silver-conductor,
Teflon-coated wire instead of printed circuit boards. Looking inside the 300SEI
gave me the impression that building this
amplifier is labor-intensive. Resistors arc
1% metal-film types throughout, and
the bypass caps are Kimber film and foil.
The volume and balance controls are
made by Noble. The output coupling
caps arc custom-made, oil-filled types
specially designed for the 300SE and
300SEI.
The 300SEI's build quality, parts
pedigree, finish, and overall look arc
exemplary.

SYSTEM

In addition to driving the Infinity Compositions with the 300SEI, Itried the
Cary on the ribbon midrange and tweeter
sections of the reference Genesis 11.5
loudspeakers. The II.5s have an 800W
amplifier to power the four servo-driven
12" woofers, relieving the 300SEI of
driving alarge cone. The Genesis has,
however, ademanding load impedance
(3 ohms minimum, 4 ohms through
most of the band) and only moderate
sensitivity. Although the 300SEI was
clearly underpowered for the Genesis,
Ilistened to small-scale music at low
levels to get afeel for the 300SEI's sound
with this familiar reference. Ialso drove
apair of KLH 6" two-way minimonitors of unknown sensitivity (late 1970s
vintage, before KLH completed their
descent into mass-market mediocrity)
with the 300SEI to see how the Cary
would behave driving afull-range system.
The digital front-end was aMark
Levinson No31 transport feeding aSpectral SDR-2000 Pro processor through
aKimber/illuminati coaxial digital interconnect. LPs were played on ahighly
modified Well Tempered Turntable and
WTA, with an AudioQuest AQ700Onsx
cartridge. A Vendetta SCP-2B phono
stage provided gain and RIAA equalization.
Interconnects included Monster Sigma,
Magnan Type V, AudioQuest Lapis, and
Diamond x3. Loudspeaker cables were
AudioQuest Dragon II.

LISTENING
Iwas pleasantly surprised by how loudly
the 300SEI played with the Genesis
II.5s. The levels were obviously limited,
but not to the extent Iexpected from
11W. The presentation lacked dynamics,
however, and sounded alittle closed-in
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through the top octave compared with
the ARC VT150s.
It was unmistakable, however, that the
300SEI communicated the music in a
way I'd never experienced before. There
were an immediacy and apalpability to
the sound that were breathtaking. Idon't
mean asonic immediacy, such as aforward character, but amusical immediacy
that riveted my attention on the music.
On the superb new classical-guitar duo
Baroque Inventions (Dorian DOR-90209),
for example, Ihad the distinct impression
of sitting in front of the two guitarists in
the Troy Savings Bank Music Hall. The
300SEI benefited from the low playback
level called for by the instrumentation,
producing arealistic level with this smallscale music.
Switching to the 96dB-sensitive Infinity Composition P-FRs (which also
have apowered woofer) really let the
300SEI open up. The amplifier's limited
dynamics and the top-octave air missing
with the Genesis were largely restored
when the Cary was driving the Compositions. Icould also get atotally satisfying listening volume from the 11W
amp—with room to spare. In fact, the
300SEI cruised comfortably on most
music when driving this easy load. The
300SEI's ability to involve me in the
music was heightened by the Compositions' high sensitivity.
The 300SEI's sound was ultrasmooth
and liquid, but not in acolored, euphonic
way. Instead, Ifelt as though Iwas hearing only the music, and not the music
overlaid with electronic hash. The sound
was totally devoid of grain, brittle textures, edge, and stridency. My wife put
it best when she said, "The sound doesn't
abrade you"—an interesting choice of
words for anon-audiophile. The midrange and treble cleanliness, smoothness,
and astonishing liquidity gave saxophone
awarm, round, burnished sound that
lacked any trace of grain or glare. Vocal
sibilance was less objectionable, with less
of ahashy, intrusive character.
This liquidity and lack of electronic
artifact produced arelaxation and intimacy with the music that made me want
to play records and CDs long into the
night. In fact, Ispent night after night
totally immersed in the musical experience provided by the 300SEI and the
Compositions.
Although the presentation was silky
smooth, Idon't want to give you the
impression that the 300SEI sounded
syrupy, rolled-off, or overly romantic at
the expensive of resolution and accurate
timbre. The 300SEI was good at resolving detail, which is partly why this
amplifier was so involving. But the detail
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wasn't thrust on me, instead sounding
subtle in away that invited me into the
music. The detail was there but was
understated and refined.
Instrumental timbre sounded astonishingly real—a quality most apparent
on violin. When you hear violins in a
concert hall, they're never shrill, screechy,
or strident. So it was with the 300SEI,
which reproduced solo and massed
violins with a warmth and beauty
unmatched by any electronics I've had
in my system. Similarly, the 300SEI's
rendering of the human voice was glorious. The amplifier restored the human
quality to vocals, making them more lifelike, present, palpable, and expressive.
Listen to Doug MacLeod's Come to Find
(AudioQuest AQ-CD1027) through the
300SEI to hear this presence and directness of expression I'm describing. The
300SEI's portrayal of the harmonic
structure of instruments and voices just
sounded more like the real thing, with
less of the mechanical, synthetic sound
we've assumed has been inherent in
music reproduction.
The 300SEI's tonal balance wasn't
perfect, however. The top octave lacked
air and extension, making the presentation slightly closed-in. This characteristic
tended to make the soundstage less
expansive in both width and depth and
imparted asmaller sound to the recorded
acoustic. With small-scale music, the
effect wasn't adrawback; but on fullscale orchestral or choral works, the presentation lacked the halo of bloom at the
soundstage's outer edges Iget from the
VT150s. Rather than presenting ahuge
acoustic the way the VT150s do, the
300SEI's more intimate portrayal of
space lent itself better to smaller works.
Acoustic jazz was particularly wellserved by the 300SEI's sonic perspective,
as well as by the amplifier's ability to
communicate the musicians' intent with
more emotional impact.
Ihad an unusual perception when
listening to jazz through the 300SEI: I
gained aheightened awareness of the
musicians' phrasing. Instead of hearing
acollection of notes, Icould feel the
melodic and rhythmic nuances that contributed so much to the musicians'
expression. In fact, ifI had to describe the
300SEI with one word, it would be
"expressive." This amplifier provided a
more direct path of communication
between the musicians and me. It's difficult to describe, but once you've heard
it, the experience is unforgettable.
Because both the Genesis II.5s and
Compositions have powered woofers,
their bass presentations weren't dependent on the 300SEI's ability to deliver
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

current to awoofer. Consequently, the
presentation with either loudspeaker had
terrific bass, which went well with the
ultra-liquid mids and treble. Driving the
full-range ICLH minimonitors with the
300SEI revealed that the Cary amplifier's
bass sounded alittle woolly and somewhat lacking in tautness and definition.
The overall sound was, however, better
than I've heard from these speakers.
Compared to what Iconsider the
reference in power amplifiers, the Audio
Research VT150s ($12,000/pair), the
300SEI had asofter treble, with less HF
definition. The rnids were slightly more
laid-back and "darker" with the Cary—
although, paradoxically, the 300SEI put
more musical focus on the midrange.
Dynamics were easily better from the
VT150s, the more powerful monoblocks
having more transient impact, wider
micro- and macrodynamics, and the
ability to go loud gracefully. The 300SEI
had tighter image focus, with asmaller,
more intimate soundstage.
Conversely, the VT150s better presented asense of aconcert hall's size, with
agreater feeling of the acoustic surrounding the images. The 300SEI had,
however, apalpability and directness of
expression Ididn't get from the VT150s.
Note that the VT150s are far more practical: they'll drive virtually any load and
are not restricted to high-sensitivity
loudspeakers, as is the 300SEI.

M EASUREMENTS
Although Iexpected the 300SEI to have
unusual measured performance, Iwasn't
prepared for the amplifier's extreme
deviations from what we regard as good
technical performance.
First, the 300SEI's output impedance
was awhopping 4ohms at 20Hz, 4.2
ohms at lkHz, and 4.8 ohms at 20kHz.
This is by far the highest output impedance I've measured in apower amplifier. With an output impedance roughly
comparable to that of many loudspeakers'
load impedances, we can expect significant departures from flat response when
the 300SEI drives most loudspeakers
(more on this later):'
Input impedance measured atypical

30k ohms, meaning the 300SEI won't
load down source components connected to it. Voltage gain was 6.7 (165dB)
with the volume halfway up, 14.7
(23.2dB) with the volume control wide
open. The 300SEI doesn't invert absolute
polarity.
Fig.1 shows the 300SEI's frequency
response measured at 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, and into the John
Atkinson-modified NHT dummy load
(8 ohms nominal). As explained last
month (August '95, p.168), this load is
designed to simulate the reactive load
presented by areal-world loudspeaker
(fig.2), not the pirrely resistive 8ohm
load found on atest bench. The 4ohm
pair of curves is the one with slightly
greater treble rolloff and has been
adjusted for the drop in absolute level.
The roller-coaster curve was taken
with the 300SEI driving the simulated
loudspeaker load. These frequencyresponse aberrations are severe: the entire
upper midrange and treble are attenuated, as is the upper bass. Though the
Infinity's variation of impedance with
frequency (fig3) is much less severe than
our dummy load, Iwas still bothered by
the lack of treble immediacy with the
300SEI and compensated for it by
slightly toeing-in the Compositions.
[Fig.4 shows the predicted response of-the Cary
driving the Infinity speaker, calculatedfrom
the impedance data infig3. Note that the shape
of the response closely echoes the speaker's
impedance plot. The rise in the bass is due to
the inherent crossover to the speaker's powered
0.10.0.110 bry 0.0111(0001140.01100 noeporme• 1W4 own. Ted c.a. 0.0100e/
10000
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4It is relatively simple to work out from Ohm's Law
that the maximum transfer of power into aload occurs
when the source impedance equals the load impedance.
Thus the Cary's output impedance of 4ohms means that
it will deliver the maximum amount of power of which
it is capable into a4ohm resistor. However, as loudspeakers are not power-driven but produce asoundpressure output for avoltage input, and have impedances that can vary dramatically with frequency, the
price to be paid for this maximal power transfer is adrastic modification of the amplifier's frequency response,
as explained by Martin Colloms in April '95 ("The
Unseen Variable Vol.18 No.4, p.59). Iwould like those
who propound the virtues of amplifiers with high output impedances to explain to the rest of us why this
response modification is not important.
—JA
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Fig.1 Cary CAD-300SE ,frequency response at
IW into 8ohms (top at 200Hz), 2W into 4
ohms (middle at 20kHz, adjusted for drop
in absolute level), and into dummy load (top
at 2kHz) (right channel dashed.
IdB/vertical div.).
010.10.100 10.11. Owe, Leaa 0.0000anse

orm. •Pm«

Fig.2 Stereophile speaker simulator, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed) (2
ohms/vertical div.).
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subwoofer, but is inconsequential due to the
speaker's rolloff below 120Hz.—Ed.] No
such compensation was needed when
driving the Compositions with the
VT150s.
I'm certain, however, that the 300SEI's
treble smoothness and liquidity were not
solely the result of its treble attenuation.
If you roll off agrainy treble, the grain
may be less offensive, but the grain is still
present.
The 300SEI's crosstalk is shown in
fig.5. The amplifier measured astraight
40dB of channel separation across the
audioband—mediocre performance at
best. This poor measured separation may
have been due to noise as the signal/noise
ratio was also less than impressive. It
measured 72dB (left channel) and 66dB
(right channel) unweighted over a22Hz22kHz bandwidth, referenced to 2.83V
output (1W into 8ohms) and with the
input shorted. These figures improved
with A-weighting to 86.7dB (left) and
81.7dB (right). The large improvement
in signal/noise ratio gained by A-weighting the measurement suggests that the
noise is lovi in frequency. (Weighting
curves roll off the frequency extremes to
Ste' .01,1e Inen,

u,

•pee, ee [re,

200 Om

.0 00

Fig.3 Infinity Composition P-FR, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed) (2
ohms/vertical div.).

simulate the ear's reduced sensitivity at
those frequencies.) To investigate further,
Iperformed an FFT-derived spectrum
analysis on the 300SEI's output with the
amplifier's input shorted and the volume
set to the maximum (fig.6). (The OdB
reference in this graph is 2.83V into 8
ohms.) The spikes at 60Hz and its harmonics indicate that the 300SEI's noise
is mostly power-supply related. Even
with the ultrasensitive Compositions, I
heard no noise from the loudspeakers
with the 300SEI connected to them and
no music playing.
The THD +noise vs frequency curves
(fig.7) show the 300SEI to have high distortion, particularly when driving low
impedance loads. The curves were made,
from top to bottom at lkHz, with the
300SEI driving 4W into 2ohms, 2W into
4ohms, 1W into the simulated loudspeaker load, and 1W into the 8ohm
resistive load. With a2ohm load, the
300SEI produced a whopping 10%
THD! With an 8ohm loudspeaker, the
300SEI's distortion averaged less than
1% across the band. These curves highlight just how important it is to choose
aloudspeaker with ahighish impedance
for use with asingle-ended tube amplifier such as the 300SEI.
It's acommon mistake to consider a
single THD figure an indicator of distortion audibility. The THD+N figures
in the previous graph sum all harmonics
and noise for asingle figure and ignore
which harmonics are present and in what
ratios. As you can demonstrate for yourself with the second Stereophile Test CD,

0.3% of seventh-harmonic distortion is
more annoying than 10% of secondharmonic distortion. Generally, lowerorder harmonics are less audible, as are
even-order harmonics (second, fourth,
sixth). The most benign harmonic distortion is thus second-harmonic.
With that in mind, look at fig.8, an
FFT-derived spectrum of the 300SEI's
output when reproducing a50Hz sinewave at 6W (2/3 power) into 4ohms. The
FFT shows the fundamental test tone
at 50Hz, along with the individual
harmonic-distortion components created
by the 300SEI. The second harmonic is
dominant, followed by the third, and so
forth. The nasty-sounding odd-order
fifth and ninth harmonics are suppressed
in relation to the other distortion products. Because the distortion is primarily low-order, the 300SEI can get away
with having several-percent THD. [While
the distortion will be audible, it will be relatively musically consonant, which is not the
same thing as being indudible.—Ed.]
Another way of looking at an amplifier's distortion is to notch out the testsignal frequency and capture the remaining signal (the distortion) with adigital
storage oscilloscope. Fig.9 is such aplot,
with the test signal shown at the top and
the distortion residue at the bottom. The
trace shows the low-order nature of the
300SEI's distortion.
Fig.10 plots the 300SEI's distortion
against output power into 2ohms (top
trace), 4ohms (middle trace), and 8ohms
(bottom trace). The "knee" in each curve
indicates at what power output (the
leereapedle 6i1C.00.110110.11.1.T el 10/1/0 due., et Mr
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Fig.4 Cary CAD-300SEI, predicted frequency
response into Infinity Composition P-FR
loudspeaker (IdB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Cary CAD-300SEI, spectrum of noise,
input shorted, ref. IW into 8ohms DC1
kHz (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Cary CAD-300SEI, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-I kHz, at 6W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
second harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in
level, at -26dB (5%)!
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Fig.5 Cary CAD-300SEI, crosstalk (L-R dashed,
10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Cary CAD-300SEI, THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
200Hz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4
ohms, IW into 8ohms, and 2.83V into
dummy load (right channel dashed).
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Fig.9 Cary CAD-300SEI, I
kHz waveform at IW
into 8ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom).
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horizontal scale) the amplifier goes into
clipping. In solid-state amplifiers, clipping is often defined as the 1% THD
level—or even as 3% THD, if you're
generous. But with high-distortion tube
amplifiers that may have more than 1%
or 3% THD well below clipping, defining when the amplifier actually runs
out of power is more difficult. Into a4
ohm load, for example, the Cary, is
producing more than 1% THD at all
levels above 1W!
The 8ohm curve in fig.10 (lowermost
trace) reveals that the 300SEI's distortion
shoots up at 8.3W and reaches 10%
THD at 10.25W (10.1dBW). Isuspect
that Cary rates their amplifier outputs
at 10% THD. Even using this criterion,
the 300SEI didn't quite reach the 11W
rated output. The actual clipping powers
are shown in Table 1. Note that the maximum output power didn't change with
both channels driven: the limiting factor is apparently the 300B output tube,
not the 300SEI's power supply.
Note that when asolid-state amplifier clips, the waveform tops and bottoms
are instantly flattened, which creates a
whole spectrum of very nasty odd-order
harmonic-distortion components. A
solid-state amplifier in clipping sounds
most unpleasant. Conversely, atube
amplifier—particularly asingle-ended
tube amplifier—tends to more gently
squash the waveform peaks rather than
sheer them off. A tube amplifier in clipping therefore sounds much less objectionable musically.
This situation has an analog in record-

ing. Digital recording has an absolute
limit (when the system runs out of bits)
that, if exceeded, produces ahorrible
crunching sound. On the other hand,
magnetic tape in an analog tape recorder
driven into saturation compresses the
signal, rolls off the upper treble, and adds
some harmonic distortion. You can hear
the overload, but it isn't acatastrophic
failure. Indeed, some recording engineers
deliberately saturate analog tape to soften
the sound.
Going back to the 300SEI, Isuspect
its graceful clipping and the low-order
nature of its distortion let it get away
with being driven into clipping without
severe audible consequences.
The 300SEI's intermodulation spectrum, made by driving the amplifier with
acombination of 19kHz and 20kHz
tones at 6W into 4ohms (fig.11), showed
avery high level of intermodulation distortion. You can see the entire series of
IMD products, spaced at lkHz across the
band. The IMD spectrum when driving
an 8ohm load (not shown) revealed a
similar-looking spectrum, but with the
distortion products about 5-10dB lower
in level. This behavior is undoubtedly
audible.
Looking finally at the 300SEI's reproduction of alkHz squarewave at apower
level of around 1W into 8ohms (fig.12),
we can see just ahint of overshoot but
agenerally excellent shape. When driving
the simulated loudspeaker load (fig.13),
the squarewave has an odd shape that
looks like adamped oscillation. The
reactive nature of the simulated loudspeaker load gives the 300SEI more
problems than does asimple resistive
Paw.. P.M1MMISM
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Fig.I0 Cary CAD-300SEI, distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top
at IOW): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.

Table I:

Load
ohms

CAD-300SEI Clipping
(10% THD+N at IkHz)
Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)
(1.)
(R)

8
10.25 (10.1) 10.25 (10.1)
(line)
I
I3V
II3V
4
9
(6.5) 9
(6.5)
(line)
I
I3V
II
3V
2
(line)
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Fig. II Cary CAD-300SEI. HF intermodu aion
spectrum. DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz a 6W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).

load. A 10kHz squarewave, again at
1W into 8ohms (not shown) featured
rounded edges associated with the
300SEI's limited HF response, which we
saw earlier in the small-signal frequencyresponse curves (a -3dB point at 30kHz
into 4ohms).
These squarewave responses, along
with fig.1 (small-signal frequency response) and fig.4 (THD +N vs frequency),
suggest that the 300SEI will work best
with ahigh-impedance loudspeaker that
maintains anearly constant impedance
across the band, and one having no
severe phase-angle swings. The more like
aresistor the loudspeaker appears to the
300SEI, the better the Cary will perform.
[Headphones, for example, which feature a
high, almost resistive impedance across the
entire audioband, represent an ideal loadfor
the Cary.—Ed.]

A joKE?
I
could be kind and use the phrase "less

than ideal" to describe the 300SEI's technical performance. But I'll tell it like it
is: this amplifier measures so poorly
it's ajoke. The large (more than 4dB)
frequency-response aberrations when
driving areactive load, ridiculously high
output impedance (more than 4ohms),
ultrahigh distortion levels, and severely
limited output power are all contrary to
what we consider good technical performance.
Ican easily imagine the non-listening
audio-engineering community looking
at these measurement results and laughing at audiophiles who must "like the
sound of distortion." But after close critical scrutiny—both in the listening room
and the test lab—I'm convinced that
the 300SEI doesn't harm the signal in
some of the ways push-pull amplifiers
do, and that what the 300SEI does right
is beyond the ability of today's traditional
measurements to quantify. Further, I
didn't enjoy the 300SEI so much musically merely because it introduced
frequency-response deviations and added
lots of low-order harmonic distortion.
Instead, the 300SEI's fundamental musical rightness overcame its limitations.

One Channel
Driven
W (cIBW)
(L)
10.25 (10.1)
II
3V
9
(6.5)
II3V
4.3 (0.34)
II3V

Fig. 2Cary CAD-300SEI, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.I 3Cary CAD-300SEI, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into simulated loudspeaker
load.
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CONCLUSION
For years I've cavalierly dismissed singleended tube amplifiers on the basis
of their poor measured performance,
but the Cary CAD-300SEI integrated
amplifier has opened my eyes to the
glory of single-ended amplification. The
300SEI was amusical revelation, providing atotally involving and musically
euphoric experience night after night.
The 300SEI excelled in the most important areas: harmonic rightness, total lack
of grain, astonishing transparency, lifelike
soundstaging, and a palpability that
made the instruments and voices seem
to exist in the listening room. Beyond
these specific attributes, the 300SEI communicated the musical message in away
that went straight to the heart.
This performance was, however, highly
dependent on the loudspeaker the 300SEI
was asked to drive. Iwas fortunate to
hear the 300SEI driving the ultrasensitive
Infinity Composition P-FR with its
powered woofer. The Infinity was perfectly suited to the 300SEI and let this
little amplifier shine. Ican't emphasize
strongly enough the need to pair the
300SEI with the right loudspeaker
of which there are very few. If you select
an inappropriate loudspeaker, expect a
mushy bass, rolled-off treble, closed-in
soundstage, compressed dynamics, and

low listening levels.
Even using the Infinity, however, Istill
had afew criticisms of the 300SEL The
amplifier's top octave was alittle depressed, reducing the sense of air around
the soundstage. The dynamics were adequate, but limited in relation to more
powerful push-pull tube amplifiers and
solid-state units. When driving the fullrange ICLH minimonitors, the 300SEI's
bass was alittle woolly.
The 300SEI had horrendous measured
performance, with high distortion, deviations from flat response when driving
real-world loudspeakers,5 and limited
current delivery. But damn the measurements! The 300SEI was so musically
satisfying that Idon't care what the numbers say. My head tells me the 300SEI
can't be any good; my ears and heart say
this is the most involving and communicative amplifier I've heard—and a
tremendous bargain at $3395.
You can count me among those converted to single-ended amplification. If
you audition the Cary CAD-300SEI
with the right loudspeaker, you too may
be added to the growing legion.
5I'm not going to be so charitable as RH. Given the fact
that Stereophile would not recommend at all aloudspeaker that showed as unflat aresponse as the Cary
when driving our standard simulated load, Idon't regard
this amplifier as ahi-fi product at all. It is actually atone
control, and an unpredictable one at that
—JA
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ANALOG DEVICES
Steven Stone listens to the Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box,
the Gold Aero dB45 Signature, & the Michael Yee PFE-1 phono preamplifiers
Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box: Gain: 32dB, 50dB, or 60dB, selectable. Loading (resistive): 47k ohms, 10k ohms, 100 ohms, or custom. Loading (capacitive): 100pF, 270pF,

Weight: 8be. Warranty: 3years. Serial number of unit reviewed: 10014. Price: $999,
Signature model; $799. Standard model. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufac-

or custom. S/N ratio: >90dB. THM/IM distortion: <0.1%. RIM accuracy: ±0.1dB.
Output voltage: 15V. Output impedance: 76 ohms. Dimensions: 4" W by 51
," D by
H, not induding wall-wart power supply. Weight: 1lb. VVarranty: 5years. Serial

turer: Gold Aero, Inc., 716 S. Victory Blvd., Bldg. B. Burbank, CA 91502. Tel: (818)
841-5541. Fax: (818) 842-3825.

numbers of units reviewed: 82243/20133. Price: $259. Approximate number of dealers:
150. Manufacturer. Audio Alchemy, Inc., 31133 Via Colinas, Suite III, Westlake Village,
CA 91362. Tel: (818) 707-8504. Fax: (818) 707-2610.

Michael Yee Audio PFE-I: Gain: 40dB, 50dB, 60dB, selectable. Loading: 15 ohms100k ohms, selectable in 60 increments. Frequency response: 2Hz-I5kHz ±0.2dB.
Output impedance: 560 ohms. Dimensions: 10.9" W by 7" Dby 2.2" H, preamp;
7.4" W by 4.7" Dby 3.2" H, power supply. Weight: around 8lbs. Warranty: 2years.

Gold Aero dB45 Signature: Gain: 45dB. Channel separation: 65dB. Channel balance:
0.25dB, 10Hz-100kHz. Loading: user-selectable via plugs, 100k ohm max. Maximum

Serial number of unit reviewed: MMC28I. Price: $900. Approximate number of dealers:
25. Manufacturer: Michael Yee Audio, 1024 W. Maude Ave., Suite 207, Sunnyvale,

output: 9V into 20k ohms. SIN ratio: >80dB. Input overload: 50mV at lkHz. Dimensions: 8.5" W by 5" Dby 3" H. preamp; 9.5" W by 6" Dby 3" H, power supply.

CA 94086. Tel: (415) 245-2920. Fax: (415) 245-2940.

hat this country needs is
a great 5¢ cigar:' said
Thomas R. Marshall.
"What this country needs is a great
under-$1000 phono prcamp," say I. For
this review I've rounded up three devices
that might qualify. Even the least expensive of them, when coupled with the right
cartridge and fed into an increasingly
common line-input-only control preamplifier, is good enough to satisfy many
music-lovers. The most «pensive of these
three may be an option for those who
would never give anything under agrand
more than apassing glance. One unit costs
$259, another costs $799-$999, and the
other costs $900. I'll start with the least
expensive piece and work my way up.
Fasten your scatbelts—you may need 'em.
SYSTEM
Analog sources in my large room induded
aVP! TNT Jr. turntable with cost-effective upgrade and outboard flywheel on
aBright Star base and Townshend Seismic Sink mounted with the Graham 1.5TIC and Clearaudio/Souther TQ-1 tonearms. A VP! HW-19 Mk.IV with StandAlone Motor Assembly sitting on a
Bright Star J-7 base mounted with a
Clearaudio/Souther 'I1Q-1 resides in my
small room. Cartridges included the van
den Hul MC-1 Super, Dynavector XX1L low-output MC, Benz L04, Fidelity
Research/van den Hul FR-1, Denon
103/van den Hul, and Denon S-1.
Digital front-ends consisted of aPS
Audio Lambda CD transport, Musical
Design CD-2 player, and Sony TCDD7 portable DAT recorder connected via
coaxial (Mod Squad Wonderlink 1and
Audio Magic Sorcerer), TosLink, and Parasound ST AT&T optical datalinks to one
of two EAD DSP-7000 Series 3D/As.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

Preamps in house were the Audio
Research LS5 Mk.II, Threshold 12, and
Boulder L5-AE line-level units, and a
Vendetta SCP-2C outboard phono unit.
Power amps used were the Boulder 500AE, OCM 500, and Pass Aleph 0.
Speakers were wing-fitted Sound-Lab
A-3s in my large room, and Avalon
Eclipses in my small room. Interconnects
included Straight Wire Virtuoso, AudioQuest Diamond, Synergistic Research
Kaleidoscope (balanced), and Esoteric
Artus and WireWorld Eclipse, the last
two both balanced and single-ended.
Speaker cables used were Dunlavy Labs
DLZ-8 with the Sound-Labs, and Synergistic Research Signature 2and 3with
the Avalons, all in 8' lengths.
Other accessories included RoomTunes CornerTunes, EchoTunes, and
Ceiling Clouds; Acoustic Sciences Tube
Traps and Shadow Casters (in the small
room); Arcici Levitation stand (in the
large room); RcromTunes JustaRack,
Arcici Superstructure 2, Soundstyle
X053, and Billy Bags amp stands, with

all major components on Bright Star
Audio Big Rock bases and Little Rock
top plates; Shakti Stones; Sumiko FB1Flwcbuster; The Original Cable Jackets; Music and Sound ferrite beads;
AudioQuest ferrite clamps; NoiseTrapper
power strip; Synergistic Research power
cords; TARA Labs RSC master power
cords (with Pass Aleph 0); Coherent Systems EAU-1 Electroclear AC-line conditioner; AudioQuest record brush;
Gryphon Exorcist system demagnetizer;
Nitty Gritty record-cleaning machine;
Radio Shack sound-pressure-level meter;
Kleenmaster Brillianize CD cleaner; and
Pete's Wicked Summer Lager.

AUDIO ALCHEMY
VAC-IN-THE-BOX
Most audiophiles wouldn't expect too
much from a$259 phono preamp—after
all, it costs less than many moving-coil
cartridges. Of course, it's gotta work, but
anything beyond that is gravy.
Naturally, in order to have any reason
to exist, aproduct aimed at audiophiles

Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box phono preamplifier
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frequency information.
Pressings are made with the
recently-developed HO 180+
process which produces a
thick, super-flat extra heavy
virgin vinyl disc of unmatched
sound quality.
The result is the best sounding
series of LP's in history. In
addition, all original album art
is faithfully reproduced
including the original liner
notes and credits.

Pitstnls

11101F

PRESS

INES

ELTON JOHN
Madman Across The Water
This Landmark 1971 release is considered one of Elton
John's greatest works containing his finest melodies
and Bernie Taupins finest lyrics. This 180+ LP pressing
has enhanced warmth and detail plus added detail
and clarity from the original stereo master tape. Hit
songs include TINY DANCER, LE VON, RAZOR FACE,
HOLIDAY INN and other gems.
LPZ-2004

RAY CHARLES 8( BETTY CARTER
Ray Charles 8i Betty Carter
Ray Charles and famed jazz singer Betty Carter recorded
this landmark album of duets in 1961. The original LP version in good condition is worth over $300.00 on today's
collector market, but this new 180+ LP pressing has the
best sound of any version. Cut in analogue directly from
the original two-track master mixes, this is one of Ray
Charles' greatest achievements. Featuring the hits BABY
IT'S COLD OUTSIDE, PEOPLE WILL SAY WE'RE IN LOVE,
IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO and many more.

Coming This Summer

LPZ-2005

COLOSSUS

LPL-2006
This 1966 release is one of the most
innovative and influential American
albums ever. Features: Wouldn't It Be
Nice, Sloop John 8., God Only Knows,
Caroline No and Here Today.

LPZ-2007
This is the first ever release of Blues
Hoot that utilizes the first generation
master tapes recently discovered,
untouched for 34 years. Features the
tracks: Big Car Blues, Coffee House
Blues, Stool Pigeon Blues, Walk On and
more.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

$25.00 each vinyl LP
SHIPPING:54.95 UPS Ground
$7.95 AIRBORNE
(Any Size Order)

RO.BOX 1905 •SALINA,HS 67402-1905 USA
(913) 825-8609 •FAX (913) 825-0156
1-800-716-3553
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LPL-2008
This recording is considered Rollins'
finest effort. One of the pivotal recordings in bringing about the acceptance of
the tenor sax as the major instrument in
jazz. From the original tapes. Featuring:
St. Thomas, You Don't Know What Love
Is, Strode Rode, Moritat and Blue 7.
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must sound at least decent and have some
flexibility. Audio Alchemy's VAC-inthe-Box (the cute name stands for "Vinylto-Analog Converter"—I'll try to avoid
letting too many puns pop up) delivers
far more than you'd expect from its name
or its price. This preamp can supply
enough gain with low noise to couple
with low-output phono cartridges that
usually would require afar more expensive phono stage.

the differences between the VITB and
the Vendetta. This is aravishing record,
with the kind of sound that turns even
hardened reviewers like me into sputtering pools ofjelly. Through the VITB, I
thought nice record—the disc sounded
natural and was very pleasant. Then I
listened through the Vendetta. Holy
Moly! Imelted in my chair. Icould hear
the huge soundstage, cavernous depth,
exquisite top-end air, and incredible
amount of inner and low-level detail
available on this disc. Through the VenDesign: The VITB's input circuitry
consists of adifferential pair of FETs
detta Iwas transported to aplace where
operated with zero feedback and fed by
Icould no longer review equipment—I
had to listen to the performance all the
aconstant-current source. The FETs'
way through. With the VITB, Icould
output is coupled to aPrecision Monolithics OP275 op-amp, which acts as a only vaguely begin to grasp this recordlow-impedance buffer to drive apassive
ing's greatness. Everything sounded very
nice, but the VITB just didn't have the
filter that provides the HF pole of the
RIAA equalization. An Analog Devices
resolution to fully explore Scheherazade's
op-amp supplies the rest of the equalizasonic nooks and crannies.
tion curve. DC offset is controlled by a
At the opposite end of the musical
servo system. Both left and right chanspectrum, Wayne Kramer's new release,
nels have individually regulated power
The Hard Stuff (Epitaph 86447-1), is
supplies. Polystyrene and metalized polychock full of nasty Stratocaster crunch
propylene caps are used for all critical
and grind. Through the VITB there just
filters in the audio path. Low-impedance
wasn't enough ola hard edge to lay me
electrolytic caps are selectively impleback in my chair. Again, nice record; but
mented elsewhere in the circuit where
this particular record shouldn't sound
necessary. The VITB can be upgraded
nice—anymore than arottweiler should
by using AA's beefier Power Stations
make agood lap dog. Gone was some of
Two or Three power supplies.
the transient speed that makes this disc
kick butt.
Sound: So what does $259 get you in
Perhaps I'm being too hard on the
the way of sonics? Don't expect to see
VITB—too much like afrustrated rocker
God—She's not quite within reach. You
whose axe doesn't put out the sound he
will get aglimpse, albeit somewhat hazy,
longs for. This unit still represents agiant
of the lower levels of the firmament.
step forward in entry-level phono gear.
Almost all of the VITB's faults are sins
It can handle low-level carts without
of omission. Resolution was slightly betexcessive noise, and it doesn't sound
ter than fair, with some homogenization
nasty. Couple the VITB with aSOTA
of low-level detail and information. HarMoonbeam or Sumiko Project One
monic balance was very good, with no
turntable, and for less than $600 you've
solid-state glare or midrange suckout.
got yourself anice entry-level analog rig.
Top-end air was somewhat reticent, and
Could this alone spark an analog
depth was truncated. Dynamics with the
revival? No, but it could allow alot of
supplied Standard Power Station were
people to get aglimpse of what the fuss
passable but not exciting.
is all about: music that sounds pleasant
The VITB isn't going to give you hi-fi
to the ear. The VITB would also be perthrills and chills, but it will give you most
fect for an audiophile who wants to add
of the music in apalatable form. The
vinyl capabilities to avideo or second
lateral soundstage, while not Lilliputian,
system.
was quite abit less expansive than produced by my reference, the 10-timesMeasurements from JA: The VITB
the-price (when it was available) Vendoesn't invert polarity. Its input impeddetta SCP-2C, designed by John Curl.
ance measured 47.7k ohms with it set to
Also, the front of the VITB's soundstage
47k; its output impedance was afraction
was glued to the front grilles of the
under 100 ohms across the band, meanspeakers, while the Vendetta's stage
ing that it won't have problems driving
began several feet behind the transducers.
preamps with low input impedances.
Listening to abrand-new acquisition,
The measured gain was pretty much to
Classic Records' reissue of RCA LSCspecification, at 32.25dB ("32dB"),
2446—Fritz Reiner's and the CSO's per513dB ("50dB"), and 59.9dB ("60dB").
formance of Rimsky-Korsakov's ScheIn its highest, 60dB gain setting, suitable
herazade—dramatically brought home
for use with lowish-output MC carSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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tridges, the unweighted signal/noise ratio
referenced to an input level of 500µV at
lkHz was amoderate 50dB in the right
channel, anot-so-good 40dB in the left
(inputs shorted). These figures improved
to 59dB and 50dB when A-weighted,
suggesting that the noise is primarily
low- or high-frequency in nature.
The VITB's RIAA error (fig.1) was
very low in the right channel but featured
shelved-down highs in the left. Channel separation (not shown) was excellent
at better than 80dB above 300Hz. Distortion in the highest-gain mode was
generally below the noise in the midrange and below, but rose to around
0.2% at 20kHz with a3mV input level,
which is inconsequential. The unit's
overload margins—assuming use with
an MC cartridge in the 50dB and 60dB
modes and an MM cartridge or highoutput MC in the 32dB mode—are generally excellent (sec Table 1), the one
exception being the 20kHz figure in the
low-gain mode. While recorded musicsignal levels of +6dB at 20kHz arc rare,
the sounds of LP ticks and cracks might
be accentuated by added distortion when
a high-output cartridge of around
5mV/cm/s sensitivity is used with the
VITB in its low-gain mode. There would
be no problem using aless-sensitive MM
cartridge or atypical MC cartridge with
the VITB's higher-gain modes.
In my opinion, Audio Alchemy's VITB
gives its owner alot of performance at
avery affordable price. —John Atkinson
SS Summarizes: While Audio Alchemy's
VAC-in-the-Box won't replace my
reference Vendetta unit, it would be a
wonderful starter unit for anyone who
wants to begin exploring the wonders
of analog reproduction. It's flexible
ileherny 10111 1
,
11..i,o..1 60. peon dB ,
Ili.

JO»

10i

100i

Fig.1 Audio Alchemy VITB, 60dB gain, RIAA
error at ImV at 'kHz input (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
Table 1Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box
phono preamplifier:
Input Overload (I% THD +N)
20Hz

IkHz

20kHz

Gain Voltage Margin Voltage Margin Voltage Margin
32dB 14mV 29d8 75mV 23.5dB 96mV 5.7dB
506 1.5mV 29.5dB 12mV 27.6dB 104mV 26.4dB
60d8 0.6mV 21.9dB 4.6mV 19.3dB 48mV 19.6dB
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NEW 2- CD SET FROM Stereophile!
ENJOY A FULL—LENGTH RECITAL IN YOUR LISTENING ROOM
CAPTURED IN RICH, NATURALLY REVERBERANT SOUND!

Robert Silverman
Works by Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, and Bach

I

PROGRAM
Schumann: Sonata No. 3in EOp. 14
JS. Bach: from The Gléfl-Tempered Clavier,
Book One
Prelude in E-filat Minor
Fugue in D-sharp Minor
Prelude in E-fiar M4jor
Fugue in E-flat Major
Schubert Six Momenu Musicaux, D. 780
Chopin: Barcarolle, Op.60

es stunning—the new 2-CD set from Stereophile
featuring famed Canadian pianist Robert
Silverman. Enjoy afull-length recital, including
Schumann's seldom-recorded Sonata No. 3in f,
Op. 14—the so-called "Concerto without
Orchestra."
Piano recordings are among the hardest
to get right—but thrilling when they are!
Produced, engineered, and edited by
StereophilèsJohn Atkinson, with Robert
Harley, this recording captures these
magical performances in stunningly
lifelike sound—rich, warm, natural
timbres and plenty of ambience.
The release includes aBonus
Track— "Mapping the Soundstage" —
to help you check your system's
sountlstaging and ability to reproduce image depth. Best of all, the
price is just U5.95 for two CDs.

CI Yes! Iwant Robert Silverman to play in my listening room!

(The recording is THAT good—guaranteed!)
Please send me
copy(ies) of Concert

$15.95 each = $

Shipping & Handling ($3 per order, US. and Canada; $8 per order foreign airmail)

s/h =$
Total: $

Check payable to Stereophile in U.S. dollars.
Charge my:

Visa

[J MasterCard

AmEx

Credit Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

Name

(Please Print)

Name
Address

City
State
Zip
Mail this coupon to: Silverman Concert, Stereophile, P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502
Please allow up to 6weeks for shipment—we'll try to ship sooner!
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enough to handle anything from ahighoutput moving-magnet to alow-output
moving-coil cartridge.
The medium-resolution VITB had
excellent harmonic balance and passable dynamic abilities. While it may not
allow you to experience the deepest analog depths, at least it won't give you the
bends, and it will allow you to do some
pleasant sonic snorkeling without leaving you monetarily out of breath.
—Steven Stone

GOLD AERO DB45 SIGNATURE
It's somewhat paradoxical that the first
product from acompany known for
their premium tubes should be asolidstate phono section. Life is like that. Gold
Acro's $799 dB45 phono stage—the
"Signature" version costs $999—is the
brain child of Bob Hovland and Peter
Russell. Their goal was to create a
medium-gain phono preamp suitable for
use with avariety of MC cartridges for
areasonable price.
Design: The dB45 is asingle-gain-stage
phono unit, with its discrete-transistor,
class-A circuit laid out on asmall printed
circuit board. It has no separate output
stage to increase gain or buffer the output. Gold Acto claims that the dB45 is
quieter than other 45dB-gain units,
because there's no long-tail or differential
pair to add noise. RIAA equalization is
accomplished in the feedback loop. In the
standard model, the capacitors in the
audio circuit card and RIAA circuit are
polycarbonate film and foil types. Discovery wire is used for all connections
in the audio circuit.
The "Signature" version, which Ireviewed here, costs $200 more and employs
expensive Caddock MK 132 resistors
in the audio circuits. The dB45's voltage rails are regulated with a dualtracking +15V circuit. Inside the dB45's

separate power supply is athree-position
switch that adjusts the line voltage, for
international use.
Gold Aero opted for external plug-in
RCA jacks rather than an internal DIPswitch arrangement for setting load impedance. The unit comes supplied with
100 ohm, 1000 ohm, and 47k ohm jacks
for MC loading, and it's easy for users
to configure their own custom resistor
loads. Gold Aero believes the RCA jacks
arc sonically superior to DIP switches,
and also make it easier to quickly change
loads to fine-tune resistance "by car."
Sound: The first question that crossed
my mind when Ilooked at the specifications on the Gold Aero dB45 was,
Does it have enough gain for low-output
moving-coil cartridges? A gain of 45dB
isn't usually sufficient to handle your
average 0.3 or 0.4mV output cartridge.
Iwas surprised to discover that the
dB45 is quite capable of handling even
aDynavcctor XX-IL (0.25 mV) without
excessive noise. While the dB45 may not
have tons of gain, it is an extremely quiet
circuit, so the apparent signal/noise ratio
is quite high. All you need to generate
high volume levels is aline-level preamp
with enough gain. Both the Threshold
12, with 18dB of gain, and the Audio
Research LS-5 Mk.II, with 33dB of gain,
were able to supply adequate volume for
any symphonic or rock selection in my
collection. If you use apassive preamp
in your system, the dB45 may not get
you to adequate listening levels; but Gold
Aero promises adB60, with a15dB-gain
tube output stage, in the near future intended specifically for passive-preamp
owners.
So how did the dB45 sound? Damn
fine by my standards. While not quite the
sonic equal of my reference Vendetta
SCP-2C in the areas of dynamics and
soundstagc size, the Gold Aero was

Gold Aero dB45 Signature phono preamplifier
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exceedingly natural and articulate. Iwas
amazed at the dB45's ability to resolve
low-level details and hang together even
during exceedingly dynamic passages.
For example, in the opening movement
of Kiril Kondrashin's and the RCA Victor Symphony Orchestra's performance
of Kabalcvsky's The Comedians (Classic
Records reissue of RCA LSC-2398), I
had no difficulty differentiating the percussive upper-register melody lines of
the xylophone from those same notes
doubled on the piccolo. Neither did the
overall orchestral spectral balance change,
regardless of the dynamic level or complexity of the music.
While The Comedians sounded slightly
more dynamic through the Vendetta
SCP-2C, the dB45 was no slouch in this
area, only slightly less bold. Ishould
mention that dynamic contrast is one of
the Vendetta's most impressive attributes.
Recently Ibriefly auditioned Klyne's
latest phono stage, the 7PX3. The Vendetta sounded somewhat mechanical,
more electronic, and abit less musical
than the Klync; but when it came to
dynamic impact and transient speed, the
Vendetta bested the Klyne, which had a
slightly soft, overly relaxed presentation
of transient detail. While the Klync had
excellent inner detail and grainless textural definition, it seemed to lack lowlevel dynamic contrast and transient snap
compared to the Vendetta.
The dB45 did avery credible job in the
areas of space and air between instruments and background quietness. While
the dB45's background wasn't as "dead"
as that of the Vendetta, it still added very
little electronic grain to the background
textures of the music. On Rickie Lee
Jones's "JolieJolie," from her Trafficfrom
Paradise LP (German Geffen GEF
24602), the Gold Aero made it easy to
differentiate between Leo Kottke's and
Sal Bernardis's acoustic guitar timbres.
Jones's voice had no grain or "fur"
around it, even when she was pushing
out highly dynamic transients.
Ioften found that the Gold Aero actually sounded slightly more natural than
the Vendetta on acoustic material, such
as The Pleasures of the Royal Courts, by the
Early-Music Consort of London (Nonesuch H-71326). While the Vendetta made
large-scale music sound bigger and more
spectacular than the dB45, on intimate
material the Gold Aero had anatural ease
that slightly bettered the Vendetta.
The dB45's depth and three-dimensionality were excellent. For example, the
hall reverberance and bloom of the room
acoustics on the Hilliard Ensemble's
Medieval English Music (Harmonia Mundi
HM 1106) came through the Gold Aero
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SUMMER JAZZ,
SUMMER CLASSICAL,
UT THEY'RE ALL
LASSIC RECORDS.
THESE HOT NEW RELEASES ARE GOING FAST. ORDER YOURS TODAY!

• Coleman Hawkins
encounters Ben Webster
MG VS-6066

rus Symphony No.5
LSC 2405

Duke Ellington cin
nny Hodges
Side by Side
MG VS- 6109
-• 1.1 1
/
11vG

Bartók Music for Strings
Reiner, Chicago Symphony
LSC 2374

Bill'Evans
At The Montreux Jazz Festival
V6-8762

Coleman Hawkins
Hawkins! Alive! At the Village Gate
VG-8509

srileme

Tchaikovsky Capriccio Italien
Kondrashin, RCA Victor Symphony
LSC 2323
Finlandia Music of Grieg and Sibelius
Mackerras, London Proms Symphony
LSC 2336

Elgar Enigma Variations

London
•Limited edition reissue series •Ultra- qu i
et
HO-1 80 gram vi
ny l
Monteux, LSC
2418Symphony
•Remastering direct from original masters •Original cover art, record labels and liner notes

UPCOMING RELEASES
JULY 1995*
LSC1831
Brohms Piano (to No. I— Rubenstein, Reiner, (SO
MGV5 4043 Ella Fitzgerald Let No Mon Write My Epitaph
AUGUST 1995
LSO 893
Ravel Daphne 8Chloe — Munch, 850
15(2430
Rochmaninoff Pogoninni Variation — Rubinstein/Reiner, (SO
MGVS6149 Sonny Stitt Blows the Blues
SEPTEMBER
L5C1901
MG0568358
15(2465

1995
Tchoikovsky Sym. No. 6— Monteux, 850
Johnny Hodges Blues aPlenty
Prokofiev Piano Concerto — Froger/Liehowitz

OCTOBER 1995
1.5C2364
Mohler Sym. No. 4— Reiner, (SO
1.052625
Milhaud Creation — Munch, 850
15(2326
Claire de Lune — Agoult, LPRO

JANUARY 1996
LSC2257
Elgar Pomp 8Circumstance — Bliss, RSO
LSC2185
Rachmoninov Sym. No. 3— huh, LSO
1.5(2489
Dvorak Sym. No. 2— Monteux, ISO

NOVEMBER
LSC2369
15(2586
15(2288

FEBRUARY 1996
15(2271
Rovel/D'Indy Piano (to. — Schweitzer, Munch, 850
LS(2490
Dvorak Cello (to. — Patiogorsky, Munch, 1150

1995
Tchnikovsky Sym. No. 4— Monteux, BSO
Gershwin Piono (to. — Wild, Fiedler, RPO
Prokofiev Sym. No. 7— Martinon, PC0

DECEMBER 1995
L92342
Sibelius Sym No. 2—Monteux, LSO
LSE2077
Strauss lii Eulenspiegel — Reiner, VPO

'First ever release on Living Stereo

MARCH 1996
01(51102
Beethoven Sym. No. 2/Wagner Siefried Odyll — Monteax, LSO
LSC2272
Bizet L'Arlesienne Suites
APRIL 1996
15(2230
Spain — Reiner, (SO

FOR INFORMATION ON THE ENTIRE CLASSIC RECORDS CATALOG, CALL 1 800 4-LSC-LPS.
ORDER DIRECTLY FROM

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS As

CLASSIC

P.O. BOX 1905 •SALINA, KS 67402-1 905 •PHONE: 913-825-8609
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ORDERS 800-716-3553 •FAX: 913-825-0156
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unscathed. Vocalists had real threedimensional form and substance, without becoming bloated or homogenized.
For example, Icould easily follow the
complex polyphonic vocal lines of "Singularis Laudis Digna," since each vocalist
had a distinct, fixed spot in threedimensional space. Even on arguably
over-reverberant recordings—such as
Schubert's Trio No.1 in B-flat, Op.99,
featuring Joela Jones on piano, Daniel
Majeske on violin, and Richard Weiss
on cello (Chamber CR-12891)—the
Gold Aero separated the instruments
from their reverberant surroundings in
anatural and completely believable way.
The dB45 also did acredible job harmonically throughout its frequency
range. The top end was airy and sweet
and did not change character during
high-velocity passages. The midrange
was natural, without any glare or suckout. The bass, while not as explosive as
the Vendetta, was still well-defined, with
adequate weight and impact. Iwas
impressed by the balanced nature of the
dB45's harmonic presentation—no part
of the frequency spectrum stood out or
integrated poorly.
Measurements from JA: The Gold
Aero doesn't invert polarity. Without any
loading plugs used, the dB45's input
impedance measured 108k ohms. Its
output impedance varied significantly
with frequency, perhaps due to an undersized coupling capacitor. A low 160
ohms at 20kHz, the impedance rose to
astill moderate 1050 ohms at lkHz but
was awhopping 13k ohms at 10Hz. The
Gold Aero should not be used with preamps having input impedances of less
than 100k ohms if its sound is not to
become too lean.
The preamp's gain at lkHz was to
specification at ameasured 44.98dB. A
typical MC input level of 500µV at lkHz
will give an output of 88.7mV; the standard MM level of 5mV will give 887mV
(within the overload margins of linestage preamps using active volume controls). The dB45 was also very quiet, its
unweighted S/N ratio measuring 613dB
(left) and 59.2dB (right) with respect to
atypical MC input of 500µV at lkHz.
These ratios improved to 70.6dB/70dB
when A-weighted. With atypical MM
cartridge, of course, the preamp's noise
floor will be 20dB lower. Incidentally,
Ifound the dB45's noise performance
very critical regarding the grounding
arrangement used. Floating its inputs
and just grounding the outputs resulted
in high levels of hum injected into the
signal.
The Gold Aero's RIAA error (fig.2)
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

was within ±0.19dB between 20Hz and
20kHz, which is excellent. Above the
audioband, however, the error progressively increased with frequency, due to
the feedback equalization topology used.
(!'he circuit has aminimum gain of unity,
which means that the equalized response
can't drop below that figure even though
the RIAA's HF rolloff should continue
out to infinitely high frequency.) The
dB45's channel separation was also
excellent, at better than 90dB across most
of the midrange and treble, and never
dropping below 85dB.
Distortion levels were very low across
the band, even when driving the preamp
with ahigh 10mV signal at lkHz. The
overload margins (Table 2) were all excellent; even with ahigh-output MM cartridge it will be unlikely that the Gold
Aero will be driven into clipping. Fig3
shows how the distortion and noise content change with increasing signal level
at three frequencies: 20Hz (left), lkHz
(middle), and 20kHz. The sloping nature
of each curve's left-hand side implies that
the measurement is actually dominated
by aconstant level of noise rather than
distortion products. Only above the
"knee" in each curve are we looking at
distortion.
Apart from its high output impedance

Fig.2 Gold Aero dB45 S'gnature, RAA error at
5mV at 'kHz input (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).

Table 2 Gold Aero dB45 Signature
phono preamplifier:
Input Overload (I% THD+N)
20Hz
Voltage Margin

Voltage

7.5mV

74mV

23.5cIB

kHz
Margin
23 4dB

20kHz
Voltage Margin
600mV

21.6dB

Fig.3 Gold Aero dB45 Signature, THD+noise
(%) vs input voltage at (from left to right):
20Hz. I
kHz, and 20kHz.
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in the midrange and below, and its fussiness over grounding—both of which
will mandate extremely careful systemmatching—Gold Aero's dB45 is awellengineered preamplifier, capable of coping with both moderate-output MC cartridges and MM cartridges. Impressive.
—John Atkinson

SS Summarizes: The more Ilisten to
the Gold Aero dB45, the more impressed
Iam by its ability to credibly and accurately unravel the RIAA curve. While perhaps not the ultimate phono preamp in
terms of dynamic contrast, soundstage
dimensions, or sheer unabashed musicality, the dB45 still attains alevel of
overall performance that makes it an outstanding value. Icould easily live with
this preamp, as Idare say could most Stereophile readers. My only caveat about the
dB45 is that you must have apreamp
with adequate gain to drive your system
to proper output levels—passive units
need not apply. Certainly amust-audition if you're looking for an under$1000 phono preamp.
—Steven Stone

M ICHAEL YEE AUDIO PFE-I

While Michael Yee's name may be new
to you, he's been designing and manufacturing audio gear for several years. He
was responsible for Mobile Fidelity's
shordived "Ultramp" line of electronics.
Intended to be sold by mail-order, the
line was less than spectacularly successful. Problems with quality control, reliability, and parts availability made it a
blessing that almost none of those pieces
ever made their way into the hands of the
public. While some of the circuit topology originally developed for the
Ultramp electronics has found its way
into Michael Yee's current products,
these are by and large new designs from
stem to stern.
All of Michael Yee's products utilize
the concept of what he terms "Tonal
Imaging" as a fundamental design
parameter. According to Yee, tonality and
imaging are not two separate parameters,
but are intimately related. In his product
literature, Yee uses the example of the
sonic differences between tube and solidstate amplifiers and concludes, "What
appears to the ear as adifference in frequency response is actually adifference
in imaging!'
He attributes most of these imaging
differences to differences in phase response, and devotes agreat deal of energy
to eliminating phase anomalies from his
designs. But the bottom line on any
design is not what the designer writes
about the design, but whether it delivers
more sonic value for the money than
157
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Michael Yee PFE-I phono preamplifier

other devices of similar cost. "Tonal
Imaging" aside, Michael Yee Audio's
PFE-1 does promise alot for $900.
Design: The dual-mono PFE-1 (Phono
Front End One) is asingle-stage design
with only one "gain block" that uses 14
transistors, including a"super-matched:'
LM394, low-noise transistor pair at the
front end. The PFE-1 is direct-coupled
and has no capacitors in the signal path.
Instead, it uses aDC correction circuit
based on aTL072 dual-op-amp chip to
block DC.
To accomplish the RIAA-equalization
curve, the PFE-1 uses something called
a"phase-compensated feedback system."
According to Yee's technical literature,
this circuit ". ..
has aresponse pole for
every zero and azero for every pole
caused by the RIAA equalization network. This insures [it] is always 'in phase'
at the feedback summing junction."
Gain is user-selectable via internal
switches, with choices of 40dB, 50dB,
or 60dB. Impedance is also user-selectable, with 60 settings from 15 ohms to
100k ohms available via banks of DIP
switches. The PFE-1 features afully
regulated remote power supply with
8800µF of capacitance.
Problems: I've had three incarnations
of the PFE-1 in my system over the past
six months. The first unit had aproblem
with highly microphonic RCA jacks. If
I rubbed the output connectors, it
sounded just like Iwas fondling amicrophone. Back to Sunnyvale with that
number.
The second unit had problems with
RF noise—periodically one channel would
erupt in crackling. Another one-way trip
to Sunnyvale. The third unit, which I've
had for about three months, has behaved
perfectly. [But see later.—Ed.] Since Iuse
baseball rules—three strikes and you're
out—it's fortunate for Michael Yee that
this piece has performed flawlessly.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

Otherwise, it would have been back to
the minors.
Sound: The PFE-1 very easily picks up
hum from radiated magnetic fields. It
must be at least 3' away from its power
supply, the VPI PLC unit, or any linestage preamps with internal power supplies. But the PFE-1 isn't the first phono
preamp I've auditioned that easily picks
up hum. You will, however, need to
spend time finding an ideal location to
minimize the effects of other devices on
its noise floor.
If Ihad to choose the Gold Aero dB45
or the Michael Yee PFE-1 as the better
performer, I'd be stymied. Just like the
Gold Aero, the PFE-1 is the sort of product that makes it difficult from avaluefor-dollar basis to justify most of the
hyper-expensive phono preamps on the
market. The high-resolution PFE-1 was
only slightly inferior to the Vendetta in
its retrieval of low-level information.
With 15dB more gain available, the
PFE-1 is likely to fit in more systems
than the dB45.
While the internal DIP switches were
abit bothersome to access—you've got
to unscrew amess of tiny hex screws to
remove the top plate—the incremental
changes in loading values were adelight.
You can go from 43 to 45 to 48 to 50 to
53 ohms to. ..
you have 60 choices, all
available at the flip ola few switches. It's
not Michael Yee's fault if you don't get
your cartridge loading spot-on.
While the dB45 was the most naturalsounding phono preamp I've heard this
side ola IClyne 7PLX, the PFE-1 is the
quietest unit I've heard next to the Vendetta SCP-2C. Like the Vendetta, background noise was virtually nil, with
music coming from avoid marred only
by the record's own surface noise.
Soundstage dimensions on the PFE-1
were only slightly smaller than those of
the Vendetta, but depth rendition was
virtually identical. On Charles Ravier
WorldRadioHistory

Ensemble Polyphonique de France's performance of XIX Chansons Nouvelles de
la fature et composition de maistre Clement
Jennequin (Astrée AS 3), each voice and
instrument had its own, distinct location
in three-dimensional space. Even during the most complex musical passages,
Icould easily follow an individual part
in the composition.
While the PFE-1 was perhaps not
quite as dynamic as the Vendetta, it still
did avery crediblejob on dynamics. For
example, it did asuperb job of transmitting the microdynamics ofJack DeJohnette's subtle drum work and Eddie
Gomez's hypei-melodic bass on Bill
Evans' At the MontreuxJazz Festival (Classic Records/Verve V6-8762). On heavily
modulated grooves, such as New Order's
Blue Monday (Factory Factus 10), however, the PFE-1 began to sound slightly
hard on the dynamic peaks—especially
when compared to the Vendetta or the
hyper-suave Klyne. And the Gold Aero
dB45 handled extreme dynamic passages better than the Yee, which sounded
slightly hard when pushed.
Harmonically, the PFE-1 was wellintegrated, with good balance between
all the parts of the musical spectrum.
When compared to the dB45, the Michael
Yee sounded slightly more mechanical,
but also had ahair more definition. Bass
extension through the PFE-1 was very
good, with almost the same level of
dynamic impact and precision as the
Vendetta SCP-2C.
The PFE-1 is sonically very much like
my reference Vendetta, only with aless
suave sound during heavily modulated
passages, and not quite as wide asoundstage. The PFE-1 was excellent at unraveling inner details while still rendering
acredible and musically natural harmonic balance between instruments.
Measurements from JA: The Yee
preamplifier showed rather more RIAA
error (fig.4) than the other two models
reviewed here. This error was also different from channel to channel and varied
with the gain setting. Fig.5, for example,
shows the RIAA error with the gain set
tiog«.kbe
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Fig.4 Michae Yee PFE-I, minimum gain, RIAA
error at 5mV at IkHz input (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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to its maximum: the response is down
an audible 2-3dB at 20kHz. Crosstalk
was low, however, dropping from -77dB
at 100Hz to below -100dB above 10kHz.
The PFE-1 doesn't invert polarity.
When Icame to measure distortion,
Ifound that something appeared to be
wrong with the PFE-1's left channel.
While the right channel's THD+noise
figure in fig.6 was respectively low, the
left channel became increasingly and
alarmingly non-linear below the high
treble. The preamp's output impedance
also measured very differently from
channel to channel: the right channel featured alow 105 ohms or so across the
band; by contrast, the left channel was
awhopping 100k ohms! Something was
obviously very wrong with one of the
PFE-1's channels. Icompleted my measurements on just the right channel,
therefore, which Iassumed to be typical of how the preamp should behave.
The preamp's gain could be adjusted
from 41.8dB, suitable for use with MM
cartridges, to amaximum of 56.5dB. I
found it to be pretty quiet, the unweighted S/N ratio for the right channel in its low-gain mode measuring
63.3dB referred to 5mV input at lkHz.
This improved to 77.1dB, A-weighted.
The overload margins (Table 3) were
generally good, assuming MM cartridge

performance for the lowest-gain setting
and MC performance for the highestgain setting. The one exception was at
low frequencies in the low-gain mode,
implying it might be possible for disc
warp information to overload the preamp. The actual curves of the Michael
Yee's right-channel THD+N against
input level in the maximum- and
minimum-gain modes are shown in
figs.7 and 8. Note the strange sawtooth
profile to most of the curves: observing
the waveform on a'scope while Iwas
performing these measurements revealed
some apparent instability at some input
levels but not others.
While the technical performance of the
Michael Yee PFE-1 was good in some
areas—noise, crosstalk—it was worrisome in others, particularly in the way
the RIAA error depended on the gain
setting. And frankly, given that this was
the third sample SS had received for
review and it, too, appeared to have broken during the review period, this
doesn't bode well for the PFE-1's reliability in the field.
—John Atkinson
SS Summarizes: While the PFE-1
requires very careful setup to minimize
the effects of radiated hum from other
components, the final result is worth the
effort. Iimmensely enjoyed my time
with the Michael Yee Audio PFE-1. It
has enough gain with low noise to deal
with any low-output moving-coil available. Iespecially liked its flexibility when
it came to setting the resistance load for
acartridge.
—Steven Stone $

Fig.5 Michae Yee PFE-I, maximum gain, RIAA
error at 0.5mV at 'kHz input (right
channel dashed, 'dB/vertical div.).
Yoe
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Fig.7 M'chae Yee PFE- ,maximum gain,
THD+noise (%) vs input voltage (from left
to right): 20Hz, 'kHz, and 20kHz.

......
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Fig.6 Michael Yee PFE- m nimum
THD+noise vs frequency at 10mV input at
IkHz (right channel dashed).
ble 3 Michael Yee Audio PFE-1
phono preamplifier:
Input Overload (I% THD+N)
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
Gain Voltage Margin Voltage Margin Voltage Ma
Min
Max

2.ImV 12.5dB 70mV
22.9dB 450mV 19.1
0.57mV 21.1dB 6.2mV 21.9dB 100mV 26dB
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Fig.8 Frchael Yee PFE-I, minimum gain,
THD+noise (%) vs input voltage (from left
to right): 20Hz, 'kHz, and 20kHz.
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AUDIO ALCHEMY
DIGITAL TRANSMISSION I
NTERFACE V2.0
Robert Harley
Jitter attenuator. Inputs: coaxial (on BNC jack), AES1EBU, TosLink (ST-type optical optional). Outputs: coaxial (BNC jack), AES/EBU. PS bus (ST-type optical
optional). Power supply: ±8V and ±I8V. Output jitter <50ps RMS measured
broadband via spectrum analysis. Dimensions: 8.5" W by 6" Dby 2" H. Weight

2lbs, including PS4 power supply. Warranty: 5years parts and labor. Serial number
of unit reviewed: 523759. Price: $599. Approximate number of dealers: 150.
Manufacturer Audio Alchemy, Inc., 31133 Via Colinas, Suite III, Westlake Village, CA 91362. Tel: (818) 707-8504. Fax: (818) 707-2610.

.1

tis becoming increasingly clear that
datastream timing variations (called
"jitter") in digital audio systems are
asignificant source of sonic degradation
in digitally reproduced music. As we
gain experience in listening to low-jitter
systems and build adatabase of jitter
measurements, we can begin to describe
with greater certainty how jitter affects
the sound.
In listening tests in which all the variables are held constant except the amount
of word-clock jitter at the digital processor's clock, we can isolate jitter's contribution to "digital" sound. An example
of such atest was my experience with the
Sumo Axiom transport and Sumo Theorem processor described in the June '95
Stereophile (p.113). Connecting the separate clock line between this transport/
processor combination made abig difference to the sound—and to the amount
of measured jitter in the Theorem.
In my experience, jitter manifests itself
largely as ahardening of midrange and
treble timbres. Rather than sounding
liquid and natural, as they do in reality,
instruments take on asynthetic, sterile
edge. High-frequency transients have an
unpleasant character, like asmall burst
of white noise on the leading edge. Ihear
this clearly in vocal sibilance, the jittered
reproduction sounding hashy and spitty
rather than clean and natural. The sound
of apiano is also revealing: ajittered
digital system adds aglassy glare to the
attack of each note. In addition, cymbals
become aggressive and sound as if overlaid with white noise.
In the bass, jitter softens the low-frequency presentation, diluting the music's
pace and rhythm. Jitter obscures the
sense of low-frequency pitch, making it
harder to hear exactly what the bass
player is doing.
Jitter greatly affects soundstaging,
removing the sense of air and bloom
surrounding instrumental outlines. The
impression of objects hanging in threedimensional space is reduced, with the
soundstage becoming flatter and more
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

Audio Alchemy Digital Transmission Interface v2.0

homogenized. The soundstage also loses
its transparency, sounding thicker and
more opaque. Fine detail at the back of
the soundstage is obscured rather than
resolved. Finally, jitter reduces the sense
of expansive space and makes the recorded acoustic sound smaller.
Unfortunately, jitter-reduction boxes
such as the new Audio Alchemy DTI
v2.0 reviewed here can only go so far in
reducing jitter. Once these devices have
received and cleaned up your transport's
output, they must put the signal back
into S/PDIF format, which can reintroduce jitter. Further, the S/PDIF signal
must be decoded inside your processor,
which adds even more jitter. Consequently, thejitter busters that go between
atransport and processor may reduce
jitter, but they don't eliminate it.
What's amusic-lover to do? There are
three strategies: I) buy aprocessor with
asophisticated reclocking scheme built
into it; 2) huy atransport and processor
pair that have aseparate clock link; or 3)
transmit the cleaned-up signal to aprocessor in aform other than the standard
S/PD I
Fformat.
Audio Alchemy has taken this last
approach by providing their products
with adata-transmission format called
PS (pronounced "I squared S"). Jitter is
introduced in the S/PDIF (and AES/
EBU) formats primarily because the
clock signal is buried in the audio data
and transmitted on asingle conductor.
In the I
2Sformat, the clock is carried on
aseparate conductor from the audio data,
with no need to "recover" the word
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clock and reintroduce jitter.
As the DTI v2.0 jitter attenuator has
an I
2Soutput, I
was able to audition it
both with several DIA processors connected through the standard S/PDIF
interface, and through the I
2Sbus with
Audio Alchemy's $795 DDE v3.0 digital
processor (reviewed last month).

DESCRIPTION

The DTI v2.0 looks just like Audio
Alchemy's other products: asmall black
box with rounded sides, outboard power
supply, and an LED-laden fascia. The
front-panel pushbuttons select between
the DTI v2.0's three inputs and invert the
absolute polarity. A pair of LEDs indicates when the v2.0 is locked to asource,
and when it's in the "double-locked"
jitter-reduction mode.
Standard digital inputs are AES/EBU,
coaxial on aBNC jack, and TosLink
optical. The TosLink input can be replaced
with an ST-type optical input for an
additional $179. Output is via coaxial
(again on aBNC jack), AES/EBU, or I
2S
bus. An RCA-to-BNC adaptor is supplied with the DTI v2.0.
Audio Alchemy's Power Station Four
supplies DC to the unit. Inside the DTI
v2.0, two TO-220-package regulators
and seven 10-92 regulators provide nine
separate voltage supplies.
The DTI v2.0 is essentially an Audio
Alchemy DTI Pro without the Pro's
"resolution enhancement" signal processing.' The v2.0 receives adigital input
ISee my review of the DTI Pro in Vol.17 No.11.
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-Dick Moeller
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signal, and reclocks that signal at the output for presumably lower jitter. The circuit is based on aCrystal CS8412 input
receiver, but with asecondary PhaseLocked Loop for lower recovered jitter.
The only difference between the DTI
v2.0 and the MI Pro's jitter-reduction
circuitry is the brand of voltage-controlled crystal oscillator in the second
PLL. The v2.0's oscillator can reportedly
be "pulled" further off its frequency, thus
allowing it to lock to transports that may
deviate from the 44.1kHz sampling frequency. This new oscillator reportedly
solves the DTI Pro's problem of not
double-locking to some transports.
Audio Alchemy claims the v2.0's jitter
reduction is identical to that of the DTI
Pro?
For comparison, the original DTI I
reviewed back in May 1993 had no
secondary lock, instead relying on the
jitter-reduction performance of the
Crystal CS8412, which was better than
that of the Yamaha YM3623 receiver
widely used in digital processors at the
time. In my review of the DTI, Ifound
that it improved the performance of
some transport/processor combinations
but degraded the sound of others. When
we were able to measure the DTI's effects
on jitter some months after my review,
the measured jitter performance correlated exactly with the listening impressions. Specifically, some digital processor/
transport combinations had lower jitter
with the DTI, some higher.3

SYSTEM

Itried the DTI v2.0 with avariety of
transports and processors, ranging from
Audio Alchemy's $159 DAC•MAN
converter to the magnificent Spectral
SDR-2000 Pro (which has an ultrasophisticated reclocking circuit). The
DTI v2.0 also saw time in front of Adcom's GDA-600 and Audio Alchemy's
DDE v3.0 converters. 'Transports included
aMark Levinson No.31 ($8450), Theta
Data Basic ($1750), and aSumo Axiom
($899). Digital interconnects were an
AudioQuest Diamond x3 (AES/EBU),
Parasound DataBridge (coaxial), Audio
Alchemy DST (coaxial), and ageneric
TosLinIc optical link. Ialso used the DTI
v2.0's I
2Sbus output to drive the I
2Sbus
input on the DDE v3.0.
The digital front-ends fed an Audio
Research LS5 Mk.II prearnp, which drove
2Note that the DTI v2.0 passes 16-bit data through
intact, which means it won't affect the HDCIr control code inserted in the least significant bit of the I6-bit
audio words. On the DTI Pro, you must have the latest
software and configure the unit via front-panel controls
to avoid destroying the HDCD control code.
3See my review of the DTI in Vol.16 No.5. The jitter
measurements appeared in Vol.16 No.11.
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apair of Audio Research VT150 tubed
monoblocks. Loudspeakers were Genesis II.5s powered in the bass by the
Genesis 800W integral woofer servo
amplifier. AC power to the front end was
conditioned by aTice Power Block, and
an MIT Z-1 was plugged into the AC
system. Analog interconnects were
Magnan Type V, AudioQuest Diamond
x3, and AudioQuest Lapis. Loudspeaker
cables were AudioQuest Dragon II.

LISTENING
Istarting by comparing the Mark Levinson No.31 driving the Adcom GDA-600
directly, then through the DTI v2.0, with
AES/EBU in every datalink (Diamond
x3). As good as the No.31 was on its
own, the sound improved with the DTI
v2.0. The biggest improvement was in
the sense of air and transparency, the
soundstaging opening up to greater
depth. The impression of instruments
hanging in space was heightened, primarily from the extra sense of bloom
around image outlines. Icould "see" into
the recorded acoustic more easily with
the DTI v2.0, and low-level detail was
better resolved.
In addition, the No31/GDA-600 pair
had atighter, better-defined bass presentation with the DTI v2.0. Victor
Wooten's fabulous bass playing on the
Béla Fleck CDs was better articulated
and had more snap and drive with the
v2.0 in the system. The DTI v2.0 made
the extreme bottom end leaner and
punchier, in contrast to my impressions
of the DTI Pro, which added weight to
the bottom octaves.
Iwouldn't call the improvement rendered by the DTI v2.0 "large"; rather, the
difference was marginal but noticeable.
Moving on to the Theta Data Basic
transport, Iheard abigger improvement
in the Data Basic/GDA-600 pair than I
had with the No.31 transport!' The Data
Basic's excellent bass presentation improved in the ways described above
when auditioning the No.31, but the
biggest difference was in the soundstaging. The music opened up and became
more expansive, with agreater sense of
air and ease.
The Theta's treble, which was already
smooth and clean, took another step forward in liquidity and timbral rightness.
Interestingly, the treble was more incisive
and detailed with the DTI v2.0, yet it
didn't become overly aggressive or
etched. Ishould note that both the Adcom
GDA-600 and Theta Data Basic have
4While we're on the subject. Imust reiterate what a
great value the Data Basic is. This is aterrific-sounding
transport for avery reasonable price. (See my review
in Vol.17 No3.)
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somewhat laid-back treble presentations,
which benefited from the DTI v2.0's
ability to increase definition in the treble.
With the Sumo Axiom transport, the
DTI v2.0 produced changes similar to
those heard with the other transports.
The Axiom sounds considerably less
good than the Theta Basic, and benefited
the most from the v2.0. Even with the
Ern v2.0, the Axiom didn't sound nearly
as good as the Data Basic without the
v2.0. My experience with the Axiom
reinforced my previous opinion ofjitterreduction boxes: they're no substitute for
agood transport.
Interestingly, the DTI v2.0 didn't
eliminate the different transports' sonic
characteristics. Instead, the No.31 still
sounded like the No.31, the Data Basic
was still the Data Basic, and the Axiom
was unmistakably the Axiom. The v2.0
must therefore pass the transport's jitter
signature to the v2.0's digital output.5A
perfect reclocking device would be
immune to the transport's jitter, and its
own output jitter signature would dominate the sound. This was also suggested
by my finding that the input cable to the
DTI v2.0 made adifference to the sound.

I
-S QUARED-S
Next up was Audio Alchemy's DDE
v3.0, connected alternately to the DTI
v2.0 through coaxial link or the I
2Sbus.
The DDE v3.0's remote-controlled
input-switching let me stay in the listening seat and listen back and forth
between coaxial and I
2Sconnection.
Starting with the coaxial connection,
the DTI v2.0 rendered amuch greater
improvement to the sound than Iheard
with the GDA-600, regardless of what
transport was used. Where the DTI v2.0
made aclear but marginal improvement
to the GDA-600, it significantly improved the DDE v3.0 via the coaxial
S/PDIF connection.
But switching to the I
2Sconnection,
the improvement was nothing short of
dramatic. There was ahuge increase in
soundstage transparency, depth, space,
air, and expansiveness. Low-level detail
seemed to come alive; what had been
5It is alittle-appreciated point that word-clock jitter
is an additive phenomenon. Once jitter has been
introduced into adigital datastream, it can never be
eliminated, only low-pass-filtered. The common phaselocked loops used to recover and reclock the data, for
example, pass almost all the audio-band jitter, while even
the double loops used by Meridian and Audio Alchemy
will still pass some low-frequency jitter. However, if the
filter corner frequency is low enough-for example, the
FIFO buffer in the Mark Levinson No30.5 has an
equivalent time constant of one-eighth of asecond-and
the filter rolloff steep enough, only subsonic drift in the
word clock will remain. Whether or not that is the same
as completely eliminating the jitter remains to be seen
(though Meridian's Bob Stuart tells me that it isn't).
-JA
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indistinguishable sounds became tangible instruments. There was just more
music there with the I
2Sconnection, and
Icould hear more of what was going on
in the arrangement. Small musical details
only hinted at without the v2.0 were
suddenly vivid and immediate. Instruments occupied more precise locations
in the soundstage and had sharper image
outlines. The v2.0 was like afocus control on the soundstage, snapping everything into aclearly defined and separated
whole.
Ialso heard anewfound sense of air
and bloom around instrumental outlines,
which made the soundstage more natural
and less synthetic. On Robben Ford's
vocal on his Robben Ford and the Blue Line
(Stretch STD-1102), Icould hear more
reverberation around the vocal, and the
voice was better focused between the
loudspeakers. Further adding to the
soundstage performance with the v2.0,
the recorded acoustic seemed more
expansive. Icould hear Eric Maricnthal's
sax on Mike Garson's The Oxnard Sessions, Volume Two (Reference RR-53CD)
light up the hall, and Icould actually hear
reflections from the walls. Without the
v2.0, the soundstage was smaller, the sax
was less far back in the hall, and the
instrument had less air around it.
While the iinprovements I've described
with the other processors were moderate,
the DTI v2.0/DDE v3.0 combination
with the I
2Sconnection was abig leap
forward in sound quality. In fact, the
DDE v3.0 linked to the DTI v2.0 had
many of the qualities Ihear in the most
expensive processors—particularly resolution of spatial detail. Once you hear the
v3.0 with the DTI v2.0 and the PS connection, you won't want to go back.

SPECTRA
Finally, Itried the DTI v2.0 between
the No.31 transport and the Spectral
SDR-2000 Pro processor. Despite the
SDR-2000 Pro's highly sophisticated
reclocking circuit, its sound is still
affected by transports and digital interconnects. Part of this variability is probably due to the Pro's extraordinary
resolving power: it acts like amicroscope
on the input data. With the v2.0 in front
of the Spectral, the sound changed, but
Icouldn't say it was for the better. Contrary to my experiences with the other
processors, the Spectral's bass became
fatter and less defined with the v2.0.
There was also an odd feeling that something wasn't quite right, although I
couldn't describe aspecific aspect of the
sound that gave me this impression. The
difference in sound was, however, less
significant than with the other processors
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

auditioned with the DTI v2.0.

M EASUREMENTS
Although we have amuch better understanding ofjitter's effects than we had just
afew years ago, we're still along way
from completely comprehending the
subject. For example, is the determining
factor in sound quality the jitter's spectrum or the overall RMS jitter level?
How does jitter of specific frequencies
(periodic jitter) affect the sound compared to random (white) jitter? And how
much jitter is audible?
Only by acombination of listening
and measuring can we hope to answer
these questions and attempt to correlate
the listening experience with technical
performance.
With that goal in mind, Imeasured the
Effl v2.0's effect on the word-clock jitter
in two digital processors: the Adcom
GDA-600 and Audio Alchemy's DDE
v3.0. Imeasured the DDE v3.0's jitter
without the DTI v2.0, then with the DTI
v2.0 and coaxial connection, and finally
with the DTI v2.0 and the I
2Slink.
The jitter test instrument was the
Meitner LIM Detector fed by a 10x
probe attached to the 8x word-clock pin
on the respective DACs of each processor. An Audio Precision System One
Dual Domain performed the RMS jitter readings (read as an RMS voltage,
from which the time deviation is calculated), and also calculated the FFTderived spectra on the jitter component
of the word clock. The measurement
bandwidth for the RMS measurements
was 400Hz-20kHz.
Fig.1 is the GDA-600's jitter spectrum
when fed alkHz, -90dB sinewave from
the Sumo Axiom transport with no DTI
v2.0 in the signal path. The RMS jitter
level was 230 picoseconds. With the DTI
v2.0, the RMS jitter level actually increased
to 4lOps, and the spectrum had more
correlated jitter components and higheramplitude periodic components (fig.2).

These measurements were surprising in
light of the unmistakably better sound
Iheard from the Axiom/GDA-600 with
the DTI v2.0. Note, however, that this
was the worst-case performance: there
was no difference in RMS level or jitter
spectrum with the DTI v2.0 when the
test signal was all zeros, and only aminor
change (240ps vs 270ps) when the test
signal was alkHz, full-scale sinewave.
Although these very low signal levels are
more revealing of jitter performance,
music has amuch higher signal level that
may better correspond to the high-level
jitter performance. Further, jitter over a
bandwidth of DC-40kHz is sonically
important, but the measurements taken
here were only over abandwidth of
400Hz-20kHz. There may be things
going on outside our measurement window that we can't see.
Conversely, the DDE v3.0's measured
jitter performance was significantly
better with the DTI v2.0. Fig.3 is the
DDE v3.0's jitter spectrum with alkHz,
full-scale sinewave input from the PS
Audio Lambda transport. The RMS jitter
level was 240ps. With the DTI v2.0 and
coaxial connection to the DDE v3.0, the
RMS jitter level dropped to 200ps, and
the jitter spectrum became cleaner (fig.4).
Note how the strong signal-correlated
periodic jitter components at lkHz,
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Fig.1 Adcom GDA-600, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
I
kHz sinewave data at —90dBFS; Sumo
Axiom transport without DTI v2.0, coaxial
connection, RMS jitter level = 230ps
(linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB= Ins).
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2kHz, 4kHz, and 5kHz in fig3 are suppressed by the DTI v2.0 in fig.4.
Now look at the jitter spectrum taken
under identical conditions, but with the
I
2Sbus connecting the DTI v2.0 to the
DDE v3.0 (fig.5). The jitter spectrum is
nearly completely free from signalcorrelated jitter components. Moreover,
the RMS jitter level dropped with the I
2S
bus to just 95ps, down from 240ps with
no DTI v2.0, and 200ps with the DTI
v2.0 and coaxial connection. This dramatic decrease in RMS jitter and much
cleaner spectrum correlate with my
listening impressions: the DTI v2.0
improved the DDE v3.0 through the
coaxial connection, but the real magic
happened with the PS link.
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The same improvements were rendered by the DTI v2.0 with a lkHz,
-90dBFS sinewave input. Fig.6 is the
DDE v3.0's jitter spectrum with this test
signal. The RMS jitter level was 365ps.
With the DTI v2.0, the jitter level
dropped to 190ps, and the spectrum
became cleaner (fig.7). With the I
2Sbus,
the jitter dropped even further, to just
95ps. The DDE v3.0's jitter spectrum
under these conditions is shown in fig.8.
Note the total suppression of the lkHz
component and the fewer periodic jitter
components with the I
2Sconnection.
Ican't explain the v2.0's measured performance with the GDA-600, but the
correlation between listening and measurement is very strong in the case of the
DTI v2.0 and the DDE v3.0.
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Fig.4 Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0, word-clock
jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz, when
processing I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS; PS
Audio Lambda transport with DTI v2.0,
coaxial connection, RMS jitter level =
200ps (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).
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The Audio Alchemy DTI v2.0 is a
significantly better product than its
predecessor, the original DTI. The v2.0
improved the sound of nearly every
transport/processor combination Itried
with it, but the degree of improvement
varied greatly between products. In the
case of the modestly priced Sumo Axiom
transport and Adcom GDA-600 processor pair, the DTI v2.0 did improve the
sound, but not as much as replacing the
Axiom with the Theta Data Basic trans-

port. In other words, the DTI v2.0 is no
substitute for ahigh-quality transport.
The DTI v2.0 really came alive when
used with Audio Alchemy's DDE v3.0
processor. Even with the coaxial connection, the DTI v2.0 rendered asignificant
increase in soundstage depth, layering,
bloom, and air. The bass tightened, and
timbres became more liquid and natural.
But when connected via the I
2Sconnection, the difference was dramatic, lifting
the DDE v3.0 several notches higher in
performance. In fact, the DDE v3.0/DTI
v2.0 package ($1573 as configured) provided alevel of musical performance that
rivaled much more expensive digital
front-ends.
If you own an Audio Alchemy processor with PS bus input, the DTI v2.0
should be asignificant upgrade to your
system, and well worth the $599 price.
Owners of other processors should audition the DTI v2.0 in their systems before
committing to apurchase. Although I
thought the DTI v2.0 improved the
sound of the various transport/processor
combinations Itried, you may get better
overall results by investing in ahigherquality transport first.
With those cautions, Ican enthusiastically recommend the DTI v2.0-the
latest product to reduce jitter's effect on
digitally reproduced music.
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Fig.5 Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0, word-clock
jitter spectrum, DC-20kHz, when
processing I
kHz sinewave at OdBFS; PS
Audio Lambda transport with DTI v2.0, PS
connection, RMS jitter level = 95ps (linear
frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB= Ins).

Fig. 7Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0, word-clock
jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz, when
processing 'kHz sinewave at -90dBFS; PS
Audio Lambda transport with DTI v2.0,
coaxial connection, RMS jitter level =
190ps (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= I
ns).
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Fig.6 Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0, word-clock
jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz, when
processing I
kHz sinewave at -90dBFS; PS
Audio Lambda transport without DTI v2.0,
coaxial connection, RMS jitter level =
365ps (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= Ins).
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Fig.8 Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0, word-clock
jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz, when
processing I
kHz sinewave at -90dBFS; PS
Audio Lambda transport with DTI v2.0, PS
connection, RMS jitter level = 95ps (linear
frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB= Ins).
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XLO SIGNATURE SERIES
LOUDSPEAKER CABLES &INTERCONNECTS
Jonathan Scull

Type 1.1 Signature line-level, unshielded interconnect: $625 for first terminated meter

Type 5.1 Signature loudspeaker cable: $120/running foot (ie, a10' pair is equivalent

pair, $500 each additional meter (shielded 1.1s available for slightly more).

to 20') plus SISO termination/pair.

Type 3.1 Signature shielded phono cable: $750 for first terminated meter pair, $600
each additional meter.

Common to all: Approximate number of dealers: 18. Manufacturer. XLO Electric

Type 4.1 Signature unshielded digital cable: $325 for first terminated meter, $250 each
additional meter (balanced 4.1 also available).

/

know some people will disagree
with me, but I'm of the opinion that changing one cable for
another in an attempt to balance out the
sound in an audio system is akin to shaking adog by its tail. (It should be stated
that no animals were mistreated during
this review!) Ihave always recommended
to friends and readers alike that you build
your system as asynergistic whole. It's
been my experience that the music is best
served when both the speaker cable and
the interconnects (not the digital link,
however; but I'll get to that) arc from the
same maker.
I've recently participated in a"thread:'
or online conversation, on The Audiophile Networkl with Doug Blackburn,
George Cardas, and Walter D'Ascenzo
regarding this very issue. Walter brought
up an interesting point, which Iinclude
here as food for thought:
"Since you review equipment, you
have to maintain areference system so
that you can assess the new variable. That
is too bad. My reference is live music. It
is ever the challenge to get my home
music system to cough up areasonable
facsimile of the live experience. Mixing
cables has helped to move me in that
direction. Call it cabling tone controls,
call it synergism, call it what you want.
The fact remains that certain circumstances—such as source impedance, current drive capability, load impedance,
etc.—require acable with characteristics
that prove compatible in that situation."
Remember, although my experience
runs contrary to Walter's, I'm not telling you that single-brand is the only way
to look at it—it's just my (informed)
opinion garnered through many cable
changes over time. Itell you now, as I've
always donc: use your cars and decide for
ITel: (818) 988-0452 (modem). 8IN. A subscription
to TAN currently costs $241year. You can e-mail Jonathan Scull atjonathan.scull@tanct.com.
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Ca, 9480 Utica Ave., Suite 612, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730. Tel: (800) XLOUSA-1, (909) 466-0382. Fax: (909) 466-3662.

fit when wiring various devices in quesyourself what works best in your system.
tion chez Scull.
Only you can know that. But you can be
guided by what my colleagues at Stereophile and Ihave observed during exposure
TYPE 3.1 SIGNATURE
PHONO CABLE
to more wire changes than you can shake
astick at, if not that proverbial dog we
Starting with the analog front-end, let's
seem to have once again by the tail!
look first at the dedicated phono cable.
With these basic cable issues in mind,
I'll forgo elaborate descriptions of how
then, we turn to an examination of the
the cables are made—for the complete
XLO Signature series of interconnect,
hoopy-scoopy, take alook at my interdigital datalink, and speaker cables. Ifirst
view with Roger Skoff. Suffice to say, the
heard about and tried the XLO ReferType 3.1 Signature is decked out in stanence cable back when Ilabored for The
dard XLO purple and gray livery (gray/
Abso!ute Sound. It was Michael Gindi who
silver always "hot"), with abulky gray
insisted Istop peppering him with quesmesh cover hiding the shield within. The
tions and justget the freaking stuff? The
3.1 sports alligator clips that drain the
Gindian assured me it would improve
shield to the chassis ground rather than,
my system. Well, Idid as he suggested,
as most cable makers do, tying up with
and he was right.
the negative conductor at the RCA jack.
Since then, in spite of the noisy RF
If the theory that shielding to the chassoup that is New York, I've moved up
sis ground impairs the signal less than
to an all-Signature lash-up that I've contying it to an RCA jack, it is here, at the
sidered my reference for along time.
phono input, where that philosophy will
While it's true that of late I've been trying
be most rigorously tested. After all, that's
other cables in the system, it's XLO that
quite asmall signal we're playing with.
Iknow best. For comparative purposes,
Any perturbations or anomalies injected
and to give you an idea of my cable
into this delicate signal should be immeexposure, let me mention that other
diately evident. Iuse a1.5m phono cable,
system-wide cables have included Sil- which some feel is abit longer than ideal
tech, AudioQuest AudioTruth Diamond,
for aphono cable; but, given the locaand Discovery Signature—all to excellent
tion of the Forsell Air Force One turneffect—with Kimber AGDL and Syntable in relation to my CAT SL1 Signature
ergistic Research, among others, on deck.
preamplifier, it works for me.
Why bother, you might ask? III like
In the event, the only perturbations I
XLO, why not just "schtick" with it?
can detect are the ones in my head as I
Well, Iconsider it my duty as areviewer
ask myself, "How does Roger do it?"
to get the best out of whatever piece of
equipment is here under review. It isn't
agiven that everything is just going to love,
honor, and obey the XLO until death do
them part. Au contraire, as Roger Skoff,
XLO headman, put it during my interview with him (see elsewhere in this
issue). As aresult, and in spite of the pure
audiophile pain in the pancreas that
changing the triwired speaker cables
that feed my Malon Ascents almost
XLO Type 3.1 Signature shielded phono cable
always is, Ido my best to find the right
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Whether due to the special shielding
arrangement (Teflon and air spacer
betwixt shield and conductors) or the
drain to chassis ground, the Signature
Type 3.1 cable was ultra-silent. Backgrounds were blacker, and music seemed
to reach me in amore vivid and dimensional manner than through other phono
cables. The soundstage, when so recorded,
also seemed quite enormous via the Type
3.1. (This was not an artifact—recordings
made with anarrower soundstage perspective sounded that way.)
Along with this generously proportioned soundscape was a depth that
belied the listening room's dimensions.
Depending on the cartridge and the front
end, images could emanate from alittle
forward of the speakers to waaay omigawd back. (The Symphonic Line Kraft
250 amplifiers are the champs at wafting the images to the rear of the listening room, although I'm not sure they like
the XLO overmuch.)
As far as retrieval of information was
concerned, the Type 3.1 is without peer.
One always had the sense of recovering
the maximum detail, however minute,
that may be contained in the grooves. Be
it the clack of the keys on an oboe, the
breathy inhalations of aperformer, the
nooks and crannies of avocal rendition,
or the richness and splendor of an orchestral crescendo, the Type 3.1 brought
it all right to my "listening devices" (as
Vladimir One put it in my LAMM
review last April, Vol.18 No.4). The 3.1
never fell apart—imaging and tonal balance remained constant under whatever
sonic onslaught Isaw fit to throw at it.
While Iconsider this cable supremely
neutral, its clean, quiet, quick, and wideband response could exacerbate bright
or gritty recordings. But this is as it
should be—we don't want athousanddollar-a-meter-and-a-half phono cable
to editorialize, do we? By the same token,
neither could one accuse the cable of
being "sweet"—in the manner of the
AudioTruth Diamond, for example. Was
this some sort of failure on its part? Isuggest not.
As aparting point of reference, let me
tell you that, no matter what the cable in
the rest of the system, Ioften found
myself returning to the Signature 3.1 as
the final arbiter of analog taste for this
most delicate of signals. In aword or
two, this is great stuffl

TYPE 4.1 SIGNATURE
DIGITAL DATALINK
Staying with the front end, let's do the
digital interconnect next. The $325 Type
4.1 Signature digital datalink also sports
the purple and gray/silver color scheme.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

XLO Type 4.1 Signature unshielded digital cable

It is as unshielded as the line-level interconnect, but can be visually distinguished from it by the white RCA barrels
at both ends. (All other XLO cables have
"colorized" barrels.) It is, however, still
marked for directionality, as are all XLO
cables.
The 4.1 is atricky cable to nail down.
While it's true that all cable interactions
are dependent on the equipment they're
interfacing with, it's my opinion that
digital datalinks are even more dependent
on these myriad factors. When Ireceive
atransport and D/A for review, Iswap
the many digital datalinks Ihave on hand
(in all three formats), looking for the
right match(es). While it's true that some
digital cables sound pretty much the
same from unit to unit (I'm thinking
about the Kimber AGDL and Mango
Apparition Reference as perfect examples), the XLO is rather more chameleonlike. I've heard it sound smooth and
warm, even creamy, between certain
digital front-ends; but I've also heard
it sound abit hard, seemingly overdetailed, and narrower in soundstage
perspective than others.
What can Itell you? I'm not equivocating. Impedance, type of receiver chip,
signal level, the unshielded nature of the
XLO product (an Original Cable Jacket
helped more often than not)—any or all
of these factors lead to jitter, and contribute to the sound of adigital datalink.
You'll just have to try the 4.1 in your
front-end and see what happens.
At its best, well-mated and happy, the
4.1 can knock your socks off. Were it not
for the outstanding synergy of the Kimber AGDL and the Illuminati DataFlex
Studio between the Forsell Mk.II Air
Bearing CD Transport and DAC, Icould
live quite happily with the XLO. In fact,
it sounded alittle smoother than the
occasionally ruff n'ready Kimber, but
somewhat less open in the highs than the
Illuminati.
So while the 4.1 might not be just
right for the Forsell, Ifound it can give
great results in other systems. For example, it worked aspecial magic with the
C.E.C. 11 2now on hand; and it worked
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wonders on the Timbre TT-1 DAC/
C.E.C. TL 1combo, which Ireviewed
in May '94 (Vol.17 No5). Iquote: "When
switching to coax, only XLO Type 4
digital was anywhere near acceptable,
firming up the focus and sounding
somewhat more ambient than the softerfocusing Mapleshade, TARA Labs Digital Master, or Pure Logic, although each
had its charm. The XLO was also alittle
'hotter' on top, but its incisive and
immediate presentation helped to lift the
C.E.C. out of its permanent romantic
'swoon.'"
When Iused Type 4.1 with the Esoteric P-2S transport, ". ..
images seemed
to be more forward and noticeably wider
than those with the balanced connection.
There was also that as-expected XLO
sense of immediacy and those lightningquick leading-edge transients—hallmarks of Roger Skoffs cables. The XLO
Signature is an exciting cable.. .."
While Iwound up preferring the Kimber AGDL as the reference digital datalink for the Jadis JS1/J1 Drive, which I
reviewed last March (Vol.18 No3), the
4.1 wasn't far behind.

XLO Type 1.1 Signature
line-level, unshielded interconnect

TYPE 1. ISIGNATURE
LINE-LEVEL INTERCONNECT

Really, describing this $625/m interconnect is apiece of cake: neutral, detailed,
very fast, alive, exciting, with areally big
soundstage, plenty of well-controlled
deep bass, ahumpless midbass, asomewhat leaner midrange than some cables,
and airy, open highs. Next!
The Type 1.1 Signatures were our
reference interconnects of choice for the
LAMM M1.1 monoblock amps: "Of
course, as with any equipment in for
review, we listened to the LAMMs
straight up and without tweaks of any
kind, other than confirming that we
much preferred the XLO to the Siltech
with these amps" (Vol.18 No.4). The
XLO allowed the LAMMs to bloom
and develop an "enormous, extremely
airy, and transparent soundstage.. .This
immense yet perfectly natural-sounding
acoustic was precisely and proportionally
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rendered, mirroring the volume of the
recorded space. The very rear of the
completely open soundstage was as
wide, airy, open, clean, and perfectly
focused as the front. The performer's
images were beauqully and precisely rendered within its layered and articulate
soundstage. The amps had an uncanny
ability to decouple the performance from
the speakers, and create that 'palpable
presence' the reviewing community is
always prattling on about. (And to which
Iam myself totally addicted.)"
I'm not saying the entire sound of the
LAMM M 1.1 swas dependent on the
XLO, but this wire sure made it possible
for the LAMMs to strut their stuff. For
further details of this synergistic match,
let me refer you directly to the review.
Regarding the Forsell The Statement,
which Ireviewed in June '95 (Vol.18
No.6), we used "the mighty XLO Signature throughout ..." Ithink the XLO
was a major factor in allowing this
expensive and refined Swedish amplifier
to make the magic it did. Here, the incisive, detailed, transparent all-XLO setup
balanced well with the nuanced, gentle,
yet magnificent and dynamic Forsell
amp. Aside from recalling to you that this
combo billowed out the most enormous
soundstage we'd ever heard, I'll refer you
for particulars to the article itself, where
you can divine the synergy that made it
all happen.
And, of course, XLO Signature 1.1 has
been our cable of choice for our reference amps, the Jadis JA 200s, which we
hold so dear. Somehow, their soundstaging abilities and their ability to pass tonal
colors, clarity, and speed (I keep coming
back to that, don't I?) allow the Jadises
to open up and bloom the music
throughout our loft.
You might, if you were so inclined,
find asmall fault or two with the interconnect. For example, some find it a
touch too thin—and Icould almost see
that if you were using lean-sounding
solid-state gear. On the caliber of equipment we audition here, the harmonic
envelope was complete, and tonal colors
seemed unaffected. Others might point
afinger at the lack of top-end sweetness
(although the 1.1s are very extended). I
didn't find this to be aproblem with
either tubes (with which the XLO mate
supremely well, in general) or with any
solid-state we've had on hand.
It's been suggested that these characteristics, including an occasional foray
into aperceived "hardness," may have
something to do with their unshielded
nature; this may be so. Remember,
shielded versions, carefully made so as
to compromise as little as possible the
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

integrity of the signal they're capable of
passing, arc available from XLO. But I
submit to you that, given their supreme
neutrality—a blessing for areviewer—
whatever hardness may be glimpsed
from time to time probably exists upstream somewhere.
And no one ever complained about the
bass, which was always first-class in
every aspect. Or their soundstaging abilities, which were always breathtaking.
In these aspects, the Type 1.1 Signature—
and, indeed, the entire XLO lineup—can
be very addicting!

XLO Type 5.1 Signature loudspeaker cable

TYPE 5.1 SIGNATURE
SPEAKER CABLE
This silver-and-purple stuff costs
$120/running foot plus $150 termination/pair and is big, heavy, unwieldy, and
apositive bear to triwire. It seems to have
amind of its own and [SPROING1 it
went where it wanted to go, not where
Iwanted it to go! This in spite of using
one regular pair per side for the bass in
conjunction with abi-wire pair for the
midrange driver and tweeter. (That's four
spade lugs at the speaker, joined together
at the amp end to just two spade lugs, for
ease of use.)
I've always found the Type 5.1 Signature speaker cable to be the jewel in
the XLO crown. As Imentioned, some
may mildly disparage the line-level interconnect (deservedly or not), but one
could never level any real criticism at the
speaker cable. (Except for their ungainly
physical nature!) They are neutrality
itself. The 5.1 cable passed along the
signal in such an untouched-by-humanhands manner that Itruly can find nothing to complain about.
The 5.1 worked supremely well with
the Jadis JA 200s, Forscll's The Statement, the LAMM MIAs—that is to say,
across awide-range of equipment of
differing topologies and philosophies
In every case, it got out of the way and
WorldRadioHistory

let the music through. Break-in is a
consideration, however. If you go for it
and spend the (considerable) monies
required, give these speaker cables time
to burn-in. There's no bass to begin, then
too much, and, finally, after some number of hours-40, perhaps?—the sound
settles down and you can begin to enjoy
your investment. Similarly during this
initial period, the midrange will seem
somewhat congested and the highs
grainy and forward. Trust me, just hang
on, and don't do anything foolish—it's
worth it. Interestingly, if you swap out
for another cable then return to the 5.1,
after this initial burn-in is accomplished
the time to reach elose-to-optimum
sound is much shorter—an hour or two
at most. This is aquality Iappreciate!
The 5.1s were transparent yet fullbodied, and they imaged like nobody's
business. The entire bass range was as
close to perfect as I've ever heard from
acable. Midbass detail was unfettered by
colorations and frequency anomalies.
The midrange suffered not from the
ever-so-slightly-lean nature of the interconnects. (Remember, Ido not consider
this aproblem at all. A matter of taste?
Perhaps.)
The upper midrange and treble ranges
were similarly well-served, and were
completely grainless and free of brightness or other artifacts. Where the interconnect could never have been accused
of being sweet, the speaker cable could,
if provoked, bring awistful smile and a
sense of lovely sweetness to the presentation that was sure to please.
Believe me, griping about equipment
is my life. Regarding XL0's 5.1 Signature speaker cable, only silence and an
appreciative smile marked their installation in our system. For these and the
rest of the XLO Signature cable lineup,
Ican only offer an enthusiastic thumbs
up, accompanied by ahearty "highly
recommended!"
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Classic Records
takes vinyl into the future
FEAT first.
The label that brought vinyl back to life brings you these major new releases:

Little Feat Ain't Had Enough Fun ($25 21ps) •Sonny Landreth South of 1-10, Outward Bound ($18 each)
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COMING SOON:
Dar Williams The Honesty Room ($18) •Graham Parker 12 Haunted Episodes,
Unleashed Live at The Bottom Line ($18 each)
To order. call or write:

For more information. call

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

CLASSIC

RECORDS

(remember t
be .mand...)
P.O. BOX 1905 •SALINA, KS 67402-1905
PHONE: 913-825-8609 •ORDERS: 800-716-3553 •FAX: 913-825-0156
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KRELL KSA-50S &
CONRAD-J
OHNSON
PREMIER ELEVEN A
POWER AMPLIFIERS

I

n my review of the $3300 Krell
KSA-50S stereo power amplifier last
month (Vol.18 No.8, p.165), an obvious point of sonic comparison would
have been the $3495 Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eleven A that Wes Phillips wrote
about in the same issue (p.195). Time
constraints, however, prevented that
from being possible, hence the appearance of this Follow-Up.
For details of the system used, see my
review of the AR 303 loudspeaker. The
main loudspeaker used in the comparison was the B&W Silver Signature,
although Ialso used the AR 303. The
single-ended C-J was 5.7dB less sensitive
(at lkHz) than the balanced Krell; during
the listening sessions, Iadjusted for this
with the Mark Levinson No38S's accurate 0.1dB-step volume control. Both
amplifiers were driven all the time;
whichever wasn't hooked up to the loudspeakers was loaded by 8ohm power
resistors.
My first impression was how similar
these amplifiers sounded. High-performance amplifiers must perforce be
examples of convergent evolution, different technologies leading to the same
excellent sound. When it came to the
details, however, the comparison of the
two amplifiers typified the tube-vssolid-state debate. Both amplifiers had
grain-free trebles, though the tubed
amplifier's sounded more shelved-down
with the AR speaker. However, the
Connie-i's soundstaging was more
billowing; the Krell's bass was more
authoritative.
In the second section of "Don't Give
Up:' from Peter Gabriel's 1994 Secret
World Live album (Geffen GEFD224722), for example, bassist Tony Levin
plays apowerful reggae riff on his custom three-string Music Man instrument,
heavily damping the lower strings (he
used aPamper to do this on the original
studio recording'). While the Premier
Eleven had very similar extension on this
sound, the bass guitar had considerably
more slam with the solid-state amp.
On the other hand, while Paula Cole's
reassuring second vocal line on the same
track sounded alittle more sibilant with
the tubed amp, it was simply more palpably real.
IBass Player, May/June 1995, pp.46-56.
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Ever since Isaw them live in concert
in the early '80s, I've loved the Manhattan Transfer. The sound of their eponymous first album (Atlantic 7567-81493-2),
however, is definitely low-rent. That's
what you hear over the Krell—a flat
soundstage, with an upper-midrangedominant vocal sound and abass guitar
that's missing its fundamentals. Yet via
the C-J, the vocal scat lines and Zoot
Sims's tenor sax on "You Can Depend
on Me" were better fleshed out in the
lower mids, with the result that Icould
more easily ignore the recording's technical deficiencies. In general, I'm not a
big believer in audiophile recordings. A
good system should make the music
accessible on even mediocre recordings,
and this is where the Premier Eleven

o

Fig.l Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A, I
kHz
waveform at IOW into 4ohms (top);
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom).

o

m

Fig.2 Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A. 'kHz
waveform at 2W into 4ohms (top);
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom).
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edged ahead of the KSA-50S.
Iperformed afull set of measurements
on the C-J Premier Eleven A, but I'll
show just acouple here. In the measurements accompanying WP's review of the
original Eleven amplifier in the October
'94 Stereophile (Vol.17 No.10, p.143), Tom
Norton found asuspicious-looking distortion spuriae trace (fig.1) that implied
the amplifier suffered from crossover distortion. It appeared that the culprit was
the circuit that drove the biasing LEDs;
the A revision of the amplifier was said
to have been fixed in this regard. Fig.2,
taken under much the same conditions
as fig.1, shows that, indeed, it has been.
The distortion is now primarily secondharmonic rather than the original's thirdharmonic; both are generally regarded
as innocuous unless present in much
higher quantities than in the C-J.
Second, it has been postulated that
all audible differences between welldesigned amplifiers are due to the differences in frequency responses caused by
the voltage-divider action between the
loudspeaker impedance and the amplifier's source impedance. The latter measured between 0.48 and 0.56 ohms for
the C-J, varying only slightly with
frequency; and 0.28 ohms for the Krell,
giving rise to response variations when
loaded by the B&W Silver Signature
(fig.3). The top trace is the Krell; the
bottom, offset by ldB for clarity, is the
Connie-J. It varies by about twice as
much as the Krell, reaching ±0.25dB.
The tube amp's more depressed top two
octaves were audible as avery slight lack
of air, yet it was the Ces lower mids that
sounded warmer—the opposite of what
these curves would suggest.
Neither of these amps will be all things
for all listeners. If you just have to have
the most forceful presentation of rock
music's low-frequency foundation, then
the Krell will be the better choice. The
Conrad-Johnson, on the other hand, will
be the better amplifier for soundstage
freaks and those in love with the sound
of the human voice. You pays your
money, you makes your choice. Be sure
to listen to both.
—John Atkinson S
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Fig.3 Krell KSA-50S (top) and Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eleven A (bottom), frequency
response at 0.5W into B&W Silver
Signature loudspeaker (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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When you buy from us, you get the one
thing you absolutely need to make your
system look and sound its best.
You get us!

conrad-johnson Premier 11

Want state-of-the-art audio? You can't get it by merely buying

.1
Krell KSA 200 S Amplifier

better equipment. You have to have the knowhow and creative vision to put it all together.

For 18 years Andrew Singer and his staff of

dedicated professionals have designed, selected and assembled

complete state-of-the-art audio/video
systems that come as close as possible
to recreating the live experience. Combine

Krell DTI 0 Transport

an obsession for quality that borders on mania with vast
expertise, experience and adeep love of music
and the result is high-end audio...done right.
So, call us. We'll help you realize your audio
dream.
Wilson WATT/Puppy

SOL'ND 1)Nr SINGER
-

HIGH END AUDIO ... DONE RIGHT

18 East 16th Street, (between Fifth Avenue and Union Square West)
New York, New York 10003 (212) 924-8600
AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: Acurus, Accuphase, ADA, ADYTON, Adcom, AERIAL ACOUSTICS, AMC, AMX, Aragon by Mondial, ASC
(Tubetrap), AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, Audio Access, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO PHYSIC, AUDIO MATIERE, AudioQuest, AUDIO TRUTH, Aural
Symphonics, AYRE ACOUSTICS, BENZ MICRO, Billy Bags, B&W, Cal Audio Labs, CARDAS AUDIO, CEC, CHANG LIGHTSPEED, conrad
johnson, CONVERGENT AUDIO, Creek, Crestron, CWD, DAY SEQUERRA, DENON, Elite by Pioneer, ENERGY, Enlightened Audio Designs,
Epos, Faroudja, Fosgate, GOLDEN TUBE, Grado, GRAHAM TONEARMS, HALES AUDIO, JMIabs, KINERGETICS, KRELL, KRELL AUDIO
STANDARD, LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS), Magnum Dynalab, MARIGO, MARTIN LOGAN, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, MUSE, NBS, Niles,
Nitty Gritty, Ocos, Parasound, API Powerwedge, Proton, REGA, ROCKPORT, Rocksolid, Rockustics, ROKSAN, RoomTunes, Runco IDTV,
Salamander, SME, Snell Acoustics, Solid Steel, SONOGRAPHE, SONUS FABER, Sound Anchors, Stax, Stewart, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta
Digital, Totem, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY (VAC), Van den Hul CARTRIDGES, Vandersteen, Velodyne,
Vidikron, VPI, Well Tempered, WHEATON TRIPLANAR TONEARMS, WHITE AUDIO LABS, Wilson Audio, WIREWORLD, YAMMAMURA
SYSTEMS, & more! New York City Exclusives are set in bold type.
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GOODWIN'
S
HIGH END

A Standing Ovation for a System?

At the most recent Stereophile Show in LA we showed the following system—and quite anumber of people came up
afterward and said that they felt it was the best sound at the Show. What really took us by surprise, though, was that
several times after hearing the system, people actually stood up and clapped!!!
This is pretty much unprecedented in our experience.
This synergistic fusion of Spectral electronics, MIT cable and Avalon Acoustics speakers — each component engineered to
be the ideal match for the others— forms astartling re-creation of musical reality. Bruce Brisson, MIT's chief engineer
and Founder, has designated this system "2C-3D — (two channel-three dimensional).
When you hear it for yourself you'll understand why.
Goodwin's High End is honored to have been selected as one of only two retailers in the US qualified to
present this system. You are cordially invited to our new showroom to audition this "2C-3D " system.
—Alan Goodwin
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spectral

Avalon Acoustics
Basis

A system composed of the Spectral SDR-2000 Professional D-A converter with HDCD (above), DMC-20

Cello

Series Il preamplifier and DMA-180 power amplifier is capable of producing an extremely high degree of
transparency. These perfectly matched components deliver an unparalleled combination of musicality,
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transient speed, and high current capability.
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Day Sequerra
Dunlavy Audio Labs
Eminent Technology

MIT
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MIT's MI-350 Reference* interconnects and MH-850 CVTerminator*

Graham

The MH-850 speaker cable is atotally unique Mufti-Bandwidth design

(above) are the arteries of the system.
in which each part of the tri-wire

configuration has anetwork optimized for its respective frequency range —aperfect match for the electronics and
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speakers. The critical AC line treatment for this remarkable system is MIT's comprehensive Z-Series'.

Magnum Dynalab

*Featuring Stable Image Technology
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Musical Design
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Spectral
Stewart Filmscreen

The Avalon Radian HC loudspeaker is capable of avery high degree of purity and
seamlessness

top to bottom coupled with superior transparency and imaging — in short a

musically involving speaker that invites you to listen for hours on end without fatigue.

Theta

Imagine aspeaker that combines the traits of avery high quality mini-monitor with

Wheaton Triplanar

the cabinetry and veneering are truly awork of art!

the bass and dynamics of alarge floor standing design.As an added bonus,

Wilson
Win Research
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& Stable Image Technology'. are trademarks of MIT
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ecause he did not complete a
symphony until he was 43, and
left but four in all, Brahms is not
considered aprolific orchestral composer. Yet for slightly less than adecade
(1876-85) he was prolific enough, producing the four works that have led to
his being tagged the greatest symphonist
since Beethoven.
Possibly owing to their chronological
closeness, Brahms's four symphonies
have not been placed in the niches of
"periods" as have, say, the Beethoven
"Nine." Indeed, aone-time clichéd response to the issue about which of the
Brahms symphonies is the "greatest"
was "the last heard." Each, of course, is
amajor masterpiece, yet one can trace in
them (as in the "three periods" spanned
by the Beethoven Nine) aclearly marked
growth that peaks with the Symphony
No.4 in E-Minor.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

More than anything else, Symphony
4typifies the increasingly economical
command of material that, with the passage of time, came to stamp Brahms's
music. Consider, for example, the very
opening: hardly classifiable as melody,
this motivic passage that falls and rises
in two-note phrases becomes the germ
of an entire movement in which those
phrases undergo changes in character as
marked as any that occur in the theater.
In short, this is aprime example of Brahms
as the exemplar of the Classical tradition
of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.
Tradition, in fact, stamps virtually the
entire work. It should not be forgotten
that Brahms was afirst-class musicologist who edited, among other things,
early German music and the works of
Schubert. His knowledge of Renaissance
and Baroque styles is reflected in 4, its
second movement being in the Phrygian

WorldRadioHistory

mode, its finale agrand passacaglia in
which amelody of eight notes and eight
bars generates the harmonic backbone
of the entire movement and becomes the
basis for aseries of variations in which
that melody recurs in various guises and
disguises. Here is something unique in
the symphonic literature—a capstone to
awork that, having echoed the style of
the Classicists, proceeds to look even further rearward to Bach. In short, 4is as
fine an example as exists in Western
music of how the greatest innovators
achieve originality—not by ignoring tradition, but by mastering it.
Partly because of its traditional elements, the work poses special interpretive problems. Its finale requires asteady
pulse so that the unity rooted in its reiterated theme is not compromised. This is
not so simple amatter as it may seem.
The meter sometimes changes from one
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variation to another, and Brahms specifies afew modifications of tempo in the
movement, the most radical being apiù
allegro for the coda. Here tasteful and
style-sensitive conductors recognize that
whatever acceleration occurs at this point
must be modulated to maintain the
movement's intensity and ensure the
cumulative impact that should be conveyed at its close.
And other problems of pace exist.
Because the opening movement is often
characterized (aptly if abit subjectively)
as having "autumnal longing!' it seems
to invite aslow tempo, an invitation further suggested by Brahms's cautionary
Allegro non troppo specification. But this
specification must be seen in the context
of the movement's alla-breve character.
In other words, it must be played fast
enough to preclude what sometimes
occurs in inferior performances: any suggestion of afour-to-the-bar threnody.
And if the transformation of the movement's opening theme that occurs in its
coda is to be effective, that coda must be
rendered in tempo.
Then there is the issue of the work's
texture and color. The time has fortunately passed when Brahms's orchestrations were condemned for being "too
thick!' Quite the contrary: with accomplished direction, they are models of
biting, sometimes craggy clarity and
expressivity, helping to define the music's
character. Anyone who doubts this should
listen to 4in its original four-hand version, recorded by the Duo Crommelynck (Claves 50-9012), to discover the
extent to which the personality of the
music is defined by its orchestral nature.
And for those who remain skeptical
about the inspiration of Brahms's orchestrations, there is the beginning of the
second movement. For its first 28 measures, winds and horns repeat acentral
theme accompanied by strings played
exclusively pizzicato. This coloration
becomes almost hypnotic in its growing monotony. At measure 29, the spell
is suddenly broken by the entrance of
bowed strings whose freshness of tone is
like asudden burst of timbral light, but
aburst that seems all the more potent as
aresult of its initial hushed gentleness.
These first minutes of the second movement make special demands of aconductor—not only in terms of securing
appropriate balances among the winds
and horns, but also in requiring aprojection of the ethereal delicacy in those first
bowed notes.
Given the spate of historical reissues
that has appeared in the last few years,
it is not surprising that several podium
giants of the first half of this century are
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

represented on CD in this score. The
oldest recording among them dates from
1930 and features Max Fiedler (no relation to Arthur) with the Berlin Philharmonic (Biddulph 003-4, atwo-CD set
including Fiedler's Brahms 2). Born in
1859, the conductor knew Brahms and
ostensibly was admired by him. His performance is ola kind rarely encountered
today: rhythmically free with awide
parameter of tempos within amovement, but whose gear shifts seem to
evolve naturally from the music itself.
Unfortunately, the transfer draws on
rather noisy 78s, their rough surfaces
sometimes upstaging what is, even for
its time, mediocre sound.

WEINGARTNER'S IS A
POISED, POWERFUL
CONCEPTION, TAUTLY
ORGANIZED AND
MANNERISM-FREE.
It is interesting to compare Fiedler's
approach to Weingartner's, recorded
with the London Symphony in 1938 and
available in two editions: asingle Century CD (2128) and asonically superior
EMI transfer in atwo-disc set devoted
to the conductor's traversal of the four
symphonies (EMI 64256). Weingartner's
approach is the antithesis of Fiedler's:
rhythmically strict, lean in sonority, and,
save for aslightly broader-than-usual
third movement, fleeter than most. It is
apoised, powerful conception, tautly
organized and mannerism-free.
What is fascinating is that Weingartner,
born in 1863, also knew Brahms and
gained his admiration. This raises some
cogent questions: Were the seemingly
disparate styles of Weingartner and
Fiedler less divergent when Brahms
experienced them? Was Brahms inconsistent in taste? Or was he, like any composer, simply anxious to have his music
performed and, as aresult, all too ready
to praise those willing to program it?
Whatever, the moral to be drawn from
these possibilities is simple: don't necessarily trust acomposer's judgment when
he lauds the performer who tackles his
music.
Also represented by 78rpm productions are Stokowski and Walter, each
having recorded the work three times.
The first of Stokowski's, made in 1933
with the Philadelphia Orchestra, completed the phonograph's first Brahms
cycle—all of which has been reissued in
atwo-CD Biddulph set (017-18). Smallscaled and sometimes so sweet-toned it
WorldRadioHistory

should carry awarning for diabetics, this
4also suffers from rhythmic distortions
that cause the music's intricate structure
to crumble. Stokowski's second recording, made in 1940 with the All-American
Youth Orchestra (Music & Arts 845), is
sonically far superior and impressive for
the way in which he manages to make
young musicians sound like veteran
Philadelphians. Musically, however, the
performance echoes the flaws of its
predecessor. So, too, the conductor's later
stereo version—which, Ibelieve, RCA
plans to reissue.
The first and third of Walter's three
recordings are currently on CD. The
former, produced in 1934 with the BBC
Symphony, is available in asuperb transfer (Koch 7120). It is the fleetest of the
two and, as the (for its time) fine recording suggests, the leanest in sonority. But
it is blemished by anumber of mannerisms that compromise line and integrity.
In his most recent version (a 1959 stereo
account, at this writing due for remastering in Sony's Bruno Walter Edition), the
mannerisms have been modified, the
tempos broadened. The major virtues of
the performance are its lovely lyrical flow
animated by astrong rhythmic pull not
always present in Walter's work. If missing some of the music's intensity, the
performance still conveys an essential
aspect of its character. The sound is more
than serviceable, conveying the lightweight tone of the West Coast ad-hoc
orchestra.
With the advent of LP, several conductors whose careers were rooted in the
first half of this century had ago at 4.
Toscanini considered it Brahms's finest
symphony, and his 1951 NBC studio
recording—currently reissued in aslightly
bright but otherwise excellent midpriced CD transfer (RCA 60260)—
preserves the lean, transparent, rhythmically taut conception that defined his
approach to the work. But that conception was not unvarying, as three other
Toscanini accounts (all in-concert versions) suggest: a1935 BBC Symphony
performance (EMI 69783), slightly
broader in tempo and more flexible
rhythmically; a1951 NBC broadcast,
similar to the studio effort but abit more
supple (Hunt 706, atwo-CD set featuring all the Brahms symphonies in Toscanini-led NBC broadcasts); and a1952
Philharmonia Orchestra version (Hunt
524, athree-CD set preserving the conductor's 1952 London Brahms cycle),
also similar to the studio account but
having aweightier sonority and slightly
greater elasticity. Unfortunately, the
finale is scarred by the stentorian explosion of afirecracker that is as intrusive
183
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as spray paint on aRembrandt, spoiling
agorgeous and generally well-reproduced performance.
Aside for those with special interests,
then, the RCA edition, at least for sonic
reasons, should have the greatest staying power. With its architectural integrity, textural transparency, and dramatic
wallop, it remains one of the phonograph's great statements of the score.
Utterly different, but in its own way
often compelling, is Furtwângler's
approach. Although he left no studio
recording of the work, concert accounts
have been released. The two Ihave heard
are with the Berlin Philharmonic and
date from 1943 (Music & Arts 804, a
four-disc set containing all the Brahms
symphonies led by the conductor) and
1948 (Virtuoso 269-9072, athree-disc
bargain-basement set of the four symphonies in other Furtwângler performances, and selling for about $7). Both
accounts are freewheeling, with marked
tempo fluctuations usually occurring at
identical points, and thus suggesting that
Furtwângler's ostensibly "improvisational" style was carefully planned. But
the later performance (once available
from EMI) is better controlled and boasts
better sound that is free of the hum
afflicting the 1943 reading. Not for
audiophiles, perhaps, these performances
remain fascinating documents of an
interpretive style that is simply not to be
encountered today.
With stereo now four decades old,
some of the earliest two-channel editions
warrant "historical" designation. Most
surprising among them is Klemperer's
1956 recording with the Philharmonia
Orchestra (EMI 69649). Unlike the
long-lined, tightly organized approach
typical of Klemperer's other Brahms
recordings, this one suffers from unsteady rhythm and rhetorical adjustments that fracture the grand design.
One might assume that these eccentricities were spur-of-the-moment impulses,
but an in-concert Klemperer reading
(Orfeo 201 891) contains similar mannerisms to an even more obtrusive
degree.
That this symphony can be given a
strong performênce that is rooted in flexible rhythm is attested by asplendid 1962
live performance by the Bavarian Radio
Orchestra under Schuricht (Preludio
1124). All of this vastly undervalued
conductor's tempo modifications seem
natural, the performance animated by a
richness of color and transparency of texture. Longtime collectors who recall
Schuricht's magnificent studio recording
of the Brahms Symphony 2will find this
account of 4equally compelling.
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Rhythmic sturdiness in excess can, of
course, be afault, as Szell's Cleveland
Orchestra performance makes clear. His
plodding tempos, unyielding pulse, and
stiff phrasing impose an interpretive
rigor mortis and emotional deadness on
the music, abass-deficient recording
only making matters worse. Even at its
modest price, this Essential Classics reissue (Sony 46330) is no bargain.

SZELL'S PLODDING
TEMPOS, UNYIELDING
PULSE, AND STIFF
PHRASING IMPOSE AN
INTERPRETIVE RIGOR
MORTIS ON THE MUSIC.
Similar in some respects is Reiner's
Royal Philharmonic reading, available in
an excellent CD transfer (Chesky CD6).
Superficially, everything here seems
right: the judicious pacing, lean sonority,
steady rhythm_ Yet everything also sounds
too cool, too understated, and, as aresult,
too bland. One is reminded here of
Stravinsky's view that music expresses
"nothing." This said, it remains hard not
to admire the control Reiner exerts.
The point at which the tag "historical"
ceases to apply is not always readily
defined. For those with no special
interest in the conductor, Munch's Boston Symphony version (RCA 09026)
may not deserve such classification. But
(like his account of the Brahms Symphony 2), it reveals aspecial affinity for
the composer. Slightly harsh and tinged
with pre-Dolby hiss, the sound remains
generally good, preserving arealistically
distant concert-hall perspective. And
Munch's unsentimental, beautifully balanced, transparent reading boasts structural clarity, aflexible, aptly "walking"
Andante in the second movement, and the
finest account of the third that Ihave ever
heard—a bit broader than some, with
explosiveforzato chords, and free of the
fussy Luftpausen favored by some conductors. Only an overly prominent
triangle that sounds like an intrusion by
Ma Bell spoils aperformance that concludes with apotent, rhythmically steady
finale. As abargain CD, this reissue,
despite its age, deserves preferred-edition
status.
Among other older editions, five warrant mention. Munch's successor in
Boston, Erich Leinsdorf, is featured in
a1966 concert performance with the
Czech Philharmonic from which he
draws some exceptionally expressive
WorldRadioHistory

string playing (Multisonic 31-0020).
Impressive, too, is the climactic power
he generates in the finale. Mediocre
mono sound, however, will limit the
appeal of this release.
The mono sound of a1956 Kempe
account is better in anewly reissued set
(Testament 3054) featuring the conductor in aBrahms cycle. Stamped with
tasteful use of rubato and acare with
balances, the performance typifies the
gifts of another conductor whose reputation in the United States was never as
great as it should have been. But, given
the competition from modern editions,
this reissue will be mainly for Brahmsians who collect complete cycles.
The same is probably true for a1973
in-concert performance by the Leningrad Philharmonic included in aMravinsky-led cycle (Memoria 991-066,
2 CDs). Aside from afew rhythmic
manipulations and an awkward rush
to the close in the finale, this is astrong
reading characterized by unusually revealing voicing, animated tempos, and
aprevailing temperament that never spills
over into the temperamental. Helping the
whole is fairly good stereo sound.
Surviving only in mono is a1974 inconcert performance led by Celibidache
with the Stuttgart Radio Orchestra
(Andromeda 2507). Ihave never understood why this conductor has developed
such adevoted following. Often he-seems
arbitrary, mannered, and fussy, displaying little grasp of awork's grand design.
Granted, there are many lovely details in
his 4, the performance benefiting from
carefully molded phrases and subtle
dynamic gradations. But gear shifts in
the second movement—especially at the
point where bowed strings enter—are
ludicrously extreme, and the grand structure of the finale collapses as aresult
of tempo fluctuations. And even by
two-decade-old standards, the sound is
only fair. A 1959 in-concert Celibidache
account with the Milan Radio Orchestra
offers better sound in my LP edition,
but Ihave not heard the CD transfer
(Memoria 991 012). Whatever, the performance is afflicted with identical aberrations.
Worth seeking is a1971 Brahms cycle
led by Sanderling with the Dresden State
Orchestra (Eurodisc 69220, 3 CDs).
Sonically it holds up quite well, and
the performances, despite their relative
breadth, have momentum and tension,
4 in particular shining in its sharply
defined textures, firmness of line, and
formal coherence—virtues that generate
apropulsion not attainable merely from
sheer speed. Note, by the way, that this
set should not be confused with a1991
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Sanderling cycle (Capriccio 10 600),
where an inferior orchestra and more
flaccid readings do not yield the drama
of the earlier traversal.
Among the many remaining modern
accounts, it is surprising to find agreat
number that defy any endorsement.
Totally out of the running are the static,
tensionless readings of Redel, Haenchen,
Rahbari, prvi, and Previn. Five others,
if not much better, warrant greater discussion, mainly because of the conductors involved. Abbado (DG 435 439)
draws beautiful playing from the Berlin Philharmonic, but his overly precious
view lacks drama and suffers from arush
to the finish in the great passacaglia. The
Cleveland Orchestra under Ashkenazy
(London 436 853) sounds steely in tone,
and, despite some pointed clarification
of inner voices, too many rhetorical
emphases work against the music's flow
and continuity.
Barenboim's performance with the
Chicago Symphony is available only in
afour-disc cycle (Erato 94817) in which
everything, especially 4, sounds lazy,
limp, and languid, the episodic treatment
of the concluding passacaglia causing it
to fall apart. Although drawing some
gorgeous phrasing from the Bayreuth
Radio Orchestra, Sir Colin Davis (RCA
60383) also disappoints with awkward
gear shifts and an unsteady pulse in the
finale. Often it seems as if the Davis who
leads German ensembles is very different
from the more vibrant one directing
those in London, Amsterdam, and Boston. The gorgeous sound of the Vienna
Philharmonic under Giulini (DG 429
403) in no way compensates for areading
blemished by awkward Luftpausen,
rhythmic instability, and tempos slow to
the point of mannerism. This is Brahms
not so much performed as embalmed.
Superior if not deserving unqualified
endorsements are the recordings of
Chailly, Solti, Mehta, Jankowski, Skrowaczewski, and Haitink. Chailly and the
Concertgebouw Orchestra (London 433
151) provide alyrical, low-keyed account
that gains from cantabile lines and an apt
gentleness. Were it not for arhythmically
loose finale, it might rank with the better
editions.
The Chicago Symphony under Solti
(London 430 440) sounds too bassheavy and hard-toned but plays with
virtuosic discipline. The second movement is slow to the point of sounding
dirge-like, and the finale sags in its middle; but the first and third movements are
splendid, with the former's complex
polyphony having welcome definition.
Mehta's Israel Philharmonic reading
is available only in afour-disc cycle
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

clearly delineated choirs, thus providing
greater clarity of texture.
All of the remaining editions sustain
ahigher level. For those attracted to the
coolness of Haitink, Fischer-Dieskau
and the Czech Philharmonic should be
heard (Supraphon 0014). During the few
years he pursued acareer on the podium,
the baritone proved remarkably gifted
and tasteful—as is attested by this direct,
understated, texturally clear reading.
Unfortunately, the CD transfer of a
1977 taping lacks the bloom in string
tone of the original LP. Still, the unmannered lyric flow of the whole commands
attention.
Simply by virtue of Carlos Kleiber
being one of the most sought-after of
today's conductors, any recording he
makes arouses interest. And with many
features that lend it stature, his Vienna
Philharmonic performance (DG 400
037) cannot be dismissed. The playing
is disciplined and features clear textures,
lean sonority, and scrupulously molded
phrasings. At times, however, things
sound over-controlled and unspontaneous, ICleiber, like Szell, holding the reins
too tightly and thereby suffocating the
music rather than letting it breathe. The
1981 digital sound, if abit metallic, is
otherwise quite good—far better than
that of an almost identical Kleiber-led
Were it not for asteely unpleasantness
performance recorded in concert in 1979
(Exclusive EX92T28).
of (early digital) sound, Skrowaczewski
and the Hallé Orchestra (IMP 897)
Although it may lack the discipline
and polish of Kleiber's performance,
would be more competitive. The performance starts almost mincingly but
Bernstein's 1962 New York Philharimproves as it progresses, the slowermonic version is in many ways more
than-usual tempos of the two initial
satisfying. Certainly the conductor's
movements enlivened by clarification of intellectual grasp of Brahms has been
Brahms's colorful orchestration and
evinced in his cogent lectures, but this
intricate polyphony. Additional virtues
grasp has not always carried through in
include avibrant third movement and a his performances. Here it does. The Philfinale that, while flexible, is all of apiece.
harmonic's tone is, to be sure, coarser
Haitink's two recordings—one from
than that of other world-class orches1972 with the Concertgebouw Orchestras, and the ensemble is abit loose at
tra (Philips 442 068) and one newly
times. But everything is integrated,
released with the Boston Symphony
animated, yet unhurried, with the rich
(Philips 434 991)—are something of a polyphony of the first movement wellpuzzle. Neither has amajor flaw, and
defined and the finale, while flexible,
both are distinguished by the magnifinever sounding episodic. Heard in the
cent playing of great orchestras. But in
latest transfer (Sony 47438), the sound,
slightly different ways, each suffers from
if slightly thin, remains thoroughly
aprevailing neutrality. The entrance of listenable. Bernstein's 1981 recording
bowed strings in the second movement,
with the Vienna Philharmonic (DG 410
for example, is understated in both ver084) is much superior sonically but,
sions to apoint that denies the passage
owing to its broader pacing, less satisits magic. A few differences between the
fying musically.
two performances are worth noting. The
If distant but well-balanced sound is
newer one is marginally slower. The
apreference, Kubelik's 1983 Bavarian
Boston Symphony is less brassy and
Radio Orchestra performance should be
slightly weightier than its Amsterdam
heard. The first movement, shaped by a
counterpart and is reproduced with
few tasteful rhetorical touches, builds to
slightly smoother string tone. But the
apowerful climax, and the second is
Concertgebouw ensemble has more
paced as an aptly "walking" andante that

selling at reduced price (Sony 53279).
Though without major shortcomings,
it will probably prove too genial, at times
even spineless, for most tastes. Furthermore, the orchestra does not match the
virtuosity of the world's best groups.
By virtue of mid-price status, Janowski's Liverpool Philharmonic recording (ASC 6104) deserves consideration.
Its shortcomings are few: slightly recessed
brass in the first movement and an excessively broad second movement. But its
prevailingly middle-of-the-road approach remains musical and tasteful, and
benefits from arhythmically secure finale
made additionally expressive by clearly
voiced winds in its central variations.

M UNCH'S
UNSENTIMENTAL,
BEAUTIFULLY BALANCED,
TRANSPARENT READING
BOASTS STRUCTURAL
CLARITY, AND THE FINEST
ACCOUNT OF THE THIRD
MOVEMENT THAT I
HAVE
EVER HEARD.
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retains its implicit tenderness. Crowning
pulse—inhibit flow. The first movement,
the whole is astunning finale: potent,
in particular, emerges with along-lined
searingly bleak, and held together by an
lyric lushness of extraordinary beauty.
uncompromised firmness of pulse. As a It may be an abstract beauty of akind
striking blend of the lyric and dramatic,
Brahms never intended, but it is no less
this account shines as apreferred edition.
gorgeous for that. Both Karajan's 1977
It is available only in athree-CD set con(DG 437 645) and 1988 (DG 427 497)
taining aKubelik-led cycle (Orfeo 070
recordings reveal the tonal opulence of
833).
the Berlin Philharmonic, the latter being,
Also impressive is Dohnányi with the
perhaps, ashade less idiosyncratic.
Cleveland Orchestra (Teldec 43673).
Utterly different are the far more idioSpoiled only by an acceleration at the
matic Sawallisch and Wand. Sawallisch
close of the finale that enervates the
is represented by two recordings: a1963
movement's cumulative force, its broad
effort with the Vienna Symphony (repacing is enlivened throughout by vircently reissued in abargain Philips Duo
tuosic playing, well-focused textures, and
set, 438 757, containing Sawallisch's
afreedom from mannerisms. The engifirst of two Brahms cycles) and a1990
neering, closer in perspective than that
account with the London Philharmonic
accorded Kubelik, is warm and natural.
(EMI 54060). Although similar in their
Completing this survey and among
commands of form, judicious pacing,
the most compelling of currently availand rhythmic security, the earlier one,
able editions are those of Karajan, Sawalsurprisingly, features slightly more
lisch, and Wand. Karajan left four studio
immediate sound. It also boasts aslightly
versions, the last two of which remain
better definition of textures and marginwidely available. They may not be for
ally faster tempos, with afinale benefitevery taste and certainly are not for mine.
ing from greater rhythmic control and
The conductor's preference for sensual
brass having agreater cutting edge. Both,
sonorities, refined phrasing, and long
though, are first-rate.
legato lines smooth away some of the
Wand's recording (RCA 60088) is the
music's intentionally rough edges. Yet
one Iwould own were Iowning but one.
this highly individual approach (unlike
Taut, free of sentimentality in its wellStokowski's, for instance) does not neu- judged, relatively fast pacing, balanced
tralize drama or—owing to asteady
so as to reveal the music's many inter-
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woven lines, and having one of the most
tautly organized finales on disc, it blends
drama and lyricism to suggest the score's
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breathtaking, pinpoint accuracy. The basic building block of each TX and LPC model is the Teflon". jacketed VariStrandT. conductor. The conductor strands are formed from our advanced al-

QUARTZ x3

loy, primarily consisting of ultra-high purity copper.

Primary PE Insulation

8TC /4TC /4PR

PP Filler

I Phoenix Crimp on Pins
J Phoenix Gold Dual Banana
K AO Direct Gold Spade
L AQ Turquoise R.C.A.

$4

pc set
$7 ea.
70e ea.

/4

$25 /4pc set

audioquest

22 awg LGC Copper Drainwire
22 awg FPC-6 Copper Conductors
Primary Polypropylene Insulation
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket (UL Ct2)
Quartz

.5m pr..$132

1m pr..$165 1.5m pr..$198

2m pr..$ 231

Ruby

.5m pr..$ 84

1m pr..$ 98 1.5m pr..$112

2m pr.$126

Topaz

.5m pr..$ 53

1m pr.$ 60 1.5m pr..$ 67

2m pr..$ 74

Turgoise .5m pr..$ 35

lm pr..$ 39 15m pr..$ 33

2m pr.$ 47

Jade

Sm pr..$ 22.1m pr..$ 25 15m pr..$ 27. 2m pr..$ 30

Video 1 .5m pr..$ 22.1m pr..$ 25 1.5m pr..$ 27. 2m pr.$ 30
Video X .5m pr.$ 40

1m pe.$ 45 1.5m pr..$ 50

2m pr..$ 55

SR-1604 /SR-1602

13 AWG
18 awg LGC Copper Conductors

PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

Indigo 2,

18 awg /16 awg /12 awg

15c/ft./me/ft./aka,
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$5.(x), foot

Dark Blue

Single Biwire Capable
12 AWG
20 awg FPC Copper Conductors
18 awg LGC Copper Conductors
Primary PE Insulation
PP Filer

$1.75 /ft./ 95e /ft

Vid/Pro Sm pr..$125

190

Single Biwire Capable
20 awg FPC Copper Conductors

Mylar Binder

PHOENIX GOLD SPEAKER CABLE

2m pr..$245

$3.50/ foot

Type 6, Slate Gray

69/ft./SS/ft./ WTI.

INSTALLATION SPEAKER CABLES
AudioQuest SRI6O4TM uses four 26 strand LGC
conductors coded with 4 colors. When used with
2 conductors for positive
and 2 for negative, the superior 4 conductor geometry greatly improves sound
quality. In this configuration
SR-1604 is a 13 awg cable.

Video Z .5m pr..$ 72.1m pr..$ 85 1.5m pr..$ 97. 2m pr..$110
1m pr..$165 15m pr..$205

PVC Jacket (UL C12)

Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

Crystal,

Slate Gray

$7.50 /foot
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DENON

SOTA
industries

Comet w/ ADC Series 4 Cartridge
Comet w/ °Caton X1-MC Cartridoe
Moonbeam ,s/ ADC Series 4 Cantndge

orrofon

$650
$379

$619
$419
$319

DP-47F w/ ADC Series 4 Cartridge
DP-23F w/ ADC Series 4 Cartridge
DP-7F w/ Stan(on L720EE Cartridge

audio-technica

BENZ ‘'

OC -9

$285

Glider/Trade

1.2 w/ Dy: ter Cartridge

reer ' 1.2 E w/ Oyeter. WI Lift
6w/ Oyster Cartridge

~ea

MICRO

Re-Tip

$250

Gold or Silver

$350

Blue Point Special
Re-Tip

$125

AT-ML150

$285

Trade-in

S225

Blue Point

$145/$90

AT-440ML

$99

MC 20E11

$150

Oyster

X5-MC

$185

MC .3 Turbo

$150

1

MC-1 Turbo

X3-MC/X1-MC

$579

Record
Clamps

OTA

510 SOTA SUPERMAT

EMPIRE STABIUZER

$35 AUDIOQUEST SORBOTHANE

SOTA ICLAMP

$49

CLAMP

$100

MOBILE FIDELITY

Sao

Dave Brubeck -

$14

Ail Ingether

.Par4r Tool

Raskin

audioquest

$16
$5

TONEARMS
$450 Z

PT-7 w/ ZCable

$550 EMERALD

Raskin

Creek OBH-9 M.C.
Carlidge Amplifier

ELI? -TrAimy
John Hiatt -Bring The Family

SC-2 Stylus Brush
SC-2 Stylus Fluid

SORBOTHANE

514..50 CDFEET (up to 16 LBS)
$17 Self Stick Sheet (6 -46")
$7.50 CD 510Plight
52.50 3&more

discwasherv.a.p.
RECORD

SLEEVES

539
$15
$14 each
512 each

12*

Fitted poly outer

12

Fitted out reuseable

ALI. Q.
M.J.0. -blues Al Carnegie Hall
M PParsons -Take gMysters
Muddy Waters -Fag Singer
Pink Floyd -Art« //mn

Distwasher D4 Brush System

115 STYLAST (1/4 oz.)

$21

$7

Jew RegNs
$70

(16 oz.)

$145

SCRUB BRUSH

52

STYLUS BRUSH

$2

GRÜV-GUDE

419

$89
$30

MODEL 1.0 Manual application of
nanual brushing 8 rotating
goring vacuuming
$195

$24

$13

$53
$9

$24

MODEL 1.5 Fr Auto fluid application. auto scrub. auto rotation, Vinyl Woodgran
$380

carrnrs
›nee

NITIM

RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

RECORD MASTER cleans 45s,
74s
LPs manually with built-in
adapter whica allows cleaning of
a siae recorcs
$210

TECHNICAL ADVICE & LITERATURE REQUESTS • 612 •378 •0543 • FAX 612 •378 •9024
14. AVE. S.E. • MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55414 • HOURS: NI-SAT 10-7 SUN 12-5 (CT)

5E DIE

TOLL FREE
ORDER LINE
1995

• 51
-

$15

(60)
533 (100)
Mai Rice Sleeves (10)

Q.E.D. MCA .1 Moving Coil Preamplifier
$150

512
$2 Q.E.D. DÉcsavor Moving Magnet Pre-amplifier
_ Myrng
o
Magnet Pre-amplifier

#14 STYLUS (1/4 oz)

53
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$20
$10

03 RECORD CLEANER

Paper /poly odier

emmm
e
m

Brush

(2 oz) ...$24

r

$15

$20

Phono
$249

02 RECORD PRESERVATIVE

95

VFW. Record Sleeves (10)

ft CO).

Recad Brush

Nitty Gritty cimigne enre
LAST sous
error

$10
$4

$38

Hunt EDA

A.Q. Carbon Fiber

es

White paper outer

$650 HL..5 Headshel leads
Tonearm-wrap

Creek 013H-8 M.M. Phono
Cartridge Amplifier
$199

Hunt

POWER CLEANER (1/2 OZ.)

r

(
5(
1
)

C

Traffic -Ion Spark
Getz &Gilberto -G.-rz.& Geese,

(priced fri guaranies of 50)

12' Pap./ poly inner

Prices subject to change
without notice

$60

$95
$195

Phono Pre-amplifiers

Queen -The Gar>,

oudioquest,

TONEARM CABLES

PT-6
PT-8 w/ Emerald

Jean Michel Jarre -

04 (16 o.)
04 Brush System

$4100

$10

AllinaP Brothers -Menge. ,rz Sisiess

$7.50 BIG FEET (up to 32 LBS)

Collector's series 100

Ortofon Static Force Gauge (Plastic)

$30

Moody Dues -Threskalil OTA Dream

yaw

$165

STANTON

Shure Stylus Force Gauge

Duke Ellington -AnahlefIV Of AMunk,

134 (6 oz.)

$135

DL-160

MOBILE FIDELITY

$60 Vinyl records...VS each....or 3for $65 GEO-DISC
DISCWASHER OR STANTON
BENZ le MICRO
Enc Clapton -Leu
5179 ANTI-STATIC MAT
$10
Minx, Gauge
Collins. Cray &Coperagd -Shand., h

D4 (1 .2500)

$150

DENON
DL-110

CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT TOOLS

original master recordings

RECORD MAT

disc washer

$225
$185

Lit
%NINA

THE PIG RECORD GRIP

SOTA REFLEX RECORD

$750/$600

$395
$495
$695

DOCTOR

800 •229 •0644
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Genesis has done it again. Utilizing
technology that was pioneered on the
highly acclaimed model 5speaker,
the new Genesis 6can deliver
performance that defies it's
compact size. It's remarkable
dynamic range and bass power,
along with an uncanny degree of
transparency, make it the perfect
speaker for ahigh-end audio
or ahome theater system.
We invite you to our
sound studio for blast-off.
But be warned, you may
never want to come
n
down again.

Blast

THE NEW
GENESIS 6SPEAKER.

•

istening room

High end without the attitude.
590 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, NY 10583. (914) 472-4558 Fax (914) 472-4578
AMC •Adcom •Angstrom •Atlantic Tech •Audible Illusions •Audient Tech •Audio Alchemy •Basis •B.E.L. •CWD •Cal Audio Lab
Cable Jacket •Chang Lightspeed •Citation •Classé Audio •Conrad-Johnson •Day-Sequerra •Definitive Tech •Draper •Faroudja •Forsell
Genesis •Golden Tube Audio •Grado Graham Eng. •Immedia •JVC Video •Janis •Koetsu •Krell. Lexicon •Magnum-Dynalab •Maranrz
Mango •McIntosh •Nalcamichi •NEAR •Niles •Nitty Gritty •PS Audio •Pioneer Elite •Power Wedge •Pro AC •ProScan •Proton
Rock Solid •Room-Tunes •Rotel •Sharpvision •Shun Mook •Signet •Snell •Solo •Sonance •Sonus Faber •Sota •Spica •Stax
Stewart Filmscreen •Sumiko •Symphonic Line •Target •Theta Thiel •Tice •Transparent Cable •V.P.I. •Velodyne •Wilson Audio
Wireworld •XL0 •and more.
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ythe time you read this I'll be living in
Santa Fe but tight now I'm typing antically—trying to meet an even-earlierthan-usual deadline imposed by the move My
reference books are all packed, as is my record collection, and boxes line my listening-room wall.
Naturally, this changed my familiar acoustic; so,
having emptied my record shelves to pack my
discs, Ihad to stuff the packed boxes back into
them to alleviate boomy bass and ageneral
blurring of detail.
There's lots ostuff to cover this time, including abunch r) LPs—so much stuff in fact, that
I'm going to have to leave some of it for next
time Sony about that, but there are enough
goodies here to hold you. Honest.

Doctor Bull's good Night

ASTRÉE
BULL: Doctor Bull's Goodnight
Pieces for Harpsichord by John Bull
Pierre Hantaï, harpsichord
E 8543 (CD only). Nicolas Bartolomée,
prod.; Anne Fontigny, Manuel Mohino,
engs. DDD. TT: 74:19

John Bull was one of the great Elizabethan virginalists—as well as arake and a
scoundrel ("the man hath more music
than honesty and is as famous for marring of virginity as he is for fingering of
organs and virginals," wrote the Archbishop of Canterbury).
His music is playful and melodic. Hante performs it on an unusually mellowsounding Italian-style harpsichord tuned
to alow A=392, which results in arich-

SYSTEM

The recordings mentioned in this
installment of "Quarter Notes" were
auditioned on the following system:
LP Playback: Linn Sondek/Ittok/
Sumiko SHO or Well Tempered Reference/Sumiko SHO.
Digital Playback: McCormack Digital Drive SST/DAC-1, Audio Research
CD-1.
Preamplifiers: Audio Research SP9
Mk.III, McCormack Micro Line
Drive/Micro Phono Drive.
Power Amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eleven A, PASS Aleph O.
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio WATTs
5/Puppys 5.
Cables: Interconnects: Transparent Audio
Music Link Reference, Magnan 4 Vi.
Speaker Cables: Transparent Audio
Music Wave Reference, OCOS, MIT
MH-770 CVTerminator. Digital Interconnects: Transparent Audio Digital Link,
MIT Terminator 3, McCormack Wonder Link
—Wes Phillips
ly sonorous reading. Hantais technique
is impeccable, and he brings the requisite
sly humor to these miniatures. His relaxed approach emphasizes the compositional similarities to the Renaissance lute
style, where short themes were followed
by long series of variations. The recording
is clean and detailed, with the room
exhibiting arapid decay in keeping with
the rooms of that era. The clarity of the
recording and the sonority of the instrument make this aperfect harpsichord disc
for those who normally find that instrument to display—in a friend's perfect
description—"too much tinkle-tinkle."

CHESKY
GRANADOS: Goyescas
Benita Meshulam, piano
CD125 (CD only). Miguel Kertsman, prod.;
Bob Katz, eng. DDD. TT: 55:51
HOLLYWOOD SCREEN CLASSICS
Charles Gerhardt, National Symphony Orchestra
CD71 (CD, LP to come). Charles Gerhardt, prod.;
Kenneth Wilkinson, rug. ADD. TT: 6737

Goyescas must be the most intensely
Spanish composition in the literature—an
homage to the artist whose paintings
romanticized aSpain that was vanishing
even as he painted—and the piece has received definitive interpretations from
Ricardo \rules (who had the work directly
from Granados's hand) and from Alicia
De Larrocha, who has pretty much owned
the franchise for the last two decades.
It takes alot of guts for any pianist,
much less anon-Spaniard, to attempt a
reading, but guts—and chops—are exactly
what Benita Meshulam displays here. It's
awell-informed, idiomatic, deceptively
casual-sounding performance so redolent of the Iberian landscape that one can
hear the birdsongs wafting on the orangeblossom-scented breezes. Intensely lyrical, her conception of the piece is nonetheless marked by alean rhythmic drive
that keeps it from floating off into the
ether.
Bob Katz captures alithe piano sound
ideally suited to this program—the instrument is present and full but doesn't overpower the material itself. There's asense
of air, and the sparkling overtones ring in
the open, not overly reverberant, acoustic. As an "encore," Meshulam offers
"Andaluza," from the Danza Españolas, in a
simple, wistful reading that proves how
much strength can inhabit agentle statement. More, please. Soon!
Collections culled from film scores,
such as Hollywood Screen Classics, aren't
193
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FROM THE LEADER OF HIGH-END
AUDIO/VIDEO & HOME THEATER...

THE EXPANSION OF SOUNDEX!
•Over 23,000 sq. ft. facility
•21 Soundrooms and home Theaters
• Service Department with certified
technicians on premises
• home Theater design,
consulting and installation
• Quality Pre-Owned

Equipment

• Established in 1958

N ID EX

HIGH -END AUDIO • VIDEO • HOME THEATER
S OUNDEX •1100 Easton Road .Willow Grove, PA 19090.215-659-8815
Acurus •ADS •Aerial •,impro •Apogee •ASE •Audio Prism •Audio Quest •Audio Research
Beck •Basis •Benz Micro •Cal Audio Labs •Cardas •Convergent Audio Technology •Day
Sequerra •Dtonlavy Audio Labs •Eggh•stonWorks •Enlightened Audio Designs •Faroudja

\

Forsell •Forte •German Acoustics •Grad:: •Graham Engineering •Jadis •Krell •Krell Audio

Standard • Krell Digital •Lexicon •Lyra Cartridges • Ilignum Dynalab •Mark Levinson
Nlartin Logan

lirage •Niles Audio •Onkyo •Pioneer Elite •Power '.edge •ProAc •Proceed

Proton •Quad •lloom Tune •SE
M •Sonic Frontiers •Sota •Spica •Stax •Straight Wire
Sumiko •Target •Terk •Threshold •Tice Audio •Transparent Cable •WI •Vidikron •Mill

Tempered •Wilson Audio
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usually my thing, but I'm willing to make
an exception when the sound is as seductive as it is here. It doesn't hurt that these
pieces really are classics: Rósza's El Cid,
Korngold's King's Row, Barry's Born Free,
Steiner's Gone With the Wind Suite—you
get the idea. Further, Kenneth Wilkinson
is in classic form here: the massed strings
are limpid—sweeter than summer corn—
and the soundstage is vast. In this lyrical
collection, the basses and cellos anchor
those soaring arches with their heft and
depth. Sweet, detailed, solid, this is a
sonic blockbuster—what more could you
ask for?
Well, if your answer is vinyl, you're in
luck. I
just heard the test pressing, and all
of the CD's strengths are there—plus, to
my ears, an even greater sense of liquidity through that glorious midrange.

CLASSIC
BILLIE HOLIDAY: Songs for Distingué
Lovers
Reissue of Verve MG VS 6021 (LP only). Norman Granz, prod.; no eng. listed. AAA. TI':
not listed
LITTLE FEAT: Ain't Had Enough Fun
Reissue of Zoo Entertainment 72445-110971(2 LPs only). Bill Payne, Bill Wray, prods.; Ed
Cherney, eng. DDA? TT: 63:36
MATTHEW SWEET: Girlfriend
Reissue of Zoo Entertainment 72445-11015-1
(LP only). Fred Maher, Matthew Sweet,
prods.; Jim Rondinelli, eng. AAA? TT: 49:49
MATTHEW SWEET: 100% Fun
Reissue of Zoo Entertainment 72445-11081-1
(LP only). Brendan O'Brien, prod.; Nick
DiDia, eng. AAA? TT: 42:25
MATTHEW SWEET: Altered Beast
Reissue of Zoo Entertainment 72445-11050-1
(LP only). Richard Dashut, Matthew Sweet,
prods.; Lloyd Pucket, eng. AAA? TI': 53:56

Welcome as it is, Songsfor Distingué Lovers
isn't essential Holiday—but it does ring
honest and true. Recorded with awide
soundstage, it almost—but not quite—
clumps into right/middle/left, yet it
boasts an instrumental rightness that's compelling. Holiday's voice is rendered with
honest intimacy, but Imust say that, by
the time of this recording, it was aray-

aged instrument. She was always asubMUSIC FOR A
lime song-stylist, but her range was never
great; here one can hear more than ahint
of coarseness and the effort singing cost
NIvhmultoly
Semn“.14
her. All of which merely adds to the
wounded poignancy of her interpreta1ellon Bird
tions; you ache listening to her. My pressarm.etrw.c.•
Strip
ing has assorted tics and pops.
eseatee
As alongtime Little Feat fan, Ihave to
admit that it was athrill to hold anew
Feats record in my hands again. Shades of
Waitingfor Columbus! But Ain't Had Enough
Fun is no WFC—and not just because
Lowell George is gone, although his unerring melodic sense and warped lyrics
would have enlivened this disc considerably. Little Feat these days seem to have
MUSIC FOR A BACHELOR'S DEN IN
filed off all of the quirky little flourishes
HI-FI (Various Artists)
that turned their brand of rhythmic
DZS 079 (CD only). Steve Hoffinan, prod., eng.
stomp into something special. Yet afew
AAD. TI': 44:18
songs show aglimmer of the old spark
THE BEACH BOYS: Endless Summer
GZS-1078
(gold CD only). Brian Wilson, prod.;
("Romance Without Finance," in particChuck Britz, eng.; Steve Hoffman, remasterular), and the sound is pretty good. The
ing eng. AAD. TI': 51:09
drums are crisply recorded, and the
WES MONTGOMERY: So Much Guitar!
instruments all inhabit agenerous sense
Wes Montgomery, guitar; Hank Jones, piano;
of space. Some of the vocal performances,
Ron Carter, bass; Lex Humphries, drums;
however seem overly sibilant and prone
Ray Barretto, congas
GZS-1078
(gold CD only). Orin Keepnews,
to flattening out—much in the manner of
prod.; Ray Folwer, eng.; Steve Hoffman,
overloading an electrostatic speaker. I'm
remastering eng. AAD. TT: 39:55
not convinced the sound justifies the outLIGHTNIN' HOPKINS/SONNY TERlay for adouble record of this material.
RY/BROWNIE McGHEE: Blues Hoot
If Nick Lowe hadn't already staked a GZS-1081 (gold CD only). David Hubert, prod.;
claim on the phrase "Pure pop for now
Steve Hoffman, remastering eng. AAD. 59:37
SONNY ROLLINS: Saxophone Colossus
people," you'd just have to use it to
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; Tommy Flanagan,
describe Matthew Sweet. Ahhh, what the
piano; Doug Watkins, bass; Max Roach, drums
hell, let's use it anyway. Sweet composes
GZS-1082 (gold CD only). Bob Weinstock,
pop songs in the manner of the late-'60s
prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.; Steve Hoffman,
Beatles, Faces, or Traffic—catchy love songs
remastering eng. AAD. TI': 40:06
elevated to masterpieces by dint of playing
and production. Gieriend is the jewel of
the batch, with the hard-edged guitars of
Too Cute!, The Best of Tragedy, and Musicfor
aBachelor's Den in Hi-ji are all concept colRichard Lloyd, Lloyd Cole, and Robert
Quine propelling aset of superbly craftlections. Too Cute! is constructed around
one-hit wonders of the novelty single, ca
ed pieces.
The sound is the natural (assuming you
1954-63: "Itsy Bitsy Teeny Weenie
can use the term in this context) sound of Yellow Polka Dot Bikini," "Chantilly
Lace," "Short Shorts," "Witch Doctor,"
arock band exploiting the sonic landscape
of a studio. Holkever, the CD never
and the immortal "Kookie Koolde (Lend
seemed quite right to me; this is music
Me Your Comb)." The Best of Tragedy collects teen tear-jerkers from the same perithat was meant to be on a record, and
od—like "Teen Angel," "Ode to Billie Joe,"
Classic has really fulfilled that promise.
Warm and rich, it possesses a funky
"Patches," and "Leader of the Pack." Music
organic feel that belies its electric nature. for aBachelor... mines '50s "exotica" like
"Theme from Route 66," "Quiet Village,"
Neither 100% Fun nor Altered Beast are
as focused as Girlfriend, but once you
"Theme from The Honeymooners," and Dick
Hyman's (!) "Moritae'—stuff that swingacquire the taste, you'll have to have both.
Richard J. Rosen wants me to mention
ing bachelors were supposed to use as
mood music.
that you lose three songs on the LP version of Girlfriend, which is ashame—but it
All three are lots of fun, and Hoffman
generally obtains warm, realistic sound;
sounds s000 much better.
yet the age of many of these songs virtually dictates that they will feature that
DCC COMPACT CLASSICS
wide early-stereo spread that left ahole
in the center of the soundstage. A lot of
TOO CUTE! (Various Artists)
care lavished on very slight—albeit engagDZS 077 (CD only). Steve Hoffman, prod., eng.
ing—premises.
AAD. TI': 26:18
Endless Summer's release in 1974 sparked
THE BEST OF TRAGEDY (Various
the (now seemingly endless) Beach Boys
Artists)
revival—but don't hold that against this
DZS 078 (CD only). Steve Hoffman, prod., eng.
reissue, which adds spectacular sound to
AAD. TI': 45:58

hachelor',

,
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an engaging collection of their hits. Even
early on in the Boys' career, Brian Wilson
was coaxing phenomenal sound out of
the studio—sweet, warm, and detailed.
Did Isay detailed? Every time Ilisten to
this compilation, little flourishes surface:
the handclaps on "Catch A Wave" never
fail to make me jump; the toy piano rising out of the mix on "The Warmth of
the Sun" sounds just like—well, a toy
piano in my living room; and the purity
of the vocal harmonies always beckons
me to try to add another voice to the
blend. Only half the tracks are stereo, but
all of them sound pure and true. This
means that we're talking about the
ungimmicked sound of cheesy '60s keyboards and guitars at times, but given
today's level of technology, that just
makes it seem refreshing—the rock
equivalent of an original-instrument performance. Highly recommended.
So Much Guitar! is an intensely swinging
1961 hard-bop date—none of that popfusion stuff that Montgomery got saddled
with afew years later. Montgomery caught
aboatload of crap for his unconventional
technique—mostly from less talented
musicians who resented the fact that he

didn't let alack of formal training keep
him from saying amazing things on his
instrument. Here, his technique of picking
octaves with his thumb contributes directly to the warm tone: one so unlike aguitar that you'd swear his lines were being
doubled by ahorn player. This set includes
arare solo piece and ahandful of slowburning scorchers. The sound is warm
and tonally true—unfortunately, it's concentrated in the speakers. It does have
swing, chops, and alot of assured virtuosity; you'll have to decide for yourself if all
that counterbalances its one shortcoming.
Blues Hoot is alive recording of a1961
performance at the Ash Grove in Hollywood. Relaxed, natural sound distinguishes this enjoyable performance. Ihad alate
pressing of the Horizon LP, and it was
pressed on sandpaper—or maybe, Ireasoned at the time, the only microphone
position was over the deep-fat fryer. Now
that I've heard aquiet copy of this performance, Irealize that all three bluesmen
were on that night. And when Sonny lets
off one of his "Whooaars, you realize
that the dynamics on this (mostly quiet)
performance are outstanding. I
jump every
time.

Ask any jazz scholar to name the most
significant recordings of the last 50 years,
and Saxophone Colossus is bound to come
up—after all, it was this session that
cemented Sonny Rollins' position as one
of the most inventive soloists to ever lay
finger on atenor. Certainly the last 30
years haven't produced anyone who
threatens to challenge that claim (unless
you count David Murray on a good
night, which you have to). Ican't afford an
original pressing of this disc, but Ido
have a Prestige reissue from the early
'70s, and this CD is superior to it in every
particular. You expect it to be quiet—and
it is—but Watkins' bass and Roach's
drums have acrunch and abody not even
hinted at on my pressing. Tommy Flanagan, amaster of color if ever there was
one, is also better served here, as his
impressive pedaling technique shows
greater nuance and inflection. These
superb musicians keep Rollins from
being carried away by his endlessly clever
variations on these melodies—anything
less assured and his sheer concentration
would have removed him from this plane
of existence. Don't even think about not
owning this disc.

CLASSIC'S LP REISSUES-THE SAGA CONTINUES
PROKOFIEV:Lt. Kije
STRAVINSKY:Song of the Nightingale
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
Reissue of RCA LSC 2150 (LP only).
Richard Mohr, prod.; Lewis Layton, eng.
AAA.
TCHAIKOVSKY :Capriccio Italien
RIMSKYKORSAKOV:Capriccio
Espagnol
Kiril Kondrashin, RCA Victor Symphony
Reissue of RCA LSC 2323 (LP only).
Richard Mohr, prod.; Lewis Layton, eng.
AAA.
FRITZ REINER:The Reiner Sound
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
Reissue of RCA LSC 2183 (LP only).
Richard Mohr, prod.; Lewis Layton, eng.
AAA.
OVERTURE! OVERTURE!
Raymond Agoult, New Symphony Orchestra of London
Reissue of RCA LSC 2134 (LP only). Ray
Minshull, prod.; Cyril Windebank, eng.
AAA.
RHAPSODIES
Leopold Stokowski, RCA Victor Symphony
Reissue of RCA LSC 2471 (LP only). Peter
Dellheim, prod.; Robert Simpson, eng.
AAA.

ike the Energizer rabbit, Classic Records just keeps going
and going and going. Ihope
this series continues until every single
RCA Living Stereo title has been
C/assicfied. As has been the case from

THE REINER SOUND
FRITZ REINER. CHICAGO SYMPHONY

the beginning, the new records are
superb. Here's how afew recent titles
stack up to original Shaded Dogs,
Cheslcys, and CD reissues.
Reinees Lt. Kije, even on a late
24S/19S pressing, is acombination of
delicacy, detail, and power. Significant for its open and transparent
sonics, it also offers plenty of lowerregister strength, warmth, and impact. While both sides of this record
are great both sonically and musically,
The Nightingale is spectacularly
dynamic and sounds uncommonly
natural.
The Chesky reissue LP offers a
deep soundstage that echoes across
the back of the listening room with
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wonderful realism (listen to the snare
drum at the beginning of side one).
It's amore clear-eyed, less romantic
sonic rendering than the original,
but is by no means sterile.
But the Classic LP sounds best of
all, offering more vivid detail, sharper, punchier brass, better imaging,
and more bloom. The muted violins
at the beginning of The Nightingale
sound as if they have real mutes on
them, not just muted sonics—a small
but telling detail.
One of the most celebrated
Shaded Dogs, The Reiner Sound is one
of the great recordings in classical
music. My 16S/20S pressing has
strings that seem to ooze out of the
speakers. Ravers Pavane for a Dead
Princess, in particular, embodies the
delicacy/power balance of the great
RCAs. And soundstage depth and
breadth don't get much better than
this. Bass is not tremendous, however,
especially when compared to some of
the other Dogs; but orchestral balance and texture are superb. This
record has the power to enchant and
mesmerize. Reiner's incisive, surehanded mastery of the CSO is also
unparalleled.
The Chesky is cut hotter than the
original, but the soundstage is more
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and aWoman; Sax at the Movies
79002-1 (LP only). Brooks Arthur, prod.;
Rick Ruggieri, eng. AAD? TI': 51:59
White
Heat Film Noir
79003-1 (LP only). Bones Howe, prod.; Robert M. Biles, eng. AAD?
51:46
Out of the Woods
Paul McCandless, oboe, English horn, bass
clarinet; Glen Moore, double bass, violin, piano, flute; Ralph Towner, guitar, piano, French
horn, flugelhorn; Colin Walcott, tabla, sitar,
clarinet, percussion
70994-1 (LP only). Oregon, prods.; David
Greene, eng. AAA? TT: 42:37
"Rit"
Lee Ritenour, guitars, guitar synthesizer, vocorder, vocals; Harvey Mason, digital drums,
percussion; David Foster, Greg Philinganes,
Richard Tee, Greg Mathieson, Don Grusin,
keyboards; Michael Boddicker, synthesizers;
Abraham Laboriel, David Hungate, John Pierce,
Louis Johnson, bass; Jeff Porcaro, Rich
Schlosser, drums; Paulhino Da Costa, Steve
Forman, percussion; Bill Champlin, Eric Tagg,
vocals
79006-1 (LP only). Harvey Mason, David Foster,
Lee Ritenour, prods.; Don Murray, Humberto
Garcia, engs. AAA? TT: 56:52

JAZZ AT THE MOVIES BAND:
OREGON:

LEE RITENOUR:

DISCOVERY
DEXTER GORDON: American

Classic
Dexter Gordon, tenor sax; Grover Washington, soprano sax; Shirley Scott, organ; Kirk
Lightsey, piano; David Eubanks, bass; Eddie
Gladden, drums
79005-1 (LP only). Michael Cuscuna, prod.;
John Kilgore,'eng. AAA? TI': 44:51
Body
Heat
79001-1 (LP only). Paul & Dan Rothchild,
prods.; Robert M. Biles, eng. AAA? TT: 44:38
A Man

JAZZ AT THE MOVIES BAND:
JAZZ AT THE MOVIES BAND:

up-front, with less depth. While the
strings have lost a little warmth,
there's no harshness or steeliness.
This is the best Chesky I've heard,
and sounds closest to the original.
The BMG/RCA CD is strong in all
the expected areas dynamic range,
separation, detail, etc.. While it's not
as weak in the area of tirnbral accuracy as some CDs, it does lack warmth
when compared to the vinyl. At less
than $10 retail, however, it's a"nobramer" choice for the audiophile on
abudget.
One word sums up the Classic LP:
bass. The transparency of the strings is
even more striking (hard to imagine. I
know), and everything is fuller,
stronger, and more sumptuous, with
no appreciable negative effect on imaging. The Classic Dog is the champ: a
great record made even better. Bernie
Grundman is awizard, plain and simple.
Overture! Overture! comes from London's Kingsway Hall and is one of the
many great recordings to enjoy Living
Stereo incarnation, and sounds dynamic and weighty on my 8S/7S pressing. The brass is crisp, the soundstage
is deep and well-filled, and imaging is
pinpoint. It would be hard to better
this recording's sense of real hall 'ambi-

Discovery is adivision of WEA dedicated to audiophile vinyl. Jac Holzman—
founder of Elektra and Nonesuch, long-

ence. Cellos and low strings are
warmly resinous, and the bass is gargantuan.
The Classic reissue is almost too
much of agood thing. While dynamic
impact is impressive, the strings are
borderline overmodulated, and, for
one of the few times in the series, bass
is simply too intense. With higher levels accentuating tape hiss, the violins
are glassy and semi-strident. The original is better by aconsiderable margin—more balanced and more musicd
The Tchaikovsky/Rirnsky-Korsakov Capriccio disc features lusciously
sweet strings (a Shaded Dog trademark), although it's somewhat forward in the mix on my 1S/5S pressing. Still, one can almost pick out
every instrument, down to individual
players. What detail! Soundstaging is
good, but wider than it is deep.
Instrumental textures, on the other
hand, are blended to perfection. And
while the bass isn't deficient, neither
could it be called monstrous. In all, a
very fine recording.
The opening side-one fanfare on the
Classic LP 1can almost blast one out of
the listening seat. Cut hotter than the
original? You bet. Dynamic but remarkably open, this reissue teems
with energy. The strings retain their
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time audiophile, and (cool title) Chief
Technologist of the Warner Music
Group—likes the way records sound and
has championed this new project. The
Mastering Lab cuts the lacquers with tube
gear, and all of the metal parts, Discovery
claims, are scrupulously monitored. Stampers are discarded bore they show signs of
wear. Highest-quality lacquers, 180-gram
pressings, original cover art—they're going
to alot of effort to produce aquality
product.
In terms of the records themselves, they
succeed. The pressings are clean, exhibit
excellent sound and wide dynamics, and
are quiet as can be. Ijust wish the music
had been chosen with more care. Two of
the initial releases are really swell. Dexter
Gordon's American Classic finds the master
of the bebop tenor in fine form and
accompanied by an acerbic Grover
Washington (!), alyrical Kirk Lightsey, and
ahard-driving Shirley Scott. The soundstage doesn't have much depth—actually,
there's next to none—but the instrumental
textures are vividly true to life, as are the
dynamics. Scott's organ really stands out—
it growls and purrs to the point where you
feel as if you should pet it.

sweetness but now have more impact
and detail. What was merely afine recording on the original now becomes a
fine, exciting recording.
Rhapsodies is another awesome recording. My 7S/6S pressing offers massive depth, dimension, and bass extension. If this record doesn't sound megadynamic and grand, your system is
doing something seriously wrong.
Though perhaps a step below the
very best Dogs due to its lack of ultimate detail, Rhapsody is still better
than all but afew select records. The
Classic reissue comes on like gangbusters, fully as good as the original
but more pumped-up: Stokie on steroids. Bass is massive—rolling, warm,
all-encompassing. You don't so much
listen to this record as wallow in it. But
you'll only get the most out of it from
loudspeakers that plumb the bottom
octave with accuracy. If you've got the
bass response to handle it, this one's
almost scary.
—Carl Baugher

1Due to time constraints. Iauditioned atest
pressing of this title rather than aproduction copy.
Though past experience indicates that little, if any,
difference exists between test pressings and production discs in this series, the cautious buyer
should keep this in mind.
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Mozarabic, meaning "non-Arab," was
Out of the Woods also reflects well on
used in Moorish Spain to describe the
the series. Ihear arichly detailed soundstage that places each of the players in a Spanish Christians. They had their own
Latinate bible—the Vetus Hispania—their
specific space with an openness and wide
dynamic range that are spectacular. The
own rituals, and their own musical liturmusic blends widely diverse genres: congy: the chants represented here. The
form is ancient—the Gregorian tradition
temporary classical, worldwide ethnic
sounds downright modern compared to
forms—especially Indian—and free-form
it, and one can hear Arabic inflections
improvisation of an intensely lyrical bent.
Oregon's music is hard to categorize, but
and possibly even echoes of more ancient
modes in it.
then that's the point—rather than confine
themselves to just one musical neighborHere we are given an office of lectures
and aeucharistic prayer service, which
hood, they'd rather wander around,
are rendered in achillingly realistic reverchoosing from all possibilities. When it's
berant acoustic. The liner notes don't list
done as well as on Out of the Woods, so
would I.
the recording venue, but it has to be a wrote everything on the disc.
As for the three Jazz at the Movies Band
stone chapel of vast proportions. When
The sound Sprey coaxes from them is
the perfect complement to their melodic
discs... Idon't get it. The sound is clean
Pérés chants the solo lines, they linger in
and clear but totally undistinguished, tendthe air, adrift beneath stone vaults—then
musicianship: the piano, an 80-year-old
ing toward ahomogeneous studio flatness.
the ensemble responds and the space is
Steinway 0, is rich and liquid; the bass is
The arrangements are so-so (Mike Garfilled with warmth, with voices, with the
deeply detailed—when Wolfe plays arco,
word.
you can hear the rosin leaping off the
son's on Body Heat are the best of the lot),
and the "bands"—conglomerations of L.A.
Tom Miller of The Audio Adventure
horsehair; and the drums are crisp, relaxed,
session players—don't bring anything to
likens our stereos to time machines that
articulate. They're playing in aroom, not a
the music other than an ability to read the
can take us to the place and time of the
big one, but areal space with natural prooriginal performance, and this disc cerportions and just asmidgen of decay—all
charts.
tainly does that—rarely have Iheard voicIf Iwere going to release an audiophile
perfectly portrayed. An enormously
edition of aLee Ritenour record, it sure
es more perfectly rendered or a space
appealing recording.
wouldn't be "Rit"! But then, WEA doesn't
more realistically evoked. But the perforSweetman's Southside Groove Kings
mance itself is the true time machine,
own the rights to Rio or Festival, where
are "proudly filthy sounding"—this is the
allowing me to travel through the cenkind of band you'd hear in asleazy backRitenour plays acoustic surrounded by
turies to atime and place where people
alley dive, and the sound of this disc brings
superlative Brazilian players. What we
no different from me also responded to
all of that heady atmosphere into your lisget in this release is abatch of offensively graceless studio drivel that lacks even
the majesty and the mystery of these
tening room. This is the band that I've
the virtue of being easy to ignore. The
transcendent works.
searched for in ahundred bars and never
recording is clean, but it's generic '80s
found. (Yes, that was research, darlin'.)
studio sound: flat, lacking space, and with
Sweetman has anasty tenor sound, norno imaging whatsoever.
M APLE SHA.DE
LDCH I
LD
mally playing in that roughed-up King
Ihope that Discovery's next release
Curtis style, but he can play as sweet as
FRANK KIMBROUGH TRIO: Lonely
exploits the Elektra and Nonesuch cataColeman Hawkins when he has amind
Woman
logs to better avail; both labels typically
to, as on the title song. The soundstage is
Frank Kimbrough, piano; Ben Wolfe, bass; Jeff
paid alot of attention to sound quality as
totally believable, setting the group in a
Williams, drums
Mapleshade 56282 (CD only). Pierre Sprey,
well as musical merit. [How about Holzsomewhat cramped acoustic that seems
prod., eng. AAD. TT: 61:00
man's producing debut, Zodiac Cosmic
appropriate. The dynamic shadings are
SWEETMAN with his SOUTHSIDE
Sounds?—pl] Cannier selections would
impressive, and, even when the band flatGROOVE KINGS: Austin Backalley Blue
give us records that better justified the
out cooks, the sound remains articulate and
Sweetman, tenor sax; Bill Warfield, trumpet,
effort.
focused. We're talking the aural equiJack Morgan, Mark Korpi, Buddy Turner,
valent of barbecue here: saturated with
guitar; Jeff Sarli, John Coontz, bass; Mike
Buck, drums
smoke, sweet and tangy—just being in the
Wildchild! 02752 (CD only). Sweetman, prod.;
CHANT MOZARABE
same room with it will get you greasy.
cH
Cathédrale de Toledo (XV• siede)
Pierre Sprey, prod., eng. AAD. TI': 48:31
And if you ever need to start aparty, all
ENSEMBLE ORGANUM •MARCEL PERES
NORRIS TURNEY QUARTET: Big, Sweet
you have to do is put Austin Backalley Blue
'n Blue
on the box—it could corrupt abishop.
Norris Tumey, alto sax; Larry Willis, piano;
Big Sweet 'n Blue describes Norris
Walter Booker, bass; Jimmy Cobb, drums
Mapleshade 02632 (CD only). Larry Willis,
Turney's alto sound perfectly. It's huge but
prod.; Pierre Sprey, prod.; eng. AAD. Ti':
sweetly expressive—after all, he's the guy
71:19
who replaced Johnny Hodges in the
Ellington band! Hard to believe this is his
ICimbrough, Wolfe, and Williams are
first record as aleader, but it was worth
more than just talented jazz musicians—
the wait. Joined by veterans Jimmy Cobb
they're atrio. More akin to aclassical piano
(a member of Cannonball Adderly and
trio—where no one lead voice predomiMiles Davis's bands, and the only survivnates—than a conventional piano/bass/ ing player from Kind of Blue), Walter
drums jazz unit, these three musicians
Booker (Adderly, Monk), and Larry Willis
achieve arare level of pure communica(Adderly, Jackie McLean, Stan Getz,
HARMONIA M UNDI
tion in their playing. I've seldom heard a Carmen McRae...), he turns in amastermore unified ensemble approach in jazz.
ful date, full of richly nuanced swagger. I
MOZARABIC CHANT OF THE TOAnd they compose, too! Aside from three
can't believe that Sprey has managed to
LEDO CATHEDRAL
Marcel Peres, Ensemble Organum
fairly diverse covers (Omette Coleman,
capture sax sound this big and powerful,
901519 (CD only). DDD. TI': 65:10
Herbie Nichols, Jimmy Rowles), they
while making it sound absolutely real.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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Tumey's tone is breath made flesh: round,
warm, solid, and—yes!—sweet. Willis's
piano serves as the sax's perfect foil: softer
and more liquid, but just as present. The
rhythm section is aforce of nature; one can
hear the wind and running water in Cobb's
brush work, and Booker's bass is as deep
and solid as bedrock. Don't miss this one.

MOBILE FIDELITY
SOUND LABS
JOE COCKER: Sheffield Steel
MFSL 1-223 (LP), UDCD 631 (gold CD).
Chris Blackwell, Alex Sadkin, prods.; Alex
Sadkin, Benji Artnbrister, engs. AAA/AAD.
TT: 3827
ALBERT COLLINS: Cold Snap
MFSL 1-226 (LP only). Bruce Iglauer, Dick
Shurman, prods.; Justin Niebank, eng. AAA.
'IT: 43:00
HANK CRAWFORD/MARTY PAICH
ORCHESTRA: Soul of the Ballad
MFSL 1-224 (LP only). Marty Paich, prod.;
Bill Putnam, eng. AAA. TT: 35:50
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS: Exodus
MFSL 1-221 (LP), UDCD 628 (gold CD).
Bob Marley & The Wailers, prods.; Karl
Pitterson, eng. AAA/AAD. TT: 37:25
JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP: The
Lonesome Jubilee
MFSL 1-222 (LP). John Mellencamp, Don
Gehman, prods.; David Leonard, Don Gehman,
engs. AAA. IT: 39:46
TRAFFIC: Traffic
UDCD 629 (gold CD only). Jimmy Miller, prod.;
Glyn Johns, Eddie Kramer, Brian Humphries,
Terry Brown, engs. AAD. TT: 40:35
U2: The Unforgettable Fire
UDCD 624 (gold CD only). Brian Eno, Daniel
Lanois, prods., engs. AAD. IT: 43:17
VANGELIS: Chariots of Fire
UDCD 622 (gold CD only). Vangelis, prod.;
Raphael Preston, John Walker, Raine Shine
(sic), engs. AAD. IT: 42:04
RICK WAKEMAN:Journey to the Center of
the Earth
UDCD 663 (gold CD only). Rick Wakeman,
prod.; Paul Tregurtha, Pete Flannagan, engs.
AAD. TT: 40:02

Now Iget it! Ikept seeing Sheffield Steel
among the audiophile recordings in my
friends' record collections, and it never occurred to me that it wasn't amistake. If
only I'd had alittle faith, Icould have heard
this great record earlier. This is the Joe
Cocker release to own: it has great songs,
evinces none of his over-the-top vocal mannerisms, and is graced with holographic,
extraordinarily unforced sound. Believable
soundstaging is augmented by rich instrumental voicings—even Wally Badarou's
synths are warm and full of breath. Cocker
sings the songs with intelligence—restraint,
even—and the band responds by settling
into a relaxed, driving groove that just
doesn't quit.
The LP has all of that and more. There's
more air, and Sly Dunbar's drums are so
crisply present that you'll be tempted to
offer him hors d'oeuvres. On Randy NewSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

more Iseem to get Marley's political and
emotional messages in that format.
The Lonesome Jubilee is impressive at
blending John Mellencamp's anthemic
arena-rock chops with amore intimate
acoustic instrumentation. The drumming
still tends toward that ponderous big-beat
swagger, and Mellencamp still seems to
declaim rather than sing; but he's moving
in the right direction, and songs such as
"Rooty Toot Toot," "Cherry Bomb," and
"Hard Times for an Honest Man" really
work for me. The disc sounds articulate
and uncluttered, and, while the soundstage may not be totally believable, it was
assembled in the studio with great cleverness. There's rich, deep bass and crisp
drum and cymbal work—overall, I'd say
man's "Marie," 1swear that Icould hear
Cocker's vocal chords shredding. But in a the sound is honest, if not necessarily true.
Traffic has always had my vote as the
good way.
Cold Snap refers to Albert Collins' sigband's strongest release. There's asense of
balance here: Chris Woods' gentle tonal
nature sound: abiting, percussive, astrincolors counter Capaldi's muscular rhythms,
gent tone that only he could coax from the
and Winwood's cerebral keyboard and guiTelecaster—a sound he described as "ice
picking." This session, which features the
tar really needed Dave Mason's melodicism.
It didn't hurt that Glyn Johns was
Uptown Horns, is areal barn burner. There
are fantastic solos, including some proinvolved—in fact, it practically guarantees
tracted ones, but it is Collins' abilities as a natural, uncluttered sound. Better here, I
think, than on my UA LP—but not as good
relaxed blues vocalist and storyteller that
are the standouts here. And it's one of the
as the (was it?) pink-label Island pressing I
best-sounding blues records I've ever
heard at afriend's. (It's awfully hard to tell
heard, to boot. The bass is deep and solid,
at this remove, and we were participating
the drums brilliant and clea4 and the horns
in activities not known for improving
have that biting honk that distinguishes the
one's grasp of reality.)
real thing. Thank you, MoFi.
Anyway, this CD just might be arevelation. Despite afew phasey, reverb-y efHank Crawford—a penetrating and
lyrically informed alto saxophonist—stepped
fects, it has abeguiling tonal purity. Bass
out of Ray Charles' band to record Soul of sounds fat and round, and Capaldi's
drums just snap into focus. Chris Woods'
the Ballad with Ray's longtime collaborator, arranger Marty Paich. Those familiar
unique tone—as distinctive on sax as it is
with Ray's classic recordings will know
on flute—is robustly rendered. Traffic sounds
what to expect—the orchestrations seem
so innocent these days—but that doesn't
almost syrupy until offset by the bite of have to mean simple. You couldn't ask for
Crawford's solo voice. This date perfectabetter-sounding rock record—or abetter
ly captures that sweet/sour balancing act
set of tunes.
on adisc just begging for acold night, a
The Unforgettable Fire isn't exactly a
warm fire, and ahot companion. Hardmodel of tonal purity, but, in astrange
left/hard-right early stereo sound is the
way, it was the first time that U2 soundfly in the ointment, though. Pass if you
ed like themselves. Eno and Lanois blurred
can't listen beyond that.
the clean distinctions between the instruExodus isn't the Wailers disc I'd have
ments, and, while the sound was murky
started areissue program with—I'd have
and congealed, somehow it worked. Mogone with Burnin' or Natty Dread (or better
Fi has cleaned up just enough that you
yet, the even stronger Trojan release of can now hear deeper into the mix. Think
African Herbsman)—but you gotta start
of it as defrosting your windshield on a
somewhere. Exodus does boast phenomefoggy night. It's clear right in front of
nal sound that rides Aston "Familyman"
you, but there's stuff happening deeper
Barrett's bass lines deep (deep!) into arein that you'd like to know about. Maybe
lendess groove. Bass is reggae's glamor inthat's not pure, but whoever said rock
strument—the guitar mostly goes chunka
had to be pure? Not me, that's for sure. A
chunka—and Barrett is the Clapton of regbig improvement.
gae bass lines, with an ability to achieve a
Chariots of Fire was enormously popusolidity and palpability to his &Mum only
lar—as asoundtrack as well as afilm—so I
rivaled by Robbie Shakespeare. This groove
suspect that MoFi is correct in surmising
is as alive and present as you or I—and one
that there is amarket out there for arealhell of alot more monumental! The sound
ly well-remastered gold CD of this music.
is characterized by gobs of detail and tonal
You just couldn't prove it by me. While
sweetness, with an expansive if shallow
I'm willing to admit that Vangelis's mix of
sotmdstage on CD. The vinyl has a /or
acoustic and electronic instruments and
more depth, but the stunner is how much
his penchant for composing sweet little
ORIGINRL MRSTER RECORD1N5"
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MYA PFE -IPhono Preamp
High Gain. Musical and Affordable

SPEAKERS
NEW -Reference 3a Royal Master
For Single Ended Triode Lovers -92 DB efficiency!
NEW -Audiophysic Tempo

NEW -Townshend Audio Seismic Sink
Elegant. Effective Air Isolation Platform
To get your copy of Audio Outlet's 1995 Catalog
and a$10.00 discount coupon good on your first
order of $50.00 or more, send $4.00 along with
your mailing address or call with your
credit card information.

High Tech & High End in an Elegant Cabinet

CABLES

Martin -Logan Àerius
The Affordable "High End" Electrostatic
Call for other brands and models

OCOS,

NEW -Muse Model Twenty Two

STRAIGHTWIRE — RHAPSODY, MAESTRO
CARDAS — TVV 1NLINK, QUADLINK & HEXLINK

NEW -Artemis EOS Woofer
More Bass Extension

KIMBER KABLE — PBJ, TC, AG &

liALLIIKIUUMMULIA
Chang LightSpecd Power Filter

Tice Audio MBF 3&4
Affordable Line Conditioning from Tice

NEW -API PowerWedge
Isolates Gear From the Vall and Each Other

Melos SHA -I
Still the Best Headphone Amplifier!
Beyerdynamic DT Series
Ultralight and Comfortable

Sennheiser HD 580 In stodd
Rave Reviewed Around the World
Grado Signature and Prestige Series
Great Headphones from aMaster

Yes, the Grado SR-60 is in stock!

COGAN HALL

AURAL SYMPHONICS, AUDIOQUEST
PRISMA, NORDOST— FLATLINE CABLES

A Smaller, More Affordable Muse Subwoofer

High Current, Ultra Fast Line Conditioning

MOD SQUAD,

NEW Gryphon Audio Exorcist
System Demagnetizer

XLO, Densen and PAD Discs
System Break in and Setup CDs
Versalabs Wood Blocks & Red Rollers
Eliminates RFI -Background Noise is Gone!
Ensemble Tubesox
Reduces Heat and Eliminates Microphonics

van den Hul, BEL "The Wire"

SUBWOOFERS

TWEEKS FOR TWEEKS

54.00

Remote Controlled, Even Better Sounding SHA 1

Call for other brands and models

J

TUNERS
Magnum Dynalab FTIOIA

Kontak Two Step Cleaning System

Cleans Your Connections For Optimum Sound

Dynaclear Socket Savers
Precision Tube Socket Cleaning Brush

Combalc Dots, Belts, and Feet
Removes Colorations from Equipment

Roomtunes Acoustic Treatment

All Shapes, Sizes and Colors

Sonex High Frequency Baffles

ILLUMINATI SERIES

VVall Treatment That Works

SILTECH (FTM4 Gold-In Stock!)
MAGNAN — 11h Mk II &Vi
PURIST AUDIO DESIGN — AQUEOUS,
MAXIMUS. COLOSSUS & PROTEUS

Sound Anchor, JustaRack, Solidsteel,
Symposium, Target, Arcici, Standesign
Magro, CWD, Design Progression

Supports and Stores Equipment

XLO ELECTRIC- STANDARD, REFERENCE &
SIGNATURE SERIES
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M.A.G.I.C. Box By Mondial Designs

FEATURED AT AUDIO OUTLET:

Eliminates Cable TV-Induced Audio Hum

VACUUM TUBES

The Muse
Model Two
DAC

Sovtek Tubes
Military Grade Tubes from Russia

Golden Dragon Gold Pin Tubes

Replaces Tired Original Equipment Tubes

Gold Aero Tubes
Specialty Audiophile Tubes

NEW -Golden Dragon KT90 TITANIUM
Brand New and Special -the Ultimate KT-90!

.e,C1-10/‘,

UDIO
UTLET inc
69 S. Moger Ave.
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549

*ern

"The final payoff of Muse's labor is the first DAC
that Irecommend to music lovers of all incomes.
At $1700 the Muse Model Two gives as musical
and truthful an account of CDs as I've heard"
-Paul A. Cervantes The Audio Observatoly Volume 3, Number 1

914-666-0550 •FAX 914-666-0544
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* COMPONENTS TO ACCESSORIES *

High End Audio...Made Easier
Call for pre-owned equipment specials.

Hours: Mon. —Fri. 10am-7pm ET
Thurs. 10am-8pm ET Sat. 10am —5pm ET

melodic patterns make his music more
appealing than most synth-driven stuff, I
find that ultimately he can never resist
the really ponderous grand theme—
which, since he doesn't go in for development much, means he will repeat it and
repeat it and repeat it. Even if he does
throw in different little tinldy noises each
time, it just...drives...me... crazy! So the
fact that this sounds much improved over
the last time Iheard it doesn't go far
toward making me want to hear it again.
Michael Fremer accused MoFi of mining arut, butfourriey to the Center ofthe Earth
is more than even he anticipated. Listening to this newly remastered version
has convinced me that Sartre was wrong—
hell isn't other people, it's listening to old
art-rock records. 'This one, for instance: a
collaboration among asynth wiz, the LSO
(who'll play with anybody), achorus, and a
dead writer—what aconcept! The narrative is so pared-down that the story line
may as well not exist (we should be so
lucky), and to say that the lyrics are inane
drivel is to abdicate all critical responsibility—they're mind-numbingly bad. The
rock group, orchestra, and chorus don't
even begin to cohere. Icould go on, but
why? And that's the real question: But why?

at this site. Ilove the places this music
takes me to and the sound that these three
artists achieve, so Ithought I'd share the
disc with you.
NEW WORLD/
COUNTERCURRENTS
JEROME HARRIS: Hidden in Plain View:
The Legacy of Eric Dolphy
Jerome Harris, acoustic bass guitar, Bill Ware,
vibraphone; E.J. Allen, tromper, Don Byron,
clariner, Marty Ehrlich, alto sax, bass clarinet
Ray Anderson, trombone; Bobby Previte, drums
80472-2 (CD only). Arthur Moorhead, Mark
Helias, prods.; James Farber, eng. AAD.
5829

Full disclosure time here: Iwrote the
liner notes to this one and really struggled over the morality of covering it in
"Quarter Notes." But why should you not
hear about this disc just because New
World was perceptive enough to commission me? Hidden in Plain View is a
delightful record, brimming over with
great tunes, clever musical puns (and a
couple of fart jokes from trombonist Ray
Anderson), and timbrally rich sound.
Eric Dolphy was one of the most compelling woodwind players of the late '50s
and early '60s. He played with Mingus,
NEW ALBION
Coltrane, Coleman, and John Lewis, and
also recorded aseries of albums as aleader
OLIVIEROS/DEMPSTER/PANAIOTIS:
that some (myself among them) consider
Deep Listening
enduring classics. This band—and what a
Pauline Oliveros, accordion, conch-shell, voice;
band!--re-creates (sort of) the sextet that
Stuart Dempster, trombone, didgeridoo, garden
hose, voice; Panaiotis, metal pieces, whistling,
Dolphy favored in his final years, and
voice
they play his compositions with panache
NA 022 CD (CD only). Stuart Dempster, prod.;
and verve. The recording is dean and
Al Swanson, eng. DDD. TI': 63:51
uncluttered, even when the music becomes
rhythmically complex. The players are
Technically speaking, this isn't a new
prominent in the mix, which loses acerrecording—Robert Hesson reviewed it in
tain amount of the room acoustic; but
the April 1992 Stereophile, p275—but New
there is anatural room sound—you can
Albion's new distribution deal with Harhear it around Previte's drumming, Ware's
monia Mundi means that these discs will
vibraphone, and surrounding the brass.
now be widely available—not to mention
The deep woody texture of Byron's clarthat this is one of the most remarkableinet and the brittle clarity of Ehrlich's alto
sounding recordings I've ever heard.
are also rendered truthfully.
Recorded in an empty, two-million-galThe real revelation here is Harris's
lon water cistern, Deep Listening exhibits a acoustic bass guitar, which has aunique—
unique sonic character: a45-second reand very much living—tonality. Its warmth
verberation that exhibits no phase amplifiand punch serve as the heartbeat of this
cation, slap echo, or discernible early re- joyous celebration of agreat man's legacy.
flections. What is audible is agradually
growing continuation of the tones that
approaches the amplitude of the original.
The sound is warm and somehow nourPGM
ishing, not to mention disorienting in a
THE BLTXTEHUDE PROJECT, Vol.!:
pleasant way. Since Ilack any other frame
Sacred Cantatas
of reference for it, Ifind myself compar"Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stinunet" Bwc WV101;
ing it to electronic music—but it has a
"Singer dem Hem'," BuxWV 98; "Quemadhuman quality and arich, warm harmonmodum desiderat cervus," BuxWV 92; "0
ic structure that put any electronic music
fraiche Stunden, oherrliche Z,eit," BuxWV 85;
"Jubilate Domino omnis terra," BuxWV 64;
I've ever heard to shame.
"Lobe den Herrn, meine Secte." BuxWV 71;
Because of the practical considerations
"Erfreue dich, Erclet" BuxWV 26
of recording in a2,000,000-gallon cisSarum Consort, Martha N. Johnson, dit; Chamtern, this is both apurist and aminimalber Choir of St. Peter's in the Great Valley
ist recording—minimal miking and DC
PGM 102 (CD only). Gabe N. Weiner, prod.,
power supplies are the only way to record
eng. DDD. TI': 62:58.
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RICERCAR: Keyboard Music in Germany
Before Bach
Froberger: Toccata VI in a, Ricercar VI in fik,
Suiteno 1in e, Ricercar IV in G, Suite VI in C.
Böhm: Praeludium in g. Kuhnau: Jacob's
Tod und Bergrübniss
Gavin Black, harpsichord
PGM 101 (CD only). Gabe N. Weiner, prod.,
eng. DDD. 63:51

PGM (Pro Gloria Musics) is anew purist label that seems intent on balancing
musicologically informed performances
with state-of-the-art sound.
Based on these two discs, they're off to
apromising start. Both feature delightful
sound—warm and articulate, with alaudable balance between direct and reverberant signals. They're clear, without
going so far into clean that they lack personality. Gavin Black's recital disc benefits from arichly sonorous instrument: a
vibrant Keith Hill harpsichord made in
1978. Black's engaging performance makes
the most of these works; but, pleasant as
they are, there's areason why Bach is constantly performed and these composers
languish in semi-obscurity: he wrote better tunes.
The Buxtehude, happily, does not mine
the mother lode of his organ works but
focuses rather on his cantatas—works I
hadn't heard before. Very different from
Bach's cantatas, they lack his memorable
melodies yet are amiable and totally subservient to the text—qualities that, as a
writer, Ifind endearing. The Sarum Consort's five vocalists and 13 instrumentalists perform with an almost conversational intimacy—an excellent way to approach
these works. The performance benefits
from the gentle reverb and articulate
warmth of the acoustic. Ieagerly await
Vol.I I.

RED HOUSE
KOERNER, RAY 8/ GLOVER: Blues,
Rags 6r Hollers
RHR CD 76 (CD only). Paul Nelson,
KR8cG, prods.; E.D. Nunn, eng. AAD? TI':
51:55

In 1963, this was taped as aspecialist audiophile recording by E.D. Nunn for
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THE BEST PRODUCTS AT
THE BEST PRICE!!

AUDIOPHILE,

ORDERS:

ACCESSORIES
mobile

fidelity

1-800-782-3472

MUDDY
WATERS
t
I

sound la b
a

a

division of MFSL, INC.

ULr_..‘C
W
The GAIN Sys tern
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LP's $22.99
MFSL1-226/11DCD635
MFSL1-223/UDCD631
MFSL1-221/UDCD628
MFSL1-216/UDCD627
MFSL1-207/UDCD624
MFSL1-218/UDCD621
MFSL1-217/UDCD620
MFSL1-213/UDCD617
MFSL1-215/UDCD612
MFSL1-201/UDCD593

Gold CD's $21.99
Albert Collins: Cold Snap
Joe Cocker: Sheffield Steel
Bob Marley & the Wailers: Exodus
Dave Brubeck: We're All Together..
U2: Unforgettable Fire
ELP: Trilogy
Collins, Cray, Copeland: Showdown
Allman Brothers: Brothers & Sisters
Moody Blues: On the Threshold of...
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer

GOLD CD's
$21.99
GZS-1075
GZS-1074
GZS-1076
GZS-1078
GZS-1077
GZS-1073

Gerry Rafferty: City to City
Getz Meets Mulligan In Hi-Fi
Beach Boys: Endless Summer
Wes Montgomery: So Much Gu'tar
Steve Miller Band: Book of Dreams
Frank Sinatra: Duets II (Ltd Ed. of 25,000)

audioquest

LP's $17.99
[MUSIC & CD's $12.99

1031
1015
1021
1027
1028

Mighty Sam McClain: Keep on Moving
Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To...
Robert Lucas: Layaway
Doug McLeod: Come To Find
Kei Akagi: Mirror Puzzle

REFERENC
RECORDINGS
GOLD $24.99

A01031/ Vol 18 No 4
Apnl 95 Slereopnde
Recording 01111e Morn!.

CD's/LP's: $12.99 & 180g LP's: $16.99
RR-53 Mike Garson: The Oxnard Sess., 2
RR-57 John Rutter: Requiem
RR-58 Fennell, DWS: Pomp & Pipes!
RR-59 Dick Hyman: From the Age of Swing
RR-61 The Turtle Creek Chorale: Postcards
RR-62 Frederick Fennell: Beachcomber
RR-50 Dick Hyman: Plays Duke Ellington

The Elusive Disc Offers these other great lines of Audiophile recordings!
A & M •AG •Amer. Pressings •Analogue Productions •ASI •Athena •ATA •Audio
Directions •Audite •Bainbridge •Beehive •BeIVJeton •Capri •Cardas •CBS •Cello •
Century •Chandos •Clarity •Crusaders •Crystal Clear •Direct Disk Labs •Discwasher
•DMP •Dorian •East Wind •Em Arcy •Encore •Flying Disk •Fone •Fortuna •Gecko •
Gemini •Gimell •GML •Golden String •Harmonia Mundi •Hyperion •John Marks •JVC
•Kiku •King •Klavier •Linn •M & K•M-A •Mapleshade •MCA •Meantime •Mercury •
Nebel •Nautilus •Nopa •North Star •Novus •Odin •Opus 3. Proprius •Quartet •Ouiex
Il •RCA •Redstone •Salisbury Labs •San Francisco Sound •Sonic Arts •Stereophile •
Super Analogue •Sweet Thunder •Tacet •Taurus •Telarc •TBM •Toshiba EMI •Trend
•Umbrella •Vanguard •Villa •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson •VVH

TO ORDER:
1-800-782-3472

Classic Records

RCA Living Stereo & Verve reissues: $29.99 /Exports: $34.99
LSC2150
Stravinsky: Lt. Kije
LSC2450
Schuman: Carnival
LSC2183
The Reiner Sound
LSC2436
Respighi: Pines of Rome
LSC2446
Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherezade
VERVE6055
Ellington/Hodges: Back to Back
VERVE40534
Ella Fitzgerald: Clap Hands Here Comes...
VERVE6021
Billie Holiday: Song For Distingue Lovers
VERVE8762
Bill Evans: Live at Montreux

ADEC
ADEC
ADEC
ADEC

6111
2128
2164
2302

Bartok. The Miraculous Mandarin Suite
Adam: Giselle
Ravel: Daphnis Et Chloe
Handel: Water Music

(1-1[90/ tR[(ORDS

LP's $17.99, CD's $11.99 & Gold CD's $22.99
115
Rebecca Pidgeon: The Raven (LP, co &Gold CD)
105
Sara K: Play On Words (LP, CD & Gold co)
121
Beloved Chinese Songs (CD & Gold coy
UD95 The Ultimate Demonstration Disc
JD111 Best Of Chesky Classic & Jazz, Vol. 3
JD117 LaVerne Butler: Day Dreamin'
JD127 Clark Terry: The Second Set
Sheffield
CD-35
CD-14/20
CD-50
CD-52
CD-43
CD-45
CD 41

V

CD's 12.99, Gold CD's 19.99 & LP's 17.99
Michael Ruff: Speaking in ...
Track & Drum Record
Freeway Philharmonic
Leinsdorf Sessions, Vol. 2 (Gold)
Leinsdorf Sessions, Vol. 1(Gold)
"My Disc" Test CD -$26.99
XLO Test & Burn-in: (Out of Print) $35.00

BENZ MICRO
SWITZERLAND

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:
GLIDER (tomv)
MC GOLD (0.4mV)
MC SILVER (2.omv)
MC-20E II (2.5mV) High Output

Pendleton, IN 46064
=SHIPPING:

CATALOG:
$200 U.S.A. /540 INTL.
*FREE WITH ORDER*
Most orders shipped within 24 hours!

UPS Ground/Priority Mail' 1-4 Items: $5 (adtl. items .50c ea.)
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: $7.00 (adtl. items $1.00 ea.)
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$750 W/Trade
$350 \Ai/Trade
$350 W/ Trade
$150

$600
$225
$225

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

made
HW-16.5
Record Cleaner
$399.95 “,

MODEL 1.5
299.95
Ili). OFFER
ti ..‘VE!
W-17 & 17F
Record

or FAX (317) 778-2669
FOR INFO: (317) 778-2715
1022 Rolling Barrel Rd.

180g Ltd. Edition
LP's $34.99

DECCA

MODEL 1.0
$179.99

Cleaners
'S Call

ALSO: •HW-5DB Magic Brick $49.99
•HW-19 JR Turntable W/ Audloquest
PT-6 Tonearm -$849.99

WorldRadioHistory

CD Master -$36.99
Purifier 2Record Cleaning
Fluid -$59.95/Gal.
RECORD SLEEVES:
inner -.40c ea. /$30 per 100
outer - 20C ea. /S15 per 100
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Audiophile Records. Tony Glover's hilarious liner notes describing the sessions
reveal that audio weenies haven't changed
much in the last 40 years.
Not exactly a best-seller, this disc
sold—maybe—most of its 300-disc initial
release before Elektra became interested
in ICR&G and bought the rights. According to legend, they were appalled by the
radical dynamic swings and the wide
soundstage and attempted to "fix" both
problems by releasing a shorter Blues,
Rags & Hollers in mono. I've had amono
copy for years and have always wondered
what the original sounded like.
Red House must have been wondering, too, and at last the stereo version has
been made available. You know what?
Elektra was right. The dynamic range is
great (as it was in mono); but while
Nunn may have been an audiophile, he
wasn't apurist—he clearly miked instruments and vocals with separate mikes,
then mixed them for maximum lateral
spread. When Spider John Koerner plays
guitar while singing, his voice comes out
of the center, and his guitar is way over in
the left speaker. Bummer!
Buy this one because it has dynamics
that jump out at you like salmon in
spawning season, or because Red House
restored the four songs cut from the
Elektra disc, or because it's afun record
(which it is). Just don't buy into that
Great Lost Audiophile Classic routine.

CLARK TERRY
FRANK %MESS

In addition, DePauPs Jazz Ensemble I
is capable of rocking out with supple
muscularity. "Jumpin' at the Woodside"
comes off as adouble-time stomper with
glistening precision in the ensemble playing. The dynamics and the utterly natural acoustic are a treat, and the session
swings like abandit.
If you want vinyl, it's available—the
two-disc pressing gives you everything on
the CD and more more air, more presence,
and more swing. Inever could resist more.
TELARC
WAYNE JACKSON & ANDREW LOVE:
The Memphis Horns
CD-83344 (CD only). John Snydor, prod.;
Michael Bishop, Jay Nowland, engs. DDD.
TT: 51:33

Quick! Pop (heh-heh) quiz: Who have personified the very essence of Memphis soul
for more than 30 years? The contextually
aware already know the answer: the Memphis Horns, ce course. Studio mainstays at
Stax/Volt, Be, and, later, Muscle Shoals,
the Memphis Horns have played with
everyone over the last three decades: the
Staples Singers, Otis (they were saved
from the crash that daimed Otis's life by
having to record the horn charts for "Dock
of the Bay" that night), Carla Thomas,
Isaac Hayes (yes, that was them on "Shaft").
Here they call in some favors and get
paid back with arocking, funky session
that mixes inspired performances of classics with originals from their eminent
guests. The recording is solid—up-front
and direct, with great dynamic impact.
Telarc has areputation for recording a
lot of"hall" into the mix—at least in their
classical offerings. However, this disc
doesn't feature much room—the perspective is rather close. That minor cavil aside,
Iget areal kick from 7lie Memphis Horns.
After all, there's no such thing as too
much Memphis soul.

Bob Lark
DePaol Un,

Where do Istart? A purist (straight to
optical disc) recording of aconcert (no
retakes) of one of the most consistently
inventive pianists working today—stop
the presses, this is amajor event!
Crisp, well-balanced, and quiet, this disc
captures the dynamic of atrio listening to
one another and then taking off on improvisational byways as inspiration strikes.
The impact of hammer striking string—
and of stick on drum or cymbal—is shocking. Right now! Right here!, this recording
seems to be saying, and that excitement
and immediacy are exactly what most
recordings leach out of the event.
Iget so lost in the music that when the
songs end and the audience is spread out in
front of me applauding, they seem to be giving me an ovation—just for appreciating it.

TALES FROM THE
ACOtps r

PLANEI

W ARNER BROTHERS
BÉLA FLECK: Tales from the Acoustic Planet
Béla Fleck, banjo; Tony Rice, guitar; Jerry
Douglas, resophonic guitar; Sam Bush, Matt
Mundy, mandolin; Edgar Meye4 Victor Wooten,
bass; Future Man, percussion; Bruce Hornsby,
Chick Corea, piano; Branford Marsalis, tenor
sax; Paul McCandless, bass clarinet, soprano
sax; others
45854-2 (CD only). Béla Fleck, prod.; Bill
Vorndick, Bernie Kirsch, Dave Sinko, engs.
DDD? TI': 59:21

Jazz Erne",

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
CLARK TERRY & FRANK WESS with
Bob Lark & the DePaul Univ. Jazz
Ensemble I: Big Band Basie
RR-63 (2 LPs), RR-63CD (CD). J. Tamblyn
Henderson, prod.; Keith O. Johnson, eng.
AAA/DDD. TI': 58:58

A big band at full throttle is so loud it's
scaty—if you haven't heard one, then you
have no way to judge how close this disc
gets. Wow! The sheer physicality of the
sound on here is well-nigh unto unbelievable. Of course, it don't mean athing
if it ain't got that swing—and with Clark
Terry and Frank Wess on board, how
could it not?

TURNIPSEED

M USIC

JOANNE BRACKEEN TRIO: Power Talk
JoAnne Brackeen, piano; Ira Coleman, bass;
Tony Redus, drums
TMCD 08 (CD only). Don Thrnipseed, prod.,
xeng. DDD. Ti': 66:55

An album filled with collaborations and
mutual inspirations that are wildly
diverse yet hang together in aweird sort
of way, Tales from the Acoustic Planet is
packed with marvelous performances—
these guys do have alot to say to one
another. Recorded close-in to the instruments—at three different studios, which
explains why it lacks asense of place—it
nevertheless maintains asort of woody
propriety tonally. Deep bass manifests
brilliant overtones, and the midrange is
liquid and relaxed.
Fans of holographic soundstaging won't
find it here. What you hear is more akin
to aline strung from speaker to speaker
(a line stage?) than asense of actual space
with musicians placed within it.
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Buy the HeadRoom Supreme,
and get Sennheiser 414s...

(CAUTION:

GRATUITOUJ

MARKEID4G

vi.ov At.Err-r!)

Yup, you heard right, now you can buy the HeadRoom Supreme
headphone amp you've been thinking about anyway for its normal price
of $399, and get the just reissued 50th Anniversary Limited Edition
Sennheiser 414 headphones free (regularly $99).
Can't beat that, ehh?

Head Room

1-800-828-8184

All HeadRoom sales carry a30-day satisfaction guarantee. This offer expires on Halloween 1995.
Call us for our FREE 48-page product information booklet. We sell factory direct worldwide.
HeadRoom Corp. is located at 521 E. Peach St.. Bozeman MT 59715 Overseas customers please call 406-587-9466 or FAX 406-587-9484
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The Present-Day Counposer Refuses to Diet
RICHARD LEHNERT ON RYKODISC'S DEFINITIVE EDITION
OF THE RECORDINGS OF FRANK ZAPPA

()

nly in the few years immediately preceding and following his
death did Frank Zappa even bee" n to receive general acknowledgement
for his uniquely provocative and prolific
life's work, and for how much the moral
integrity of his acerbic voice had elevated
the level of public discourse—whether in
his many recordings, in his many interviews, or, afrequent victim of censorship
himself; as an articulate arch-foe of censorship in Tipper Gore's notorious PMRC
hearings and elsewhere. Zappa's unbending intent to do and say exactly as he saw
fit, without artistic, political, or moral compromise (he would have seen no differences among the three), simultaneously
constituted alifelong critique of the dark
side of the American way of life, and a
vindication of it at its best: Where else
but in the United States could Zappa
have for so long fought the moral and
musical "authorities" and become amillionaire in the process?
Zappa eventually secured his autonomous position in the marketplace of
musical and political ideas by steering
clear of entanglements with quick-to-censor record companies altogether. Unlike
the vast majority of recording musicians,
by the mid-'70s he had regained the rights
to all of his master recordings (except for
the 200 Motels soundtrack, still tied up at
MCA/United Artists). From then on, any
contract with arecord company would be
one of distribution only.
Nor could he be called the idol of a
fierce but tiny cult following whose
recordings lacked sufficient "commercial
potential" to be marketable. When Ry-

kodisc first released some of his albums
on CD ten years ago, they were astonished to discover that orders exceeded

the volume of their initial pressings by a
factor of four to one. Far from supporting
an interesting but minority taste from
whom they had little hope of recouping
costs, Ryko's bean counters soon discovered that sales of Zappa titles were actually supporting them.
So by the time he died in December
1993, Zappa (and then the Zappa Family
Trust) was the owner and entrepreneur
of averitable one-man industry—BarfkoSwill—that included not only his 53
albums (on 70 CDs) dating from 1965 to
the present but also videos, music publishing, limited LP editions, T-shirts, and
paraphernalia of all kinds. The mastermind of this business side of things had
long been Gail Zappa, Frank's wife, whose
financial acumen had been considered
astute enough to earn her aprofile in Fortune magazine. Zappa told her not long
before his death, "I want you out of this
business. Iwant you to relax and have a
good time." The Zappas began to look for
acorporate buyer. Rhino Records seemed a
sure bet for awhile, but they backed out at
the last minute. Rykodisc, the first label to
release Zappa's recordings on CD, then
stepped in to take up where Rhino had
left off.
It's seldom that arecord-company press
release or flack sheet rises to the heights of
noble sentiment, but Rykodisc President
Don Rose came mighty close when he announced his company's purchase last fall
of the immense Zappa catalog:
"We believe that Frank Zappa will be
regarded as the preeminent composer of
the late 20th century. His recorded works
are testament to that, as well as to his intel-

W HERE ELSE BUT IN THE UNITED STATES COULD ZAPPA

HAVE FOR SO LONG FOUGHT THE MORAL AND MUSICAL "AUTHORITIES"
AND BECOME AMILLIONAIRE IN THE PROCESS?
S
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RYKO HAS DECIDED ON THE SAFE ROUTE
OF RESTORING
DEBUT STATUS
AS ORIGINALLY RELEASED BY MGM/VERVE IN 1967.
MONEY TO ITS PRECISE

ligent, uncompromising, and, in many
In Your Life—the two Zappa albums with
ings for this new definitive edition of
ways, prescient musical vision. The Zappa
the worst and least distinctive original- albums—many of which, in their first CD
incarnations in the mid-'80s, exemplified
catalog is nothing less than anational treaCovers.
sure, and its acquisition by Rykodisc sigTypos and incorrect track timings have
digital at its worst. Ryko has been undernifies the company's ascendance to the
been corrected throughout. (Though Rystandably reluctant to squelch such rutop tier of record companies. Since it was
ko missed atrick by not incorporating the
mors (and the tasty possibility of the popFrank who gave us our first 'big break' in
corrections to Vol.1 of You Can't Do That
ulous FZ hardcorc buying most of these
the industry, it is with tremendous pride
On Stage Anymore that were printed in
titles for the third time), but the truth of
that we will now accept the permission,
Vo12.) Except for Uncle Meat, Joe's Garage,
the cryptic "FZ approved master, 1993"
and indeed the mandate, to maintain this
and Thing-Fish, whose bulky booklets
announcement sported by all but afew
important legacy."
precluded such treatment, all two-CD
of these discs (see starred items in sideYou can almost hear "America, the
sets are now shipped in slimline doublebar) is as follows:
Beautiful" swelling under these rolling so- jewelcases. Completists who buy the enOn most of these discs, Zappa wanted
norities, but for once Idetect not ahint
tire set will experience anet gain in shelf
to correct little arcas of distortion, digital
of overstatement amid what FZ was
space of 6". (I measured.)
dropouts, and random clicks—in general,
pleased to call "corporate swill." And what
Apostrophe () includes printed lyrics for
to twealen'tweeze them up to snuff. Most
atreat to hear such sentiments from the
the first time. Lumpy Gravy, originally reof this cleanup work was done under his
mouth of arecord-company exec 30 years
leased as two untitled 15-minute tracks
supervision during the last year or so of his
corresponding to the original LP sides, is
life. Fanatics will uncover these minutiae
after "a very important man at Columbia
Records" said, upon hearing the music of
now fully indexed. Joe's Garage now inon repeated listenings in the months and
years to come, but really—most of these
Frank Zappa and the original Mothers of
cludes aseparate "portfolio" in which arc
reprinted all ofJohn Williams's obsessiveminor differences are of interest only to
Invention, "No commercial potential."
Elsewhere, Rykodisc's marketing dely detailed images from the original gatereaders of Society Pages and other FZ
partment sets amore properly improper
fold LPs. And though you now have to
fanzines. A few titles had been mastered
Zappa-esque tone in its campaign to sibuy three CDs instead of two (as on
or remastered so recently that they were
Ryko's original 1986 reissue) to get all of considered to have taken full advantage
multaneously release and market all 70
CDs in less than amonth—this from a Shut Up 'n Play Yer Guitar, the new deluxe
of the latest technology and have been
company that doesn't release that many
box beautifully replicates the original
reissued as-were. More important is the
discs ayear. The dialog balloon on the foldmail-order—only LPs. This is the single
fact that fully athird of these sets have
out Zappa mini-catalog included with
serious disadvantage of Ryko's reissue
been cut at levels slightly higher (see asevery copy of every title in the reissue
series: The four albums originally reissued
terisked items in sidebar) or much higher
series asks, "Is this Phase One of another
in pairs on well-packed "twofer" CDs— (double asterisks) than previous editions.
greedy record-company ploy to force you
We're Only In It for the Money and Lumpy
Then there arc those few titles that
to buy these albums one more time?"
Gravy, Over-nite Sensation and Apostrophe ()—
have been completely remixed and reWell, of course it is, and Ryko doesn't
have been divorced again and arc now
mastered...
available only as separate, full-priced rewaste much breath denying it. After all,
they put themselves through a$44 million
leases. Ah, well—Phase Two of another
Lumpy Gravy: Slightly increased level,
corporate restructuring just to buy these
greedy record-company ploy...
better dynamics, tighter editing, soundmaster tapes from the Zappa Family Trust.
But all that's just window-dressing.
stage not so flat.
Jill Christiansen, Ryko's mistress of all
What all Zappa fanatics—and by now we
things Zappa, swears that though, contrary
know that there arc alot of you out there— We're Only In It for the Money: When
to rumors, the actual purchase price was
really want to know is, Do they sound any
FZ had originally attempted to remaster
nowhere near $44 million, "it was still alot."
different? Arc there any extra tracks?
Monty for its first CD issue, the bass and
The short answer is yes...and no. Yes,
Nor can Ryko be faulted for the ardrum master tracks had deteriorated so
chival quality of this "definitive" edition—
some of these discs sound very different
badly as to be unusable. FZ replaced the
work they've carried out with true fanfrom their previous versions. Yes, one of
mid-'60s rhythm section of Roy Estrada
boy zeal. Original Zappa art director Cal
them has never before been released in
and Jimmy Carl Black with the mid-'80s,
Schenkel was hired to oversee the rethe US. Yes, there is an extra track. But
post—Jaco Pastorius stylings of Arthur
design of all cover art and CD booklets.
unless you're acompulsive completist who
Barrow and Chad Wackennan. He liked
In most cases this has meant reinstatederives as much satisfaction from gazing at
the result so much that he also replaced
ment of virtually all original LP art omitthe orderly march of catalog numbers
the perfectly usable rhythm tracks of
ted from the first CD editions, and not
across three feet of CD shelves as you do
Cruising with Ruben and the Jets. This tamjust jewelbox-sized reproductions, either:
from listening to the music, do you need
pering with an old master—even by The
to buy all these albums again? No.
many booklets fold out to reveal the origOld Master himself—was greeted by the
inal album covers at near-LP size.
The long answer takes up the rest of
faithful with imperfect zeal, not least beSchenkel has taken advantage of transthis article.
cause the new tracks sounded simply wrote
parent tray-card plastic to include images
and ate up too much ambience to boot.
and photos from his original design
HOT POOP
The Monty master Ryko bought from
workups that didn't make it into any preThere have been agood many rumors flythe Zappa Family Trust is arecently reing around since last October, when Ryko
vious edition, and has created entirely
discovered two-track analog master mixfirst announced their purchase of the FZ
down with usable bass and drum sound.
new cover art for Does Humor Belong in
Music? and The Best Band You Never Heard
masters: rumors of deathbed re-remasterRyko has decided on the safe route of
S
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restoring the album to its precise debut status as originally released by MGM/Verve
in 1967. This is amixed blessing. It's great
to finally have aCD in which the sounds
of Estrada's precise fingering and Black's
earnestly foursquare beat are not only
sonically and historically "right," however
unvirtuosic, but—especially in Estrada's
case—are also now fully audible for the
first time.
But the verses of "Harry, You're aBeast"
and "Mother People" originally censored
by MGM/Verve and included only recorded backward—and which had been
unscrambled on Ryko's original 1986
CD—are censored here once again. I
dunno—historical accuracy is one thing,
but preserving acensorship misguided in
the first place is quite another. It would
have been asimple matter for Ryko to
reverse those snippets of tape. Also missing: five seconds of whispered bad-mouthing of the Velvet Underground by Gary
Kellgren, and the recorder descant in
"Mom & Dad"—both added by FZ for
the '86 reissue. Hold on to that first CD
version.
Recording level is much higher, and
there's more depth and bottom, less hash
and harshness, than on any other previ-

minute of the first movement of Sad
Jane.)
In the first movement of Mo'n'Herb's
Vacation, the difference in Chad Wackerman's drumkit sound is vast: on the new
release, it's full, deep, with lots of bottom.
Previous editions sounded flat, with
enough fake reverb (courtesy Lexicon's
224-X) to create aslapback effect; the new
discs sound much more like areal orchestra with aclose-miked drumkit Still, the
best bass sound is on the original LPs.
Bogus Pomp seems to have received most
of the remixing attention; the LSO's lessthan-perfect ensemble playing has been
much tightened in the mix, and inner voicings of winds now come through much
more clearly. Orchestral music this challenging and this complex deserves at least
this level of TLC. A must-buy.
Does Humor Belong in Music? Now
released for the first time in the US, this
UK-only live album from Zappa's 1984
tour was probably the worst-sounding album of his career. Why? When first released on CD in 1986, all EMI apparently did was slap the tape mastered for vinyl
onto polycarbonate. The result had no bottom at all, and suffered from digititis so

on these tasty little suckers:
Cruising with Ruben and the Jets: Nope,
sorry, those awful '80s-vintage bass and
drum tracks (Bartow and Wackerman) are
still there, and the pachuco falsetto quotation of the opening bassoon solo from
Stravinsky's Rite ofSpring on the fadeout of
"Fountain of Love," heard only on the
very first Verve LP pressings, is still missing. Someday...
The Grand Wazoo: "For Calvin (and His
Next Two Hitchhikers)" and "The Grand
Wazoo" have been switched. The album
now starts with the title track.
Roxy &Elsewhere: "Cheepnis" has been
remixed, revealing many hitherto hidden
details in the rhythm-guitar part and horn
chart. A definite improvement, though
the dial-twisting is anything but subtle.
You Are What You Is: When reissued on
CD, this album's "Dumb All Over" found
itself lacking 1:47 of FZ guitar solo—virtually the only seconds of instrumental excellence on an otherwise overproduced and
almost unlistenable album. Unfortunately,
that guitar solo is still missing.
Frank Zappa Meets the Mothers of Prevention: The original LP of this was released in quite different US and UK versions, the former's long "Porn Wars" re-

DOES HUMOR BELONG IN MUSIC?

WAS PROBABLY THE WORST-SOUNDING ALBUM OF ZAPPA'S CAREER.
IT SOUNDS A LOT BETTER NOW.
ous version. The simultaneous dialogs in
the right and left channels at the end of
"Flower Punk" come through more
clearly than ever (they were unlistenable
on the first CD), and the edits throughout have been reinstated in their original
tautness. This is the only title Ryko has
also issued on LP—it sounds exactly like
the CD, minus some dynamic range. A
deluxe boxed edition of Money, still in the
works as Iwrite, will include copies of
the album on CD and LP, plus "other
materials"—FZ goodies, paraphernalia,
and artifacts of conceptual continuity yet
to be disclosed.
London Symphony Orchestra, Vols.1
2: This two-CD set includes every track
released on all three previous editions
(two separate LPs, one CD), and has been
completely remixed and remastered for
this release. The improvement is considerable. The recording level is higher, orchestral timbres are much more natural,
and the orchestral sound itself is much
more believably cohesive. Spot-miking of
featured soloists is not so relentless as
before, nor is the string sound nearly as
chalky. The ambience, though no less synthetic than before, is now far more convincing—fake reverb has been cut drastically. (To hear the difference, compare
the French horn chorale in the third
S
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flat and harsh as to be almost unlistenable.
Humor has been completely remixed
and remastered for its long-delayed US
debut, and boy, does it sound better. Cut
at amuch higher level, the mix now has
depth, breadth, bottom, and highs that will
not peel paint at 40 paces. Bass and drums
sound like real rock axes now—the difference in the more out-there instrumental
sections of "Penguin in Bondage" is
night-and-day.
This high-spirited set—the band is having so much fun it sounds positively euphoric—also contains one of the best-ever
extended ensemble improvisations by an
FZ band: the 16:43 "Let's Move to
Cleveland." The difference on this new
edition is that the extremely intelligent
(and omnipresent) Chad Wackerman gets
to work out on his drumkit afull minute
longer—probably the first instance in
which arock album has been improved by
lengthening a drum solo. "In-A-GaddaDa-Vida" this ain't. Cal Schenkers new artwork, too, is avast improvement. Another
must-have.
Odds & Ends: My listening turned up a
few other curiosities on various albums in
this definitive edition—some good, some
bad, some just curious. I'm sure more will
be discovered as time goes on (send in
those cards and letters). For now, chew
WorldRadioHistory

placed on the latter by "I Don't Even
Care," "One Man, One Vote," and "H.R.
2911." Ryko's 1986 reissue contained all
tracks but the Synclavier instrumental
"H.R. 2911," now included on the '95 version. The final result makes Prevention
even more the unsung Synclavier sibling
offazzfrom Hell.
THE PRESENT-DAY COMPOSER
REFUSES TO DIE!
Believe it or not, there's still more FZ to
come—both from Rykodisc and from the
Zappa Family Trust. In the can and ready
for 1996 release from Ryko are: The Lost
Episodes, asingle disc of unreleased studio
tracks from the first few editions of the
Mothers of Invention; Transfusion, athird
set of FZ guitar solos; and Strictly Commercial and Have IOffended Anyone?, compilations of FZ's most provocative parlor
ballads. Ryko is trying to track down the
current owners of the masters of the 1971
soundtrack to Zappa's 200 Motels, they've
reserved catalog numbers (in proper chronological order, of course, between Fillmore 71 and Just Another Band...) for its
eventual release on two CDs.
Ryko is also "considering" general release of the two limited-edition Mystery
Discs from The Old Masters vinyl reissue
boxed sets. Roughly half of this material
has already been released on Absolutely
211
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P
ROLIFIC AS ZAPPA WAS WHILE ALIVE,
HE MAY YET PROVE EVEN MORE SO IN DEATH.
Free, Ahead of Their Time, and You Can't Do
That On Stage Anymore, Vol.6. (A third
Mystery Disc was prepared for Box Three
of The Old Masters, but had to be left out
at the last minute because it wouldn't fit
in the box.) Also under consideration is
reconstruction of the never-released fourLP Lather set, parts of which eventually
wound up on Studio Tan, Sleep Dirt, and
Orchestral Favorites.
Gail Zappa is preparing for release on
her own Barking Pumpkin label The Rage
and the Fury, FZ's tribute to Edgard Varèse,
who in 1921 made the original claim to
the modern-day composer's refusal of

mortality. She's also considering asecond
disc of performances from the tapes of
The Yellow Shark concerts, and has already
released the long-in-the-works Civilization Phaze III on two CDs.
And, of course, there remain the countless miles of concert tape in the underground Zappa vaults, not to mention the
literally hundreds of Synclavier compositions FZ left in various stages of completion at his death. At the current rate of
release of this material, the present-day
composer may well prove immortal.
All in all, Rykodisc has done aterrific
job. Zappa's legacy is, indeed, anational

treasure; one can only shake one's head at
the care and attention to detail that this
smallish company has lavished on the
vast body of work of which they are now
custodians in perpetuity. Here's hoping
Ryko lives along enough corporate life
to continue to support, release, and distribute the work of acomposer and bona
fide American Original who, prolific as
he was while alive, may yet prove even
more so in death. And lest we wax maudlin in memory of aman who had little
time for sentimentality, remember Zappa's final message to guitarist Steve Val:
"Keep the humor in the music."

THE W HOLE ZAPPA CATALOG ON RYKODISC CD s(...AND ONE LP)
Freak Out!
RCD 10501. AAD.TT:6029*
Absolutely Free
RCD 10502. AAD.TI': 43:42*
We're Only In It for the Money
RALP 10503 (
LP), RCD 10503 (
CD).
AAA/AAD.TI': 39:17**
Lumpy Gravy
RCD 10504. AAD.T i': 31:42**
Cruising with Ruben and the Jets
RCD 10505. ADD.T i': 41:23*
Uncle Meat
RCD 10506/07 (2 CDs). ADD. TI':
2:00:42*
Hot Rats
RCD 10508. ADD.TI': 47:12*
Burnt Weeny Sandwich
RCD 10509. ADD.TI': 41:11*
Weasels Ripped My Flesh
RCD 10510. AAD.TT:43:07*
Chunga's Revenge
RCD 10511. AAD.TT:40:27*
Fillmore East, June 1971
RCD 10512. AAD.TI': 42:11*
Just Another Band from LA.
RCD 10515. AAD.TI': 45:22*
Waka/Jawaka
RCD 10516. AAD.TI': 36:09*
The Grand Waz-oo
RCD 10517. AAD.TI': 37:05***
Over-nite Sensation
RCD 10518. AAD.TI': 34:28***

Apostrophe (')

RCD 10519. AAD.TI': 31:49***
Roxy Er Elsewhere
RCD 10520. AAD.TI': 68:03**
One Size Fits All
RCD 10521. AAD.TI': 42:57*
Bongo Fury
RCD 10522. ADD.TI': 41:05*

Sleep Dirt
RCD 10527. AAD.TT:38:42*

Sheik Yerbouti

RCD 10528. AAD.TT:70:31*
Orchestral Favorites
RCD 10529. AAD.TI': 33:55*
Joe's Garage Acts I, 1I&III
RCD 10530/31 (2 CDs). AAD. TI':
115:13*
Tinsel Town Rebellion
RCD 10532. AAD.TT:6725**
Shut Up 'n Play Yer Guitar
RCD 10533/34/35 (3 CDs). AAD.TI':
107:01**
You Are What You Is
RCD 10536. AAD.TI': 67:21**
Ship Arriving Too Late To Save
A Drowning Witch
RCD 10537. AAD.TI': 3421*
The Man From Utopia
RCD 10538. AAD.TT:40:21*
Baby Snakes
RCD 10539. ADD.TI': 36:18**
London Symphony Orchestra, Vols.l & H
RCD 10540/41 (2 CDs). DDD. TI':
95:47**
Boulez Conducts Zappa: The Perfect
Stranger
RCD 10542. DDD.T i': 37:07*

Zoot Allures

RCD 10523. AAD.T i': 41:35*
Zappa in New York
RCD 10524/25 (2 CDs). ADD. TT:
101:53*
Studio Tan
RCD 10526. AAD.TI': 39:10*

STBREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

*Mastered at somewhat higher level than
previous CD version.
Mastered at much higher level than previous CD version.
FZ approved master, 1993.
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Them Or Us
RCD 10543. DDD.TT:70:53***
Thing-Fish
RCD 10544/45 (2 CDs). DDD. TT :
90:51*'•
Francesco Zappa
RCD 10546. DDD.TT:37:53*
Frank Zappa Meets the Mothers
of Prevention
RCD 10547. DDD.T i': 47:14**
Does Humor Belong in Music?
RCD 10548. DDD.TI': 6139***

_razz from Hell

RCD 10549. DDD.Ti': 3436*
Guitar
RCD 10550/51. ADD, DDD. TI':
2:12:13*
Broadway the Hard Way
RCD 10552. DDD.Ti': 71:10*
The Best Band You Never Heard In Your
Life
RCD 10553/54 (2 CDs). DDD. TI':
2:1129*
Make aJazz Noise Here
RCD 10555/56 (2 CDs). DDD. TI':
2:16:58*
Playground Psychotics
RCD 10557/58 (2 CDs). AAD. TT:
2:1230
Ahead of Their Time
RCD 10559. ADD?TT:67:35

The Yellow Shark

RCD 10560. DDD.TT:71:59
You Can't Do That On Stage Anymore
VoL1: RCD 10561/62 (2 CDs). ADD,
DDD.TI': 2:17:33*
•
RCD 10563/64 (2 CDs). ADD.TI':
116:52*
•
RCD 10565/66 (2 CDs). ADD,DDD.
TT:2:15:09*
TWA:RCD 10567/68 (2 CDs). AAD,ADD,
DDD.TI': 2:14:05*
•
RCD 10569/70 (2 CDs). AAD,ADD.
TT:2:20:53
VoL6: RCD 10571/72 (2 CDs). AAD,
ADD,DDD.T i': 2:1733
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obert Hesson ended his July 1993
review of Ulrike-Anima Mathé's
first volume of the Op.91 Sonatas
for Unaccompanied Violin of Max
Reger (1873-1916) with these words:
"Let's hope Dorian produces asecond
volume." Dorian has—and how.
These challenging, satisfying works
have languished, seldom performed and
almost never recorded, for the better
part of the 20th century—much as J.S.
Bach's Sonatas and Partitas for Solo
Violin slumbered until reawakened by
Mendelssohn and Schumann in the first
half of the 19th (albeit with those composers' added piano accompaniments).
After Bach's works for unaccompanied
strings, the form was not taken up again
in any serious way—certainly not by any
composer of importance—until Reger
himself did more than 150 years later.
However, these Sonatas are not
mere pastiche, imitation, or Bach àla
Reger. Though revering Bach above all
other composers, Reger brought to the
composition of his own works for
unaccompanied strings his knowledge
and complete digestion of everything
that had been written in the interim.
(Imagine Mahler composing the first
symphony to be written since the "Jupiter.") Here are quiet pools of Schubertian clarity and grace among the
contrapuntal thickets, what sounds like
aflirtation with the 12-tone row (Sonata 3's Prestissimo), and post-Wagnerian chromatic modulation wielded
with wit (the cascading modulations in
the Allegro moderato of Sonata 5)—all
grounded in fugues (the Allegro energico
of Sonata 1) as starkly inevitable as
those of Bach himself.
Yes, those fugues... Like Bach, Reger had astrong interest—perhaps an
obsession—with counterpoint. His orchestral works are so cross-braced with
opposed themes and rhythms that
even Reger worried about their "tur-
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former and listener alike at the end of a
traversal of the Bach solo works. The
four Sonatas recorded here are every
bit as thornily rewarding as the three of
Voll, some of them—especially in the
fast movements—downright lyrical in
their muscularity. (Though there's nothing here like Sonata 7, which ended
Vol.1 with its massive Chaconnes clear
debt—repaid with interest—to the Chatonne of Bach's D-minor Partita.) These
works have an inner stature hard to reconcile with their virtual ostracism
from the standard repertoire. They
deserve to be played, recorded, heard,
and heard again. Perlman? Shaham?
Delmoni? Sitkovetsky? Vengerov?
REGER: Sonatas for Unaccompanied
Chee-Yun? Get cracking.
Violin, Vol.2
As good as Ulrike-Anima Mathé
Op.91 Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6
Ulrike-Anima Mathé, violin
was on the first set, her playing seems
Dorian DOR-90212 (CD only). Sergio Bernal,
to have matured dramatically in the
Douglas Brown, prods.; David H. Walters,
more than two years between sessions
Douglas Brown, rugs. DM/ TT: 55:30
(she's still only 26). Her tone now
sounds warmer, fuller, more rounded—
gidity." Hence the appeal to this strenaperfect foil for the undiminished asuously productive composer of cleartringency of her bite and attack, her
ing the compositional air by writing
well-nigh perfect rubato, and the unfor solo strings—something he did more
erring sense of rhythmic line in which
than 20 times between 1900 and 1915.
the pulse of these tortuous works is
(As he described it, "For me, the comnever allowed to falter.
positional process involved in writing
And the sound! This is one of Dorifor the solo violin is like wearing a an's most satisfying recordings—they've
chastity belt.") The task of convincinggot the Troy Savings Bank Music Hall
ly maintaining multiple voices on asindown. This recording treads a razor's
gle instrument on which only one note
edge between Dorian's Trojan tendenat atime can be easily played is difficult
cies (lessened of late) toward bright
enough. That these works are so much
over-reverberation, and the distant
more than the dry, academic exercises
muffledness of their larger-scaled sesthey were condemned as when first
sions in Dallas's Meyerson venue. The
performed—and that Mathé's perforbalance is absolutely perfect: Mathes
mances meet them head-on with such
violin is the sound of asingle, inexloving aggression—add up to adisc that
orable train of thought reverberating
fairly demands praise.
through the crystalline space of pure
Reger's seven Op.91 Sonatas evince
consciousness.
toughness of form, passionate rigor, and
In other words, absolute music of
agrim joy in formal difficulties overabsolute quality. You could do inficome that bring to mind the unique
nitely worse. You can't do better.
sense of accomplishment felt by per—Richard Lehnert
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CLASSICAL

And the recording is excellent 1976 analog—a bit artificially bright, perhaps (Denon's is absolutely honest), but it won't present aproblem; the higher volume level
might even be an asset.
I'd still go for the Kertész on London
with Ludwig and Berry (though Ialso like
Burgess and Howell on BBC, in English)
as afirst choice, but Boulez is riveting.
And the Inbal? Well, it's apity there's so
much to compare it to—it's good, but just
not good enough.
—Robert Levine

J.S. BACH: Secular Cantatas, Vo1.11
0 holder Tag, envünschte Zen, BWV 210; ¡ch bin in
mir veignügt, BWV 204
Dorothea Reischrnann, soprano; Les Violons du
Roy, Bernard Labadie
Dorian DOR-90207 (CD only). Brian C. Peters,
prod, eng.; Craig D. Dory, eng. DDD. TT:
64:51

The first volume of secular cantatas from
Labadie and his Canadian group was reviewed in March'95 (Vol.18 No3), where
JA and RL selected it as "Recording of the
Month." These are very much in the same
vein, so ashort review will suffice.
The main difference here is that both
pieces are solo cantatas for soprano, so a
lot of weight falls to Dorothea Reeschmann. As Inoted earlier, her voice is fuller than we often hear in Bach, so the
high writing (particularly in 0 holder Tag)
is fairly intense. This is no straight-toned,
girlish Emma Kirkby! If you wanted to
be critical (I don't, particularly), you could
say she makes the music sound more formidable and difficult than it should.
On the plus side, Róschmann's is a
lovely voice, easily up to the passage work
and accompanied by an intelligence that
makes her singing always interesting.
As Inoted with Vol.I, Bernard Labadie
consistently finds tempos that sound just
right: brisk, alert, and articulate without
sounding arbitrary or mannered. His chamber group (strings 4-4-2-2-1) uses modern
instruments (with period bows); they
make awonderful case for maintaining
that tradition in the face of (often dreary)
period-instrument versions.
As JA said for Vol.I, sonics are just
about ideal. Balances between strings and
harpsichord, between soloist and orchestra, and between dry clarity and warm
reverberation are all excellently struck.
Recommended!
—Paul L. Alehouse
BARTÓK: Bluebeard's Castle
Katalin Szendrenyi, Judith; Falk Struckmann,
Bluebeard; Radio-Sinfonie-Orchester Frankfurt, Eliahu Inbal
Denon CO-78932 (CD only). Yoshiharu Kawaguchi, Richard Hauck, prods. DDD. TI':
59:49
BARTÓK: Bluebeard's Castle
Tatiana Troyanos, Judith; Siegmund Nimsgern,
Bluebeard; BBC Symphony Orchestra, Pierre
Boulez
Sony Classical SMK 64110 (CD only). Paul
Myers, prod. ADD. TI': 61:14

There's almost no action and only two
characters, and all the colors, all the scenery, are in Bartók's phenomenal orchestration. In other words, Bluebeard's Castle
is the ideal phonogenic opera. It rarely
fails on disc; only the Ramey/Marton
pairing (on Sony) is mediocre, due to his
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

The recent reissue of Pierre Boulez's 20-yearold recording of Bartók's 13luebeard's Castle is
compared we Eliahu Inbal's brand-new version.

lack of involvement and her matronly
sound. These two new releases—one awelcome re-release, one an all-digital spectacular—are interesting.
Inbal on Denon, aided by the producers
and engineers, offers atrue, vivid recording, one in which all of Bartók's score can
be heard and appreciated instrument by
instrument, texture by texture. But there
are problems. For starters, Judith is more
often sung by amezzo (I believe the part
was composed for that voice) and requires
really dark coloration most of the time
(despite the blazing high C at the opening
of the fifth door), and ICatalin Szendrenyi's ample sopranolacks the necessary
warmth. And franidy, the voice isn't attractive—she's just not that pleasant ta listen to.
Both she and Strucicmami are involved and
expressive, howevet and the drama comes
across. One could use more tension in
InbaPs leadership as well—he allows the
terrible tale to unfold sadly and inexorably, but we don't shudder as often as
we should.
There are shudders aplenty in Boulez's
reading, due mostly to his two singers.
Troyanos' sgorgeous mezzo is amazingly
vivid and rich as she moves from terror to
arrogance and back over the course of
the hour in away rivaled on CD only by
Christa Ludwig (London). And Nirnsgern,
with agrainy, at times desperate sound, is
the perfect Bluebeard, powerful and helpless at once.
Now, about Boulez: His tempos are
amazingly slow (the Denon includes the
opera's spoken opening, and so the difference in timings is greater than it appears), and his attention to detail is almost surrealistic. But somehow it works.
The work gets heavier and heavier as it
goes along, but the tension remains. (It's
often argued that this opera is closer in
spirit to the French impressionists than
anyone vaguely Eastern European; that
might explain Boulez's affinity with it.)
WorldRadioHistory

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9("Choral")
Roberta Alexander, soprano; Florence Quivar,
contralto; Gary Lakes, tenor, Paul Plishka,
bass; Ambrosian Singers; André Previn, Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra
RCA 60363-2 (CD only). Jay David Saks, prod.;
Tony Faulkner, eng. DDD. TI': 68:53

André Previn over anumber of years has
recorded five out of Beethoven's nine
symphonies (4 through 8), but the present release, now five years old and available for the first time, is, to the best of my
knowledge, his first Ninth. It basically is
atraditional interpretation with apowerful, building first movement and an alert,
even vehement second (the prominent
timpani emerge almost like cannon shots).
Icould not, however, get overly enthused
over the rather flat slow movement, unlofty enough to emerge as aprosaic nonevent. The finale's unusual feature, especially at the outset, is the degree of reflective lyricism—far more than one normally hears—and the team of soloists is
unusually distinguished. However, it is
only the very final pages that dramatically convey the impact of Beethoven's
vision. Although internal clarity was evident in wind passages, the massed sound
of the somewhat distant orchestra, and
with the choral sections even more aggravated, was disappointingly muddy, especially in the bass. An example is the
opaque sound of the lower strings in the
second movement's fugal entries.
—Igor Kipnis

MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro
Lucio Gallo, Count; Karita Nattila, Countess;
Marie McLaughlin, Susanna; Michele Pertusi,
Figaro; Monica Bacelli, Cherubino; Nicoletta
Curiel, Marcellina; Angelo Nosotti, Bartolo;
Ugo Bench, Basilio; Gennaro Sica, Don Curzio; Giorgio Tadeo, Antonia; Laura Cherici,
Barbarina. Orchestra of the Maggio Musicale of
Florence, Zubin Mehta
Sony Classical S3K 53286 (3 CDs only). Uli
Schneider, Pauline Heister, engs.; Dorian
Sheaves, prod. DDD. TI': 3:04:39
MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro
Thomas Hampson, Count; Charlotte Margiono,
Countess; Barbara Bonney, Susanna; Anton
Scharinger, Figaro; Petra Lang, Cherubino; Ann
Murray, Martellina; Kurt Moll, Bartolo; Philip
Langridge, Basilic); Christoph Spath, Don
Curzio; Isabel Rey, Barbarina; Keven Langan,
Antonio; Concentus Music-us Wien, Nikolaus
Harnoncourt
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Imention this because Harnoncourt's
excesses are the antithesis of that ease and
grace, and sometimes come dangerously
close to vulgarity. All the same, this set
cannot be dismissed. For one thing, it contains many instances of beautiful singing.
Charlotte Mangiono's Countess is intense
yet delicate, wonderfully controlled, and
almost haunting in the way she projects
suffering. And it is refreshing to hear her
"Dove sono" emerge with atender, lyric
longing and conclude with a fierce
It is quite possible, on listening to these
vibrance free of the affected ritard often
imposed on the aria's conclusion.
Figaros, to think one is hearing two utterThomas Hampson manages to overly different operas. Certainly each release
provides another example of how aconcome Harnoncourt's eccentricities, conveying the Count's ineffectiveness and
ductor can determine the way in which a
rage while remaining musical. Impressive,
work is perceived.
too, is Anton Scharingees Figaro, his Act
The Sony set may prove abit of asurprise in its revelation of Mehta's MozartIV "Aprite un po quegleocchi" projecting
atough cynicism heightened by the rich
ian sympathies. If not agreat Figaro, it is a
very good one that becomes more
detail Harnoncourt brings out in its
Nikolaus Harnoncourt delivers the most indiorchestral accompaniment.
impressive as it unfolds. Sonically it offers vidual, off-center Figaro Mort Frank has heard.
aclose, slightly spotlighted vocal sound
Elsewhere, as well, the conductor
shines. His pacing of the Act III finale, if
with little theatrical ambience. But such
matters, need not be agood thing.
unorthodox in its mixture of breadth and
intimate engineering suits the work well;
this is not, after all, Grand Opera—Mehta's
Right from the start, Harnoncourt's
haste, is eminently stylish. But other pasbasic approach is relaxed, unaffected, and
Figaro has two advantages over Mehta's: a sages lack such stylishness. Perhaps the
stylish. The latest Mozart edition is folstronger cast and amore colorful, virtubest way to characterize Harnoncourt's
lowed, with appog,giaturas usually renosic orchestra. These virtues should transdirection is to say that it is sometimes too
dered on the beat.
late into a superior performance. They
thoughtful in aliteral, even clinical way.
The virtues of the set are many. Pacing,
don't. This is not to say that Harnoncourt's
As notes in the accompanying booklet
although often more leisurely than usual,
direction is completely inferior. Rather, it
make clear, he has given very careful connever seems to drag, the prevailing breadth
is, beyond question, the most individual,
sideration to this opera and offers highly
permitting significant orchestral detail
off-center approach Ihave encountered.
rational explanations for some of his unoften lost in other performances to
Even the admirable period-instrument
usual practices—Othe rather broad pacing
emerge with telling point. This is especialproduction led by Óstman sometimes
of the overture being acase in point. The
ly important in Mozart's mature operas,
sounds more conventional than this one.
end product, however, is aperformance
where the orchestra functions as asignifiThere are, of course, elements of the
that many may feel offers too much
cant commentator on the action. Fur"authenticity" movement in Harnon"head" at the expense of sufficient "heart."
thermore, it italicizes the boldness of the
court's direction, notably in an orchestral
Both Figaros include quadra-lingual liwriting. In Cherubim's "Voi che sapete,"
sonority defined by vibrato-free strings,
brettos. Mehta's also offers an earlier verfor example, listen to the way the orchespiquant winds, and biting brass. Then,
sion of the Count's Act III "Hai già vinta
tra defines the music's stark harmonic
too, Harnoncourt's pacing is, to say the
la causa!," which is interesting for revealturns and, as aresult, the aria's gorgeous
least, shocking—usually uncommonly
ing how Mozart, like so many great
sensuality. Note, too, how the little Suslow, but sometimes faster than is cusartists, created through aprocess of resanna-Cherubino duet, "Aprite, presto,
tomary. Even more disturbing is the confinement and tightening. A final word
aprite," gains in its hurry-scurry humor as
ductor's manipulation in an attempt to
about the Harnoncourt set: its sound, if
aresult of not being rushed. And afurther
emphasize the libretto's sense. In Figaro's
less boxy than that of Mehta's, is more
advantage of the pacing is that it exposes
Act Is'Sa acaso madama," for instance,
suggestive of aconcert hall than of athethe details of Mozart's extraordinary comevery time he sings "din, din, don, don,"
ater. And whatever its musical peculiariplex ensembles, in which each character
the pulse is ruptured, as if to suggest that
ties, it is aperformance that should at
retains dramatic individuality while fitting
ringing abell requires great effort. And
least be heard by anyone who cares about
musically into the intricate polyphonic
on several occasions Harnoncourt asks
this extraordinarily beautiful and comweb.
his singers to depart from musical pitch
plex opera.
What, then, keeps this performance
in order to stress the text.
The single disc of eight overtures feafrom ranking, say, with the great ones led
Sprechgesang may be fine for Schoentures the same sonority as Harnoncourt's
by Erich Kleiber and Colin Davis (his
berg, but it has no place in Mozart.
Figaro. Indeed, the overture to that opera
earlier Philips edition)? For one thing,
Granted, it has some effectiveness as
is drawn from the complete recording, as
the cast, though generally good, does not
applied in recitatives in this performance,
are some others in the anthology. This
quite match the highest phonographic
but even the hint of it that occasionally
causes aproblem in the overtures to Don
standards. Furthermore, there are mointrudes in arias is outlandish. After all,
Giovanni and Abduction, which conclude
ments that sound too relaxed, and in need
what makes Mozart's operas extraordiin mid-air without appropriate concert
of the kind of tension that Kleiber and
nary (among other things) is the way in
endings. But in the main, nothing here
Davis generate. Having noted this, I which his music illuminates character
(save, possibly, the overly prominent perthink it important to add that such comand generates drama. And the means
cussion in Abduction) is exaggerated; and,
parisons, if necessary, do adisservice to
through which this illumination takes
given the fine sound and crisp, dramatic
this basically fine account—which, if place is amatter of the boldest musical
execution, this release should prove
heard in the theater, would merit high
strokes incorporated with an ease and
attractive for anyone seeking such an
praise. Competition, especially in aesthetic
grace that conceal their audacity.
anthology.
—Mortimer H. Frank

Teldec 90861-2 (3 CDs only). Michael Brammann, eng.; Helmut Mühle, prod. DDD. TT:
3:08:58
MOZART: Overtures
Don Giovanni, Tlw Magic Flute, The Abduction from
the Seraglio, Costfan tutte, The Marriage of Figaro, La
Cletnenza di Tito, Idomeneo, The Impressario, Lucio
Silla, Fa finta giardiniera
Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Concentus Musicus
Wien, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Zurich
Opera Orchestra, Mozart Orchestra of Zurich
Teldec 95523-2 (CD only). DDD. TI': 55:29
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lyric grandeur (War and Peace), and the
piano reproduction is very satisfactory.

î

—Igor Kipnis
HENRY PURCELL:The Echoing Air
Sylvia McNair, soprano; The Academy of
Ancient Music, Christopher Hogwood
Philips 446 081-2 (
CD only). Wilhelm Hellweg,
prod.; Everett Porter, Willem van Leeuwen,
engs. DDD.TT:63:11

Yefim Bronfman (above) and Frederic Chiu perform Prokofiev's music for solo piano.

PROKOPLEV:Piano Sonatas I
,4, & 6
Yefim Bronfman, piano
Sony Classical SK 52484 (
CD only). Gary
Schulz, prod.; Kevin P.Boutote, eng. DDD.
TI': 51:44
PROKOFIEV:Piano M usic, Vol.4
Frederic Chiu, piano
10 Pieces from Romeo and Juliet, Op.75; 3Pieces
from Cinderella, Op.95; 10 Pieces from
Cinderella, Op.97; 3Pieces, Op.96
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907150 (
CD only).
Robina G. Young, prod.; Brad Michel, eng.
DDD.TI': 6422

Prokofiev's own playing has sometimes
been described as excessively, even uncomfortably loud by those who have
heard him live, although his 78rpm
recordings don't reveal that attribute.
Bronfman, with arecording that is exceptionally wide in dynamics, would seem to
be right on the mark; here, tense, violently
steely-fingered passages almost have the
impact of abattering ram. Fortunately, the
pianist also exhibits many lyrical qualities,
though the direction of the composer's
more introverted slow movements on
occasion meanders. It is the fast movements, however, that excite the ear here,
as does the overall command Bronfman
exhibits. Judicious adjustment of the volume control may be required so that the
brilliant and detailed-sounding piano
pickup does not overwhelm.
Volume four of American pianist Frederic Chiu's complete Prokofiev piano
works contains the composer's piano transcriptions of ballet music from Romeo and
Juliet and Cinderella, plus three adaptations
from War and Peace and the unrealized
filin, Lermontov, published as Op.96. The
performer displays the same vitality and
energy Iso admired in his essay of the
complete sonatas. This is exceptional playing, the highly virtuosic performances of a
very modern pianist, yet not at all devoid
of tonal sensibilities. Chiu projects the
many moods with splendid style, wit, and
sarcasm (the two Lermontov pieces). and
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

Ihave tried desperately to like this disc in
its entirety, but I've failed. The music is
glorious and gloriously played: Hogwood
seems to get better and better as aconductor. He infuses Purcell's lively music
with appropriate energy and similarly
treats the more introspective works with a
stillness and intimacy that make absolute
musical and theatrical sense. His band has
become an advertisement for period instruments as well: crisp, articulate, true-topitch playing without any scratchiness.
And the recording is ideal; Philips at its
warm, forward, natural best.
Of the 23 numbers, nine are instrumentals; but, voice addict that Iam, Igot
more pleasure out of them than Idid out
of McNair's singing. To be sure, she's a
lovely singer with abeautiful, fluid, easily produced voice; her tone is balanced
on the breath, and rhythm, legato, trills,
and fiorature are all in place. But she refuses to lean on the music—or, more specifically, the tone. She's utterly passive—listening to her all too soon becomes soporific.
Her opening number is the ravishing
"If music be the food of love," and her
trills on the word "joy" are just that—a
sheer joy. She sounds happy and filled
with pleasure—what more could afella
ask for? But in "To arms, to arms, Heroic
Prince," she sounds exactly the same—her
calls to battle are mellow, beautifully produced, and, in the end, utter nonsense.
She sighs exquisitely in the following
"Tell me, Pitying Angel," and, again, one
feels good; but halfway through, in the
Virgin's repeated calls of "Gabriel! Gabriel! Gabriel! Gabriel!," she sounds as if
she's calling awaiter for adecaf refill.
And so on throughout the program.
There's never any urgency in her singing;
there's beauty, a chamber-like comeliness, purity, and great eduction, but one
soon finds one's attention flagging, never
to return. I'm not suggesting that Magda
Oliver° would be better suited to this
music, but for God's sake, McNair makes
Emma Kirkby sound like alongshoreman.
Nuf sed. If you adore Purcell, Hogwood's and his band's contributions and
McNair qua pure sound might be
enough. Not for me.
—Robert Levine
PURCELL & BLOW :Songs
Christine Brandes, soprano; Mary Springfels,
gamba; Arcadian Academy, Nicholas McGegan
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Nicholas McGegan and Christine Brandes perform in adelightful new disc of songs by Purcell
and Blow.
Harmonia Mundi 907167 (
CD only). Robins
Young, prod.; Paul F.Witt, mg. DDD. TI':
75:55

This very attractive collection of 13 Purcell songs with three songs ofJohn Blow
places soprano Christine Brandis in the
spotlight. She has specialized in 17th- and
18th-century repertory (Purcell, Handel,
Rameau, Bach), but her name has not
been prominent. That situation is bound
to change, because hers is as wonderful an
instrument for this music as you'll ever
hear. Her intonation, diction, and range of
color are all exemplary, and she handles
the wide variety of Purcell's styles with
ease. The runs in "Dry Those Eyes" and
"Fly Swift, Ye Hours" are clear; the
drama of "Lord, What is Man" and "The
Blessed Virgin's Expostulation" are convincing; and the humor of "Cupid, the
Slyest Rogue Alive" and the raunchy
"When First Amintas" are well-characterized. She's adelight.
Also delightful are the instrumental contributions of the Arcadian Academy (two
violins, archluteitheorbo, harpsichord/
organ), joined by gambist Mary Springfels.
They accompany the songs and by themselves play two sonatas (one from each
published collection) and one of Purcell's
five pavans.
The sonics are beautifully clear, with
everything in natural balance. Recommended without reservation. (When you
see Brandis's name in lights, remember
where you saw it first!) —Paul L.Alehouse
SAINTE-COLOMBE :Concert Pieces for
Two Viols
Anne Marie Lasla, Sylvie Moquer, viols
Alphée 9308002 (CD only). Emmanuel Mandrin, prod.; Simon Demme, eng. DDD. TI':
66:09

As far as Ican tell, this is the only CD in
the catalog devoted entirely to the works
of the enigmatic M. de Sainte-Colombe;
if you enjoyed Alain Corneau's film Tous
les matins du monde as much as Idid, you
will definitely want this disc. If, on the
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other hand, you haven't seen the film,
and are unfamiliar with Sainte-Colombe
and his music, abit of introduction is in
order.
In the hands of the great 17th-century
French composers, the viol speaks an intimate language, and nowhere more so
than in the works of Sainte-Colombe. A
recluse from Court life, Sainte-Colombe
wrote many of his finest pieces for the little consort composed of himself and his
daughters; thus, the intimacy of his compositions is literal as well as figurative.
Like aconversation between two friends,
they say only what needs to be said. The
vocabulary of these Concerts includes little in the way of grand gestures; it needs
to be listened to rather than merely
heard.
Anne Marie Lasla and Sylvie Moquet
play together beautifully: if Imight wish
them abit less restrained at time, Icertainly appreciate the sympathetic unison
of their voices. The word "nobility"
attaches itself easily to Sainte-Colombe's
style, and Lasla and Moquet bring this
out perfectly—as befits students of that
fine consort violist Wieland Kuijken. If
they lose abit in comparison to the great
Jordi Sayan, they can be forgiven—everyone else falls alittle short of that standard
as well.
Listen, though, to how marvelously they
play the memorial piece, Les Regrets, with
its sadness and hope; one cannot really
wish afiner performance. Alas, Imust also
report that the quality of performance is
somewhat betrayed by the sound, which
is far too close and detailed for my taste—
and Iwould rather have things abit on
the dry side than too reverberant, if we
must depart from perfection.
Here there is far too much extraneous
noise from the fretboards, and breathing
from the musicians. To be sure, this is
what you would hear at a live performance, but not to the extent captured on
disc; bass strings, perhaps more than any
other instrument, need room to allow
their sound to expand and warm the air.
Recommended, nevertheless.
—Les Berkley
STRAUSS: Four Last Songs
WAGNER: Wesendonck Lieder, Prelude &
Liebestod from Tristan und Isolde
Cheryl Studer, soprano; Giuseppe Sinopoli,
Staatskapelle Dresden
Deutsche Granunophon 439 865-2 (CD only).
Wolfgang Stengel, prod.; Oliver Rogalla, Wolf.
Dieter Karwatky, engs. DDD. TI': 60:35
STRAUSS: Four Last Songs,* BrentanoLieder,"" Ochesterliederf
Lucia Popp,* Edita Gmberovar Karita Mattila,t
sopranos; Michael Tilson Thomas, London
Symphony
Sony Classical SK 48242 (CD only). David
Mottley, prod.; Sid McLauchlan, Marcus
Herzog,' engs. DDD. TI': 62:46

It was a nice idea to combine on the
Sinopoli/Studer disc Strauss and Wagner
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

Yo-Yo Ma literally on the town in The New York
Album.

songs that bear adegree of self-quotation.
Strauss's Four Last Songs, completed in his
85th year, are the grand summation of a
lifelong love affair with the soprano voice.
The final song, "Im Abendrot," in which
the composer meditates on the end of his
life, quotes the theme from his tone poem
Death and Transfiguration.
But here this is done in extremely lackluster manner in an account of the songs
that promises so much at the start; Studer
and Sinopoli have the measure of the
opening song, "Fri
g," fluency and
passion mingling to wonderful effect, but
the performance is inconsistent. The same
must be said of the Weeruloruk-Lieder, written to texts by Mathilde, the wife of Wag
nees benefactor, Otto von Wesendonck.
Not only is it apparent that she knew the
text of Tristan und Isolde, the work then in
progress, but Wagner also refers to music
from the Prelude to Act III in "Im
Treibhaus," and from the Act II duet in
"Trâume." The former is given an
extremely moving performance, but elsewhere Ifind Studer less than winning.
Nevertheless, Sinopoli gives asuperb
reading of the Prelude to Act Iof Tristan
and is every bit the match of the solo
voice in the Liebestod. All are quite
beautifully recorded on this DG disc. I
only wish the great promise of this package had been fulfilled.
The second disc combines anumber
of different Orchestral Songs by Strauss:
although the Four Last Songs were conceived orchestrally, the Brentano Songs,
originally written for voice and piano in
1918, Zueignung of 1885, and Frühlingsfeier
of 1906 were all orchestrated between
1933 and '40 for Viorica Ursuleac—one
of Strauss's favorite operatic sopranos.
Here, the performances of these songs
are by three different artists.
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The Four Last Songs were recorded by
Lucia Popp in May 1993—just six months
before she died. Although Ihave always
admired her as asoprano, here her voice
has adarker, harsher timbre and her vibrato is tense—all obvious signs of strain
in arepertoire that has become too taxing. This represents asad valediction to a
wonderful career.
Edita Gruberova in the Brentano-Lieder
is wonderfully expressive, but she has a
way of pulling back against the orchestral
flow that Ifind irritating. Yet her virtuosity in the fioritura of "Amor" has to be
admired.
Karim Mattila's sweet-toned contribution to this disc consists of five much earlier songs, and her beautiful flexibility has
the measure of each. "Muttertandelei" and
"Meine ICinde"—Strauss's highly personal
gifts to his wife, the soprano Pauline de
Ahna, orchestrated in the year they were
written for her to sing in the concert
hall—are given with quite exquisite empathy. The LSO under Michael Tilson
Thomas and the recording are excellent,
but this is astrange hodgepodge of adisc
that Ifeel will be of greatest interest to admirers of these three divas. —Barbara Jahn

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
YO-Y0 MA: The New York Album
Albert: Cello Concerto. Bartók: Viola Concerto.* Bloch: Schelomo
Yo-Yo Ma, cello, alto violin': David Zinman,
Baltimore Symphony
Sony Classical CR 57961 (CD only). Stephen
Epstein, prod.; Bud Graham, eng. DDD. Tr:
78:04

How do you get a"New York Album" out
of arecording by aFrench-born Chinese
soloist of works by aHungarian, aSwiss,
and an American whose work was written on acommission from the Baltimore
Symphony?
The album title was Ma's idea. The
soloist explains that the late Stephen
Albert was aBrooklyn native, Bartók lived
in New York during the period in which
he produced his final works—including
the concerto on this disc—and that Blodi's
Schelomo received its world premiere in
concerts by the New York Philharmonic.
Furthermore, David Zinman hails from
the Bronx, and Ma himself has been a
steadfast New York resident since childhood.
Albert's work has adark and elegiac
character—all the more so if one knows
that the composer was killed in an auto
accident in late December 1992. 'The
Cello Concerto, which was premiered by
these performers in 1990, is considered
by many to be the finest work by acomposer whose talents and potential influ223
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ence the profession could scarcely afford
to lose. As moody as the piece is, there
are moments of brightness, as well as the
requisite games of velocity for both soloist and orchestra.
At first blush, the inclusion of Bartók's
Viola Concerto seems abit strange for a
cellist's repertoire. Violists have a far
greater need to search for works to adapt
or adopt than do cellists, but there are rationales. Tibor Serly, who translated Bartók's cryptic sketches for this work into a
playable score, also prepared aversion for
cello (recorded by János Starker with
Leonard Slatkin/St. Louis Symphony).
The cello version involves numerous octave transpositions and altered relationships between soloist and orchestra—not
to mention the radical difference in sound
between the cello and the viola.
The alto violin used by Ma for this performance comes from aset of instruments
created by luthier Carleen Hutchins. The
alto violin plays the same register as the
viola, but is played vertically and supported by an end pin—as is the cello. Its sound
is like that of aviola, but with ahusky
baritone quality. Imagine an instrument
playing the same register with alight female alto quality. This change does alter
the character of the piece somewhat. Bartók wrote magnificently for the viola
throughout his life, and that husky sound
was the very quality he sought.
Nevertheless, Ma makes the piece work
on his terms with the instrument he has
chosen. Modern phonology makes it possible for listeners to compare not only the
performance of the cello version, but an
excellent original viola version by Pinchas
Zuckerman (also with Slatkin/St. Louis).
As with the other works on this disc,
on Schelomo Ma is joined by passionate,
fully committed, expert playing by Zinman/BSO. Supported by an ideal audio
production that places the listener in the
hall and maintains abelievable relationship
between soloist and orchestra, The New
York Album is not to be missed.
—Richard Schneider
NEWMAN 81 OLTMAN GUITAR DUO:
Laments and Dances
Music from the Folk Tradition
Newman & Oltman Guitar Duo, Turtle Island
String Quartet, Jay Ungar, Sally Rogers
MusicMasters 67145-2 (CD only). Gregory K.
Squires, prod., eng. DDD? TI': 68:25

Fresh from Hi -Fi 95, The Newman & Oltman Guitar Duo perform Music from the Folk Troclition.

O'Carolan, and slightly Victorian in a
pleasant and unmannered way. Four settings by Britten, including the famous
"Salley Gardens," are performed by folksinger Sally Rogers, whose voice is perhaps not entirely adapted to the composer's style, but who redeems herself surprisingly well on the Copland works, which
lie more in her range. There is also aince
version of the fast-becoming-ubiquitous
"Ashokan Farewell," with Rogers on dulcimer to provide an interesting complement to Jay Ungar's fiddle. Three pieces
by Yugoslavian immigrant Dusan Bogdanovic failed to impress me, but Newman and Oltman play them with great skill.
The finale, two more O'Carolan tunes, is
truly beautifully played, closing the disc on
apositive note.
I'm ordinarily suspicious of"classicized"
folk music—classically trained singers tend
to make ahash of folksongs—but this collection is adefinite exception to the usual.
For one thing, the playing is both consistently excellent and stylistically correct. I
would like very much to hear more from
Newman and Oltman, who would appear to have the genuine ability to move
fluently between different genres of
music. Ihave also believed all along that
the Turtle Islanders have more of the Real
Thing than those Kronos people, and this
performance goes a long way toward
proving me right. The sound is no more
than decent, but that's good enough. I'm
not at all sure where you'll find this in
your record store, but it will repay your
search handsomely.
—Les Berkley

Every once in awhile we hard-working
music reviewers get apleasant surprise. I
didn't expect much from this disc, which
includes music by more-or-less modern
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
composers (folk song settings by Arnold
Black, Benjamin Britten, and Aaron
Copland), along with arrangements of
ANTHONY BRAXTON: Creative Orchestraditional tunes from Norway and Iretra (101n) 1978
land. The truth is, Ienjoyed it very much.
Dwight Andrews, Marty Ehrlich, Vmny Golia,
Black's Laments and Dances from the Irish
J.D. Parran, Ned Rothenberg, reeds; Rob
Howard, Michael Mossman, Leo Smith,
(1990) is both true to the spirit of

J
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Kenny Wheeler, trumpet; Ray Anderson,
George Lewis, James King Roosa, trombone;
Ray Anderson, tuba; Marilyn Crispell, piano;
Birgit Taubhorn, accordion; Bobby Naughton,
vibraphone; James Emery, electric guitar; John
Lindberg, Brian Smith, basses; Thunnan Barker,
percussion; Robert Ostertag, synthesizer
hatART CD 2-6171 (2 CDs only). Manfred
Niehaus, prod. ADD. TT: 10422

When he steps back from ir abit, Anthony
Braxton is so analytical about his music
that it's possible to be caught up in his
descriptions of, say, the 10 or 12 "primary
language types" of phrasing he has isolated and ignore the delighted spirit that
underlies his compositions and playing.
He's an enthusiast who loves Sousa,
Fats Waller, and Fletcher Henderson as
well as Coltrane, Schoenberg, and the
AACM. When he put together the march
that ends this two-disc set, he wasn't parodying the form or making ironic comments about the military. As he says, "I've
always approached the traditional musics
with love and respect and excitement."
His big-band music is challenging but
fresh—and, to my ears, thrilling in its
sweep and range. It's also frequently cacophonous and alittle wild, as Braxton
links his written pieces with sections of
improvisation in which he cues various
musicians in rapidly changing groups,
instructing them to play various kinds of
sounds and then letting them go at it.
These techniques work because of the
musicians involved—in this case veterans
of Braxton's music such as George Lewis,
Kenny Wheeler, Thurman Barker; relative newcomers (then) such as pianist
Marilyn Crispell and Michael Mossman;
and several figures that I assume he
picked up in Europe. In the improvised
sections we have an exciting, burbling
solo by George Lewis that turns into a
duct with synthesist Bob Osterag, and
striking contributions by Marilyn Crispen, Bobby Naughton, and, in fact, by
most members of the band.
Braxton uses these controlled improvi225
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sations to link or introduce his compositions, four of which were previously recorded on his Arista LP Creative Orchestra
Music 1976. These include, notably, Braxton's buoyant tribute to the big-band era,
"Composition 45"; the march piece
"Composition 58," heard on this new disc
in full for the first time; and "Composition
59," which Braxton describes as related to
"post-Stocldiausen/AACM structural dynamics."
Some readers may be relieved to hear
that we're in apost-Stockhausen era. They,
like all fans of adventurous jazz—and of
John Philip Sousa—should hear Creative
Orchestra (KiiIn) 1978.
The closely miked sound doesn't produce much of afeeling of depth, but the
music is clear enough in all but the densest passages.
—Michael Ullman

The songs of Stephen Sondheim are honored
by contemporary jazz masters on Color and
Light: Jazz Sketches on Sondheim.
COLOR AND LIGHT :Jazz Sketches on

Sondheim

Peabo Bryson, Nancy Wilson, Holly Cole, vocals;
Terence Blanchard, trumpet; Wayne Shorter,
soprano sax; Grover Washington, Joshua
Redman, tenor sax; Jim Hall, Oscar CastroNeves, guitar; Brad Mehldau, Geoff Keezer,
Bruce Barth, Herbie Hancock, Aaron Davis,
Stephen Sondheim, piano; Christian McBride,
Chris Thomas, Scott Colley, David Patch, bus;
Brian Blade, Marvin "Smitty" Smith, Troy Davis,
Jeff Hirschfield, drums
Sony Classical SK 66566 (CD only). Miles Goodman, Oscar Castro-Neves, prods.; Joel Moss,
eng. DDD. TT:54:00

In her last years, Sarah Vaughan consistently used Stephen Sondheim's "Send in
the Clowns" as abravura encore. Sweeping through her whole range, whispering
one moment and shouting the next, she
demonstrated her virtuosity while attenuating the song's lurking sentimentality
Jazz players and singers have been performing "Send in the Clowns" ever since.
But it's remarkable, given Sondheim's popularity with the general public, how few
of his songs are heard in jazz clubs. It
may be that his pieces seem specific to
the shows in which they appear; or it
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

may be that Sondheim's literate lyrics
and the emotional baggage they carry, his
unusual lines and harmonies, seem intimidating or overwhelming, unlikely to respond to variation and swing. It may be
that jazz players have simply stopped listening to Broadway shows.
Producers Miles Goodman and Oscar
Castro-Neves thought up Jazz Sketches on
Sondheim after listening together to the
musical Into the Woods. They have assembled an absolutely stellar cast for the project. With his wonderfully alert approach
to harmony and line, guitarist Jim Hall is
anatural for this project; and yet, among
my dozens of Hall records, Idon't find
him playing any Sondheim tune.
Hall is heard on "One More Kiss" and
the evocative "What Can You Lose?" It's
wonderful to hear him introduce the latter song in aseries of questioning phrases, then lighten the texture and start to
swing for the entrance of his rhythm section. After shifting the chords around a
bit, Grover Washington swings through
"Every Day aLittle Death," thankfully ignoring the implications of the title and
lyric.
But it's the young pianist Geoff Keezer
whose bright, strong choruses shine on
that piece. Terence Blanchard's take on
"Poems" unfolds over awilder beat, proving that not all Sondheim has to be sweetly colored. Herbie Hancock plays two
musing performances that would be highlights on almost any disc, plucking the
piano strings in one chorus of "Color and
Light," then giving that piece a sharpedged yet evocative performance that to
some listeners might verge on the avantgarde. It's some of Hancock's most interesting playing. Hancock also follows Sondheini's own chorus of piano on "They Ask
Me Why IBelieve In," creating variations
on what Sondheim stated literally.
Among the singers on this collection,
Nancy Wilson sounds warm, articulate,
and graceful on her three songs—including one with Peabo Bryson—previously
unknown to me. But did the fine singer
Holly Cole choose the oddly sentimental
"Children and Art," in which she tells of
amother who always said that there was
something—the something remains unstated—"about children and art"? The
prosy lyric is made sentimental by its final
vagueness.
I'm aminority of one in my household
who finds "Losing My Mind" equally sentimental, even if enlivened here by Cole's
intimate singing and Wayne Shorter's
beautiful accompaniment and solo. It tells
of someone who, from the time she wakes
at dawn until she goes to sleep, and while
performing alengthy list of prosaic tasks
in between—including standing on the
floor "not going left, not going right"—always "think(s) about you." This song, like
the rest of the recording, sounds beautiful,
rich, and warm, with remarkable presence
WorldRadioHistory

and clear imaging. Despite my reservations about much of Sondheim's work, I
recommend this disc to any jazz fan.
—Michael Ullman

Just apreview of asix-CD Standards set due
out later this fall, Keith Jarrett's Standards
Norway is completely satisfying on its own.

KEITH JARRETT TRIO : Standards in
Norway
Keith Jarrett, piano; Gary Peacock, bass; Jack
DeJohnente, drums
ECM 1542 (78118-21542-2, CD only). Manfred
Eicher, prod.; Jan Erik Kongshaug, cng. DDD.
TT:73:29

Standards in Norway is not anew recording
in Keith Jarrett's "Standards" series—it
was recorded live at Oslo's Konserthns in
1989. When record companies wait six
years to release an album by apopular
artist, there's usually areason.
None is obvious here. Perhaps ECM
held off because half the songs on Norway
had appeared on Tribute, which was recorded in Köln aweek later and released
in 1990. Perhaps Manfred Eicher preferred the sonic quality of the Kôln tapes
to those made in Oslo. But if Tribute provides cleaner edges on Jarrett's piano and
more glisten on DeJohnette's cymbals, the
superiority is subtle. All of ECM's live
recordings ofJarrett's trio focus closely on
the three instruments, while also recovering enough ambient cues to place them
in alarge space.
It may seem surprising that Jarrett,
who began his career with a series of
totally improvised solo concerts, should
end up playing "I Hear aRhapsody" and
"Just in Time" in aconventional trio. But
his artistic path is anatural one, analogous to apainter who moves from total
abstraction to work with representational
references. Jarrett's freedom in the solo
concerts leads directly to the liberation of
his standards. The famous themes are
coordinates, starting points for both himself and his listeners.
And, of course, there's nothing con227
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ventional about this trio. Gary Peacock
and Jack DeJohnette are more than a
rhythm section—they're co-equals in the
unfolding. Peacock is the whirring energy on which this music rides, and DeJohnette is myriad points of light.
The ballads here ("Little Girl Blue,"
"Old Folks," "Dedicated to You") are serious, searching aspirations toward each
song's truth. The faster pieces ("Just in
Time," "How About You," "Love is a
Many Splendored Thing") sweep you up
in their momentum, Jarrett's right hand
raining ideas. When the outpouring
finally carries him back to the melodies,
it's always arush of rediscovery.
Standards in Norway is awelcome addition to the most important series of jazz
piano recordings since the death of Bill
Evans.
—Thomas Conrad
JUNIOR KIMBROUGH: Sad Days, Lonely
Nights
Fat Possum/Capricorn 42081-2 (CD only).
Robert Palmer, prod.; Robbie Harris, eng. TT:
65:47
R.L. BURNSIDE: Too Bad Jim
Fat Possum/Capricorn 42082-2 (CD only).
Robert Palmer, prod.; Robbie Harris, eng. TI':
41:06
DAVID MALONE & THE SUGAR BEARS:
IGot the Dog In Me
Fat Possum/Capricorn 42084-2 (CD only).
Bruce Watson, prod., eng.; Peter Redvers-Lee,
prod. TI': 42:32

For all the blues records currently being
made in the wake of the most recent blues
"revival," relatively few capture the true
sound of the blues. For all their purported
love of the idiom, most producers try to
tart up the music in an effort to reach "a
wider audience." Thank God Robert Palmer
(the blues scholar/writer/producer; not
the singer) and Bruce Watson have, on
these three Fat Possum releases, opted to
leave the wider audience to their Mariah
Carey records and chosen to follow the
lead of the Lomax clan in recording the
blues where they live—in this case, ajuke
joint in northern Mississippi.
Specifically, they have recorded Junior
ICimbrough in his own joint in Chutahoma. ICimbrough's guitar sound and style
are closer to Mombassa than to Mississippi.
Rather than the intimate, backporch feeling of delta blues, songs like "I'm In
Love" and the title track hark back to the
communal hypno-grooves of Africa àla
Ali Farka Toure. This is trance dance
music without the techno: the vocals are
not central but rather enter the grooves
at intervals, crying out for love and sex.
The blues of ICimbrough's neighbor,
R.L. Burnside, are more familiar. We've
heard this style of stinging slide guitar purveyed by everyone from Muddy Waters to
Taj Mahal to John Hammond to Roy
Rogers. "Fireman Ring the Bell" recycles
the "Rollin' and Tumblin' "riff that has
served Johnny Winter, Cream, and the
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

HILTON RUIZ: Hands On Percussion
Hilton Ruiz, piano; Charlie Sepulveda, trumpet;
Papo Vasquez, trombone; David Sanchez, Jose
D'Leon, tenor sax; Dave Valentin, Peter
Brainin, flute; Tito Puente, vibes, timbales;
Andy Gonzalez, bass; Ignacio Berroa, drums;
Steve Demos, timbales; Giovanni Hidalgo,
percussion
Sony Tropgazz CDZ-81483 (CD). Jack Hooke,
prod.; Jon Fausty, eng. DDD. TI': 47:35

Fat Possum Records of Oxford, Mississippi captures the real sound of the real blues on three
new CDs. Junior Kimbrough (above) was
recorded in his own Chutahoma juke joint.

Yardbirds well. (It's interesting that, while
this style of blues has served as fodder for
countless white blues artists, it's nearly
impossible to imagine anyone of the Caucasian persuasion attempting Kimbrough's
idiosyncratic style.)
What sets Too Had Jim apart is that it
presents one of the last artists to have
lived the life (Burnside learned from his
neighbor Fred McDowell) at the height
of his powers—not always in tune, but
always in control. Once again, Palmer has
recorded it right. Whether at the joint or
in the studio, the sound is clear but not
clinical; dark, as befits the music, but
never muddy. These two discs represent
the kind of blues that inspired PJ
Harvey's To Bring You My Love, they're as
deep and real as it gets.
A little more prettified and citified is
ICimbrough fib David Malone's IGot the
Dog In Me. Malone and his Sugar Bears
take Dad's dance-groove influence and
add the soulful screams of James Brown
and Wilson Pickett and some silky
seductiveness àla Prince.
But, rather than corning out as Robert
Cray redult, Malone, in tunes like "Home
Alone" and "You're Touching Me the
Wrong Way," more closely recalls the late
Z.Z. Hill. This is as much soul music as
blues, though it's the Southern soul of
Hill's last label, Malaco, and Stax, where
such distinctions are blurred.
Malone is astrong, believable singer;
IGTDIM has the same raw energy as the
other two discs, but this kind of music is
less forgiving of tuning imperfections
(I'm being kind here), and the production falls into that netherland between
live and studio that fails to serve the
music.
But, hey, give the kid abreak. If, like
Dad and R.L. Burnside, he's in it for the
long haul, he's got time and talent for
many great records to come.
—Michael Ross
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In the notes to Hands On Percussion, Hilton Ruiz, a Puerto Rican pianist who
became known decades ago playing
straight-ahead with Roland Kirk, talks of
the "extra energy" you find when you
add Latin to what he calls "regular jazz."
He shows us what he means on such
numbers as Duke Ellington's '40s masterpiece "Cottontail," atune based on "I
Got Rhythm," which in Ellington's arrangement featured Ben Webster. It's a
remarkable example of Ellington's pre-bop
style. Ruiz makes it his own by adding the
top three young Latin percussionists on
the scene, by writing fast solo passages
derived in part from the original, and by
letting tenor saxophonist David Sanchez
wail in his own blues-driven style. His
own neatly articulated solo makes the
question of merging bop and Latin seem
merely academic. The new music is just
there.
It wasn't always that way. After Dizzy
Gillespie helped popularize Afro-Cuban
jazz in the '40s, many groups threw in a
generic mambo every third number,
sometimes adding a bongo player who
lurked around the edges of the stage
sounding tame and looking alittle foolish.
That's changed. Musicians like Hilton
Ruiz are now equally comfortable with
jazz and the various Latin rhythms, and
they're confidently building on what
Mongo Santamaria and Tito Puente have
done in previous decades. Their arrangements are more sophisticated—the trumpets do more than shriek—their rhythms
more authentic and exciting. New stars
are emerging: the rhythm section of Andy
Gonzalez, Berroa, Berrios, and Hidalgo
may seem inevitable to fans who have
been following Latin jazz—as inevitable,
and as accomplished, as the Blue Note
sections from the '60s. The drummers
are featured on "Manenguitos Way."
Ruiz features Tito Puente on timbales
on the opener, Charlie Parker's "Ornithology," and Puente plays vibes in his
particularly uncluttered, pure-sounding
style on the next tune, an elegantly moody
"Round Midnight."
Ruiz is the other soloist: he's always
been an exciting pianist, and now he
seems more lyrical as well as more focused
and clear—a better editor, perhaps. He's
also afine bandleader, as the ensemble
sound of Hands On Percussion proves.
It helps that the session was recorded
well. The stage is framed by the percussionist, with the rest of the band set back
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abit in center, except when one instrument comes forward for a solo. The
ensemble sounds tight, but all the strands
are cleat Jazz fans will admire Hands On
Percussion for its variety, intelligent repertoire, and rhythmic life. They might also
see it as the way of the future.
—Michael Ullman

POPULAR
LAURIE ANDERSON: Bright Red
Warner Bros. 45534-2 (CD). Brian Eno, Laurie
Anderson, prods.; Kevin Killen, eng. AAD.
TT: 52:27
LAURIE ANDERSON: The Ugly One with
the jewels
Warner Bros. 45847-2 (CD). Laurie Anderson,
prod.; Ben Fenner, eng. AAD. TT: 70:59

Maybe André Agassi's right: image is everything. In Bright Red, Laurie Anderson displays a facile rapport with pop culture
that puts Weird Al Yankovic to shame. In
The Ugly One with the Jewels, she spins tales
in away that would make Garrison Keillor
proud. And yet because she dresses in
black and writes "occupation: performance
artist" on her tax return, she's been stuck
with this Knitting-Factory-meets-Vanity
Fair rep. That's too bad. She's alot more
fun, and alot more serious, than that.
On Bright Red, Anderson makes it clear
that she's been listening to more than
Meredith Monk. One minute she's making allusions to Springsteen's a-guy-anda
-girl-and-a-car world-view, the next it's
to the kind of people who see the world
through the frame of an Annie Dillard
book. One minute it's Peter Arnett's Persian Gulf play-by-play, the next it's the
Owl and the Pussycat revisited.
But Anderson's jambalaya of pop-culture references is fully digested and sharply focused. Loss is her theme here: death,
lost loves, broken connections, and, most of
all, lost innocence. "When my father died
it was like awhole library had burned
down," she says almost too matter-of-factly.
This may sound like adrag, but Anderson is too dryly funny to let Bright Red
degenerate into an angstfest The album's
centerpiece, "Tightrope," begins with the
line "Last night Idreamed Idied," followed
immediately by "and that my life had been
rearranged into some kind of theme park."
badaBoom.
The words, haunting though they may
be, are only half the story. Eno and Anderson manage to almost capture the sounds
of adream, sprinkling an ethereal sonic
canvas with the even spookier sounds of
the familiar. Beep-beep goes the VCR.
This is one piece of software that passes
JGH's goosebump test.
If you liked Spalding Grey's performance-a-log Swimming to Cambodia, you'll
like The Ugly One with the Jewels. For that
S
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Sister bands Belly (above, with Tanya Donnelly making eye contact) and Throwing Muses release
new records. Choices, choices...

matter, if you're aGeorge Carlin fan with
an open mind, you'll get off on it. Once
you strip away the digital sound-effects
and Anderson's slightly detached demeanor, these stories stand on their own,
pulled along with real characters and real
narrative—even if they end without morals.
When you hear Anderson talk about her
dying grandmother's crisis of faith when
she can't decide if she should wear ahat to
the hereafter, it's hard to know whether
to laugh or cry. So you just do alittle of
both. Andy Kaufman, the subject of one
of the stories, would've loved it.
In one way or another, the stories are
all about culture clash, but Anderson
doesn't play it for cheap laughs. It's no less
strange for her to put clear plastic discs in
her eyes than it is for the members of the
last Mayan tribe to think her contact lenses were precious jewels, so valuable that
they had to be carefully hidden.
Even if you're skeptical about the
music, buy these—especially Bright Red—as
demo discs. The soundstage may be artificial, but it's more convincing than any virtual-reality ride I've been on, with instruments appearing outside the edges of my
speakers and behind my rear wall.
Anderson's voice is close-miked, the percussion is both palpable and areal test of
your system's midbass dynamics, and the

Laurie Anderson has two new albums out.
Allen St. John reviews them.
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synths and guitars provide abackdrop of
sound—real aural wallpaper, if you will.
The sound is creepy-good.
Don't be scared off by Anderson's
avant-garde trappings—you don't need a
note from Karen Finley to get in. As for
Laurie, maybe she can land aguest spot
on Married... With Children. —Allen St. John
BELLY: King
Sire 45833-2 (CD). Glyn Johns, prod.; Jack
Joseph Puig, eng. AAD? TI': 45:02
THROWING MUSES: University
Sire 45796-2 (CD). Throwing Muses. prods.;
Trina Shoemaker, eng. AAD? TT: 48:35

Notes on an idea for atreatment for asitcom pilot: Two teenage girls, best friends,
inseparable, as close as Big Sister and Little Sistet They hang together so mach that
her Mom and her Dad (or was it the other
way around?) start dating, get married, and
they really do became Sisters. (Note: Get
Dean Jones to play the father.)
Big Sister and Little Sister start aband
and get arecording contract and rave reviews in Option. Little Sister (she's the cute
one) feels smothered, so—after abrief fling
with another mostly girl band—she starts
her own group. Mom and Dad get divorced.
Meanwhile, Big Sister gets abrain tumor, but gets better. Little Sister's band
ends up on the cover of Rolling Stone. Big
Sister gets married, hangs with Michael
Stipe, and sells enough records to pay the
mortgage on the farmhouse. And they all
live happily ever after.
Back to real life. In this evening's performance, Big Sister will be played by
Kristen Hersh of Throwing Muses, while
Tanya Donnelly of Belly will play Little
Sister. And although they play different
sides of the street—Belly has cachet with
hip 15-year-olds, Throwing Muses enjoys
the Alternative Elder Statesman mantle—
there's adistinct, urn, family resemblance
between these two albums.
Both University and King project astrong
pop sensibility. Although they probably
wouldn't admit it now, Hersh and Don231
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nelly probably both wore out their copies
lots of reverb and tremolo, but the basic
sound, whether acoustic or electric (the
of the Bangles' All Over the Place The thing
album is halfnhalf), is refreshingly clean
is, while Kristen was listening to the Veland spacious, without harshness, and
vet Underground, Tanya snuck off for a
Isaak's minimal arrangements always
fix of Katrina and the Waves.
sound classically tight. Recommended, for
The result is that, even though Hersh
has an even greater gift for melody than
ex-lovers only.
—Richard Lehnert
her Hot Property ex-step, she steadfastly
MICHAEL JACKSON: HIStory
refisses to do the rhythm thing. There's no
Epic E2K 59000 (2 gold CDs), E3 59000 (3
speed control on her metronome. So it's
LPs). Michael Jackson, Quincy Jones, Bill BotDonnelly's willingness to bounce between
trell, Teddy Riley, Jimmy Jam, Terry Lewis, Dalballads and rockers, coupled with her
las Austin, R. Kelly, David Foster, Bruce Swemore compliant voice, that's sold about a
dien, Rene, prods.; many, many engs. ?DD. TI':
billion Belly records. But it's horses for
2:28:49
courses—the Belly album is for the drive
Who's bad? When it comes to pop muto the beach, Throwing Muses for the
So how come Mr. Well-Adjusted is still Forever
Blue? Chris Isaak's fifth album is more of the
sic, Michael Jackson is hard to ignore.
late-night slog back home.
same—thank God.
Who had more power? Elvis? The BeaBoth albums also include lyric sheets,
des? Consider this: Mike married E's
so Ican say with full critical assurance
Orbison is likely to get: listen to Isaak
daughte4 and he owns the publishing
that Idon't have the slightest idea what
any of these words mean. "I don't like you,
shout "Look at all you lucky people / rights to the Beatles songs. When you also
think of all the things you do /Look at all
consider his 25-year reign on the pop
but you're my only hope /I'm not talking
charts, calling him the "King of Pop" bethat's the radio /Look at me Imelt snow!"
you happy people /Wish Icould be like
gins to look like simple fact rather than
riddles Big Sister in "Fever Few." "Low
you." It's every lonely kid who ever loved
hangs the moon inside this room /So that
and lost—or never even had achance to
marketing hyperbole.
win—trying to get it through his/her
This collection, originally conceived as
I'm awitness when you Judas my heart,"
acned skull that the worst has already hapagreatest-hits album, is really two releascounters the Cute One. Whether it's poetry or aNoam Chomsky linguistics expened and there's nothing to be done
es: a greatest-hits compilation and an
about it.
album of new material. The hits have
periment is in the ear of the behearer.
The sound on both of these records is
In this vein, the songs themselves are as
been digitally remastered and sound betperfectly simple—or as simply perfect—as
ter than ever. It's no exaggeration to state
the track with a single instrument; but
once the song proper starts, there's not
anything Isaak's done in the pasr, they're
that some of these songs, especially those
much white space. University is a little
little masterpieces of popaaft. The tide
from Off the Wall and Thriller, have been
more straightforward sonically—you can
song sounds like aballad Elvis might have
so radically improved as to almost sound
recorded for his first RCA album—the
like new material. The gold CDs are contell the guitars from the synths, but neither cuts it as areference disc.
follow-up to "Love Me Tender," maybe—
sistently hotter and more dynamic than
The music's adifferent story. Even if the
with lines delivered so quietly, so unafthe vinyl, but, no surprise, the vinyl gets
networks don't pick up the sitcom idea, if fectedly, that they sneak in the back door
the edge in soundstaging and warmth.
and echo around the house for days: "No
The three-LP box has the full-sized
you're in the mood for some pure pop
'90s style, give Kristen and Tanya aspin.
reason left for living, still there's alot to do."
booklet, however, and it's really some—Allen St. John
Didn't the Dalai Laina say that? Whatever,
thing. Its 52 pages of glossy, color photos
half the time these songs sound so classic
and details are enough to satisfy the most
that Ikeep suspecting Isaak's stumbled on
rabid MJ fan. The CD booklet is a
CHRIS ISAAK: Forever Blue
acache of long-lost Felice and Boudleau
Reprise 45845-2 (CD only). Erik Jacobsen,
shrunken imitation.
prod.; Mark Needham, eng. AAD. TI': 40:00
Bryant tunes. The other half of the time
Nor is there much to complain of as to
they go down so easily Ican't believe anysong selection on the hits disc (CD 1, LP
Chris Isaak's only ever done one thing—
thing's happening at all.
sides 1-3). The essential solo material
loss—but he sure does it well. In fact,
With lines like "Return the love you
("Billie Jean," "Beat It," "Rock With You,"
Forever Blue just might be his best record
took from me," Isaak makes it all sound
etc.) is all there, and the pace is excellent.
yet—just as San Francisco Days was two years
so timelessly simple because, in his
Regardless of what you think about his
ago. Isaak's talent for accessing that croonworld, it is: his girlfriend leaves him, or
material, the KOP is definitely the most
ing, lonely, blue place—timeless, archetyphe leaves her, and there's never an explameticulous craftsman in the business.
al, and heartfelt if you're abeliever, trite,
nation—just the endless pain of loss. But
These songs are like highly polished gems—
soppy, and hopelessly romantic if you're
the almost total absense of thought in
accessible and aimed at the mainstream,
not—works so well probably because it's
Isaak's songs—no hint of exhaustive Joni
but loaded with creativity and sparkle.
the real thing. As Isaak himself says, he is
Mitchell/Paul Simon/Bob Dylan analyThe new material (CD 2, LP sides
ahopeless romantic.
sis here, let alone PJ Harvey's grim half4-6) offers Mf sresponse to all the recent
His singing is still agin-dear distillation
gainers into the psychosexual abyss—does
turmoil in his personal life. Though it
of the best of Roy Orbison, early Elvis, the
not diminish them at all. Instead, Isaak's
sounds wounded and defensive, his artistry
Everlys, Tim Buckley, Jesse Colin Young,
perfect balance of the general and the poicarries most of the material with his usual
even Jim Morrison at his most haunting,
gnandy evocative becomes, in effect, a spirit and style. "Scream," his hit duet with
with aside trip to John Lee Hooker via
soundtrack for the listener's own emosister Janet, is pointed and edgy; the conGeorge Thorogood ("Baby Did a Bad
tional drama—and ideal for emotional catroversial "They Don't Care About Us"
Bad Thing"). To Isaak's credit, all of these
tharsis. There's athin line between the
(which Jackson agreed to re-record to exproudly worn influences mesh perfectly.
simplistic and the universal; Isaak erases it.
cise offensive, allegedly anti-Semitic lyrics)
But these days he takes more chances in
Forever Blue is Isaak's fifth album, and his
is urgent and compelling; and the funky,
his singing. "Go Walking Down There"
first without longtime lead guitarist James
hip-hop—laden "This Time Around" shows
constitutes as close to ayowl of existential
Calvin Wilsey', but his trademark sound
that Mike means business.
Sartre= nausea as someone spending his
seems not to have changed or suffered at
"Stop fudcire with me," Jackson warns in
life attempting to raise the ghost of Roy
all. (Isaak now plays lead himself) Still
"Scream." In "This Time Around" he snarls,
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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"I'm takin' no shit" The message is dear: 6
the tabloids, extortion attempts, and media
hounds have got the KOP seriously agitated. e
Elsewhere, "Stranger In Moscow" is a 1
fine slice of modern pop with moody,
lonesome lyrics and agreat mix, while the
version of Charlie Chaplin's "Smile" is utterly charming. The perfect closer for the
album, "Smile" is neither maudlin nor
overstated, offering just the right combination of determination and melancholy.
Pop music like this is not intended to
be art for the ages, or expected to reveal
great truths or insights. At its best, it's
Van Morrison's affable new album (his 25th) is
entertaining, has an infectious beat, and
called Days Like This. Less is more, Van.
actually says something. Michael Jackson
does that better than almost anyone. Does
(his Kings Road boutique "Sex" was
that make him the King? According to
London's early mass-market purveyor of
HIStmy, it does.
—Carl Baugher
bondage trousers and Vivienne Westwood
gear) to marketing sexual confusion
(Adam Ant, the New Romantic moveMALCOLM McLAREN: Paris
ment, Derek Jarman, under-age Burmese
No! Gee/Street 314524 107 2A (2 CDs). Lee
chanteusies) and, most visibly, sex-and-AtGorman, Malcolm McLaren, Robin Miller,
prods.; Lee Gorman, eng.; Steve Barney Chase,
titude (The Sex Pistols).
mix. TI': 108:38
So it's no surprise that he looks at the
City of Light, which the rest of the world
views as acity of lovers pretty much perEver since this Eraser-headed, narcissistic,
sonified in the classic snap "Le Baiser," as
self-appointed Scots answer to James Bond
the City of Sex. Mean sex, no less. ("Seeing
leapt into the intersection of art, fashion,
those short hairs so close /And smelling
and commerce as resolutely as, er, "painter" Julian Schnabel (recently spotted in
the stale odor of scent and sweat... /Iwas
overcome with desire," he growls in the
New York's SoHo done up in black and
beret, releasing an album with the aim of opening track. "Love is just adrag," he
"doing for New York what Lou Reed did
concludes.) Along the same lines, his view
for Berlin"), he's been aright little backof jazz and early 20th-century classical
stage money-machine, first as amanager,
music (the professed conceit behind the
concept) holds as much water as Kato
now center stage.
1Caelin—but hey, like that's okay. All those
Egoiste. In Paris, McLaren, like Schnainnocents abroad who buy Victor/Victoria's
bel, stands revealed as essentially worthless
as aperforming artist: His "vocal work" is James Garner and Julie Andrews as the
apotheosis of "Le Jazz Hot" (Gay Parer as
spoken word, and in also trying to do Lou
Reed doing Berlin (is this atrend?), he
Vegas, essentially, headlined by Madonna
minus pasties) will buy Paris by the buckcomes across like William Burroughs with
et. The tourist trade and the newly Comalisp and an adenoid problem. As usual,
McLaren's debt to his side people—here, a mon Market: maybe that's why newly
French studio quartet who can and do
elected neo-French president Jacques
successfully emulate Art Blakey, Eric
Chirac signed up McLaren to pen his camSatie, Sting, Juliette Greco, and Serge Gainspaign theme song.
bourg's Eurotrash pop track simulating
In the face of such marketing nouvelle,
three minutes of modulated erotic breaththank God the pickup band had amind of
ing in what's essentially aplace-specific
its own—like ace studio musicians stuck on
sound collage—is the one he owes to everycommercial gigs around the world—and
one he's staged or managed or promoted
snuck in all the licks worth alisten. You
(The New York Dolls, Adam Ant, the
can hear the good stuff: jazz trumpet, key"succes du scandale" Bow Wow Wow,
board development in the style of Debussy,
the Sex Pistols): they do the heavy lifting,
Afro-Cuban rhythm, acheeky quote from
he takes the bow. Typically, guest artists
Sting—on the nine-track instrumental mix
such as Catherine Deneuve, another
CD that comes with the US release.
non-singer, take star turns.
—Beth Jacques
In sum, Paris crystallizes out to no more
than anicely crafted example of commerVAN MORRISON: Days Like This
cial music: an artificial construct, not stylPolydar 31452 7307 2(CD only). Van Morrison,
ish but stylized; amarketable concept, a
Phil Coulter, prods.; Mick Glossop, Walter
Samuel, Brian Masterson, engs. AAD? TT:
soundtrack, not art.
58:06
On the other hand, today's High
Priests of Art are MBAs, and McLaren
wrote that book by hand. Coupling niche
Maybe Van Morrison should take two
marketing with Rupert Murdoch's classic
years between albums instead of crankdictum ("Sex sells"), he moved ziplessly,
ing out his usual annual biscuit. Fat pared
you might say, from moving sexy clothes
off, last year's two-CD ANight in San FranSTEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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cisco would have made agreat single-disc
release; and though Too Long in Exiles
what-the-hell looseness was one of the
brighter sides of the road in summer '93,
the album would have been no less than
perfect as a45-minute LP instead of the
78-minute grab-bag the CD was.
Likewise Days Like This, which could
have stood some heavy editing. Van's covers of "You Don't Know Me" and "I'll
Never Be Free" would have worked just
fine but for the fact that he duets with his
daughter, Shana Morrison, whose singing
can be most kindly described as amateurish. (Evidently Dad doesn't let Shana
near his own songs.) "Songwriter," anew
low in Morrison's writing, boasts deathless lines like "Get the words on the page/
Please don't call me asage /I'm asongwriter Ican put it in words /I'm asongwriter and it's not for the birds." Uh, sing
it, Van—and while you're at it, trim off
Brian Kennedy's numbingly useless and
omnipresent backup-vocals-with-delusions-of-grandeur.
But toss bonehead moves like these
and you'd have one tight, solid record of
Morrison originals as good as anything
he's done in the last 20 years. In the gently upbeat "No Religion," Van reverses his
usual mystic mutterings (I love 'em) to
tell us, "It's so cruel to expect the savior to
save the day /And there's no religion here
today," and that "Well Icleaned up my
diction, Ihad nothing left to say." And
except for Morrison's not-quite-ept alto
sax, the meditative "Melancholia," "Underlying Depression," and the tender lovesong "In the Afternoon" could have been
outtakes from Wavelength (that's good). That
comfortable old medium-tempo Morrison groove—like wearing aleather coat
older than you are—is by now so wellworn that, hearing songs like this, you
realize you could be listening to almost
any Van album of the last two decades. If
you loved it before, you'll love it again.
The title song is perfect vintage Van—
all confidence, swing, and effortless
soul—but the basically acoustic "Ancient
Highway" constitutes the album's hidden
treasure. Harking all the way back to the
dark, Celtic pastoralism of 14•edon Fleece
(1974), this nine-minute sprawl of freewheeling, Whitmanesque images is the
only song on Days Like This that sounds
as if it was important to Morrison.
Evidently Morrison can't be bothered to
write his own arrangements anymore—Pee
Wee Ellis does those chores nowadays, and
they do sound like classic Morrison horn
charts. Van plays harp, sax, piano, B-3, and
acoustic and electric guitars, but none of
that matters when you listen to that voice—
it's in as good ashape as ever, and Ican still
listen to it all day long.
The sound is that of the last dozen or so
Morrison albums: warm analog, burnished
horns, amocked-up soundstage so easy to
listen to that it sounds utterly natural and
235

utterly artificial all at once—Morrison's
own brand of subtle slickness.
All in all, Days Like This sounds as if Van
Morrison made His Next Album in his
sleep during anight of damn good dreams.
Here's hoping that when he wakes up he'll
kick out all those musical yes-men and
-women, ready for abrand-new start. I'll
be waiting.
—Richard Lehnert

Longtime Pink Floyd album designer
Storm Thorgerson's packaging concept
for pulse. is top-dog. The two CDs are
enclosed within the covers of a hardbound book filled with concert photos
and credits, the book in turn enclosed in
asturdy slipcase no thicker than aregular
two-disc box. What makes the packaging
unique is the little red LED in the box's
spine that pulses (so to speak) continuously (or at least until the batteries run
AARON NEVILLE: The Tattooed Heart
down—I'm still waiting for that to hapA&M 31454 0349 2 (CD). Steve Lindsey, Keith
pen). People (like me) who live with
Stegall, prods.; Gabe Veltri, eng. AAD. TI':
Great title, but Aaron Neville's The Tattooed
54:45
jewelboxes strewn about the floor will
Heart plays it too safe.
find that LED really handy. If you're one
Folks who've come by The Big Fasy's
of those people who insist on storing
Aaron Neville recently will most likely recstyle, and the absolute best track—like
CDs on ashelf or in acabinet, this packognize his delicate, modulated tenor only
finding aFabergé egg in abunch of thisage could present some problems: to
as the voice behind awhole bunch of bigand-that at aflea market—is saved for last:
make room for the two AA batteries, the
ticket car commercials, the Northwest Air"Crying in the Chapel," which couples a box was made larger than astandard CD
lines campaign, "Some People Know How
simple solo vocal with subtle arrange- jewelbox by 1
/"all the way around.
4
to Fly," and a 1993 Christmas TV specment and flawless production.
We've heard these songs before, and
tacular with fellow New Orleans Big Ka—Beth Jacques
we'll probably continue to hear them
huna, gun-totin' vocalist, and nouveau
long after the band has disbanded for
swing-band leader Harry Connick, Jr.—
good; but for first-generation Floydoids
PINK FLOYD: p.u.Ls.e
easily 25 years his junior.
Columbia C2K 67065 (2 CDs). David Gilmour,
and Floyds-come-lately alike, p.u.Ls.e is a
prod.; James Guthrie, prod, eng. AAD? TT:
With the exception of the Dennis
must-have.
—Steve Stoner
227:53
Linde-penned power R&B track "Down
into Muddy Water," which rocks out like
PRIMUS: Tales from the Punchbowl
Moon Martin's classic "Bad Case of Loving
Pink Floyd are just about the best at makInterscope 92553-1 (2 LPs), -2 (CD). Primus,
prods.; Primus, Tun Solyan, engs. Ti': 54:08
You," the first two-thirds of The Tattooed
ing the most out of 20-some-years-old
Heart are really more of the same: easysongs while raking in aton of money and
to-take, easy-listenin' "smooch" music
still managing to have fun. pulse, their
Always mindful of the power of self-depfrom the pens and production of half of latest live release, proves that the Floyd
recation and negative marketing (d ZapCalifornia's '70s-era studio musicians and
have lost nothing musically over the
pa's "No Commercial Potential" campro songwriters: Andrew Gold, Waddy
years. It also doesn't hurt (though it could
paign), Primus adopted "Primus Sucks"
Wachtel (guitar on "Try (A Little Hardhave) that the four-member '70s outfit
early on as acatchphrase. Don't believe it.
er)"), Greg Prestopino, and '90s revisionist
(less Roger Waters) has grown for this
This is one of the most talented, techniFranne Gold. Going down like apitcher of album to an entourage of 11 musicians and
cally accomplished groups in popular
Bailey's and cream, NC-17-rated and
singers (including the remaining three
music. True, they've always offered asense
smoothly executed romantic ballads and
original members).
of willful perversion and intentional
yearning torch songs such as "Can't Stop
Disc one is a mix of the old ("Asclownishness—especially in Claypool's lyrMy Heart from Loving You" and "Beautronomy Domine"), the new ("What Do
ics and imagery. But the real achievement
tiful Night" easily establish Neville as the
You Want from Me"), and the middleof Primus is more basic: they're endlessly
'90s incarnation ofJohnny Mathis or Nat
aged Floyd ("Shine On, You Crazy Diaentertaining, and never more so than on
King Cole—a must at prom time and all
mond," "Hey You"). It ends with an uninthis new album.
through the summer makeout season.
spired token version of "Another Brick in
It's impossible to confuse Primus with
Persevere to the bitter end, however,
the Wall (Part Two)," from Roger
any other rock band. Their lurching,
and you'll discover Neville making good
Waters' autobiographical epic, The Wall—
rhythmic right angles often suggest an
on the early promise of "Muddy Water":
listenable but not outstanding.
updated version of Captain Beefheart's
complex, good-time tunes like Bill
Disc two is the real treat, and alone is
Magic Band. Jerking along like awagon
Withers' "Use Me," packed with crossworth the price of the whole set: the
with aflat-edged wheel, Primus is buoyed
rhythms, energy, and harmonized vocal
complete, live Dark Side of the Moon will
by Claypoors popping, snapping bass. He
fireworks, courtesy of three of his Neville
take you back (if you're old enough) to
drives the music with skill, invention,
Brothers Band-mates (Art, Cyril, and
the days of marathon outdoor concerts, tieand an almost manic sense of energy. But
Charles). Naturally enough, most of these
dyed shirts, and other items better left
this trio is no one-man show. They play as
tracks were cut at Nashville's meaty Sound
unmentioned here. At the end of "Eclipse,"
if with one mind, resembling athree-headStage Studio, with awhole different boatGilmour says, "Takes you back, doesn't it?"
ed sea serpent in both concept and exeload of sinewy session players who sound,
I'm not sure if he's talking to the audience
cution. (The sea and sailing are recurring
in contrast to the proficient CD101-Lite of as much as he is to himself—I think it's
Primus themes.) What's most impressive,
many of the earlier tracks, like they're
safe to say the majority of the crowd was
however, is that these guys are playing
enjoying the hell out of what they're
still in diapers when Dark Side was first
some seriously difficult music. Judging
doing.
released. Encores include a great singby their exuberance, they're also having a
Critically acclaimed but popularly
along version of "Wish You Were Here"
helluva good time doing it.
adulated pretty much only for his 1966
(I wonder whether anostalgic Gilmour is
More adventurous than Pork Soda, with
solo, Tell It Like It Is, A&M is obviously
singing this song to Roger Waters or to
more range and depth, Punchbowl is not
playing Aaron Neville's The Tattooed Heart
founding member Sid Barrett, to whom
for the traditional or timid listener. Casual
real safe. Most of the release takes dead
the song was originally written) and a Primus fans may find this one alittle out
aim at the crossover market, afew tracks
there, but serious aficionados should have
slow, almost draggy version of the perenspring from the classic Neville Brothers
nial crowd pleaser, "Comfortably Numb."
no trouble taking to it. Larry Lalonde
236
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nical accomplishments and also happen to
have ataste for the offbeat and bizarre, you
may be ready for Talesfrom the Punchbowl. If
not, don't sweat it. Primus sucks.
—Carl Baugher
WILCO :A.
M.
Sire 45857-2 (
CD). Brian Paulson, Wilco, prods.;
engs. TT: 44:44

Primus sucks, according to Primus, but Tales
from the Punchbowl is their best yet. From left:
Tim Alexander, Larry Lalonde, Les Claypool.

enjoys an expanded role here as he continues to grow as aguitarist In fact, one
of the few complaints I have of this
album is that "Southbound Pachyderm"
fades out on his guitar solo.
Lyrically, Primus's world is one of big
brown beavers, flying elephants, and adolescent jokes that will leave you cackling
or clucking. The words can easily be set
aside, however, in lieu of the music, which
is complex, rhythmically challenging, and
tricky as hell. Try playing "Year of the
Parrot" with your garage band, boys'n'girls.
Sonically, the LP thunders compared to the
CD, but the CD booklet has all the lyrics,
which are almost impossible to make out
otherwise.
But if you can appreciate Primus's tech-

Wilco, aquartet derived from the suddenly defunct Uncle Tiipelo, make ingratiating, at times intoxicating, country rock.
Band leader Jeff Tweedy has aknack for
simple melodies and enticing hooks.
Many of these tunes lack only the heavyrotation exposure that good, old-fashioned Payola used to provide. Perhaps
this explains the album's title, though I
suspect it has more to do with A.M.
standing for the dawning of anew day.
The bulk of the performances here get
under your skin one way or another. Try
the neo-Young/Crazy Horse powerchorder "Shouldn't Be Ashamed," the
banjo-driven breakdown of "That's Not
the Issue," or the stutter-stepping "Too Far
Apart," though they could have forgone
the shameless remake of "Honky Tonk
Woman" ("Casino Queen") and the tiibute-to-Roger-McGuinn vocal on "It's Just
That Simple" that winds up sounding more
like Mike Love. Then again, you're not
likely to mistake Tweedy the lyricist for
Hank Williams, let alone Erskine Caldwell.

What separates Wilco from Uncle Tupelo is emphasis. Jay Farrar, Tweedy's U.T.
song-writing partner, brought country
veneer to the marriage, while Tweedy
supplied the rock. A.M. is less refined than
Tupelo's 1993 major-label debut/swan
song, Anodyne. The vocals are grittier, the
backbeat punchier, the overall sound looser and more spontaneous. The recording is
reasonably detailed, too—you can pick out
every note the three and sometimes four
guitars are playing, as well as the occasional phased whoosh and stereo gimmickry.
In all, you can easily find yourself swaying to the songs on AM Just don't expect
the earth to shake.
—David Prince
S
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BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
AT HI-FI '95
Editor:
Iwould like Stereophiles readers to note the
unfortunate omission of Balanced Audio
Technology as an Exhibitor in the recent
Best Sound at the Show published results
[August '95, p.127]. Balanced Audio Technology's room received the third highest
numerical score in the visitors' balloting.
With Ambrosia Audio and Video's support, we were able to assemble a$25,000
system—centered around the Balanced Audio Technology VK-5 preamplifier and the
VK-60 power amplifiers—that more than
held its own with the Show's "cost-noobject" systems.
This positive reception by Hi-Fi '95
attendees, combined with many accolades
for Best Sound at the Show at the Winter
CES (see the April'95 Stereophile, for example), certainly substantiates Balanced
Audio Technology's growing pre-eminence in the field of high-end audio.
Thanks for the opportunity to make this
correction, and to Maura Rieland and the
entire staff at Stereophile for putting on a
superb Show.
S
TEVE BEDNARSRI
Balanced Audio Technology
INFINITY COMPOSITION
PRELUDE
Editor:
Thank you for taking the time to so thoroughly investigate our newest loudspeakers. We were very pleased that Bob chose
to review the Composition Prelude Full
Range loudspeaker system as an audio
product in addition to his review for the
next Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. Our
intent was to create aloudspeaker that was
musically satisfying and could handle the
rigorous demands of reproducing film
soundtracks without compromise in its
ability to handle either task.
Since Infinity loudspeakers first began to
be incorporated into Home Theater systems, we have always maintained that if a
loudspeaker was designed properly, it
should be able to reproduce both music
and film soundtracks with equal proficiency. When we began the Compositions project, our strategy was to create a loudspeaker system that could accomplish this
goal better than any product in our line.

C OMMENTS

VVVVVVVVV

Extensive market research showed us that,
visually, the loudspeakers should blend
into their environment when placed next
to atelevision in aHome Theater system,
yet have an unparalleled appearance when
used on their own as the centerpiece of a
listening room. Not an easy challenge.
The design targets were extremely high
sensitivity, extremely wide bandwidth,
simple installation, and exquisite appearance—all without breaking the bank. This
would allow for aloudspeaker system that
would be compatible with awide range of
associated components and be able to
reproduce the subtleties of music and the
demands of film soundtracks with equal
dexterity. Our intent was that this system
be ready for new formats as well, such as
5.1 digital systems, without going back to
the drawing board. As Bob discovered in
his review, accomplishing this objective
required pushing the envelope of conventional wisdom in loudspeaker design.
Regarding Bob's reservation regarding
the opportunities for Stereophile readers to
receive ademonstration under ideal conditions, please let me assure your readers
that the Composition Series is sold only
by highly qualified Infinity retailers who
are thoroughly trained by Infinity personnel. Although we do manufacture awide
range of products that are sold through a
wide range of retailers, products like our
IRS Series and Composition Series are
reserved for aselect group of Infinity retailers who are skilled at presenting our premium products.
And by the way, Bob, enjoy them. Idid
the same thing. After living with the same
loudspeakers in my home since 1979, I
finally replaced them recently with acomplete Compositions system. My wife, who
loves music and cinema as much as Ido, is
delighted. Ifinally achieved Wife Acceptance Factor (WAF) in my system without sacrifice!
MITCH W ITTEN
VP, Product Development, Infinity Systems
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRGO
Editor:
Thank you, Michael Fremer and John
Atkinson, for such an entertaining and
thorough review. It is Audio Physic's goal
to make the most musical audio products
possible, and we feel that science is atool

•

•

•

V

•

to use toward this goal. This type of
review, where measurements explain listening impressions, not only confirmsOur
efforts, but is also most informative for
your readers.
Thank you also for reporting your success with Audio Physic's speaker-placement method. As MF explains, this technique embodies years of research of room
acoustics and human hearing. We believe
that critical speaker placement can yield
even greater benefits than is commonly
believed, and we hope your description
will inspire audiophiles to experiment.
Incidentally, all Audio Physic dealers have
been trained in this method of speaker
placement.
Very soon an Eprom for the Virgo will
be ready for the LISA DSP [reviewed in
Stereophile, Vol.17 No.11, p.169], which
operates between CD transport and D/A
converter. This will offer textbook frequency and phase response for the Virgo
when played with adigital source.
JOACHIM GERHARD
ALLEN PERKINS
President, Audio Physic Owneç Immedia
CARY AUDIO DESIGN
CAD-300SEI
Editor:
Iam honored, and must admit that Ihave
asmile on my face, as you folks allow me
the opportunity to share my views on the
Cary CAD-300SEI integrated amplifier
review. The joy of reading about one of
my single-ended audio designs goes beyond the product itself. The true celebration of the review is the public praise and
glory of the musical experience revealed
by the man who recently wrote the book
on high-end audio: Mt Robert Harley.
Ihad viewed Bob as an exacting, visionary engineer with an eye and ear for
the technical digital domain. Iwas also
aware that Bob was skeptical of singleended triode amplifiers—low power, much
less than straight-line-flat test-equipment
specs, and old technology. Imean, if a
Cary single-ended amp was going to have
an inescapable day in court, this was the
guy (RH) to convert, to issue adecided
positive verdict. As Iread Robert's words
in the earlier pages of the review, Iknew
for afact that he, like so many other critics, had never experienced aCary single239
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ended amplifier. When Bob states that
"the 300SEI communicated the music in
a way I'd never experienced before," I
knew we had another convert to the glorious musical experience provided by triode
single-ended amps. Now, if only Icould
get John Atkinson to spend abit of time
listening to high-fidelity products Cary
style...[/ am about to spend aweekend with
the 300SEI as this issue goes to press.—Ed.]
Well, enough of my smiles and formalities: Iwould like to address the topic of
compatible loudspeakers with low-power
triode single-ended amplifiers. Real-world
loudspeakers! Not some 10' high by 4' wide,
500 lb, 1954-vintage theater horn-loaded,
ear-bleeder relic that is sure to cause either
hearing loss or adivorce. Ihave over 38
years of experience listening to singleended amplifiers with conventional cone
loudspeakers. Ihave a vast resource of
related speaker experiences from the literally thousands of
Audio single-ended-amplifier owners all over the world.
First, alist of compatible loudspeaker
brand names that Ihave personally used
with low-power single-ended amps over
the last 10 years: ProAc, Monitor Audio,
Rogers, B&W, Infinity, KEF, Spica, Rosinanté, AR, Shahinian Acoustics, Snell,
Swans Baton, Audio Vector, Audio Artistry, Tannoy, Vandersteen 1B, Chapman
Sound, IClipsch, Celestion.
Additional loudspeakers in use with
Cary single-ended amplifiers as reported
from the field: Acoustic Energy, Altec
Lansing, Bose, Boston Acoustics, Camber,
Castle, Definitive Tech, Electrovoice,
Ensemble, Fried, Harbeth, Harmonic Precision, JBL, JMIab, Legacy, Linaeum,
NEAR, Pinnacle, Polk, PSB, RDL Acoustics, Signet, Sonus Faber, TDL, VMPS,
Westlake Audio, Wilson Audio, Yankee
Audio.
Many of these speaker brands have
some of the same attributes. There are
speakers in their lines that are stated as 8
ohm loudspeakers in the specs, when in
reality many of the models are actually
10, 11, and even 12 ohm loads over a
great portion of the spectrum. It is not as
critical afact what the spl rating is on a
loudspeaker as is the actual operating impedance. A loudspeaker with an actual operating impedance of from two to three
times the output impedance of the single-ended amplifier has been found to
yield the most favorable results.
On the topic of loudspeakers, Ifind
Robert Harley's listening results with the
Infinity Composition Prelude not too
dissimilar from the results Ihave been
experiencing over the last few months
using a dedicated self-powered subwoofer. My system at home is the following: The CAD-300SEI driving apair
of ProAc Response One Sfull-ranges on
24" stands spaced 8' apart and about 12'
from the listening position, and spaced
out 3' from the rear walls. The 300SEI
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995

has the optional subwoofer line-level-out
jacks connected to a"home-brew" 120W
self-powered solid-state single subwoofer
with an electronic crossover tuned for
60Hz. The sub is asingle unit with amixer
summing circuit for each channel. Ihave
the sub off to the side, firing across the
soundstage.
The advantages of this system are a
beautiful midrange bloom, ultrahigh frequency extension, and incredible imaging
not possible with floorstanding speakers,
along with atrue, realistic bass that does
not pull on the 11W output of the SEI. I
find that the simplistic two-way monitor
design is the most friendly to singleended tube audio amplifiers. Ihave also
found that it is ararity to have both realistic imaging, blooming mids, and extension along with true 20-30Hz bass in one
loudspeaker. We all know the laws of
physics—a thin, 7"-or-less-wide loudspeaker with 5" or 6" drivers cannot produce
true, concert-hall bottom end.
In my opinion, the best of both worlds
is ablend of the best of each technology:
single-ended, triode, zero-feedback amplifiers for the audio range of 60Hz-20kHz;
and adedicated, solid-state, high-current
amplifier with an electronic crossover to
cover the range of 14Hz-60Hz.
In the above example of my personal
audio system, please note that Iam running the 300SEI full range to the ProAcs.
Do not attempt to limit the range of the main
amplifiet The monitor speakers will not
produce the lower frequencies anyway, so
why attempt to eliminate them and spoil
the phase integrity of the presentation?
Another fact of reality with low-power
single-ended amps driving monitor loudspeakers is, if the amp does clip on the
extreme low frequencies, the monitors
will not reveal the clipped low-frequency
distortion. This is easily revealed if one
takes astorage freeze-frame 'scope and
monitors at the speaker posts of the monitor-size loudspeakers. You can turn up the
volume and observe clipping of the lowfrequency waveform and store the pattern
on the 'scope; but your ear did not have a
due, because the speaker did not play the
low frequencies. At the same time, many
of the small drivers used in atwo-way
monitor system go up to 20 or even 30
ohms at the extreme low frequencies. At
20-30 ohms, the amp is just swinging
voltage.
"Why bother?" you ask; read what
Robert Harley has to say about the realistic
beauty of the music presented with the
CAD-300SEI running the spectrum above
the current-hungry bass notes. In my opinion, the low-powered single-ended amplifier is unsurpassed in the realistic, nonfatiguing presentation of recorded music
in the all-important midrange and higher
octaves. The high-power, solid-state current welder is the guy for the bass below
60Hz.
WorldRadioHistory

Well, I'm sure I've used up my allotted
space for my Manufacturer's Comment.
In closing, Iwould like once again to
thank Stereophile and Robert Harley for the
integrity of their equipment reviews. Also,
my gratitude for the opportunity afforded
me to give afew of my views on triode
single-ended tube amplification. Oh, one
more item of interest: Ican go on with my
views and opinions as long as there is
music to be enjoyed.
DENNIS J. HAD
President, Cary Audio Design

AUDIO

ALCHEMY
VAC-IN-THE-BOX

Editor:
Thank you for the review of our VAC-inthe-Box (VITB) phono preamplifier.
Like Wes Phillips and Lonnie Brownell
in the August issue, we are happy Steven
Stone has had the opportunity to look at
another one of the members of our line
of analog products; they are often hidden
from the limelight due to the popularity
of our well-known DACs and jitterreduction devices.
The VITB was conceived as aproduct
to solve aspecific problem: that of the
phono preamplifier disappearing from
low- to mid- (and sometimes high-) priced
preamps, receivers, and integrated amps.
Even our own DLC preamp omits one!
However, with the increase in popularity
of vinyl, we recognized the need to provide phono capability for those cherished
discs. Our goal for the VITB, like that of
its namesake DITB (DAC-in-the-Box),
was to provide the least expensive highperformance, full-featured product available—a goal that Steve and John Atkinson
affirm we have achieved when they call
the VITB a"wonderful starter," "a giant
step forward in entry-level phono gear,"
and "a lot of performance at a very
affordable price."
Users will be happy to note that tightened Audio Precision testing standards
were put in place during the first production run, which ensure even closer adherence to the RIAA standard.
In conclusion, thanks for the wonderful review.
PETER M ADNICK
Vice President, Audio Alchemy
GOLD AERO DB45

Editor:
We would like to thank Stereophile and
Steven Stone for their time, effort, and
favorable comments concerning the Gold
Aero dB45 Signature.
In the review we found three items that
we feel require clarification and comment.
1) Output Impedance: Mr. Atkinson is
correct in his observation of the varying
output impedance, but this is not due to
his suspected cause of undersized coupling
capacitors. The dB45 does not have any
coupling capacitors, as it is aDC-coupled
circuit.
Gold Aero recommends using the dB45
241
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•ROTEL
•ROTEL
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•SANUS
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•STANDESIGN
•STAX
•STRAIGHT WIRE
•SUMIKO
•TARGET
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with preamps having input impedances as
low as 20k ohms with no loss of sound
quality or headroom.
2) Grounding: Mr. Atkinson comments
that the noise and hum levels are sensitive to grounding. Specifically, he states
that the dB45 did not perform well with
afloating source. In atypical system, the
output from the phono cartridge is floating; therefore, the dB45 is designed to
accommodate afloating source. We have
not had any problems with the connections in atypical listening environment.
We have, however, found that, when the
dB45 is connected to test equipment,
there is apossibility of aground loop, due
to most test equipment having aground
that is common to both the source and
the load (preamp). Since this is not the
real-world usage of any phono preamp,
we do not feel it is of any concern in
respect to the design or application of
such adevice.
3) RIAA accuracy: RIAA specifications
for the correct pre-emphasis and subsequent de-emphasis of adisc recording is
only specified from 20Hz to 20kHz.
Therefore, the equalization beyond this
bandwidth should not be included in any
evaluation of equipment where accuracy
is concerned. Even if you do calculate the
RIAA time constants out to infinity, the
dB45 matches within ldB until 80kHz.
Beyond 80kHz, the frequency response
does rise. This is caused by the amplifier
reaching unity gain, as mentioned by Mr.
Atkinson, coupled with the high gainbandwidth product of our amplifier
design.
Again, we would like to thank everyone involved for the wonderful review.
FRANK MORRIS
PETER RUSSELL
President
Chief of Engineering
Gold Aero

looking at aspectral-response curve with
a20kHz cutoff. Our wide-band suppression techniques and the non—music-correlated nature of the residual jitter help
ensure that performance improvements
are enjoyed in almost everyone's system.
(By the way, ST-type optical input is available for the DTI v2.0 as a$179 option.)
Again, thanks for the great review, and
keep up the good job of informing your
readers about this highly complex, but
critical, subject ofjitter.
PETER MADNICK
Vice President, Audio Alchemy

XL0

SIGNATURE SERIES
Editor:
Thanks to Stereophile and Jonathan Scull
for making September 1995 your XL0
issue! Not only are we grateful to Jonathan
for all of the very fine things he had to say
about our cables, but we're also tremendously complimented that Stereophile was
willing to devote so many of its pages to
not just reviewing our products, but to
publishing Jonathan's interview with me,
as well.
Ihave only two very small nits to pick:
When Jonathan, in his review of our
cables, comments that they sound different with different equipment, it could
seem that he's downplaying the fact that
that's what they're supposed to do. Every
product of every kind has its own particular sonic signature, and acable that didn't
let you hear it wouldn't be much of a
cable at all! We're very proud of the fact
that our cables sound "hard" on the hard
ones, "thin" on the thin ones, and "sweet"
on the sweet ones. If they didn't, they
couldn't sound as glorious as Jonathan says
they do on the truly glorious ones!
The other thing is that, even though I
know they were just intended as agentle
"tease," Iwonder ifJonathan's little jabs in
the interview about me being long-winded
should have made it into print. The fact of
the matter is that, to someone who doesn't
know me as. [NOTE: last 18 pages deleted—Ed].
ROGER E. SKOFF
President, XL0 Electric Co.

AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI V2.0
Editor:
We at Audio Alchemy sincerely appreciate Robert Harley's review of our DTI
v2.0. We believe that this, our third-generation jitter-reduction product (DTI,
DTI Pro, DTI v2.0), displays the products
of our research into what makes digital
MICHAEL YEE AUDIO PFE—I
audio sound better.
Editor:
As was alluded to in the DDE v3.0
Iwould like to thank Steven Stone and
review in the last issue, and as is conStereophile magazine for the review of the
firmed in this review, via an ideal interPFE-1. Ifeel that we and the product have
face (PS), DTI v2.0 can raise the perforbeen treated very fairly, and Iagree with
mance of the v3.0 several notches. Via
Mr. Stone's opinions regarding the sonic
S/PDIF, the v2.0 makes an audible percharacteristics of the PFE-1.
formance improvement on virtually all of
Unfortunately, this review period was
the transports and DACs Bob paired it
abad time for the PFE-1. Mr. Stone was
with. Though his listening-test results
the first to notice signs of aproblem (mimay not have corresponded in every case
crophone inputs), which we had not solved
with the measurements, they are consisuntil after the third piece was delivered.
tent with ours. The DTI v2.0, DTI•Pro,
The problem was asusceptibility to RF inand DTI•Pro 32 all reduce jitter over a terference that is experienced under some
very wide bandwidth. An absolute numconditions (perhaps Audio Precision's sigber just doesn't tell you enough about
nal generation?). In consideration of Mt
how the product will perform, nor does
Stone's time, we decided to not replace the
S
TEREOPHILE, S
EPTEMBER 1995
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review unit again after the problem was
solved. This RF susceptibility is probably
the reason for the bizarre test results. Ifeel
that the unit functioned fine in Mr. Stone's
system (as it did in our two test systems
here), since problems as serious as the test
results indicate would be very audible.
The PFE-1 represents many new types
of design ideas. The PFE-1 accomplishes
all of the gain—low-output moving-coil
to line-level—in one feedback loop. This
eliminates the multiplicative effect of distortions when adding stages of electronics; Ibelieve no other manufacturer attempts this. The open-loop gain is phasecompensated for the active RIAA equalization, which eliminates phase-summing
errors—a technique Ideveloped in the late
'70s. Of course, techniques were implemented to eliminate imaging distortions.
New ideas always represent some risk,
as large amounts of experience cannot be
used. We are happy to take some risks at
MYA to try to bring more value to "highend audio," as we feel that we do accomplish this result. Sometimes problems do
not show up until years into aproduct's
life (the PFE-1 has been in production
since early 1991), as experienced here. We
take full responsibility in our risk-taking, as
some of our customers can attest to. For
PFE-1 owners who did not send in their
warranty cards (PFE-ls with serial numbers lower than 400), rework to reduce RF
susceptibility is offered at no expense.
MICHAEL YEE
Michael Yee Audio
SUMO'S WEB SITE
Editor:
Iguess we just missed getting our Web
site up in time for Jason Chervokas to
spot it. You can find us at "http://emporium.turnpike.net/S/sumo/audio.htm"
or "http://emporium.turnpike.net/S/sumo/index.hdne if you need the full Unix
extension. Icreated the whole thing myself—I don't think there is abetter-looking audio site out there.
Also check out "Mike's Favorite
Links." There are some great music and
sound links there.
MICHAEL CUSTER
SUMO
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ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2440 Seward Hwy #C
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1
Tucson
Wilson Audio
5740 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
5236 Colodny Ave #101
Alhambra
Audio Video Mart
917 W. Valley Blvd
Anaheim
Dimensions In Home Theater
1026 N. Tustin Ave
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717-B University Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510-A Walnut St
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
AT Trade
250 N. Robertson Blvd #510
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy IC-3
Burlingame
Future Sound
851 California Dr #A
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Stereo One
5825 Gibbons Dr
Concord
The Sounding Board Stereo
1931 Market St
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
445 E. 17th St
Culver City
Armadillo & Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Doctor
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine &
Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
700 El Camino Real #180
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
Monterey Park
Hi Vi Audio
515 W. Garvey Ave
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
383 40th St #A
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
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Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
GNP Audio
1254 E. Colorado Blvd
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio &
Video
Rancho Las Palmas Shopping
Center
42-474 Bob Hope Dr
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
2901 W. 182nd St
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3627 Merrill Ave
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
Paradyme AudioNideo
1732 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Audio Excellence
528 Washington St
Performance Audio
2847 California St
San Francisco Sound &
Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Ultimate Sound
41 Grant Ave
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
733 Fourth St
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
12144 Ventura Blvd
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
17602 E. 17th St #106
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Ventura
Billy Bags
4147-A Transport St
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
1545 Locust St
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
6201 Topanga Canyon Blvd
COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd

Aurora
SoundTrack
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
Boulder
Eads News & Smoke Shop
1715 28th St
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Recycled Audio
1615 Pearl St
SoundTrack
1685 28th St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Tejon
Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
SoundTrack
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen Up #2
999 S. Logan St
Second Sound
1875 S. Broadway
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
SoundTrack
1298 W. Alameda Ave
SoundTrack
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Englewood
Gold Sound
4285 S. Broadway
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
4606 S. Mason St
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
2513 Belford
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E. County Line Rd
Littleton
SoundTrack
9350 W. Cross Dr
Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack, Pearce
Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
The Stereo Shop
505 Farmington Ave
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Simbury
The Audible Difference
462 Firetown Rd
DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
2423 Concord Pike
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
2882 N. Federal Hwy
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd ID-8

Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 U.S. 19 N.
Coral Gables
Sound Components
1533 Magruga Ave
Deerfield Beach
Audio Center
120 N. Federal Hwy
Hollywood
Hollywood Home Theater
Systems
1321 S. 30th Ave
Hollywood Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
World Book & News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
4160 Southside Blvd /7
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Margate
Stereo Shoppe
Peppertree Plaza
5446 W. Sample Rd
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
Dunwoody Hall Shopping
Center
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody
Rd
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Stereo &Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Camilla Dr
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184-A Waialae Ave
Classic Audio &Video
3027 Kaimuki Ave
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
307 E. Main St
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Music Direct
1304 W. Washington Ave
Van L. Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
900 N. Elston Ave
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
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Hinsdale
Audio Consultants
110 E. Ogden Ave
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
Peoria Heights
Sound of Peoria
924 E. Glen
INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
883 S. College Mall Rd
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
7127 W. Jefferson Blvd
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Lafayette
Sound Lab
3521 State Rd, 26 E.
Terre Haute
The Audio Connection
3684 U.S. Hwy 41 S.
Town South Plaza
IOWA
/Mended
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
3702 Beaver Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramophone, Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service &
Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramophone, Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Stereo Shop
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Bellingham
RDL Acoustics
26 Pearl St #15
Boston
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave

Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
QAudio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound & Music
351 Pleasant St
North Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Rochester Hills
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
6127 Ledgeway Dr
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
MISSISSIPPI
Ridgeland
Gary Platt's Sound Advice
680 Hwy 51 ID
MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
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Flips Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
Music for Pleasure
7714 Big Bend Blvd
Theodosia
Integrative Services
Hwy 160
MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
2456 Central Ave
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
812 Central Ave
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
136 Main St
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
15 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Milford
Book Ends
185 Elm St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
Levitz Plaza
166 D.W. Hwy
NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight & Sound
King's Shopping Plaza
Route 202
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
Shoprite Plaza
3585 Route 9N.

Manalapan
American Buyers Club
Corner of Routes 33 & 527
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo & Video
U.S. Route 1at Texas Ave
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
193 Bellevue
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave

Get In Here
720 St. Michaels Dr #0
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd

New York
Audio Arts Limited
101 Crosby St, 2nd Floor
Coliseum Books
1771 Broadway
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
J& RMusic World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Flushing
Lodestar Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8217 Molson Way (by appt.)
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox & Sutherland
15 S. Mager Ave

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
2225 Wyoming NE #J
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
ASound Look
301 N. Guadalupe St
Audio Designs
1711-8 Llano Rd
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr

Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Union Square Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
between 17th & 18th Sts
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Cambria Heights, Queens
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Brothers
2739 Erie Blvd E.

The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Route 59

Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St

West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
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LA's most exciting High-end Audio Shop
Join the growing community of audiophiles who have discovered Acoustic
Image.

We are low key, no pressure people with extensive knowledge of

what makes good

sound and

music, and we have gathered the finest

sounding audio components from around the world.

So come in or call- we

look forward to working with you.

are

a few

turntables,

These

arms,

of the

products

cartridges,

Aerial
Audible Illusions
Audion Silver Nights
Benz-Micro
Cary
Densen
Dodson
ESP
Forsell

we

racks,

represent.

Graham
Highwire
Hovland
Joule Electra
}Clyne
LA Audio
McCormack
Mesa Engineering
Micro mega

Gold Aero

We

also

carry

N.E.W.

OCM/Belles
Sonic Frontiers
Sound-Lab
Speaker Art
Swans
System Audio
Unity Audio
VAC
Well-Tempered
Whatmough

12668 VEntura BoulEvard
Studio City. California
91604
(818) 762-1501
or
fax (818) 752-9709
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NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
133 Jonestown Rd
OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Columbus
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc....
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Toledo
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
10327 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
1744 Willamette St
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth & Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
1985 S. Fifth St
Ardmore
Danby Radio
120 W. Lancaster Ave
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
2000 Lincoln Way E.
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
4453 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd

Lancaster
GNP Stereo
2144 Columbia Ave
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
1708 Shady Ave
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8, Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
226 W. King St
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. Route 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31
Madison
Audio Video Environments
1719 Gallatin Rd
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.

TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
200 Westgate Pkwy #J
Sound Systems, Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Dallas
Audio Home
14362 Marsh Lane
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
#G441
Home Entertainment
3510 Galleria
4419 W. Grove Dr
Krystal Clear Audio
2501 Oak Lawn #440
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #10
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
6692 SW Freeway
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
Plano
Home Entertainment
3400 Preston Rd

UTAH
Centerville
Evett & Shaw
605 N. 1250 W. #3
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S. 15th St E.
Audition Audio
2209 Highland Dr
St. George
Crazy Bob's
155 N. Bluff

Jazz
Recordings!

We stock a comprehensive
list of 5,750+ jazz titles.
From imports to out of print
recordings, new releases
and reissues -we carry
everything that is Jazz!
Lowest price in the states!
Special this month is the
35 Limited Edition Blue
Note Collectors Classics
titles, $13.95. $2.00 off list.
You won't believe the
selection we have until you
get our free catalog!

'Double-Time' Jazz
P. 0. Box 1244
New Albany, IN 47151
Ph 1800-293-8528
Fax 812-949-2006
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VERMONT
South Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
Audio Video Authority
1519 Shelburne Rd
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq
Williamsburg
Audio Dreamscapes
7434 Richmond Rd
WASHINGTON
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Hawthorne Stereo
6319 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video
2000 Pennsylvania Ave

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
American Audio
1833 Oakridge Dr
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News & Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Madison
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Mequon
Sound Designs
11126 N. Cedarburg Rd
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
K&W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
The Gramophone
10180 101st St

Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books & Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St

London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonics Audio &Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.
QUEBEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Decade

We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.
It has to be built-to your specifications, within your budget.

To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer
the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
the system you purchase is the perfec
for you.
To get started, call us today.

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fax
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248
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AUTHORIZED DEALER: ARC •ATLANTIC TECH
AUDIO ALCIIEMY •AUDIO CONTROL •BEYER DYNAM
CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWD •DAHL

ST
CARVER

ATE •GENESIS
GRADO •HAFLER •HARMAN KARDON •HUGHES •INFINITY •JAMO •JBL •LEXICON

MAGNUM/DYNALAB •McCORMACK •MERIDIAN •NAD •NESTOROVIC •NILES •ONKYO
(24 hrs)

PARASOUND •PHILIPS •PIONEER •POWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC •PSR •ROOMTUNE
SONANCE •SONIC FRONTIERS •SONY •STAX •TARGET •TIIORENS •TICE •VEI,ODYNE •VPI
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CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 58-589-742
Fax: (385) 58-40-376
DENMARK

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Raul Martinez
Tel./fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA

Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi -Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Vejle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio O Imports
Tel: (61) 3-819-0173
Fax: (61) 3-819-0161
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688

National Distributor
Vucht Vii men
Durob Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel (31) 4108-12-555
Fax: (31) 4108-17-583

Solutions
Audio Research

NHT

Theta Digital

Snell

McCormack

ProAc

Micromega

Paradigm

Pass Labs

Aerial Acoustics

Acurus

Audible Illusions

Atlanta's
1-fighena Source
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody
Dun woody, Georgia 30338

404-804-8977
VPI

Esoteric Audio

SOTA

Kimber Kable

Sumiko

Wire World

Sony ES

Atlantis

Sony Video

Target

Magnum Dynalab

'
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Grado

LUXEMBOURG
See Benelux
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-717-3057

HONG KONG
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328

MEXICO
National Distributor
Mexico
Heaven Sound
Tel: (52) 5-563-3187
Fax: (52) 5-563-8110

INDONESIA
Jakarta 11230
MUS Electronics
Tel: (6221) 692-7840
Fax: (6221) 625-1133

NETHERLANDS
See Benelux
NEW ZEALAND

IRELAND

National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065

National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-9449

DAVID LEWIS
» AUDIO LTD..**
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
AIR TIGHT
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIOLAB
BASIS
BENZ-MICRO
B & K COMPONENTS
CARY
CEC DIGITAL
CLASSÉ
CLEARFIELD
COUNTERPOINT
CREEK
OPA DIGITAL
DYNAVECTOR
EMINENT TECH.
EPOS
FANFARE FM
GENESIS
GRADO
GRAHAM
GREEN MOUNTAIN
HARBETH
HIGH WIRE
JADIS
KIMBER KABLE
KINERGETICS
KLYNE

KOETSU
MEWS
MERIDIAN
METAPHOR
MICROMEGA
MONITOR AUDIO
MUSE
NAD
ORACLE
PARASOUND
PS AUDIO
PSB
REGA PLANAR
ROTEL
SCI-FI
SIGNET
SOTA
SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
STAX
STRAIGHTWIRE
TARA LABS
TARGET
TOTEM
TRANSPARENT
UNITY AUDIO
VAC
VPI
WELL TEMPERED
WHEATON

(215) 725-4080
8010 BUSTI
ETON AVENUE
PhilAdFlphiA, PA 19152
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KOREA
Seoul
Audio Mart
Fax: (82) 2-514-2089

C.)

California

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel./fax: (506) 225-8231

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel: (81) 03-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 03-5410-0622

Los Angeles

Audio Salon
Tel (33) 61-12-3366
Brest
Brazil
Tel: (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528

BENELUX

National Distributor
Wiesbaden
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
6000 Frankfurt-Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base

GREECE

FRANCE

BELGIUM
See Benelux

GERMANY

National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-923-3168

National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sarl
Tel (33) 61-75-0664
Fax: (33) 61-735-882

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8. Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

Wilshire Boulevard

National Distributor
Charlottenlund DK-2920
Matrix Aps
Tel (45) 39-402-100
Fax: (45) 39-402-340
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17

FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph, Martinique
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel./fax: (596) 57-96-39
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Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Lajeunesse
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

NORWAY
National Distributor
Bergen
Audio Media
Tel./fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352

PHILIPPINES

SINGAPORE

National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
Tel./fax: (63) 2-922-1108

National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
Tel ./fax: (65) 33-66-790

POLAND
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel./fax: (48) 1-774-8154

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 474-8709
Fax: (351) 475-1367

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
1701 Parana
Tel./fax: (809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberlon 1450
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

National Distributor
Stereophile Chinese Edition
Taipei
Audio Vertex
Tel (886) 2-873-6635
Fax: (886) 2-834-8555

THAILAND
Amarin Plaza
Elite Home Entertainment
Tel: (66) 2-381-2440
Fax: (66) 2-237-3940
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee

Nottingham
Wollaton Audio
Tel./fax: (44) 0602-284-147
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End Place
Reading
Reading Hi-Fi
Broad Street Mall
Sussex
John Jeffries
Pineridge, Sandy Cross

LÁudi.bPe „ÇPPugLons

VENEZUELA

eassé audio

Caracas
Ardica
Tel: (58) 2-979-1844
Fax: (58) 2-976-1204

,Sbnus faber

TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Limited
Tel: (0212) 241-6550
Fax: (0212) 241-6551

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

UNITED KINGDOM

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi-Fi Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207

RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335

TAIWAN

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi -Fi Parier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (4)) 22-784-2904

National Distributor
Middlesex
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Specialist Division Mercury
Centre
Central Way, Feltham
Tel: (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-893-1140
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
The Listening Rooms
161 Old Brompton Rd

( \R I) \ti

/MERIDIAN
AERIAL
ACOUSTICS
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Audible Illusions •Aerial Acoustics
Artemis Systems • AudioQuest
ATC • Bryston • Cardas •Classé
Grado •Jadis •Jeff Rowland Design
KEF • Kimber • Klyne

Audio/Video •Compact Discs

Magnum Dynalab •Meridian
NBS • Power Wedge • PSB • PSE

Orange County's Leading High End Audio Dealer
Representing the World's Finest

Rock Solid • Sonus faber • Sony ES
Stax • Sumiko •Target •Thorens
Tice •Vimak •VPI

Music and Video Systems
AUDIO RESEARCH •KRELL •THIEL •THETA •WILSON AUDIO
SONUS FABER •MAGNEPAN •AYRE •FANFARE •KRELL DIGITAL
CAL AUDIO LABS •LEXICON •LEXICON THX •MAGNUM DYNALAB

Equipment Trade Ins Are Available
Thirty Day Exchange Privilege

MIKE MOFFAT LABS •DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY •MESA ENGINEERING
ARAGON •ACURUS •SONY ES •VELODYNE •PIONEER ELITE •ADCOM
AIRTIGHT •DAY SEQUERRA •ADS •ADS MULTIROOM •NILES
SOUND ANCHORS •PURIST AUDIO •PIONEER VIDEO •SONY VIDEO
MERIDIAN •PROTON VIDEO •AMPRO VIDEO PROJECTORS
VIDIKRON VIDEO PROJECTORS •AUDIOQUEST •OCOS •GOLDEN DRAGON

Js

AUDIO

4 Showrooms Including the Latest in THX Home Theater Audio Systems.
We Offer Consultation, Design, Custom Cabinets, Licensed Construction
and Installation. Convert or Build the Media Room of Your Dreams — No
Job Too Big or Small. Let Us Bring Fine Music or Theater Into Your Home.
In Addition, Digital Ear Features Over 30,000 CDs. You'll Find One of the
Most Comprehensive Selections of Classical, Rock and Jazz, as Well as
Country, Folk and Blues.
— FINANCING AVAILABLE— OPEN 7DAYS — CONTRACTORS LICENSE #556897 —

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street •Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903
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15454 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville MD 20866

(301) 989-2500
Fax (301) 989-2552
102355,3227@compuserve.com
Visa

Mastercard

American Express
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STEREOPHILEs ALMOST COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophile from Vol3 No.1 through Vol.18 No.9
(1971 through September 1995), and every component reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1 No.l.
(Please note that an index does not include the
review or article texts.) Currently available only
on 51
/"or 3.1
4
/"floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII
2
only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost Complete
Index, 208 Delgado St. Santa Fe NM 87501. Indicate
disk size
ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for
Quad, Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel
Systems. New and used Quad equipment bought/
sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or
Randy: QS&D, 33 McWhin Loop *108, Fredericksburg
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, fax (703) 372-3713.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles nationwide." By modem, (818) 988-0452, featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, on-line shopping,
e-mail, newsroom, library, conferences, and more. For
brochure, write TAN, 6930 Valjean Ave, #205, Van
Nuys, CA 91406-4747 Or for information, call our
voice/mail/information system, 24 hours, (818) 782-1676,
fax (818) 780-6260.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, California—
Franchised dealer for Naim, Roksan, Music Reference, ESL, Spendor, Creek, Regs, Epos, Totem, Rotel,
°nix, JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
Audible Illusions, AudioQuest, Cary, Classé, Encore,
EAD, Grado, Kimber, Magnum Dynalab/OCM,
Micromega, NHT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Straight
Wire, Swans, Target, Transparent cables, Well Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/Amex.
SAVE 50-90% ON ACCUPHASE, ARC, Cello,
Krell, Levinson, Rowland, Spectral, C.E.C, Classé,
Clements, Duracell, Esoteric, Infinity, JBL, Meret,
Meridian, Nakamichi, Quicksilver, etc. with your
trade-in. Pre-owned upgrade specialist since 1973.
Super deals on Class A—rated Accuphase electronics
AudioWorks" cables, Allegro Sound Original
Reference 'Babes," best there is. WANTED: Thorens
Prestige/Reference, Accuphase DC81L-DP70VP360. Call 24 hours: (818) 377-5264, fax (818) 505-0149.
AUDIOPHILES AND SCHOLARS: Audio Research, Krell, Linn, Martin-Logan, Vandersteen,
NHT, Spica, NEAR, Totem, Epos, JMIab, B&K,
Creek, EAD, Aragon, Acunas, Fourier, N.E.W.
Golden Tube, Micromega, CAL, TARA Labs, Purist,
Lexicon, etc. University Audio Shop, Madison, WI, (608)
284-0001.
HIGH-END SYSTEM FOR SALE; Magnan,
Spectral, Wadia, Cello. (916) 893-1451, fax (916) 8931461, 6pm-lOpm, Chico, CA.
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RATES: Private, $1.10 per word, $22 minimum
on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.35 per word,
$132 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word
is defined as one or more characters with aspace,
dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All
classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phonein ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in
ads are credit-card only. Master Charge, Visa,
American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106.
PAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are
due on the first working day of the month, two
months in advance of the issue in which your ad
will appear. For example, if you want your ad to
run in the December 1995 Stereophile, you must
submit it by October 1, 1995. No refunds.

ATTENTION HIGH-END HI-FI TRADE
HI-FI '96—The Home Theater and Speciality
Audio Show
May 29th" through June 2, 1996
at The Waldorf—Astoria, NYC
"May 29-30 for Ride only—closed to the public
May 29th, 10am to 6pm
May 30th, 10am to 6pm
May 31th, llam to 8pm
June 1, 9am to 7pm
June 2, 9am to 6pm
Our first New York Show since '90H—with two
days devoted to Trade. Don't miss your chance to
meet with manufacturers of the best in high-end
audio and Home Theater systems at one of
America's finest hotels: The Waldorf=Astoria.
You can expect to see and hear hundreds of
exhibits demonstrating the latest in top-performance equipment, current high-end, and new
market entries in both the high-end audio and
Home Theater arenas. Plus, you'll find agrand
selection of accessories, kits, and hard-to-find
records and CDs. For exhibitor information, contact: Ken Nelson, Nelson and Associates, Inc, 62
Wendover Rd. Yonkers, NY 10705. Tel: (914) 4763157 Fax: (914) 969-2746. To register for yourfree
Trade Badge, contact: Maura Rieland, Stereophile,
208 Delgado St. Santa Fe NM 87501. Tel: (505)
982-2366. Fax: (505) 989-8791.

HI-FI '96—THE HOME THEATER AND
SPECIALITY AUDIO SHOW
The Waldorf=Astoria •New York City
301 Park Avenue •New York City
May 29-June 2, 1996
May 29-30 dedicated to Trade only
Still Available:
15' x12'—while they last—$5200
Contact:
NELSON & ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705
for Exhibitor Information only.
Tel: (914) 476-3157 •Fax: (914) 969-2746
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STEREOPHILEs RECORD-REVIEW INDEX indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 Nol through Vol.18 No.9
(January 1987 through September 1995). Also
includes indices to "Building A Library" and
musician interviews, and indicates Records To
Die For and Recordings of the Month. (Please
note that an index does not include the review
texts.) Available on 51
/" or 31
4
/" floppy disks
2
(MSDOS, raw ASCII only). Send $9.95 to
Stereophile Record-Review Index, 208 Delgado St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size
ACOUSTICALLY TUNED WALL PANELS control flutter echo, reduce reverberation and reflection
patterns. Fabric-wrapped, mid- to low-range—frequency panels, all sizes with EZ mounting. Ideal for
inside corners/parallel walls. Visa/MC. Acoustical
Panel Systems, Inc., (800) 277-7978.
SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb medium-mass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded
sources, including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates,
and metal. SME owners: Upgrade through exchange!!!
Trade-in older SME and Shure/SME tonearms for
new and significantly updated Series II improved,
Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper kits, damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival
Supplies,* PO. Box 187, San Anselmo, CA 94979.
STATE-OF-THE-ART CROSSOVER networks.
Upgrade any speaker system. Replacing your crossovers can improve highs, increase dynamics, and
create a better soundstage. The design guide is $2
(refundable). Allpass Technologies, Inc., 2844 Channont
Dr, Apopka, FL 32703, (407) 786-0623.
RARE NOS. TUBES, selected for low noise and
matched, most in original boxes. Telefimken: 12AT7,
12AU7, 12AX7, 6DJ8, 6922, 6U8, ECC801S,
ECC802S, ECC803S, EF804S, EL34, ECC808. GEC
KT66. Mullard and Arnperex: 12AT7, 12AU7, 12AX7,
M8136, M8137, 5AR4, 6DJ8, 6SN7, 6CA4, 6922, 7308,
EF86, EL86, EL34, EL37. Philips and Siemens: 6227,
6922, 7308, E288CC, E8OCC. RCA and Sylvania:
5751, 6FQ7, 1213H7, 7027A, 8417, 7591, 7199, 6L6GC,
6KG6/EL509, 65N7. CBS/Hrzon 5814. B&K 707
tester. Voice (801) 224-4809, fax (801) 224-6059.
ATTENTION CLASSIFIED-AD READERS: Audio
Advancements will be closed August 9 until Labor
Day. We will be in Europe looking for things old and
new. "EarMax" accessories right around the corner!
Give us acall; we'll tell you about it! (201) 633-1151.
McCORMACK DAC-1 DIA converter. (215) 5674626, PA.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer—don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acurus, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio Research,
AudioQuest, Definitive Technology, Dunlavy, Eminent Technology, Enlightened Audio, Kinergetics,
McCormack, Magro, Martin-Logan, Monster Cable,
NHT, Onkyo, PSB, Rotel, Sanus, Sumiko, van den
Hid, and more. (515) 255-2134.
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TUBES—VINTAGE NOS. (new old stock). Tremendous improvement over original parts! Individually selected to meet the highest specifications (low
noise). All popular small-signal types available,
American and European brands. New Russian 6550s
and EL34s! Superior to Sovtek, Chinese, or Tesla!
Better than NOS. at half the price! Fast shipping,
liberal exchange policy, many satisfied customers.
Special promotion for Stereophile readers! Advantage
Tube Services, (305) 746-7737
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca, Audio
Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang, Chario,
Coda, dpa, Dynavector, ET tonearms, Ensemble,
Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JMIab, Kuzma, Magnum
Dynalab, Magro, Meret, Micromega, Musical Design,
Music Metre, Muse, Oniic, Oracle, Roksan, Sonoran,
Sound Anchors, SOTA, Spendor, Totem, Unity
Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA, and more.
Call/fair John Barnes at (303) 691-340Z 2341 W Yale
Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.
MARTIN-LOGAN QUEST, dark oak panels, mint
condition, $2450. (719) 539-6584, leave message
ALPINE AUDIO NOW OFFERS Threshold,
McCormack, Proceed, CAL, Golden Tube, Sonic
Frontiers, Parasound, Conrad-Johnson, EAD, Arcam,
Marantz, Denon, Timbre, Meridian, Runco, Reference Line, AR, B&W, Avalon, ProAc, Mirage, Energy,
Totem, Celestion, JBL, AudioQuest, Straight Wire,
MIT, ICimber, Transport, more! Demo and used specials always available. (540) 628-317Z 323 W Main St.,
Abingdon, VA 24210.
VORTEX MODIFICATIONS AND REPAIRS.
Albert von Schweikert is announcing service for
Vortex speakers. For information regarding new modifications that put the Vortex Screens back at the top
of Recommended Speakers, call (619) 956-3073 orfax
(619) 956-7515. World-class demo speakers also available at reduced prices.

Using ordinary
unencoded LPs
and CDs, the
Ambiophonic
method produces
breathtakingly real
"You Are There"
soundfields, with
ambience and
images over
120 ° wide...
so precise as to
seem palpable.

Ambiophonics
Beyond Surround Sound To
Virtual Sonic Reality

TURBOCHARGE YOUR LOUDSPEAKERS, factory-installed and kits for two-way minimonitor kits
available for three-way only. For free brochure and
reviews, call or write Quick Modifications, 1235 El Prado,
Ridgenest, CA 93555, (619) 446-7621.
SONIC FRONTIERS HDCDe processors and
SFL-2 super preamplifier, Threshold's new T-series
amplifiers and preamplifiers, and Totem's new model
Two—now at Audio Associates. SALE! SALE! Call
now during our fall sale for savings on select components from: B&K, Sonic Frontiers, Meridian, PS
Audio, Aerial, Threshold, and Totem. Audio Associates,
(601) 362-0474.
SHURE ULTRA 500 cartridge plus VN578E stylus,
excellent, best offer. (415) 341-0835.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-1, $795; Unity Audio
CLA-3, $595; two Nakamichi BX-300s, mint, $325;
one new, $395; Haller XL-280s (two), $650 pair;
Sumo Andromeda II, $695; Musical (British) Fidelity
items: P170, P172, pre-/power, $695 pair, two pair
MA-50 monoblocks, $695/pair; CAL Icon II, $450;
Forté DAC50 (Hi-Fi Choice Best Buy), $295; ProAc
Studio 2, Studio 1, Super Tablette, $695, $495, $295;
Sumo Electra, Charlie preamp, tuner (both optional
champagne, gold-anodized, aluminium gold faceplates), $395 pair; Sony CDP-608E5 CD player, $295;
Denon LA-210 laserdisc (champagne-gold, coaxial
out), $295; Mission 770F, $395; Philips CD-840 (differential Bitstream), $195; Michell Gyrodek, SME 4,
Koetsu Red, $1500; VPI HW Mk.III, Linn Wok LVII,
Monster AG1000, $995; Oracle Delphi Mk.II,
AudioQuest FT-5, Garrott P-77, $750; AR turntable,
$250; 300 various high-end audio magazines, $750;
Optimus CD-3400 (three new) Sequerra power supplies, $500 set; TDK noise absorbers (17 new), $6
each; blank cassettes: TDK MAX-6, $6; TDK SAX-6,
$3.95; Sony Metal Master, $4; Sony Metal ES, $2;
That's Suono (Reference Metal), $2.50. All mint with
boxes, etc. (908) 225-7726.

AMBIOPHONICS INSTITUTE
151 Veterans Dr., Northvale, NJ 07647
$29.95 (includes USA book rate postage
NJ Residents, add 6% sales tax)

SAVETHISAD! YOU WILL WANT THISBOOKI
250

MARK LEVINSON NO27.5 amp, absolutely mint,
one year old, very low hours, remaining factory warranty, $3300. Call (303) 674-2770.
KRELL KSL LINE-STAGE preamp, black, balanced and
coaxial in and out, $1400. Call Richani (407) 791-3587
TWO AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 amps.
modified by ARC to 140 except without slow turnon/-off circuit. ICT91 power tubes. Balanced inputs,
both amps are excellent condition, have boxes,
($6000) $3500. Call David, (713) 528-3888.
MARANTZ 8B, two stock, sound better than anything else at $1750, holds value; Ampeg 1" cast transport, 30ips, heads, tape, $150. (505) 783-4551.
MUSICAL FIDELITY B1 integrated amp, excellent
condition, $275. (503) 344-6220.
KSS TRIODE OTL monoblocks with super driver
stages, mahogany base and cages, low hours, $5100;
Krell KBL, mint, $1900. Ed, (415) 621-2493, ext.21.
CAL ICON MK.II, $450; Carver DPL-33 Pro Logic,
$275; Carver TX-11A tuner, $395; Polk M3,
$120/pair; Polk CS100 center speaker, $95. All new
condition. Will ship. (410) 247-4712.
SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY CROWN JOULE speakers, one year old, $1150 OBO ($2300 new). Mark,
(617)737-8825 or (617) 284-4154.

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers
......
BRAND NAME

POWER
AMPS

"In Stereo or Mono it Was aSense of Presence
and Space IHad Not Experienced, Except in a
Concert Hall" -Ross Wagner, The Audiophile Voice

Call: 800-526-9261 (ext. 205)
Fax: 201-768-2947
or Send Check or Credit Card Info to:

ARC CL-30 ($2995); M300 Mk.II ($5495 in factorysealed boxes), best offer. Call early am. (210) 7227726, David.

You are invited to audition

Ralph Glasgal
Keith Yates

This book describes how to radically
improve your home music theatre sound by
minimizing interaural correlation, eliminating
front loudspeaker crosstalk and the obsolete
stereo triangle, simulating early reflections
and reverberent fields, and adjusting for
pinna effects.

DEMO BLOWOUT—All full warranty, boxes, manuals. EAD T-7000, new, $1475; Genesis Gen.IlIs,
$2995; IM-8200s, $695; IM-8300s, $995; IM stands,
$225; Genre Is, $795; Genre 2s, $495, Genre 3s, $325;
Clearfield Continentals, $1595; Eminent Technology
LFT-Vls, $1750; LFT-VIlls, $1050; Counterpoint
Solid 2, $1395; DA-10, $1095; SA-5000, $2195;
Aragon Aurum, $1095; D2A-II, $695; Audio
Alchemy DTI/XDP/PS2, $550. Call (602) 224-9400,
box 28*. E-mail: infiesndalt.statcom.

We also Feature:
Evanston
708-864-9565
Hinsdale
708-789-1990
Libertyville
708-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

Ayre, Bryston,
B&W, Fosgate,
Goldmund,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Proceed, Rote!,
Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
and many more.

YOU'LL SWEAR
THEY'RE NEW
•USED
•DEMO
•B-STOCK
•REPACKS
•BUY, SELL
OR TRADE

auDio consuuranTs

the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MAKING LOVE
and sex is Audio Note Ongalcu 2115 power amp, less
than 20 hours, current design model ($89,000), 50%
discount or $45,000. Call Doug (907) 272-2923.
KRELL MDA-500, ($14,100) $6200; Hickok 539B,
good, $225; 539C, good, $275; TV-7, good, $150. All
with manuals. Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi, new in box, ($555)
$345. All plus shipping. (909) 982-2386.
ME TRACKING ANGLE magazine is anew publication brought to you by Michael Fremer. Our mission is to comprehensively cover the world of popular
music, especially reissues on vinyl and gold CDs
(along with new releases on CD and LP), with a
detailed and entertaining focus on sound and performance. Every issue will be packed with reviews, interesting interviews with key industry individuals, and
lots of late-breaking news. We publish six times ayear.
Issue #3 is out in August. To subscribe, send a
check/money order for $30 (CA residents, $32.33;
Canada and Mexico, $45; the rest of the planet, $60)
payable to The Tracking Angle, PO. Box 6449, San Jose,
CA 95150, USA. Phone (408) 297-7686, fax (408) 2830893.
EASTERN AUDIO—select perfect-condition used
equipment with warranty; Digital ARC DAC1-20,
$1400; Aragon D2All, $700; CAL Tempest II, $1050;
Maranrz LV-500, $425; Wadia X-32. Electronic: ARC
SP15A, black; Cary SLA-70B Signature, balanced,

ARAGON 4004 MK.II amp, new, $1495; Theta Pro
Basic III DAC, $1995; Sony ES tuner, $175; two pair
TARA Labs Reference interconnects, $100/pair. All
immaculate condition with boxes and manuals. (303)
773-6236.
MANLEY LABS 440 MONOBLOCKS with magic
transformers, brand-new, (+$9000) $6200; Reference
model digital converter, ($9000) $6200; also brandnew IRS Beta system with Cardas Litz wiring,
($13,000) $6200; Vacuum Tube Logic "Ichiban"
600Wpc mono amps, ($12,000) $6500. Retirement
sale, moving to Florida from New Jersey. Call Bob at
(908) 247-4916.
DON'T BREAK MY BACK—Audio/Video. Silver
interconnects, $49; Sorbothane feet, $25; 10-gauge
speaker wire, 75e/ft.; 12-gauge, 50e/ft.; digital cables
from, $29; and more. Satisfaction guaranteed, free catalog. $4.50 shipping. Phone (310) 983-3764, fax (310)
983-3762. D.B.M.B., PO. Box 598, Harbor City, CA
90710-0598, leave message.
NAKAMICHI DR-1 tape deck, $825; Audible
Illusions Modulus 3preamp, $1300; Rogers Studio 2
monitor speakers, $2950; McIntosh 240 tube amp
with rube cover, $1850. Call (215) 572-1242.
SELL: PRE-RECORDED RCA two-track open-reel
tapes. For free catalog, write: Tapes, 1215 Ravemvood
Rd., Boulder, CO 80303.

chrome; Conrad-Johnson PV8, $925; PV1OAL, $595;
Forté 4A; Krell KSL-2, $1475; KRC, $3495; KRC-2,
KSA-80B, $2175; KSA-200B, $2475; KSA-250; KSA100S; Quad 34, 606; Threshold S-200, $1075. Plus
much more. Call for details. MC/Visa accepted. 13302 41st Rd., Flushing, NY Phone (718) 961-8256, fax
(718) 961-8315.

KRELL KSA lA mono preamps with KRSP power
supplies (four pieces), latest version, beautiful silver
finish, superb build quality, ($10,000) $2800; MD-20
transport, sonically as good as MD-10, outputs
include AES/EBU, ($4500) $2300; KST-100 power
amplifier, latest version, ($3300) $1800; KBL preamp,
latest, ($4500) $2200; SBP-64X processor, completely
updated, ($9000) $3300. Bob, (419) 238-4747.

MERIDIAN 506 CD player, $795; Thiel 1.5 oak
speakers, $1300; McCormack DNA-0.5 amplifier,
$995; Audible Illusions Ll preamp, $995. All mint
with boxes and manuals. Call (214) 965-6307

PROAC RESPONSE 3, mahogany, $4500; Krell
KSA-150, $2500; Timbre TT-1 DAC, black, balanced,
$2800; VAC PA160 monoblock with KT88 tubes,
$3950. Call Graham, (305) 388-0930.
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Quality Components,
Professional Installation & Service
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"We are known for the
companies we keep"
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Adcom, NAD, Onkyo,
B&W, Ortophon, Audioquest,
Monster Cable, M&K, AKG,
Rockford Fosgate, Polk Audio,
Stax, Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynamics,
Sony, PSB, Sennheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control, Velodyne,
Boston Acoustics.
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Adjustable
Glass
Component
Shelving.

Northern NY's oldest de most
renowned dealer.

57 Smithfield Blvd.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
monday-Friday 10am-tipm. Saturday lOam-bpm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex
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Call us today for your local dealer and
acopy of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...
We Manufacture:
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FAX: (714) 283-2857

1.I. /BILLY BAGS
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MasterCard
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Audiophile Selections
P. O. Box 17038
Anaheim, CA 92817-7038

udiophile
elections

I
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•Audio Racks
•T.V. Recorder Tables
•Amp Stands
•Big Screen Pedestals
•Speaker Stands
•Turn Table Foundations
•CD Storage Racks

catalog, send mail to:

I
I
I
I
I. ___
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We offer the best CDs
with the best price!

For more information and a FREE

1

T.V. Swivel
Available.

Start Collecting
CDs NOW!
Audioquest
$12.99
Chesky
$11.99
DMP
$12.99
Dorian Recordings
$12.99
Mercury Living Presence
$ 9.99
RCA Living Stereo
$ 9.99
Reference Recordings
$12.99
Sheffield Lab
$12.99
Telarc
$12.99
Wilson Audio
$12.99
Also CDs from TAS & Stereophile

1'J

Our component rack systems are the result
of serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
"VW will even design apiece to your exact
specifications!" Our custom design department
's fast and affordable.
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•Laser Disc Storage
•Projector Tables
•Monitor Swivels
•Wall Brackets
•Audio Dusters
•Tube Flex Kits
•Custom Designs
Available
4147 TRANSPORT ST
VENTURA. CA 93003
(805) 644-2185
FAX 644-0434

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP
REPRESENTING:
AMPRO •APOGEE •AVALON • B&K •
B&W • BASIS • BEL • BENZ MICRO •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS • CARDAS •
CHESKY • COUNTERPOINT • DAY
SEOUERRA •CAD •GRADO • GRAHAM •
JEFF ROWLAND •KIMBER (ABLE •
MAGNUM DYNALAB •MELOS •
MERET AUDIO •MIT •PROTON •
REFERENCE LINE •
REFERENCE
RECORDINGS •
SOUND ANCHOR •
SPECTRAL •SPICA •
STAX •SIMKO •
TARA LABS •
TARGET •
TICE •VAC •
WILSON •
XLO •YBA •
CD'S & LP'S

kier

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
PROFESSIONAL SET UP
HOURS 10.6 MON ,SAT
BY APPOINTMENT

12AX7/12AU7/12AT7/6DJ8 tubes: Extremely detailed, natural, musical, and pure. Preferred over
Telefunken, Amperex, Brimar, Mullard, Gold Aero
Platinum, etc. Finest tubes available. Outperform all
other tubes!!! Guaranteed!!! Buy and try. Not 100%
satisfied, return for refund. Free shipping to US.
Doyen Goo, (808) 947-6982.
THRESHOLD SA-1 MONOBLOCK amps and
FET ten/hi preamp, mint, ($10,500) $6500. Dave,
(616) 795-3923.
NAD AM/FM TUNER, $200 OBO. Speaker cables:
1Cimber, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, Cardas, OCOS,
$50. (619) 446-7621.
Vii 225W TRIODE monoblocks, $4395 OBO;
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 preamp, $2795; Alón IV speakers, rosewood, $2795; negotiable. All new. Call Fred,
(706) 638-0577
BREAK THROUGH TO THE MUSIC with the
capacitor that has the high-end-designer community
abuzz. Hoveland MusiCape film and foil coupling
and speaker capacitors offer more natural space,
dynamics, and detail than popular metalized film
types. Hear for yourself the dramatic difference this
US-made best bangi upgrade can make to your
speaker crossovers and electronics. Contact your local
high-end technician or one of these excellent hobbyist distributors: The Parts Connection, (905) 829-5858;
Welborne Labs, (303) 470-6585; Sound Products, (503)
761-0743; Anchor-Cross (Tokyo), (813) 3203-5606; A&S
Speakers, (510) 685-5252. MusiCaps— clearly more music
ROWLAND MODEL 2 amplifier, original owner,
black with mink, manual, and accessories, ($5800)
53495. (504) 769-0930, 6-10pm and weekends CST

4119 HILLSBORO RD • NASHVILLE, TN 37215
(6151 297-4700 • (615) 292-1600

Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
CLASSÉ • MAGNEPAN
SONUS FABER •APOGEE
THETA •WILSON AUDIO
ACURUS
ADS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOQUEST
GOL DM UND
GRADO
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
PS AUDIO
PSB
RCAUDIO

HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or
visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd., Little Neck,
NY 11363.

Wbat ào
.111

SPECTRAL DMA-180, $4300. Call Dennis, (816)
941-7755.
McCORMACK DIGITAL DRIVE DAC-1, $745;
Totem Is; Sonic Frontiers SFD-1, Mk.1, $1545; Aerial
10-T; Sonic Frontiers SFS-40, $1095; Threshold T100, $2350; Meridian 263 processor, $575. (601) 9827054.
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fil The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound
at low prices, how to set up your system for the best
sound, and how to become a better listener. With
more than 450 pages and +200 photos and illustrations, The Complete Guide to High-End Audio is the
ultimate reference book on high-quality music reproduction. Written for beginners and experienced
listeners alike. Find out why Sam Tellig says, "Before
you make amistake, buy Bob Harley's book." Only
$29.95 (softcover) or $39.95 (signed hardcover) plus
$4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental US). Full
money-back guarantee. Call toll-free: (800) 848-5099
for your copy, or send check or Visa/MC information
to Acapella Publishing PO. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM
87198-0805.
ROWLAND CONSONANCE, black, latest line
and phono modules, just purchased, full warranty,
remote, former Class A-recommended (Vol.16
No.10), great sound and ergonomics. Marie, (713) 8715124.
FOR SALE: EAD-9000 Pro Series III, HDCD,e balanced, gold, new 1/95, ($7350) $4500; C.E.C. TL 1,
gold, new 2/95, ($4950) $3000; MIT Proline extended II balanced interconnect, 2m, ($1400) $600.
Michael, (334) 661-8190, PO. Box 190124, Mobile, AL
36619.
THETA PRO GEN.V, balanced, single mode, not
one scratch, $3450. Lang Jr, (813) 327-2400, Compuserve 71024,514.
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MB-300 full power frequency response curve at <1.5% BID
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MB-300 frequency response curve at SW

-We calibrpte and liSten
critically to each amplifier
/ we ship and we provide

/

you with the test results,
so you-can see-that your - -

2 Vil equipment is

performing at its very best.
Letting you concentrate
on the music.

making tubes
user-frente

•

576 State Rd.
N. Dartmouth, MA
716 •442 •6050
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(509) 996-5454
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AUDIO RESEARCH LS2, $1500. (209) 239-2210
after 6pm PST

KRELL KSA-250, mint, $330; NHT 3.3, as new,
$2950. (310) 785-3446, pager.

APOGEE DIVAS AND DISPLAY DAR, faux
anthracite granite finish, ($15,000) $5100; Mini
Grands, early finish, excellent, ($5200) $3500;
Meitner MTR-101 monos, 100Wpc, former Class
B—recommended (Vol.14 No.4), killer base (Apogees), $1400; Sony CDP-X777ES, former Class B,
great player and really great transport, 401bs!, ($1800)
$900. Must sell all. All excellent with manuals, etc.
Reasonable offers, private party. (713) 784-9282.

ONE PAIR OF KRELL KRC-2 amplifiers, mint
with boxes, manuals, and remote, $11,900; Cello
Encore preamp, mint with all manuals and box,
$5500; Wadia 20 transport, mint with all manuals and
box, $2900; ProAc Response 4loudspeakers in ebony,

B&W, THIEL, LEGACY, KEF, and other owners:
Would you like to improve on the great sound you
already have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs—a necessity for proper bass extension. Please call
or fax (716) 685-5227 anytime to drastically improve
your listening pleasure.

mint with boxes, $11,500; Audio Alchemy DTI Pro
with Power Supply 3, various NBS Pro interconnects,
8' Master speaker cables and Pro Power Cords; all
equipment is less than one year old and in mint condition with boxes and owners' manuals. (314) 434-3252.
SPEAKERS: MIRAGE M-3, $1200; Dahlquist DQM9, $400; CD players: Proceed PCD 2, $1100; Denon
DCD-2560, $300; Adcom GFA-555 amp, $400;
GFP-555 preamp, $250; GFT-555 tuner, $150. Steve,
(804) 482-4184, leave message

FOR SALE: VPI HW-17 record cleaner, never used,
$550; Esoteric P-2 CD, $1600; and D-2, $1600; used
five hours; Elite LD-S2 laserdisc player, mint, used
under 10 hours, $1750. Phone (519) 836-8339 before

DIVORCE SALE! Genesis III rosewood, $4500;
Perreaux SM5 preamp with 3400 power amp, $4300;
Vimak UT-1000 Il transport with DS-2000 II D/A,
$9500. All still in boxes. Dovely, (813) 669-918E

9pm EST

MOS ELECTRONICS, high-end audio and Home
Theater specialist. Excellent service, custom installation, free and warm consultation. Bryston, NEAR,
Acrotec, Air Tight, Accuphase, Foundation, Apollo,
and Hugo audiophile CD. Call (213) 724-2715, CA.

CHATEAU MONITORS 7", ($3500) $750; 8",
($4000) $850; Cary preamp, $1750; triode amps,
$2200; Adcom GFA-555, mods, $500. WANTED:
DH500, GFA-545. (801) 226-1018.
PARASOUND 1206 SIX-CHANNEL amplifier,
$1600 each, like new, mint condition. Call je; (206)
531-5464.
SPECTRAL DMC-10 GAMMA, $1500; Stax
Lambda Signature headphones, $500; Janis W-1 subwoofers (speaker only), $400 PR; Fidelity Research
FR66S tonearm, $600; Oracle Delphi Mk.11 (Brooks
mod), with ET II tonearm and \Visa pump, $1000.fitn
King, (919) 477-4233, nights.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV7 MC, $475; Thiel 3.5,
$1500; B&W 805, $1250; Marantz 63-SE, $350. Call
(615) 928-3256 before 10pm EST

,,,the most spatially realistic two-speaker playback
rye heard':
I.

MARK LEVINSON NO23.5, absolute mint condition, original owner, $4250 OBO. (305) 669-0252
daytime (305) 251-4169 after 7pm.
KRELL STUDIO DAC, $1800; Proceed PUT-3
transport, $1350; Pioneer Elite CD-52 laserchsc/CD
player, $600, one owner, like new. (615) 531-3470 until
9pm EST
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS—
$150/pair. Pure solid silver wire, Teflon insulation,
your choice of Cardas silver or silver/rhodium RCAs.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more. (404) 4578748 before lOpm EST

•

certanly
qualifies
for some
kind of,
best-buy'
dosis nation:

Available factory direct for ahosted time at S099.00 apair
plus s&h 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty . Available exclusively from
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Speakerworks

We also offer

.Repairs •Parts •Kits Reconing

312 769 0773
5704 N Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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The Harbeth BBC LS5/12A
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Featuring Products from

•Adcom 'Apogee AuchoQuest •
Audio Innovations
B&K •Cardas 'Chicago Audio Group
Counterpoint. Esoteric Audio. Grad°
•
JM Labs. Kober Kable McCormack. NSM
.
Pinnacle .
PS Audio .
Rogers Spectrum. Sumiko
•
Taddeo .
Target .
Tice 'Totem .
Van Den Hul
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SW MICHIGAN
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The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.

360-698-1348
THIEL. KRELL•THETA
WILSON X-1 GRAND SLAM
CONRAD JOHNSON
STRAIGHT WIRE
ROTEL- APOGEE ACOUSTICS
ARAGON ACURUS
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Clearaudio, Creek, Duntech, EAD,

tous ch 8, Sat 10-5

913 Northern VA., Greet Nee, 0,1 1102.1
PHONE 6,F-0,(516162.7 -4456
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Pink Triangle, Sumiko, Townshend,
Wilson Benesch, Woodside

Aural Kiosk
1509 Portage Road
Kalamazoo, MI 49003

616-384-5787
253

MBL-101 LOUDSPEAKERS, ($31,000) $11,700; Stax
DAC, ($12,000) $2995. Call (216) 752-1100.
THE B&W 801/802 CROSSOVER UPGRADE:
The single most significant improvement you can
make to your 801/802-based audio system. Please call
or write for our complimentary literature. North Creek
Music Systems, Webb Building RO. Box 1120-B, Old Foe
NY 13420, voice/fax (315) 369-2500.

111ew Location!
GRIIND OPENING!

Aerial •Arcam •Audible Illusions
Audioquest •Cardas •Classé Audio •(WD
Denon •FMS •Forsell •(ovan •M&K
Magnum Dynalab •Mark Levinson
Martin-Logan •Meridian •Paradigm
Pioneer Elite •Ratel •Sonic Frontiers
Roomtune •Spica •Toshiba Cinema Series
Transparent Cable •Vandersteen
Vidikron •VPI •Wadia

1411-1.ffiLlutlio
Iliumi Theater
iil um losIallal ion
Trade-ins
New Hampshire:
Levitz Plaza
166 Daniel Webster Hwy.
Nashua, NH 03060
603.888.9777

ensemble
music systems + home theater

FINANCING AVAILABLE

NAKAMICHI 1000 R-DAT transport, ($5900)
$3900 OBO; Cedar DC-1 digital real-time tick-andpop dedicker, ($16,500) $12,000 OBO; Rowland
Consummate, ($5950) $3900 OBO; Finial LT-1X
laser turntable, ($35,000) $15,000. (505) 662-1415,
(505) 667-1330.
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE, new sealed
box, ($4500) $2700; Sugden AU51 preamp, ($4500),
IER (V5#2) highest rating, $1300. All BOs. (315) 4698384.
CLASSÉ 15 AMP, latest, mint, ($3000) $1900;
Pioneer Elite PD-93, four months old, perfect,
($2000); Stan Warren Mod plus, ($350) $950; Audio
Alchemy DTI Pro, mint, ($1295) $725; Resolution
Audio Reference 20 UltraAnalog DAC, ($1500) $750.
(715) 732-4398 before lOpm CS7:
BEAT PEA-ESP! You demand performance, quality,
and soul in your music and components. Why not
demand the same in software for you and your kids?
Pea-ESP! is afun, challenging, scientifically correct,
and colorful DOS software game for all ages and player skills. No sex or violence! Educational. Rated ***.
Requires 386 or better PC-compatible, VGA color,
Iflouse, and 1.7MB of hard-disk space. Only $29 for
your registered copy. Send name, address, telephone,
floppy size, (3',4" or 51
/"), and check made payable to:
4
Triple-U Software, STURO. Box 189, Wayland, MA
01778-0189. Allow three weeks.
VANDERSTEEN 4As, $2250; Electron Kinetics
Eagle 7A amplifer, 300Wpc, $1250. (919) 779-3019
before lOpm EST

cherry creek
Audio

CELLO PALETTE PREAMP/EQUALIZER, Stereophile Class A (Vol.18 No.4), ($6500) BO over $3600;
Audio Research LS2, Stereophile Class A, ($2495)
$1350 OBO; Scientific Fidelity Substrates, ($3300)
$1700 OBO; Omega Constellation 18k/ss, day/date,
($1950) $1300 OBO. All with boxes, manuals, buyer
ships. Rodney, (904) 336-5984.
EXPOSURE XV, $850; CAL Sigma, $500; Nains
NAP 180, $1400. (407) 626-0674.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS Aria Mk.II tube CD
player, $650; Threshold 400A power amp with cascode class-A upgrade, mint, $750; Conrad-Johnson
Premier 5, 200Wpc tube amps, Sovtek tubes, $3400.
Call (203) 848-1300.
WADIA WT-3400, $995; AR Classic 30 speakers,
($2500) $1195. (716) 271-1415.
KRELL KRC-2 PREAMP, $2100; Krell KSA-3005
amp, new, factory-sealed, '95 production run, includes
optional remote and AMDs, ($9900) $7600. (504)
865-7864.
THETA DATA II WITH LAZER LINQUE, $1200;
5' biwired WireWorld Eclipse speaker cables, $550.
Bob, (908) 493-2734.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acurus, 'Gruber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog!
Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St., Charleston, SC 29403,
(803) 723-7276.
AUDIO RESEARCH V140, $5000; Manley 350
monoblocks, $3200; CAT Signature preamp, $2750;
VTL D/A, $2200; VPI TNT turntable, $1900. Doug
(402) 289-0886, (402) 779-2531.
THIEL CS1 SPEAKERS, excellent condition, $500
and shipping. Nathan, (718) 543-7953, NYC.

WESTERN NEW ENGLAND'S BEST

SOUND
AN

&

PRICE

Denver:f Premier
High-End Source

Audio Research Corp.
Classé Audio Inc.
Martin Logan
Dunlavy
Energy
Acurus
Aerial
Purist
Hales
AMC
XL0
EAD
more ..call for details
303-758411F1(4434)
2553 S. Colorado, Denver, CO 80222
"Hear

The Difference -

ADCOM •API •AQ •CAL AUDIO
DENON •1VC •KIMBER •KLIPSCH
KRELL LEXICON •MCCORMACK
NAD ONKYO• PREMIER •NUANCE
ONKYO • PROCEED • PROTON
SENNHEISER •SHARPVISION •SNELL
UNITY •VANDERSTEEN •VELODYNE
VIDIKRON
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C.E.C. 11 IBELT-DRIVE CD player with $500 of
mods, nine months old, ($5000) $3100. (310) 837-2619.
McINTOSH C-108, 50-W2, P-50-D, all mint. (901)
546-0668.
COMPACT-DISC CABINETS—exquisite, handmade, hand-finished CD cabinets. Solid walnut,
mahogany, teak, or black-lacquer finish. Unparalleled
quality and beauty. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call or
write for free brochure: Sound Stage Creations, P.O. Box
2554, Ponte Védra, FL 32004, (904) 825-4387.
JADISJA 500 AMPS, perfect condition, $13,000. Call
or leave message: (510) 284-7264.
BEL 1001 Mkil, $1700. (206) 633-4000.
SIDEREALICAP—The world's most highly reviewed
audio capacitor. The SiderealKap is absolutely neutral
compared to ashort length of 99.9999%-pure silver
wire. Call, fax, or write now for application notes and
ordering information. SiderealKap, 1525 Brian Place,
Escondido, CA 92025. Phone (619) 743-1997, fax (619)
743-2192.
WATT II/GIBRALTARS, $3700; Jadis JA 80s,
$6900; ARC 120s, $3900; Tympani IVA woofers,
$1250; Goldmund cones, $150; Maplenoll Ariadne,
$975. (416) 691-4319.
DOES YOUR SYSTEM HAVE what it takes to
sound better, more musically accurate, with the truly
neutral Cormorant interconnect? If so, delight in the
joyous rediscovery of your music. Zero-risk 30-day
audition. 1m pair, $124, air-shipped free. Literature
available. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave., West
Palm Beach, FL 3340Z (407) 842-7316.
BACK ISSUES: STEREOPHILE 1-158, TAS 2-88,
$600 OBO plus shipping. (914) 736-0760,Joseph.
PROCEED AMP 3THX, 150Wpc, mint condition.
Call (702) 641-4406.
AUDIO RESEARCH FOR SALE: LS3 and PHI,
both for $2500, excellent condition, Stereophile Class
A/B, respectively. (608) 271-5503.

$40CARCAM ALPHA 5(everybody's favorite little
amplifier). $501:»Fried Beta VI (fantastic!). We represent best-buy products from Arcam, B&IC, Fried,
Linaeum, Musical Concepts/Design, OCM/Magnum Dynalab, NEAR, many morel Stereo Consultants,
Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, I1am-7pm EST
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2, ($2500) $1400; Aragon
4004 Mk.II, ($1850) $1200; Snell K, ($450) $200;
Quicksilver GLA with Cage, ($1240) $750. Jammy,
(212) 944-6301 days, fax (212) 921-7116.
CORNER AUDIO, PORTLAND, Oregon: Quicksilver, BEL, Linaeum, EAD, Audio Physics, Immedia,
Michael Yee Audio, Spica, Lyra, WireWorld, PSE,
Tice, SOTA, Benz, Klyne, AMC, Sound Anchors,
RPM, Sumiko. Used and demos available, trade-ins
welcome. (503) 227-1943.
JULIUS FUTTERMAN OTL-4T, 50W, excellent
condition, $3595. Fred, (212) 757-1119.
LINN KAN speakers with stands, $375; Linn LP12
with Ittok Cirkus, Klyde, $2200; Linn 'Cairn SPS preamp with phono, boxes, and manuals, $2300; Linn
Klout amp, 80Wpc, box and manual, $3200; BRB
200 amp, $390. All in mint condition. (718) 886-7612.
PERFECT CONDITION with warranties: CAT
SL-1 Signature, $3150; Levinson No23.5, $4950;
Krell PAM-7, $1150; KRC, $3850; KRC-2, $2350;
KSA-80B, $2200; KSA-150, $2750; KSA-250, $3500;
KSA-100S, $3675; KSA-200S, $4950; KSA-300S,
$6400; ProAc speakers. Call for list. Trade, COD,
MC/Visa. Phone (908) 688-8381.
THE 99.999%-SILVER, 100% musical interconnect:
Silver Seven. Rated 3 out of 4 stars in Hong Kong
Audiophile against MIT MI-330 CVT Plus and
Transparent Music Link Ultra! Handmade in the

AUDIO /PK IRLI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER
We Rook 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car
Stereo, only • few stores in Amenra can
make this statement and virtually
idl of an are located in college

Lightstar
Signet
Meridian
Sonic Frontiers
Naim
Spendor
Paradigm
Spica
ProAc
Sumiko
Reference 3a Target
Regs
Theta
Roksan
Vandersteen
Rotel
VTL

ni-lech Universities
Arum.
Adcom
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Nil. Audio

Alen
Alpine

Onkyo
Onkyo Integra

Aragon

Phase Tech

Atlantic Tech

Panama,'

Audio Control PS Audio
AudioQueat
PSH
B&K

Rock Solid

B&W
Bell'oggetti

Sam»,
Sennheiser

Cal Audio Lab Sharp Video
Celestion

Signet

CWD

Snell

De non

Sony

Du nlavy

Sony ES

Esoteric
Sound Anchor
Forte
Straight Wire
Hefter
Sunf ire
Infinity
Tara Labs
Kimber Kable Target
KEF
Klipsch

Threshold
VTL

Lexicon

Yamaha... &

McCormack
Mirage

47 More at
KIEF'S Box 2

Mitsubishi
Lawrence, KS 66046
Monster Cable I2 Showroorna

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 312.883.9500
5701 W. DEMPSTER MORTON GROVE 708.581.1900

Projects customiled to meet
your particular needs
Our consumer &professional
services include adiverse array of
quality components &accessories,
expert consultation &unrivaled
installation techniques.
Ile travel Worldwide
Call: 609.799.9664

Fax: 609.799.8480

E-mail: pp000792@interramp.com

FOR SALE: AUDIO RESEARCH SP15, mint, like
new, menu and box, $2500. (604) 431-0688.

towns •djacent to

Adcom
Aragon
Arcam
Audio Alchemy
Audio Research
Beyer
C.E.C.
Celeste
Creek
CWD
Dunlavy
Epsilon
Golden Tube
Grado
H/K
Janis

Systems that work the
way you want them to!

USA. $2991m. Love what you hear or your money
back. Since 1986. Wavetrace Technologies, (813) 587-7868.
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ACCURATE
AUDIO
VIDEO
DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE
ADS

14oneer

AMX

Powetwedge

Audio Alchemy
Audioquest
B&K

%scan
Roduistics
Runco

BIC

Signet

Dahlquist

Sony

Denon

Standesign

Forte

Sumo

Tice
Threshold
Toshiba
Vidikron
VPI
XL0

Jamo
NC
MB Quart
McCormack
NHT
Niles

Bryston
Fosgate
Hafler
Kenwood
Lexicon
Certified
&K
Parasound
Harman Kardon
I

NAD

Onkyo
Rane
Snell
Stewart
Dealer
Triad
Velodyne
Soundstreom

IICA,111.1/1

Consultation •Sales •Installation

Available throughout the United States.

PHONE 1-800-414-1849
2301 N. Central Suite 182, Plano, TX 75075
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LEVINSON NO.33, ($32,000) $22,000; Theta
Gen.V with AT&T, $4000; (800) 977-4470, leave message.
FREE CABLE WITH QUAD integrated amplifier
Naim, Harbeth, Audiolab, Regs, Quicksilver, Bruce
Moore, JA Michell, }Clyne, Joule Electra, Nestorovic,
Quad, Aronov, Cardas, Target (305) 891-9540.
VANDERSTEEN 3with Sound Anchor stands, mint,
$1850; OCOS 8', biwire, $225; Straight Wire
Maestro, two 1m pairs, $100 each. Call Roger, (704)
847-5892.
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS 1, $850. (212) 779-5359
work, (201) 222-8414 home
JMIab ALCOR SPEAKERS, ($11,000) $4900; Air
Tight ATC-2, immaculate, ($5400) $3000; Avalon
Radian speakers, ($10,600) $6500. (412) 492-0418.
ROTEL R8-980BX POWER AMP, 120Wpc, new,
boxed, used one day, Stereophile Class C—recommended (Vol.18 No.4), ($600) $540. Saga r, (718) 921-4999.
APOGEE SLANT 8 SPEAKERS, used one month,
mint with boxes, manuals, etc., ($4000) $2200; KSS
Engineering 100/100 stereo full triode OTL tube
amplifier, ($4900) $2400 OBO; Purist Colossus
speaker wires, 91
2'
/
pair, ($1600) $500; Theta Pro Basic
D/A, $550. Call Marie (203) 328-3788 days, (203) 4520811 evenings.
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE Signature Mk.II with
Flywheel, $8000; McIntosh MR78 tuner, wood
frame, A condition, $1200; Roksan Radius turntable,
$800; NEAR 50ML, $700. Call (818) 574-0105, fax
(818) 446-5859..
THE ASPEN SPEAKER COMPANY is now offering anew type of loudspeaker (US patent numbers
5,062,139, 5,295,194, and others pending), which,
according to awell-known speaker designer, "...solves
several fundamental limitations of loudspeaker
design." For literature and ordering information, send
acheck for $2 (refundable with order) to: The Aspen
Speaker Company, PO. Box 10061, Aspen, CO 81612.

SOMME STEREO

FLORIDA'S FINEST!
PASS LABS
Aleph series amps and
preamp. Simply the finest!
CARVER LIGHTSTAR
The most affordable high
power super amp availible!
AUDIO LOGIC
The worlds best DAC from
designer Jerry Ozment !
AUDIO ALCHEMY
DDEv3.0
now in stock!
DDS-III
now in stock!
CALL FOR JULY SPECIALS
call: 1-800-425-9836
5825 Collins Ave, Suite 3C
Miami Beach Fl 33140

LEVINSON NO31 TRANSPORT, $5300; No35
DAC, $4500; ICRELL KRC HR preamp, $4500; 505
amp, $2100; Audio Standard 2 amps, $12,500. All
mint, original owner. Sue (414) 494-6348.

FREE LIST. Audiophile classic LPs. Butdr, PO. Box
684, Woodburn, OR 97071.

THETA DATA II with AT&T, $1450; Levinson
No35 converter, flawless, $4300. (717) 674-5877 until
lOpm EST

GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell,
Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me
last. Dealer for Alón, Aragon, Acurus, Audio
Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint, Dynaco, Kimber,
Platinum, Sonic Frontiers, Space & Tune, XL0. Audio
Chamber, (510) 549-2178.

ARTEMIS EOS, BLACK SATIN, rosewood and
sapele; Classé S1000, $2795; PSE Studio IV/SL
combo, $849; Classé Five-L remote; Classé Four,
Jadis DPL; Rowland Model 1, $1750; Meta Research
DAC and transport, $1499 each; ATC model
10/20/50 speakers; Velodyne F1500R, new, $1295;
Muse Eighteen, oak; Aerial Acoustics 7s; AudioQuest
Sterling, 6' pair, $499; Meridian 263, $449, 203
DAC7, $349; 508 (one-beam), $1495; Magnum
Dynalab Etude, $995; Fosgate THX subs, $800/pair.
(301) 989-2500.
AUDIO RESEARCH PHI phono preamp, black
faceplate, perfect, complete, only three months old.
Sacrifice, $1000 OBO. (209) 298-5240 evenings.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA—Quality hi-fi: B&K
components, NHT loudspeakers, Onkyo, McCormack, ICimber Kable, PS Audio, Sonographe, AudioQuest, Acurus Electronics, Power Wedge line conditioner, Audio Alchemy, Arcici, Sound Organisation,
PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson, Vandersteen, B&W,
Enlightened Audio Designs. Three Rivers Audio, (219)
745-5460.
PROAC RESPONSE IS speakers, rosewood, excellent condition, $1450. (213) 620-8640 or (213) 6878760.

LPs/CDs/TApEs
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factory-sealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative
catalog ($3 overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellefontaine
Framingham, MA 01701.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90,000,
London ffss Bluebacks, Lyrics, Argo, EMI ASD,
British Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax
(212) 496-0733. Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St., Apt.
1B, New York, NY 10023.
EMI REISSUES!!! Hume is official US distributor for
these limited-edition, numbered reissues. Classic
Records RCA Living Stereo/Vente jazz reissue LPs—
all available titles in stock. Columbia jazz and RCA
pop/jazz LPs coming soon. Enjoy our unique incentives. Hume Record Works, Ltd„ phone (602) 331-0756,
fax (602) 968-8382.
TOP DOLLAR PAID for LPs and CDs. No collection too large. Classical, jazz, rock, audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI-ASD), more. 100,000 LPs and
30,000 CDs in stock. Call or write for information/directions. Open 7 days, MC/Visa. Princeton
Record Exchange 20 Tulane St., Princeton, NJ 08542,
f609) 921-0881.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono
and stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call
Lawrence O'Toole PO. Box 138, Bearsville NY 12409,
phone/fax (914) 679-1054.
28,000 LPS. PRIVATE COLLECTION, hard-tofind, out-of-print mint, most sealed, 1950-1995.
Classical, soundtracks, original casts, pop vocal, opera,
rock, jazz, ethnic, greatest hits, country, soul,
piano/organ, religious, big-band, comedy, Latin, folk,
easy-listening, guitar, Christmas. Available individually or in lots. (203) 227-8326.

WANTED

WANTED: OLD, NEW, TUBE, McIntosh, Dyna,
Marantz, ARC, Conrad-Johnson, JBL, EV, Jensen,
Klyne, Mark Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad,
Sequerra, Altec, Fulton, Linn, Thorens, Western
Electric, EMT, 33LP, etc. (713) 728-4343, fax (713)
723-1301, Maury Cork
CASH PAID for all types used audio/video equipment. Buy and sell by phone. Dealer for: AudioQuest,
Audio Alchemy, B&K, Carver, Marantz, NEAR,
Paradigm, Philips, SOTA, Straight Wire. Stereo Trading
Outlet (since 1984), 320 Old York Rd, Jenkintown, PA
19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215) 8861650, fax (215) 886-2171.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not,
mono/stereo) old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Leak,
Futterman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Tannoy, Altec speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Mark Levinson, ARC,
turntables, arms, etc. Also, used wristwatches: Role;
Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc. (used watch parts and
tools). Traveling often, Midwest and East Coast. Trade
welcome. (718) 387-7316 or (718) 383-5352.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
NBS, Spectral, Theta, Threshold, and Wadia without
calling us. New store in LA. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-4356, Sennie.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI, tube theater amps, corner
speakers, horn drivers, coax/triax speakers, crossovers,
Altec, EV, Jensen, McIntosh, Dynaco, Scott, Fisher,
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tammy, Leak, Marantz, etc. Some
high-end ARC, Linn, Conrad-Johnson, speakers, etc.
Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK
73110, (405) 737-3312.
WANTED: LONDON, PHILIPS, DG and
Dynamic LP boxed sets. Include price first list. R.
Hirsch, 101 Washington Lane M-618, Jenkintown, PA
19046.
WANTED: QUALITY USED classical LPs. Randall
Goldman, Box 3, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, phone/far
(500) 367-2000.
SUMO ANDROMEDA II; Conrad-Johnson
MS200; Counterpoint SA-20; MIT 840' Shotgun;
1m of Lindsay-Geyer; 1m ARC Solo amps. (619) 4467621.
DESPERATELY SEEKING, MITSUBISHI MV8000 laserdisc player or Mitsubishi HS-U67 VCR,
preferably good condition. Call (214) 987-3978.

tr:

Z>,

PRIVATE-COLLECTION SALE: Elvis Presley,
Beatles, Blue Notes, RCA, Mercury, London
Bluebacks, movie scores, Leak tube (three units),
Revox A77, Fisher 500C receiver, Scott 370 tuner,
Trevorlees PAS3X preamp, McIntosh/Marantz
equipment. E. Edwards, (718) 783-6485 or (212) 3875502.
JAZZ, BLUES, AND ROCK on vinyl, used, out-ofprint, and new audiophile reissues. Fair prices. Wantlists welcome. Write for free mailing list. Jim's Hot
Vinyl, PO. Box 660592, Arcadia, CA 91066.
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly
accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson ik Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers,

NY 10705.
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'
m ahappy guy. Like most people, I
like being happy. Ijust heard from
Chris Browder, Executive VP of
B&W and President of the Academy for
the Advancement of High End Audio,
that the Academy Board of Governors
has voted to sponsor the two Trade Days
we're going to have at Hi-Fi '96 in
Manhattan next May (see ad on p.114).
Now, you're probably asking: "What's
that got to do with me? I'm sure it makes
Archibald's ego even more inflated (pretty hard to do), but it doesn't put any
more audio equipment on the table at my
house."
True, it doesn't put any more equipment on your table, but it will give you a
lot more to see. Most of the exhibitors at
our Shows are manufacturers—a good
thing, because that's who most of the
attendees want to see—and manufacturers are always looking to maximize the
return on their exhibit investment dollar.
Although my "Publisher" title describes most of what Ido at Stereophile,
I'm also one of the driving forces behind
our Shows—I'm a Show promoter. As
such, I always want to give my customers—attendees and exhibitors alike—
the biggest bang for their buck. That's not
altruistic—it's just good business: the
more benefit you give your customers,
the more of them there will be. (Which,
in adifferent arena, is why Iassume our
circulation ranks at Stereophile have swelled
to an audited 75,000 in 1995. Again, it's no
direct benefit to you that there are 74,999
others like you rather than 59,999 or
14,999; but the more of you there are, the
more we can offer you in the magazine.)
Which brings me back to those dollarmaximizing exhibitors: If I(the Show
promoter) can offer them asignificant
trade benefit at the New York Show, to
go along with the tremendous benefit of
meeting thousands of people like you,
then more of them will decide to exhibit. The more they exhibit, the more likely you'll hear something great at the
Show, the more likely you'll meet amanufacturer with interesting new ideas, the
more likely you'll uncover some gem of
a high-end product that has just been
thought up by some clever entrepreneur.
In short, everyone benefits.
STEREOPHILE, SEPTEMBER 1995
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The Academy's participation is important to me because it catapults Hi-Fi '96
from being aStereophile-only show into
an industry-wide event. The Academy,
hopefully with the assistance of other
trade organizations and magazine groups,
will be putting on an extensive series of
seminars on the trade days, discussing all
the hot trade issues for 1996.
I'm also amember of the Academy's
Executive Committee, and their sponsoring Hi-Fi '96 put me in atough position. As a member of the Executive
Committee, my allegiance is to the best
interests of the Academy—I had to tell
the other members to negotiate hard
with any organization whose trade show
they might sponsor. But as the promoter
of Hi-Fi '96, Iwas working hard to not
give away the store.
In the end, Itraded in my Academy
hat during the negotiation period, which
was made easier by the fact that the decision was made by the Academy's Governors, not the Executive Committee.
Still, Ithink sponsoring the trade days
at Hi-Fi '96 is a great thing for the
Academy to be doing. The Academy was
launched at the last Show we did in New
York back in 1990, but it hasn't yet had
the industry-dominating effects that you
see from PARA (Professional Audio/
Video Retailers Association) and CEDIA
(Custom Electronics Design Industry
Association). The Academy is the only
high-end audio organization that has
lasted more than acouple of years, but it
hasn't taken the world by storm.
Though the Academy's primary achievements have been behind the scenes,
they've been significant. Back when it had
just started up, the Academy played asignificant role in defeating the luxury tax
aimed at electronics costing more than
$1000—you know, the now-repealed tax
that decimated the boat-building industry. Also, the Academy has had aprofound effect on relationships between
high-end audio and the Electronic Industries Association—this industry's major
trade association. The result has been a
dramatic increase in high-end membership at the EIA, much better facilities for
high end at most EIA shows, and overall
greater recognition of high end's impor-
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tance in the world of consumer electronics.
The Show in New York, though,
allows the Academy to enter awhole
new arena, making possible true industry-wide participation in that Show—
including other magazines. With luck,
and the enthusiastic participation of our
exhibitors, dealers from all over North
America and distributors from all over
the world will be attending Academy
seminars and learning what key highend people think about all the major
issues, finding out from designers and
other key industry people what's happening with DVD, Dolby, Coherent
Acoustics (the new name for DTS's datareduction scheme), THX, the new SuperCDs, and much more. And, you'd better
believe, Stereophile will be roping in many
of these same industry leaders for the consumer-day seminars as well—even more
than we had this last April in Los
Angeles.
Which brings up the only problem I
can think of related to this change:
There's already more to see and hear at
our Shows—with the live music, all the
terrific exhibits, and the seminars—than
any one person can see or hear, and a
bigger Show will only be worse in that
respect. Although Ihave to admit that
this is aproblem I'm willing to live with,
I also have a recommendation: PLAN
AHEAD AND PLAN EARLY.

Our room block at the Waldorf is only
alittle bigger than the room block we
had at the Doubletree in Los Angeles
(which sold out three months in advance), and there's likely to be alot more
competition in New York from members of the trade. Book aroom now for
Thursday, May 30 through Sunday, June
2; stay at the Waldorf, with every exhibit room, seminar, and live music event
only minutes away; spend all 26 hours of
the Show searching out the best there is.
Everyone at Stereophile, and everyone in
the high-end and Home Theater industries, is planning for this to be the best
show in the world. You'll want to be there!
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THE PATH TO HI HER RESOLUTION
The Wadia 22 CD Transport and The Wadia 26
Decoding Computer offer listeners a clear
uperade path to the pinnacle of Audio Purity.
W th 32 times resampling, 19 bit signal recovery and true decoding computer priority, the
Wadia 26 delivers superior performance as an
affordable option. It also offers input capabilitieE for digital technology of the future.
The Wadia 22 CD Transport delivers a mas sly'? full disc-support transport system with
four digital outputs, including glass optical to
fully accommodate future component
exchange.
The Wadia 22 and 26 offer the exhilaration of
previously unheard tonal qualities...
performance once associated with only the
most costly electronics.
To experience your music as you never
thought possible, audition these products at a
Wiidia Dealer.
22 CD Transport
26 Decoding Computer
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The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900
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This picture tells you alot about AudioQuest cables, but without aframe of
reference it doesn't tell you whether the boxes (or the viewer) are rising, falling or
just floating. Many inferior cables are popular, even though comparison against a
proper reference immediately reveals serious flaws. Because AudioQuest cables
are referenced against no cable (the bypass test), we understand each cable's
strengths and weaknesses. We know that AudioQuest cables will give you a
performance closer to the original,
de
whether on a
-system
or on a-big
"
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